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THE STRUCTURE OF MOTOR TASKS

A..M:Gentlie
J. R. Higgins

. E. A. Miller
B. M. Rosen
teachers College
Columbia University

At the'present time, there does not seem to be anY adequate'
means for classifying motor tasks. As a consequence,' ex-
perimental studies of motor learning and performance
variables yield information having limited generalizability.
Rather than providing a basis for a broad conceptual
framework, our research efforts tend to give rise to
specialized domains In which theory development and theory
testing are tied inherently to a narrowly defined motor task
such as horizontal positioning responses or tracking or
simple reaction time situations. Even the extension of findings
from a straightforward data paper is not possible as the
relationship between the motor tasks used in our in-
Vestigations is not clear. In addition to these problems, our
inability to specify commonalities in motor tasks has con-

. .tributed to the difficulty in applying findings derived from
laboratory analysis to practical situations involving the lear-
ning and teaching of :motor skills. This last inadequacy is
particularly important In our research program at Teachers
College. We have assumed that continued rgsgarch efforts
shoyd produce information that eventually haS some
educ'atIonal utility.

FOr these many reasons, we have been engaged in a series of
studies over the lastAive years in which various strategies.fdx,
classifying motor tasks have been examined. The ptirpose of
this paper is to summarize this research concerned with our
develdpment of a taxonomy of motor tasks. The paper has
been organized into three sections. ln the first section, there
is a brief reyiew of the various stages through which we have
progressed in our attempts to arrive at a.tentative taxOnomy;
The second section is. focused upon the experimental
strategies that have been used in our most recent work

The important assumption with which we started was that
movements.must match environmental constraints in order to
produce a particular outcome or change In the enVil'onment.
Given that an individual has established a goal, for example,
to throw a ball at a stationary target, the movement pattern
must conform to the spatial constraints inherent In the task if
that outcome of hitting the target Is to be produced. In this
exarnple, the spatial characteriStics of the movement are
restricted or determined by the positional. characteristics 'fif
the target as well Eis the size, shape and weight ix the ba I.
These environmental events are, therefore, regulatory In the
sense that the movement pattern must mold or' conform to
these conditions for sucCessful goal-attainment. Although an
underlying continuum was assum d, two types of en-
vironmental control were identified d were labelled closed
and open. Motor tasks in which r guletory environmental
conditions were fixed, stable and;ttationary throughout the
execution of the movement were dofinedas closed. When the
regulatory conditions Involved objects or persons moving in
space and, thus,. Involved events that changed positions in .
space during,the movement, the task was considered open.
In closed motor tasks, the ,:apatial but not the temporal
organization of the movement Was assumed to be limited by
the spatial constraints of the stationary. environment. In
contrast, the spatial and temporal characteristics of
movements used in open tasks were thought to.be restricted
by the temporal/spatial characteristics of the variable
regulatory conditions of the "moving" envirOnment.

t

Beyond these differences concerning the nature of en-
vironmental control and the constraints imposed on move-
ment organization, open and closed motor tasks were pur-

Lastlyr-the--research-findiegs-thet-providelhe- Lthib fur uur"--MiTted to vary in several important ways. As developed in
. current taxonomy are presented. detail elsewhere (GENTILE, 1972), it was Proposed that

STAGES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF A
MOTOR TASK TAXONOMY'

Open/Closed Motor Tasks

The first stage in, our efforts to explore- Classification .
procedures involved an extension of the analysis of motor
tasks made by POULTON (1957). Using the type Of prediction
required .for a particular movement, Poulton had identified
categories of skills and had applied the terms "Open" Ind
"closed" to two such categories. HoweVer, the basis for his
distinctions seemed to be primarily in terms of processes not
readily observable, that is, anticipatory processes within the
organism. Influenced by 'the concept§ of LURIA (1966),
BERNSTEIN (1967), and BRUNER ,(1968, j we came to
recognize ttiat these predictive processes could be related
quite directly to the environmental conditions under which the
movement was performed. Re-defining POULTON's two
categories of motor tasks in terms of environmental con-
ditions provided an anchor to clearly observable events and.
thus, was amenable to verification.

11
S

acquisaion and performance of open and closed motor tasks
differed in :

(a) the information processing and predictive demands of
the task,

(b). the nature of changes in movement organization that toOk
place during learning,

(c) the conditions of practice appropriate for skill acquisitidri,
and

(d) the need for specific types of augmented information
feedback.

Our initial research efforts produced very encouraging
results in terms of the tenability of this classification'strategy.
HIGGINS and SPAETH (1972) demonstrated that changes in
movement organization during acquisition of open/closed
tasks followed our predictions in terms of fixation and
dWersification of motor patterns. 'BURKE (1072) found that'
athletes selected on the basis of partici?' ion in open or
closed sports environments differe in information
processing and predictive characteristics as measured by
readtion and movement times in certain and Uncertain tasks.

Mouvement. Actesdu 7s symposium en apprentissage psycho-moteur et psychologie du sport. Octobre 1975. 11
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Similarly, BERGER (1972) produced evidence that closed and
open skill athletes differed on a nurriber of selected per-

, sonality characteristics. Recently, evidence has become
available concerning differences in conditions of practice
during acquisition of open and closed 'tasks (WITT, 1975),
These data supplement the 'earlier observations of
HAMPTON (1970) and DEL REY (1971, 1972) concerning the
differential e(fectiveness of two typespf augmente0 informa-
tion feedback (I.e., feedback pettaining to the movement
versus feedback related to the Outcome) upon acquisition of
Oen/closed tasks. On the basis of these initial findings, it
appeared that this simple dichotomy of open/closed tasks
did have some experimental validity.

At' this point, it seemed reasonable to explore another
dimension that could be used to classify tasks, namely, the
type of movement required. Several lines of ev.idence
suggested that any classification based upon 'the actual
movement used in the task should distinguish between two
broed categories of motor response :
(a) movement patterns used for postural adjustment (that is,

maintaining or changing total body position in space),
and

(b) movement patterns ,involving the upper limbs and harvis
that are used for maintaining or changing the position of
objects in space.

First, there' Ei'ppeared to be differences in the 'neuro.
physiological control processes for these two . categories
of movement. Second, phylogenetic and devilopmental
comparisons had emphasized the Importance of the hands,
esOecially in tool using behaviors, as a more complex
mode of interaction than simpler postural processes
(PAILLARD, 1960; BRUNER, 1968). Lastly, from work such as
STARK's (1968) in bioengineering, a division 'of control
processes Into postural and "voluntary" was proposed (see
HIGGINS, 1972 for a more detailed presentation in this area).
Therefore, we employed these two .dimensions.(posturfrand
independent, upper limb transport/manipulation),
dichotomizing each into two levels (body stability/body .4
transport and . absence/p"resence of Manipulation), and
arrived at a four-category system for classifying tasks in
terms of the naturoptthe movement required. In combination
with the open/closed distinction related to the nature of
environmental control, an overall system of eight categories
was attained (table I).

. Table .1 - initial Taxonomy Based Upon Environmental and Movement Requirements':

Nature of
0

Nature of Movement Required By Task

Environmental Total Body Stability
(1

Total Body Transport

Control No LT/M ' LT/M No LT/M .LT/M

Closed
(Spatial control :
stationary environment)

Sitting
Standing

Typing
Writing

Walking , Carrying or handling
Runriing objects during

locomotion
Javelin throw

Open
(Temporal/spatial control :
movingenvironment)

Standing on a
moying.train

Log rolling
Riding ait.

, escalator

Reading a news- Dodging a mov-
paper on a ing object

moving train Walking in a
Skeet shooting moving train
Batting in Dancing with a

baseball partner

Run and catch a
moving object

Throwing on the
run

Dribbling in
basketball

.
1. LT/NI = independent limb transport and manipulation, usually involving maintaining or changing the position of objects in

space.

12
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This overall system was, very attractive to us as.it provided a
means to integrate other aspects of skilled performance with
the task classification. For example, summarized in table II is
an analysis of the oculomotor/visual processes that seemed
to be associated with each task category (see BIZZI, 1974 ;

YARBUS, 1967 ; ZINCHENKO, 1972). Thus, we were in-
terested in pursuing research that would allow for the
evaluation of this approach. One research strategy utilized
was a factor analysis of performance measures on 16 tasks
selected so as to be representative of each category (two

tasks per category). The results of thois study (GENTILE,
, 1972), reportea at this Symposium a few years ago, offered

partial support for this system. However, subsequent in-
vestigation of this classification strategy was curtailed as it
became necessary to reconsider our original definitions of
open/closed tasks.

Table H - Oculomotor Adjustments and Visualmotor.Analysis Related to Motor Task Categories.

Nature of

Environmental Total Body Stability

Control No LT/M

Nature of Movement Required by Task

Total Body Transport

LT/M No LT/M LT/M

Closed
(Spatial control :
stationary environment)

Visual orientation
(VO)

VO
Simple search

(SS)

VO
Rate analysis

(RA)

VO
SS
RA

Open
(Temporal/spatial control :
moving environment)

VO
Tracking

(TR)

VO
SS
TR

VO
RA
TR

VO
SS
TR

RA

Note: VO = Convergence/divergence 'and compensatory eye movements that provide input relative to verticality and
relationship of head/body and external.objects.

SS = Primarily saccadic eye movements providing rinput regarding location and features of stationary external objects.
RA = Convergence/divergence to derive input regarding environment into which the body is moving ; point of focus

(distance) determined by the rate of total body motion.
TR = Slow pursuit and saccadic eye movements providing input regarding the spatial/temporal features of moving

objects.

1 ,3
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Confounded.

During the time Dr. Lawrence ABRAHAM was associated with
our laboratory, he raised several irksome questions concer-

.. ning the definitions of open and closed tasks. For example,
:one question posed was how to classify a task that involved a
moving object that did not vary from one occurrence to the

. next. A shooting gallery display would be an instance of this
type of environment..Similarly, tasks such as putting in golf or
high jumping did not seemjeadily classifiable the regulatory
conditions in the environment were stationary during the
execution of the movement but varied from trial to trial. It
became obvious that the original definitions of open/cldsed
motor tasks were confounded. Rather than consisting of two
levels of one variable, the definitions involved variation along
two dimensions : intertrial variability in regulatory conditions

-was one factár, stationary/moving environmental conditions
1was'a second factor. Closed tasks had been defined as
involving stationary and stable events ; open tasks as in-
volving moving and variable conditions. Thus, it was
necessary to modify the original definitions and procedures
for classifying motor tasks. Each variable Was .considered
separately and a four-category system for environmental
control was obtained (table III).

CT

Table III - initial Modification of Motor Task Taxonomy.

haturse

Environmental Control

Intertrial Variability

Absent Present

Stationary

(Category 1)

Batting off a stationary
tee what remains in one
fixed position

(Category 3)

Battir.y a stationary tee with
height of tee varied from one
attempt to the next

(Category 2)

Batting a ball pitched by
michine at one fixed rate
and flight pattern

Moving

(Category 4) .

Batting a ball pitched by machine :
a) At one fixed speed but with

, different flight patterns
b) At different speeds with the

same flight pattern
c) With variation in both speed and

and flight pattern from trial
to trial

Thiimbdified classification system, based only on the nature
Of envirdinniental control, provided the. framework for the
experimente to be reported in this paper. Hence, some'
elaboration cbricerning the characteristics of the four
categories seems aOpropriate. In accord with our initial
classificetion straiegji, it was assumed "that statidnary en-
vironments imposed soleli spatial constraints upon move-
ment organization ; whereas moving environments were

. assuMed to impose both temporal and spatial constraints. In
terms of the predictive demands of these environments,
regülatory, conditions that involve Moving objects or persons
always. require -th-e performer to compensate through 'an-
ticipation for the inherent time lags in his information
processing capabilities. However, the time stress within a
trial, cancerning the gathering and processing of information
and the selection and execution of a response, would be

reduced markedly if the performer had prior information
concerning the environmental constraints. When conditions
do not vary from trial to trial, such information is available and
intertrial predictive processes can reduce the intratnial
predictive demands.

14
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We suspect that one reason the original formulation was
confounded is that, in nature, moving objects tend to vary in
their spatial/temporal characteristics from one occurrence to
the next. Only through man's ingenuity have devices, been
developed that provide for objects to be moved the same way
over repeated presentations. Any researcher who has
attempted to have an object move consistently in an ex-
perimental task would appreciate how difficult it is to produce
this condition. Indeed, only through the intervention of
mechanical or electronic means is it possible to produce the
same Motion twice in succession. Thus, moving but invariant
tasks (category 3, table III) are primarily the product of the
laboratory.

Using faboratory devices to structure environmental con-
ditions allows for other alterations in moving objects that are-.
not normally possible. For example.,tasks can be designed so
that the Spatial or the temporal characteristics of the moving
object can be varied independently. Objects that move
"naturally" have concurrent variation of these parameters.
However, fn laboratory situations in which, for example, the
moving object is a target, the task can be structured so that :
(a) the same target, following the same course, is presented

on each trial while the speed of target is varied, or
(b) 'the same speed is used on each trial while the location of

the target is varied.

Of course, a third condition in which both the spatial and
temporal parameters are varied is also feasible. Thus, in a
laboratory analysis of this modified classification system,
moving and variable tasks (category 4, table III) could be
subdivided according to the relative variability in spatial or

Aemporal constraints.

The research reported in-this paper involved the evaluation of
this modified classification system including the subdivisions
of category four. The research strategy involved a detailed
analysis of the movement organization used by performers
under the variations in environmental control specified by this
four-category system. The procedures developed for the
analysis of movement and the results of our studiei are
discussed in the next sections of this paper. However, to
complete this historical Introduction, a brief overview is
presented of the most current stage in our taxonomic efforts

. that has evolved as a consequence' of our research findings.

Current Status

"'The third taxonomy that has been derived from our recent
experiments using.movement analysis is Surprisingly similar
to the open/closed dichotomy with which we had started.
Considered only in terms of environmental regulation. there

.doee appear to be two broad categories of motor tasks. One
category is identical to the open task 'condition specified
initially.: regulatory conditions that involve moving and
variable environments. The other broad category includes
two types of task conditions:
(a) "closed" tasks as defined initially involving stationary and

stable environments andz
(0) "limited interaction" tasks involving stationary or moving

environments that vary from trial to trial primarily in terms
of one dimension, that is, spatially or temporally but not
both concurrently.

In. addition .to clarifying our classification procedures, the
data from our recent experiments seems to invalidate some
of our initial assumptions. First, although we had assumed
that environmental events controlled movement organization,

we had always modified our statements by indicating that the
morphological constraints of the individual performer were
also irriportant determinants. We were wrong: To a far greater
extent than we hao Itipposed, the abstract features of the
movement's framework are determined by environmental
constraints. Secondly, it had been proposed that stationary
environments restrict' only the spatial character' shoe.- of the
movement pattern. Again, this assumption seems to be
incorrect. Both the spatial and temporal characteristics of the
movement are a direct function of environmental conditions
regardless of whether that environment involves moving or
stationary 'objects.

Thus, in a much more profound sense than we had believed
possible, the nature of environmental jegulation determines
the structural elements and abstract features of movement
patterns used by adult performers. Based upon our ex-
periments, these conclusions seem reasonable and tenable.
Letus now discuss the procedures andfindings that provided
the basis for our current views.

METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Overview and Rationable of Research Strategies

This overview focuses upon three primary questions :

(a)' what was the level of analysis used and why was it
appropriate for the study of a taxonomy of motor tasks,

(b) how was the taxonomy reduced and translated into a
laboratory and experimental research setting, and

(c) what was the method and rationale for reducing
cinematographic records of the movement to quantifiable
and abstract parameters of the movement ?

To date lithe, if any, research has focused upon the move-
ment in relation to systematically varied environmental con-
ditions. Investigators interested in motor skills have concen-
trated their research efforts mainly upon the outcome of the
movement and have had little concern with the movement
that produtes the outcome. We began our studies with the
basic premise that detailed analysis of movements per-
formed under laboratory conditions (where spatial and tem-
poral dimensions of the environment are carefully controlled
and systematically varied) allows considerable ingight into the
underlying mechanisms and processes involved in the
organization of movement. .

The research reported here is from a series of performance
studies using a dart throwing task in which no attempt was
made to evaluate the data within a learning paradigm. For the
purposes of these studies, we selected one type of movement
condition, namely, body stability with limb transport/
manipulation (table l). Specifitally, the movement used was
throwing a dart from a stationary standing position at a
target. ,

The Level of Observation

The level of observation selected to directly analyze the.
movement involved in the dart throwing task was to use
cinematographic techniques to record and quantify selected
parameters and features of the movement. Specifically, it
involved the detailed analysis of the pattern of movement, in
space/time, by Specifying prior to the:analysis the structUral
elements of the movement. These elements were then
systematically analyzed in relation to.. the environmental
condition.

1 5 .
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*t The structural elements of a pattern of movement consist
of related displacement, velocity and acceleration
characteristics. These elements can be reduced to an
abstract representation of the spatial and temporal ,com-
ponents of the movement. (The detailed procedures will be
developed in 'the final section dealing with data reduction).
Thus, the "movement" level of analysis used is a four-level
reduction piogressing from the pattern of the movement to
an abstract representation of its spetial/temporal character.
This type of analysis provides the investigator with valuable
information concerning the underlying Organizational schema
of the movement.

To more adequately understand the underlying mechanisms
invorved in the organization of moVement, we have attempted
to determine the functional relationships between the spatial
end temporal components of the movement and conditions of
the environment. Finally, we expected that detailed analysis
of the structural elements of the movement would yield
information related to "rules", "strategies", "processes",
"codes", etc., that the performer uses -in meeting the varied
demands or constraints imposed by the spatial and temporal
conditions of the environment. Movements are the reflection
of underlying mechanisms and processes of organization...

The Taxonomy and Experimental Conditions

In order to test any hypothetical model, in this case the
modified taxonomy of motor skills, it is necessary to reduce
the abstract dimensions of the model to conditions compati-
ble with laboratory, analysis. Table III operationalizes the
taxonomy in terms of real world examples. However, now it is
necessary to reduce the taxonomy to the laboratory con-
ditions employed in our studies.. Thus, the general task and
aPparatus will be described followed by a discussion of the
specific experimental conditions:

The Task and Target Apparatus

A dart throwing task was selected for several reasons:

(a) it is a relatively simple limb transport/manipulation move-
ment in which each phase of the ergonomic cycle
(preparation, action and follow-through) are easily deter-
mined,

(b) the actual execution of the movement occurs primarily in
the sapittal plane of motion and thus,.is easy to record
with single-camera (two-dimensional) cinematographic
techniques,

(c) the critical anatomical points used for analysis remain in
. , constant view within the film record,
(d) the task provides for easy variation in target configuration

without radically altering the movernent parameters and
body position of the performer, and

(e) the target array can be manipulated with . respect to
. location (spatial dimension) and speed (temporal dimen-
sion) allowing for a variety of experimental conditions. .

The target waS displayed. by a specially designed, motor-
driven; Variable Array and Target Speed Apparatus (VATSA).
This apparatus allowed us to independently vary or covary the
spatial and 'temporal parameters of the target presentation
(seeSPAETH, 1973 for a complete description of the VATSA).
Through a. small "viewing window" the target could be
presented in different spatial locations at different speeds. In
'all of our studies, the "viewing window" had a horizontal
dimension of six inches and a vertical dimension of eleven
inches. The rationale for this small viewing space was based
Upon the need to restrict subjects' movements to one plane of

16

motion in order to facilitate cinematographic analysis. The
target location was varied in the vertical direction along three
positions (high, Middle or low). The target moved in a
horizontal direction from right to left. For any condition and
trial the speed of target was constant (i.e., no acceleration
during target presentation).

Reduction.of the Taxonomy to Experimental
Conditions

Each category of the modified taxonomy has been reduced to
a Set of experimental conditions (table IV). The first category
was represented by a condition in which there were no spatial
or temporal changes occuring within or between trials. The
task consisted of throwing a dart at a stationary target which
retained the same spatial location form trial to trial. Category
two involved a moving target that did riot vary in location or
speed between trials. Category three involved stationary
environmental conditions in which the spatial location of the
target varied from trial to trial. In tnis condition, one of three
vertically arranged targets was tested on each trial. Category
foUr was represented by a set of three different conditions all
of which involved a moving target and intertrial variability.
The first condition in category four involved variation in target
speed from trial to trial while holding target location constant.
The second condition varied the target location cIding
speed constant across trials. The third condiu ,aried
both target location and speed between friars.-

1 6
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Table IV - Experimental Reductions of Modified Taxonomy.

Nature of

Environmental Control

Intertrial Variability

Absent Present

Stationary 1

(Category 1)

Tirget stationary with fixed
location from trial to trial
(ROSEN and HOROWITZ-HANDE)

(Category 3)

Target stationary with spatial location
varied from trial to trial
(ROSEN)

(Category 2)

Target moving with speed and
spatial location fixed from
trial to trial
(ROSEN and HOROWITZ-HANDE)

Moving-

(Category 4) 44

Target moving :
a) Spatial location fixed with speed

varies from trial to trial
(SPAETH, 1973)

bj Speed of target fixed with spatial
location varied frorrl trial to trial
(O'BRIEN, in progress)

c) Target speed and location covaried
from trial to trial
(MILLER. MAURIELLO, and O'BRIEN)

Movement Analysis
.

Cinematographic techniques were employed to record each
subject's dart throwing movements during one of the specific
experimental conditions outlined above. The procedures
used for data analysis and reduction were the result- .of
considerable pilot .work. For example. we selected the wrist
as the critical anatomical point for movement analysis only
after detailed evaluation of several other anatomical points
had been undertaken. The wrist yielded all data appropriate
to-our questions, and was a satiafactory -reflection of all limb
seg ents participating in the th,rowing movement.

. Proce ral Details

All su jects were volunteer,.male undergraduate'or graduate
students at Columbia University. 'They reported to the
laboratory for each .session where they received 'a standar-
dized set of instructions. Finger tabs were connected to the

_thumb-and index finger of each subject prior to testing. When
the dart was grasped by the subject an electronic circuit was
completed which activated a neon light appearing in the
camera view (but not in view of the subject). Deactivation of
this light indicated when the dart was released at the end of
the throwing movement. White noise was presented through
headphones placed over the subjects' ears (under the
moving target condition) in order tO mask any teffect of the

sound of ihe motor driving the target. Subjects were
positioned six, feet in front of and directly opposite the right
edge of the viewing window. All subjects assumed an iden-
tical standing position.

Five-inch long metal darts with plastic vanes and weighing Ihe
ounces were used. For all studies, the target face was 11 X 11
inches with a colored 1- X 1 inch center.. Subjects were
instructed to aim for the center square.

In order to facilitate the cinematographic analysis, two lights
were arranged within the camera view. One light indicated
when the subject released the dart and served-as the"entry"
or "anchor" point for analysis of the film. The second light
indicated when the target entered the yiewing window and
provided Information about the time delay between target
presentation and initiation of the movement ("preview"). Also
included in the camera view was s Series of identification
numbers designating subject, trial number, and experimental
condition being filmed.

Procedures for filming, camera and light set-up were stan-
dardized across studies and followed those outlined by
MILLER and NELSON (1973). Following is a list of
cinematographic-specifications used throughout :

1 7
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1. Cam Eira Bo lex H-16, 16mm/spring drive with a Vario
Switar 100 zoom lens.

2. Lens settings distance twenty-one (21) feet, wide angle
"18".

3. Film speed the camera setting was 64 .frames per
second with an actual film speed of 66.67 f.p.s.

4. Distance from camera to subjects' right foot was twenty
feet, 9 inches.

5. Film type Kodak Tri-X reversal (SPAETH, 1973) and
Kodak 4-X reversal.

6. Lights four colortran and two minilight. A schematic
representation of the VATSA, subject area and camere
set-up is shown in figure 1. Subjects were filmed from
their right side in all studies.

Figure 1 - Laboratory arrangement and apparatus. 1 - target
area; 2 - backdrop; 3 - plumb line ; 4 - ex-
perimenter shield ; 5 - subject standing
location ; 6 - equipment including neon lights
and clock ; 7 - camera. (SPAETH, 1973).

TA-

4
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Data Analysis

A very specific and detailed type of kinematic analysis,
developed in our laboratory, was used in the reduction of film
records to numerical values describing the temporal and
sPatial features of the movement. Four orders of data
reduction were employed and each order yielded increasing-
ly abstract values with respect to the actual movement (table
V). The reduction of the film record to abstract values and not
"real" values should be noted as an important departure from
traditional biomechanical/kinesiological modes of analysis.

-
We were not interested in obtaining a description of the
microstrategies used by individual subjects in movement
organization. Rather, we were attempting to derive measures
that would be indicative of the stable and invariant features of
the movement pattern, that is, the underlying structure not
the superficial details pf the movement. This approach is
based upon an assumption that these abstract movement
descriptors are a more direct reflection of internal motor
processes (the gross framework or general schema of the
mOvement) than are the "real" values associated with
biomechanical description.

Table V - Order of Reduction and Abstraction of the Movement.

Order of
Reduction

Operation Abitracflon Information

First

X7Y coordinate

Frame number

' Frame numbers

Beginning of movement
Turn-around point
*Release point

Beginning of movement
Turn-around point
Release point
Target first enters

.viewing window and
beginning of Movement.

Spatial referents

Temporal referents

Preview referent

Second

Length of movement
by phase geo-
metric function
Number of frames
by phase

Number of frames
between target
presentation and
movement initiation

Linear extent prepare- Spatial features
tory and actioh phase of the moveme

Temporal duration prepa-
ratory and action
phase .

Preview latencY Information pro-
cessing delay

Temporal features
of the movement

Third
Measure angles de-
fined by prepara-
tory and action
phase

Angular relation
between movement
phases

Nonlinear spatial
parameter

Fourth
Ratio of linear
extent to duration
of movement

"Rate" of movement Spatial/temporal
feature

1 9

Once the Cinematographic record was obtained (table V),
data points in terms or coordinate x-y. values were deter-
mined througti frame by frame analysis, using the Vanguard
Motion Analyzer. Thus, the first order of reduction provided
coordinate x-y data points.(spatial referents) for the wrist at
point of release, turn-around point, and beginning of
preparatory phases of the movement. Onset'of a light, visible
in the film record, was used as the "entry" point for obtaining
the coordinate data f9r the point of dart release. The turn-
around point.of the movement was specified as the beginning
of the action phase and was defined aS the °frame in which "°
there was a clear indication that the subject's wrist was'
moving forward towards the target. The beginning of the
preparatory phase of the movement was defined as the frame
in which there was a clear indication that the wrist moved
continuously backward and/or upward with respect to the
target. One aspect of the first order reduction, therefore,
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provided information about the spatial location of the wrist at
specific points during the movement. In addition to obtaining
the x-y coordinate data for these three points within the
movement pattern, temporal data was also derived, that is,
the frame numbers for the point of release, turn-around point,
and beginning Of the preparatory phase. The frame number
for the point at which the target first came into the viewing
window was also determined. These frame numbers provided
inforination which served as temporal referents and were
used in the second order reduction of the data.

The next stage in our analysis involved the transformation of
the spatial and temporal referents into two types of informa-
tion for the preparatory and action phases of the movement :

(a) linear extent, and
(b). duration.

Unear extent for preparatory and action phases was deter-
mined by calculating the relative distance between the
coorbinate x-y point :
(a) for the beginning of the preparatory phase to turn-

around, and
(b) for the turn-around to the point of dart release.

Figure 2 - Schematic representation of procedure for
obtaining angular measures from dieplacemèn, t
patterns.

Vector a = (X, X2)2 + (Y, Y2p. (SPAETH, 1973).

(x1-X2)

This distance (figure 2) is determined simply by solving for
the hypotenuse of a right triangle (vector measure). To
determine the duration of themovement for the preparatory
and action phases wa counted the number of elapsed frames
between the beginning.and turn-around points, and between
the turn-around and release points. These linear extent and
durational measures provided information about the abstract
temporal and spatial features for each phase of the move-
ment..In addition, a preview latencymeasure, indicating the
delay between target presentation and the initiation of the
movement, was deriVed (table V). This value was used in our
analysis to help examine possible strategies subjects were
using in solving the motor task. Obviously, this information
was collected only for those conditions where.the target was
mqving..

The third order of data reduction involVed a determination of
the angle described by the wrist during each phase of the
movement. The angle for the preparatory and for. the action
phase was calculated in relation to the absolute horizontal.
That is, the angle described by. a Hne, between beginning of
the movement and the turn-around point With the horizontal
(P-H); and the angle described by a line between the turn-'
around point and release point with the horizontal (A-H)
(figure 3). The derivation of these angles involved using a
trigonometric function which solved for each of the two
angles. These angular. Measurements provided a nonlinear
spatial parameter describing the movement.

Finally, i fourth order of reduction allowed us to describe the
abstract relationship %between linear extent and duration 91,

the movement. This is a quasi "rate" value which was
abstracted by dividing the durational measureseto thelinear
extent measures to produce information about the spatial/
temporal features of the movement.

2 0
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Figure 3 - Schematic representation of derivation of
selected angles from mean wrist displacement
data for a given target position. P-H: angle
between line of preparatory phase and the
horizontal; P-A: angle between preparatory
phase and action phase; A-H: angle between line
of action phase and horizontal; S: beginning of,
the movement; TR: turn-around point; R
release point. (SPAETH, 1973).

21
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Motor Task Categories One.and Two

.. Rosen and Horowitz-Hande (note 1) investigated the
brganization of. movement Used in .tasks that involved' both
stationary and moving enVironments in which there was no

, intertrial variability (table IV). In one 'condition, the environ-
ment was stationary, with a fixed target focation for all trials.
The other condition involved a moving :target that was
maintained at a fixed speed and spatial location from trial to
Vial Under the' StatiOnafy target condition, three subjects
threw dartS 'at . the 'fixed- target-whiCh- was :located -in the
VATSA viewing window. In the MOving target condition, three

. subjects threw darts at a target that was presented at a
constant speed (8.46 inches per. second) and moved from
right to left into the same target et window over all trials. The
subjects were filmed during the firat block of six trials, and the'.
last block of six trials out of the total of thirty trials.
Cinematographic data 'was transformed to the abstract
measurea of ,linear extent and lemporal . duration as
described in table V. For each block of trials, mean extent and
mean duration were calmilated for the preparatory phase and
tile action 'phase Of. the Movement. The sum of both phases
Was.considered to be total extent or the total duration of the'
movement

Since our cOncern was with movement organization after it
had become-reiatively stabilized, means and standard
deviations are reported for the last blOck of trials.. This
decision was supported by the fact that the blocking 'factor
interacted significantly with other factors in the .two-way
analysis of varlancejhese interactions reflected a change in
the movement pattern after .the-first block of trials. Statistical
evaluation of extent and duration measures indicated a
significant effect of movement phase, both'for linear extent, F.
(1, 4) = 10.31, p for-temporal duration, F (1, 4) =

22.94, p < .01. Action phase of movement was found to be.
longer in .extent,' but shorter in duration than preparatory
phase- under both target conditions (table VI).

It can be seen from table VI that the abstract parameters of
the movement did not differ significantly under the two target
conditions. Although linear extent of movement was slightly
shorter for the moving target,_this difference was nOt aignifl-
cant. Since there waa- some difference in linear extent
between the two conditions, the similarities between the
durational measures is evil) more striking. The mean dura-
ion of both preparatory and action phases, as well as total
duration, is almbst identical across target conditions. It
should be noted that under the Condition of moving target, s,
there was an increase in variability around the mean. This \

\

-Table VI-- Means and Standard Deviation of Linear and Durational Measures Expreased as Vector Measures and Elapsed FilM
Frames 1.

Linear Extent 7

_

Temporal Duration

Target
Condition'

. Preparatory
phase

Action .

Phase
Totil

Extent
Preparatory

phase
Action .

phase .

--' Total
Duration

Stationary
target X

S.D.
.6646
.2049

.8607
.3622

1.5257
.5063 ,.

23.78
3.90

10.78
2.07

. 34.56
. 4.47

Moving .

target X
S.D.

.5535
.4356

.7468

.2946
1.3003
.6359

23.39
15.28

10.94
3.28 .

34.33
17.38

1. ROSEN, B. and HOROWITZ=HANDE, E. (note 1).

1. Rosen. B. M. and Horowitz-Hande, E., The effects of stationary
versus moving environment on the organization of movement.
Unpublished manuscript Motor Learning Laboratory, Teachers. , -'5
College, Columbia University, 1975. , 2 2

, .. ._ . ...
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increase in variability occurred in'the preparatory phase of
the moyement and was true for both linear and durational
measures.

Motor Task Category Three

ROSEN (note 2) Investigated the effects of interfial variability
in a stationary environment by changing the designated
target from trial to trial (table IV). Three target centers, six
inches apart, and of different colors, were arranged vertically
and attached to the VATSA so that the center target coin-
cided with the center of the target window. These targets'
were visible at all timei. After a "ready" signal, subjects were
instructed (by the naming of the taiget color) to throw the dart .

at the color of the target to be acquired. Target designation
varied trim trial to trial in the following manner: high,
medium, low, low, high, medium. Subjects were instructed to
take as much time as they needed to aim and throw the dart
accurately. Thus, a high degree of intertrial variability was
employed, but within a stationary environment with no
temporal constraints.

A total of 60 trials was given, arranged in five blocks of 12
trials each, with each target position presented Jour--tirnes
within each block. Three sublects were filmed during the first,
third and fifth, blocks of trials and data analyzed. In keeping
with the previoUs -study, means and standard deviations will
be reported for the lett block..c.1 trials only "(table V11)2

Analysis of variance again reveasignificant difference
between the phases of 'the movement for both linear eZtent, F
(1, 2) = 11.86, p < .10; and temporal duration, F (1, 2) .=
155.55, p < .01: An alpha level of .10 was established for
statistical evaluation as the number of subjects that are
feasible to use in a cinematographic study must, Of necessity,

Table VII - Means and Standard Deviation of Linear and Durational Measures Expressed as Vector Measures and Elapsed
Film Frames'.

Linear Extent Temporal DuratiOn

Target ;

Position

. -
. Preparatory

phase
Action
phase

7rOtej .

Extelie
Preparatory

phase
Action

-
. phase .

+Total
Duration

High
Medium
Low

X

. X
X

1.3087
1.2581
1.2034.

.8422

.9243

.7947

2.1509
2.1824
1.9981

36.58
36.42
33.50

10.83 ,

10.92
9.67

47.41
47.33,
43.17

Overall X 1.2567
.4836

.8537

.4111
2.1105
.8780

35.55
8.66

10.47
4.81

,
46.03
13.10

,

c,

1. ROSEN, B. (note 2)r

be small. An interaction between target and phase was found
for linear extent, F (1, 2) =. 5.29, p < .10. .Individual
comparisons were -carried out andi revealed significant
differences between the phases of the movement (critical
value = .133, df = 2, 8 ; p < .05)..No significant differences
Were found between :target positions for each phase of
movement, but the proportion of the total extent of movement
that was allotted.to each phase varied as a function atarget

2."'Floscin; B. M.,-.71te effects of intertrial variability, in a'stationary position. The preparatory phase became relatively shorter
environment, on the organization of 'movement. Unpublished and the action phase correspondingly longer at the center
manuscript, 1975. . . position of the three target locations.2- 3

1
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Coordinate data was transformed into angular relationships
between the movement phases (figure 3). An analysis of the
angle between the horizontal and both preparatory and
action phases -.revealed' that subjects were 'systematically
varying the angle of the action phase with respect to the
absolute hOrizontal.(Fmax = 90.50, p < .05). The action phase
as clearly adjusted accerding to target position (table VIII),
obviously allowing subjects to match dart .release to re)ative
height of target, (Friedman ANOVA, X2 = 6.0, p < .05). No
Such angular relationship: was found for the preparatory

. phase of the movement.

a.
0

Table VIII - Angular displacement of Preparatory and Action Phase.from the Horizontal by Subject and Target for the Last
Block .of Trials'.

Targets

SubjeCts Phase High Medium Low.

Preparatory 22°30' 20°45' 17°50'
Action 6°45' 3°45' - 1°42'

2 Preparatory 79°05' 77°20' c 78°06'
Action - 3°10' -- 8°15' -011°40'

3 Preparatory 44°05' 39°30' 43°45'
Action 8°55' - 8°05' - 21°00'

1. , ROSEN, B. (note 2).

iriresponse to the spatial constraints of the environment that_

varied from trial to trial, subjects altered the spatial features
of the movement pattern while keeping the general
framework of the Movement constant. There was 'a
remarkable similarity in the linear extent and ten?poral
duration of the, movement aarois the three targetpositions,
and even more'remarkably, across experiments. The Means
for the linear extent and the temporal duration measures of
the action phase of movement obtained in . this experitnent
are very similar to those measures 6btained under motor task
categories one and two in the preyious experiment (tables VI
and VII). Thelact that these-data are closelo identical is even
more Surprising since they represent three different groups
of three subjects each, with each group performing under
either a different environnientai constraint Dr a 'different
degree of intertrial variability.

MOtor Task Category Four

In order to explore the .effects of both' a moving environment
and intertrial variability on the organization of movement,
SPAETH (1973) used a target that varied in speed frorri trial to
trial, but maintained the same spatial location each time
(table IV). Th e. target was presented at three speeds :
(a) fast (F) = 1.2.85 inches per second,.

(b) medium (M) = 8.46 inches per second, and
(c) slow (S) = 4..98 inches per second.

.

Six subjects were tested under these task conditions for' a
total of 60 trials (eve blinks of 12 trials each). The ordering of
speeds within each block consisted of the pattern S-F-M-F-S-

- M repeated twice. Thus, each block aontained four presen-
tations of the same speed. Blocks one, three and five were

\filmed a &data Were analyzed. Consistent with the prior
expe.ri nts, data is reported for tile last block.of trials only.

SPAETH (1973) found a significant effect of movement
phases for the temporal duration measures, F (1,-5) = 72.65,
p < .01, with preparatory phase longer in duration than the
action phase. In addition, the duration of preParatory phase
was directly related to the speed of the moving target, F (2,
10) = 116.58, p < .01, with the- duration of the preparatory
phase ordered in direct correspondence *With the target
speed. The action phase under the medium and slow speeds
did not differ ; however, both were significantly longer than
under fast target speed (table JX). No significant differences
between Means were found for linear extent measures
although clianges did Occur over blocks of trialsAt is evident
that the mean linear extent measures .of the movement Was
'quite similar across target Speeds indicating a Stable_ spatial,
feature of .the movement despite yariability in thi speed of
target between trials (table IX). In addition, the actual mean
extent of action phase is almost the same as that fdund under
task conditions Jor category three (ROSEN, note 2). Further,
length of preparatory phase .was comparable ta that
observed undei category three task conditions (ROSEN and
HOROWITZ-HANDE, note 1): A carriparison between the
durational measures shows a strikingsimilarity in duration of
action phase across all three of these studies (tables VI, VII'
and IX). The duration of both movement phases at the
medium speed in the present experiment was.very similar to
those msaSures observed forthe moving target condition that
did not involve.intertrial variability (ROSEN and HOROWITZ-
HANDE, note .1). The medium speed of the target was
identical to that used for the ROSEN and HOROWITZ-HANDE
experiment.

24
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Table IX - Means and Standard Deviation for Linear Extent and Temporal Duration Expressed as Vector Measures and
Elapsed Film Frames%

Linear Extent

Target Preparatory Action
SPeed phase phase

Slow

. Medium

Fast

g .76 .93
S.D. :59 .39

)1 .61 .91

S.D. .59 .34

)1 .63 .83
S.D. .68 .32 .

1. SPAETH, R. K., 1973.

The results of thepresent experiment seem to indicate that
under the mediuM target speed used for both experiments
the temporal feature of the movement pattern was invariant in
spite .of the presence Of intertrial variability. The medium
speed seemed to serve as a reference point for subjects.
When the target speed was faster or slower than this
reference, the subjects appeared tO adjust the temporal
feature of the preparatory phase while 'maintaining the same
gross framework of the movement observed in the prior
studies.

MILLER, O'BRIEtsland MAURIELLO (note 3) inyestigated the
brganization of movement under experimental conditions in
which both larget speed and location covaried from trial to
trial (table": Two targat -speeds (fast and sloW) and two
target pcisitioris (high and low) were used. The fast speed was
14.66 inches per secondAnd the slow, speed was 3.25 inches
per second. Two targets were used in which the higher target
center Was. one and onec-half inches above the lowetarget
center. Covarying speed and position resulted in four unique
combinations: fast-high (FH), fast-low (PL), slow-high (SH),
and slow-low (SL). These were presented in the following
order : SH, FH, SH, FL, FH, FL, SL. Subjects were tested for a

. total of 80 trials per day (subdivided into five blocks of 16
trials each) for three consecutive days.inematographic
records were obtained for the first, third and fifth blocks of
trials on day one, end for the fourth block of trials on day.
three. Means and staridard deviations are reported for the
last block ot filmed trials (table K).

. Temporal Duration

Total
Extent

Preparatory
phase

Action
phase

Total
Duration

1.69 34.24 v10.54 44.79
8.97 4.26

1.52 . 24.75 1033 35.08
6.80 3.65,

1.46 16.17 7.99 23.96
5.17 1.92.

Miller, E. A., O'Brien, R. and Mauriello, A., intertrial variability arid
the effects of covarying spatial and temporal environmental
constraints on the organization of movement. Unpublished
manuscript, Motor Learning Laboratory, Teachers College,
Colimbia University, 1975.
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Table X - Means for Linear Extent and Temporal Durational. Measures Expressed as Vector. Measures and. Elapsed Film .

Frames I.

Target Linear Extent
,

Temporal Duration

Speed Position Prepiratory Action ' Total Preparatory Action Total
phase phase Extent phase phase Duration

High .13 .56,- .69 5.92 10.67
,..

16.59
Fast

Low .17 , .50 .67 9.17 10.50 . 19.67

High .12 .: .50 .63 11.08 23.25
Slow

.12.17

Low , .14 .54 .68 12.33 ' 12.25 24.58

Overall :1A .53 .67 9.63 11.40 21.03

1. MILLER, E., O'BRIEN; R., and MAURIELLO, A. (note 3).

An analysis of variance for temporal duration measures'
shoWed a significant effect of target speeds, especially Oprin
the preparatory phase of the movement, t(1, 14) = 26.49,.p
< .01. This observation is in accord with SPAETH's;(1973)
data.

Analysis ot yariance on the linear extent data produced an
effect of phabe, F.(1, 14) = 85.2, p .< .01, with action phase
longer than preparatory:phase. lhaddition to the difference in
the relative length of the phases, the values for phase lengths
look very different from the data produced in all of the other
experiments. Lipear extent of preparatory phase is markedly...,
reduced under target conditions ; action phase is also
sorriewhat shorter in. extent than in the other experiments.'
These disparities Suggested that in. a moving environment in-
which spatial and temporal dimensions covary,trom triat to
trial there was a cleaF aiteration in movement organization in
comparisOn.to all other motor task conditions examinqd in
prior 'studies.

. .

Inspection of preview duration data revealed a Main effect of'
speed of target, F,(1 = 496.28,, R.< .01: Thfs finding was in
"accord with SPAETH (1973), F.(2, 8) = 36.77, P < .01,. Both

. .

stydies record a relatively short preview* dUration for fast
target 'speed, compared to a relatively longer one for slOw

Close inspection of the preview duration data, at the fast
speed , in this experiment, . coupled zwith` the durational
measures for preparatory and action phasei suggested that
at least two out of the three subjects were utilizing a particular
strategy for deaiyng with unpredictable changes in- target
position under high, temporal stress. For these two subjects,
previee duration at the low target was.shorter than at the high
target, along . with a-concomitant ihcreate in duration of
preparatory.phase. This suggested that' these subjects were
"looking low" or initiating thp movement more quickly '(i.e.,
with leis 'Oreview time), when the low target came into view,
while .waiting longer to start moving if the "expected" lov
target.;.V.tas not forthcoming. The -lack-. of corroborative
evidence frorn subject one dOes noViecessarily mean that he,

was not utilizing the same strategy. It may be that he:was
v. switching . the position of the "expected" target equally
:between high and low targets.

target speed (table XI).

,

Table Xl - Means and Standard-Deviations for Preview Latency Measures Obtained with Two Task Conditions for Category.
0,,

, Four.

Task.ConditiOns

Target
Speed

Target Location Fixed
,

and Speed Varied '
Both Target Location
and Speed Varied 2

Fast
S.D.

18.173

2.48

8.71

7.01.

Slow
81.92

,

26.62

119.63

15.3

1. SPAETH (1973).
2. MICLER et af: (note 3).
3. Cell entries are expressed in terms of number ot elapsed frames (1 frame = .015 sec.).

, .
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Further inspection of the original data uncovered another
pervasive difference between this experiment by MtLLER et
aL ,(note 3) and all of the other studies. While there were a few
"zero" `preparatory phases (complete elimination of
preparatory phase) observed infrequently throughout the
other studies, subjects two and three in the present experi-
ment produced 32 and. 36 trials,-respectively, oUt of a total of
64 in which no preparatory phase was discernible. leaddi-
tion, the mean duraticin of the preparatory phase of subject
three was well below that observed previously: This
phenomenon acCountslor the large reduction in the means
for both extent and duration of preparatory phase discussed
previously. The reduction in 'extent and duration of
preparatory phase, hie differential utilization of preview
duration according to target position, and the changes' in
duratipn of both phasee of the movement all led fo the
conclusion that the spatial and temporal features of the
movement pattern (i.e., the gross framework) under 'the
motor task conditions in which both the target speed and the
target position varied from trial to trial was markedly different
from all other experimente reported here.

, Summary

Based upon the 'findings of these'seV'eral studies of move-
ment organization under task conditions defined by our
modified taxonomy, four general conclusions seemed tena-
We.

1. The spatial/temporal characteristics of the environment,
structured: in terms 'of the variations in the tasks Viet We
employed,. ieeulted In similarities in movement organization
that were rernarkable. We had not expected that the abstract
featUres of the moveraent, assumed by reflecting the gross
framework or motor schema, would be invariant across most
of these studies involving both moving and stationary targets.
However, this was indeed .the case for all Mot& task condi-
tions except those Involving a 'moving' target in which the
spatial and temporal characteristics covaried over trials. FOr
all other task conditions, the'abstract spatial and temporal
features of the movement .seemed deterrnined by the task
constraints regardless of individual variation in morphology,
past experience, or skill level of our subjects. In undertaking
our research', we has assurned that the movement organiza-
tion was influenced by individual .morphology. Further, we
had assumed that stationary environments imposed only

?spatial control. Both' assumptions are no longer tenable. For
the two phases of action in dart throwing, both the spatial and
temPoral features of the movement were determined by the

. task regardless of whether the environment was moving or
stationary and regardless of' the individual differences bet-
ween subjects.

z

2 7

2:, For the two phases of action In dart throwing, the effectof_
intertrial variability in regulatory conditions was upoi the

-abstract features associated with. the preparatory phask of
the movement. Furthermore, modification of the s'patialt or
temporal features of the preparatory phase was a dir ct
function of the nature of. environmental variation. For ex
ple, when the target speed varied, over trials; *the subjects
varied the temporal duration Of the preparatory phase,
3. Alteration In the spatial or temporal features of the
preparatory phase appeared to follow a type of range effect.
The middle valpe of. three task conditions resulted in move-
mentstaving abstract features in:common with those obsera
ved under fixed, etationary conditions. The. other-two task
conditione (e.g.,0faster or slower target speeds) resulted in
.preparatory phases that were faster or slower than this
"reference" movement observed 'under the medium target
speed. Intertrial variability that involved only one dimension
(spatial or temporal but not both concurrently) seemed to be
handled by redefining one, relevant parameter.(or specifica-
tion) within the gross movement framework following typicallY
observed range effects.

4. In termi of the relationship between task 'conditions and
movement organization observed in our -studies, there ap-
peared .to be twci broad categories of motor tasks. In one
category, the .gross organization of the movement was
maintained acioss task conditions involving : .fixed/statig-

'nary, fixed/moving, and variable/stationary erWironments as
well as -those variable/moving_ environments in which only
one dirriension changed across trials (spatial or temporal but
not .both concurrently). Although alteration in one abstract
movement feature was used to match variability within these
task conditions ("closed" or "limited interaction"), the general'
features of the movement pattern were maintained. In con- -

trast, moving/variable eriVironments in which the spatial and
temporal dimensions covaried over trials elicited a new and
different grose 'framework for the Movement, These task
conditions are in accord with our initial definition of "open"
tasks. Thus, it seemed as If obi data provided support for the
two-category system with which we had etarted. However, the
more precise specification of the first category, in terms of
cloeed and Ilmited interaction tasks, is an extension and
refinement of our original efforts.
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, TOWARDS A TYPOLOGY
OF APRAXIA1

Eric A. Roy 2
Department of Psychology
University of Waterloo

The term apraxia refers to a variety of pathologic& conditions
resulting from brain damage which involve the inability to
carry out purposive, voluntary movements in the absence of
motor paralysis, ataxia, or dementia. While many forms of
apraxia have been -idenlified (see DE AJURIAGUERRA and

*TISSOT, 1969), the focus of this paper is only on those which
affect the praxis of limb movements (i.e. limb-related aprax-
las). A brief description of the clinical symptoms surrounding
each apraxic syndrome is provided. Then these apraxias are
examined Mint three perspectives:
1 - in terms of the site of brain damage,

2 - in terms of the secondary symptorris associated with the
apraxic disturbance, and.
;- terms of the pattern Of disabilities to limb praxis evident

apraxic syndrome. Using this information:, a
typology is developed. This typology with its prnphasis on
the disorder underlying the apraxia is discudied in terms
Of how it can be used to study apraxia and in terms of its
Implications for models depicting the organization of
motor skill.

CLINICAL SYNDROMES

While some time could be spent recounting the development
of clinical investigation into apraxia. rather more fruitful
-discussion car, be devoted here to examining the clinical
symptoms associated with each of the several syndromes of
apraxia. An historical perspective to this area can be gleaned
from DE AJURIAGUERRA and TISSOT (1969).

The classifications of apraxia in use today differ somewhat
from those developed by AlEPMANN (1908). The symp;
tomology within each classification has been expanded over
the years and, as well, new classifications,have been added.
To the classical forms of apraxia (ideational, ideomotor, and
limb-kinetic) haVe been added DENNY-BROWN's (1958)
kinetic aptaxia and Luria's kinesthetic apraxia (LURIA, 1966)
both of which bear some resemblance to limb-kinetic apraxia ;
also furfher delineations of constructional apraxia have been
suggested. Finally, apraxia following damage to the frontal
end premotor areas has also been identified.

Limb-kinetic and Rotated Aphodas

Limb-kinetic apraxia involves the inability to perform par-
ticular isolated movements (e.g., match striking in the move-
ment sequence involved in lighting a candle). The rapidity

1. I would like to extend my appreciation to Drs. Ernie MacKinnon
and Fran Allard of this department and to Dr. Ann Nicholls,
Department of Psychology, Kitchener-Waterloo Hospital for their
many helpful suggestions.

2. In the Department of_Kinesiology; "Un;versity of Waterloo.
Waterloo;-Oritario as of January, 1976.
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and etelicacy of movement are disturbed independently of the
degree of ideational complexity. This disorder may be
specific enough to involve a particular. muscle group : the
musdies of several fingers, for example. It appears that the
difficulty of a particular act is deterinined by the complexity of
the muscular coordination involved for its execution and not
by the psychomotor complexity (DE AJURIAGUERRA and
TISSOT, 1969).

. ,

This type otapraxia is alwayiunilateral and contralateral to a
lesion in the primary motor areas except when it involves the
face or the buccophonatory organs (larynx, tongue, mouth).
Since these areas are nbilaterally, innervated, a unilateral
lesion, right or left sided, in the motor area will cause a

0bilateral disorder.

Kinesthetic apraxia described by LURIA (1966) represents a
disorder very similar to that present in limb-kinetic apraxia.
This apraxia results from lesions in the post central motor
cortical region, the cerebral cortex and, like limb-kinetic
apraxia is unilateral and contralateral to the Side of the
lesion: Unlike limb-kinh,tic apraxia kinesthetic sensory loss is
attendant, while loss r,)f strength is not. Further, while in

apraxias the poor execution of components of a
movement sequence can be ascribed to motor impairment
due to damage of the motor cortex. In kinesthetic apraxia the
observed clumsiness of movement is more the result of loss
of kinesthetic feedback due to damage to the sensory areas
in the sensorimotor area.

Another type of aprazia similar to limb-kinetic apraxia is
kinetic apraxia. DENNY-BROWN (1958) described two types.
of kinetic apraxia : that due to mesially placed lesions of the
frontal lobe (magnetic apraxia) and that due to lesions of the
parietal lobe (repellent apraxia). In magnetic apraxia there is
a profound grasping reflex and an irrepressible.tendency to
follow objects which touch the hand or merely enter the visual
field. This exaggerated tendency to fixate on objects prevents
the patient from shifting his attention or activity and so
interferes with the performance of all activity. In repellent
apraxia, on. the other hand, the tendency is for the patient to
avoid anything touching the hand, foot or mouth. There is not
only a tendency to withdraw from any contact but a difficulty
in making contact asthe limb is too withdrawn and the fingers
too extended in all pliaies. As with magnetic apraxia this
disorder prevents the normal practic manipulations.

DENNY-BROWN (1958) described these as contrasting types
of kinetic apraxia. One is traceable to- perseveration of all
contactual reactions (magnetic apralia), .while the other
represents a perseveration of all withdrawal responses
(repellent apraxia). This type of apraxia represents a defect in
the kinetic aspects of behaviour : an imbalance between two
The motoric signs of perseveration and diffiCulty in evolving a .
response are thought to be too nonspecific. They are
common to almost all types of cerebral pathology. The spatial
dyskinesia is limited, however, to egocentric space and
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opposing systems. Denny-Brown and Chamber's (in DENNY-
BROWN, 1958, p. 22) showed that magnetic, exploratory
aspect of behaviour is managed by the ,.parietal lobe' 'and
released by the frontal lobe. Conversely, the repellent,
negative bias in behaviour was shown to be determined
primarily,by parts of the premotor area of the cortex and
released by the parietal lobe. Damage to either syttem
releases abnormal activity In the other resulting in either. ,

approach or avoidance behaviour: As with lirnb-kinetie
apraxia these disorder,s are unilateral and contralateral to the
side of the lesion.

these types of apraxia (limb-kinetic, kinesthetic, kinetic)
then, represent a disturbance of practic behaviour which is
unilateral and which, generally, appears to be independent of

:the,planning of.action. Limb-kinetic and kinesthetic apraxia
involve a _disruption of particular movement patternethre to
the loss- Of motor or sensory representation in the ,sen-
sorimotor region. Kinetic apraxia, however, does not involve
the loss of movement patterns per se. Rather, it involves the
disequilibrium between two opposing systems,. approach and
avoidance, with one or the other under inordinate control.
While limb-kinetic and kinesthetic apraxia would make
movements look clumsy and inarticulate, kinetic apraxia
seems to make any goal-directed behaviour almost impossi-
ble.
Ideomotor, Apraxia

According to Liepmann, ideomotor apraxia was the dis-
connection between the will to perform a particular act or
gesture and the action patterns (motor engrams) used to
carry it out (LIEPMANN, 1908). The substratum of the
engram, considered by Liepmann to be in the cortical cells
in the Rolandic region, was thought to be dissociated from the
rest of the brain. A type of dissociation was thought to be
present in the absence of damage to either the plan or the
engram since the patient, although unable to perform actions
to command 3, could perform the same actions spontaneous-
ly with object use. More recent Work (e.g. HECAEN, 1968;
BROWN, 1972) concurs with Liepmann's view suggesting that
there is not a disruption of planning of the act to be
accomplished but rather the execution at the level of the
elementailr sequences is disturbed. They suggest that the
practic disorder may manifest itself either in the absence of
response or by diffuse, disorganized and poorly aimed
movements involving either the confusion of two different
movements or the perseveration on a previous movement.

While Liepmann and his followers ascribe the ideomotor
dysfunction more or less tO the motor domain, another group
of workers, notably MORLAAS (1928, in BROWN, 1972,
p. 163) and more recently DE AJURIAGUERRA and TISSOT
(1969) ascribe the disorder to a spatial dykinesia or agnosia.

3. The-inability of apraxic patients to respond to verbal command .

may.have three origins. First, damage to the area responsible for
the comprehension of speech - (Wernicke's area) will make it
almost impossible for the affected patient to respond. in this case,
however, the problem is one of aphasia and not necessarily

apraxla although in many cases one is superimposed on the other
-. making meaningful interpretation of the apraxic problem more

difficult. Secondly, BROWN (1972, 'p. 160) observed that one
patient consistently failed to show how to "Hold a shovel", bui
immediately responded when told to "Shovel snow". Thus, the
specificity of.the command id.of importance. Finally, damage to
the corpus callosum described first by LIEPMANN.(1906) and ;

recently diiciissed by GESCHWIND (1975) makes response to ;
.verbal-.6ernMands almost impossible due to the lack of inter-
hemispheric communication. Since in many of the apraxias
discussed in this, paper, some form of callosal damage may be

present, this type of syndrome could also be present. 3 0

represents an inability to orient movements around the body.
Indeed right-left disorientation,is sometimes seen in conjunc-
tion with this apraxia.. This. they suggest, explains why
Ideomotor apraxla Is particularly apparent in gestures, both
symbolic (e.g. sign of the cross) and meangleszt (e.g.
opposition of the fingers or of the hands to each other), which
centr'e around the body. Since these patients generally, are
able to identify the symbolic value of the gesture in question
as well as point out Mistakes that the examiner may make In
carrying it out, the disorder can*not be attributed to gnostic
disturbances in the visual realm.

While these approaches appear at odds, it is probably the
case that ideomotor apraxia involves both of these kinds of
disorders, although It is uncertain which predominates.
Evidence from construCtional apraxia is instructive in this
regard. It has been shOwn that constructional apraxia in-
volves two types of disorder : 'a visual-spatial agnostic com-
ponent when damage is in the right cerebral hemisphere and
an executive disorder upon left cerebral damage. Since
cerebral damage in ideomotor apraxia is generally bilateral
(DE AJUR1AGUERRA and TISSOT, 1969)t it is reasonable to
suppose that .as in severe bilateral cases of constructional
'apraxia, both a spatial gnostic disturbance and an executive
disorder contribute to the apractic syndrome.

IdeoMotor apraxia generally re-sults from bilateral lesions in
the parietal area particularly around the surpramarginaigyrus...
In' rIlkamining many cases of ideomotor apraxia, DE
AJUHIAGUERRA and TISSOT (1969) reported that while the
supramarginal gyrus was most often implicated quite fre-
quently the lesion included the whole of the parietal lobe and
immediately, adjacent parts of the temporal and occipital
lobes.

Ideational Apraxia

Ideational apraxia was, classically, thought tO involve the
impairinent of the planning of a gesture or motor act due
either to the inability to retrieve the plan from memory
(amnesic apraxia) or to. the ineffectual organization of se-
quence of actions into a coherent pattern (LIEPMANN, 1920).

Generally, it is bilateral .and is chIracterized by an impair-
ment of the harmonious and logical sequence of several
elementary movements that make up a complex act, though
east movement itself is performed correctly. Single objects
are misused, as for example, using a razor as a comb, but the
difficulty is particularly apparent when a more complex act
involving a sequence of actions with two or more objedts is
performed. For- example, the ideational apraxic will be unable
to light a candle with a match. ACtions such as trying to light
the match on the candle or trying to light the candle with an
unlit match often occur.

PICK (1905) characterized the disturbance as involving three
types of error:
a) impairment in the temporal sequence of indiyidual

movements,

b) termination of the movement prematurely, and.
c) perseveration.

He suggested, along with MARCUSE (1904) that there was a
loss of attention directed to the voluntary action in which the
patient forgot the next step in the sequence of ,activity.
Subsequently random activity followed which bore little
resemblance to the original purpose of the act or gesture. As
such, Pick vie d ideational apraxia as intermediate between
agnosia-and omotor apraxia.
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e LIEPMANN (1908) basically accepted Pick's views and went
on to suggest that, although Ideational apraxia was
associated with perceptual difficulties, It did not depend on
these ; rather, it related tO the ideational plan of action. He
suggested that there were.two forms of this apraxia. Failure to
arouse the correct movement pattern resulted in amnesic
form, while an insufficiency of the plan once evoked led to the
other Thrm.

L'reprnann's dichotomy of ideational apraxia appears to
present some problems in differentiating it_from ideOmotor
apraxia especially when considering the second form. To be
totally Independent of the first, in whfch the incorrect plan is
selected, the second class of ideational apraxia would,
necessarily, have to involve the patient selsrling the correct
plan btit being unable to execute It properly. This does not fit
well at all with Liepmann's original 'classification in which
ideational apraxia was seen as a disturbance in programming
with ideornotor apraxia being the disordered execution of the
action. His second class of ideational apraxia seems to be
remarkably similar to ideomotor apraxia. Undoubtedly, this
has led to much confusion concerning the separation of these
two forms of apraxia. Several workers (NATHAN, 1947 ;
DENNY-BROWN, 1958) felt that they could not be adequately
separated, while others (ZANGWILL, 19601; HECAEN: 1968)
felt that ideational apraxia was just a more severe form of
ideomotor apraxia. HECAEN (1968) posited that, in the most
severe cases of apraxia, Ideational apraxia was superim-
posed on ideomotor apraxia not because the movements
required with objects were more complex, but because the
defect was sO profound that even the presence and
manipulation of concrete objects no longer had a facilitating

... influence on the movements.

Another group of researchers, notably Morlaas (in BROWN,
1972, p. 163), chose to dispensewith Liepmann's explana-
tion ; they viewed apraxia as a specific manifestation of a
general gnostic disturbance involving the space around the
body. Based on the observed inability of the ideational
apraxic to use objects within the body space Morlaas
suggested that the disturbance was one of agnosia of
utilization. Although the patient woUld identify the 'object and
describe its -use, he was unable to utilize the object upon
command. That some form of spatial agnosia was present
was supported in the observation that, as in ideomotor
aPraxia, spatial disabilities such as right-left disorientation
were sometimes evident.

Others' (DE RENZI, FAGLIONI and SPINNLER, 1968 ;
BROWN, 1972) have likened the disorder in ideational aprax-
ia to that present in aphasia. Indeed, in many cases,
ideational apraxia occurred in conjunction with aphasic
'disorders. Ideationat apraxia was viewed as a disturbance in
concept formation, linked with the aphasias.-The disruption of
Organization of the act, the appearance of partial movements
at the wrong time in the movement sequence, substitutions
into conceptually or morphologically related actions, and the
inability to evoke a movement when it is needed, are all
reminiscent of. the defects which pervade in aphasia.-They
suggested thalthis mayte considered a fluent type of aprixia
similar to fluent aphasia : there are an absundance of partial
movements, each normal in itself, which, although dis-
organized, have an ease and effortless quality often seen in
the speech of the jargon aphasic.

Taken together these views suggest that there may be two
disorders present in ideational apraxia. The first would seem
to be an amnesia' for the proper movement sequences
4nvolved in performing a particular gesture or action. When
asked to perform a particular gesture (e.g. salute) or

demonstrate how to use a particular object (e.g. a razor), tho
patient is usually unable to do so properly ; however, unlike
the ideomotor apraxic who quite often cannot even begin, he
performs some action even though it usually is not ap-
propriate. It is important to note, further, that this amnesic
property pertains only to the conscious voluntary contrOl of
the action sequence, I.e., when asked to perform during a
clinical examination. Under the appropriate cireumstancet
for example, making the, sign of .the cross ih church, this
:epraxic Is quite able to perform the gesture properly. This
would suggest that the apractic disorder would affect most
recently acquired action most markedly which It, in fact, does
(DE AJURIAGUERRA and TISSOT, 1969). Further, it would
imply that the patient would have great difficulty in learning
any new skill. This, as yet, has not been investigated.

A second disorder which seems apparent in ideational
apraxia..is a spatial dyskinesia similar to that suggested to be
present iri.:ideomotor apraxia. This is apparent in that
gestures around the body are difficult for the patient.
Moreover, however, since a model provided by the examiner
does not facilitate performance, as in ideomotor apraxia, thtt
spatial dyskinesia might be considered more severe' than in
ideomotor apraxia.

The brain damage attendant in ideational apraxia involves
basically the same areas as in ideomotor apraxia except that
the damage tends to be more extensive and more posterior. It
tends to be-bilateral involving the malarity of the parietal lobe
and .ver9 often extending into the, occipital and temporal
lobes,

Constructional Apraxia

KLEIST (1934) first described this form of apraxia. It appears
to represent a disorder specific to. movements under visual
control, particularly affecting the spatial components of a
task. Constructional apraxia becomes particularly apparent
in all constructive tasks (e.g. drawing, block design) which
involve the representation of objective space. In drawing
tasks perspective disappears and is replaced by inaccurate
projection of planes on the drawing akin to that observed in
the child. The.patient is unable to articulate the parts Of even
a slightly complex figure (e.g. a two dimensional drawing of a
house). The most severely affected patients are not even able
to draw simple geometric figures such as circles, squares and
crosses.

This syndrome was first described as a result of darnage to
the left cerebral hemisphere but later work by PATERSON
and ZANGWILL (1944) and PIERCY (1964) showed that it also
occurred following damage to the righl hemisphere. Much
work has subsequently been carried out to determine the
nature of the disorder both quantitatively and qualitatively,
with reference to the particular hemisphere in which the
lesion resided.

From a quantitative standpoint, there has been much con-
troversy over, whether the syndrome was more severe in the
left or in the right herriisphere. Early work (e.g. PATERSON
and ZANGWILL, 1944 ; PIERCY, 1964 ; PIERCY, HECAEN and
DE AJURIAGUERRA, 1960) suggested that damage to the
right hemisphere produced more severe symptoms. Work by
BENTON (1962) and later by ARRIGONI and DE RENZI (1964)
criticized these early investigations since they were based on
purely qualitative, clinical observations. They proposed the
use of graded tests using precise scoring procedures in
which the apraxics could be distinguished from the non-
apraxics by setting a cut-off point at a score exceeded by only
a certain percentage of the control group, usually 5%. Tests
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such as the Benton visual retention test were graded on a
scale of 0 (least errors), 1, 2 (most errors) according to such
criteria as the number of Improperly formed angles, the
number of missing lines and the degree of spatial disorienta-
tion relative to the model. Further, ARRIGONI and DE RENZI
(1964) stressed controlling for the severity of brain damage
because It is possible that right hemisphere patients might
have more progressed damage than those with left
hemisphere damage due to the longer period before
diagnosis. Associated aphasic symptoms, which quite readily
bring left hemispheric patients for treatment, are usually not
present in right-sided cases. Arigoni and De' Renzi, thus,
introduced a reaction time measure as a p'ossible way of
estimating the degree of impairment of the central nervous
system. Previous work by BENTON and JOYNT (1959) had
shown that reaction time waS raised in brain-damaged
patients'.

Using these quantitative measures for determining both
severity of apraxia and severity of brain damage, Arigoni and
03 Renzi compared three .groups of subjects, right-
liernisphere cases, left-hemisphere cases, and controls on a
Kumber of constructional tasks. They found that when the
right- and left-hemisphere groups were equated for severity
of damage (i.e., reaction time), the difference in incidence
and severity of constructional apraxia was no longer ob-
tained. On the basis of these data, they went on to suggest
that the earlier reports of more frequent and severe construc-
tional apraxia in the right hemisphere were artifacts due to
poor control for differing size of lesion between the two
hemispheres.

WARRINGTON, JAMES and KINSBOURNE (1966) also used
a quantitative method for measuring performance in drawing
tasks. Patients, selected by the presence of unilateral.
cerebral hemisphere disease, were each given a series of
drawing tests Which were subsequently rated on a scale from .
1 (very bad) to 4 (satisfactory) by independent judges. Their
findings concurred with those of ARIGONI and DE RENZI
(1964) in that no hemispheric differences in terms of frequen-
cy or severiti of dysfunction were observed.

Although there appear to be no quantitative hemispheric
differences in constructional apraxia, there are discernible
differences both in terms of quality of drawing and associated
symptoms. One of the most complete accounts of the
qualitative differences is provided by McFIE and ZANGWILL
(1960). They described the drawings of right-hemisphere
patients as being scattered and fragmented.showing a lost of
spatial relations along with faulty orientation, while left-sided
caseastiowed spatially coherent but simplified versions of the
model, poor in- outline and lacking in detail. An exgmple of
this difference is provided in Figure 1. The right-sided lesions
(Figure I b) Show good detail but it is as if the model had
exploded ; the left-sided cases (Figure la), on the other hand,
represent the spatial reactions and orientation well,,,but it is
very over-simplified. McFie and Zangwill furiher noted that

the right-sided .cases drew energetically often adding more
strokes in an effort to make the picture correct, while the left-
side cases drew very slowly, putting the' few parts in with
aPparent difficulty.

Figure 1 - Disordered Drawings in Constructional Apraxia.

(a)
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Model
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(b)
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Work by PIERCY et al. (1960) and ARIGONI and DE RENZI
(1964) supported the differences observed by Mc Fie and
Zangwill. Further, however, PIERCY et (116 (1960) found that
providing a model as opposed to spontaneous (from memory)
drawing enabled _more accurate reproduction only in the cases
involving left-hemisphere damage. This suggests, that,
following damage to the right heMispOre, the left
hemisphere is unable to compensate for the disorientation
caused by right-hemisphere damage: the drawing looks just
as '!exploded" regardless whether a model is provided. On
the other hand,the right hemisphere appears able to assume
some of the analysis function normally performed by the left-
hemisphere, but lost following damage to it, since providing a,
model enables a more detailed drawing of.the figure, i.e., the
oversimplification characteristic of drawings of left-sided
cases is much less apparent. These observations imply, then,
that the dysfunction produced in constructional apraxia
following damage to the right hemisphere is one akin to a
perceptual or gnostic disorder, while that following left
hemisphere damage appears more related to a disorder in
execution resulting from an inability to correctly analyze and
subsequently draw the constituent parts of the figure. This
implication is partially supported by WARRINGTON et al.
(1966) who suggested that the cases involving ,jeft-side

,, damage were less able to analyze' the model In terms of its
constituent parts. These patients although able to occasional-
ly draw acceptable copies, did so by slavishly reproducing
the variouslines without logical sequence. These obser-
vations are reminiscent of those of McFIE and ZANGWILL
(1960) alluded' to above who stressed the large degree of
effort . expended by left-hemispheric patients in their
drawing6'.

The second aspect of the qualitative differences between the
hemispheres relates to the associated disabilities. Before
dealing with these, however, a word of caution Must be made
regarding the interpretation of these results. Since cortiCal
lesions are usually widespread it is important to distinguish
between associated and multiple disorders. An association
may be more apparent than real. Just because one deficit
coincides with another does not necessarily imply that they

'. both represent a disturbance of the same underlying func-
tions. In this regard, PIERCY and SMYTH (1962) have argued
that if one is to clearly associate a deficit With constructional
apraxia due'to damage in, for example, the right hemisphere,.
it is necessary to show that these defects distinguish not only
between right- and left-hemisphere apraxics but also
between apraxics and non-apraxics within the right
hemisphere. In general, none of the research to date has met
these criteria . completely although some authors (PIERCY
and SMYTH, 1962 ; WARRINGTON et al., 1966) have
attempted. Nevertheless, the data is still quite interesting.

McFIE and ZANGWILL (1960) have stressed that there is a
difference between the right- and left-sided cases in terms of
the associated disorders. Unilateral neglect, dressing apraxia
and poor topographical memory (e.g., poor route finding

.ability) were closely associated in apractic disorders in right-
sided cases, while left-right disorientation of the body was
seen primarily in left-sided cases. PIERCY et al. (1960) also
examin:?1 associated deficits and found deficits similar to
those reported by McFie and Zangwill ; further, however, they
found that in their left-sided' cases, there waS an association
between constructional apraxia and other classical formaof
apraxia (ideational and ideomotor).

3 3

Further work by ;KIMURA (1963) and WARRINGTON and
JANES (1967) using purely perceptual tasks (e.g. visual reten-
tion tests) have shown that-right-hemispheric patients perform
significantly worse than those with left-hemispheric damage.
Finally, BENTON (1961), found some evidenCe of a correla-
tion between the elements of the Gerstmann syndrome
(agraphia, acalculla, left/right disorientation, and finger
agnosla) and t'he presence of constructional apraxia although
no clear association with hemispheric localizatiorrof apraxia
'was apparent.

Taken together, these data on associated symptoms tend to
corroborate the evidence from examination of the drawings
of constructional apraxics suggesting that the' dysfunction
seen in right-hernisphere cases may be indicative of a more
general gnostic disturbance involving someipatial neglect,
while the left-hemisphere disorder may be a'manifestation of
a more general apractic disturbance invOMng disordered
executive functioning and/or a. general disorientatiOn in
space which prevents the 'spatial synthesis necessary to
pToperly orient in the environment. Evidence provided by DE
AJURIAGUERRA, HECAEN arid ANGELERGUES (1960)
showing that 74% of those with ideational and ideomotor
apraxia also manifested constructional apraxia as well as
evidence alluded to by LURIA (1966) in reference to the
relationship between left-right disorientation and left-sided
constructional apraxia lend support to both of these sup-
positions.

- Frontal Apraxia

Mention was made earlier of a kinetic apraxia due ta frontal
damage (DENNY-BROWN, 1958) in Which there is-a persever-.

ation of approach tendencies resulting in abnormal grasping
reflex activity. Denny-Brown suggested that this apractic
dir qrder was the result of a release of inhibition -on the

latory,. approach tendencies of the parietal lobe. As
s, h, he and other workers (HECAEN, 1968 ; DE
AJURIAGUERRA and TISSOT, 1969) have suggested that this
dyspraxic *pathology is not a true apraxia but simply a

. disequilibrium between two types of motor reactions that are
normally in equilibrium.

More detailed analysis of frontal apraida by LURIA (1966) and
other Russian investigators (e.g. FILIPPYSHEVA, 1952, in
Luria, 1966, p. 237-240). however, suggests that although the
reflex disturbanCes described by DENNY-BROWN (1958) are
present, there is a discernible practic disturbance remarkably
similar to that observed in ideational, ideomgtor and left-
sided constructional apraxia. This disorder is characterized
by a marked inability to initiate movement, by perseveration.
and by fragmentation of sequential motor. ..act into dis-
organized, isolated movements. For example, when asked to
light a match, the patient would not inhibit the action once it
had begun, he., he would continue to strike on the match box
even if the match was lit. When performing actions consisting
of several successive links (e.g. lighting a cigarette with a
match), these patients often substituted isolated fragments of
movements for the required composite action or combined
individual compdnents into a single, undifferentiated act (e.g.
they lit a match and immediately put it out or put it in their
mouth). Moreover, their disturbance was increased if asked
to perform an ;act that was not as familiar. (e.g.. lighting a
candle) and having some elements similar to a more habitual
action (e.g. lighting a cigarette). In ihese cases. the patient
would substitute into the required action elements from the
more habitual act (e.g. upon lighting the match he would try to
smoke it or "butt it out" in a convenient ash tray). Eyen if an
action was demonstrated, in front of him, his performance
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became.no better. The plan of action readily disintdgrated
and was replaced by isolated, fragmentary acts. These
symptorna readily recall those of the ideational and
ideomotor. apraxic.

Reminiscent of left-sided constructional apraxia are the-
drawings made I3V the frontaapraxic which shoif a great lick
of detail although the spatial aspects are preserved. In the
most severe cases when asIsed to draw a figure. (e.g. Wangler,
circle) the patient usually can begin ; however, because of the
great tendency to perseverate, he often does not go beyond
the first couple of lines. Perseverative movements develop
which make it impossible. to draw the details of the figure. In
less severe cases, although. some perseverative activity -;;;'
remains, he is usually able to complete the figure, but with a
marked diminution in detail (LURIA, 1966).

Towards a Typology of Limb-related Apraxlas

Attempts at defining a typology of apraxii have been made
over the. past half. century. For example, HECAEN (1968)
characterized the apraxias in terms of disturbances of par-
ticUlar types of symbolic activity, while DE AJURIAGUERRA
and TISSOT (1969) discussed apraxia In terms of the Plage-
tian concepts relating to the acquisition of space. Few,
however, have specifically tried to typify the apraxlas in terms
of the basic organliational processes thought to be dis-

turbed. Although LIEPMANN (1920), DENNY-BROWN (1958),
/and LURIA (1966) have all discussed apraxia from this'
perspective, work remains to be done in order to more clearly
understand the organizational disorders underlying apraxia.

Premotor Apraxia

Premotor apraxia develops from damage to the- prernotor
area of the cerebral motor cortex (LURIA, 1966) and
represents a diaturbance of the kinetic oivanization of the
motor act. Very simple movements involving little sequencing
of movements (e.g., touching finger to nose), generally, are
not affected, while more coMplex rivity (e.g., lighting a
candle and placing it on a table) is m e severely disordered.
The patient shows a profound tendency to perseyerate on
one movement in the sequence which prevents him from
,elternating from one movement to another in a sequence.
Related tp this is that these patients have great difficulty in
terminating an ongoing movement. ThiS is exemplified in that
rhythmic tapping -becomea, almost jrnpossible if changes in
rythm art required in a tapping pattern. Further, when asked
to draw a pattern such as nr-rvvvv-i without lifting the hand
from the paper, the patient begins to draw each stroke
separately or to develop aSimple motor stereotype consisting

_of the repetition of a single element f LURIA, 1966). 'These
observations suggest that 'the difficulty is not so much in'
controlling the flow of differentiated impulses to individual
muscle's groups, but, rather, in integrating these impulses in
time (i.e. sequencing)..

3

In examining the various apraxic syndromes, DE
AJURIAGUERRA 'and TISSOT (1969) could find no clear
relationship between area of brain damage and .. type of
disturbance to limb praxis. This led them to state- that the
symptomatic structure of apraxia may be due more to the
mass effect of the lesion than to its Strict localization. While
this statement may be true, it obscures meaningful inter-
pretation' of apraxia in terms of the basic organization
processes thought to be disturbed. Rather than taking such
an uncritical view; it would seem more to the point to try to
analyze these pathological behavioural syndromes discussed
above from three perspectives : .

1 - in terms of the nature of disturbance of limb praxis,

2 - in terms of the known functions of each of the Oortical
areas which has incurred damage, and

3 - in terms of the secondary disorders associated with tAe
disturbance of limb praxis.

This type of analysis has been done and is presented in Table
I. It represents a synthesis of the symptomology presented in
the previous section.
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Table I - A Synopsis of Various Apraidc Syndromes.

ClIniCal SyMptoms

'Ideational Ideomotor

Type of Apraxia
Limb-

Frontal Premotor Kinetic Kinesthetic
Characteristics of
Disordered Umb Praxis

Perseveration
Improper sequencing
Difficulty in initiating movement
Difficulty in terminating movement
Disturbance in individual movements
in Sequence
No improvement with object use
No improvement with imitation
Decreased accuracy in reproducing
limb positions

Auociated Symptoms
-1.(gPatial disorientation

Difficulty in intellectual planning
Loss of strength
Loss of kinestfietic sensation

Area of Brain Damage

Parietal
Occipital
Temporal
Frontal
Precentral Motor
Postcentral Motor
Premotor

X

fri exlmining the characteristics of disordered limb praxis in
Table I it-is apparent that there are two discernible patterns
of disordered limb praxis :
1 - an inability, to properly sequence movement involving, to

some extent, perseveration on a particular component
within the movement sequence (ideational, ideomotor,

;;premotor and frontal apraxia) and .

V- an inability to perform the components of a movement
sequence with senooth muscular contractions while not
affecting the sequences of the movement components
(limb-kinetic and kinesthetic apraxia).

These observations suggest that the first pattern may repre-
sent either a disorder in planning or a disorder in executing a
previously planned sequence of movements, while the latter
seems to involve an inability to execute the individual com-
ponents of a sequence of movements. -

In exarnining the first pattern it is important to deterinine
whether one can differentiate between an inability to plan and
an inability to execute a planned sequence of movements. If
one looks at the secondary symptoms and the area'of brain
damage associated with each apraxia, some information
pertinent to this differentiation becomes apparent. First, there
are three areas of brain damage involved : frontal, parietal-
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occiPital and premotor. The first two of these areas have been
implicated as important in planning while the latter area
serves more of an executive function (LURIA, 1966). Thus,
possibly all those apraxias associated with damage to either
the frontal or parietal-occipital areas (i.e., ideational,
ideornotor, constructional and frontal apraxia) may have, as
an underlying disorder a disturbance in 1)4:Inning, while those
associated with damage to the prembtor area (i.e. premotor
apraxia) may possess an underlying executive dysfunction. In
support of this suggestion, it is knowntkat the frontal lobes
are primarily involved in planning motor activity, while the
parietal lobes and the bordering parietal-occipital areas are
concerned with orientation In space. Further, the frontal areas
function in planning and initiating movement is based on
'Information received from among many other areas. the
parietal-occipital area. Consequently, due ,to the in-
terdependence of these two cerebral areas, damage to either
area could conceivably result in a disorder in planning a
Motor action. On the other hand, ECCLES (1967) and more
rePently ALLEN and TSUKAHARA (1974) suggest that the
premotor and motor areas serve primarily an executive
function with little role in planning movement. In this typology
(Table II) then, frontal, ideational, ideomotor and cOnstruc-
tional apraxia are all classified as planning apraxia, while
premotor apraxia is depicted as executive apraxia.
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Table II - A Proposed Typology of Apraxia.

A. Planning Apraxia
1. Primary (Frontal Apraxia)
2. Secondary (ldeomotor, Ideationil and Constructional Apraxia)

B. Executive Apraxia (Premotor Apraxia)
C. Unit Apraxia (Kinesthetic,Apraxia and Limb-Kinetic Apraxia)

, Planning Apraxla

'Planning apraxia is seen to have two components: primary
and secondary. This differentiation is based on eXamining the
associated secondary symptoms. The primary component,
which becomes evident following Oamage to the frontal lobe,
is.seen to represent a true disorder in planning and initiating
movement. Patients' having this damage typically display an
Inability to perform sequential motor or:Intellectual activity
without ,concomittant spatial disorientation observed as a
retult orparietal damage suggesting that the planning per se
has been disturbed.

The second component of planning apraxia finds its origin in
parietal-occipital damage. While damage to this area un-
doubtedly precipitates a disturbance in planning, the distur-
bance in this case is not seen as a true or primary planning
apraxia since a concomittant disorder in planning non-motor
activity, present as a result of frontal damage, is not jevidefit
(see Table l). Although the planning of action is definitely--
disturbed, the source of this disorder does not lie in an
inability to plan per se; rather, because of damage to the
parietal-occipitar regions the spatial inforrnation_sent to the

." area (frontal) responsible for planning is disordered resulting
in the .inability to properly plan motor behaviourf. Thus the
planning. disorder, is viewed as secondary to and d necessary
result of a disturbance in spatial orientation and, is such, has
been 'classified as secondary planning. apraxia.

In terms of other typologies secondary planning apraxia is
seen to represent LIEPMANN's (1920) idiatiohal and ideo-
motor apraxia and KLEIST's (1934) constructionbi apraxia
all of Wrirch can be attributed to a disorder in Spatial abilities
or spatial dysklnesia as MORLAAS 1'1928, in DE

and TISSOT, 1969 p. 48) cal ed it. Ideational
and ideomotor apraxia are here viewed /as a common
disorder resulting from a common origin. To this observer,
the only Means for differentiating them is ii terms of degree

. of impairment Ideational apraxia represe ts apore-severe
case of ideomotor apraxia in which- there is impaired praxis to
not only command, as in idaomotor a raxia, but also to
imitation and, ultimately, to object. use see Table .1). This
common classification of these practic di turbances
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ly thought bytiepmann to be distinguishable is In accord with
other current suggestions (ZANGWILL, 1960 ; DENNY- e-
BROWN, 1958 ; HECAEN, 1968 ; DE RENZI et 968).

With reference to_!constructional apraxia although the
qualitative aspects of this apraxia have been seen to 'be
different depending whether the damage is right-sided
(spatial 'disorientation in reproduction) or left-sided (ex-
aggerated simplicity), the disturbance is attributed to 'a
common etiology disordered spatial abilities in accord with
LHERMI-i-TE (1933). When the damage is left-sided the ability
to 'analyze the model appears disturbed. It is suggested that
thls results in insufficient detail in the reproduction since the
information available to-the areas responsible for planning
(frontal), and executing, (motor and- pre motor) is inadequate.
When the damage is right-sided, on the other hand, the ability
to analyze the model is not distUrbed (if anything, this process
sedeet ami eRxaat eg r at ht ead sbi ini ict ttah ea rzaat ite nt ht h am% va ar!,)1 reoaftuas lion? oaf

coherent spatial pattern is fauleY. This disturbance results in -
spatially disorganized, almost .exploded, reproduction since
the spatial information within which the areas responsible for
planning organize the motor output Is in, gross disarray.
SuOport for the suggestion that a common disorder may
underly ideational, ideomotor and constructional apraxia
comes from the observation that 74% of those exhibiting
constructional apraxia also showed symptoms 'of ideational
and ideomotor apraxia (DE AJURIAGUERRA, HECAEN and
ANGELERGUES, 1960).

Executive Apraxia

The second major classification in this scheme is termed
executive apraxia (Figure 2). Originally, Liepmann viewed
ideomotor apraxia as a disorder in execution, however,
subsequent wOrk (see DE AJURIAGUERRA and TISSOT,
1969) showed that it was difficult to distinguish ideomotor
apraxia from disturbances in _planning (ideational apraxia)
whiCh, necessarily, exhibited disordered sequencing but only
as, feature secondary to the primar`y disorder in planning.
Although attempts at classifying ideomotor apraxia as a pure
disorder in execution had failed, ablitions in the premotor
region seemed to. hold more promise in this regard (see
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section On premotor apraxia). Since neither the frontal area,
responsible for planning motor activity, nor any 'of the
sensory areas (e.g. parietal-occipltal regions) supplying Infor-
mation. to the frontal area were damaged and, further, since
no associated spatial deficits nor associated' deficits in
Intellectual non-motor planning were apparent (Table l), it
appeared that execution per se might be at faUlt.

That execution per se may be disturbed receives support
from two other sources : work on stimulation of the premotor
Cortex and observation of apraxic performance Of habitual
skills In the proper contextual environment. Work by Penfield

4' (PENFIELD and RASMUSSEN, 1950), among others, has
shown that the pre-motOr area subserves, not single isolated
movements as in the motor cortex, but sequences of move-
ments. For instance, experiments by FULTON .(1935) and
WYSS and OBRA.DOR (1937) showed that stimulation of a
particular part 'of the premotor region leads, after a long
latency- period, to the appearance of complex, integrated
movements including rotation of the eyes, head, and whole
trunt.fellowed by movement of the upper limb resembling'a-
grasping'.action. Damage to the premotor area would, thus,
seem, tO- disturb the natural ability to execute a smooth,
sequential . movement pattern. ...

Evidence related to the performance of habitual skills
provides even. more compelling 'support for the notion that
premotor damage leads to an exeCutive rather than a
planning disorder? Since habitual skills are highly
overlearned, it follows that the commands for and; hence, the
execution of these habitual actions may be preprogrammed.
Further, evidence provided by ALLEN and TSUKAHARA
(1974) suggests that preprogramming may involve the
premotor cortex in conjunction with tne nuclei of the
cerebellum. If this is so, habitual skills wouldteem to require
very little planning since they ire highly automated action
patterns. One Could predict from the above that only' when
damage to the preprogramming areas (i.e. premotor area) is
incurred should these habitual skills become difficult to
perform under all. circumstances. This prediction is con-

'firmed upon examining the differing abilities of frontal and
parietal-occipital patients versus premotor patients in the
periormance of habitual skills in a related context.;

Following damage to the frontal area or to ihe parietal-occipital ,
area,Patients'are usually able to carry out habitual skills (e.g./
Making the sign of the cross) in the proper context (e.g. in af
church) but rarely when reqUested during a clinical exarninai
tion. Upon damage to the premotor area, however, patients
are unable to perform habitual skills even given the prope'r
context (LURIA, 1966). Since frontal and/or parietal-occipitel
.darnage does not involve the premotor area largely responpi-
ble for preprogramrning motor activity, it is quite feasIble that,
given the proper context, patients incurring this insult shopld
be able to perform habitual skills. On the other hand. it se.sims
equally probable that damage, to the premotor area Oelf
should result in the marked disturbance of habitual skills
even given the proper context since the area responsible for
their programmed execulion has been' incapacitated. Even
though the planning of behaviour is not directly alcted,
these premotor patients remain unable to act out co , erent

. movement sequences because of damage to the exePutory
apparatus.

Unit Aprexia

The final classification, termed unit apraxia. is peen to
represent disordered execution of individual movements
within a sequence independent of the planning and ekecution

'Of the movement sequence. That this syndrome dif ers from
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that involving premotor (executive apraxia), and frontal-
-parietal-occipital damage (planning praxis) is evident from
Table I. First, damage in areas qther than the pre- and
postcentral motor areas.results in Øisordered sequencing of
mokiement while leaving the indi idual components of the
sequence Intact, while 'damage I motor cortex precipitates
poor execution of Individual mov ments sparing the sequen-
cing of those mbvem ants. Secon ly, the pattern of associated
secondary symptoms Is differ nt. Damage to the motor
cortex results In either loss of s rength (damage to precentral
motor cortex) or loss of kinest etic sense with a concomittaht
Inability to"duplicate Ilmb po itions (damage to postcentral
motor cortex) but-does not in lude the symptoms of impaired

1

spatial orientation, impalçled intellectual planning, or
,perseveration evident in da age to the other areas.

Unit apraxia is seen to arise from damage to one of two areas'
of the motor cortex: prec ntral and Jpostcentral. Damage to
the precentral motor cor ex resulting in what LIEPMANN
(1920) called limb-kinetic praxia involves an inability to carry
out isolated movements since the cortical representation
through the pyramidal tr ct Is lost. Damage to the postcentral
motor cortex, on the o her hand, resulting in what LURIA
(1966) called kinesthetic apraxia involves essentially the
same disorder evident f !lowing precentral damage although
for apparently differe t reasons. In this case, kinesthetic
information necessary or the smooth control of movement is
lost resulting in jerky, halting movements (LURIA, 1966).

DISCUSSION

An attempt has beeii made here to provide a more concise,
less ambiguous rne ns of classifying the limb-related.aprax-
ias in terms of the iaslc organizational processes thought to.
be disturbed. The s stem in which the awe-ides are classified
purely in terms of he distUrbances to limb praxis has been
augmented to incl de information about the known functions
of the brain_darraged areas as well as the symptoms

/associated with dsturbance in practic behaviour. While the
! former approach 1has tended to lead to confusion due to the

/ subjective nature of purely clinical observation, the latter
/ approach tendstto be more objective, 'enabling a more

concise and pre ise classification. For example,. ideational
and ideomotor apraxia, previously seen as different based on .

clinical observations, /have been classified as gradations of
basically the swine dieor'der since they both are subserved by
essentially the sarne prain damage and , ahow similar
associated spatial /disorders. Alternately, 1ideomotor and
premotor apra),Eia might be considered to represent the same
disorder (i.e. 5(ecutive disorder) since theWboth exhibit the
same clinicall
considers the
associated s
ponents of
apraxia, alt
similar to tha
planning,Wh
pure diaturb

opservable pathology. However, when one
iteof the brain lesion in each disorder and the

imptloms it becomes apParant, that the corn-
he /pathology are noVthe same. ldeomotor
ugh demonstrating/disordered sequencing
in'premocr apraxials seen to be a disorder in

le premotor apraxia is seen to be a more or less
nce of exeôution.

Implicationa of This Typology for
the Study o Apraxia

/
What value is the typology in the study and/or treatment of
apraxia? T Is typology should provide a starting point for a.,
more deta led analysis of apraxia since a more objective
method of /classification has been used. By knowing the
relationsni s between type of brain- damage and type of
underlyin disorders, work on more clearly identifying the
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practic disorder can be made. For /example, one may
reasonably look for characteristics of disturbances In plan-
ning of movement following damage to the frontal or parietal-
occipital areas while attempting to identify signs, of distur-
bance, in. execution of movement /upon damage to the
premotor area. This approach can be,greatly facilitated by the
use. of modern cirlematographiq and, impeoved eiec-
tromyographic. recording techniques (see LETTS, WINTER
and OUANBURY, 1976 for an inter/eating example).

In ternis of the treatment for apraxia, thitrtypology May aid in
both the diagnosis and subsequent reMediation of' the
apraxic syndrome. In the past there Were so .many types of
apraxiiidentified that It was often difficult to diegnose exactly
what type the patient had let aldne attempting to ameliorate
his condition. Using this typology, the clinician can gather
evidence not only concerning the, pattern of disturbance to
limb praxis but also conCerning area of train, damage and
associated secondary symptoms. A. mucli less ambiguou
Means for classifying the pa lent, then, b comes avallab
Further, once the patient hali been prope ly classified w yr
and Means of imprpving is conditioni quickly sug est

.. themselves, thus, also facilitating the treatpient proces . For
eXample, a patient displaying improper se uencing of ove-
.ment in conjunction with both frontal lobecramege a d poor
intellectual planning as evidenced by one f several tender-
dized 10 tests would -te Classified as a plannin apriXIC.
Since his problem is one of a disorder in plannin remedia-

lion should involve helping him to relearn the process of
planning. A good example of this Is provided I a paper by
LURIA and TSVETKOVA/(1964).

in examining their patient, he appeared to h ve a great deal
of difficulty planning the/correct sequence f activities so as
to construct a block. pattern (Koh's .bio ks) similar to a
presented motel. They rtypothesized that f the problem was
one of planning, providing the patient ith a, sequence of
instructions describing/how to proceed would enable him to

1r) performithe constructidn task. A serie of verbal instructions
were developed involving the followi g commands: find the
necessary number of tlocks, count' ow many Squares in the
row, arrange the blo, ks as need d to the saMe number,
compare your own . rbw with the row, given in the pattern
(LURIA and-TSVETKOVA, 1964, p. 100). These same corn-

-mends were provided for each row of the design. Luria found,
as predicted, that th!'s immensely helped his.patient. In fact,
after some practicekivith.this system, the patient Oohed it to
more complex bloc design which he eventually completed, a
feat .not ever previouslY accomplished.

Although this typollogy potentially can have important im-
plications for the study and treatment of apraxia, much work
remains to be done to corroborate its validity. Other patients
must be examined to determine if they, display a pattern of
symptoms similar to those-displayed, by the reported cases
used to develop typology. .

This typology no, only has impliCations for the study qf
apraxia but .also has clear implications for models depicting
the organization of motor skill. These will be considered in
detail in the folloWing section. ,

implications of Typology for Models
of Motor Skili Organization

A model for the organization of motor behaviour may be
developed from two distinct sources; 'from studies on the
acquisition of motor skill and from studies on the desintegra- .
tion Of motor behaviour following brain trauma. Both of these
approaches provide clues as .to how motor activity is
organized in the skilled individual. Acquisition data provide
evidence as !to how...a particular :Wilt Is integrated into a',
coherent pattern of goal-directed movements. Such. data
traditionally have formed the sole basis on which models of
skill performance have been developed. Data on the
pathology of motor patterning following brain injury, however,
have profound implications tor such models. Indeed, any
comprehensive model of the organization of motor skill must
take into account both types of data.

Implication for Fleirarchical Organization

Recently, models derived from work in the area of skill
acquisition (e.g. Marteniuk, 1972) portray an hierarchicai
organization from the overall plan of action to the specific
subroutines Involved in a single movement sequence. .

The overall olan directs the motor act in a wholistic fashion in ..
that it sets the goal of the Movement sequence and initiates
the activation of the various subroutines. These subroutines
have, under their command, programs which involve the
varied action sequences which go into executinglhe act. At
an even lower level of the heirarchy are the individual
mbvements within the action ,sequence.

In observing the patterns of pathology exhibited in these
forms of apraxia one can readily see the analogi to-an .

heirarchical model: At the summit of the heirarthy is, he plan,
or schema (PEW, 1974 ; SCHMIDT, 1975) by which behaviour
is directed. An inability to select the appropriate' plan of

38
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Figure E -.The.Hiererchical Organization Of EON.
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action 'would result in the improper sequencing of the,
constituent movements while not necessarily .affecting. the.
Individual motor components (Figure 3). Just this situatidn Is
observed in planning apraxia where the behavioural
pathology centres around an inability .to effect R plan of
action.

At-a somewhat lower level in the heirarchy are the various
sequences Involved in the execution .Of the plan. Here there .
might occur a,derangement independent of-either the plan or .

the individual motor componentt:comprising the particular
sequence (Figure 3)..That. is selecting the correct plan se as
to organiie the action is in tact but the sequential ordering of

_,,the behaviour is lacking. The disordered behaviour exhibited
in executive apraxia reflects this situation well in that only the
sequential ordering of the action is, affected.

. .

Finally, the lowest level in the heirarchy is occupied by/
isolatbd movements which comprise the sequential pattvrns.
Pathology in these individUal actions independent of the

' higher levels in the heirarchy is characterized in unit aprixia
(Figure.3):

Thus it is' apparent that the behavioural pathology°
characterized by these apraxiai does suggest an heirarchical
organization' of motor actiVity. Planning apraZia represents a
dissolution of the plan,- the highest level in the heirarchy, While
executive and. unit apraxia characterizes the behavioural
consequences of disrupting Progressively loWer levels in-the
heirarchy.:Evidence from the disintegration of behaviour:irr

3 9' apraxia, then, can be added' to the evidenCe from skill
acquisition 'in support 'of an heirarchical model for the
Organization of motor behaviour.,

.
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Figure 3 - HierarchiCal Levels of Apraxic Disturbance.
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'Implications for Sensory and
Motor Integration

While several models derived from skill acquisition depict an
beirarchical organization of motor Skill, others stress the role
of sensary and motor integration (e.g. HOWARD and
TEMPLETON, 1966 ; bONNOLLY'and JONES, 1970). Integra-
tion of visual with other sensory infOrmetion is seen at
important for the orienting of the body within some spatial
framewOrk prior to the execution of the 'act. Moreover, the
integfatioh of the visual-spatial coordinates with information
from motor output is considered important in the accurate
completion of visually, based motor tasks. Support for these
notions may also be gained from examination of yet another
form of apraxia termed constructional apraxia:Thiiaondition
is characterized by the inability to reproduce a visual-model
(WARRINGTON, 1969) no matter what abtivity is involved in
the riProduction (e.g. drawing, blink design ; three dimen-:
sional construction tasks):

An examination of the drawings seen in Figure 1 provides'
interesting clues as to the etiologies of thedeficit. While'these
apraxics have adequate hand fine-motor control') normal skill
in visual recognitien'and visual memory, and I.O.'s within the
normal range, their major difficulty appears to lie in their
inability to ,intewate all of the available informatión. .This
diffibulty has two distinct yet related aspects. In some' cases
there is an inability to .1canslate the visual analysis of the

' model ta be drawn into appropriate motor patterns, while for
others this analysis-translation process appears in tact but
they lack the ability '.to organize the motor output into a
coherent visual-spatial pattern. Both cases reflect basically a

.dysfunction in-.integration.

40

In the first case (FigureAa)-Which, ii:astociated 'Mere with
injury' to the dominant ;left cerebral hemisphere, there
appears to be a disrupfion'in iptégrating the visua4featu'res of
the model into fine motor oytput sO as to duplicate the model.
In the second case associated With right hemisphere damage
the above.typiof visual-motor integrition appears in tact
that is, the copy does not lack in detail. Rather, the patient ,

appears unfble te integrate the motor output into a coherent
spatial framework (bE RENZI and FAGLIONI, 1967). Data from
these patients, then, 'corroborates that from normal subjects
during skill 'acquisition suggesting the need for models of
motor performance to relegate an important role to sensOry- .

motor integration.

,DISCUSSiON .

The ' behaviour exhibited by patients with apraxia provides
strong corroborative- evidence for, the notion of an
heirarchical organization of skill'with a paramount role in the
heiraYehy played by sensory and thotor integration. Planning
and executive apraxia can be viewed as a dysftinction in the
planning and sequencing of motor patterns '.and suggest .
clearly that the top ape heirarchy is occupied by a "plan of
action". Construetional epraxia; moreoter, suggests that this:
"plan of action',' is ecomplex integratiOn of informalleri fyom
several senrory channels' in -conjunction with a motor
program for outputting the plan. These considerations might
suggest a model of Motor performance like the 'one 8ePicted

cm Figure 4.

4 OS
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Figure 4 - A Proposed Model for the organizatiOn of Motor Skill.
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At the summit is a plan selector or executor which selects the
correct plan of action. It is suggested that this executor is
employed primarily in situations when a decision must be
made concerning the most appropriate plan to be put into
action. When the context suggests the correct plan of action,
this level in the heirarchy may be bypassed. Far example, it
has long been observed that in the apraxic state that some
movement sequences may be more successfully carried out
in an appropriate situation or context than when requested
for arbitrarily during an examination. The patient with secon-
dary planning apraxia, especially the ideational type, as an
example, may be quite able ta light up a cigarette following
force of habit as when having coffee after dinner, but be
completely unable to initiate the appropriate rhovement
sequence:upon demand in an unfamiliar context. This
suggests that the plan of action for lighting up is not disrupted
per se. Rather, it would appear that the patient cannot select
in an unfamiliar context the one plan of all those possible all
of which involve thumb and finger grasp, striking movements,
lifting the hand upwards, etc., which lead to successful
completion of the act in question.

Lower in the heirarchy ere the plans of action themselves
each involving particular subroutines of movement se-
quences. These plans of action are seen to be affected in two
forms of apraxia but in discernibly different ways. In primary
planning apraxia the area responsible for planning is itself
damaged indicating that the plan of action per se is dis-
turbed.. In executive apraxia, however, the plan per se is not
disturbed but the ability to carry out the sequences within.the
plari are affected. This distinction is partially confirmed by the
observation that in executive apraxia only complex integrated
movements are severely affected, while in primary planning
apraxia all movement, regardless of complexity, is disturbed.
Although the distinction between these two apraxic syn-
dromes is not entirely clear except in yery simple movemer t,
there nevertheless appears to be a disturbance in planning or
in executing' a planned action.

The model portrays three plans decreasing .in degree of
complexity from A which involves three subroutines incor-
porating several movement sequences to C which involves
only one subroutine. Such a differentiation in terms of
moyement sequencing complexity is indicated from the
observation that the less the complexity of the task (e.g. touch
the nose versus light a candle) the less secondary planning
and executive pathology observed following brain trauma.
Since the trauma causing secondary planning and executive
apraxia involves primarily corticular damage, these less
complex actions, which are not as subject to aoraxic dis-
order, might be under relatively subcorticular control re-
quiring very little decision (capacity) on the part of the
performer. That is, these less complex actions may be fairly
automated thus sparing them from apraxic disturbance.
Indeed, secondary planning and executive apraxia obey the
Jacksonian principle that the greater the voluntary nature of
and the less automatic the act, the more will it be disrupted
following brain trauma (JACKSON, 1958). -

The disorder exhibited by the 'executive apraxic provides
additional suggestions as to the form of the heirarchical
model: While the secondary planning apraxic could not select
the correct plan of action without the appropriate context, the
executive apraxic in the same unfamiliar context may be able
to select the appropriate plan but is unable to carry out the
initial movement sequence or may carry out the individual
movements in a completely inappropriate sequence. The
executive apraxic may be .unable to carry out a coherent
rifaiiernent-- sequence because, due to damage to the

-

premotor area, the ordering of the various subroutines has
been disturbed. This raises the .interesting possibility that
order or sequencing is not an integrakpart of the subroutines.
Rather it suggests that the order in, terms of what subroutine
follows another depends to a large extent on feedback. The
word feedbaq at this stage in the heirarchy does not imply
feedback in jthe usual sense of the word (i.e. kinesthetic
feedback) but instead feedback in the sense of both the
contextual cues within which the motor action occurs and the
information about the consequences of executing each
.subroutihe (e.g. striking the match and seeing it light up). As
learning progresses these feedback cues may become incor-
porated into the program suggesting that, when fully
autornated, an action patterrr involves both the specific
subroutines and the order in which they are to.occur.

Finally, the lowest level of the heirarchy is comprised of the
individual movements which comprise the actions sequences
in each subroutine. These individual movemeOts form a pool
from which each plan of action draws. For example, theplan
involved in lighting a cigarette and in brushing one's teeth
while incorporating similar individual movements clearly
involve a different sequencing of those movements to attain
the desired goal. Thus it is quite conceivable to otiServe, as in
the Motor apraxic, a selective disruption of only these
movements themselves leaving unaffected the selection and
competent execution of the appropriate plan of action.

It is suggested that the integrity of these movements at this
stage may depend not only on the presence of .relevant
recurrent kinesthetic feedback, but also, and perhaps more
importantly, on copies of the efferent commands to the
individual muscles concerned. Indeed, since- unit apraxia
often follows very specific trauma to the primary motor areas
of the cortex (DENNY-BROWN, 1958) a large part of the
pathology here may be due to a disruption in the efferent
copy.

In conclusion, it is obvious-thafto evaluate the worth of these
speculations much work needs to be done examining the
disturbances in apraxia in more detail. At any rate, even the
cursory treatment provided here reinforces the need for
models of motor skill that incorporate the features 'of
heirarchical organization and sensory-motor integratioh.
Moreover, the fact that highly practised skills are open
spared apraxic disturbance suggests.further that models of
human motor performance include the conception that over
time some motor acts will become fully automated. The study
of apraxia, however, not only has implications for model
building, but also the investigation of the progress of apraxic
patients during treatment may be able to tell us something
about how to train skills in intact individuals. This latter
aspect, of course, forms quite another line of enquiry, but a ,

line of enquiry that shoulape pursued in the future.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The investigation of behavioural pathology is a necessary
pursuit in that it not only provides clues as to the etiology of
the pathology which, subsequently, May suggest a treatment
regimen, but also it may facilitate on understanding of how in
tact behaviour is organized. In the case of apraxia, this
pursuit is particularly important since one of man's primary
means of dealing with the environment, the skilled use of his
arms and hands, is severely disturbed.

The purpose of developing this typology was to try, to
understand the etiology of apraxia in terms of disturbance to
the basic organizational processes of planMng and execution

4 2
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dmovement. Although this approach tends to be concise,
two important points must tie considered. First, this appioach
has tended to consider disturbances in practic behaviour as a
result of damage to the cerebral hemispheres without con-
sidering possible damage to subcorticatareas and/or to the
corpus calloSum. While this may be a shortcoming, it,
nevertheless, seems possible to distinguish between, practic
disorders due purely to cortical damage and those of subcor-
ticsl or.callosal origin, Subcortical damage' in conjunction
with cerebral damage results in the already observed M-
ficulties in sequending (planning and executive apraxia) or in
executing Component movements (unit apraxia); also,
however, an ataxic-like disturbance .is superimposed on the
above disorders making isolated movements severely dis-
turbed. Moreover,. perseverative acketty may be InCreased
when already present due to cortical a.amage or may present
itself when purely cortical damage did not produce it (LURIA,
1966).

With callosal damage, on the other hand, practic disturbance
is frequentiy, but not always, limited to one hand
(1BESCHWIND, 1975) and resembles that present following
damage to the frontal or premotor cerebral areas (i.e.,
difficulty in planning and sequencing movement). With
cerebral damage, the disturbance is usually always bilateral.
When, hOwever, the disturbance following cerebrat damage
Is unilateral (unit apraxia), it does not iesemble the unilateral

/ deficit present in the callosal syndrome.

A second important consideration Is that the dichotomy of
planning apraxia,into primary and secOndary components
requires evidence -of cortico-cortical information transmis-
sion, especially between the parietal-occipital and the frontal
regions. Evidence provided-by McCULLOCH (1944), NETTER
(1972), and most recently by HAAXMA and KUYPERS (1974)
indicates that these lines of comMunication do exist and have
great functional significance.

These suggestions as to a typology of apraxia represent only
a first step toward a more detailed and precise analysis of
aptaxia. Work must be done to cross-validate this proposal-
on patients other than those described here. Further more
detailed analyses of the movement disorders must be

t attempted. These might include an analysis of more complex
movement patterns than, kir example, simply lighting a
candle. Particular emphasis should be paid to alterations in
direction, velocity and extent of movement. Recent work by

-LETTS, WINTERS & QUANBURY (1975) using electron-
yography and cinematigraphy in the study of abnormal gait
patterns suggests that these-techniques might be put to use
in the study of apraxia.

In summary it is hoped that these suggestions will provide an
impetus for more fruitful research in the area of apraxia.
Through a more precise definition of the disorders un-
derlying the various apraxic syndromes more adequate
treatment for the apraxic can be developed, and, further, a
more lucid model ,of the organization of motor skill may
follow.
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LE GARDIEN DE BUT AU HOCKEY:
UNE STRATEGIE
tSYCHO-MOTRICE
DE RECHERCHE
JohnSeImeIa
Dinertement d'aducation physique
Université Laval
Québec

INTRODUCTION

Le aardien de but au hockey execute un éventail complexe de
tactic's psycho-motrices, pour lesquelles n'ont été détermi-
nees a ce Jour, ni l'importance relative de cheque teche, ni les
exigences propres a cheque teche. L'importance relative des
elements fondamentaux, qui font partie des performances
actuelles des gardiens de but, n'apparalt qu'apres une
analyse de techet effectuée a rintérieur d'un cadre concep-
tuel precis. Un.tel cadre de reference, pour une analyse de
teches utilisanties concepts de manipulation de rinforma-
tion, a déjtk mis en evidence un certairrnombre de strategies
nouvelles de recherche sur le volleyball. (SALMELA, 1975).
Cependant, bien que ce genre d'analyses ait une valeur
heuristique, en s'inscrivant dans le cadre de theories contem-
poraines, il nous reste un certain nombre de données
accumuler parallelement a pes analyses de teches. Cette
recherche devrait etre effectuée a rintérieur d'un scheme qui
permette a la fois rélaboration de Modeles Psycho-moteurs
et la réalité des situations sportives.

Jusqu'a present, les composantes comportementales de la
performance d'un gardien de but n'tint pas Me systernatique-
ment identifiées et &elates. On peut dire toutefois que,
lorsque le jeu se déroule A distance, le gardien de but est
pratiquement immobile tout en demeurant attentif. Par con-
tre, lorsque le jeu se déroule ores des buts, le gardien doit se
déplacer d'un Ott: a l'autre, etre vigilant afin de réduire les
angles possibles de lancers, et réagir avec viteise et preci-
sion pour attraper ou dévier les rondelles lancées. Toute
cette série de gestes précisThecessite une grande variété.de
comportements sur Selon la nature de ses exigen-
ces psycho-motrices, cheqüe composante comportementale
du gardien de but serait également susceptible d'analyses
experimentales ultérieures. Cependant, certaines données
en psychologie expérimentale peuvent deja servir a expliquer
plusieurs composantes de la bathe. A titre d'exemple, disons
que le degre de vigilance du gardien. de but pourra varier
,avec la frequence relative des signaux importants durant les
"longues sequences de jeu. (MACKWORTH, 1964). Sa teche
de detection visuelle sera fonction du rapport signal/.. bruit
de renvironnement, ou encore du rapport rondelle ou
pueurs/arriere plan du jeu, dans le sens traditionnel de la
detection des signaux de SWETS (1964). L'acte de poursuite
visuelle . et motrice conduira a une reduction des angles
possibles de lancer's. Pour completer ces exemples de
processus psycho-moteurs, on pourrait érnettre rhypothese
quo les composantes d'aftente (« readiness ), de detection,

-d'anticipation, tout autant.que la regionse-mbtrice elle-même,
*dont importantes dans l'acte de blocage cr urr lender.-

..

Ces réflexions n'ont d'autre but que de souligner la nAcessite
de radoption d'un systerne de reference ayant la capacité
d'intégrer les don nées d'une analyse de teches A des perfor-
mances psycho-motrices et a la theorie qui les soustend. Ce
qui n'a été le cas de la recherche ni dans le domaine du
volleyball (SALMELA, 1975) ni dans celui du hockey:

'A titre d'exemple, le but de cette presentation sera d'esquis-
ser les grandes lignes d'une strategie de recherche sur les
comportements de gardiens de but au hockey, afin de
combler le fosse existant entre la réalité sportive de cette
teche multi-dimensionnelle et la littérature dans le domaine
de la performance psycho-motrice.

LA TACHE CHOISIE
Parmi la variéte des comportements a etudier chez un
gardien de but, les teches de detection,- de reaction et
d'exécution d'un arret de la rondelle ont été sélectionnées.
D'une position stationnaire au centre des buts, les capacités
des gardiens d'exécuter une variété de réponses suite aux
phases de detection et d'anticipation seront analysees. Ces
gestes seront mesures et &slues afin de rnieux comprendre
les exigences de cette teche sportive.

LA STRATEGIE DE RECHERCHE

La présente stone de recherches est basee sur ranalyse
d'incertitudes des habiletés sportives, analyse qui a Me
développée ailleurs. (SALMELA, 1974 ; 1975). La tiche corn-.
portementale est analysee a rintérieur d'un scheme de
reference oU l'incertitude est manipulée systernatiquement.

La phase de cette stale de recherches consiste A analyser le
concept populaire de reflexes compris comme étant une
qualitéessentielle du gardien de but. L'expression un gardien
de but a. de bons reflexes", implique une sequence precise
d'événements au, moment Ocl II opere dans son environne-
ment spécifique. La réactivité du systerne psycho-moteur
dans ce contexte de reflexes est evaluée en utilisant les
techniques classiques de temps de JAACticin. Cette premiere
phade a rifle ete effectuée et presentee .par DROUIN et
SALM ELA (1975).

La phase II de cette strategic, tient compte de la durée des
temps de reaction de la phase I, en relation avec la vitssse et
la distance des lancers.

Le but de la phase II est d'identifier spécifiquement A quelle
sequence precise du lancer le gardien de but réagit. Si on
pouyait démontrer que les durées des temps de reactions de
la phase I excedent la. plupart des mesures typiques des
lancers au hockey, on pourrait alors décluire que le gardien
de bin utillse des informations pregestuelles avant de réagir.

La technique essentielle de cette phase ll implique des
sequences filmées d'une varlet(' de joueurs lancant des
rondelles vers la camera placée dans le filet. Ces sequences
incluent des lancers différents soit le lancer frappe, le lancer
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du revers et le lancer du poignet. La vilesse et l'endroit o0 la
rondelle se loge dans le but seront enregistrés. La redon-
dance relative des différents lancers est analysée en arrétant
les sequences filrnées, soit A Intervenes reguliers precedent

le depart de- la rondelle, soit A des positions anatomiques
pre-déterminees. La dependance séqUentielle des différen-
tes phases des lancers est reflétee par la precisioti des sujets
quant A ieur prediction du point d'éntrée.de la rondelle. Les
Variables manipuleeszsont basées sur,la quantité d'informa-
tion ou la durée de la sequence filmée et sur la qualite
d'information Ou le genre de lancer utilise. La tache est
comparable A la technique de ss Masking ss utilisée par
WHITING (1969) pour la prediction des trajectoires d'objets.
En d'autres termes, c'est la dimension d'incertitude événe-
mentielle equi est étudiée. Le probleme a rétude est de
determiner le moment precis oü, au cours de rélan qui
precede le déclanchement du lancer, le gardien de buf a
suffisamment d'information pour prédire correctement le
point d'entrée de la rondelle. Ce.choix n'est exige qu'apres
une breve durée d'une ou deUx secondes dans des condi-
tions qui ne sont pas limitées dans le temps.

La phase III a pour objet de découvrir comment un gardien
de but opere sur l'incertitude spatiale de son environnement
durant la periode qui precede raction du lancer.

La methodblogie expérimentale nécessite A nouveau les
sequences 61ra:es de la phase II, ainsi qu'un appareil pour
l'enregistrement des mouvements oculaires. La nature des
strategies de balayage visuel, par rapport aux indices spa-
tiaux qui relévent de la tache, est examinee A nouveau A
rinterieur de et entre les trois genres de lancers mention nes.
II est donc possible que ces strategies de gardien de but
changent en fonction de la durée du film qui se déroule avant
le declenche'ment du lancer.

La phase IV n'est qu'une eXtention de Ia phase precedente,
une fois mieux connus les comportements que le gardien de
btit utilise afin de reduire l'incertitude spdtiale. Dans cette
phase &experimentation, la dimension d'incertitude tempo-
relle est ajoutee A la tache experimentale en exigeant que le
sujet devine le quadrant dans lequel la rondelle ve se trouver
avant que la duree entre le decienchement de la rondelle et
son passage dans le filet soit ecoulee. Le gardien de but
exprime sa prediction en appuyant sur l'un des quatre micro-
commutateurs representant les quatre quadrants du filet*.
Cette reponse implique des exigences motrices minimales
car le geste comme tel est simple et d'un' bzut niveau de
compatibilite stimulus-reponse. Les modifit.ations subs&
quentes du balayage visuel etudie en phase III pourrait
être consider§es A nouveau, avec les contraintes additionnel-
les du domaitie temporel.

4 6

La phase V de cette strategie de recherche est identique A la
phase IV, mais avec une reponse motrice qui ressemble .A
celle executee par la main pour bloquer un lancer dirige dans
un des quatre coins du filet. Donc, plutot que tout simplement
predire puts executer une reponse motrice simple, le gardien
de but devra prédire puis executer un geste plus complexe,
demandant de couper un rayon de lumière dans le quadrant
approprie En sachant que les retards pour selectionner et
executer des réponses complexes sont proportionnellement
plus longs, ces composantes additionnelles de l'incertitude
de la réponse pourraient changer les strategies dynamiques
des phases III et IV.

Une vue d'ensemble de cette strategist de recherche,' c'est-A-
dire, les principales questions expérimentales, la tache
experiment* et la pondération relative de l'incertitude
irnpliquée, est presentee dans le tableau I.

CONCLUSIONS

La strategies de recherche proposée traite, sous différentes
conditions experimentales, du comportement de gardiens de
but prêts a détecter, anticiper, et reagir pour executer une
reponse motrice simple. Mame avec les nombreuses interac-
tions entre ces composantes psycho-rnotrices, l'im portance
relative de ce comportement par rapport aux autres corn por-
tements de cette tache sportive, restera inconnue jusqu'au
moment de la realisation d'une analyse de taches en situation
de jeu. La frequence relative des deplacements lateraux, en
poursuivant la rondelle lateralement ou en profondeur, pour
couper les angles des lancers ; les taches complexes de
detection de la rondelle parmi les coequipiers, les adversai-
res et rarriere plan ; les probabilités de lancers A un endroit,
spécifique en fonctions du type de- lancer et l'endroit o0.se
déroule le jeu ; tous ces elements demeurent des champs de
recherche fructueux du point de vue de l'analyse de taches
ou de rexperimentation. La strategie de recherche decrite est .

semblable a celle que WILLIAMS et McFARLANE (1975) ont
utilisée, pour. étudier le temps de reaction et la vitesse de
mouvement dans une Mope d'attraper des belles. Cepen-
dant, dans notre strategie de recherche, l'analyse des pro-
.cessus perceptuels et d'anticipation devrait completer les'
informations communiquées par ces auteurs conoiderant
que les données seront traitées d'une fapon
nelle.
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Tableau I - Strategies de la recherche sur les gardiens debut.

Phase .-Who
expérimentale .

Questions
experimentales

Incertitudes*
. .

. dorninantes.

IR IS. IT IE

TeMps de reac-
tion classique
en situation,.
de jeu

Qu'est-ce qUe le .

concept de
,, reflexes .?

X

.

II Technique de
Masking . et

sequences
filmées

Quand débute
l'initiation du
gest& approprie ?

.

,
-

X

III
.. ,

.
Mesure de mou-
vements oculai-
res avec séquen-
ces filmées

Sur quoi se fixent
les yeux ?

.

X
- -

IV Predictions
avec contrain-
tes temporelles
.et gestes ,

simples

Comment les
predictions

l modifient-elles
la vitesse en
fonction de
gestes simples ?

.

V Predictions
avec contrain-
tes temporelles
et gestes :

complexes en -
situation de jeu

_

Comment les
predictions se
modifient-elles
en fOnction
de la vitesse
dans des gestes
complexes ?-

.:

X

.

.

Incertitudes dominantes : IR : incertitude de la reponse
IS : incertitude spatiale
IT : incertitude temporelle
IE : incertitude événementielle

1
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LA TACHE DE GARDIEN DE BUT ET LE TEMPS DE REACTION
CLASSIGUE: UN TEST
DU CONCEPT DE ( REFLEXES

Donis Drouin
John H. Saknola
Dópatteinent d'éducation physique
Unlyersité Laval '
Québec

1

0

.-En consultant la !literature on s'apertoit qUe 4e concept
"temps de reaction n, est étudie depuis environ un sickle. Les
premiers interessét 'par la mesure du temps de reaction
furent les astrologues ; mais II semblo que les premieres
experiences scientiftques concernant le temPs de-reaction
.appartiennent a Helmoholtz et datent de 1850. (FITTS et
POSNER, 1967).

Par la suite des chercheurs tels que CATTELL, DOLLEY,
HIRSCH, HIPP, DONDERS, WUNDT, FRAEPLIN. EXNER,
LANGE KULPE et WILLIAMS, (WOODWORTH et
SCHLESBERG, 1954) contribuèrent a identifier* le cOncept
temps de reaction. Dans son 'article TEICHNER (1954) men-
tfonne plus de 163 etudes traitant. uniquement du. temps de
reaction simple.

En general les recherches concernant le temps de reaction
sont réalisées ralde de la manipulation de différentes
variables. De nombreuses etudes de BEEBE (1938) BURBY
(1944) GOTTSDANKER,. BROADBENT (1963) HENRY (1960)
LAPP(1935) SIDOWSKI et MORGAN (1958) ont fait l'objet de
recherches sur Ir tn )s de reaction simple et discrimina-
toire. Vautres -urs, FARBER et ,SPENCE (1956)
FROEBERG (191, JFFENBERGER (1912) SLATTER-
HAMMEL (1955) et UtiOUIN (1973) ont investigue les ef(ets
de Fintensite et de la durée des stimuli. Présentement.nous
avons des données sur les effets de rage sur Je tamps de
reaction ATWELL et ELBEL (1948) BELLIS (1933) MENDRYK
(1960) WOODWORTH et SCHLOSBERG (1954) .sur les effets
du sexe BELLIS (1933) HENRY (1952) sur la condition .

phyilque ot la fatigue ELBEL (1940) MYERS et SIMMERLI
(1969) PHILLIPS (1963) sur la motivation HENRY (1951)
(1952) HOWELL (1953) JOHANSON (1922) et des etudes
sur les effets 'de la compatibilite entre le stimulus et la
reponSe par BRAiNARD (1962) et HICK (1952).

Un bon nombre de chercheurs se sont également intéressés
.

Sur les effets de la clutter de la période préparatoire et la
valeur d'un signal préparatoire, (BOTWINICK et BRINELY,
1962) (DRAZ1N, 1961) et TELFORD (1931) pendant que
d'autres etudes ont traité des incertitudes iemPorelles et
spatiales de la presentation des stimuli. (ADAMS, 1964)
(ADAMS et XHIGNESSE, 1960), (AIKEN et LITCHENSTEIN,
1964) (BARTLETT et BARTLETT, 1959), (CONRAD, 1953),
(KLEMMER, 1956) (WILSON, 1959), (SCHMIDT), 1967).

Dans ses tentatives. d'application du concept temps de
reaction dans des tithes exigeant de l'anticipation motrite,
Poulton se basant Sur une série de recherches systematiques
(1950, 1952 (a), 1952 (b), 1957, 1968, 1969) fait une distinction'
entre ranticipation dite sensorielle et ranticipation- percep-
tuelle. Pour lui, l'anticipation est sensorielle (1950,1952 (a),
1952 (b)). lorsqu'une tithe donne de l'information avant le
déroulement de l'événement ; ranticipation est perceptuelle

Nous remercions messieurs G. Bouchard, R. Desharnais, C.
Guillemette, J. Landry et R. Strzelec pour raide technique qu'ils ont
apporté lors du déroulement de rexparience. 4

(1950, 1952 (a), 1957). lorsqu'il y a absence d'information
precedent ritnienement mais que ce dernier présente 6ertai-
nes caracteristiques reguliéres permettant au sujet d'appren-
dre les sequences temporelles ou spatiales réduisant l'incer-
titude événementielle. Poulton mentionne mime qu'il existe
deux categories d'aMitipation perceptuelle ; une anticipation
perceptuelle temporelle et une-:enticipation perceptuelle
spatiale. La premiere référgnt a la prediction temporelle en
relation ayec le debut de l'événement pendant que la se-
concie Were a l'endroit precis du déroulement de révéne-
ment.

C'est donc dire qu!actuellement nous possedons une quan-
Me de données en relation avec le temps de reaction.
Cependant ii faut admettre qu'à l'exception de la série
d'études de Poulton, les données sont trim isolées les unes
des autres en 00 d'offrir tits- peu d'explication sur les

-elements inherents de detection, de poursuite, d'anticipation
et de predietiOn qui precedent l'initiation de mouvement.
Nous pouvons iffirmer que jusqu'à present fres peu de
chercheurs ont tenté d'étudier systernatiquement les condi-
tions d'environnement dans lesquelles évolue le gardien de
but au hockey.

Pour sa part FURLONG (1968) nous donne quelques statisti-
ques sur les temps de reaction de quatre gardiens de buts de
la ligue nationale. L'étude de DROUIN et LARIVIERE (1974)
qui incluait sept gardiens de btits de caribre different demon-
tra qu'il y avait trés peu 'de difference entre les temps de
reaction oPtenus. en laboratoire et ceux enregistrés sur la
patinoire. Cette mime etude fournissant des considerations
specifiques sur la dimension des buts et l'équipement.

A la suite de cette courte retrospective de la, recherche sur le
temps de reaction il est nécessalre de rappeler que l'applica-
iion des données seralent appropriees seulement 'dans les
situations de jeu ou le gardien de but performe dans des
conditions de temps de reaction classique. Plus spécifique-
ment ces conditions comprennent un signal préparatoire qui
favorise un Mat d'éveil, une période préparatoire aléatoire
afin d'empêcherle sujet d'initier une reponse motrice avant la
presentation de l'information et une reponse motrice simple.
On pea &int préconiser qiie les conditions mentionnées
faverisent un comportement d'éveil, d'anticipation et de
prediction donc consequemment une mesure valable du
temps de reaction. Nous voUlons différencier entre le concept
temps de reaction qui varie selon les conditions* potentielles
pour optimiser ce temps, et le temps de réactivité qur
représente davantage une mesure honnite des capacités de
repondre.

Cependant il faut souligner que ces mesures du temps de
reaction seraient appropriées en situation de jeu pour expli-
quer seulement le temps de réactivité qui s'ecoule'a comPter
du moment précis que la rondelle quitte le baton du joueur

qui lance vers le but. C'est uniquement pour ces situations
qu'il est opportun et valable de mentionner qu'un gardien a
de . bons reflexes.; ce concept de reflexes qui est tant utilise

4.8
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par les différents media d'information lors d'upe joute de
hockey. C'est donc en cumulant une série de données sur le
temps de reaction qui perrnettra de considerer rimportance
de cette mesure. Par laciuite, les temOs de reaction bons
reflexes en relation avec- les composantes vélocité et dis-
tance de la rondelle determiners la valeur et l'importance de
cette mesure.

CONDITIONS EXPERIMENTALES

Le but de cette premiere etude Man d'obtenir des données
sur le temps de reaction. Douze sujets participerent a rétude.
Cheque sujet executait un total de 96 essaie soit 48 temps de
réactivité pour cheque main. Pour cheque essai le sujet
profitait d'un signal préparatoire, d'une période préparatoire
aléatoire et d'un choix de cOte. Ce choix de cdté étant
condition4 par la possibilité d'un seul choix de lumière, de
deux choix de lumiére et de quatre choix de lumiere.

Materiel

Le temps de reaction, qui Man chronométre a la milliseconde,
(Reit enregistre au moment precis oti la main relachait un
micro-commutateur qui Man fixé a.environ deux pouces en
haut du genoux. Le signal preparatoire, un bazer, et la
periode preparatoire étaient contralés a raide d'un chrono-.
metre a intervalle ajustable.. Les stimuli visuels, des lumières
blanches étaient montés sur un tableau de 4' .x 8' place a
environ quatre pieds du suiet. L'arrangement du tableau
comprenait sur le plan vertical quatre lumière de cheque'
cOte ; ces lumières ayant une distance de 13%. Le contrale
de la presentation des stimuli visuels Man synchronise par un
deuxième chronométre A intervalle avec la durée de la

-periode préparatoire.'

Methodologie

Pour la durée de rexpérience, le sujet Man debout les jambes
legerement fléchies. Le sujet Man encourage a prendre
position qu'il lui permettait d'initier un moi vement de la main
le plus rapide possible. Cheque essai emit precede d'un
signal préparatoire auditif, d'une période preparatoire ales-
toire d'une aquatre secondes. Pour cheque essai, les stimuli
visuels, des lumiéres blanches, offraient la possibilité d'un
seul choix de lumière, de deux choix ou de quatre choix de
lumiére. La reponse motrice de la main droite ou de la main
gauche (Rant fonction du nombre de choix de lumière, du
Me et de la periode preparatoire.

RESULTATS

L'analyse de variance indiqu: que le facteur du choix de
Iumiére est trés significatif en-dessous du degre .01 (F,
(2,132) = 9.79, pi, < .01). Le F ratio obtenu pour le facteur sujet
(Rant de (F, (11,132) = 2,26, p < .05). Les variables concer-
nant les facteurs cat& repetition et la periode préparatoire
n'indiquant aucun effet significatif. Cependant. l'absence
d'interaction significative entre les variables indépendantes

et les sujets indiquent que les 12 sujets démontrerent un
comportement semblable pour les conditions experimentales
exploitées.

Une analyse plus detainee des rnoyennes du facteur choix de
lumiere indique que lorsque la condition experimentate
offrait un seul choix de lumiere une moyenne de temps de
réactivité de .308 secondes fut enregistrée. La .moyenne du
'temps de réactivité pour deux choix étant de .336 secondes
pendant que pour quatre choix de lumiere elle Man de .332
secOndes. Pour ces mêmes conditions les moyennee des
temps de mouvements furent de .259 secondes,' de .286
secondes et de .290 secondes.

DISCUSSION

A la7suite des meeures experimentales..:obterrus il faut
reconnaftre quesmême si ron considere la rnoyenne du temps
de reaction la plus/ rapide .301 secondes ,i1 devient evident
qu'aucun gardien de but ne parviendrait a bloquer de la main
une rondelle ayant une vélocité de 75 mph. sur une distance
de 25 pieds, puisque cette rondelle franchirait la ligne des
buts en moins de .227'secondes. U ne faudrait pas negliger
d'insister que ce temps de .301 secondeS est uniquerrient un
temps de réactivité,comprenant un mouvement de deplace-
ment spatial de la main presque nul. Par la suite.
informations recueillies indiquent que el on tient comptede la
moyenne du ternes de reaction la plus courte .301 secondes
et celle du temps de mouvement .260 secondes on curnule un
temps de reponse- totale de .561 secondes. Cs temps de
reponse total de .561 secondes rend physiquement irréalisa-
ble rarret d'une rondelle ayant und vélocité de 50_ mph.
provenant d'Une distance de 25 pieds, puisqu'elle -
rait la ligne des buts en moins de .341 secondes.

En general lesdonnées de rétude corroborent avec celles de
LAPP (1935) BEEBE (1938) McGOUCH (1952) SIDOWSKI
(1958) et HENRY (1960) qui précisaient que le temps de reac-
tion discriminatoire est plus lent que le temps de reaction
simple. Les mesures du temps de réactivité contribuent
uniquement a preciser les limites physiques pour ['initiation
de mouvement. II faut donc admettre que ce genre de mesu-
re signifie fres peu pour expliquer les exigences compor-
tementales de IA tache de gardien de but au hockey. A la
suite de cette premiere etape. d'une strategie de recherctie
il nous semble essentiel de proceder a risolement syste-
matique des comportements inheronts a- la tache,
a-dire les Comportements de poursuite Visuelle, de detection,
d'anticipation etou de prediction. (SALMELA, 1975). C'est
donc dans cétte optique que notre perspective de recherche
entreprendra une seconde phase dont robjectif sera d'analy-
ser systematiquement les comportements qui precedent
rinitiation des gestes typiques de gardiens de buts.
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AN ELEICTROMYOGRAPHICAL STUDY OF STIMULUS LIMB 'DOMINANCE
AND MEASUREMENT CONDITIONS ON FRACTIONATED
RESPONSE VARIABLES

Ann_M. Duncan
Waneen *rick Spirduso
University of Texas at Austin

In a previdus study by WYRICK and DUNCAN (1974), the
electromylogtaphical (EMG) response of a falling limb to joint

was described. As the abducted, prerelaxed
arm is s ddenly released from a supporting electromagnet,
the EMGlis recorded and analYzed for initial latencies. In the
ipsilateral or stimulus limb,_the fall of the prerelaxed arm
results iii a rather synchronous stretch reflex followed by a
period of relatively no activity and finally followed by the
premotdr EMG which is the EMG aCtivity responsible for the,
volunta5Y stop of the arm. On the contralateral *lb which is

:supported by a wooden brace, the prernotor EMG to raise the
arm is r' lecorded from a stationary limb thus no reflex activity,.
is present. 0

. a :.cdmparison of unilateral and bilateral measurement
conditions, DUNCAN (1975) hypothesized that central facilita-
tion be responsible for faster bilateral measurement
times. The (psilateral premotor lime (IRMT) which it alone in
the unilateral meastirement condition was significantly father
in the' bilateral measurement condition which involved both
IPMTland contralateral premotorlime (CPMT). In addition to
the d fference in Measurement conditions, CPMT was found

; to be faster than IPMT. In the previous studY, two basic
,Causes of this difference in latencies were hypothesized.
(1) The presence of the stietch reflex preceding IPMT' has
fesulted in a slower r-nri-er.ltor time. (2) The use of a non-.
dorlinant stimulus arr- %.71 a consistently faster CPMT
on he. 'dominant limb. Z' pv..;;;8-nt study was designed to
reppcate the premotor difference and to study the influence
of stimulus limb dominance on IPMT and CPMT.

METHODOLOGY

Subjects
I

TWenty-three healthy male university students volunteered to
be Ss for study. Their mean age was 299.4 ± 57.6 months ;
mean height was 181.84 ± 6.1 cm, and their mean weight was
76.6 ± 9.0.. kgs. All Ss stated that they. were right-hand
dominant. Twenty of the Ss were high school or college
'dthletes.

. ,

pparstus '
.

nstrumentation. has been deVeloped so that either one or
both of a Ss arms were :held in an extended horiiontal
position from the shoulder and then suddenly 'released so.
that one arm began to fait downward toWard the S's side. The
arm was held by.esoft iron disc, partially encased in a leather
wrist cuff that is attracted to, a battery opereted 6 volt
electromagnet. The electromagnet is attached to a wooden
brace ; when electricalcurrent is discontinued, the magnetic
field colla0ses releasing the S's arm from the wooden 'brace.
The release of the arm and the Consequent accelerated fall of
the limb provide changes in the glenohumeral joint angle thus
evoking proprioceptive feedback that may be res ponded to
by the S. A more detailed description of this apparatus and

.

technique may be found. in WYRICK & DUNCAN -(1974) and.
DUNCAN, WYRICK & MILLER (1974).

EMG potentials were amplified by a Honeywell' Accudata
108/109 system and were read directly from a Tectronics
5103N 4 channel storage oscilloscope. Three channels were
employed : one channel to display the release of the magnet,
one channel to display the ipsilateral response, and a third
channel to 4isplay the contralateral.response.

Procedures

Ss were seated with either one or both arms straight and
abducted at approximately right angles. Under the unilateral
condition, one arm was abducted while the other rested in the,
S's lap. Under the bilateral condition, both arms were
abducted.

Two wire elettrcides, size 40 AWG, were implanted via a 25
gauge needle into both middle deltoideus muscles ; while a
gound electrode was placed on one of the ear lobes. Ss were
trained to achieve complete relaxation of the muscle prior to
each trial by relax(ng until their oscilloscopic feedback
revealed electrical silence. Ss were also trained to respond to
the sudden displacement of one of their arms (the stimulus
arm) in one of two Ways : by stopping the falling of that arm
(unilateral response) or by stopping the fall of the stimulus
arm and also by raising their contralateral abducted arm
(bilateral response). EMG potentials from the ipsilateral
myotatic reflex and ,the voluntary.stopping of the falling arm
(Premotor latency) were recorded on one channel, and the
premotor latenby of the contralateral response was recorded
on another channel.

Ss were provided 15 unilateral trials in which the preferred
arm was both the stimulus and responding arm (unilateral
dominant stimulus, UDS), 15 unilateral trials in which .the
nondominant arm was both the stimulus and the responding
arm (unilateral nondominant stimulus, UNDS), 15 bilateral
trials in which the stimulus arm was the nonpreferred arm
(bilateral trials in which the stimulus arm was the nori
preferred arm (bilateral, rioddominant stimulus (BNDS).
Although the 15 trials of each Measurement condition were

= alternated, the presentation of thelwo dominance conditions
was rotated among Ss.

Experimental Design

The experimental design was a single group design:in which
_the affect that the independeht variables of measurement
condition (ipsilateral or bilateral), source of response (domi-
nant or nondominant stimulus arm) and trials (15) had upon
the dependent variables of reflex latency, reflex duration,
IPMT, CPMT, and the relationship between IPMT and CPMT .
when they occurred bh the same trial, i.e., under bilateral
measurement conditions were shown.

5 2
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Independent Variables
.ze. :

In all trials responses were made to the sudden release of an
arm from the electromagnet ; thus the stimulug was
proprioceptive information that the arm was falling. This
stimulus is referred to hereafter as the stimulus army The
three independent variables studied were measurement
condition, source of response, and trials. ,Measurement
condition refers to whether the responSe to the stimulu.s arm
was 'made only .unilaterally, that is by the stimulus arm, or
bilaterally, by both the stimuluS arm and the contralateral
arm. The source of the response as a variable refers to
whether the stimulus arm was the S's dominant ornondomi-
nant arm. Trials, the third factor, refers Simply to the number
of trials provided (T = 15).

Dependent Variables

The five dependent variables analysed were reflex latency,.
Jeflex duration, IPMT, CPMT, and premotor time as a
comparison of IPMT and CPMT in the bilateral measurement

condition. Reflex latency was defined as the time in rnsec
from the release of the magnet to the. first deflection of.the
EMG r sPonse (A to B, Figure 1). Reflex duration was defined
as thef time from reflex latency to thetermination..of the initial'
EMG burst (g to C, Figure! 1). JP.MT was the time in msec
between the' break of the magnet and the recording of
,continuous' muscle action potentials, on the ipsilateral

, (stimulus) arm (A to D, Figure 1). CPMT, which^only occurred. .

under bilateral trial conditions, was defined identically to
IPMT except that it was monitored from the limb.contralateral.:
to the stimulus arm (A to E, Figure 1). Premotor time as a
dependent .variable refers to the comparison of IPMT and
CPMT when they occurred on the same trial (only under
bilateral Measurement conditions, e.g., D to E. 'Figure 1).

Figure 1 - photograph.of a bilateral trial was taken from the deltoid muscles and recorded at 20 msec/division. A = magnet
break. B = beginning of reflex EMG (reflex latency, A to B), C = end of reflex EMG (reflex durationr B to C), D =
ipsilafaral voluntary EMG (IPMT, A to D), E = contralateral voluntary EMG (dPMT, A to E),

5 3
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Analyses . ,

Athreii-way, within subjects analysis of variance was used to
analyse reflex latency,.reflex duration:JPMT, and the corn-
parison between the prernotor times of both limbs. CPMT,

, however, occurred only under .bilateral conditions. thus a
tico-way Within subjects analysis of variance was used to
analyze the dominance and trials effects. Since the means in
the comparison between IPMT and CPMT were also analyied
In the single analyses of these-variables, this final comparison
is not orthogonal. Generalizations from this final analysiaif
variance, therefore, are somewhat delimited.

.

RESULTS

. Means for the dependent variables and a summary of Ihe
analysis of variance tests are included in Table .1. The

%specific source table for each analysis of variance test is

Table' I - Summary of Findings.

Dependent Variables
(msec) Measurement

' In-dependent Variables.--
Dominance Trials Interactions

Reflex Latency Unilateral 38.2 F** DS 39.0 F-NS F-NS *F-NS
Bilateral 39.4 NDS 38.5

Reflex Duiation- Unilateral 27.6 F DS 28.1 F-NS F-NS
Bilateral 2921 NDS 28.6 (decrease)

Ipsilateral Unilateral 102.7 F-NS DS 103.0 F-.NS F F4sIS
Premotor Time Biliteral 103.6 NDS 103.3 (faster)

-:Contralateral (No. comparison relevant) DS F F-NS
,Premotor Time NDS 6.3 (faster)
Premotor Times. IPMT 103.6 F "' DS 102.2 F "" F "'' F "

CPMT 97.2 NDS 98.6 (faSter)

,Premotor x Dominance Interaction DS NDS
.IPMT 103.2 104.0
CPMT 101.1 93.3

= Variance estienate between Ss/yariance estimate within Ss.
Probability level.

= This comparison involves only bilateral data.
= Dominant arm as stimulus.
= Nondorhinant arm as stimulus.
= Not significant.
IF Significant at .05 level.
=_Signifidant at .01 level.
= SignifiCant at .001 le-Yel.

listed in Table 2. Mean timds when compared tO previous
studies (WYRICK & DUNCAN, 1974; DUNCAN, 1975) are
longer due to the elimination of a delay of approximately 15
msec due to residual magnetism. The newer circuit involved
in this study eliminated this delay (DUNCAN, WYRICK, &
MILLER, 1974).-The findings, however, are unaffectecl except
for absolute values.

*.s
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Table II - Analysis of Variance Source Tables.

Variable df M.S.

Reflex Latency
Measurement ,.. 1

0
526.02 . . 9.53 ***

Dominance , . 1 92.87 1.68
Trials 14 48.10 .87

Measurement X Dominance 1 133.99 2.43
Measurement xlrials '.., -14 25.97 .47
Dominance X Trials

,
14 21.24 .38

Measurement x Dominance X Trials
. 14 45.29 * .82

Reflex Duration
Measurernerit "; 1 811.13 3.88*,
Dominance 1 89.79 .43 -
Trials 14 422.14 2.02**

'Meastirement' X Dominance ,0. - 1 62.63 .30
Measurement X Trials 14 223.96 4 1.07
Dominance x Trials 14 1-35.65 ,..65
Measurement x Dominance X Trials

e
'

14 157.69 .75

Ipsilateral Premotor. Time
. Measurement .

1 287.61 .99
Dominance 1 30.16 .10
Trials 14 3081.81 10.58 "'

Measurement x Dorninance 1 60.94 .21
Measurement x Trials

.

, 14 196.04 .67
Dominance x Trials 14 106.31 .37 c,

Measurement X Dominance x Trials 14 151.32 .52

Contralateral Premotor Time
Dominance 1 110409.28 34.34

14 556.94 1.84
Dominance X Trials 14 120.49 .40

Premotor Time
Laterality 1 114188.86 41.14 "'
Dominance 1 4289.48 12.44

: Trials 14 2093.28 - 6.07 "*"
Laterality x Dominance 1 16208.21 18.00 ***
Laterality X Trial 14 279.34 .81
Dominance x Trials 14 126.07 -.37
Laterality.x Dominance x Trials 14 108.52 .31

= Significant at .05 level.
*" = Significant at .01 level.

. *** = SignifiCant at .001 level.
df = Degrees freedom.

M.S. = Mean Squares.
F = Variance estimate between Ss/yariance estimate within Ss.

-
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When variables were compared in the unilateral and bilateral
measurement conditions, reflex latency was faster in the
unilateral measurement condition (38.2 msec) than in the
bilateral measurement condition (39.4 msec). The duration of
the reflex was longer in the bilateral condition (29.1-msec)
than in the .unilateral condition (27.5 msec). The measure-
ment comparison for IPMT revealed no differences in the
unilateral, (102.7 msec) and bilateral (103.6 msec) measure-
ment conditions. Since no CPMT is present in unilateral trials,
the unilateral versus bilateral analysis is not relevant to CPMT
or to the IPMT versus CPMT comparison.

The dominance comparisons were not significant for reflex
latency, reflex duration or IPMT. Mean values for dominant
stimulus limb and nondominant stimulus limb are as follows:
reflex latency (ps 39.0 msec, NDS 38.5 msec), reflex duration

-(DS 28.1 msec, NDS 28.6 msec), IPMT (DS 103.0 msec, NDS
103.3 msec). Dominance comparisons for CPMT and the

IPMT versus CPMT were significant and as follows: CPMT
(DS'101.1, NDS 93.3) and premotor time combined variables
(DS 102.2, NDS 98.6). In addition the interaction of the
premotor -X dominance comparison was significant and
indicated that when the two favoted conditions of the con-
tralateral response occurring with the nondominant stimulus
(contralateral response from the dominant limb) coincided, a
very fast Orembtor time was the result : IPMT (DS 103.2, ND
104.0) and CPMT (DS 101.1, NDS 93.3 msec.).

A significant "F" value for the fifteen trials was found for a
dependent variables except reflex latency. Figures 1 and 2
are graphs of dependent variables over trials. Inspection of
the trials reveals an apparent decrease In duration of the
reflex over trials ; and for all premotor trials, which represent
a cognitive component, a tendencji for faster trials can be
seen.

Figure 2 - Mean values for reflex latency and duration over trials.
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Figure 3 - Mean values for premotor times over trials.
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DISCUSSION ._

The observation that reflex latency was significantly faster
. under unilateral measurement conditions was not consistent

with DUNCAN's (1975) finding, nor with the observation that
in thia study reflex duration was .longer under bilateral
conditions: Since .the mean differences between the
Measurement conditions in Duncan's study and in the pre-
sent investigation were only 0.9 and 1.2 msec respectively, it
Is tempting to speculate that measurement and statistical
error account for the small differences. The difference
betWeen the reflex duration in the two measurement con-
ditions, although small (1.5 msec) was nevertheless signifi-
cant at-the .05 level. The reflex appeared therefore to start
somewhat later under bilateral conditions but to be more
active when it was activated. Central facilitation resultant from
the activity of both limbs and the anticipation of responding
'with both limbs is a plausible' explanation for the greater
reflex activity. SupresOinal commands to both limbs may be
unconfounded by the need to inhibit one limb while respon-
ding with the other and thus result in recruitment of a greater
number andlonger firing of motor units -in the reflex burst.

IPMT,-although significantly faster in the bilateral condition in
DUNCAN's study (1975), was not significantly faster in the
present study. This failure to replicate the proposed central
facilitation by the addition of the bilateral response cannot be
explained with present conflicting evidence. The 1975 study
utilized galvanometer driven light sources deflected onto light
sensitive paper driven at a limited speed of 100 mm/sec. The
measurement resolution from this source is poor and is the
reason for the recOmmatidation that 'such redording
procedures be limited to overall analyses of EMG patterns
(DUNCAN:: WYRICK, & MILLER, 1974). This poor resolution
coupled with.the fact that the IPMT following the reflex burst
is more.difficult to interpret may have resulted in measure-
ment .error for the previous study. The considerably larger
variation of IPMTs than CPMTs in the earlier paper probably
reflects this problem. Additional study of this phenomenon is
recommended.

Dominance did not appear to be a factor until both arms were
involved. It may be observed in Table 1 that when-both limbs
weie-active, as in the CPMT and, premotor time analyses, the
fastest responses occurred in the dominant limb when it
responded to the nOndominant stimulus arm. This main effect
of speed'of response in the dominant Ilmb should, however,
be interpreted along with the results from the IPMT and
CPMT interaction, that is shown in the bottom right corner of
Table 1. From the means it can be seen that the fastest
conditions are the two in which the stimulus occurs in one"
arm and the response is made with the other; further, tfie*
fastest condition is the response by the dominant arm.to the
nondominant arm stimulus.. It may also. be seen, however,
that the dominant IPMT response in the bilateral condition
(104.0 msec) is almost identical to the IPMT when obtained by
itself (103.3 msec). This-similarity is also true for the non-
dominant IPMT response in the bilateral condition (103.2
msec) and in the unilateral condition (103.0 msec).

Two mechanisms may be proposed to explain faster CPMTs
than IPMTs: active inhibition of the premotor times when they
follow the reflex. burst that exists on the ipsilateral side, and a
hemisplferic specialization or "division of labor" model.
Active inhibition from Renshaw cells (RC) may be raising the
threehold of the motoneuronal pool so that it takes a more
prolonged efferent command to reactivate the motoneuronal
pool. The task involved in this study- is a phasic movement,
and it has been shown by several investigators that RCs are

4.

triggered predominantly by large phasic motoneurons
(GRANIT, et a, 1957 ; ECCLES, et al., 1961 a,b'; TAN, 1972 ;
RYALL, et al., 1972 ; & HELLWEG, et al., 1974). HELLWEG
(1974) has also shown that a fast stretch of muscle produces
primarily a phasic response that consequently activates
larger motoneurons. He has also shown that the frequency
and duration of RC response are related to the rate and
length of stretch of muscle; therefore a greater active
inhibition In the ipsilateral,cord from RCs might be expected
when muscle spindles are Suddenly unloaded with a relatively
synchronous stretch of muscle at a relatively fast rate of
stretch. Concurrently; the activity of RCs which also stimulate
inhibitory interneurons, specifically to the antagonist muscle
(BURKE, 1970, p. 76) may reciprocally facilitate the con-
tralateral homologous motoneurons during the silent period
that is evident in the ipsilateral response. The ipsilateral
premotor voluntary impulses arrive therefore on an actively
inhibited motoneuronal pool ; while the contralateral
premotor soluntary impulses arrive on a facilitated
motoneuronal pool.

Hemispheric specialization and a division of labor may
account for the fact that the CPMTs are even faster when they
occur in the dominant arm. According to KIMURA &
ARCHIBABD (1973) the left hemisphere is speciatized in
sequential motor movements; while CARMON (1970) and
LEVIN, et al. (1973) reported that the right hemisphere is
specialized in using proprioceptive information. SUSSMAN t.
(1975) for instance, found that the best of four combinations
foi.- motor control ih a tracking 'task occurred when an
acoustical target was received in the left ear thus going to the
right hemisphere for analysis, and the cursor was received in
the right ear thus going to the left hemisphere which.is
specialized for motor control. In the present study when the
stimulus is the nondominant arm and the response is the
dominant arm, both hemispheres are operating in their area
of specialization: the right -hemisphere is analyzing the
proprioceptive stimulus and left hemisphere is controlling the

..-response. This is the fastest condition. When the stimulus is
tbe_ dominant arm, a division of labor accounts for a
toniewhat faster time than that which occurs in the ipsilateral
condition ; but since'both hemispheres are notoperating in
their specialization, the times are slower than.in the reverse
condition.

In summary, to explain the faster CPMTs than IPMTs it is
necessary to postulate an interaction that exists between the
facilitatory state of the motoneuronal pool and the restraints
placed upon the voluntary descending commands as they are
processed. The primary explanation may be the facilitatory
state of the motoneuronal pool, thus explaining the main
effect of CPMT being faster than IPMT. But when right and
left CPMTs are examined, hemispheric dominance and the
division of labor model account for the superiority of the
nondominant stiMulus arm condition.

r u
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SELECTIVE ATTENTION
AND THE JUDGMENT
OF TEMPORAL ORDER

Richard D. Frey.
Robert B. Wilberg
Faculty of Physical Education
The University of Alberta

In the early part of this century, TITCHENER (1908)
hypothesized that attention .modified the order perception of
closely-occurring temporal events. He formally stated this
theorem as one of his "laws" of attention, which was later
termed the doctrine of prior entry. In effect the doctrine infers
that when a pair of hetero-modal stimuli are presented in
close succession Or in simultaneity, the stimulus which the
subject is predisposed to perceive reaches consciousness
before any other signal4Studies which were an extension of
the problem of the "personal equation" in early astronomical
calculationc. (BORNG, 1950, ) had provided data which

.-were best explained in terms of the prior entry model (VON
TCHISCH, 1885 ; ANGELL & PIERCE, 1891 ; GEIGER, 1902);
however, shortly after Titchener proposed thelaw, it was
somewhat discredited by DUNLAP (1915) who concluded that
the prior entry effect was due to artifacts associated with the
experimental methodology of the earlier researchers. Later

- experiments by SfONE (1926) and STERNBERG, KNOLL, &
GATES (1971) avoided many of the problems posed by
DUniap and provided temporal order judgment- (TO-I) data

which confirmed Titchener's doctrine. Figure 1 is a modified
' version of the concurrent reaction time task andlemporal

orderludgment paradigm employed by STERNBERG, et al.
(1971). The methodology required subjects to determine
which of two signals occurred first in a dual stimulus presen-
tation, the subjects'- attention having -been biased to one of
the signals by requiring a rapid response to it when it
occurred. An idealization of the STONE (1926) and
STERNBERG, et a/. (1971) findings is given in figure 2. The
displacement of the psychometric functions supports the
notion that the attentional locus of the subject influences his
judgment of temporal order. in the words of STERNBERG, etal.,
"this means that the same stimulus pair can be consistently
perceived in two different orders, depending on the state of
attention" (p. 12). The spirit of the prior entry law, then, is that
tempbral perception is biased by attentional set.

Considering the ramifications that prior entry has for high
speed perceptual-motor tasks involving multi-sensory input,
we found it incredible that there had been such a paudity of

Figure 1 - Concurrent reaction time task and temporal order judgment paradigrit.
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Figure 2 - An idealization of the' effoet of attention& bias on
the temporal order of two discrete stimuli. After
Sternberg, et al. (1971).
(Negative values on abscissa represent inter-
stimulus Intervals In msec when cutaneous signal
preceded auditory. signal. Positive values repre-
sent Intervals when auditory signal preceded
cutaneous signal. The zero value is the Point of
objective simultaneity of the two signals).
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published experimentation in this area. Furthermore, it was of
ihterest to note the subject pool froin which the law had been
tested and confirmed. For all ot the studies relevent to prior
entry, the total subject population numbered only 14, five on
whom werethe researchers themselves, and three more of
whom were students in psycho1Ogy, possibly acquainted with
the prior entry law that they were testing. In view of the above,
a possible explanation for the results thus far reported was
that the prior entry effect may be closely related to the a priori
knowledge of the "law" and subsequent expectations of the
performer.

It has been suggested that the prior entry effect will shed light .

not only on how judgments of temporal order are ac-
complished, but also on the nature of attentional selectivity,
(STERNBERG, et at., 1971). If this is true then it is important to
reveal what, If any, constraints or qualifications should be
given to the doctrine. In this regard, it was the purpose of this
study to ftirther test the law of prior entry by using subjects
who had no a priori knowledge of It and who had no
conscious nor unconscious interest in the experimental
outcome. We felt that if TOJs were biased by the attentlonal
state of the subjects then the prior entry doctrine would be
more convincingly supported. If, however, subjects' TOJ
ability were unaffected by the locus of their attention, then the
validity of the doctrine would certainly be open to further
inquiry. .

METHODOLOGY

The experimental methodology was similar to that employed
by STERNBERG, et al., (Figure 1). In the present experiment,
visual {white light) and auditory (1 000 Hz tone) stiniull at .

varying inter-stimulus intervals (1S1s) were presented. Atten-. .

tion to one of the signals, (the primary stimulus), was biased
by means of a reaction time task. Immediately after selective--
1y reacting to the primary signal, the subject wad-required to,
indicate which stimulus.had occurred first. Catch trials were
presented-at random to ensure that reactions were selective.
In these trials, only the signal not to be reacted to,. (the
auxiliary signal), was presented.

Prior to the main experimental condition, control procedures
were employed to determine the effect of the TOJ task on RT
performance, as well as to determine the effect of the
concurrent .RT task on TOJ precision (the slope of the
functions). Simple reaction time (SRT) foreach modality was
also recorded and used as a base line for reaction time
analyses. .

The subject sat facing a speaker/light ensemble in a dirnly-lit,
sound-attenuated experimental room. All relays and signal
generating devices, as Well as the experimenter himself, were
located outside of the experimental room.

Subjects were six (6) University of.Alberta graduate students
in physical education: The three male and three female
volunteer subjects had no previous experience in psycho-
motor experimentation nor any a priori knowledge of the law
of prior entry. Subjects received instructions before each
experimental session via tape recordings to ensure uniformi-
ty of presentation.

RESULTS

A subject by treatment design was used to test the TOJ ability
of subjects. under the various attentional biasing conditions.
Three levels of attentional bias, nine ISIs, and six subjects
comprised a 3 X 9 X 6. factorial matrix for this design,
(repetitions were averaged to give probability scorOs as the
dependent variable in this analysis). The analysis of variance,
F (2,10) = < 1, showed no difference between subjects' TOJ
ability when under the different attentional conditions. Such a
result infers that attentional state had no effect on subjects'
ability to judge temporal order. Figure 3 compares the results
of the STERNBERG, et a/. (1971) study and this investigation.
The fact that all three curves lie in such close proximity is
directly contrary to the predicted location of these curves by-
the law of prior entry.
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Figure 3 - Comparison of TOJ results of Sternberg, et al.
(1971) and present study. Ordinate is the
probability of the subject reporting that the
auditory signal occurred first, Across the
abscissa from left to right are the !SW employed,
with the non-auditory signal becoming more
delayed relative to the auditory signal.
(Note : in tlie Sternberg, et al. study there was no
curve given for the "po bias" condition).
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Crucial to ariy test of ,the doctrine of prior entry is the
requirement that attention be successfully biased toward a
particular signal. Idealistically, the RT task was used to bias

the performer's attention toward the stimulus reacted to ; the
assumption being that unless attention were successfully
biased, RT performance would suffer. There was an average
increase of 87, msec over SRT per modality in the RT control
condition when no TOJ was required. Such an increase is
congruent with expected RT performance when choice is
added to an SRT task. An analysis of RT data revealed that
subjects were able to maintain their performance a!rnost
perfectly when order judgments were added. Due to such
stable RT performance, it was inferred -that attention
remained biased to the primary signal despite the addition of
the TOJ task.

In view of the fact that attention appears to have been
'adequately biased to the primary signal, the results of the
TOJ analysis clearly do not favor the doctrine of prior entry.

- Rather, subjects' ability to judge the temporal order of two
stimuli occurring in close succession and in different sense
modalities, seems unaffected by the induced attentional
focus of the Subject.

CONCLUSION -

When TITCHENER (1908).propose the "law" of prior entry he
placed emphasis on the fact that it was not to be understood
dogmatically but was rather to be taken as a "general

-statement of the behavior of conscious contents given in the
state of attention" (p. 211). To Titchener his "laws" were
generated largely for the purpose of considering argUments
and results that made against their universal validity. To
Titchener, "the 'law' is rather a challenge. an appeal to the bar
of fact" (p. 211).

The results of this study support the contention that temporal
order judgments, in the complication task, are not affected by
the attentional locus of the performer. In particular, the
results show that an experimentally-induced attentional bias
had no more effeCt on judgment ability than completely
unbiased order judgment ability. In view of these findings, it is
concluded that Titchener's "law" is an artifact, possibly due to
the a priOri expeotations that the subjects ,in the earlier
studies brought with them to the laboratory. The fact that `.
subjects totally unfamiliar with the perceptual. phenomenon'.
associated with the "law",.provided data completely contrary
to it, supports this, hypothesis. Research currently underway,
addressing itself to the interaction between attention, reac-
tion, and judgment ability may proyide more distinct interac-
tive associations between these component entitivg. In any
event it is concluded that the results of this sL.r.;-f have
prOvided a "challenge, an appeal fo the bar of r-i-" that
further research will either substantiate or refute.
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EFFECT OF VARIATION IN FOREPERIOD DURATION
ON FR1CTIONATED REACTION TIME COMPONENTS

Harold H. Morris
Thomas G. Blank

- School of Health,
Physical Education, and Recreation
Ithaca College

Each behavior or action requires time to complete. Due to the
precisioh with which time can be measured, WOODWORTH
and SCHLOSBERG (1954) indicate that speed is a most
readily assessed dependent variable. They suggest that time
as a measurement has two general uses. First, speed can be
used to assess achievement, for as one improves, the time
required to complete a task is decreased, and second, as a
measure of task demands on the organism, for tasks of
gieater comprexity require more time to complete than those
of a simpler nature. Since reaction time is the .simplist of
tasks, It is easy to .understand that it has been used to
describe differences between individuals in groups, such as
athletes and non-athletes (KNAPP, 1961), and to contrast the
efficiency of initial body positions prior to a movement
requiring4 speed of response (SLATER-HAMMEL, 1953 ;
COTTEN arid DENNING°, 1970).

.

It has been accepted that reaction time differs not only
between individuals but within the individual under varying

.conditions. Differences in stimulus modality and intensity and
the motivational conditions pi the situtatjon are among the
variables known to influence the total reaction time. Although
considered a simple and uncomplicated task, reaction time

_has been shown to improve as a function of practice. These
and other intraindividual variations have been of interest to
investigators concerned with the mechanisms that control
movement. A question that has received considerable atten-
tion is whether the intraindividual differences are central or
peripheral.

To determine whether changes in total reaction time (TRT)
due to variation in preparatory interval (PI), motivation, and
age occur in the central nervous system or in the periphery,
WEISS (1965) fractionated reactiop time (FRT) to a simple
auditory stimulus into two components. The TRT was
recorded as was an electromyograrn (EMG) of the muscle
action potential of the extensor digitorum communis. The
interval, between the instant of increase in muscle action
potential and the release of a telegraph key was labeled
motor time (MT)7 Premotor time (PMT) was calculated by
subtracting MT from TRT. The subjects were 24. male
volunteers ranging in age between 18 and 80 years. A total of
24 praciice and 12 recorded trials following randomly
arranged Pls of 1, 2, 3, and 4 secs. were measured under
each of two conditions, non-schock and shock, on day. In
general, WEISS' results supported the hypothesis of central
rattier than peripheral changes, however, he cautioned that,
as the su bjects were unpracticed, changes attributed to

;motivation may have been confounded with practice effects.
In attempting to extend WEISS' findings, BOTWINICK and
THOMPSON (1966) manipulated the inticipatory set both by
contracting the the duration of the PI and by introducing
regular and irregula i. series of Pls-of different duration. Each
subject responded to a simple auditorY stimulus a iotal of 169
times, with 84 of the responses following Pls arranged in
either a regular ascending or decending series and 85

irregulars or randomly arranged Pls. However, EMGs were
recorded on only 82 of the trials. The analysis of the results
Indicated that Pls of different duration had a significant effect
on TRT within each series. Similarly, a contrast ofthe regular
and irregular series revealed a significant difference in TRT.
The analyses of MT data showed nOlignificant differences
either betWeen Pis within the respective series nor, was' a
significant difference noted for the effects of regUlar vs
irregular swim. However, PMT differences were found to
closely parallel those of TRT with significant differences
noted for contrasts both within and between the regular and
irregular series. As a consequence of these results, it was
concluded that anticipatory set is a tunctiori of the premotoric
proceds.

KROLL -(1973) used the FRT . components as dependent
variables In an investigation concerned with the mebhanisms
of muscular fatigue. Rather than administering all trials to the
subject on ona day, Kroll attempted to stabliiie strength and
reaction time yalues by administering 75 trials on each of four
consedutive days. These sessions were followed'by four days
during which the effects of fatiguing bench stepping and knee
extension isometric contractions were assessed by
measuring fractionated reaction time components. While MT
did .not change Anificantly across days, both TRT and PMT
decreased significantly following the first practice day. This
indicated that 'practice effects or learning must be considered
in investigations using FRT components es the dependent
variables.

This investigation was an attempt to determine the effects of
learning or practice on the distribution of FRT responses
following randomly-presented Pls of different duration.

METHOD -

Subjecti

The subjects were 25 male college students who volunteered
to participate. The subjects, all of whom right-hand dominant,
ranged in age between 18 and 26 years.

Apparatus

The subject sat at one end of a table that was 150 cm. from a
verticp1 board which contained three neon lights affixed at
approximately eye height for the seated subject. The top light
was red and continually illuminated to serve as a fixation
point. The middle light, located 2.5 cm. below the fixation
bulb, was yellow in color akd served as the stimulus. Located
2.5 cm. below the stimulus b'tib wai a yellow lamp that served
as a ready lamp, which, when illuminated, served to inform
the subject ttlat the next trial could begin. This lamp was
extinguished when the subject depressed, a normally open
micro-switch that Served as the response key.

3
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1 A subject met with the experimenter on each of four con-
secutive days. Prior to testing on each day surface electrodes
were located on the right forearm on the subject over ihe
motor point of the extensor digitorum communis and a

:ground electrode was located medial to and equal distant
fro-rn each of the reference electrodes. The placement of the
electrodes Was marKed to insure consistent positioning each-
day. A maximum. OP 5K ohms resistance was tolerated
between the ground and refdance electrodes.

Following the application of the electrodes the .subject was
seated before the stimulus display panej. The bottom of the
three neon lamps, the ready lamp, was illuminated by the
investigator following the selection of the desired Pl. 4his
signaled the subject to depress the reaction time key, which,
when accomplished, started the interval timer that con oiled
the length of- the 'PI -and simultaneously extinguish the

All measurement apparatus was located in a room adjacent
to the one where the subject was seated. TRT was recorded
on a Hunter. Klockcounter. Two Hunter Interval Timers were
employed, one was used to control the preparatory interval
and the second served to delay the horizontal sweep of an
oscilfttrope ihat monitored the muscle action potential of the
extensor digitorum cornmunis.

Procedures

1

ready lamp. n each test day the sub ect reacted to 100 trials
arranged in tour blocks of 25 trials ach With a one-minute
rest provided between the bloat/ of trials; The PIS that
preceded the stimulus presentation were randomly varied
between 1, 2, 3, and 4 seconds wit the constraint that each
PI was emplbyed 25 times per test d y. An additional 10 catch
trials Were randomly arranged emo .g the 100 simple reaction
time trials. .

.
1 .

At the end Of the PI, the interval tinjer completed circuits that
illiminated the stimulus bulb, started the electronic clock, and
started a second interval timer. The secondinterval timer was
employed to. delay the sweep of the trace' across the os-
cilloscope,- thereby allowing a more precise measurement of
the increaie in muscle action potential. TRT was the interval
between the onset of the stimulus and the release of the
normally open switch that was depressed by the index and
middle fingers of the right hInd. PMT was the interval
between the onset of the stimulu and the instant of observed
increase in muscle action potlential recorded on .the os-
cilloscope. MT was determinel by subtracting Pre from
TRT. .

RESLILTS

Intraclass correlation coefficie ts were calculated for each of
the FTR components. A coef icient of .92 was obtained for
TRT, with values of ,90 and .99 obtained for the PMT and MT
-components respectively.

Means for the TRT, PMT, an0 MT values were calculated for
each subject for each of the/ four days. These values served
as the data- for analysis. Grand means for each of these
values were calculated and are in Figure 1.

Separate variance analyse
FAT :components for, the
resulta Of these analyses

Total Reaction Time

The 'analysis of differences among days was significant, F
(3,360) = 35.67, p .01. TATs reconded on Days 3 and 4 were
found to be significantly/faster than those on Days 1 and 2.
The contrast of Pls was also found to be significant, F (3,360)
= 12.90, p .01. Pls of 2 land 3 seds. were significantly faster
than either Pls of 1 and 4 seconds. The interaction between
Pis and days, however/ was not significant.

i

were cbrnpleted on each of the
ffects of days and of Pls. The
ay be seen in Table I.
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Table I - Ana lyies of Variances of TRTI, PMTs and MTs across Days and Pls.

Source df
MS

TRT
F. MS

PMT MT

Subjects 24 7099.75. 4917.97 1254.68
Days 3 3536.27 35.67* 2969.96 30.30 10.37 4.09*
Foreperiods 3,.: 1280.21 12.90 793.25 . 8.09" 9.68 3.82*.
Days X . 9 40.10 < 1.00 17.70 < 1.00 0.81 < 1.00
Foreperiods
Error . '. 360 99.13 98.02 2.54
Total 399

p < .01.

PrernitOr Time

As shown in Figure 1, the profile of PMT values parallels that
for TRT. The results of the analysis of variance for days was
significant, F (3,360) = 30.30, p .01 Similarly, the contrast of
Pls was also significant, F (3,360) = 8.09, p .01. Results of
follow-up tests of the day and.PI contrasts were the same as
recorded for TRT, with Days 1 and 2 being significantly slower
than Days 3 and 4. PMTs following Pls of 2 end 3 secs. were
faster than those following Pls ot 1 and 4 secs. The interaction.
between days. and Pls was not significant.

. ,
Motor tinie

The profilesfor MT as shown in Figure 1 ,indicate that little
variation occured due to differences in Pls or In days. The
results of the analysis of variance, however, indiCated that
both the effect of days, F (3,360) = 4.09, p .01 and Pls, F
(3,360) = 3.82, p .01 were significant. But, follow-up tests
could not detect where the differences Were located.

Intercortelations

Pearso.n product-moment correlations Were calculated
among the FRT components, for days and Pls. As may be
seen in Table II, the correlation between TRT and PMT were
high, with a mean (by Z' transformation) of .92, p .01. The
correlations between TRT and MT were also significant, with

. a mean value of '.52, p 05. The relationships between PMT
and MT at acroes days and Pls, 'were not,.howevery sigriifi-
cant.

Table H - Correlations among TRT, PMT, and MT by Days
and Pls.

Day TAT-
FMT

TRT-
MT

PMT-
MT

.93 .53 .25
2 .93 .52 .19

.3 .92 .43 .06
4 .90 .59 .19

PI

1 .93 .50 .17
2 .92 .54 .17
3 .93 .53 .17
4 .93 .51 .18
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DISCUSSION

.The reliability of the measurement schedule to assess FRT
components was considered adequate. Intraclass cor-
relations were.approximately equivalent to those obtained by
KROLL (1973). However', since a significant decrease in TRT
and PMT was found betWeen. Days 1 and 2 When contrasted
with Days 3 and 4, the means of trails obtained on Days 3 and
4 would be free of practice or learningeffects due to the four
day testing schedule.

Day-to-day improvement is apparently a function of central
rather than peripheial changes. The cotrelations between
TRT and PMT remained approximately ihe same from day-
to-day while significant decreases in TRT and PMT occured.
As. indicated by BOTWINICK and THOMPSON (1966). since
PMT and MT are uncorrelated, the variability of TRT is a
direct function of the relative size of the variance of the
components. Thus, PMT rather than MT is the variable that
accounts foe the majority of TRT differences. Similarly, the
variance in TRT following Pls of different duration was also a
function of PMT rather than MT. This isconsistant with the
findings of WEISS (1965) and BOTWINICK and THOMPSON.
(1966).

Investigations that propose to use FRT components as the
dependent variables, especially when independent variables
are within-subjects contrasts, are cautioned that learning or
practice effects are likely to. confound conclusions based on
TRT and PMT components.
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0

APPLICATION OF THE
LIMITED CAPACITY --

MODEL TO DURATION, °
DISCRIMINATION

Edgard Mrs
Robert Rousseau
Laboratolre de Psycho logIe Experimentelp
UnIversItéLavI

Studies In duration discrimination have been preoccupied
with the problem of the energy cues influencing the dis-
crimination of duration. Since duration is part of a stimulus
pattern consisting ot various dimensions, it Was hypothesized

. that an 0 did not only use the temporal extent of a stimulus In
order to evaluate its duration. That is, energy cues amongst
others may; be used in assessing stimulus duration.-For.,
Instance, for duration (T) of less than critical value, ltie
appareill cbrldhtness of a constant intensity flash will. be
,Inversely Proportional to its 'duration (STEVENS & HALL, ,

1966; STEVENS, 1966). Such fIndtngs seem to support the
above hypothesis. Experimental testing of this hypothesis has .

been undertaken extensively over the Fecent v.years. ;The
results show that,for T in the 100 msec. range, luminance of
.filled visual Intervals (ALLEN., KRISTOFFERSON, & WIENS,
1971)-and empty visual Inter"vals (NILSSON, 1969) does not
appear to have any systematic effect On duratiiin discrimina-
tion. Similarly, energy cues proved inefficient: in affecting
performance in studies iwith filled girditer'y signals (ABEL,
1972; CREELMAN, 1962) or entity auditdry--interVals
(CARBOTTE & KRISTOFFERSON, 1973). Although..the issue
is not completely clarified, it is generally assumed- in.psy-..
chophysical theorins of 'duration discrimination that the
Internal duration representation (II) of a stimulus Is only

. function -of its temporal. ektent, T, meaning that at input, h is r

an independent or orthogonal dimension. ... . .

Furthermore, results from studies involving temporal judge-
ment on signals originating in different modalities (HIRSH &
SHERRICK, 1961 ; 'ROUSSEAU & KRISTOFFERSON, 1973)
have been widely interpreted as an indication that duration, is
processed by'e common central processor (STERNBERG-8i
KNOLL, 1973). Thus, a general assumption can be put forth
duration discrimination tasks require the kocessing by a
central mechanism of an independent stimulus dimension :
buratirin.

We would like to argue that a through evaluation of the
orthogonality of duration needs to go further than the type Of
studies previously referred to. That is, one should-assess the .

load put on the central processor bY the monitoring of
duration. One way of evaluating the independence of duration
Is in terms of the limited capacity characteristic of the central
processor by means of the simultaneous multidimensional
discrimination technique.

Indeed, it has been shown that an 0 cannot attend to
independent stimulus dimensions at the sometime

'(BROADBENT, 1958 ; TREISMAN, 1964 ; WELFORD, 1968).
Thus, if an 0 has to discriminate simultaneously on two
values of duration and two values of some.other independent
stimulus dimension (e.g.: spatial 'position), a drop in perfor-
mance is expected on one or both dimensions as compared
to the-performance level in a unidimensional task lor each of
"the dimensions. .

6 8
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However, in order to produce an overload on the central
processor, the duration of p given stimulus has to be short
enough, so that complete procesaing of both dimensions is.
not possible within that amount of time. LINDSAY, TAYLOR
and FORBES (1968) showed that the performance decrement
observed in a multidimensional simultaneous discrimination
task was reduced by an increasein duration df the stimulus
presentation for values of 67,133 and 200 msec.

In the present experiment, an 0 had to discriminate-
Simulteneously between durations do and di and spatial
Positions left and right ore small spot of light. Nonetheless, a
staightforward'application of this experimental procedure
with duration discrimination is complicated by .the risk of
confounding variables arising from interrelations between

!stimulus duration and the discriminability of spatial position.
It could very well be that spatial position discritbinàbility Is a
funbtiori of the stimulus duration. Such an interaction

, weakens considerably the orthogonality assumption of the
dimensiona. So, precautions had to taken so as not to have
Judgment on spatial position dependent on stimulus duration.

54; The relationship :.
9(Cp/Chi) P(Cp/di)

where Cp is a correct response on position, had to hold or
else it could be argued that the judgment on the temporal
extent of . the stimulue was nOt based on the temporal
Information.'elone.

It has also been proposedthat duration is a function of. non-
temporal features of a stimulus condition : the amount of
processing 'done in a task (FRAISSE, 1957; ORNSTEIN,
1969 ; MICHON, 1970).There1ore,.in the present case do and d1
could yield different piroCessing times for spatial position,',
thua, making aVailable to the 0 a non-temporal cue for
discerrnination on . stimUlus dUration. Then an argument
based5P.rt, an increase in prbcessing load in a bidimensional.
situation could not be maintained because the 0 would ot be
necesiorily monitoring two Independent dimensions.

In the presentexperiment, three O's Were subjected to- three
experimental conditions where both spatial position and'
duratiOn varied rpndomly from trial, to trial. In the first condition
the O's were asked to respond to changes in position only ; in
the second' condition .they had to respond to variations in
duration.; in the third condition they had to respond to
Oariations in both dimensione., .

RALTHOD

Apparatus and ExPerimental Set Up

The stimulus woe presented in a 2 channel tachistoscope.,
(Gerbrend's)th back illumination. The visual signal was a
circUlar spot 6f light of .5 degrees and 2.53 c/ft which varied .'
in position .08 begrees to theleft or right of a center point in a.
visual field predetermined by aiquare,-airn adjusting signal
(7.5 cm) .0 had his head supported or/ a chin rest.
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An audio frequency oscillator (HP model 201) produced die
auditory warning and feedback signals of 250 msec givtm to
the 0 through earphones . to the left and right ear respecti ve-
ly.

Thep responded by depressing push buttons according to
instructions. -

The experiment took place in a semi-illuminated room with
ambient white noise.

Subjects .

Three male volunteers of college age were used. They were
paid $1.50 per session including the pre-experimental ones.

Procedure

A warning signal of 1 500 Hz initiated every, trial. The aim
adjusting signal followed immediately for 1 100 msec and wag
succeeded by a 1 000 msec interval. Then, the target stimulus
appeared. The 0 pressed the' appropriate response buttons
according to the experimental condition. 6 then received
auditory feedback.

b In the unidimensional situations, the 0 received a single
auditory feedback corresponding to the stimulus signal
presented in that trial. 'A single Pulse auditory signal
represented the T 50 msec or the left position while a two
pulse signal represented the T of .80 msec or the right
position.

74

In the bidimensional situation, the 0 received feedback on
both dimensions sequentially, cOrresponding to the order the
0 used to respond.

The O's, who had previously been trained (520 practice trials
for both duration and position), had attained an asymptotic
performance level for each dimention when the actual
experimental sessions. started. A session was composed of
three blockd of trials,' one for each experimental situation :
two unidimensional blocks (one for T and the other for
position) during which the 0 had to respond to variations in
only one dimension through the whole block of trials; during'
the bidimensional block, the 0 had to respond to variations
on both dimensions.

Each blocir consisted of 60 trials. Both dimensions varied
randomlY from trial to trial. Each value of both dimensions
came out an equal number of times. The 0 received a 2 min.
rest period between blOCks.

The experiment proper lasted six sessions. In each session
the three blocks were randomly distributed. The results were
calculated 180 trial/,stimulus In the unidimensional conditions
and 90 trial/stimulus in the bidimensional one.-

RESULTS

The data was pooled over the three O's. Therefore, all the
analysis were done on 540 trial/stimuli in the unidirnensional
and 270 trial/stimuli in the bidimensional situations.

A first teit for- dimension. independence of duration and
position cornea from an analysis relatiOnship between .

the P(C) on position given its duratidd of presentation. Table I
shows the probability of a correct response on position fur
both do and di, P (Co/D1). In both the unidimensional and
bidimensional conditions, duration did not initially affect the
discriminability of spatial position. Although no statistioal test
was run, an idea of 'the statistical significance of the .

'difference between the proportions can be obtained by tieing
the ,binomial variance of the proportion found in both
situations. In the unidimensional condition the standard
deviations for P(Co/Do) and P(Co/di) are .109 and .019
respectively. Thus, it is unlikely that the small difference
observed reaches any level of statistical significance. Similar-
ly, in the bidimensional condition, the difference can be
considered as being non-significant. .

A further evaluation of duration independencecomes from an
analysis of the effect of the bidimensional respOnse require-
ment on performance level in the bidimensional situation. As
is argued above Independence should yield a drop in
performance on one or both dimensions. The P(C) for each +

dimension in both condition is reported in Table II. It is
apparent that there was a drop in performance in the
bidimensional condition. The decrement in P(C), on the
average, was 7% on duration and 5% on ,positiOn. If the
rationale of binomial' variance is used on this data, the
proportions of the unidimentional and bidimensional con-
ditiops are at-least 2.5 standard deviations away.from each .

other for each dimension. Such differences are considered as
significant7

A gnat analysis was made in order to verify if the drop in '
pelormance in the bidimensional condition was due to a shift
in decision making strategy. This was dozin by calculating the
d' for both conditions. Table II sholvs that d' values
diminished therefore, suggesting that the drop in perfor-
mance did not probably originate in a Shift of strategy.
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Table I - Probability correct on spatial position for doand d.

P(Cp/do) P(Cp/d)

Unidimensional
Bidimensional

.71 ".72
.65 .67

Table II - P(C)lind d for unidimensional and bidimensional situations.- :.

Dimension

Unidimensional
Situations

Sidimenskmal

50 msec .734 .602'Duration 1.307..c .89
80 msec .750 .734
Left .804 .768Position 1.17 .88
Right .622 .560

DISCUSSION

The aim of the present experiment was to verify the feasibility
of using the simultaneous discrimination technique in the
testing the orthogonality of duration. As is mentioned above,
a basic assumption of the moderislhat independent dimen-
sions require simultaneous processing. Thus, care had to be
taken so as to be sure We were dealing with -internal
dimensions corresponding to the respective physical cor-
relate. only. Tha present findings have definitely supported
süch an assumption. Indeed, in both conditions P(Cp/do
end P(Cp/di) was not different.

Independence between the dimensions has been further
supported by a drop In performance in the bidimensional
situatIon_as_compared with performance in the unidimen-_

sional one.

We may then generally conclude that in the above ex-
perimentel conditions duration is an independent variable
which has to be attended to in order to perform an accurate

Yet, even if the data supports the above statement, we are still
left with a puzzling problem. That is, how do we explain the
greater drop in performance on do as compared to di ? It is all
the more puzzling by the fact.that performance on position is
not correlated to di. A tentative explanation for thia comes
from the fact that one dimension is static, the other dynarn;c.
No matter the duration of the stimulus a minimum duration C
can be defined for attaining a given performance level on
position. Thus as di approaches Ci, the effeCt of C on the
variability of the internal representation of d increases; As d
increases, the proportion of the total stimulus extent spent in
processing position becomes smaller and eventually,
negligeable. We have gathered further data in our
laboratories supporting this explanation. For stimuli in the
500 msec range; no drop is observed In the bidimensional
condition. However, we believe that by increasing the
r-ressing requirements on position similar results as those

In the prbsent experiment should be observed.
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AN INFORMATION.
PROCESSING APPROACH TO
TEMPORAL ANTICIPATION*

Anne Rothstein
Herbert H. Lehman

.INTRODUCTION

. The effect of variability of foreperiod (FP) intervals on
reaction time (RT) appears to be cortically mediated. (FITTS

-'=.and POSNER, 1967 ; KEELE and POSNER, 1972 ;
BUCKHOLZ, 1975 ; and BUCKHOLZ and WILBER% 1975)
Several authors have proposed that these cortically mediated
effects can be accounted for by temporal. uncertainty (TU)
and S. strategies baSed on conditional probabilities.
(MOWRER, 1940; POULTON, 1050, 1956 ; DEESE, 1955 ;
-ELITHORN and LAWRENCE, 1955 ; BROADBENT, 1958;
GOTTSDANKER, et al., 1963 ; KROLL, 1969 ;
GOTTSDANKER, 1970; ROTHSTEIN, 1973 ; and BUCKHOLZ
and WILBERG, 1975) WELFOAD (1968). has proposed-that
the temporal uncertainty effects observed, even when no
response Is required, may. be due to single channel delays.
The majority of evidence cited to suPYSOrt this point employed
shortS FPs or inter-Stimulus intervals. It seems plausible to
consider that the increased RT 16- Me second of two stimuli,
when responses to both 'S, and S2 are required, may be due
to motor' aSpects (WELFORD, 1968 ; GREENWALD, 1973)
added to an already existing.effect' of temporal uncertainty-
conditional probability (TU-CP). If a response. was not re-
quired to the first stimulus the observed effects would be less
pronounced, suggesting TU-CP effects alone. The purpose of
the studies reported in this Paper were to examine some
aspects of the TU-CP question. It is suggested that 8 may be
viewed as an information processing system employing
complex strategies in dealing with perceptual data. The TU-
CP hypothesis is consistent with the view of BUCKHOLZ and
W1LBERG (1975) that an information reduction theory would
be a parsimonious explanation of the eifectS of FP variability
and ,that the "immediate foreperiod effect" is due to the a
priori probability of all succeeding FPs.

° REVIEW OF LITERATURE

In surveying the literature, three rather different effects of FP
variability have been noted. In several 'studies
(BREITWEISER, 1911; WOODROW, 1914.; TELFORD, 1931 ;
KARLIN, 1959 ;and HOHLE, 1965), most of which used the
method of constant presentation, expectancy appeared high

at the beginning of a range of intervals. Generally, as the FP
lengthened RT increased.

In other studies expectancy appeared to be low immediately
after a warning signal, high at the mean FP, and low after the
mean. (WOODROW, 1914; MOWRER, 1940) MOWRER
(1940) used a range of intervals from 3-24 seconds with

'increments of 3 seconds. The results observed were hardly
unexpeeted since, of a total of 69 trials, 61 of the trials were at
the midPoint of the range, 12 seconds, WOODROW (1914)

The reiearch for Experiments I, II, and Ill was conducted under the
supervision of A. &I. Gentile while the author was a student at
Teachers College, Columbia University.

'used a Variable method of. presentation to elicit RT. The
intervals 'were randomly varied from 4-20 seconds by in-
crements of 4, with each randOmly selected interval
presented 25 times 'before the next randomly selected
interval. Several studies reported by BERGSRUND (1967),
which employed random Presentation of FPs, also reported
U-shaPed RT curves.

Finally, in a large group of studies expectancy appeared to be
low immediately after a signal and then increased over the full
range of intervals. The observed effect was that.RT varied
inversely with the length of the FP interval. Studies In which
this result has been reported have typically presented FPs
over ranges of 6 seconds or less. (KLEMMER, 1956; BAILEY,
1959 ; KARLIN, 1959 ; DRAZIN, 1961; HOHLE, 1965 ;
NICKERSON, 1965 ; SANDERS, 1965 ; PAIGE, 1969 ;
ROTHSTEIN, 1973 ; GUIARD and REQU1N, 1973 ;
POSSAMA1, et al., 1973 ; and REOU1N, et al., 1973). The TU-
CP hypothesis appeared to be a reasonable explanation of
the observed effects but the FPs, ranges, and probabilities..
employed give serious 'question to its' universality. .

Evidence produced by SNODGRASS (1969) and
SNODGRASS, et al. (1967) would seem to support the view
that Ss estimate the intervals and that RTs less than "true
reaction time". would be' evidence that Ss were anticipating
FPs on the basis of estimates from the warning signal. The
TU-CP hypothesis proposes a strategy, based on information
processing, by which the S guides behavior. The -5 is
unwilling to prepare earlyin the range because he knows that
momentary probability is low" (GOTTSDANKER, 1970). If the
TU-CP hypothesis is viable that RT distributions should be
predictable on the basis of conditional probability.

The studies reported by STADULIS (1967) and BERGSRUND
(1967) were sufficiently diffe7ent from the. rest to warrant
detailed consideration. STADULIS (1967) investigated the
finding of WOODROW (1914) that RT was fastest at a 12'
second interval when it appeared at the mid-point of a range.
Since many of the studies whiah had reported decrease in RT
with increase in FP used small intervals it was important to
determine whether the two findings were compatible. Three
ranges were employed : 10, 10.5, 11, 11.5,:12; 11, 11,5, 12,
12.5, 13 ; and 12, 12.5, 13, 13.5, 14. It was hypothesized that
the ranges employed would be similar. In their effect on RT, to
Shorter ranges. No significant differences were observed. It
wai concluded that the differences between adjacent inter-
vals were not sufficiently large enough for Ss to ascertain that
they were different. Two -of the studies to be reported deal
with this problem.

BEAGSRUND (1967) used short FP intervals, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
seconds, and manipulated the probabilities of the 2 and 4
second intervals. There were seven" treatment groups, as
illustrated in Table I. The top number in each row indicates
the' probability of that particular interval and the lower
number indicates the number of times that interval actually
occurred. A total of 800 trials were giVen to each S over twO
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Table I - Unequal probability treatment groups. (BERGSRUND, 1967).

Group FP 1 2
Seconds

3 0 4 5

.20 .20 .20 .20 .20
160 160 160 160 160

II .15 .40 .15 .15 .15
120 320 120 120 120

Ill .10 .60 .10 .10 .10
80 480 80 80 80

IV .05 .80 .05 .05 .05
40 1.4.4 40 40 40

.15 .15 .40 .15
# 120 120 120 320 120

VI .10 .10 .10 .60 .10
80 80 80 489 80

VII .05 .05 .05 .80 .05
40 40 40 640 40

testing days. Unfortunately, Bergsrund did not do a complete
factorial analysis on the data so some of the comparisons are
not possible until this is completed.

The groups in which the probability was .40 at the 2 and 4
second interval followed a similar overall pattern, RT
decreased as FP lengthened to the 4 second interval than
increaied slightly, but significantly, at the 5 second interval.
This may be understandable 'since the j.n.d. for` temporal
measures has been reported as 20% but there would be
much individUal variability. More than half of the Ss in the
equal probability group and in the 40% probability groups
showed decreasing RT over the total FP range, supporting
this possibility.

In groups V and VII, .60 and .80 probability at 4 seconds
respectively, RT decreased as FP lengthened, but in group VII
the observed difference between the 4 and 5 second interval
was not significant. In contrast groups IV and VI, .60 and .80
probability at 2 seconds respectively, tended to be inconsis-
tent. In VI the fastest RT was obtained at the 2 second interval;
while in group IV both 5 and 2 second intervals tended to be
fastest.

Increasing probability seems to have an effect at 2 seconds
mien increased from .20 to .40 and from .60 to .80 and at 4
.seConds only the increase from .20 to .40 effected a signifi-
_cant' decrease in RT. It will be interesting to compare the
results obtained by BERGSRUND with the results to
rejjorted here under Experiment II.

Summary

It was,indicated that the most common effect of FP variability
on Rrwas a decrease in RT.as FP lengthened. This effect was
assumed to be cortically mediated and indicative of the
"immediate foreperiod effect" which was due to the a priori
probability of all . succeeding FPs. (BUCKHOLZ and
WILBERG, 1975) This concept was expressed las TU-CP
indicating that on the basis of temporal uncertainty of FP
intervals, which may be manipulated by E, the Siformulates

conditional probabilities arid RT changes as a consequence.
Two studies, STADULIS (1967) and BERGSRUND (1967) fit
into the studies to be reported here.

It is hypothesized that if TU-CP were an adequate explanation
of Ss 'RT behavior under conditions of FP .variability than :

The absolute length of a FP would not matter but its'
relative lengdy and thus its position in a range of FPs,
would affect RT.

The probability of a particular FP should effect RT to the
extent °that it changes the CP of that particular FP. In-
creasing the frequency of occurrence should decrease RT.

If the S cannot extract probability information. i.e.. if
adjacent FPs do not exceed the required j.n.d., than no TU-
CP effect should be observed.

The Ss RT should more closely approximate CP in later
blocks of trials.

METHOD

Subjects

The Ss used in the four experiments to be reported were
female, with the exception of those in Experiment I. All Ss
were college age, average age,22, range 17-27. They. were
naive to the express purpose of the experiments, except for
the instruction that reaction time was of interest. All Ss used
their dominant hand and wore 'glasses, if necessary. The
number of Ss used were : Experiment I, 21 ; Experiment II, 21';
Experiment III, 45 ; and Experiment IV, 16.

Design
. ,

In Experiment I the design was a 3 x 5 factorial with repeated
measures on the second factor. The first factor was group,
defined by the position of a 2.5 second interval, and had three
levels as indicated in Table II. The second factor Was interval
position and had five levels.

1 o
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Table II -Treatment grouPs In experiments I-IV '.

Exp. Group 1

MNIMII.

Foreperlod
2 3 4.

ammm 1 .om ma

1

2

1

2

3

1

4 2
52

III 6 2
72
82
92

1

2

4

.50
1.50
2.50

5.70
8.30

1200.

.50
.40
.60
.15
.10
.15
.10

1.50
1,1.00

1.50
8.30

1.00
2.00
3.00

6.90
10.00
14.40

1.00
.15
.10

.15

.10

.15

.10

2.00
11.50

1.60
10.00

1.50
2.50
3.50

8.30
12.00
17.30

1.50
.15
.10
.40
.60
.15

.10

2.50
12.00

1.70
12.00

2.00
3.00
4.00

10.00
14.40
20.80

2.00
.15
.10
.15

.10

.15

.10

3.00
12.50

1.80
14.40

2.50
3.50
4.50

12.00
17.30
25.00

2.50
.15
.10
.15
.10
.40

.60

3.50
13.00

1.90
17.30

1. Except where noted numbers in table are foreperiod values.
2. Values in groups 4-9 are probability values, the foreperiod intervals,are the same as in group 1.'

In Experiment II the 3 X 5 factorial design Was repeated
except that the foreperiod values were changed. In this study
tne position of the 12 second interval was Varied and an inter-
interval size of 20% was maintained. The intervals used are
illustrated in Table II.

In Experiment III a 3 x 3 x 5 factorial design with repeated
, measures on the last factor was used. The first factor was
probability and had three levels : .20, .40, -:60. The, second
factor was FP position of increased probability and also had
three levels: first, third, or fifth position. The finallactor was
foreperiod position and had five levels. The treatment groups
are illustrated in Table II. In experiments l II and II mean RT
was used as the score:

In Experiment IV a 4 x 5 fadtorial design with repeated
measures was emplOyed. The first factor was a .combinatIon
of range length andi.n.d. The four resulting treatment groups
are presented in Table II. As before the second factor was FP
position. The score used for analysis was mean RT
dffference. This was obtained by subtracting overall mean RT
from the mean at a particular FP interval.

Apparatus
,

The equipment used in this etudy was standard RT equip-
ment. The experimental situation has been described
elsewhere. (ROTHSTEIN, 1973) The only differences were in
the intervals used.

Procedures
-

In each of the experiments the Ss were tested in,a single
session. The major differences among the studies were in the
number of trials used. Since several authors have suggested
that RT and RT variability decreases With practice it is clear

that, in spite of the significant results fo be reported, the
number of trials employed were far too small. The trials for
Experiments I, II, Ill, and IV were 50, 60, 60 and 1D5
respectively. For the fourth study the first 15 trials were
considered as practice ; for the other experiments practice
trials were provided before testing but were recorded.

The Ss were instructed that the E was interested in the speed
of RT to a light stimulus and that the stimulus would follow a
warning &gnat. This warning was a bell in Experiments .1, II
and ill, and the offset of a light in Experiment IV. No attempt
was made to prevent anticipation.

RESULTS

Experiment I

The initial purpgse of Experiment I was to explore the effect of
FP position bn RT. It was predicted and confirmed that RT
would 'decrease as a 2.5 second FP was moved from, first to
middle to last position in a range. As a consequence of those
results and the observation that the first FP in each of the
ranges was significantly slower than all others, which showed
a downward trend ai indicated in Figure 1, it was decided to
employ the same techniques-with a twelve secohd interval.
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Figure 1 - EXPERIMENT I: Mean RT for three short FP
ranges. (ROTHSTEIN, 1973).
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Experiment II

The purposes of Experiment II were to: replicate STADULIS
(1967) study using the atiPropriate j.n.d. between intervals;
ascertain the effgaof the poeition of a twelve second interval
on RT ; further investigate the:CP hypothesis proposed by
ROTHSTEIN (1973); clarify the results of WOODROW (1914)
and MOWRER (1940).

It can be, seen in Table III that the particular range did not
produce a significant difference in overall RT, although it
appeared (see Figure 2) that RTs to the FPs in the 12-25

7 5
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- 'Table III - ANOVA for mean RT for three ranges of foreperiods with a common foreperiod of 12 seconds..

Source of iariation SS df MS

Total 131964.533 104
Between 92569.733 20

Groups (A) 9122.133 2 4561.067 < 1

Error 83447.600 18 4635.978
Within 39394.800 84 ,

Position (B) 17624.057 4 4406.014 18.96 "
AB 5041.486 8 630.186 2.71 '
Error 16729.257 72 232.350

p < .01.

300
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220
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180

160

Figure 2 - EXPERIMENT II : Mean RT for three long FP
ranges with j.n.d. equal 20%.

5.7-12

8.3-17.3
12-25

.1 2 3 4

Position
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second range were slightly greater. The overall effect of
pos,!ial of p. cP was significant at the .01 lever:The mean RT
for : 2, 3,-4, and 5 were 265, 253, 242, 238, and 231
msec Individual comparisons revealed that RT
at pos4ion 1 was slower than RT at position 2 and all others,
and RT at position 2 was slower than RT at position 3 and all
others but that positions 3, 4, and 5 were not significantly
different.

There was a significant interaction between range and
position and individual comparisons revealed that for the
5.7-12 second group RT at the 5.7 and 6.9 second interval
were significantly different from each other and .from all other
intervals. For the 8.3-17.3 second range RT at 8.3 was
significantly slower than RT at all other intervals and AT at
14.4 seconds was significantly slower than that at 17.3
seconds. No significant differences were noted for the 12-25
second group.

The reaults of this experiment were expected, given the small
number of trials. The trend of the group mean RTs seems to

be downward 'but further study with increased trials would be
necessary before considering the results seriously in terms of
the TU-CP hypothesis. When contrasted with the results of
STADULIS (1967) experiment it appeared that a minimal
j.n.d. was necessary for Ss to be able to differentiate among
intervals. The difficulty with the 12-25 second range may be
due to the inability of Ss to discern differences, in spite of the
20% j.n.d. or to the aversiveness of maintaining attention over
long time intervals. (GOTTSDANKER, 1974)..

Expeiiment III

In designing Experiment III it was reasoned that if the TU-CP
hypothesis was viable than man ipu la:ing the probabilities and
position of increased probability would affect RT. The results
of the ANOVA are presented as Table IV. Although significant
results were observed for position of increased probability,
(B), FP position, (C), and the interaction Of BC and probability
(A) with- BC, these results represent early learning.

Table IV - ANOVA foi mean RT for foreperiod position, interval of increased probability, and probability,

Source of variation SS df MS

Total 4138.20 224

Between 2564.62 44

Proby (A) 29.94 2 14.94 < 1

Position (B) 526.97 263.49 5.13
AB 158.22 4 39.56 < 1

Error 1849.49 36 51.37

Within 1573.58 180
Foreperiod (C) 745.41 4 186.35 47.78 '
AC 8.82 8 1.10 < 1

BC 104.69 8 13.01 3.34 "
ABC 152.47 16 9.53 2.44
Error 562.19 144 3.90

p < .05.
**, p < .01.

The results for position of increased probability, as shown in
Table V, indicate that an increase in probability for the first FP
decreases RT significantly over increases for,the third and
fifth FPs, 18.8, 22.5, and 22 respectively. For -FP position,
which was significant at the .01 level, individual comparisons
of the means in Table VI revealed that RT at FP 1.was slower
than RT at FP 2, 3, 4, and 5. and PT at FP 2 was slOwer than
RT at FP 3, 4, and 5, but RTo 4 ....PS 3, 4, 'and 5 did not differ.

The interaction of pot inrreased probabihty and
foreperiod position was . nificant t the .01 level. Individual
comparisons were cond,Ncte0 and revealed that in each case
the means, presented as Table V, for FP 1 were associated
with slower RT and that the RTs-for the groups with increased
probability at the first position were faster than RTs for the
groups with increased probability at the third or fifth
positions. It should be noted that the mean RTs for group 1
were closer to those for groups 2 and 3 at FP positions 2, 3, 4,
and 5 than at FP 1. . .

82.
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Table :y Mean.RT for posiRon of increased probability and foreperiod position.

FP 1 2
:Foreperiod position/
3 41 5

1

2
3

20.6
26:4
26.7

19.1

21.9
21.4

17.7
21.1

20.9

1141.4

20.5
2/1.0

18.4
20.8
20.2

18.8

22:5
22.0

Table VI - Mean RT for probability, position of increased probability, and forepriod position.

Proby FP 1 2
position

3 4 5

.20

.40

.60

7

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

%

.

22.6
25.0
25.1

20.9
27.0
24.5

18.4
27.2
30:5

24.6

.

18.9
22.2
20.7

19.6
23.2
19.6

1.8.9

20.3
23.8

20.8

ii 17.3
i 21.4
j 21.0

I 2181.35

19.3

17.4

20.5
22.6

19.9
::.

17.1

20.4
20.9

19.5
20.0
19.8

14.6
21.1

22.2

19.9

16.9

21.0
21.0

.19.6

..... 19.7
18.7

18.6
21.8
20.9

19.8

The three way interaction, fore"period position, probability
and position of increased probability, is presented in Table VI
and in Fibures 3 through 8. It appeared that when probability
at FP 1 Was increased RT, 22.6 for .20, 20.9 for .40 and 18.4
for .60 probability, decreaSed. The differences for the latter
two groups may be seen in Figure 4. There were no significant-
differences for the other FP position. When probability of FP
position 3 was increased no significant changes in RT were
hoted.iFor che,riges in probability at FP position 5, see Figure
6, an increase in RT for FPs 1, 2, and 3 was- noted when
probe ibility was increased from..20 to .40 to .60.

Figure 7 illustrates the differences in RT obtained when
probability was increased to .40.at various positions. The RT
was fastest at the .5 second interval when probability of that
intetal was increased ; when the probability of the 1.5
sec nd or middle interval was increased RT at the .5 seCond.
interval slowed. Similar changes in the RT were observed for
the' 1.0 and 1.5 second intervals, when the prObability of
occurrence of the middle interval was increased to .40 RT was
increased more at the first three intervals than when
probability was equal Or when .40 probability.was associated
with the-final interval.

When probability was raised to .60, all illustrated in FigUre 8,
,comparisons at all FPs Were significant. As-with the .40
;probability increasing the probability at the initial FP
I significantly decreased RT, in this case over all FPs. For the
.5, 1.0, and 1.5 second intervals it appeareo,that changing the

/ position of increased probability from the -first to the last
interval in the range tended to increase RT.
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igure 3 - EXPERIMENT III: Mean RT tor equal probability
FP range.
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Figure 5 - EXPERIMENT III: Mean RT for rangei with In-
creased probability at 1.5 second FP.
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Figure 6 EXPERIMENT IIi Mean RT for ranges with in-
'creased probability at 2.5 second FP.
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Figure 8 - EXPERIMENT III: Mean RT tor ranges mrittt .60
probability at indicated interval.
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Rnally, individual comparisons for treatment groups revealed
that for equal probability, illustrated in Figure 3, AT at the .5
second FP was slower than 'at any other. This finding was
contrasted to that for groups 4 and 7, Figure 4 in which no
.significant differences were found among the intervals. For all
other groups the RT was slowest at the .5 interval, with no
differences observed among the others.

Experiment IV

Experiment IV was a pilot study designed to investigate the
notion of j.n.d., but in order to accomplish thkepurpose ii was
necessary to vary range length as well. The ANOVA.
presented in Table VII revealed no significant differences
between the groups, a significant overall effect of FP position,
and a questionable interaction, which was further evaluated
only because of the pilot nature of the study.

For the purpose of minimizing intersubject differences which
were a function of the wide range of intervals ernployed it was
decided to use mean RT differences. To compute this score
the overall mean RT for all FPs to which the S was exiiosed
was subtracted from the mean for the parlicular FPs. In-
dividual comparisons for the significant interaction were
conducted. For the 1.5-3.5 group the RT for the first FP was
significantly sloWer than for any others; for the P3.3-17.3 range
the first FP was significantly slower than the last FP only. For
the 1.5-1.9 group and the 11.0-13.0 group there were no
significant differences. It was interesting to note the patterns
of the various groups shown in Figure 9. The variability of
rkisponses .is greater 'for the 1.5-1.9 group than for the
11 .0-13.0 group.

Table VII - ANOVA for mean difference RT for foreperiod rangre differing in j.n.d. and range length.

Source of variation SS df . MS

Total 180.31 79

Between .73 15

Groups (A) .14 3 .046 < 1
Error .59 12 .050

Within 159.58 64
Position (B) 50.28 4 12.570 7917 **
AB 33.08 12 2,760 -21.74
Error 76.22 48 1.580

" p < .01.
p < .10.
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I

Figure 9 - EXPERIMENT IV: Mean RT at FP ranges differing
in 1.n.d. and range length.
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DISCUSSION

. The evidence presented in support of the TU-CP hypothesis
suggested that the hypothesis is viable, but the data is
inclusive. The minimal Aimber of trials required of the Ss
insured that they were still at the "learning stage". The fact

'that it.was the first interval or igtervals in most of the rapges
that was effected, Whether that interval was .5, 1.5, 2.5, 5.7,
8.3, or 12 seconds, suggested that perhaps the S had a
strategy for dealing with the uncertainly. Certainly the
research of BAILEY (1959) and BERGSRUND (1967), which
demonstrated that RT and RT variability decreased over trials

V

average FP value so that shorter intervals, in relation to the
mean, would have been associated with slow RT as a result.
Subsequent strategy of S remains to be suggested since
neither BAILEY (1959) or BERGSRUND (1967) provided.
analysis of practice and it was not possible in any of the
reported experiments. Perhaps the strategy of dealing with
uncertainty follows the sequence Of mein, ends and thin
intermediate positions. This possibility remains to be 'in-

yestigated: The decrease in RT variability over trials does
suggest, howeVer, that some type of problem sOlving is
Proceeding.

and that significant decreases in RT occur over trials .16:relation to the TU-CP nypethesis, four behavioral predic-',
supports this notion. The Ss may have initially determined the tions were made, how does the evidence compare?

8 65
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The absolute length of a FP would not matter bbt it's relative
length, and thus its' position in a range of FPs, would affect
RT.

Experiments I and .11 provide sUpport for this as does the
research of BAILEY (1959). Since Experiment II utilized long
intervals the possibility of a refractory phase accounting for
the increase in RT at shorter intervals did not seem possible.

. H
The probability of a particular FP Should alWt RT hi the
extent that it changes.the CP of that particular FP. Increasing
the frequency'of occurrende should decrease 4T:

The results of BERGSRUND's (1967) study and EXperiment III
supported this 'prediction. In BERGSRUND's rqults the in-
'crease in' probability had a more marked -effec :at the two
second interval than at the four second intervaj. In Experi-
ment IH the early FPs were.more markedly affedte b changes
in probability man later FP5.. This finding was reasonable
because the ..1;i Os in the range have more to gain from an
increase s y ;were asSociated with such a low CP to
begin with. ancing their: probability marked decreases
in RT resur: le enhancement of the probabHity of later
intervals n7arkedly decreeses.probability of the earlier inter-
vals and i:drr-i-.ases AT. For iNervals later in the range., since

e effect is on the CP. mailipuiation of intervals 'early in the
range should-have less of an effect. What, is the possibility
that there is a j.n.d. tor increase or decrease in probability of
occurrence? This might clarify Some of the questions here.

lf the S canr.ot extral:il probability information, i.e., if adjacent
FP- do r ot emceed the required j.n.d., than no TWCP effect.
should be: observed.

. -
The results ,o1 3TAOULIS (1967) study and the pilot study
presented as Experiment W lend support tOthis prediction. fn
addition the restilts provided by BERGSRUND. (1967) with
respect to tk shifting 'Of the 4 and 5 second interval RT and
the fact th-atl,-;i:ge numbers of his Ss had rosults Ofering tiom
ttte oyerall ayer,Te support, the notion ct wirying j.n d. In
&clear `n in vostigate 11.16 either j.n.d could be .9V3rrair2d and
a set of tme intervats custoo designed co. Ore,..` S. of the
inter7iiiterval (Werence coutd be increased L.. all Ss. with
ifficiertt practice, showed decreases in the iiedicted direc-

tion.

. The Ss RT should More r-losely approxiinate CP in laer
blocks 01 trials.

Comparioon of the studies ,presented here. which represent
earlrlearn.ing. w:th the studies reviewed lend credibiltty to
.this predicHon. Analysis of RT ove-pradtice periods would be
necessary further cOnfi m thiS prediction.

92

CONCLUSION

There Seems to be some supportfor the TU-CP hypothesis as
an explanation of FP variability effects which have been
reviewed. Four predictions which. would arise 'from this
hypothesis have been supported to some extent but further
reSearch is necessary. The likelihood of this hypothesis
parsimoniously explaining various types of behaviors which

. require prediction should not be 'overlooked.
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LA MESURE DU TEMPS
DE ReACTION EN
DISCRIMINATION DE DUREE

Robert Rousseau
Laboratolres de psychologie expérimentale
Unlversité Laval

Uri° observateur (0) place dans une tache de temps de
reaction (TR) simple oCi il dolt reagir aussi rapidement que
possible a un signal m2 se produisant d millisecondes aprée
un stimulusevertisseur rn, possede deUx sources principales'
dInformation lui permettant de déclencher une reponse:
1) l'occurrence de m2 et 2) l'estImation par chronometrage
interne du temps d'arrivée de rn, par rapport a m,. Une
certaine proportion des reponses, RE, utilisant l'information
temporelle peuvent se produire avant ou'enrname temps que
m2 et sont alors designees comme étanf des réponses
d'anticipation.. Pour diverses raisons, ces réponses sont
considérées comme nuisibles et certaines techniques cint ete

- developpees pour amener 1'0 a ne pas érnettre de telles
réponses. Les deux principales techniques sont l'utilisation
de faux essais et le variation aU hasard de l'intervalle d.
Cependant, des etudes suggerent que ces méthodes n'élimi-
nent pas l'occurrence de RE (GORDON, 1967 ; KLEMMER,
1956). Par exemple, TR,varie systématiquement avec l'éten-
due des valeurs d utilisées de mérne qu'avec la moyennede
ces valeurs (KLEMMER,. 1956; NIKERSON, 1965).

Récemment, certains auteurs, (KORNBLUM; 1973; OLLMAN
et BILL)NGTON, -1972), .ont propose une approche par
laquelle les TA des reponses d'estimation .temparelle, RE, et
ceux des reponses au signal m2, RS, sont obtentis indepen-
damment en Vue de determiner la contribution des .RE a la
variance totale Oes TR au signal. Leur procedure expérimen-
tale est une variation de la technique des faux Assais en
situation de TR simple. Dans une praportiOn des Assair,

_signal m2 est omis etrO dolt alors érnettre une répon.'43 base°.
sur Une estimation d'urie durée :donnée rapprociNt.s ue. d.
Donc, a partir de ces réponses d'estimation terriPorcnn on
peut determiner les carecteristiques de dis2rI.Nni!"7
des RE et par la corriger les distribdtions des
Cependant la situatior, -*M encore ambigUe ear, ah.:. AN les
TR des RE son1 8soOes a. l'opération
mécanisme interne d',54ii_tion de durée,les TR des RS n e
peuvent etre con,idbre; ,.cMre tous déclenchés par
rn, lui-même. Nous un modele de
discrimination de 6:113(.1 .on nous, tournit Une situation
experimentali$ yes enterkesante pour arriver a dissocier les
.TR a un signal inteine de ,:.eux a lin signal externe.

Dans une tache de discrimination de durée 10 doit discrimi-
ner un. intervene de durée do < C; comme (Rant court, d'un
autre de durée d, > C. comme étant long, oCi C est une valeur
critére centrale relativement a do et d,. KRISTOFFERSON
(1973). proposa l'existence d'un mécaniSme par lequel un

-critére en temps reel de duré* do, rapprochee de C, est
déclanché au debut de !Intervene. Le jugement discriminatif
serait alors pose par rapport a l'or&L'iemporel d'occurrence
"a un centre de dectsion, de la fin de l'intervalle ad msec. et de
ta conclusion du criterea do rnsec.

La figure 1 illustre le fonctionnement d'un mécanisme de
critére en temps reel dans une tache de discrimination de
durée d'Intervalles vides. A la fin du stimulus m, um signal
interne t, marque le debut de !Intervene et, de la mérne
facon, au debut du stimulus rn, un signal t, indique la fin du
rrierne intervalle. Simultanernent, t, déclenche un critére.
interne de durée do dont la fin est identifiée par un signal
interne, to. Dans un tel systerne on peut Mirnir la strategie de
prise de decision suivante: si t, se produit avant to (t, < to) une
reponse Ro est érnise, et, une reponse R, est donnée quant t,
apparait awes to (t, > to). Si l'on suppose que t, et to sdnt des
variables aléatoires avec une certaine fonctlon de distribu-
tion, la probabilite que t, son enregistré avant to peut etre
definie comme P (t, < to) et, de mérne P (t, > to), la probabilite
que to se produiseevant t2. Alors, P (Ro) = (t, < to) et P (R,) =
(t, > tc) 00 P (R,) apparait comme une fonction croissante de
1.

8 9
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Figure 1 - Hypothose de Praia* en temps reel.
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Les predictions suivantes peuvent être faites quant aux TR
des Ro, TRo, et ceux des R TR,. Tout d'abord, l'on pose
rhypothese que les TR sont le résultat d'une composante de
mouvement, K, et d'urie composante ;'e ct,scrimination, I. De
plus 1 et K slant définies comme des )riobles aléatoires de
mpyenne et variance Tet VAR (1) et, 'R VAR (K) respective-
ment. Enf in, pour des valeurs de d oU ;a hiveau d'erreur est
bas I et K sont considérées comme tiendantes. Alors, on
peut définir en .general,

CAR (TR) = VAR (I) + VAR (K)
et, TR =T+ R
Pour TRo,

VAR (TR)o = VAR (4) ± VAR (K)o
et,
De merne pour TR

VAR (TR), = VAR (tc) + (VAR (K),
et, TR, =T0 + k,

Pour simplification, on pose K comme aYant une moyenne et
une varia/ pce constantes pour un type de reponse donne.

.,
Les rep'onses Ro *Rant synchronisees avec un signal externe
m2 TR0 sera enionctiontroissante de d ; et simron pose T2 = di,
oU i represente une valeur dans un groupe cte .durées
discrirniner, la tonction TR0 Vs di sera lineaire de Pente 1.
D'autre part, R, *Rant Hee a tc, TR, sera constant pour toutes
leeyaleurs de d. Pour les. marnes raisons VAR (TR), sera
constante puisque les R, sont independantes de d. Cepen-

,s

.

dant VAR (TR)o ne sera pas spécifiée dans le present modele
pane qu'elle depend d'hypotheses specifiques quant a la
relation entre VAR (ti) et di. Cependant, pour que ces
predictions tiennent ron dolt pouvoir supposer que les-
variations des TR ont leur origine dans le mécanisme de
,Jiscrimination. Or, a mesure que di s'approche de dc, P (t2 < tc)
et P (t2 > tc) convergent vers .5 augmentant la possibilité
qu'une competition se produise entre les deux types de
réponses. tine telle competition pourrait brouiller fa relation
entre t2 et TRo et, tc et TR,. En consequence, le modele sera
évalue par rapport a des valeurs de d pour lesqueljiis le
niveau d'erreur est inférieur a 10%.

Nous avons donc effectué une experience o0 deux Os furint
étudies de facon extensive en situation de precision, sans
acceleration des reponses. et en situation de vitesSe o0 le
temps de reaction était mesure.

METHODE

Sujets

Deux sujets féminins adultes furent utilises. Elles étaient
volontaires, payees $3 par session et, sans experience dans
ce type de tache.

9 0
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Appareile

Les intervenes a discriminer étaient définis corrme le silence
intervenant entre la fin d'un éclair lumineux de 10 msec. et le
debut d'un son pur de meme durée. Le signal visuel lumineux
consistait en un point de 4mm apparaissant a 2 pi. de co. La,
source lumineuse était un " glow modulator " (Sylvania
R11B1C) calibre A 50 ftL. Le stimulus auditif était un son pur
de 2kHz dont renveloppe était contrelée par un interrupteur
électronique (Grason-Stadler), et l'amplitude fixée A 68dB.
Les signaux auditifs pervenalt a l'O par des écouteurs en
reception bineurale. Donc, rn, était un signal lurrineux alors
que m, Malt un signal sonore. La sequence son-lumière était
précédée de 1 sec. par un signal avertisseur visuel et, suivie
par un "feedback " identifient la reponse correcte 2.5 sec.
awes la fin de rn,. Le signal avertisseur et le "feedback " était
donnés a l'O par des petites lampes temost, faisant face au
sujet. L'O effectuait sa reponse en pressant sui ries houtons-
pressions places sur le bras droit du fauteuil. Dens la
condition o0 le temps de reaction était enregistre, l'O gardait
l'index et le majeur de la main droite constamment en contact
avec les boutons. Les temps de reaction étaient mesures A la
milliseconde Pres a partir de le fin de m,. Toutes les
operations de contreles et de chronorr &rage étaient effec-
tuées par un petit ordi,' ateur PDP-8E (Digital Equipment).

Procedure

Les.Os avaient a discriminer entre quatre intervalle:3 divisés
en deux groupes, l'un amenant une reponse R0 et l'autre une
reponse R1. A cheque essai un de ces intervalles était
présenté dans un ordre au hasard, chacun apparaissant un
nom bre egal de fois dans un bloc d'essais.

Dans la condition de precision: les quatre intervenes étaient:
100, 200, 300 et, 400 m'sec. Cheque session était formée de 3
blocs de 100-essais o0 chacun des intervalles etait présenté
25 fois par bloc. Un grand nornbre de sessions furent

effectuées pour stabiliser le niveau de performance des. Os.
L'O 605 participa A 16 sessions et, l'O 503 A 24 sessions.dont
les 8 dernieres forment les données expérimentales, soit 600
essais/stimulus pour chacun des Os.

Trois groupes de quatre intervalles furent utilises dans la
condition de vitesse, soit 100, 190, 310, 400 rnsec., 125, 190,
310, 375 msec., et 140, 190, 310, 360 msec. Donc, les valeurs
intériew"), ne changeaient pas alors que les valeurs extérieu-
res étaient variées de fapon A obtenir plusieurs points o0 la
probabilité d'une erreur est faible. Les valeurs extérieures
étaient changées en series .ascendantes et descendantes.
Une sequence ascendante-descendante représentant un
cycle, six cycles furent effectués avec l'O 605 et cinq cycles
avec 10 503 et, les résultats des deux derniers furent utilises
dans ranalyse des résultats. Enf in, avant d'entreprendre la
variation systematique. des intervalles, cheque saparticipa
plusieurs sessions d'habituation A la tache de temps reaction.
Ces sessions étaient au nombre de 10 pour 10 605 et, 20
pour l'O 503.

Résultats

Les predictions les pfus fortes du modéle de critére en tem Ps
reel ont trait A l'allure des fonctions TRo et TR, vs d,. Un
examen yisuel des figures 2 et 3 montre clairement cfue ces
predictions .sont supportées. En effet, les TR, montrent une
stabilité remarquable, ce pour les deux Os. Ceci est un
support important dans la demonstration de la synchronisa-
tion des R, a un evénement unique dans le temps indepen-
dent de di. De metre, les TRo sont de toute evidence une
fonction croissante de di. Dependant; un ajusterreht de la
meilleure droite par la méthode des moindres carrés donne
une pente de .68 pour les deux Os. ce qui est un peu plus
faible que la valeur prédite de 1. D'autre part, l'ajustement
linéaire rend comple de 96% de la variance pour 0 605 et
85% pour l'O 503. En fait, dans les deux cas la principale
deviation par rapport a la linearité provient du point d = 100
msec.

9 1 _
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Pima! 2 - Temps de latence des repo ses aux di CO P (1111) et P (RI) > .05.
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gum 3 - Temps de latenc,tdes reponse* aux di o0 P (R.) et P (RI) > .05.
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Cep résultats peuvent Otre.mieux appréciés par l'analyse des
données presentees au tableau I. Chez les 'deux Os. les TR,
sontá une milliseconde de la valeUr moyenne pour les trois
durées extérieures 360, 375 et 400 msec. D'autre part, VAR
(TR)o et VAR (TR), ne iarient pas systernatiquement en
fonction de di. Elles peuvent titre considérées comme
constantes et, a l'intérieur du mdme 0 les valeurs de VAFt
(TR). et VAR (TR), sont trés rapprochées. Enfin, lest
Interessant de noter que l'O 605 montre des valeurs de TR et.
VAR (TR) plus faibles que celles de l'O 503.

Pour avoir une idee de la vitesse laquelle l'O érnet une
reponse apres t, ou to l'on doit se rappeler que TR est Mesure
depuis t,. Donc, une estimation du TR at2 ou tc, RT, peut
s'obtenir par soustraCtion de di a- TFto et, de do a TR,, Le
résultat de ces operations est rapporté au !tableau I. La
transformation est directe pour RTo et, la valeur obtenue pour:
la moyenne des trois courtes durées, 100, 125, 140 msec., est
de 218 msec. pour l'O 605 et de 227 msec. pour l'O 503.
Cependant, la chose est plus difficile pour RT., puisque nous
n'avona pas de valeur objective pour do. Cependant, une
valeur approximative .ost2t-44re obtenue , en utilisant les

données de discrimination. En effet, sl t, =1 la probabitite
d'une reponse corrrecte est réduite e .5. Or, par definition,
quand P (t, < to) = P (t2 > to)., P (Ro) = (R,) = .5 ; commeT,
peut titre approximee par di, le point oü P (R,) = .5 fut &elm§
et Mini comme étant egal a -do. Les yaleurs de do sont
rapportees au tableau I, de mdme que les RT, correspon-
dants. lia.moyenne de RT, pour les trols durées longues est
de 201 msec. pour l'O 605 et de 242 pour l'O 503.,Ces RT sont

Japides considerant que nous sommes dans une tdche de
temps reaction au choix. Donc, les presents résultats demon-
trent clairement l'emploi par l'O de deux. sources différentes
pour declencher les deux types de reponses.

. .

Les résultats presentes au tableau 11 montrent que l'O peut
utiliser concurremrnent un signal interne et tin signal externe
pour tmettre une reponse. ER effet, en gentral la probabilite
d'une, reponse correcte n'est pas diminuee par l'exigence
d'une répor,3e rapide. La stabilité des P(R.) pour lea' durées
longues indique bien que les R, ont leur origino dans un
événement unique dans le temps..

Tableau I - Moyenne et variance de la !Memo des reponses (en niilliwondes) pour les valeurs de do et d3 pour Os 503 et 605.

di TR VAR (TR) TR - d TR -dc dc

100 135 2961 235..

125 343 2729 222
140 364 2519 22,4,

2736 227

360 471 2926 111 247 224

375 469 1969 238 231

400.. 470 2717 241 229

470 25371 242X

100 323 839 223
125 373 211

140 35 1039 211

)-7 934 218

366.. 449 1109 89 204.. 245

375. 448 1070 73 204 244

.400 447 1451 47 195' 252

448 121^ 201X
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Tableau llt:Probabillté d'occurrence d'une reponse RI en situation de precisionet de vitesse pour Os 503 et 605.

Observateur
Condition

vitesse 'di precision

100
190

.0107

.2686
100
200

.0045,

.0622
503 3190

a .9724 300 .6177
400 .9793 400 .9261

100 .0035 100 .0045
190 .1R32 200 .1056

605 310 .9159 300 .9200
400 .9118 400 1.000

DISCUSSION

Nous avons. donc démontre que de toute evidence un 0 peut.
dans uneledhe de temps de reaction utiliser une information
temporelle et non-temporelle pour effectuer une reponse. De
plus, pour un mérne 0 la VAR (TR) estã peu press la meme
pour les TRo etles TR,. Cependant certaines caracteristiques
de la présente situation doivent etre considérées pour pouvoir
evaluer la generalite des presents résultats. Tout d'abord,
l'Utilisation de durées. heterogenes produit une situation
analogue a celle oUun signal avertisseur visuel precede un
signal auditif. Or, ii serait certes intéressant de voir les

,changements dans la VAR (TR) dans une situation oU des
intervallee sont presentés dans le Marne mode sensoriel. De
la Mame flacon, ron peUt se demander sibtigalite des VAR

. (TR)o et 'VAR (TR), serait maintenue pour des durées de
rordre de 1 sec. :On peUt Suptioser que la variance du
Systeme de chronometrage interne aurait alors aUgmentée se
traduisant en une VAR (TR), plus grande.

De .plUs, ces résultats mattent en doute la genéralité des
, MOdeles'.courants° de discrimination de durée (ALLAN et

KRISTOFFERSON, 1974). En effet, toOs ces modeles consi-
.derent que la representation interne club intervene donne est
lë résultat d'une operation de chronometrage sur toute
re.tendue de cet intervalle. Or, dans le present travail il est
apparent que le chronometrage se termlne bien avant la fin
des intervalles Iongs. Enfln, la poursJite. de ce travail aura
certainement des implications pour rétude de rinteraction
entre des processus efférents et dese processus afférents
dans remission d'une reponie motrice.

9 5
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ATTENTION DEMANDS OF
MOVEMENTS: A CRITIQUE
OF THE PROBE TECHNIQUE'
Alen W.'Salmohl
Laurentian University

* S. John Sullivan
.Janet.t.. Starkes
University of Waterldo

. ,
:. In Teeent years much research has focused on the attention, '

demands of information prodessing. More specifically,
different authtirs have attempted to study the demands of
Individualprocesses within the information-processing
model. For example, POSNER -andKEELE (1969) found that
response initiation was demanding while moverrient itself. --
appeared not to require attention. MUch of what 'We know
about the attention demands of movement control was
derived by using the secontary task technique and more
specifically, the probe technique. With the .latter technique
the subject is asked to respond to,an auditory signal.(probe)

" While simultaneously performing a movement. The attention
demands .of different Processes Is inferred by having, the
onset ..ef. the probe occur at different points within the
Movement (e.g., the probe might be" initiated simultaneously
to the onset of movement).;Thetubject's.reaction time (RT) to .

theprobe is then meaSured. If RT is delayed inpomparison tc
a control condition where the suPject simply reaCte to the'
probe without ptoducing the movement, then that process is
said to4be -attention demanding.

As can be attested to bymany researchers', the measurement
of RT can becontaminated by manyextraneous factors, other.
thin those of interest. For *Ample, if the' subject Vies to'
'anticipate the onset of.. the signal, RT can be greatly
diminished it the subject is correct Or greatly elevated if he is
incorrect. -In particular, a diminished RT to the probe would
'be Interpreted aea.decreasein the attention demands of the
Process in qUestion. Obviousii then, the experimenter.tries to

:eliminate. as many of these Contaminating factors as possible:
. . . .

When subjects are presented a serlei of mutually eirclusive
eVents, as tiley are withthe probe technique, they will develop
subjective probabilities for the PcCurrence of the different
events, 4cording to MOWBRAY (1964). For example, if the
Probe were presented sometime during everyirial or move-
!pent (e.g., ELLS1 1973); the subject would becOme more and

. A mcire certain that the probe Would occur at the next instant in
.time as the required movement was completed: TyPically,
Movements are made to some type Of end point such the; the
nearer the subject Moves toWards this point the,mors certain
he would be that theprobe would occur in the next instant.
thin§ catch trials .(probe frequency of two-thirds) as POSNER

. 'and -KEELE (1b69) did, would diminish this .changing
prObability effect to aome degree, but indeed, regardless-of
.the probe frequency adopted for a given eXperiment there

. will' not be a match between the subjective and .objective
'probabilities for event .Oacurrence.

DRAZIN (1961) Studied the 'effects of stimulus frequency and
,rangé of foreperiods on RT. He, found that decreasing
stimulus probability by increasing the number of catch 'trials
increased the average RT:- Applied to the probe studies this
would predict that RT for trials with a probe frequency of two-
thirds would be slower than with the probe on every trial.
ORAZIN (1961) also tound that regardless of the range of
foreperiods used for a series of trials,lheehortest foreperiod
within a range pcoduced the longest RTs (immediate

.,.
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'oreperiod effect). Analogously, It would be predicted that
RTe irJr probe positions early in a moVementwould be slower
than RTs for later probe positions. Thus, the shape of the
Cunie relating RT to probe position in a movement might be
quite different depending on the probe frequency used, ,
regardiess Of underlying attention demande of-the move- -
ment.

. _

In comparing probe RTs from the studies by PASNERend-:-
KEELE(1969) and ELLS (1973) with probe frequencies of.
tWO-thirds and three-thirds respectively, the former authors.
found Probe'RT to be elevated early and late in the movement
(a V-shaped curve), while Ells fotind RT to be elevated only ..

early-in the Movement (negatively accelerating curve). Thus .

both authors concluded that response initiation was.attention
demanding. However, there wits no apparent reason for the
difference in. findings for 'Imtion demands at the end
(target) of the movement r1/47. -,,fat I of the present study
was an attempt:to clarify t ,crepancy simply by varying .

probe frequincy for (dew 1. movements. Experiment
II looked at a teChniqu* , .1, supposedly' nullified the
immediate foreperiod Afft.:;.

EXPERIMENT I

, Method

Subjects

Twenty-four male and female, students from the Univereity of
Waterloo served as subjects for Experiment I:Subjecti were
'randomly assigned to one of .three groups; the groups
differed only in the probe frequencyoduringteeting (1/3, 2/3, Or
3/3). Thus there were eight subjectseach in three independent
groups. '

Apparatus and task

The task and apparatus were basically the same for each
experiment and therefore will be described extensively 'only

'once. The equipment consisted of a typical ;linear slide
apparatus', two 1 000rsecond timers, three micro switchesi a
buzzer and a reaction time key. The slide was constructed, of

. two 90 cm stainless-steel-rode (1,7 cm diameter) mounted in
parallel btit offset. suet' that one rod was higher and tUrther
forward than the other.. The stand and end pieces were also
made of stainleis-steel. Each rod supported a ball-bushing

osieeye and these were linked by a metal housing to form an
almost frictionless slide. A handle attached to the front of the
slid., was graiped by the subject for movement production. A
metal pointer attached to the handle was used to align the

,slide with a target. A plywood barrier in front and on top of the
slide prevented the subject from seeing any of the apparatus
-except his handle. A moveable target (2 cm X 10 cm).was
attached to the. barrier.
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One clock was used to measure movement time (MT) and
thus was attached to one micro switch which was initiated by
the slide leaving the start position and a second switch, which
was activated when the slide crossed a point one cm from the
target (the second switch was so positioned in case the
subject undershot the required - movement). The second
clock was used to measure the subject's RT to the auditory
probe and thus was attached to a moveable reed switch,
which could be placed anywhere in the movement and
activated the clock and buzzer when the slide crossed over it.
This clock was also attached to the RT key which stopped the
clock and buzzer when the subject lifted his left index finger.

The subject's primary task was to move the slide from right to
left to the des'gnated target.. He was instructed to be as
accurate as possible in moving to the target and was given
knowledge of results (KR) concerning MT and constant error
about the target. In Experiment I the subject's task was to
move either 41 cm in two sec. or 20 cm in one sec. The
subject's secondary task was to lift his left index finger from
the RT key as quickly as possible, if and when the buzzer
sounded. probe positions for the 41 cm movement were at 1,
14, 27 and '40 cm 'and 1, 7, 13 and 19 cm for the 20 cm
mOvement Depending on the condition the subject was in,
the probe occurred on one-third, two-thirds or all of the trials.

Procedures

Subjects were brought into the. testing room and a brief
explanation of the primary (moving to the target) and secon-
dary (reacting to the pi-obe) tasks followed. It was
emphasized that attention should be focused on the move-
ment to_the_target_Eollawing_thejastructionsthesubjects
were given a few practice trials to acquaint them with the
proper MT and procedures for a trial. In Experiment I

subjects experienced the probe at each of the four probe
positions, for each of the two movement distances. Once
through these eight positions was termed an experimental
cycle, Each subject completed four experimental cycles. In
addition, each subject Completed two control cycles during
which the e'xperimenter completed the movement to the
target (the subject just watching) and the subject simply
reacted to the probe. It should be noted that different groups
of subjects received a different total number of trials (probe +
catch trials) depending on the probe frequency. For example,
the subjects who received the probe on every trial had 48
total trials ((4 + 2 cycles) X 8 = 48 total trials]. Subjects in the
two-thirds probe frequency condition received 72 total trials
((4 + 2 cycles) X 8 = 48 probed trials + 24 catch trials = 72
total trials]. Subjects in the one-third condition received 144
total trials.

9 7

Design

The design for Experiment I was, a probe Frequency .X
experimental and control Cycles x movement Length X
probe Position, 3 X 6 X 2 X 4 arrangement, with repeated
measures on all factors except the first. However, for analysis
purposes the control and experimental Cycles were'
separated. This design allowed for a comparison of the
effects of probe Frequency and probe Position on probe RT.
It was expected that there would be significant main effects of
probe Position and probe Frequency, as well as a Position x
Frequency interaction. Of major concern was the expectation
that the different probe frequencies would produce different
shaped curves relating probe RT to probe Position.

Results

Experimental Cycles .
Analysis of the four experimental Cycles revealed that probe
RT increased as probe frequency decreased from three-
thirds to one-third. RT for the three Frequency conditions was
252 (23), 274 (2,3) and 314 msec. (!3) respectively, producing a
significant Frequency main effect with F (2,21) = 3.58, p <
.05. As well, RT decreased with practice over the four
experimental Cycles, with F (3,63) = 14.47, p < .01. Probe RT
was slower for the probe Positions at the beginning and end
of the movement than for the two middle positions, with F
(3,63) = 10.25, p < .01. Of major interest however was the
significant interaction between probe Frequency and probe
Position with F (6,63) = 4.62, p < .01. It can be seen from
Figure 1 that the curves of probe Position plotted separately
for each probe Frequency tend to be V-shaped except for the
three-thirds probe Frequency condition. For each frequency
probe RT was elevated for the probe Position atthe begin-
ning of the movement, Probe RT decreased for the two
middle Positions and then increased again for the probe.
Position near the target, except for the three-thirds Frequen-
cy in which probe FIT continued to decrease below the level of
the middle Positions. A trend analysis of these three con-
ditions revealed the one-third and two-thirds Frequencies to
have only a significant quadratic component, with F (1,63) =
12.62 and 16.45 respectively, p < .01, whereas the three-
thirds condition had only a significant linear component with
r (1,63) 28779, p c .01. A significant probe Frequency X
Cycles interaction, F (6,63) = 2.39, p < .05 indicated that
although all three probe Frequencies showed a decrease in
probe RT with practice this effect was much more
pronounced for the one-third condition. Although there was a
significant probe Frequency X Cycles X probe Position
interaction, with F (18,189) = 1.84, p < .05 there was no
consistent trend within this effect.

Control Cycles

Only the main effects of probe Frequency. Cycles and probe.
Position reached significance for the control cycles. The
former two were indentical trends to the experimental Cycles,
Probe RT was elevated only for the first probe position and
declined after that within the probe Position main effect.
Figure 1 shows the three control condition curves plotted
separately for each probe Frequency. It can be seen that
control RT is generally 50-100 msec. faster than probe RT
during the experimental Cycles.

Discussion

In studying the attention demands of movement control
POSNER and KEELE (1969) found that attention was elevated
during response initiation and as the subject approached the
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Figure 1 - Mean probe RT as a function of probe position
plotted separately for each probe frequency.
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target at the end of the movement. During the middle of the
movement probe RT was only elevated slightly above the
control condition. Similarly, ELLS (1973) found response
initiation to be attention demanding, however he did not find
the same elevation in probe RT as the subject approached
the target. A reason for this difference was not immediately
apparent. There was some speculation that the difference
may have been due to a difference in MT as MT in Ells' study
was 200-300 msec. shorter than in Posner's and Kee le4s

. study. This shorter MT may have lent to some type of
preprogramming strategy, (SCHMIDT & RUSSEL, 1973),
which, if true, would be expected to lower attention at the
target since termination of the movement at the desired spot
would have been programmed before the movement began.
However, Ells' movement times were 300-400 msec., which
are somewhat long for a preprogramming-strategy explana-
tion to be feasible.

Not considered was the difference in probe frequency
between the two studies;Ells' subjects experienced the probe
on every trial, while Posner's and Kee le's subjects received
the probe only on two-thirds of the trials. That this difference
might be important is evidenced by the fact that DRAZIN

\(1961) found differences in stimulus frequency to affect the
shape of the RT curve of foreperiod length plotted against RT.
Instead of -cOnsidering time into a movement Drazin dealt with
the' passage of time into a foreperiod. With a stimulus
probability of 1.0 (similar to a probe frequency of three-
thirds) he obtained a negatively accelerating curve represen-
ting time into a foreperiod plotted against RT. In addition, with
a stimulus probability of 0.5 (between probe frequenciet of

_____one4faird-and4wo-thir-ils)-the-etffve-was-V--shapetk-These-two
shapes are identical to the shapes found by POSNER and
KEELE (1969) and ELLS (1973). In addition. these shapes
were duplicated in the present study using probe frequency
of one-third, two-thirds and .three-thirds, the latter two
duplicating the probe frequencies used by POSNER and
KEELE (1969) and ELLS (1973). By drawing an analogy
between time into a foreperiod and time into a movement it
becomes apparent that probe frequency is an important
factor in drawing cpnclusions about the attention demands of
movement control. In this regard, it is extremely important
that the appropriate control condition is used since, as can be
seen from Figure 1 the shapes of the control curves also
change with probe frequency. Part of the assumption in using
the probe technique is the fact that the slower the probe RT
the greater the attention demands of the process being
studied. In the present study probe frequency &so affected
the average probe RT. ThUs it is apparent that in order for
studies to be comparable probe frequency must be con-
sidered. If this is not done conclusions regarding.underlying
processes will be difficult to make since different studies.
using different probe frequencies will not be comparable. It is
suggested therefore that in the future, researchers adopt a
consistent probe frequency.

9 9

It was thought that the shorter movement distance (20 cm)
would be more attention demanding than the longer distance
(40 cm). A typical finding in motor short-term memory
research (e.g., STELMACH and WILSON, 1970) has been that
shorter movements have been more detrimentally affected by
lack of space in the central processor. This has been taken as
evidence that short movements are more attention deman-
ding than long movements. However, in the present experi-
ment there was no difference in probe RT for the 20 and 41
cm movement lengths. These two distances may not have
been short or long enough, however, to produce a difference
in probe RT.

If indeed anticipation of the onset of the probe can have such
a great effect on the shape of the attention demand curve,
then it may be desirable to eliminate the expectancy effect as
much as possible. With the probe occurring on every trial
there is a change in the probability that the probe will occur at
the next probe position, as the movement is completed
toward the target. If, for example, there are four probe
positions, then the probabilities that the probe will occur at a
certain position, .given that it has not yet occurred at a
preceding position are 0.25, 0.33, 0.50, and 1.0. That is, if the
probe has not occurred at the first three positions it must
occur at the last position. A technique- to prevent this
probability change was developed by NAATAN EN (1970). The
above effect depends 'on the fact that the subject will
experience the probe an equal number of times at each
position. By systematically decreasing the number of stimuli
at each foreperiod (or probe position) and adding a sufficient
number of catch trials, Naatanerr held the stimulus
pr ub1IttteS n st an r cr0 ss1orepertodsWtttTln 54 Taal
trials the absolute stimulus frequencies for three foreperiods
was 18, 12, and 8. Thus, the probability that the stimulus
would be delivered at each foreperiod was:

18 = 1 , 12 or 12 = 1 , 8 or 8 = '1
54 3 54-18 36 3 54-18-12 24 3

plus 54-18-12-8 = 16 catch trials.

Using this technique Naatanen was able to eliminate the
immediate foreperiod effect, since the shortest foreperiods
did not produce the longest RT. This technique was adopted
in Experiment-II to see what effect it would have on the shape
of the attention demand curve. It is important that subjects
are able to -distinguish among the various probe positions
within a movement. Changing the frequency of occurrence of
each position cannot be effective unless a distinction is made
among the positions. Therefore it would be best to use a long
movement distance.
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EXPERIMENi II

Method

Subjects

our students from the University of Waterloo served as
subjects for Experiment II..

Apparatus and Task

The apparatus and task were identical to Experiment I with a
few minor exceptions. A single movement length. of 50 cmi
was used with a desired MT of 1 000 msec. The four probe

,positions were at 1, 17, 33 and 49 cm.

Procedures

Basic procedures were the same for Experiments I and II. In
Experiment II subjects experienced the probe at each of the
four probe positions, but unlike Experiment I, the absolute
frequency at each position was not equal. An attempt was
made to produce a probe probability of .025 at each probe
position: It should be noted here that the exact desired
probability is not always easily obtained, since half trials are
not possible and a very. large number of trials is not always
feasible. Each subject completed two cycles of '64 trials each,
with a five minute rest between cycles. During 64 trials the
subjebt experienced the probe in the first position 16 times
("As% = 0.25), the second positibn 12 times

I Discussion

The former three curves are very similaftto those obtained by
Naatanen (1970), since his results demonstrated that the

içngest foreperiods produced the longest RT, although this
s not true of every. subject. Some subjects continued to

produce the longest RT with the shortest foreperiod
(immediate foreperiod effect). In the present study the
longest RT was associated with the target probe position,
analogous to the longest fore riod..
If we can assume that tij9bnique indeed minimizes the
immediate foreperiod. effect it seems safe to suggest that
response initiation does cause an increase in probe RT, and
that the elevated RT is not simply an artifact of the probe
frequency: That is, response initiation is attention demanding.
It is somewhat puzzling why probe RI' at the target probe
position is so elevated. This effect is very similar to that found
in Experiment I for the two-thirds and one-third probe
frequencies. Indeed, inspection of the curves in Figures 1 and
2 reveals very few differences. Even with an equalization of
probe occurrence frequencies 'there is no guarantee that
subjective frequencies follow the same pattern. This is
evident in Figure 2 by the individual differences present. It
would seem therefore, that equalizing probe occurrence
frequencies, has little advantage over the simple technique
used in Experiment II.

12 = 12 = 0.25 ,

64-16 48
the third position 9 times.

9 = 9 0.25 ,

64-16-12 36
and the fourth position 7 times

7 = 7 = 0.26
64-16-12-9 27

with an additional 20 catch trials. Presentation; of probe
positions was randomized over trials. Therefore, over 2
cycles subjects completed 128 trials.

On each trial the subject's RT to the probe, if it occurred, was
recorded. In addition the subject was given knowledge of
results concerning target accuracy and MT.

Results

Mean RT was calculated separately for each probe position
and for each subject (Figure 2). It can be seen that threeof
the four subjects produced probe position curves very similar
to the curves in Figure 1 for probe frequencies of one-third\
and two-thirds. That is, probe RT was elevated at the begin- \
ning and end of the movement. A fourth subject produced
a negatively accelerating curve similar to the curve in Figure 2

\
for the three-thirds condition.
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Figure 2 - Mean probe RT as a function of probe position plotted separately for each subject.
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EFFECT OF THE COMPLEXITY OF A PREVIOUS RESPONSE
, UPON REACTION TIME TO A SUBSEQUENT STIMULUS'

Donald S. dlegel
Department of Physical Education
Smith College

When a response is executed to each of two stimuli separated
by interstimulus intervals (ISIs) of 500 msec or less, the
reaction 'time to the second stimulus (RT2) is usually found.
to be abnormally prolonged. The reason for this phen-
omenon is not entirely clear, although two prOminent ex-
planations have been contending over the past 25 years. On
the one hand are those who attribute this delay in RT, to a
single-channel mechanism in the brain, of limited capacity,
which links stimulus reception to response execution (WEL-
FORD, 1952 ; 1959 ; 1967 ; DAVIS, 1956 ; 1959 ;,1962 ; 1965 ;
POULTON, 1972). Such a mechanism has been hypothe-
sized to be restricted to dealing with only one stimulus event
'at a time.. A Subsequent stimulus (S2) arriving prior to com-
pletion of the processing of the preceding stimulus (S,)
is believed to be held in short-term memory (POULTON,
1972), and admitted into the channel only after S, has been
read out.

A rival explanation proposes that delays in RT2 are simply a
consequence of Ss' lack of .expectancy for the arrival of S2
(HICK, 1948 ; POULTON, 1950 ; ELITHORN and LAWRENCE,
1955 ; ADAMS, 1962 ; 1964; NICKERSON, 1965). Expectancy
theorists contend that when a very long, short, or infrequent
ISI occurs, the S is not ready to respond, and thus RT2
becomes prolonged. This position also connotes that a S can
be a multichannel processor of closely paired stimuli
provided ihat the S is practiced in the testing situation, and is
able to optimally anticipate the arrival time of S2.

In light of the criticisms lodged against previous studies
which have attempted to discriminate between single-
channel and expectancy explanations for delays in RT2, when
the ISI is small, the present investigation intrOduced an
additional factor which could possibly clearify which theory
more adequately accounts for the empirical data. In earlier
studies, complexity of the serial responses was totally
-neglected as a test variable as simple key releasing and
pressing, or short lever movements were predominently used
to indicate occurrence of signaling stimuli. However,
response complexity would seem to be an important variable
in serial response investigations as evidence has been
garnered indicating that reaction time (RT) becomes inflated
for more complicated movements (HENRY, 19604
GLENCROSS, 1972 ; 1973). If this inflation in RT can be
assumed to reflect additional internal processing necessary
to initiate the appropriate response, single-channel and
expectancy theories would have differing deductions concer-
ning the effect that an initially complex response should have
on the magnitude of RT2. Whereas single-channel theorists
would predict inflated RT2 values because the single-channel
would be occuppied by the ,additional time required to
process Si, indicated by a longer RT1, expectancy theorists
would contend that RT2 should be unaffected by such
increaseS in RT, since RT2, .according to their viewpoint,
varies because of Ss' uncertainty as to S2s arrival time. The
latter proponents do not recognize the degree of processing
required for Si to be related to RT2. Thus, in the serial

Although opinion presently seems to favor the single-channel response testing situation, if the movement complexity of the
explanation (BERT.ELSON, 1966 ; SMITH. 1967 ; WELFORD, first response is increased, while the probability of a par-1967) since a S's expectancy for the arrival of S2 can account ticular ISI Occurring on any, trial is held constant, i.e.,for only part of the delay observed in R T2, a

truly_stis_-____expectancy-of-S2s-arrival-neld.constant-inflatto-nrOTRTi-TvailiF---cilmrriatairle-ST of the two hypotheses is not in evidence.
Previous studies undertaking such an endeavor have chosen
to'vary the statistical structure of the' ISI for the purpose of
!raking some intervals more likely to occur than others
.(ADAMS, 1962 ; BORGER, 1963 ; DAVIS, 1965). Expectancy
theorists have argued that if a particular ISI occurs more
regularly than another, one, the S will be more expectant at
that ISI and consequently show accompanying decreases in
RT2. Conversely, single-channel proponents have contended
that delays in RT2 are caused only by the absolute value of the

and not the relative frequency of how often a particular
interval occurs within a series of ISIs. Unfortunately, these
deductions have not been adequately tested since crucial
investigations have been seriously questioned as to data
interpretation and experimental validity (DAVIS, 1956; 1965 ;

1966 ; HICK and WELFORD, 1956 ; KARLIN, 1965 ; ANNETT,
1965'; SMITH, 1967).

1. This researdh was done in partial fulfillment for the degree of
Doctor of Education in Physical Education at the University of
North Carolina at Greensboro under the direction of Dr. Pearl
Berlin.
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more easily be accounted for in terms of single-channel
theory. This would connote sequential processing in that the
increased processing of Si was delaying the access of S2 to
the limited mechanism. Conversely, if no change in RT2
occurred by varying' the complexity of the initial serial
response, multichannel processing would seem to be evident
and an expectancy explantion for the phenomenon, more
tenable, since the processing of S2 could probably occur
concurrently with that of SI.

The present study attempted to test which theory best
accounts for variation in RT2 when the complexity of .the initial
response in a serial task was varied. Response sequences
included : (a) executing a simple response following a simple
response (SS), (b) execuiing, a simple response following a
complex response (CS), (c) executing a complex response
following a simple-,response: (SC), and (d) executing a
cornplex response:following a complex response (CC). Ad-
ditionally. ISIs within each sequence were varied by 100. 200-,
400, and 800 msec in, a constrained random- order. This
provided for each ISI to occur an equal number of times in
each response condition, thus controlling Ss' expectancy of
S2 across blocks. Comparisons of interest were SS with CS,
and SC with-CC.
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SECONDARY PROBLEM

A secondary problem of the present study was to examine
individual differences In Ss' ability to execute fast, con-

) secutive responses to successive stimuli. ,If an individual has
/ a fast RT to a single stimulus, does he/she also respond

.` quickly to both initial and successive stimuli in a serial task ?
An earlier study (KROLL, 1969) demonstrated that Ss who
dIfferred on simple. unpaired RT, and RT1, did not show
differences in the absolute magnitude or pattern osf response
latencies to S. This finding, as Kroll indicated, seriously

. conflicted with single-channel theory since the e.ability to
respond quickly on.RTI should theoretically clear the channel
faster, allowing the processing of S2 to commence, thus
eventuating in smaller delays in RT2. Consequently, Kroll
suggested that the ability to execute fast, serial responses
may be a unique skill factor rather than a general capacity of
responding within a particular individual.

Thus, in ,addition to4examining the effect of responste com-
plexity and ISI on RT2, an attempt was made to replicate and
generalize Kroll's findings by analyzing dif1erences between
relatively fast and slow responders in simple non-serial RT,
and their RT25 across differing serial response sequences
and ISIs.

METHOD

Subjects

Data for this study were generated from 24 female, right-
handed volunteers, who were in attendance at the University
of North Carolina at Greensboro. Their ages ranged from
18-33 years. ._

Responses

The complex .response.(CR) consisted of the motor pattern
that HENRY (1960) adapted from HOWELL (1953). It entailed
a S, while seated at a,table upon which the test apparatus was
located, to move her arm in a zig-zag fashion. At the sound of
a stiMulus buzzer lasting 30 msec the S moved her hand, as
quickly as possible off of a RT switch (SW1), reaching forward
30 cm, and upWard 15 cm to strike a tennis ball with the back
of her hand, closing dummy switch (SW2), reversing direction
to go diagonally back to another dummy switch (SW3) on the
baseboard, located parallel and 30 cm to the left or right of
SW1, and then reversing direction again and going upward 15
cm and forward 30 cm to pull down another tennis ball which
was attached by a string lo-dummy switch (SW4). Figure 1
contains illustrations of the apparatus and movement pattern
selected for the CR.

_-
The simple response (SR) consisted of the S lifting her index
finger'ofrof a-RT key at the sound of the-stimulus buzzer (see
Figure 1).

104
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Figure 1 - Experimental apparatus and response conditions.

Pc
A = Simple-Simple
B = Simple-Complex
C = Complex-Simple
D Complex-Complex ,

AI = First Tennis Ball
AP = Second Tennis Ball

SW1 = Switch
SW2 = Dummy Switch
SW3 = Dummy Switch
SW5 = Dummy Switch
WI. = Warning Light
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Procedures

Five experimentaL sessions were required for each S.
Although every effort was made to order these for con-
secutive days and similar daily times, laboratory availability
and Ss' schedules did not always coincide. However, no S
completed the five 'sessions over a period longer than eight
days, and ell performed daily within two hours of the time of
their initial visit.

Sessions 1 and 2 were utilized for obtaining estimates of each
S's RT for each response task, i.e., CR and SR performed
separately. Suqh measures were necessary for dividing the
24 Ss into two grciups of 12 Ss, with one being relatively fast in-
non-serial RT when compared to the other.

For each of the first two sessione, 50 CR and 50 SR RT trials
for each hand were administered to each S. These 200 trials
were grouped Into 4 CR and 4 SR blocks. Each one consisted
of 25 trials including 5 randomly placed catch trials, i.e., trials
upon which the stimulus buzzer did not occur. The eight
response blocks were assigned to Ss in a random order on
each of the first two sessions.

A trial began with the illumination of a red warning signal
located 26 cm above the table top upon which the apparatus
was located, and directly in front of the seated S. This signal
initiated a preparatory interval which occUrred in a con-
strained 'random order from 1-4 seconds. The stimulus
buzzer then signaled, and the S executed the appropriate
response called for by the particular block. Ten seconds were
allowed between the end of one trial and the beginning of the
next, while a two minute rest period was given between
blocks. The dependent variable was the mean RT for each S,
in each response condition, for éh of the fiTet two sessions.

During Sessions 3-5 each S was required to perform four
different blocks of trials in which responses were executed in
a sequential fashion (Figure 1). Additionaly, auditory stimuli
signaling the initiation of each response were separated by
ISIs of 100, 200, 400, and 800 msec.,These were varied in a
constrained random order within each of the four blocks.
Block 1 entailed executing the SR following the SR (SS).
Block 2, executing the SR following the CR (CS), Block 3,
executing the CR following, the SR (SC), and Block 4,
executing the CR folloWing the CR (CC). Each block consisted
of 4,5 trials, containing 5 randomly placed catch trials for the
second response. In all blocks, and over all trials, the left
hand responded to the Nest stimulus (S1), while the right hand
responded to the second stimulus (S2). As in Sessions 1 and
2, trials were initiated by the red warning light, which was
followed by a preparatory interval of 1-4 seconds. Blocks
were also assigned randomly to each S during each of these
sessions. Ten seconds were permitted between trials, and a
two minute rest period given between blocks. The dependent
measures analyzed were the IRTs to initial (Si) and successive
(S2) stimuli, i.e., RT1 and RT2, within ISIs, response blocks,
and sessions.

During all sessions, Hunter Interval Timers, model 111B, were
used to set preparatory, Interstimulus, and stimulus duration
intervals. RTs were measured by clocks manufactured by
Lafayette Electronics, model 54014.

RESULTS

Non-serial RTs for CR and SR and Speed Grouping

A repeated measures MANOVA, using mean session, right
hand RTs was performed to determine whether latencies for
CR and SR decreased from Session 1 to 2, F(2,22) = 9.58, p <
.01. Session 2 values, when simultaneously considered were
found to be faster than those for Session 1. CR RT was
reduced by 24 msec, while SR RT decreased by 12 msec.
Table I presents CR and SR P.Ts for the first two sessions.

Table I - Reaction Times for Each Task During Each Ses-
siona.

Response Hand Mean SD

Simple Right 153 25

Simple Left 153 24

Session 1 Complex Right 219 30

Complex Left 224 34

Simple Right 141 29
Simple Left 138 28

Session 2 Complex Right 195

Complex Left 202
.31

34

8 All values in msec.'

Correlation coefficients between the derived canonical
variable and each dependent variable were respectively .99
and .46 for CR and SR RTs. Since CR latencies weighed more
heavily as a discriminator between sessions, its median value
on Session 2 was calculated and used as the criterion for
dividing Ss into relatively fast and slow groups. However, a
possibility still existed that such a division based cin CR times
alone would prove inadequate when SR times for Session 2
were simultaneously considered, since Ss :iwho exhibited
relatively small CR latencies need not necesegily show fast
SR times. Thus, a discriminant analysis using both SR and CR
measures as predictors of group affiliation was run. The,
results confirmed the assignment of all Ss to their respective
CR RT groupings. Table II contains RT data on each 'response
task for each of the two groups.
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Table II - Reaction Times for Fast and Slow groups on
Session 2

Group Response Hand Mean SD

Fast , Simple Right 123 15
N = 12 Complex Right 171 16

Slow Simple Right 1,80 29
N = 12 Complex Right

..
219 23

Analysis of RTI

An ANOVA for repeated measures was run to determine the
effect of initial response complexity and ISI on RTI. Fast and
slow groups of Ss were nested across the four response
sequence tplocks, foUr ISIs, and three sessions. The depen-
dent variable was mean RT2 for each S in each conditiOn.

Response Blo'cks

RT2 for the four serial response blocks was significant, F(3,66)
= 208.23, p < .01. A Neuman-Keuls test revealed the four
'treatment means to be significantly different, p .01 (Table I'l ).,
As deduced from single-channel theory, RT2 was significantly
prolonged when the initial response was more complex, i.e.,' All values in msec.
CS > SS, and CC > SC. Variation of response blocks.in the
serial task accounted for a majority of the observed variance
in R12, w2 = 57%.

Table III - RT25 for Fast and Slow Groups. Within Response Blocks and ISI Conditions'.

Response Blocks ISI

100 200 400 800 Group Block

Fast Slow Fast Slow Fast Slow Fast Slow Mean Mean

Fast

Slow
SS

200

234

171

193

147

177

171

200

172

201

187

Fast

Slow
CS

314

342

292

313

319

350

276

328 t

300,

333
317

Fast

Slow
SC

226

279

190

234

178'

231

202

264

199

252
226

Fast

Slow
CC

344

_415- -

325 350 300 330

357
356 383

Group Mean 271 318 245 278 249 288 237 287

ISI Mean 295 262 269 262

2 All values in msec.

ISI

The factor of ISI was also found to be significant, F(3,66)
22.10, p < .01. However, a Neuman-Keuls post-hoc te
revealed that a difference existed only between the 100 mse
ISI, and those at 200, 400, and 800 msec, p < .01 (Table 3)
Since each ISI had an equal probability of occurring within a
reaponse block, this finding seemed to support single-
channel theory since RT2 was longest .at the shortest ISI.
However, it is not clear why RT2 did not decrease as ISIs
'increased from 200 to 400 msec, and from 400 to 800 msec,
The percentage of variance in RT2 found to be attributable to
ISI was small, w2 = 2%.

I
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Response Blocks X 181

An unanticipated result was the finding of, a significant
interaction between response blocks and 151, F(9,198) as

19,70, p < .01. As seen In Figure 2, the significant Interaction
seems to be a consequence of the differing patterns among
blocks at the 400 main ISI. CS and CC sequences paralled
one another, as did SS and SC Such a finding of Inflated RI/

values at the 400 msec 1S1 for sequences with an initially
oomplex response may indicate that the single-channel
processing mechanism was occupied because of move-
ment monitoring when St arrived. In contrast, the SS and SC
sequences probably showed a decreasing pattern at this
Interval since by 400 msec the Initial response was completed
whon St arrived, and attention could be exclusively devoted
to, the processing of the next response. This Interaction
accounted for a small part of the variation. of RTI, wt la 2%.

Figura 2 - Graphic Illustration of the response blocks x 191 Interaction.
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Non-serlal RT, RTI, and RT2

In order to determine whether relatively fast and slow non-
serial RT groups remained intact when RTI was examined, a
second identical ANOVA was run using RT1, i.e., initial paired
RT in the serial task, as the dependent variable, F(1,22) =
23.81, p < .01. This indicated that groups differed significant=
ly ,in the anticipated direction on RTI (Table IV).

Table IV - RTIs for Fast and Slow Groups. Within Response Blocke and ISI Conditions 6.

Response Blocks ISI

100 200 400 800 Group Block

Fast Slow Fast Slow Fast Slow Fast Slow Mean Mean

Fast

Slow
SS

118

149

121

149

123

153 .

123

154

121

151

136

Fast

Slow
CS

170

215

170

210

173

216

174

221

172

216
194

Fast

Slow
SC

145

164

133

173

134

175

135

177

137

172
155

Fast

Slow
CC

178

221

171

223

173

218

178

222

175

221
198

'Group Mean 153 187 149 189 151 191 153 194

IS! Mean 170 169 171 174

All values in msec.

The variance analysis using RT2 as the dependent variable
Wei also significant, F(1,22) = 11.78, p <' .01. On both
ANOVAS group classification did not interact with any other
factors, thus fast .and slow responders in a non-serial RT task,
in contrast- to Kroll's (1969) findings, remained so across all
conditiors for RT, and RT2..For RT2, w2 = 5%.

DISCUSSION

Does the complexity of the initial
response affect RT2?

From the data generated in the present study, RT2 was
significantly delayed in sequential response conditions in
which the CR was required as the initial response, i.e., CS >
SS, and CC > SC. This effect was found across and within as
in tt. present investigation an increase in initial response
complexity associated with it, the longer will be the occupa-
tion of the single-channel, and the greater the delay in RT2.

109
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Do Individuals having fast RT to a eingle
stimulus also have fasf RTIs and BIT2s?

The finding that Ss grouped into RT speed categories based
on single measures of RT generated during Sessions 1 and 2.
maintained their relative group positions across all response
bloäks, IV% and sessions when RT2s were compared was
contriry to Kroll'ssesults. Inspection of RTIs for each group
demonstrated similar findings. In contrast to Kroll's con-
bltisions, the present findings seem to be in accord with
single-channel theory as speedier processing of SI seemed
to free the channel faster for subsequent processing of S2.
Consequently, a general, rather than specific, RT speed
factor for executing fast responses, separately or con-
secutively seemed to exist in the Ss used in this study.

A possible, although not probable, explanation for the dis-
parity in results may be offered in terms of learning. Kroll
allowed four days of practice in a single response situation,
and six days in a dual one. Additionally, response complexity
was not a factor in his study, hence each S had more practice
time on the SS block, which was exclusively used. The overall
trend ii the present study was for the two groups to merge on
RT2 from Session 3 to Session 5. However, even in Session 5
the two groups differed significantly.,Subsequent research
investigating differing RT2 patterns between fast and slow
groups of Ss over an extended time period would seem to be
needed to adequately resolve these conflicting results.

1 1 0
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SPECIFIC AND NON-SPECIFIC FATIGUE EFFECTS ON THE TIMING
PERFORMANCE OF WELL-PRACTICED SUBJECTS

Craig A. Wrisbefg
William G. Herbert
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State UniversitY
Division of Health,
Physical Education, and Recreation

The problem of performing or learning motor skills under
'Conditions of physical fatigue has occupied the attention of
practitioners for many years. Investigators of fatigue effects
have typically employed a simple transfer paradigm in which
a portion of subjects are fatigued during Day 1 acq0sition
trials and then are switched to non-fatigue practice (i.e.,
control conditions) on Day 2 (SCHMIDT. 1969). If fatigue
depresses the performance of experiment& subjects on Day
1 only, then it is considered a performance variable. However,
should decrements persist after transfer t non-fatigue prac-
tice on Day 2 then fatigue is concIuded to be a learning
variable as well. That is. practice under fatigue conditions is
assumed to distort mechanisms which govern learning as
well as performance.

Research in this area has indicated that fatigue is principally a
performance variable ; practice in a state of physical fatigue
results in immediate motor performance impairment but
motor learning is largely unaffected (ALDERMAN, 1965;
CARRON, 1969 ; COTTEN, THOMAS, SPIETH, & BIASIOTTO,
1972 ; COTTEN, SPIETH,. THOMAS, & BIASIOTTO, 1974 ;
PACK, COTTEN, & BIASIOTTO, 1974 ; SCHMIDT, 1969).
Exceptions are reported only in studies in which fatigue has
been vigorously manipulated (BARNETT, ROSS, SCHMIDT,
& TODD, 1973 ; CARRO.N, 1972 ; CARRON & FERCHUK,
1971 ; GODWIN & SCHMIDT, 1971). In sucp experiments
extremely high levels ofjetigue, usually induced both before
and between acquisition trials, have been found to depress
learning as well as performance.

A basic requirement of the performance-learning transfer
design is the introduction of fatigue during acquisition of a
motor skill. One limitation to this paradigm is that it prevents
generalization of fatigue effects to the performance of well-
practiced subjects. Therefore, the purpose of the present
investigation was to determine whether either specific or non-
specific fatigue is capable of altering the performance of
subjects given greater opportunity to learn a motor task. An
absence of post-fatigue -performance decrement would
suggest that the command of motor performance factors
contributes to sustained performance under conditions of

'fatigue. .
METHOD

Subjects

Subjects were right-handed male undergraduate student
volunteers (N -= 24) from the basic instruction program. None
had eiperience on the experimental task.

Preliminary Testing

,After recruitment, subjects were assigned to one of three
treatment conditions (N = 8). Control subjects (C) received no
pre-experimental tests, while specific fatigue (SF) and non-
specific fatigue (NF) subjects were given preliminary exercise
tests to prescribe an appropriate fatigue treatment for the
experiment.

1 1 1

The potential for specific exercise in the SF group was
determined using a tensiometer (PacifiCScientific Co.) and
aircraft.cable apparatus. Subjects performed three maximal
static contractions with the right shoulder hdrizontal flexors,
while lying supine on a strength table. Following a brief rest, a
submaximal static contraction was held at a tension
equivalent to 25% of the highest maximal trial. Contraction
time (endurance) was measured (Sec) to the point where
subjects could not maintain (±2 tensiometer scale units) the
required force level. Fatiguing specific exercise for the SF
treatment was then defined as 90% of the endurance tirne (SF
group X = 125 sec) held at 25% of the subjects' maximal
force level (SF group X = 14.5 lb). .

The capacity, for non-specific exercise (treadmill running) was
determined in the NF subjects through measurement of the
maximal oxygen uptake (V02max). The VO2max
measurements were taken using an open circuit sistern
consisting of a Parkinson-Cowan CD-4 dry gas meter, a
Warren Collins Triple J breathing valve, 1.5 liter plastic-
aluminum collection bags and Beckman 0M-11 and LB-2
respiratory gas analyzers ; work was done on a Quinton 24-72
treadmill. The protocol consisted of a 5 min. walk at 3.5 mph,
followed by continuous running beginning at 5.0 mph on the
level and increasing in 2 mph increments every 2 min to 8.9
mph. Thereafter, further increments were given by increasing
grade from zero in 2% increments every 2 min until exhaus-
tion. Fatiguing non-specific exercise was defined for the
subsequent experiment as the workload (NF group X = 8.6
mph end 0.6% grade) estimated to elicit,90% of the VO2max
(NF group ) = 45.84 ml/kg-min) continued for 7 min.

Apparatus

A microswitch n d a hinged masonite target (12 cm square)
were mounted on top of a large table. The microswitch and
target were separated by a distance of 86 cm and were
mounted along a line parallel to and 30 cm from the edge of the
table. The subject was seated perpendicular to the movement
line facing the apparatus, with the microswitch on his right
and the target on his left. A .01 sec timer (Standard Type S-1,
6 v. dc clutch, 1-sec sweep) was connected to and placed on
top of a Reaction-Movement Timer (Lafayette Instruments
#63017) which was mounted on the table. The sweep hand
and face of the .01-sec timer were in full view of the subject
while the Reaction-Movement Timer was turned so the digital
time displays were vidible only to the experimenter. With the
target in 'the vertical position a set of contath points were
"closed" so that by depressing the microswitch a triai cycle
could be initiated. After a 4-sec delay the sweep hand began
moving from the 12 ,o'clock position in a-clockwise direction
-and Simultaneously time began to accumulate on the. digital
displays of the Reaction-Movement Timer. Releasing the
microswitch stopped the reaction time display and knotking
over the target "opened" the contacts and stopped both the
sweep hand and the total response time display..
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Procedure

As each subject arrived at the lab on Day 1, he was seated in
front of the apparatus centered between' and a comfortable

tarm's
length from the microswitch and target. The

on the
ition of

he chair was then recorded on a floor tape and note
subject's score sheet for reference on subsequent-test days.
The subject was then told that his task on each trial in the
experiment was to visually track the movement of The sweep
hand. Then, moving his right arm in a right-left honzontal
direction from the microswitch to the barrier, he was to
attempt to knock down the-target and stop the sweep hand at
the precise moment it completed half a revolution (500 msec).
After visually observing the end location of the sweep hand in
relation to half a revolution, the subject was instructed to
return the barrier to Zne vertical position, reset the sweep
hand by depressing a lever located at the base of the .01-sec
timer, . and await the next "Ready" command from the
experimenter. These commands occurred every 15 sec on
each test day and signalled the subject to depress the
microswItch with his right index finger .and prepare for the
next mOvement, of the sweep hand. The experimenter
reMinded each subject that stopping the sweep hand in a
position beyond half a revolution meant his response was
"too slow" while stopping it prior to half a revolution indicated
the response was "too fast." If there were no questions, the
subject was encouraged to 'do as well as,possible on each
trial and the experiment was begun. Response times were
recorded to the nearest msec on each trial.

Subjects were randomly assigned to one of three indepen-
dent treatment conditions (N = 8). All subjects were given
four consecutive days of practice (50 trials/day) on the timing
task under, non-fatigue conditions. However. on Day 5 motor,
performance was preceded in tWo-thirds of the subjects by
Cule of two types of fatiguing activity. Specific fatigue was

, induced in the SF group by a static contraction involving the
right arm and non-specific fatigue was imposed in the NF
group by a treadmill run, as prescribed from the preliminary
testing. Control subjects (C) received no fatigue treatment.
For Group SF, 15 sec elapsed between cessation of the static
exercise and beginning of motor performance trials. Subjects
in Group NF required 40 sec to move from the treadmiH and
begin Day 5 performance 'trials.
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RESULTS

Variable Error

The consistency of the subjects' responses at the end of Day
4 and immediately following fatigue treatment on Day 5 was
determined by calculating variable error (VE) on 'the final two
blocks of five trials on Day 4 and on the initial two Olocks on
Day 5 (Figure 1). There was an increase in variability in the
performance of Groups SF and NF on the first block of trials
following fatigue On Day 5 (D,B,). An analysis of variance
revealed a significant Groups x Blocks interaction, F (6,63) =
2.25, p = .05. SeParate ANOVA on each of the four blocks
indicated a significant VE difference among groups only on
D5B,, F (2,)21) = 3.47,.p < .05.

Constant Error

D,onstant. error (i.e., the average deviation of responses from
A00 msec with respect to algebraic sign, abbreviated CE) was
calculated on the same blocks of trials as that of VE in order
to determine response bias. Decrements due to a speeding
up or undershooting of the 500 msec criterion were reflected

. by a negative CE whereas a slowing down or overshooting
resulted in positive CE shifts. An inspection of block means
for the three groups revealed slight undershooting
throughout and an analysis of CE var. i:44 ,ndicated a non-
significant Groups X Blocks interactior = 1:36, p >
.05. However, large CE shifts present t.: ....a experimental
fatigue treatments on Trial 1 of Day 5 (DO-A were obviously
masked in the five-trial mean on D,131. Therefore, CE was
calculated on D,T, and D,T, and compared with the last
block on trials on Pay 4 (1)413,c, to determine the extent and
direction in which fatigue shifted the subjects' responses
(Figure 2). Of particular interest was the opposite directional
CE shift in initial post-fatigue performance of the two ex-
perimental conditions. While treadmill activity (Group NF)
appeared to induce a speeding Lip or undershooting of the
timing response, local static exercise (Group SF) caused at
least temporary slowing down or overshooting. An analysis of
variance of the scores of the last block of trials on Day A
(D,B,(,) and the first post-fatigue trial on Day 5 (D,T,)
revealed a significant Groups x Trials interaction, F (2,21) =
5.50, p < .05. However, this difference diminished .by the
second post-fatigue trial on Day 5 (1)5T2), and an analysis of
CE variance on D41310 and D,T2 yielded non-significant F
ratios for both main and interaction effects:

DISCUSSION

ihe results of this study extended the well-documented
finding that fatigue is a performance variable (ALDERMAN,
1965 ; CARRON, 1969 ; COTTEN; THOMAS, SPIETH, &
BIASIOTTO, 1972 ; COTTEN, SPIETH, THOMAS, &
BIASIOTTO, 1974 ; PACK, COTTEN. & BIASIOTTO, 1974 ;
SCHMIDT, 1969) to a population of well-practiced subjects.
AlthoUgh only temporary, decrements in the post-fatigue
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Figure 1 - Variable error (msec) in response 'Imes of the
three groups on the final two five-trial blocks on
Day 4 and the initial two blocks on Day 5.
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performanceof both specific and non-specific fatigue sub-
jects were significantly greater than that of non-fatigue
controls.

The finding of increased VE in Groups SF and NF on D513,
suggested at least transitory distortion of the timing
mechanism which quickly diminished bY' D5B2. Of further
interest was the opposite directional shifts in CE for the two
fatigue groups on D5T1. Such a finding suggests support for
the existence of separate fatigue mechanisms for specific
and non-specific activity; localized static work producing a
slowing down of timing responseg while generalized rhythmic
-exercise acts to increase the speed of responses. If Such is
the case it might be predicted that subjects with high
muscular endurance would be able to resist the trend toward
overshooting, in post-fatigue timing performance while sub-
jects having a high aerobic capacity would be better able to
prevent undershooting shifts.

Further research is needed to determine the results of
combining muscular and cardiovascular endurance training
with motor performance practice in reducing fatigue effects.
Recent studies by BENSON (1968) and COCHRAN (1975) lend
support to the notion that practicing while fatigued improved

the subjects resistance to performance decrement in tasks of
jumping, juggling, and dynamic balance. Potential negative
evidence has come from BARNETT, ROSS, SCHMIDT, and
TODD (1973) whiz) reported that subjects practicing a limb
movement-speed task under fatigue conditions on Day 1 had
slightly slower post-fatigue movement times on Day 2 than
subjects who practiced the task under non-fatigue tOnditiOns
on Day 1. However, incomplete learning of the motor task on
Day 1 in ,the latter StUdy may prevent generahzations to the
post,fatigu.e-performance of subjects given sufficient oppor'-
tunitY to ,Rractice the task before combining motor perfor-
mance with physical overload.

Finally, it should be noted that the physiological measures
used .in the present study to ensure high fatigue levels
provided a More homogeneous treatment effect than many
methods previously reported. Thus, support was suggested
for the observation made by CARRON and FERCHUK (1971)
that "... if physical fatigue is of sufficient intensity and
duration, a point should be reached where subjects can no
longer properly attend to the task and motor ... performance
should suffer (p. 63)."

Pgure 2 - Constant error (msec) in response times of the three groups on the final block of five trials on Day 4 and on
the first and second post-fatigue trials on Day 5.
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STRATEGIES AND ENCODING
OF LOCATION IN
SHORT-TERM MOTOR MEMORY

N. A..Gomez-Toussaint
N. Chevalier-Girard
Department bl Physibal Eduàation.
University of Montreal

The accuracy of reproduction of a movement seems to be
improved when the subject employs some cognitive strategy
during the encoding of the Cri.terion Movement, e!g.
NACSON, JAEGER and GENTILE, 1972 ; ROY. 1975. The
procedures used to block central activity during the encoding

, phase, thus theuse of cognitive strategies, have been shown
to seriously decrease recafl, e:g. SCHMIDT and ASCOLI,
1970. This provides' indirect evidence that the Subject spon-
Ianeously provides organization of the movement informa-
tion This active organization by the subject appears 'to be an
all-pervasive event whose occurrence is seldoM
acknowledged or controllpd.

It remains to be investigated what is tbe nature and availabili-
ty of these strategies. Furthermore, it still remains 'to be
established if there exist borne conditions under which the
reproduction of moiement is based on the kinesthetic infor-

That,is, the subjects' means of recall depend mainly
on the sensations of the movement.

WILBERG (1969) has shown that increasing the intensity of
torque prestire did not improve the accuracy of recall of the
position of a handle. It might be that increase in intensity of
the kinesthetic sensations does not necessarily increase the
information concerning the form, 'pattern, or qualitative
aSpects of the movement. Thp kinesthetic pattern of infor-
mation can perhaps be enhanced by a procedure whereby
the subject focuses attention explicity on the sequences of
sensation themselves by attempting "to frame" them accor-
ding ,to some prior instructions. The recent literature in-
dicates that the cues of location and distance are encoded
differently, e.g..KEELE and ELLS, 1972 ; LAABS, 1973. Some
authors (GUNDRY, 1975) have postulated that the location
'cues provide qualitative sensory information such as that
concerning the angle of the movement. The present study
investigated the encoding of location cues when prior instruc-
tions are given to focus on the kinesthetic sensations
provided by. the angle of the arms at a given location. It was
thus supposed that the location information would be easier
"to frame" than the quantitative information which is
presumed to underlie the senSory action of distance cues
(GUNDRAY, 1975).

The' specifiC question was : -is the subject's precision of
reproduction of the final location of a movement greater when
the subject utilizes assigned instructions of maximize atten-
tion on the kinesthetic sensations of the angle of'movement,
or when no instructions are given ? To determine whether
the utilization of such instructions demands the availability,
of central capadity, a condition was also evaluated where
the subjects received the same prior instructións but during
the encoding phase were required to perform a secondary
mental task. Finally, to eveluate the duration of the effective-

, ness of the above procedures, for all conditions reproduction
measures were obtained immediately after the criterion
moiement was executed and after a 30-second retention
interval without interpolated activity.,
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METHOD

Subjects

*Three groups each of ten right-handed students from the
Department of Physical Education, with a mean age of 21.66
yrs (range : 18-26 yrs, SD = 2.2 yrs), were chosen from a
sample of 40 who had participated in a pre-test. The latter
consisted of five trials on a localization task similar to the
experimental task. To control inter-subject variability, the
groups were made equivalent by distributiog among the three
groups an equal number of students whose. scoreson the
pre-test represented the various degrees of dispersion in
terms of the constant error (CE) and variable error (VE). For
each group there was an equal number of males and females.

Apparatus

It consisted of a half-circle (perimeter = 140 cm, radius = 45
cm), cut off on the surface of a rectangular wooden table. At
the midpoint of the cord describing the arc and underneath
the surface, a pivoting arm was attaChed to a near frictionless
pivot. A nail, attached perpendicular to the arm, extended to
the outside through the cut off of the half-circle and hooked to
it was a lever (37 cm) which rested over the surface. The
lever could be held wherever it was most convenient depen-
ding on the subjects' arm length. A measuring tape was glued
along the border facing the experimenter. Twenty mechanical
stops, easily raised and lowered were Iodated every 5 cm
between 10 and 115 cm along the opposite border. The first
10 stops of the right half were the departure points while the
pther 10 were the final points.

Procedure

The subject was first blind-folded and then seated, the center
of his body in front of the center of the arc. Instructinns were
given through earphones which also eliMinated auditory
cues. The .left arm was Aextended, always res4g on the
table,' at apProximateli 750 from the.frontal plane. With his
right armthe subject moved the lever towards his body uhtil
reaching a mechanical stop determined at one of the five
movement distances (45, 50, 55, 60, 65 cm). The final position
was held for 3 seconds before returning to the initial position.
After the appropriate retention interval (0" or 30"), the subject
attempted to reproduce the movement without the aid of a
mechanical stop. The starting point for the. reproduction
movement was always different from that of the criterion
movement. Three practice trials were given, and then 20
expehmental thals, 10 at each retention interval. Six different
final points were used but 10 measures were taken from the .

same location. The errOrs were calCUlated only from these 10
trials (5 at each RI). The order in which the different
movements were executed was randomly assigned.

Group I, GS, was instructed to focus on the sensations Of the
angle formed by the moving right arm and the resting left
arm. For group II, GS+, an identical procedure was folloided
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except that the subject was also asked to count backwards by
three while moving to the criterion position. Group III, GC,
served as a control and followed the same proadure but was
not given any instructions for recall. The experimental design
Vas thus a 2 x 3 factorial (instructions X retention interval)
with repeated measures in the last factor.

RESULTS

Absolute errors (AE), constant errors (CE) and variable errors
(VE) from five measures at each RI'' were calculated. No
significant sex differencee were obtained for any of these
scores. The scores for males and females were thus analyzed
together. The means and SD's for each group as a function of
AE, CE and VE at 0" and 30" retention interval (RI) are
presented in Table I.
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Table I - Mean absolute (AE), constant (CE) and variable
(VE) and standard errors for the control (GC) and'
experimental groups (GS, GS+).

Retention intervals

099 30"

Group SD M SD

AE 1.70 1.60 . 2.60 1.49
GC
n = 10

CE
VE

.82
2.21

2.24
.81

- .57
2.72

3.06 ,

1.14

AE 2.92 2.13 3.23 2.51
GS CE 1.82 3.21 - 1.71 3.83
n = 10 VE 2.13 .46 3.51 1.33

AE 2.88 2.23 5.29 4.00
GS+ CE - .55 3.72 - 5.02 4.37
n = 10 VE 3.41 1.05 3.42 1.87

In terms of AE (Figure I) the only significant difference was for
the GS+ scores at 0" and 30" RI, t = 2.23, p < .053.

. A significant difference, F(2/29) = 3.72, p < .05 was evidenced
in the CE's (Figure 2) at 30" RI but none at 0". Tukey tests
indicated that the -significant difference occurred only
between GS+ and GC. Also, t-tests indicated significant
differences between the CE at 0" and 30" for GS, t = 4.16,
p < .05 ; for GS+, t = 6.50, p < .05, and GC, t = 2.24, p <

Finally, for the VEs (Figure 3) a significant difference F(2/29) =
7.73, p < .05, was obtained at 0" but none at 30" RI. Tukey
tests revealed that the differences were between GS and
GS+, and between GS and GC. A significant within-group
difference between 0" and 30" RI was only revealed for GS, t
= 2.66, p < .05.
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DISCUSSION

The first question concerned the effectiveness of the instruc-
dons that focus on the kinesthetic sensations 'of the angle of
movement. It was hypothesized .that the group given such
instructions, GS, should 'manifest greater or equal accuracy
of reproduction after 0" and 30" than the group control, GC.
In terms of die constant error, CE, the results did Rot
support the hypothesis. At 0," retention. interval, RI, ho
significant differences were found ; after 30", GS and GC
did not,differ significantly from each other and only the group
with instructions plus mental activity,'GS+, Made significantly
more errors than the GC. In terms ofthe variable error. VE,"at
0" RI, GS+ made signifiCantly more errors than GC and GS,
which did not differ from each other ; at 30", all groups are
statistically equivalent. Thus, the weakest postulate of the
hypothesis, equivalence of GS and GC, is supported only in

,s 'terms of the VE at 0". The instructions did not seem to help
"frame", the kinestheti,c sensations as manifested by a greater
accuracy of retention over time.

The second question, concerned the necessity of avaiitibie
central capacity for the utilization of kinesthetic cues. The
large margin of error of the GS..`both in ter'rns of VE and CE
(particularly after a 30" RI) compared to the other grouPs.
seems to indicate that kinesthetic information pas to be
attended to in order to be encoded in short-:term memory.
The set created by the prior instructions proved inadequate
to permit access im.short-term memory of the non-attented
kinesthetic information.- Different procedures would seem
necessary to evaluate whether kinesthetic information would
have access to short-term memory when it is an unattended
channel. This last poasibility has been postulated for other
kinds of sensory information by NORMAN's (1968, 1.969)
memory model.

One important finding concerns the greater accuracy and
lesser variability manifested by the GC. This indicates that the
individual ways the subjects used for encoding the informa-
tion were more effective than the instructions provided to the
.other two groups. These findings contrast with those obtained
by ROY (1975). The group which had to retain the distances
predetermined by a. yoked subject, of actively proCuced
movements, was significantly rnor3 accurate than an
analogouS group that was given no encoding strategy.
Several reasons may account 'for this differenpe. First, ROY
(1975) used a strategy of a cognitive nature, while in the
present study the instruttions put the emphasis on the
peripheral kinesthetic sensations. Second, if indeed distance
and, location have different retention bharacteristics, it might
also be the case that they require strategies of different
nature' to facilitate encoding. Third, .ROY (1975) assessed the
effects of strategy by the AE. This Measure indicated'for this
study almost no significant effects, except for a marginally
significant loss of retention for GS+ between recall at 0" and
30. Given the controversy surrouhding the meaning and
appropriateness of the various error measures, the corn-
parison between ROY's (1975) findings and those of this
study has to Pe taken cautiously.

The present results tend to support the recent findings of
Mi:ORTENIUK and DIEWERT (1975) concerning the ap-
propriateness of LAABS' (1973)..model. Although the CE
indicated for all groups a significant tendency to un-
derestimate the movement after the 30" unfilled RI, the CE
indicated also. no significant differences at 0". The mean of
the positions to which the subjects moved over all 20 trials
was slightly below the 'criterion position (M = 73.5 cm,
criterion position = '75 cm). Thus, the tendency to un-

.

derestimMe can be said to represent 'en adaptation level
towards the average of all the' movements presented. Also,
the VE indicated that GS+ was equally variable at 0" and 30",
suggesting that mental activity at the, time of. encoding
prevented the formation of a trace. GS's VE was equivalent to
GS"at 0"; but, afterl30", it is equivalent to GS+. Thus, if the
subjects in GS trying to retain a sensation, the latter
almost totaHy deca ed after 30. However, GC, having the
freedom to rehear e during the unfilled RI, by whatever
means it employedj to encode the information( showed a
tendency towards le s variability, thusless decay, after 30".

In conclusion, instructions to focus on the kinesthetlb sen-
satiOns.of angle did not prove more effective as an encoding
strategy to remember positions than when no instructions

' ..were given.-Also whatever was encoded through the iRstruc-
tions, decayed oiter the 30" unfilled RI,' thusit seems to be
unrehearsable information. The use kinesthetic Sensations
duringan initial encoding of a position appears to require the
subjects' complete attention. Finally further investigations
swill have to be made towards determining what are the forms;
^Or patterns that, for different moVements, the kinesthetic
inforthation takes. This information may indicate what it is the
subject attempts to organize to encode in memory.
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iNCODING AND RESPONSE
'STRATEGIES FOR DISTANCE

Craig R. Hall and Robert B. Wl lberg
Faculty ol Physical Education
University olAlberta

One of the most important considerations in the reproduction
of movement distanCe is the range effect the tendency to
overshoot small distances 'and undershoot large distances.
Recently the range effect has received increased attention,
the result being a more precise understanding of this
Phenomenon. Most evidence suggests that the range effect is
largely independent of the short-term memory system. There
is little change in the range effect, as Measured by constant
error .(CE), over an unfilled delay interval (KEELe& ELLS.
1972 ; MARTENIUK, 1973; HALL & LEAVITT, 1975). Never-
theless, PEPPER & HERMAN (1970) and LAABS (1973) have
rePorted some conflicting evidence ; a CE-shift in the negative
direction over a simple delay interval, primarily being as-
sociated with long distances.

InterPolated activity has been a concern of numerous studies
inveatigeting the recall of distance information. LAABS (1973)
reported that inhibiting the rehearsal of distance information
by an interpolated activity had no effect on distance reproduc-
tion over that produced by an unfilled ...delay interval. In .

opposition to these findings, MARTENIUK (1973) found that
an activity blocking rehearsal produced a significant
decrease in response, performance. When an interpolated
motor act'is inserted during a delay interval, strong assimila-
tion tendencies are produced in the direction of the inter-
polated task (PEPPER & HERMAN, 1970 ; LAABS, 1973).
These' assimilation tendencies are augmented if the
reproduction phase closely follows the interpolated motor
act. Moreover, PEPPER, & HERMAN (1976) and CRAFT ,&
HINRICKS (1971) have all demonstrated reproduction errors
proportional 'to the magnitude of the interpolated movement.
A final consideration involves the memory trace strength of
the criterion movement. STELMACH & KELSO (1975) con-
tend memory trace strength is a determiner of error shifts at;
recall.

Several investigators have demonstrated differences
between the reproduction of short and long distances. There
is a large positive shift in CE for short movements when
rehearsal during a delay interyal is inhibited. A corresponding
change for long movements does 'not occur (STELMACH &
WILSON, 1970 ; KEELEA ELLS, 1972). MARTENIUK (1973)
suggests that short movements maY be much more depen-
dent on the availability of central processing capacity, than
long movements.

Several faCtors influericing distance reproduction appear to
be related to encoding processes. WILBERG & GIROUARD
(1975) have demonstrated that the range effect can be
substantially altered by visual information that is associated
with the criterion movement. For the kinesthetic condition,
kinesthetic reproduction was assimilated toward visual infor-
mation. In contrast, for the visual plus kinesthetic condition
the range effect was normal. Recently SHEA (1974) has
ihown that verbal information encoded with a motor
response also alters 'reproduction performance. Therefore,

-ether variables related tO encoding processes -such as

1 2 3

instruction presentation may relate' something about the role
of encoding strategies on distance recall.

The manner in which the criterion movements are presented
alio deserves consideration. Criterion movements actively

t produced and defined by the subject seem to accentuate the
range effect (produce more undershooting) as compared to
movements that are experimenter-defined (for example,
utilizing physical stops) (TANNIS & WILBERG, 1974).

Another important variable for distance reproduction
'eppeare to be response requirements. HALL & LEAVITT
(1975) have shown that recall of distance information is
superior at certain movement angles and suggest that these
results are related to response programming and execution
processes. Response strategies may also be a factor in the
reproduction of distance. This ascertion could be, tested, by
varying the response strategies the subject would be re-
quired to employ in executing the experimental task.

The purpose of the present experiment was to investiiate
encoding and response strategies for distance by varyin the
presentation of the task instructions* and the response re-
quirements. The range effect was employed as the context
within which these variables were inVestigated to determine
their Influence on the well documented tendencies associated
with this phenomenon. The 'experimental paradigm is based
on that employed by BUCKOLZ (1974).

METHOD
Subjects

The subjects were 6 volunteers who were students at the
University of Alberta.

Apparatus and Task

A meter bar (not calibrated) moimted cin a dexicon frame
served as the base over which the distances were produced
by the subjects. A plastic cursor (7.2 x 4.3 x 2.2 cm.) with a
metal handle 5.0 cm. high was employed for making the
various distances. The cursor was attached to a 10-turn
potentiometer whose output, after being passed through a
voltage/amplifier box, Inas fed into a digital multimeter (Fluke
8000A). Therefore, when the cursor was moved, the distance
traversed was recorded by a change in the digital output of
the multimeter. The digital output was in my. and the voltage
divider/amplifier box was set at a constant value (1:1 ratio)
throughout the experiment.

The subject sat comfortably in front of the apparatus and
moved the cursor horizontally from his left to right with the
right hand. The range used on the meter, bar was 65.0 cm., all
distances being made within that range. On the edge of the
dexicon frame adjacent to the experimenter was mounted a
plastic distance marker, calibrated in mm., and a metal bar
(5.0 mi. diameter) with a wooden slider (8.0 x 2.0 x 4.0 cm.).
These components were utilized in the presentation of the
criterion distances.
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Design

The experiment consisted of two tests. Test One consisted of
a single treatment condition, movement length, with two
levels : short (5.0 cm.) and long (25.0 cm.). Subjects received
15 trials for each condition. The design for Test Two was a 2 X
2 X 3 factorial with repeated measures on all factors. The first
factor consisted of two levels of movement length : short (5.0
cm.) and long (25.0.cm.). The second factor had two levels of
instruction : instructions for the type of response strategy to
be employed in reproducing the criterion distance were given
to the subject either before or after the presentation of the
criterion distance. The last factor consisted of three levels of
response strategy : reproduction of a distance just less than
the criterion,distance (1 jrid), accurate reproduction of the
criterion distance, and reproduction of a distance just greater
than the criterlon distance.

Test One served two functions: to give the subjects ex-
perience in an unfamiliar testing situation and to act as a
control condition for Test Two. The conditions used in Test
Two were based upon previous and pilot research. Retention
interval were not manipulated since it waS found to have no
-significant effect on performance in the -present design.

Procedure

The subjects were tested in an isolated lab and were
blindfolded. On each trial, the subject had to reproduce the
criterion distance, location information being made irrelevant
by the use of 12 possible starting- positions. The general
procedure involved presenting the subject with a criterion
distance by having him move the cursor until he contacted a
physical stop. This position was held by the subject for
approximately 2 seconds and then he released his grasp of-the
handle. The cursor was then repositioned to a different
starting position and immediately a command was given to
reproduce the required response. After the reproduction, the
distance was recorded to the nearest mm.

The instructions as to which type of response strategy to
' follow were giVen'to the subject just prior to the presentation

of the -criterion distance or as the cursor was being
repositioned for the distance reproduced. The instructions
were simple two word phrases. If an instruction was forgotten
by the subject, the trial was repeated at a later time. The initial

' instructions stressed the importance of performing the re-
quired response strategy to the best of the subject's ability,

\ therefore hopefully eliminating any tendency to overcompen-
'sate in the just less than and just greater than conditions.

---7Deta Analysis

There were four dependent measures examined in the
present...research ; constant error (CE) or mean ajdebraic
emir, variable error (VE), the standard deviation of the
algebric error (AE) or unsigned error, and average variation
(AV), the standard deviation of the mean absolute error.

RESULTS

AlthOugh four dependent measures were employed in the
tanalysis of the data, CE only was examined in detail in the
present paper The main effects for VE, AE, and AV were
also reported but discussed in brief.

Test One

CE for movement length was not significant (p > .05) with the
short condition being 12.95 mm. and the long condition 6.30
mm. Since this result was not expected, CE was examined
over trials. As Indicated in Figure 1, an order effect for long
lengths was produced with an increasingly negative trend in
CE over trials. AE for movement length was significant, F(1,84)
= 8.59, p < .01. For the short length the AE was 16.13 mm.
while for the long length it was 29.25 mm. The short length
(11.17 mm.) was also significantly different than the long
length (33.26 mm.), F(1,84) = 22.25, p < .01, for VE. Finally,
the results for AV followed the same pattern, F(1,84) = 16.33,
p < .01, the short length (9.70 mm.) have the smallest error
(long length, 26.26 mm.).

Figure 1. CE over trials in Test One
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Test Two

Movement length for CE was significant in this ,st, F(1,105)
= 25.83, p < .01, the short length (5.86 mm emonstrating
the overshooting tendency and the long ler (-4.92 mm.)
the undershoofing tendency. Response strategy for CE also
proved significant, F(2,140) = 91.42, p < .01. Further analysis
with the Scheffé test indicated that the three response
strategies of less than' (-18.48 mm.), accurate (0.56 mm.),
and greater than (24.13 mm.) were significantly different from
each other (p < .01); As shown in Figure 2, the movement

length by response strategy was significant, F(2,140) = 15.74.
p < .01. While a gradual CE-shift from undershooting to
overshooting occurs for the short movement lengths over the
corresponding response strategy conditions, that is a large
positive CE-shift for the long movement lengths between the
apcurate and greater than response strategies.

Figure 2. The Movement Length X Response Strategy Interaction tor Test Two
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For CE, the ins:ruction condition failed to reach the conven-
tional significant-a level and no other interactions were
significant (p > .05).

In order to obtain a clearer understanding of the relationship
between movement length and response strategy, the dis-
tributions of the CE scores for the three response strategies
for, both the short and long lengths wire constructed. The
three response strategy distributions for the short movement
length are very similar (Figure 3) with the scores being
concentrated aroung the subject determined zero point for
each strTtegy. The distributions for the long movement length
are each very different and are generally characterized by a
wider dispersion of scores (Figure 4).

Figure 3. Distribution of CE scores of the short movement
length for the-response strategy conditions
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Figure 4. Distribution of CE scores of the long movement
length for the response strategy conditions
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Movement length for AE, VE and AV was significant in each
case, the respective ANOVA values being F(1.105) = 152.19,
p < .01; F(1,105) = 63.01, p < .01; and F(1,105) = 50.08, p <
.01. Table I gives the error scores for the two movement
length conditions and compares Test One with Test Two.
Finally, instruction presentation was., significant for AE,'
F(1,105) = 6.78, p < .05 and VE, F(1,105) = 5.54, p < .05. In
both cases instruction- before the criterion distance (AE =
24.99 mm ; VE = 21.97 mm.) resulted in a better performance
then instruction following the criterion distance (AE = 29.67
mm ; VE = 27.56 mm.).

1 2

3
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Table I - Mean CE, AE, VE and AV for movement length in
Test One and Test Two (in mm.)

TEST OME TEST TWO

SHORT 12.95 5.86
CE

LONG 6.30 4.92
SHORT 16.13 16.51

AE
LONG 29.25 38.16

SHORT 11;17 13.16
VE

LONG 33.26 36.37

SHORT 9.70 10.42
AV

LONG 26.26 25.02

DISCUSSION

The comparison of Test One and Test Two shows similar
performance patterns, the tendencies usually associated with
the range effect being produced in both tests. The exception
is for CE in Test One ; however, Figure 1 indicates that by trial
thirty the expected undershooting for the long lengths was
occurring. In addition, the group results are biased by tlie
donsistent significant overshooting of the long lengths by two
subjects over the first twenty trials. These findings support
the contention of BUCKOLZ (1974) that perforMance patterns
described by the range effect are jpst general descriptors and
may not be useful in attempting to predict individual perfor-
mance. A large number of trials, in the- present study over
thirty is usually required for subjects. to determine the
experimental movement range and produce the
characteristic central tendencies.

Since Test One and Test Two demonstrate very similar
patterns for movement length over the four dependent
measures, Test One was considered to be the control
condition against which Test Two could be compared. The
most important result of this comparison was that the range
effect appears to be independent of instruction presentation
and response strategy as defined in the present study.

Corresponding with previous research (PEPPER & HERMAN,
1970 ; LAABS, 1973); short distances were more accurately
reproduced than long distances. In addition, as indicated by
the movement length X response strategy interaction perfor-
'mance accuracy decreased most for the long distances at the
"greater than" response strategy. The tendency for the long
distances to show large lion-linear CE-shifts over the
respOnse strategy condition§ indicates that the information
from large distances is not 'as available"- for the accura'.e
formation and execution of response strategies as is the'
information from short distances. This difference may be a
consequence of the variable encoding of distance informa-
tion, or may be linked to the central proCessing capacity for
movement length information (MARTENIUK, 1973).

Subjects were able to produce the required response
strategies indicating response strategy formation is indepen-
dent of the -range effect. Since subjects can be>-under-
estimators or over-estimators, tendencies in distance recall
data that appear to correspond with range effects must be

due t, the response strategy adopted by the subjects. The
distributions for the CE scores in the present study provide
some indication of how subjects approached the task of
distance reproduction for various response strategies. The
"accurate" response strategy condition was considered the
control condition corresponding to the response approach
utilized normally by subjects in producing the range effect.

When reproddcing short distances, .sUbjects appear to ap-
proach the task in much the same manner regardless of the
type of response strategy being employed. The somewhat
decreased variable performance for the "less than" condition
suggests subjects were better able to establish, and con-
sistently incorporate in their response strategy, a zero error
point when making reproductions under this condition. With
respect to long distances, the three difference distributions
suggest the subjects approached the task of distance
reproduction in a separate manner under each response
strategy. There is also a definite difference between the
nature of reproductions for short and long distances
regardless of strategy. Presently it is not possible to account
for the nature of the various distributions but further analysis
and testing now being conducted will hopefully provide some
answers.

Initial analysis for the instruction conditions indicates dis-
tance reproduction performance is more accurate and
precise if the response instructions are given before, rather
than following the presentation of the criterion distance.
Pmsen'ing the instructions before the criterion distance
probably facilitates the encoding of information to be utilized
for making the reproductions. Further analysis should
provide a clearer understanding of the instruction variable.

1 8
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THE REPETITION EFFECT
1N,SHORT TERM
MOTOR MEMORY RETRIEVAL

David Goodman
York University
Robert W. Schutz
University of B.C.

In' order to understand the process of learning and perfor-
ming motor skills, it is necessary to understand the process
by which skills are stored and retrieved from memory. Most
researchers in the' field agree that Memory storage is divided
into at least two areas: a short term or primary memory.(PM)
storage area of limited capacity but high accessibility, and
a long term or secondary memory (SM) store of unlimited
capacity but.' less accessibility (SHIFFRIN -and ATKINSON,
1969). Others propose a third area .of storage, that of an
irnmediate memory 'Or selective attention (SA) store
(FALMAGNE, 1965 ; NORMAN, 1969 ; SCHUTZ, 1972). SA,
which is thought to have a capacity of only one program.
usually contains the prograM for the response having the
highest subjeCtive probability of .'occurrence.

Reaction time experiments afford an opportunity for es-
tablishing an exact quantitative theory, and for this reason
have been .utilized by many researchers as a measure of
searchjetfieval, and recognition time in PM and SM (KEELE,

. 1969). SCHUTZ (1972, 59) suggests that :
When a response is called for by presentation of a.certain
stimulus, the following progression of events takes place :
1. the stimulus is perceived :

2. the stimulus is categorized as being one of a number of
possible stimuli ;

3.- hte name (or number, or code) of the required respcnse
to the perceived stimulus is determined ;

4. the response program (RP) is searched for, found, and
discharged from a memory storage area to the motor
effector system ;

5. the neural pathways carry out the instructions released
by RP and elicit the required response.

Stage 4 can be further broken down into the search and
retrieval time for each memory store. It is assumed that when

. a stimulus is preeented, the template corresponding, to the
stimulus can pe in a SA state, or in a PM state, or in a SM
etate; these statee being mutually exclusive. Then once the
stimulus ie perceived and categorized, and the name of the
required response code determined, the response program
(RP) is searched for, first in SA, which takes time 11. If not
found there, PM is searched, which takes time t2; then it not
found in PM, SM is searched, taking time t3. Thus it should
take a shorter time to search and retrieve an RP if it is in SA.
The problem to which this study is directed then is to
determine if the above model;can account for a specific set of
'experimental resulte established in CRT studies ; namely,
those to do with the repetition effect, ITI, and prObability.

Sequential effepts have' been found in serial reaction time
experiments suäh -that, Under some conditions, response to a
signal which Is the' same'as the preceding signal is faster than
if it is different,(BERTELSON, 1961 ; HALE, 1969)..Bertelson
termed this the 'repetition effect'. Under other conditions, the
opposite has been found ; the response to a signal which is
different from.the preceding signal being faster than if it is the

.r

same (WILLIAMS, 1966). Generally, the repetition effect takes
place at inter-trial intervalg (ITI) of less than 1 second, while a
negative repetition effect, or alternation effect takes place at
Ms of over 1 second (KIRBY, 1972). If the subject has time to
prepare himself for the more probable stimulus by 'placing
the appropriate RP in SA, this would explain the alternation
effect in a discrete 2-choice reaction time task. That is, due to
what is termed the 'gamblers fallacy', people tend to think an
alternation is a more probable event than a repetition in an:
equal probability situation (JARVICK, 1951). On the other
hand, at extremely short Ms, the subject has no time to
prepare for the next stimulus, and the previous engram might
still be in SA, .thus mediating the repetition effect.

Response probability also affects. CRT, as shown by the
general agreement that the higher the response probability,
the faster the redction time (BERTELSON, 1965';
KORNBLUM, 1967 ; MOSS et a/., 1967). This effect appears to
be confounded with the repetition effect, as the more
probable the stimulus, the more fre9uent repeated S-R pairs
occur. The above explanation of mernory search and retrieval
could also account for the effects of probability on CRT. That
is, in the discrete task, the subject prepares for the more
probable stimulus by placing the appropriate RP in SA.
However, using the same argument as above, probability
should have no bearing on RT in the serial self-paced task, as
the subject has no time to prepare.

Extrapolating from Schutz's model, the interacting effects of
ITI and probability should then be as shown in Figure 1.
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FigUre 1 - Hypothesized response probability by repetition
effect interaction.

A Serial, alternation

Discrete, double repetition

Discrete, repetition

x Discrete, alternation

0 0 Serial, repetition
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That is, in discrete task, probability of occurrence is inversely
related to RT, and further alternation is responded to quicker
for a repetition.

In a discrete CRT task,the subject has sufficient time between
trials to prepare himSelf for the next S-R pair. Although the
probability of occurrence of any stimulus is independent of
the previous one, it is theorized that the subjective
probabilities formulated by the subject do not exhibit this

. independence. If response A is required On trial n, the subject
assumes that the probability of B being required on trial n + 1
is higher than it would be if B had been required on trial n.
Therefore, given equal average probabilities of response
requirements, a subjeqt will, on the average, be more likely to
put into SA that RP not retrieved on the previous trial.
However, in unequal probabilities, the more probable a
repetition, the less of a difference in RT between alternated
and repeated &IR pairs. The converse findings that CRTs are
shorter for repeated S-R pairs than for Changed S-R pairs in a'
self-paced serial CRT task is explained thusly.

3 1
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In a self-paced serial CRT task the stimulus for trial n + 1
occurs so quickly after the response made on trial n, that a
subject rarely prepares himself for any particular stimulus or
response. It is possible that when a response is found,
whether it is in SA, PM, or SM, it must be put in SA before it
can be discharged. It could also be hypothesized that
immediately following the elicitation of a response, the RP is
put into SA so it is available for comparison with various
visual and kinesthetic feedback messages. In either case, the
RP of the immediately preceding response is in SA for a short
interval of time following the discharge of that response. With
very short ISI (ITI), the RP is still in SA.on presentation of the
next stimulus, and; if it is a repeated S-R pair, the correct RP
will be in SA, thus resulting in a shorter search time.

Furthermore, this search time should be at a minimum. Thus
there.should be no difference, whether that S-R pair was a
single, double, or more than twice repeated. Also, since
search time is at a minimum, increasing the probability of the
S-R pair should have no effect on RT.

In summary, two hypotheses, which' are logical deductions
based on Schutz's model, were tested :

1. In the serial self-paced task there is a RE which asyrnp-
totes after one repetition, while in the discrete task there is
a negative repetition effect (which does not asymptote at
one repetititin).

A



2. Probability of occurrence has no effect In the serial self-
paced task, while probability of occurrence is inversely
related to RT in the discrete task.

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

'Sixteen subjects completed 480 RTs in each of the following
conditions, latinized over four days.
1. 480 trials at short ITI,113(a) = .33 P(b) = .67
2. 480 trials at long IT-I, P(a) = .33 P(b) = .67
3. 480 trials at short ITI, P(a) = .5 P(b) = .5
4. 480 trials at long ITI, P(a) = .5 P(b) = .5

Apparatus

The apparatus consisted of a subject's console and an
experimenter's console. The subject's console was as
described by GOODMAN (1975) and consisted of two
stimulus lights mounted above two response keys. The
experimenter's console consisted of a programmer (to pre-
set the sequence of 480 trials' with a known probability), a
reaction time interface and a digital printer.

Response Task

The subjects were seated in front of the apparatbn, and asked
to respond as quickly as possible to the stimulus light by
depressing the appropriate response key. The time from
onset of the light until depression of the key was the subject's
RT for that trial. In the serial self-paced task, the stimulus light
came on approximately 380 mseconds after the response to
the pr,evious stimulus, while in the discrete task there was a
ITI of approximately 1 600 mseconds.

Experimental Design

The experimental design gave rise to 18 means of the
dependent variable (median RT) for each subject. That is the
median RT of ,each of alternations, repetitions and double
repetitions within each probability level (.67, .50, .313)and each
ITI (serial, discrete) was used as the dependent measures.
The design was then a 3-way ANOVA with repeated measures
on all three factors.

RESULTS

Figure 2 illustrates the ITI by probability effect. The effect of
probability was significant ; however, the interaction effect
(P x_ITI) was non-significant. This was not as predicted
probability was predicted to have an effect in the discrete task
but.not in the serial task. Both tasks behaved as reported in
the' literature with RT being Inversely related to probability.
The repetition effect is illustrated in Figure 3..The Main effect
of condition failed to reach significance, although there is a
trend showing a repetition effect.

Again the interaction effect (IT) by card) failed to reach
significance. The results were not as predicted,, whereby an
AE'was predicted for the discrete task and a RE for the serial
task. Rather, both tasks exhibited a repetition effect.
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DISCUSSION

Neither of the two predicted interacting effects of ITI X P or
ITI X R were supported. This would logically lead one to
accept the two null hypotheses, until shown otherwise, that
there are ,,no differences among any of the experimental
conditions. However, this researcher is reluctant.to accept the
experimental findings on a number of counts. Firstly, the high
invalid or error rate casts doubts on any findings. Secondly,
the fact the the ITI in the serial self-paced task was ap-
proximately 380 mseconds might enable the subject to treat
the task as a discrete task. Thirdly, the dIfference between the
high and low probabilities might not have been of a great
enough difference. Fourthly, and perhaps most importantly.
in a 2-choice RT task, the subject's response strategy might
be simplified. For instance, a binary search operation might
take place, where the response engram is checked, a match
would elicit one response program, whereby a no-match
would elicit the alternate response program. If such was tne
case, there Would be too small a difference in search and
retrIelial time to detect a difference between matched and not
matched response program search and release times.

CONCLUSION

Under the tenuous assumption that the empirical results of
this investigation are valid, Schutz's model is refuted. Since
the basic premise of this model is a 'state of preparation',
whereby the expected RP is placed in SA, and the results
indicate that stimuli are not selectively prepared for, the
.model is incompatible with the results. Indeed a two-state
stochastic model seems most inappropriate if there is only a
one-state memory (long term memory storage being
neglected).
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pROPRIOCEPTIVE ENCODING IN PRESELECTED
AND CONSTRAINED MOVEMENTS*

Stephen A. Wallace
George E. Ste !mach
Department of Physical Education
University of Wisconsin-Madison

Current research In motor control and memory has been
directed toward the identification of various movement cues
potentially available to Mediate retention. Force, timing,
extent (distance) and position (location) information arising
from a movement are a few potential cues which could be
encoded into short term memory. These particular cues are

f.thought to project from sensory origins (e.g. joints, tendons,
muscles) to higher centers where they are encoded, stored
and later recovered for reproduction purposes. Thus, the role
of sensory feedback is thought to have a major function in
movement retention (ADAMS, 1971 ; ADAMS, MARSHALL
and GOETZ; 1972, STELMACH, 1973).

Another important contributor to movement retention not
necessarily exclusive of peripheral information is prior
organization of a movement. A number of recent studies have
dernontrated that a planned or preselected movement is
better reproduced than a constrained movement (JONES,
1974 ; MARTENIUK. 1973 ; STELMACH'i KELSO and
WALLACE, in press). In the preselected condition the
criterion movement is defined bythe subject and thus has the
ability to predict the consequences of the movement prior to
initiation... The above findings have been interpreted as
support for the corallary discharge hypothesis (TEUBER,
1974 ; SPERRY,.1950) by STELMACH, KELSO and WALLACE
(in press). This hypothesis states that, in preselected move-
ment production the central nervous system sends informa-
tion from motor to sensory centers preparing them for the
sensory consequences of the movement. Thus, corallary
disdharge in unique to active, preselecfed movements and
possibly allows the central nervous system to efficiently
encode the proprioceptive information. The foregoing inter-
pretation is less extreme than proposed by a number of other
investigators (FESTINGER and CANON, 1965 ; JONES, 1974 ;

LASHLEY, 1917 1951 ; MacNEILAGE and MacNEILAGE,
1973) who have suggested that when the central nervou's
system can predict the characteristics of the motor act no
efferent information may be necessary.

Two experiments were performed to determine whether
proprioceptive encoding is important for both constrained
and preselected reproduction. It is our position that
preselected mOvements may be more output oriented than
constrained since with prior organization the subject knows
the response characteristics prior to movement initiation.
Thus the p'rediction of interest here is that preselected
movement should benefit less from increased peripheral
input than constrained. There are a number of ways to
augment sensory input (vision, audition, proprjoception). In
these experiments, it was chosen to augment proprioceptive

This resear'ch was supported by Research Grant MH 22081-01
from the National Institute of Mental Health and by Grant NE-G-3-
0009 from the National Institute of Education, awarded to the
second author. However, the opinions expressed herein do not
necessarily reflect the position or policy of the funding agencies
and no official endorsement should be inferred.

information by varying the time at the movement endpoint. It
follows that increasing the Utile at the criterion movement
endpoint should facilitate reproduction accuracy. Since there
Is limited data available on the benefits of endpoint duration,
It was necessary to substantiate whether one could achieve
facilitory effects by this, manipulation prior to comparing
preselected and constrained movement.-

Experiment I was conducted to substantiate whether end-
point duration influences reproduction accuracy. In this
experiment, subjects rested on the CM endpoint of. a con-
strained movement for less than one sec., 2 sec. and 5'sec,
and reproduced the CM immediately or after a filled or
unfilled 15 sec. retention interval,, After Experiment I was
conducted showing that endpoint duration increased
reproduction accuracy a second experiment was performed,
In Experiment- II, both preselected and constrained move-
ments were corripared to determine whether endpoint
duration would similarly benefit reproduction of the two
response modes.

EXPERIMENT I

Method

Subjects

Thirty-six right-handed female volunteers were recruited
from the University of Wisconsin. The subjects were assigned
by systematic rotation to three experimental groups.

Apparatus

Two hardened, stainless steel rods (1.3 cm x 1,8 m.)- were
mounted horizontally and parallel to each other 8 cm. apart
on a wooden frame. A ball bearing sleeve (Thompson Ball
Bushing) ran . on eacti rod and were connected with an
aluminum plate making up the main frame of the slide. The
freely moving slide had a vertical, 11.2 X 3 cm. handle. A
pointer attached to the experimenter's side of the slide
moved along a metric scale so that the subject's criterion and
reproduction movements could be recorded. A movable peg
allowed the experimenter to control the startfhg positions for,
the subject's moveMents. An adjustable mechanical stop
allowed the experimenter to control the end position of the
subject's criterion movement. A cardboard.shield attached to
the subject's chair blocked the subject's view of the ap-
paratus and her arm, while a sponge chin rest connected to
the shield prevented extraneous head movements, The
timing of events was controlled by a Hunter programmed
timer. -

Procedure-

The subject was seated facing the slide such that the entire
movement range (0 - 70 cm.) could be easily completed.
Before beginning the experimental trials, the subject was
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instructed to grasp the handle while the experimenter
passively presented the movement range twice in a right or
left manner (subjeets view). Eadh trial commenced with an
instruction for the subject to "Grasp tne handle correctly",
"Ready" and "Move" to the mechanical stop which defined
the criterion target location. The subject was instructed not to
anticipate where the stop might be on any trial. After
remaining on the target location for the appropriate driration
the command "Release" cued the subject to remove her hand
from the handle and immediately place it by her side, while
the experimenter returned the slide to the appropriate
starting position. The subject attempted to reproduce the
criterion movement (CM) endpoint either immediately, after a
15 sec. uhfilled retention interval or after 15 sec. of inter-
polated verbal proceising activity. During the 15 sec. unfilled
retention interval the subject was instructed to concentrate on
the CM enpoint. Within 15 sec. filled retention interval
the Subject-was told to count bad:wards by threes as quickly
and as accurately as possible from a three digit number
which was presented verbally by the experimenter im-
mediately after the subject released the handle. The subject
was instructed,not to repeat the digit but rather to immediate-
ly make the subtraction and continue' backwards. After '15
sec: of this activity the commands were given to "Grasp the
handle" and "Recall" the CM endpoint. All subjects received
practice to familiarize them with each retention interval
condition. The subjects were instructed to produce both CM
and RM in a rapid, smooth manner.

TheproOedures for the immediate release (IR), 2 sec. release
(TR) and 5 sec. release '(FR) conditions were identical as
described above with the exception of exposure time on.the
CM endpoint. In the IR condition, subjects released the,
handle in less than 1 sec. after encountering the mechanical
stop which defined the CM endpoint while TR and FR
subjects rested on, the CM endpoint for 2 and 5 sec.t.,
respectively.

In order to render distanCe cues unreliable 24st-ang
position combinations for the CM and reproductions
movements (RM) were used with the former being either 15,
17; 19, 21, 23, or 25 cm. to the left of:the zero point on the
slide (subject's view). The RM starting position was either +5 ,
or +15 cm. from the CM starting position. These com-
binations were randomly assigned to each of the three

, retention intervals.

Criterion movement endpoints were assigned to three target
sectors, short (24-38 cm.), medium (40-54 cm.) and long
(56-70 cm.) in increments of 2 cm. Thus, within each target
sector there occured 8 CM endpoints for a total of 24 trials
per retention interval. Assignment of these CM endpoints to
each retention interval was random with the restriction (due
to the starting position combinations) that the CM and RM be
a minimum 5 om. long. This allowed the subject to complete
each mOvement %the designated right to left manner.

Design

The three endpoint duration conditions received 24 trials
under each of three retention intervals (immediate, 15 sec:
unfilled and 15 sec. filled). The order of presentation of the
three retention interval blocks was'counterbalanced across
subjects. For analysis purposes, reproduction errors of the
eight targets within, each target sector were coHapsed for
constant (CE)' and absolute (AE) error inspection, thus
creating a 3 x 3 x 3 (Groups X. Retention Intervals x Target
Sectors) analysis of variance. The Groups factor was the only
between-subject variable. A measure of within-sector con-
sistency (VE') was obtained within, each target sector. This
measure was defined as the standard deviation of the
constant errors within each target sector.

Results and Discussion

The means and standard deviations of reproduction errors
for Groups, Retention Intervals and Target Sectors are
presented in Table I.
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Table I - Means and Standard Deviations for GrofJps, Retention Intervals and Target Sectors.

Main
effects

Immediate
release

2 sec.
release

5 sec.
release

CE AE VE' CE AE VE' CE AE VE,

Groups
.

M 2.13 4.36 3.83 .60 3.62 3.42 .65 2.95 2.98
SD 3.60 2.33 1.74 3.18 1.60 . 1.37 2.15 1.07 1.02

Retention

2.16 3.94 3.18 .31 3.29 2.76 .48 2.87 2.51

intervals
filmed. M

SD 3.00 1.54 1.07 3.10 1.43 .93 2.45 1.05 .89
15 sec. .M 2.10 3.78 3.36 .13 3.32 3.21 .58 2.82 2.93
unfilled SD 2.93 1.85 1.23 2.84 1.37 .93 2.14 1.14 .95
15 sec. M 2.14 5.32 4.96 1.36 4.25 4.29 .89 3.16 3.52filled SD 4.70 3.06 2.15 3.65 1.81 1.66 1.86 1.03 .98

Target
,

sectors
Short M 2.22 4.55 3.99 .12 4.23 3.69 .20 2.93 3.10

SD 4.32 2.92 1.52 3.79 1.46 1.18 2.19 1.04 .94
Medium M 3.26 4.58 4.05 1.26 3.68 3.27 1.34 3.09 3.15

SD 2.37 1.85 1.73 3.27 1.70 1.38 1.84 1. 19 1.11
Long M .90 3.91 3.46 .42 2.94 3.29 .80 2.82 2.71

SD 3.54 2.08 1.93 2.28 1.39 1.53 2.16 .99 .97

Note . Means are given in cm. CE refers to constant error, AE is absolute error. and VE' is within-sector consistency.

The Groups main effect for AE and VE is significant. F (2,33)
= 4.90, p < .05 and 5.27, p < .01, respectively. Tukey's post
hoc test reveals a definite superiority of the FR condition over
the IR cdndition for AE and VE' (ps of .05 and .01). however.
the TR condition is not.significantly different from either of
these groups. For CE the GrOups main effect is nonsignifi-
cant, F (2,33) = 2.07.

The Retention Intervals main effect is also signifidant for AE
and VE', F (2,66) = 15.77 and 5.27. p < .01, respectively. while
CE is nonsignificant, F (2,66) = 2.27. Post hoc analysis of AE
and VE' reveal an identical pattern with no differences
occurring between the immediate and 15 sec. unfilled reten-
tion interval. Introducing verbal processing activity during the
15 sec. retention interval results in a significant increase in AE
and VE' (p < .01).

The Target Sectors m'ain effect is significant fix. AE. VE' and
CE, F (2,66) = 5.08, 3.73 and 5.74 (p < .05). Post hoc analysis
reveals that greater positive errors are associated with the
medium target sector (40-54 dms.). Reproduction of targets
within the short sector (24-38 cms.) results in greater ab-
solute and variable error.

The Groups x Retention Interval interaction is only marginally
significant for AE and VE', F (4,66) = 2.13 and 2.29, p < .10. A
test of simple main effects for both dependent measures
reveals that the groups differ only in the filled retention
interval with the FR condition superior to the IR condition.
While this finding would suggest that the FR condition is
being less affected by verbal processing activity than the IR

condition, the results should be accepted with caution due to
the marginal significance. Additionally, the Groups x Reten-
tion interval interaction for CE is nonsignificant,F (4,66) =
1.00.

The Retention Intervals x Target Sectors interaction is
significant for CE only, F (4,132) = 30.84. p < .01. A test of
simple main effects indicates that the reproduction of target
sectors is different in each retention interval (p < .01). In the
immediate and 15 sec. unfilled retention intervals greater
positive errors are associated with the medium and long
target sectors. However, a classical range effect (ELLSON and
WHEELER, 1947) is suggested in the 15 sec. filled retention
interval with the short and medium targets being overshot
while the long targets were undershot.

EXPERIMENT II

Method

Subjects

Forty-eight right-handed female volunteers were recruited
from the University of Wisconsin. The subjects were random-
ly assigned to the three endpoint duration conditions.

Apparatus

Identical to Experiment I.
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Procedures

The procedureS were identical to Experiment I except that in
the preselected conditions, theisubject's CM endpoints were
selfdefined. The subject was instructed however to disperse
his movements throughout the entire movement range and
avoid making a series of similar responses on .succeeding
trials. Any consistent pattern of movements (e.g. short.
medium, long) was also to be avoided. In the preselected
conditions, each trial commenced with the instruction for the
subject to "Grasp the handle", covertly "Select" And "Move"
to her desired CM endpoint. The command "Select" was
given to insure that the subject preset the movement prior to
initiation. After the appropriate endpoint duration (IR. TR or
FR) and retention interval manipulation (immediate. 15 sec.
unfilled, 15 sec. filled) the subject was instructed to "Grasp
the handle" and ''Recall!' the CM endpoint.

In the constrained mode, the subject's CM endpoints were
identical to those she had chosen earlier in the preselected
mode. The order of constrained trial presentation was also
analogous to the preselected movement trials. The com-
mands given were identical to those used in Experiment L

In order to render distance cues unreliable 12 starting
position combinations for the CM and RM were used with the
former being either 15, 19, 23 cm. to the left of the zero point
on the slide. As in Experiment 1, the RM starting position was
either +5 or +15 cm. from the CM starting position. These
combinations were randomly assigned to each of the three
retention intervals. The presentation order of the three
retention intervals was randomized rather than presented in
blocks (Experiment II) with the restriction that a retention
interval could not appear more than twice in row.

Design

The three endpoint duration conditions received 12 trials
under each of the three retention intervals (Immediate. 15
sec. filled). Subjects in each endpoint duration condition
performed 36 trials under the preselected mode followed by
36 trials under the constrained mode. For analysis purposes,
the CM endpoints chosen under the preselected mode were
categorized into short (15-32.5 cm.), medium (33-50.5 cm.)
and long (51-68.5 cm.) target sectors. Thus, a3x 2 x3 X3
(Groups X Modes. x Retention Intervals X Target Sectors)
faCtorial design was used With the Groups factor as the only
between subject variable. As in Experiment I. reproduction
errors within each target sector were collapsed for inspection
of CE, AE, and VE'.

Results and Discussion

An examination of the CM dispersions of the three
preselected Conditions was necessary to establish whether
the groups chose similar movements as a function of target
sectors and retention intervals. No differences were found (F
< 1) and allowed for the comparison of reproduction errors.
The means and standard deviations of reproduction errors
for groups, modes, retention intervals and target sectors are
presented in Table U.
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significantly different from each other at or beyond the .05
significance level. For CE, a significant increase in positive
errors results" when verbal processing activity is introduced
during tho 15 sec. retention interval (p < .05).

Table II - Means and Standard Deviations for Groups, Modes, Retention Intervals and Target Sectors.

Main
effects

Immediate
release

2 see.
release

,5 sec.
release

CE AE VE' CE AE VE' CE AE VE'
Groups

M .09 3.18 3.10 .03 2.69 2.66 .22 2,51 2.44
SD 2.50 1.53 1.62 2.11 1.08 1.16 1.92 1.07 1.11

Modes
Pre M .35 2.90 3.08 .05 2.46 2.45 .28 2.49 2.37

SD 1.90 1.30 1.61 1.99 1.01 1.05 1.92 1.08 1.01Con M - .16 3.47 3.14 .01 2.93 2.88 .15 2.51 2.51
. SD 3.15 1.76 1.63 2.18 1.15 1.26 1.92 1.07 1.15

Retention
intervals
lmmed. M .16 2.67 2.48 .10 2.25 2.18 .18 2.32 2.07

SD 2.10 1.30 1.14 1.69 .81 1.05 1.79 .99 .8715 sec. M - .18 3.22 3.06 - .10 2.81 2.62 - .02 2.52 2.54unfilled SD 2.50 1.42 1.55 2.36 1.18 1.10 1.88 1.05 1.1715 sec. M .31 3.67 3.77 .10 3.02 3.19 .50 2.67 2.71filled SD 3.00 1.86 2.16 2.27 1.25 1.32 2.07* 1.18 1.32
Target
sectors
Short M - .34 3.61 3.33 - .71 3.04 2.92 - .74 2.88 2.84

SD 3.00 1.72 1.66 2.33 1.20 1.36 2.11 1.22 1.47Medium M .79 3.12 3.14 .68 2.55 2.58 .80 2.51 2.58
SD 2.40 1.35 1.50 1.97 .99 1.02 1.86 1.03 1.01Long M - .16 2.81 2.85 .14 2.49 2.48 .60 2.14 1.92
SD 2.20 1.51 1.68 2.03 1.06 1.09 1.78 .97 .86

The Groups main effect for AE and VE' is significant, F (2,45)
= 8.65 and F (2,45) = 8.39, p < .01, respectively. Tukey's post
hoc test indicates that the IR conditions are significantly
worse that the TR (p < .05) and the FR conditions (p .01) for
both AE and VE' measures. For CE, the Groups main effect is
nonsignificant, F < 1.

The Modes main effect is significant for AE and VE', F (1,45)
= 15.02, p < .01, and F (1,45) = 6.71, p < .05, respectively. A
clear superiority of the preselected (PRE) over constrained
(CON) modes is evident.

The retention intervals main effect is significant for AE, VE'
and CE, F (2,90) = 23.92, F (2,90) = 35.16, and F (2,90) =
3.16, p < .01, p < .01, p < .05 respectively. For AE and VE',
Tukey's test reveals that all three retention intervals are

The target sectors main effect is significant for AE, VE', and
CE, F (2,90) = 11.07, p < .01, F (2,90) = 10.38, p < .01, and+
(2,90) = 14.45, p < .01, respectively. For AE, Tukey's fest
indicates that short targets are more poorly reproduced than
medium (p < .05) and long targets (p < .01). For VE, short
and medium targets are reproduced more poorly than long
targets (p < .01 and p < -.05, respectively). For CE, short
targets evidenced greater undershooting relative to medium
and long targets.

Of considerable interestp the groups by modes interaction
since it might reflect differences in the PRE and CON modes
relative to the endpoint duration manipulation. The groups by
modes interaction is significant only for AE, F (2,45) = 3.43, p
< .05. A simple main effects analysis of the two response
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Modes as a function of the IR, TR, .and FR conditions was
performed. This analysis reveals that PRE-IR reproduction
error is marginally greater than PRE-T.R (P < .10). For the
constrained mode howeverDON-IR is significantly worse
than both CON-TR and CON7FR .(p < .05) which are not
different from each other. Examining this interaction further
reveals a superiority of PRE location oier CON location at the
IR and TR conditions. However, et the FR condition,
reproduction of PRE and CON location is not significantly
different for AE. The failure of a.significant groups by modes
interaction for VE' suggests that the PRE and CON modes are
similarly effected by the endpoint duration manipulation.

The findings for both AE and VE' measures support those in
Experiment I that constrained movements are affected by the
endpoint duration manipulation. The lack of a significant
endpoint duration by modes interaction for VE' and a
marginal superiority of the PRE-TR over PRE-IR for AE
suggests that, preselected movement is also affected by the
endpoint duration manipulation. Since the time at the CM
endpoint is assumed to be critical for proprioceptive 'en-
coding it appears that the above findings point to the
imp.ortance of peripheral information for both constrained
and preselected location reproduction.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The present experiments sought to examine whether
reproduction of constrained and preselected movements was
equally 'depebdent on peripheral information. The main
variable of interest was the exposure time at the CM endpoint
which was thought to be crucial tor proprioceptive encoding.
In constrained movement production the blindfolded sub-
ject's major source of information regarding the CM endpoint
arises from the proprioceptive modality. Sin ee these
movements should be more input oriented, it was
hypothesized that endpoint duration should benefit the en-
coding of proprioceptive information and facilitate reproduc-
tion accuracy. The AE and VE' results from both Experiment I
and II clearly support this position. Using the same rationale
as.presented here, DEL REY and LICHEN (1971) failed to find
an endpoint duration effect for constrained movement
reproduction. However, endpoint duration in their study
varied from 2 to 10 sec. and it could be argued that 2 sec. at
the CM endpoint was sufficient for proprioceptive encoding in
constrained movements and that further exposure time was
not influential. This interpretation is strengthened in light of
the AE and VE' results of Experiment II which suggests that
the crucial interval for proprioceptive encoding is between 0
and 2 sec.

In preselected movement production, a corollary 'discharbe
(TEUBER, 1974 ; SPERRY, 1950) from motor to sensory
centers may occur' which prepares the latter for the sensory
consequences of the motor act. As hypothesized by
STELMACH et. a. (in press), this operation may allow for
better proprioceptive encoding. The prediction in Experiment
II was that preselected movements, being aided by the
corollary discharge mechanism, should be more output
oriented and not benefit from increased exposure at the CM
endpoint. However, the significant increase in reproduction
consistency (reflected by VE') and the marginal increase in
reproduction accuracy (reflected by AE) for preselected
movements as a function of endpoint duration certainly.
suggests that peripheral information is also important for
preselected movement reproduction. If corollary discharge
occurs in preselected movement production it may be that
some time is still required in order to encode the propriocep-

tive information. Additional AE data of Experiment II indicates
that resting on the CM endpoint of a constrained. movement
for 5 sec. may compensate for the lack of prior response
organization and augment the memory trace to a degree
comparable to. that of preselected movements. However,
response consistency (as reflected by VE') of preselected
movements appear to be superior to constrained regardless
of the endpoint duration.

Another interpretation of the data is warranted which incor-
porates a rehearsal explanation of the endpoint duration
effect. It might have been that subjects in both preselected
and constrained conditions rehearsed the terminal location of
the movement during endpoint duration. This rehearsal
interpretation could explain the benefits of endpoint duration
on' preselected reproduction and would not necessarily
predict a presentation mode by endpoint duration interaction.
The above interpretation would suggest that endpoint dura-
tion allows for more rehearsal at the endpoint rather than for
more encoding time in both constrained and 'preselected
movements and thus can explain the benefits of endpoint
exposure on both response modes. However, it cannot
explain the superiority of preselected over constrained
reproduction at a given endpoint duration since rehears&
time is equal for both response modes.
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The range effects (RE), thatois, the tendency to overshoot or
undershoot a criterion movement: has been the object of
careful considerations recently in the short-term motor
memory literature (see, for exaMple : STELMACH, 1974) and
valuable information has been gained on this problem.

For example, it is now a well-documented fact that if a series
of movement .extents are used, ,small ones will tend to be
overshot and large ones will tend to be undershot (PEPPER &
HERMAN, 1970 ; TRUMBO, MILONE & NOBLE, 1972 ;
WILBERG & GIROUARD, 1975) but more importantly, such
tendencies will be little affected by the short-term motor
memory (STMM) system. In other words, using constant
errors (CE) as an index oi RE, there is little change in CE over
an unfjlled retention interval (ASCOLI & SCHMIDT, 1969 ;

BURWITZ, 1972 ; KEELE & ELLS, 1972 ; MARTENIUK, 1973;
SALMELA, 1972) although oontraectory evidence has been
reported by PEPPER and HERMAN (1970) and LAABS
(1973).

Several factors are known to affect RE. If a motor interpolated
task is inserted in a retention interval, then strong assimila-
tion effects are found in the direction of the interpolated act
(PEPPER & HERMAN, 1970 ; LAABS, 1973) and especially if
the interpolated act is inserted very close to the reproduction
phase (PATRICK, 1971 ; STELMACH & WALSH, 1973). The
memory trate strength of the to-be-reproduced (TBR) move-
ment has also been found a potent variable, in that a stronger
trace appearS more apt to.resist the effect of an interpolated
act (STELMACH & KELSO, 1975).

The method used to present the TBR movements represents
also an important variable. Subject-defined, movements
appear to produce more undershooting (that is accentuate
the RE during the reproduction phase) than experimenter-
defined movements (for example, using a tone or a physical
stop to indicate the endpoint) (TRUMBO, WHITTAKER,
NOBLEJ 972 ; TANNIS & WILBERG, 1974). Results provided
by TRUMBO, MILONE and NOBLE (1972) tend to suggest
that response execution.mechanisms play a minor reile in RE
tendencies as compared to the response classes themselves.
Finally, one must remember that the series of movement
extints, if used as a. within S variable, may by itself,
represent an important soUrce of response biasing

(POULTON, 1973, 1974).

The last three factors (method oj presentation of the TBR
movements, response or movement classes, and set of
stimuli or TBR movements) seem to indicate that the en-
coding processes of the TBR movement§ represent a com-
mon source of effects. One way of testing such assertion is to
present the TBR information in two modalities, at the same
time, such as in the kinesthetic (K) and visual (V) modalities,
but varying independently the values or extent of the informa-
tion within each modality. The resulting effects, it any, on CE
at recall may thus say something about the relative roles of
the K and V codes on the RE obserVed.
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In a recent experiment (WILBERG & GIROUARD, 1975), we
found that RE for movement information can be substantially
altered by V information provided at the same time as the
TBR movements. We used three types of K ; v ratios: 2 : 1,
1 :1, and 1 : 2 in presenting the information to S such that V
eXtents appeared half as long, equal to, or twice as long as
the K extents. Ss reproduced either in the K or in the K + V
modality. In K reproduction, K information was assimilated
toward V information while in V + K reproduction, RE was
much as normal. However, since K :V ratios were used as a
main factor in a completely crossed design, it implied that
some V extents were used for which there were no equivalent
K extents. Perhaps the results obtained were partly due to the
fact that V information was over-emphasized.

The purpose of this experiment was therefore to try to
. replicate the findings of the previous experiment but using

this time an equal pairing of K and V extents:The purpose of
using K V disparity was to determine whether the RE found
Was mostly determined by V or K information and thus
provide an insight into the locus of the RE.

METHOD

Apparatus and taiik-

The apparatus consisted iire-4.0 by 98 cm. wooden ruler,
used as a track, mounted on a wooden frame. A metal cursor,
with a small knob 3.5 cm. high and .75 cm. in diameter, was
used to fit metal edges on each side of the track and was
employed by the Ss for making simple linear movements. The
cursor was hooked up to a 10-turn potentiometer whose
output, after being passed through a voltage divider/amplifier
box, was fed into an oscilloscope (Statham, model 700-170).
Therefore, when an S moved the cursor, he could see the
spot (1.6 mm. diameter) on the scope moving in the same
direction according, to one out of five possible K V ratios :

4 : 1, 2 : 1, 1: 1, 1 :2, and 1 :4. For example, when a ratio of 1 : 1

was used, the spot was moving the same length as that of the
cursor ; while a ratio of 1: 2 meant that the spot moved twice
as far as the actual physical movement executed by the Ss.
The scope used had a screen 35.5 cm. wide by 28 cm. high
and was situated about 1.2 meters in front of S:'at eye level.

The S sat confortably in front of.the apparatus and moved the
cursor horizontally from his left to right, all Ss being right-
handed. The range used on the ruler was 35.5 cm., that is, any
movement used took place within that range.

Subjects and design

The Ss were 8 undergraduate students (4 males and 4
females, X = 19.63 y.a., SD = 2.33) who volunteered for this
experiment. Each S received all treatment conditions (36) in a
3 x 3 x 2 x 2 completely crossed factorial design with
repeated measures on all factors. Each treatment condition
was replicated 3 times by every S.
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The first faCtor consisted of three levels of V information :
short (3.5 cm.), medium (7.0), end long (14.0 cm.). The
second factor had three levels of K information : short (3.5),
medium (7.0), and long (14.0 cm.). The last two factors, with
two levels each, were : reproduction modality (l< t V or K)
and retention interval (0 or 15 sec.). Thus, as an example, if a
given treatment condition involved a mdvement extent of 14
cm. associated with the spot moving only a distance of 3.5
cm., then a ratio of 4 : 1 was being used. However, as said
before, K : V ratios were not treated as a factor since all the
necessary information was already contained in the first two
factors of the design.

Procedure

Ss were tested in an isolated room where only the ex-
perimenter (E) and the S were present. On each trial, S had to

-reproduce the distance moved during the execution of the
criterion movement, location information being made un-
reliable by changing the starting location during the
reproduction phase. All criterion distances were presented in
K + V modalities. In the case of the reproduced distances in
the K modality, the oscilloscope was simply turned off. Ss did
not know in advance (i.e., until the scope was effectively
turned off) whether the reproduction modality was going to
be K + V or K. When it was in the K + V modality, the same
type of relationship between K and V existed, as the one used
during the execution of .the criterion movement. A blackout
cloth extended from a frame above the apparatus to cover Ss
shoulders, completely eliminating any visual cues as to the
position of his arm, hand, or of the cursor while permitting a
clear view of the scope. Ss were not explained the
mechanism of the apparatus (i.e., the values of the K : V
ratios) until the completion of all test sessions. Instruction
emphasized the reproductions of the distances moved by the
hand (K information) but at no time were Ss allowed to close
their eyes or move their eyes away from the scope during a
trial in order to avoid the somewhat confounding effect of
K : V disparity.

The general procedure involved presenting S wittl a criterion
movement by having him move the r.irsor until he hit a.
physical stop. S held this position for about 2 sec. E then
activated the clock (in the case of the 15 sec. retention
interval) and repositioned the cursor to a different starting
point, S's habd always staying on the cursor. Immediately or
after the coropletion of the 15 sec. retention interval, E gave
the Command to reproduce. Errors in reproduction were then
recorded to Ithe nearest mm. During the unfilled retention
interval, Ss 4ere asked to concentrate on the distance just
moved. For each trial V extent, K extent, and reproduction
modality wer'e randomly selected. Concerning the retention
interval, half ti,he Ss went through all the immediate reproduc-
tion trials first, followed by the 15 sec. trials while the other
half (each geoup having an equal number of males and
females) had ithe opposite sequence.'

1. In addition tO the extents reported here (i.e.. 3.5 - 7.0 - 14.0 cm.).
two other sets of. V and K extents (2.5, 5.0, and 10.0 and 4.5, 9.0,
18.0 cm.) were also used, in a random fashion, with all Ss but only
the first set Was analyzed.

Analysis of error scores

Constant error (CE) or mean algebric error, variable error
(VE), the standard ,deviation of the algebric error, and
averaje variation errors (AV), the SD of the mean absolute
error, were each submitted to a separate analysis of variance
(ANOVA).

Results

Concerning CE, only the K extent mein effect was significant,
F (2,14) = 39.02, p < .01, and results appear in Table I. This
is the basic RE generally observed which indicates that a
short K extent is overshot while a long one is undershot
(PEPPER & HERMAN, 1970 ; TRUMBO, MILONE & NOBLE,

WILBERG & GIROUARD, 1975). We will use through
the ?mainder of this paper, these response set data as a
base line for the discussion.

Table I - Mean constant, variable, and average variation
error as a function of kinesthetic extents (in cm.).

Kinesthetic extents
Short Medium Long

Constant error 1.09 0.45 2.03
Variable error 1.17 1.33 2.48
Average variation 0.95 0.99 1.96
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No other main effects were significant. The K extent by
reproduction modality interaction was significant F (2,14) =
9.00, p < .01; (see Figure 1) and shows the RE is more
pronounced in the K than An the K + V reproduction modality.
Finally, the three-factor interaction involving V extent, l<
extent, and reproduction modality was significant, F (2,14) =
9.14, p < .01. No other interactions reached the level of
significance.

Figure 1 - Interaction between reproduction modality and criterion movement lengths to be reproduced.
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Concerning VE and AV,- only one main effect was significant
in both analj/ses and this is again K extent, F (,14) = 24.44. p
< .01 for VE, and F (2,14) = 15.02, p < .01 for AV. Results are
illustrated also in Table I. No other main effects nor interac-
tions were significant concerning VE and AV.

The significant three-factor interaction involving K, V. and'
reproduction modality indicated that in fact those three
factors are interrelated in a complex manner. However, unhke
the previous experiment (WILBERG & GIROUARD, 1975), the
present interaction was hard to interpret and no particular
trend- was immediately apparent.

In order to ,get a clearer picture, we reanalyzed the data
concerning CE. In the V + K reproduction modality, data were
computed using, this time, the visual dimension a:, the basis
for measurement. For example, if an S had a movement of 7
cm. with a V information of 3.5 cm. and his reproduction
score was 8 cm. (indicating a CE of + 1.00 cm. on the K side),
it was divided by 2 such that his reproduction score became 4
cm. (thus, indicating a CE of + 0.5 Cm. on the V side). As

before then the first factor of interest was again V extent,
(hereafter called primary information) and the second factor
was K extent, hereafter cRIled secondary information.'

In the K reproduction modality, scores were- not
retransformed but simply reordered such that the first factor,
or primary information, was K and the second factoror,
secondary information, was V. In summary, when we say that
the first factor (or primary information) had 3 levels, (i.e.,
short, medium, long), it implies that the dimension is V in the
case of K + V reproduction modality and K in the case of K
modality.

The ANOVA revealed that both the primary extent. F (2.14) =
15.85 p < .01, and the secondary extent F (2.14) = 4.05 p <
.05, were significant. In addition, both two-factor interactions,
namely the primary extent by reproductiort modality interac-
tion. F (2.14) = 26.60 p < .01, and the secondary extent by
reproduction modality interaction, F (2,14) = 12.44, p < .01,
were significant. Both interactions are illustrated in Figure 2
and 3 respectively. No other main effects or interactions
were significant.

Figure 2 - Interaction between reproduction modality and primary criterion lengths to be reproduced. Primary criterion
lengths are measured on the visual dimension in the case of the visual + kinesthetic modality and on the kinesthetic
dimension in the case of the kinesthetic modality.
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Figure 3 - Interaction between reproduction modality and secondary criterion lengths to be reproduceil. Secondary criterion
lengths are measured on the kinesthetic dimension in the case of the visual + kinesthetic modality and on the visual
dimension in the case of the kinesthetic modality.
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DISCUSSION

Taken together, results of the present study agree fairly well
with those of the previous study (WILBER& & GIROUARD,
1975), showing a strong effect of the V code on the RE. In
addition, the effect seems to resist memory effects since
there was no decay, especially in the case of VE, as a function
of the 15 sec. retention interval.
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That the RE depends on the reproduction modality is il-
lustrated by the fact that it is much more pronounced in the K
than in the K + V modality (see both Figures 1 and 2) and this
would be in agreement with results reported by STELMACH
and KELSO (1975). In. Figure 2.for example, when V is the
primary dimension in the K + V reproduction modality, then
RE is almost non-existent while normal and accentuated RE is
found when K is the primary dimension in the K modality. A
rushed conclusion would be that most RE occurs due to K.
This, however, may not be the case. Consider the secondary
information by reproduction modality interaction (Figure 3).

In the K + V reproduction modality, we found again the
normal RE. When K is short as a secondary dimension, then V
information is overshot and when K is long, then V is
undershot. This should not come as a surprise, however,
since instruction emphasized K information. What is sur-
prising. however, is the fact that in the- K reproduction
modality, the pattern is simply reversed : where V was short at
the time of presentation, then K information is undershot at
recall and when V was long, K is overshot. Consistent with
previous findings (WILBERG & GIROUARD. 1975), RE can be
reversed by an assimilation process with V informatiOn.

Results would be in agreement with KLEIN and POSNER
(1974) who found that the mere presence.of V information
disrupts the acquisition of K information and it does not
depend at all on whether or not Ss will have to pay attention to
V information. Vision seems to dominate K at the level of
central attention and it seems that when V and K provide
conflicting information, perfermance might be mainly under V
control (e.g., KLEIN & POSNER, 1974, p. 406).

The present study would also be in agreement with results
reported by ANNETT (1970) who fOund that when amplified V
information is removed (i.e., when Ss have to reproduce in
the K modality only after being presented With K-V informa-
tion with approximately a ratio of 1 : 2). performance is
marked by gross overshooting, which represents what
happened in the present study when V was long.

An interesting question with the present results 14; to ask
whether Ss stored V. K, or both codes for the purpose of
recalling the information after the retention interval. One
possibility might have been that a K code only was stored and
that V information had its full assimilation effect during the
reproduction phase .by a sort of reconstruction process using
visual imagery for instance. Another possibility might have
been that information was stored directly by using V codes:

The first possibility can be discounted, we believe, on the
grounds that if such had been the case, then we would have
observed a significant memory effect. at least in the case of K
reproduction and using VE as an index. K-distance informa-
tion is generally affected by an unfilled retention interval
(POSNER. 1967 ; LAABS, 1973). Since we found no memory
effect, especially in terms of VE and AV, and since V codes
have been found stable over time (e.g.. POSNER. 1967). we
have a basis for infering that a V code was at least stored.

We cannot imply, of c6urse, that a K code was not stored or
used by Ss. It was either a V code or both V and K codes and
since we found normal RE for K information in the K + V
modatity, the possibility that a K code was stored or used in
conjunction with a V code, remains,
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It seems, therefore, pertinent to conclude that RE can, to a
-large extent, be affected by encoding processes. STELMACH
(1974) has argued that the biasing effect in STMM was
peripheral. However, based upon the present results, and
based also on the fact' that RE is dependent on whether the .

TBR movement is subject-defined or experimenter-defined
(TRUMBO, WHITTAKER & NOBLE, 1972 ; TANNIS &
WILBERG, 1974), the conclusion seems warranted that an
important source of RE has a central, encoding-related locus.
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La prise de decision reflete un comportement sélectif, oCi un
choix est implique. Elle est issue de l'analyse de l'information
et par le fait mem% depend des informations captées et de la
qualité de. l'analyse de ces informations. Ainsi, les facteurs
influencant tout le processus d'analyse de l'information ont
un effet sur la prise de decision.

Certaines variables influencent le processus de prise de
decision et MILLER (1962) en identifie plusieurs dans une
figure type.

Figure 1 - Variables influencant la decision e
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Tire de Miller, 1962.
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De ces variables, quelques-unes sont pour nous d'une
impo?tence capitale dans leurs implicatirms et corollaires :
1. La complexité du stimulus. La complexité du stimulus

modifie grandement ranalyse de l'information et la déci-
Sion qui en découle.

2...,Les categories de reponses. Les categories de réponses
possibles sont déterminantes puisque nous ne pouvons
choisir une reponse qui n'est pas dans notre repertoire.

La capacite du sujet. Le sujet aura d'autant plus de
réticences a choisir une reponse qu'il n'est pas efficace au
niveau de la realisation de cette reponse.

4. Le désir'd'efficacité ou de réussite. Le.sujet recherchant
refficacite maximale devant une situation devra peser lés
consequences de chacune des possibilités, avant d'en
choisir une. La selection d'une reponse peut dépendre,
en grande partie, de la connaissance permettant la con-
ceptualisation de l'issue et du résultat de cette reponse
dans le contexte d'une situation particulière" (MILLER,
1962).

1.1n autre aspect de ce paramétre est représenté par
revalUation subjective de la probabilité du succes d'une ,

reponse dans la realisation d'une tache. Ces aspects sont
directement dependents de rexperience du sujet dans la,'
tache qu'il doit abcomplir.

5. Les issues possibles, les priorités du sujet. Cheque Cache
peut com porter plusieurs issues possibles, mais le choix
de la reponse dépendra directement des priorités que le
sujet s'est fixées.

II existe d'autres approches pour l'étude de la prise de
décisiohs Qomplexes (EDWARDS, 1966; PITZ, 1968-69 ;
BROADBENT, 1971). Elles consistent essentiellement dans
rélaboration de modeles de recherche d'information bases
sur les parametres-influencant l'analyse. Les trois principaux
modeles sont :

a) les acdumulateurs avec une mémoire parfaite ;

b) les accumulateurs avec une mémoire défectueuse. et

Des maintenent, nous pOuvons donc réaliser la complexité
des processus impliques dans la prise de decision, au-lei que
les noM breuses questions pouvant etre soulevées a ce
propos. Dans le contexte sportif, les variabl9s influencant la
prise d'information et la prise de decision sont pratiquement'
inconnues, pourtant ces processus sont d'une importance
capitale.

En performance motrice, nul ne peut &flapper a la proble-
matique de la prise d'information visuelle, celle-ci étant la
pierre ,.d'angle de toute activité perceptivo-motrice (BARD,
1973 ; FLEURY, 1973). Partout oCi la réponsemotrice est
instantanée et fonction de la prospection visuelle, ii devient
primordial de préciser les strategies d'investigation visuelle
optimales, permettant la'facilitation de la prise d'inforrnation.

'Le but de cette etude, a multiples facettes, est donc d'identi-
fier et d'analyser les reperes informatifs nécessaires a uné
reponse adequate, a l'aide de, certains parametres de la
prospection visyelle.

Nous traiterons de trois (3) problemesparticuliers :
a) de l'effet de la complexité de le situation sur la prise de

. decision ;

b) de l'influence du contexte sur la prise de decision ;

c) de la densité et de la localisation des fixations en fonction
du contexte (avec ou sans alternative), du type de solution
(premier ortfre : impliquant le joueur seulement ; deu-
xieme ordre: impliquant le joueur et ses partenaires) et du
niveau d'expérience du sujet (expert ou non-expert).

' L'exploration oculo-motrice a deux (2) fonctions principales :

a) recueillir les informations et
b) établir des relations entre ces informations,

pour résoudre adéquatement le probléme propose.

Les paramétres utilises dans rétude de la prospection
visuelle sont, entre autres :

a) les durées et le nombre de fixations oculaires ;
c) les critéres comparatifs : le modéle random walk ". b) la localisation de ces fixations.

(BROADBENT, 1971).
La dunk, et le nombre des fixationsA ce niveau, plusieurs chercheurs ont tenté d'établir pour oculairesl'homme des strategies optimales quant au nom bre d'infOr-

mations qu'il preléve. Dans la plupart des taches de prospection oculaire, un
observateur fixe environ trois (3) fois par seconde.. Toutefois,EDWARDS et SLOVIC (1965) ont trouve que les humains sont des etudes ont montre que les durées de fixation sontcapables de determiner des strategies optimales pour mini- dependantes des exigences de la thche ainsi que du niveaumiser le coat d'une reponse, par un prélévement d'informa- d'entrafnement des operateurs-sujets. SCHOONARD et a/.tions utiles ", i.e. par le maintien d'un ratio rendement/coOt (1973) enregistrent les mouvements oculaires d'inspecteursélevé. Par contre, PRUITT (1961) montre que si le sujet fait entraines qui recherchent.des défectuosités dans des circuitsune miuvalse prediction avant la .presentatiOn, il aura besoin intégrés de petites dimensions. Apres un entrainement dede beaucoup plus d'informations que le niveau optimal quelques mois, la duree moyenne des-fixations est de 200. habitue!. Selon PITZ (1968), le sujet, a partir de la description millisecondes, tempS.trés proche du minimum de temps ded'une tache, érnét des previsions sur le moment oil une fixation de rceil. Les fixations les plus longues sem blentdecision devrait être prise. Les performances subséquentes porter sur les parties les plus difficiles a évaluer. Les résultatssont, en partie, .dependantes de ces previsions.
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obtenus avec des observateurs moins bien entraines révèlent
des durées de fixation plus longues. Lors de comparaisons
entre des joueurs de basketball experts et non-experts.
BARD et CARRIER E (1975) notent que le nombreet a durée
moyenne de fixation diminuent significativement avec la' pratique et rexpérience. Les résultats de WHITE' et FORD
(1960), enregistrés lOrsque;des opérateurs recherchent un
point sur un écran "de radar, révélent: des durées de fixation
de 300; millisecondes. ,;

Dans des jches.oCi les sujets cherchent un element parmi
plusieur , la durée de fixation sur un element est déterrninée
systernatiquernent par )a relation entre les caractéristiques
de .r element et les caracteristiques de ia cible recherchée.

GOULI:t et SCHAFFER (1965) ont trouve 'que la durftet le
-nOrnbre de fixations varient significativernent en fonction de
la corn plexité de la tache.

En résumé lea durées de fixations sont influencées par

les exigences spécifiques d'une tache donnée.

rexpérience dessujets et
la corn plexité de la tache.

La localisation des points de fixation

La zone privilégiée par robservateur, lors d'une presentation,
est influencée par au moins trois (3) facteurs :

` les exigences spécifiques de la tache

rinformation que le sujet posséde en rapport avec la 'ache
et
l'expérience du sujet.

WHITE et FORD (1960) ont dernontre que, dans une tache de
vigilance sur radar, la plupart des fixations apparaissente mi-
chemin sur la ligne de'recherche du radar, plutet qu'au milieu
de la presentation visuelle. Le centre et les limites extremes
de la presentation sOnt negliges. MOURANT et ROCKWELL
(1972) ont montre qu'en conduite automobile, selon les
taChes proposées ("Conduite en ville ou sur autoroute). les
Points de fixation v4rient de 'facon significative.

,Le deuxième facteur influenpant la localisation des fixations
est !Information donnee au sujet sur la tache. Dans une de
ses experiences, WILLIAMS (1967) présente des diapositives
contenant 100 formes geornétriques. Ces elements varient en
forrne, couleur et ,taille. Cheque element contient deux (2)-
chiffres en son cenfre. Lorsque le sujet ne connet preal
rnent que le nurnéro de la cible, ses fixations oculaireb se
répartissent presqu'egalement, sur toute la presentation.
Lorsque le sujet connait en plus la couleur de rélément
critique, on note des fixations oculaires sélectives sur les
elements de cette couleur. Toutefois, une connaissance sur la
forrne ou la taille de robjet ne produit pas autant de
sélectivité au niveau des fixations sur les elements de rnerne
forme ou de même taille. Lorsque le sujetconnait la couleur,
la forme et/ou la dimension de la cible, II fixe les elements
surtout d'apres les couleurs. II semble que certaines couleurs
ressortent plus que la forme de rarriere-fond d'une presenta-
tion. Ceci peut s'expliquer par le rOle de la viSion périphéri-
que determinant la prochaine fixation, la sensibilité au niveau

; de la reconnaissance de la couleur ne décroissant pas autant
en périphérie que racuité de la forme.

Vérifiant le rOle de !Information préalable sur la prospection
visuelle, YARBUS (1967) trouve que les sujets varient la
localisation de leurs fixations en fonction des instructions
recur. Pour cetze experience, avant cheque presentation,

rexpérinientateur infornie le sujet du type de questions qui lui
seront posées apres la presentation du stimulus. Cet auteur
trouve qiie les patrons de fixations changent en terme de,
localisation et de sequence selon les directives. Les sujets
concentrent leurs fixations sur les zones pouvant leur per-
rnettre ce répondre aux questions.

L'expérience des sujets, troisième facteur pouvant influencer
la localisation des fixations, fut traité par .,GOULD et
SCHAFFER (1965). Ces auteurs rapportent que les sujets,
ayant participe intensivernent a des experiences tachistosco-
piques, ont 50% thoins de fixations que les sujets n'ayant
jamais eu cette experience.

.Les differences individuelles ressortent principalement de
[etude de SCHOONARD et al. (1973). Cette etude est réalisée
avec des inspecteurs entrainés a détecter des défectuosités
dans des circuits électroniques.,

Comparant la prospection de radiologistes et d'étudiants en
médecine et crinternes, KUNDELL (1972) trouve des strategies
de recherche différentes entre les groupes. Le patron de
prospection semble dépendre des connaissances théoriques
plutOt que d'un entrainement forme!.

Dans une etude ultérieure, KUNDELL (1974) rapporte que les
radiologistes et les profanes ne lixent qu'une portion selec-
tive de l'image. Les fixations, tout en &ant différentes pour les
deux groupes, refletent les priorites des sujets. II existe une
forte correlation entre les regions décrétées importantes par
les sujets et la localisation de leurs fixations. Les sujets
regardent les regions susceptibles de contenir le plus d'infor-
mations, commie l'ont démontre MACKWORTH et MORANDI
(1967) et ANTES (1973), mais selon leur experience propre et
.rutilisation qu'ils cornptent faire de ces informations.

L'influence de rexpérience est aussi mise en lurnière par
-MOURANT et ROCKWELL (1972) alors qu'ils trouvent des
differences significatives entre les automobilistes expérimen-
tés et les débutants qui suivent des cours de conduite. Ces
derniers concentrent leurs fixations dans des regions plus
réduites a rnesUre qu'ils prennent de rexpérience. Ils regar=
dent plus en avant et a droite que les experimentes et
regardent leur rétroviseur moins souvent.

EXPERIENCE I

Dans une premiere etude sur la prise d'inforniation et de
decision dans des situations-problérnes ne contenant qu'une
seule solution. BARD et CARRIERE (1975) ont démontre que
des sujets expérimentés sont plus rapides (accurnulent
moins de fixations) que des sujets non-expérirnentés, pour la
solution des rnerries problemes.

Néannioins, dans la réalité sportive, rathlete est plus souvent
confronté avec des problémes a solutions multiples, il fait le
plussouvent face a plusieurs alternatives. Le but de la
premiere experience de cette série est de verifier si les
résultats obténus précédemment se renouvellent ou se
modifient dans des situations plus complexes, pour des
sujets expérinientés aussi bien que non-expérirnentés.

Protocole experimental

Suiets

Trente (30) sujets de sexe masculin partic4aent a la premiere
experience. L'age moyen du groupe est de 21.3 ans. Quinze
d'entre eux sont fortement impliqués dans ractivité sportive
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faisant l'objet de notre etude (de 3 A 7 ans de competition
Intercollégiale et interuniversitaire en basket). Les 15 autres
ont peu d'expérience en basketball (connaissance theorique
et pratique limitées, contrOlées lors d'une entrevue avec le
sujet et durant la période de familiarisation).

niche

Une série de 74 diapositives est presentee au sujet. Chacune
des diapositives illustre, sous forme de schema, une situation
d'attaque typique au basketball. L'ordre de presentation des
diapositives est établi aléatoirement pour cheque sujet. Des
directives standardisées sont lues individuellement au sujet.
Un signal préparatoire est donne avant cheque essai (2
secondes avant la presentation de la diapositive). A l'appari-
tion d'un stimulus le sujet doit donner merbalement, le plus
rapidement et precisément possible, la reponse choisie. La
diapositive disparait et le chronometre électronique s'arrête
des que le sujet verbalise sa reponse. Pour cheque situation
les réponses possibles sont :
a) lancer au panier ;
b) dribbler ;

c) passer A un partenaire demarque et spécifique ;

d) s'en tenir au statu quo, aucune action n'étant possible.

L'experimentation est precédée d'une période de familiarisa-
tion de 74 essais. Une mise au point de l'appareillage est fait()
aPres cheque série de cinq (5) essais. L'expérimentation se
fait en deux sessions entre lesquelles le sujet prend une
heure de repos.

Appareillage et materiel

Les mouvements oculaires des sujets sont enregistrés au
moyen d'un NAC Eye Mark Recorder, d'Instrumentation
Corporation. Cet appareil utilise la technique de réflexion
cornéenne. On filme

a) la scene telle que vue par le sujet

un V lumineux qui se superpose A la scene et dont la
localisation correspond A la region fixée par le sujet
(precis A t deux degrés d'angle visuel).

Les diapositivps sont presentees sur un écran A projection
arriere. Les projecteur, tachistoscope, détecteur de vibra-
tions vocales et chronometre électronique sont relies a un
enregistreur a quatre (4) canaux.

Scheme experimental

Cette etude comprend trois (3) variables indépendantes
1) la complexité de la tAche ;

2) le niveau d'experience des sujets ;
3) le type de solution contenue dans la presentation.

La complexité est Minis opérationnellement, comme -le
nombre d'inputs codes possibles, i.e. le nombre de messa-
ges possibles dans l'ensemble du stimUlus. Trois (3)
niveaux de complexité sont identifies :

a) un niveau oU une solution possible est conteriue dans la
presentation ;

b) un niveau 60 la presentation contient deux solutions
possibles ;

c) un niveau oU il y a trois solutions possibles.

L'expérience des sujets. Cette variable comprend deux
niveaux

a) le sujet fortement impliqué dans l'activité (de 3 A 7 ans
d'expérience) et

b) le sujet profane en la matiére (celui qui n'a aucune
experience de competition representative, mais qui
connait l'activité).

Le type de solution contenue dans la presentation. Cette
variable comprend elle aussi deux niveaux :
a) une solution de type 1, n'impliquant que le porteur de

belle (dribble, lancer) ;

une solution de type 2, impliquant d'autres joueurs que
le porteur de belle (passe).

Deux (2) variables dépendantes sont identifiées:
1. le temps de decision total ;
2. le nombre de fixations oculaires.

Résultats

Le tableau I presente les moyennes pour le temps de
decision et le nombre de fixations obtenues dans l'expe-
rience I.

1 5 2
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Tableau I - Temps de decision et nombre de fixations (moyennes) obtenus dans l'expérience I.

Solution
de type I

Complexité 1 Comp lexité 2 Complex He 3

Experts T.D. = .842
N.F. = 3.892

T.D. = .823
N.F. - 3.544

T.D. = .795
N.F. = 3.265

Non-experts T.D. = 1.298
N.F. = 5.758

T.D. = 1.047
N.F. = 4.364

T.D. = .928
N.F. = 3.846

Solution
de type II

Experts T.D. = 1.038
N.F. = 4.771

T.D. = no
N.F. = 3.517

T.D. = .771
N.F. = 3.224

Non-experts T.D. = 1.424
N.F. = 6.309

T.D. = 1.118
N.F. = 4.821

T.D. = 1.081
N.F. = 4.521

L'obtention d'une correlation de .79 entre le temps de
decision et le nombre de fixations nous permet de ne retenir
que le nombre de fixations pour le reste des analyses.

Une analyse de variance A trois (3) dimensions sur le nombre
.de fixations révèle une difference significative entre les trois
(3) niveaux de complexité, F (1,2218) = 120.985, p < .001 ;
entre les deux niveaux d'expérience, F (1,2218) = 18.173,
p < .001 ; entre les deux niveaux de type de solution,
F (1,2218) = 18.173, p < .001. La figure 2 fait ressortir :

que les sujets experts ont moins de fixations que les sujets
non-experts ;

que 'le type de solution presentee affecte la prise de
decision (plus petit nombre de fixationi pour les solutions
n'impliquant que le porteur de balle);
que l'augrnentation du nombre de choix facilite la prise de
decision.
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Figure 2 - Nombre de fixations (moyenne) en fonction du
type de solution, du niveau d'expérience et du
niveau de complexité.

Experts, solution
de type I

A A Experts, solution
de type II

0. 0 Non-experts, solution
de type I

0 0 Non-experts, solution
de type ll

2

Complexite
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EXPERIENCE II

Ayant établi l'influence de la complexité de la solution sur la
prise d'information et de decision, nous avons planifié une
deuxième experience (36 lesznames situations-problémes (a
solution unique) sonf presentees dans deux contextes diffe-
rents. Dans le premier contexte, sans alternative (CSA), le
sujet est informé que toutes les situations problemes sont
solution unique ; dans le deuxième contexte, avec alternati-
ves (CAA), les situations-problémes peuvent presenter 1, 2
ou 3 solutions et le sujet en est aussi informé. Seules les
situations A solution unique furent analysées dans la présente
experience.

Protocole experimental

Suiets

60 sujets, de sexe masculin, particioent a la deuxième
experience. 30 d'entre eux font aussi partie de l'expérience I
(CAS). Le lableau II illustre la repartition des sujets.

Tableau U - Repartition des sujets dans les di tterents groupes expérimentaux,

CONTEXTE
SANS ACTERNATIVE
DANS LA SOLUTION

CONTEXTE
AVEC ALTERNATIVES
DANS LA SOLUTION

Experts 15 15

Non-experts 15 15

Les 30 nouveaux sujets (CSA) furent sélectionnés selon les
mai-nes criteres que pour l'experience I.

Tâche

Pour le groupe CAS, voir experience I. Pour le groupe CSS,
une série de 42 diapositives est presentee au sujet, illustrant,
comme dans l'experience-I, des situations typiques d'attaque
au basketball. Le protocole et l'appareillage utilises sont les
mêmes que dans l'experience I.

Scheme experimental

Dans cette experience, deux variables independantes sont
introduites :

le contexte (CSA, CAA);

l'arrangement spatial (dispositif 1 et 2), Mini en termes de
proximité ou d'eloignement d'éléments spécifiques (joueur
de centre et ailier gauche) par rapport au porteur de belle
et au panier.
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Résultats

Le tableau III présente les moyennes pour le temps de
decision et le nombre de fixations obtenues dans l'expe-
Hence II.

Tableau III - Temps de decision et nombre de fixations (moyennes) obtenus dans rexperience II.

Contexte
sans alternative

Contexte
avec alternatives

Dispositif
1

Experts T.D. = 0.878

Solution N.F. = 2.73
de type I

Non-experts T.D. = 1.176
N.F. = 4.63

Solution
de type II

Experts T.D. = 1.026
N.F. = 3.89

Non-experts T.D. = 1.280
N.F. = 5.36

Une analyse de variance multivariée, A quatre (4) dimensions,
sur le temps de decision et le nombre de fixations, démontre
une difference significative pour 3 des 4 facteurs
1. les deux contextes, F (2,822) = 31.409, p < .001 ;

2. les deux niveaux d'experience, F (2,822) = 66.923, p < :001 ;

3t les deux niveaux de type de solution, F (2,822) = 13.735,
p < .001.

La figure 3 fait ressortir d'abord due le centexte sans
alternative favorise la rapidité de decision des sujetr; et réduit
leur nombre de fixations. De plus, th contexte affecte davan-
tage les sujets profanes que les sujets experts. Ce résultat
pourrait s'expliquer par une plus grande ilexibilité percep-
tuelle des sujets experts, i.e., une haoileté A s'adapter plus
rapidement A de nouvelles situations perceptuelles. La figure
4 illustre bien le fait que les sujets eiperts ont moins de
fixations que les sujets non-experts, et enfin que tous les
sujets Sont plus rapides dans les situationti A solution de type
1 (lancer ou dribble) que dans les situations A solution de
type 2 (passe A un partenaire).

Dispositif
2

Dispositif
1

Dispositif
2

T.D. = 0.905
N.F. = 3.03

T.D. = 0.870
N.F. = 4.15

T.D. = 0.816
N.F. = 3.65

T.D. = 1.100 T.D. = 1.27 T.D. = 1.329
N.F. = 3.60 N.F. = 5.27 N.F. = 6.24

T.D. = 0.943 T.D. = 1.008 T.D. = 1.068
N.F. = 3.58 N.F. = 4.70 N.F. = 4.84

T.D. = 1.289 T.D. = 1.321 T.D. = 1.528
N.F. = 5.45 N.F. = 5.85 N.F. = 6.76

15ti
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Figure, 3 - Temps de dOcision en fonction du type de solu-
tion, du nlveau d'expérlence et du contexte.
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Figure 4 - Nombre de fixations en fonction du type de
solution, du niveau d'expérience et du contexte.
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A A Experts, reponse type 1
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EXPeRIENCE III

Sachant que la repartition des fixations reflete la structure
spécialisée des mécanismes d'analyse centraux face a une
tâche donnée (JUST et CARPENTER, 1975), nous avons
decide de poursuivre notre etude avec l'analyse de la
localisation des fixations en regard du niveau d'expérience
des sujets et du type de solution pessible.

Seules les données du contexte sans alternative (CSA) de
l'expérience II ont été utilisées.

Pour la bonne comprehension des résultats, nous allons
dans.le tableau IV illustrer la signification de la codification
numérique des elements.

Tableau IV - Signification.de la codification n &Nue des el ments.

1 2 3 4 5

CC iii
D -I
111 -ciI-

cocc
0 LU
ct. o

411LU a
CC
ill ILI
E m
CC 0a Da0

111
CC I
LU 0
21 D
R. <

CD

ill
cc °
111 w
2). I
R. C3Da0

iu
CCI-Z
Lil
C.)

7 8 9 10 11 12

U: u:
111 ill LIJ likuj

cc iucc CC 1- CC 0 CC I- CC p ,
I- II- 11.1 (5 LU -LU 5 .LIJ 111 0
Z W -J cr CL aIli a Zt- 0 cc o cc 0¢ a a.C) CC a a cc iuo o

Espace pertinent comprenant soit :
respace entre le porteur de belle et le panier (solution de type I);
l'espace entre le joueur demarque et le panier (solution de type II).

Résultats

La distribution pondérée des fixations selon le niveau d'expe-
Hence des sujets apparait dans le tableau V et la figure 5.

On,releve, en general, peu de difference entre experts et non-
experts.

1 5 9
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F.Igure 5 - Distribution des fixations (en%) en fonction de cheque element selon le niveau d'expérience
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II taut noter cependant la densIté double de l'element 12
(espace vide pertinent) pour le groups expérimente en
comparalson du groupe non-expérimenté (23.6 et 12.9%
respectIvement).

Tableau V - Distribution des fixations (en %) en fonction de cheque 6I6ment selon I. niveau d'exp6rience.

Fixations

1 3 4 6 7 9 10 11 12

Experts

Non-experts

13.32 24.11 2.38 4.59 2.38 9.04 1.12 7.01 1.96 7.85 2.59 23.62

15.23 21.58 3.55 3.60 4.48 10.75 4.08 9.69 3.02 6.44 4.66 12.92

Chl deux : 245.130 degrés de liberté 11 significant A .001

Le tableau VI et la figure 6 présentent la distribution pond&
rile des fixations selon le type de solution contenue dans la
presentation.

Tableau VI - Distribution des fixations (en %) en fonction de cheque élément scion le type de solution.

Fixations

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Solution
de

Type I
19.97 24.07 0.22 2.31 1.07 7.31 0.73 2.70 0.45 2.59 7.26 31.33

Solution ,
de

Type II
12.37 22.16 4.08 4.66 4.49 11.01 3.57 10.68 3.34 8.68 2.49 12.47

1. Chi deux : 122.834 degres de liberté 11 significatif A .001.
2. Chi deux : 209.978 degres de liberté 11 significant A .001.
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Figure 6 - Distribution des fixations (en %) en fonction de cheque &foment selon le type de solution.
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On peut voir que le type de solution affects le patron de
prospection visuelle des sujets. Dans une solution de type 1,
trois (3) elements sont privilegies (1,2 et 12). Dans une
solution de type 2, six (6) elements sont privilegies (1, 2. 6, 9.10 et 12).

Discussion

Nos résultats, en general, ont souligne les differences exis-
tent entre les experts/non-experts en regard des temps de
decision et du nombre de fixations. Ceci vient appuyer les
etudes recentes de SCHOONARD et al., (1973) et de
MOURANT et ROCKWELL (1972).

Cependent, II ne semble pas y avoir de difference importante
dans ,.le patron de fixations. La difference semble donc
quantitative et qualitative plutOt que. structurale. La seule
caractéristique specifique que nous pouvons relever est la
densite differente que l'on retrouve pour l'element 12.
Peut-étre pourrions-nous rapp.rocher ce fait du phénoméne
que KUNDELL (1974) appelle la priorite donnée par le sujet

un element, en regard,de l'exploitation peut en faire
est en eff et plus difficile au non-expert d'exploiter efficace-
ment cette zone Hbre, comme le pourrait l'expert, pour qui cet
espace devient source de solution.

Figure 7 - Distribution des fixations (en %) pour tel reponses dribbleA en fonction de cheque alément, selon le niveaud'expérience.
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Figure 8 - Distribution des fixations (en %) pour les reponse. ti lance», en fonction de cheque element, selon le nivern
d'experience.
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Figure 9 - Distribution des fixations (en %) pour Irte reponse. 0 passe a Pallier gauche 0 en fonction de cheque element, selon le
nlveau d'expérience.
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Les figures 7, 8 et 9, illustrent bien runiformité structurale que
nous mentionnons. On ne peut relever aucun element signifi-
catif oublie par un groupe et privilegle par l'autre. Mais, un
fait est certain, si dans le patron de recherche du non-expert
existe déjtt cette tendance a favoriser rélément douze (12), il
nous faut rexploiter au maximum', plutOt que d'esperer creer
des elements prioritaires nouveaux, que nous ne retrouvons
nullement chez l'expert. La familiarité ivec les caractéristi-
ques de l'objet de la prospection peut devenir une nécessité
pour l'utilisation efficace des mécanismes de prospection,
déjà existents, que le sujet a développes. (KUNDELL, 1972).
Si cela est vral, l'expose clair et precis de ce qui peut iltre utile
dans ramélioration des patrons de prospection serait beau-
coup plus rentable qu'un entrainement spécifique et séquen-
tiel 11 la prospection.

On pourrait cependant tenter d'accélérer le scheme de
9rospection du non-expert par la reduction maxim ale de la
redondance que nous y détectons.

1 (3

Une double constatation ressort de rutilisation de différents
types de solution. D'une part, les solutions impliquant le
joueur seul aménent une plus grande rapidité de decision et
un nom bre moins important de fixations, pour les experts
corn me pour les non-experts. Ceci vient supporter les résul-
tats mis en evidence par BARD et CARRIERE en 1975.
D'autre part, les sujets semblent privilegier les solutions de
premier ordre.

II appert de rexperience I (tableau VII) que les sujets
privilegient certaines solutions lorsqu'ils sont places devant
un choix (72 vs 28% et 75 vs 25% en faveur des solutions de
type 1).

Cette priorité donnée a une solution vient a l'encontre du
postulat de !Independence entre les alternatives. Comme
MORRISON et SLOVIC (1962), nous affirmons que le sujet
pondére les indices, faisant varier sa decision, sous l'in-
fluence de difterents facteurs.

Tableau Vil - Distribution des types de solution oboists par.,
les sujets selon les niveaux de complexité.

Sautions

Type 2

28%

25%

Type 1

Complexité
72%

75%

Nous ne pouvons encore, face 11 ce phénymene, préciser les
influences. Cependant trois (3) facteurs pourrai.ent se parta-
ger l'effet de predilection pour le premier ordre de solution :

l'econornie, le besoin réduit d'indices pour la solution de
premier ordre ;

l'auto-consideration, le besoin d'exploiter d'abord sa pro-
pre habilete ;
la simplicite de relation, le lien direct, existant entre le sujet
et robjectif vise, prendrait le pas sur la creation d'un lien
indirect. (BERNARD, 1962).

Pour ce qui est du contexte, (figure 10) rexpérience II fait
ressoAir clairement que tous les sujets sont plus rapides
dans leur decision et ont motns de fixations lorsque le
contexte ne présente pas d'attenative (CSA), comparative-
ment aux mérnes situations (donc milme diapositives) pre-
sentees dans un contexte avec alternatives (CAA).
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Figure 10 - Nombre de fixations chez les experts et les non-
experts dans experiences 1 et II.
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Si nous admettions que notre etude est similaire aux 'etudes
sur des temps de reaction a choix multiple, nous pouvions
aisément prévoir, a cause de la difference dans la probabilité
d'apparitior des stimuli, des temps de decision plus longs
dans un contexte impliquant une ou des alternatives.
(TEICHNER, 1974 ; LAMB et KAUFMAN, 1965). Toutefois, ii
nous semblait important, dani le cadre de notre etude; de ne
pas assimiler totalement nos experiences a des experiences
de temps de reaction a choix multiple et de voir comment, en
prospection visuelle, le nombre des fixations était affecté
par le contexte.

Comme l'analyse du nombre des fixations revile des
rences paralleles a celles obtenues pour les temps de
decision, nous devons conclure avec PRUITT (1961) que le
sujet, faisant une mauvaise prediction avant la presentation,
aura besoin de beaucoup plus d'informations que le niveau
optimal habituel le laissait supposer. L'uniformité caractéri-
sant la distribution des fixations dans un contexte avec
alternative (figure 11) tranche avec la sélectivité caractéristi-
que du contexte sans alternative, exception faite des ele-
ments 1 et 12, toujours privilegies.

Figure 11 - Distribution des fixations (en %) en fonction de cheque aliment selon le contexts.
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Notre apport a la problematique du caractere exhaustif ou
terminal du processus cognitif va du cede de l'aspect terminal
du processus. Notre travail fait ressortir que, méme si le sujet
fait face A une ou plusieurs alternatives, il s'en tient A la
solution qu'il a trouvée, sans prolonger sa recherche au-delà.
L'amélioration de sa performance pour les niveaux de
complexité 2 et 3 n'étant due qu'à la disponibilité d'un
nombre plus important d'informations pertinentes.

r .ovAparativement au contexte sans alternative, le nom bre de
iixations du non-expert, lorsqu'il est en presence d'alternati-
ves, est moindre. II semble donc que l'alternative représente
pour le non-expert une situation beaucoup moins stressante,
parce que plus riche en informations. Pour l'expert, ['alterna-
tive n'apporte pas d'avantage, puisque de toute fapon ii va
directement a l'information pertinente et n'utilise pas toute
l'infbrmation disponible.

Conclusions

1. Tous les sujets (experts et profanes) sont sélectifs dans
leur prise d'information.

'.2.. L e exj5erts sont plus rapides, parce que moins redon-
darns.

3. Les solutions de type 1 (impliquant le joueur seul) sont
privilegiees pour tous les sujets.

4. L'alternative favorise la prise d'information.

5. La seule difference structurale du patron de prospection
visuelle expert/non-expert reside dans l'utilisation accrue
de l'espace vide com me indice significatif dans la prise de
decision.
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DE L'INFLOW A L'OUTFLOW LORS DE LA REPRODUCTION
D'UN MOUVEMENT D'ADDUCTION HORIZONTALE DU BRAS *

Claude-Henri Nadeau
DOpartement de kinanthropologie
UniversitO du Québec
Morr:real, Canada
et Laboratoires de psychologie expérimentale
Université Laval
Québec, Canada

ENONCE DU PROBLEME

La présente etude se situait dans le cadre d'un programme
de recherche sur la kinesthesie, vue cornme un des systernes
dont dispose l'opérateur humain pour fournir un rendement
optimal. Notre modele de ce système kinesthesique ainsi que
les postulats en découlant (NADEAU, 1975) vont nettement
dans la ligne de l'outflow ou du guidage central de l'efférence
(GCE) tel qu'exprimé récemment par JONES (1974a. 1974b).
Bref, nous présupposons une vole unidirectionnelle mécanis-
mes idéo-moteurs déplacement(s) segmentaire(s) au sein
de ce systerne.

La sequence ouvement-critere (passif ou actif) repro-
duction (passie ou active) nous. est apparue une technique
valide pour amorcer une verification de ce modéle au niveau
comportemental. Pour le moment, il s'agissait d'obtenir un
patron de la perlormance du systerne a travers les conditions
de mouvement suivantes: stimulation passive - reproduc-
tion passive (SR7RP), stimulation passive reproduction
active (SP-RA), stimulation active avec butée reproduction
active (SAB-RA), autostimulation --- reproduction active (A-
RA).

A notre connaissance, deux etudes ont déjà fourni de
l'information sur le comportement du systerne kinesthésique

travers les conditions,SP-RA, SAB-RA, A-RA (JONES, 1972,
1974a). Les résultats de celles-ci ont montré une similitude
entre SP-RA et SAe-RA ainsi qu'une nette supériorité en A-
RA (erreur absolue en 1972, erreur variable en 1974a). A la
suite d'autres manipulations de l'intervalle de retention (vide
ou avec teche intercalee) et du feedback prOprioceptif
(surcharge musculaire), JbNES (1974a) concluait que le GCE
pouvait etre une condition nécessaire et suffisante pour des
operations de rehearsal au sein de la mémoire motrice A
court terme (MMCI). Merne si nous'considerons la MMCT

,uniquement comme une des composantes du systerne kines-
thesique, la notion du GCE demeure tres pertinente a notre
modele.

Dans la ligne d'un modele.outflow, it ne faut'pas omettre de
citer l'expérience de TAUB et BERMAN (1968). Au mayen de
la destruction progressive de l'afférence spinale chez le
macaque, ces chercheurs démontrerent clairement que le
contrOle et l'apprentissage de plusieurs comportements
moteurs (reponse d'évitement au moyen de l'avant-bras,
marche quadrupédique, obtention de nourriture par la ores-
sion d'un levier, grimper, etc.) existaient en l'absence de
feedback périphérique. Ils ont eux-mémes avance l'idée d'un
contrale central de l'efférence, soit par un programme
moteur central, soit par un systerne hierarchisé de feedback
purement central (TAUB et BERMAN, 1968, pp. 188-190).

Recherche subventionnée par DdES-FCAC. Gouvemement
Québec. Les auteurs remercient la direction des Laboratoires de
psychologie expérirnentale de l'Université Laval de leur avow
permis de conduire cette étude dans ieurs locaux et avec leurs
instruments.
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Clermont Simard
Département d'éducation physique
Université Laval
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PAILLARD et BROUGHON (1968) ont étudie l'estimation
intersegmentaire (movvement-critère avec le bras gauche et
reproduction avc.; le bras droit) tout en distinguant la phase
dynamique (rnouvement corn me tel) de la phase de rraintien
de la position finale d'un mouvement. Leurs résultate (expe-
rience 1) montrerent :

aucuna difference significative entre le maintien passif et
le maintien actif de la position finale tant au plan de la
precision (médiane des erreurs constantes) que de la
variabilité (écart quartile);

b) uie supériorité nettement significative du mouvement
actif sur le mouvement passif, ceci en regard de la
pi écision (médiane des erreurs constantes) et de la
variabilité (ecart quartile).

Ils conclurent tout d'abord qu'une information kinesthesique
pertinente pouvait etre tirée du mouvement actif. Par la suite,
apres avoir examine leurs résultats a la lumière de données
neurophysiologiques (recepteurs de la capsule articulaire,
récepteurs cutanes, récepteurs tendineux, faisceaux neuro-
musculaires, outflow moteur), ils consideraient que la suPé-
riorite du mouvement actif pouvait s'expliquer toutaussi bien
par une intervention periphérique axée sur l'activité motrice
fusoriale (information sur l'accélération et deceleration d'un
mouvement) que par une interVention centrale axée sur
l'outflow moteur (GCE).

MOUNTCASTLE et POWELL (1959) démontrérent l'impor-
tance des récepteurs de la capsule articulaire dans le
repérage des rnouvements passifs chez le macaque. II
s'agirait de recepteurs positionnels assimilables a des détec-
teurs d'angles absolus. Selon ces travaux electrophysiologi-
ques, cette information peripherique sur la position d'un
segment corporel se rendrait au cortex par les voies suivan-
tes : capsule articulaire et ligaments faisceau cuneatus
noyau cuneatus faisceau lemniscal median noyau VP du
thalamus gyrus postcentral.

En fonction dU type de' mouvement, COULTER (1974)/a"
enregistre des modifications des potentiels evoques ler9nis-

,caux chez le chat. Lors du mouvement passif, aucun change-
ment significatif d'amplitude des potentiels ne fu,t4Oté. Par
contre, lors du mOuvement actif, une dimin9.tiøn nettement
significative de l'amplitude des potentielsAvoques fut enre-
gistrée. De plus, on enregistra une dirpirfution significative et
progressive de l'amplitude des Jpotentiels evoques avant
qu'un mouvernent actif soit ipitle, celle-ci pouvant débuter
jusqu'à 150 msec. .avant firnitiation du mouvement. Selon
COULTER (1974), ces réOltats, a la suite de plusieurs autres,
suggeraient l'idée d'u96 modulation centrale de l'afférence
périphérique (au nivau des noyaux de la colonne dorsale)
parallele au mouver'nent actif et d'une action conjointe de ce
mécanisme etdefflg mécanismes contrOlant l'état d'attention.

Et) somrne, ,Jes conditions de mouvement influencent le
sygeme kinesthesique, de telle, sone qu'il devient possible
d'obteniVde l'information sur son fonótionnement a travers
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: les caracteristiques des conditions qui entrainent un meilleur
rendement. Dans la ligne des travaux de JONES (1972,
1974a), nous désirions savoir si le systeme kinesthesique se
comportait de maniere similaire chez cinq petits échantillons
de sujets'e prime abord différents (adultes normaux, enfants
normaux, enfants aveugles, enfants sourds, enfants défi-
cients mentaux legers), ceci a travers quatre conditions de
mouvement. Nous nous attendions a retrouver une ten-
dance commune Caractérisée par une amelioration de la
performance de SP-RP a A-RA.

METHODE

Apparel!

Nous avons utilise le KINADEL comme instrument principal
(voir NADEAU et LORTIE (1974) pour une description detail-
lee). Ce kinesthesiometre se trouvait a rinterieur d'une petite
chambre noire de 8 pi. X 8 pi. x 8 pi. (figure 1). Le sujet
prenait place sur le siege et son bras droit était place sur le
levier. On ajustait la hauteur du siege de maniere a obtenir un
angle droit entre le tronc et le bras du sujet. De maniere a
fixer la tete du sujet, nous exigions de ce dernier qu'il place
ses yeux dans la lunette d'un tachitoscope suspendu utilisé
dans d'autres experiences pour la presentation de stimuli
visuels (figure 1). Le systeme du levier étant muni de

Figure 1 Vue d'ensemble du kinesthasiomètre et de la
position du stjet.

t.'

I. '7 1

plusieurs roulements a billes, le sujet pouvait dans cette
position executer aisément un mouvement d'adduction hori-
zontale du bras. Le sujet ayant son bras fixé par le.poignet et
pres de l'épaule, laissait celui-ci reposerde tout son poids sur
le levier. Pour assurer une Ilberté totale au cours des
mouvernents, le levier possedait une articulation sur roule-
ments a billes a son extrémité proximale, et une autre du
méme type a son extrémité distale (figure 2).
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Figure 2 - Vue des articulations proximale et distale au
niveau du levier du kinesthésiomètro.
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L'extrémité distale du levier se déplacait sur un arc de cercle
de 341/2 po. de rayon. Le levier était reuni par un long
excentrique a un petit chariot sur une rampe horizontale
l'extérieur de la chambi-e noire (figure 3). Au moyen de ce
chariot, l'expérimentateur pouvait executer les add uctions et
abductions passives, determiner ies positions-critéres et les
positions de depart des reproductions en inserant une ou
deux butées dans la rampe horizontale. Le sujet portant une
paire d'écouteurs, l'expérimentateur pouvait communiquer
avec lui de l'exterieur de la chambre.

Un potentiornétre linéaire se trouvait au niveau de rue de
rotation du levier et était relié a un voltmétre digital HP 2401C
et A une imprimante HP H007-5050A (figure 4). Les positions-
criteres, les positions de depart des reproductions ainsi que
les positions atteintes par le sujet se lisaient au centierne
de volt pits, pour etre ensuite transformées en degrés
llcV = .298°).
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3 - Vue d'ensemble du stimulateur du kinesthésio-
metre.

40 e 0 111 115 111 III CI

Figure 4 - Vue du voltmatre et de l'imprimante utilisés pour
cette (Rude.
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Plan de l'experience

Nous avons choisi un plan factoriel avec blocs aléatoires
(KIRK, 1968, pp. 131-150, 237-243), effets fixes et mesures
repétées sur tous les facteurs. Cheque sujet constituait un
blot. Trois facteurs ou variables indépendantes furent mani-
pules: les conditions de mouvement a quatre niveaux (stimu-
lation passive -- reproduction passive (SP-RP), stimulation
passive reproductiOn active (SP-RA), stimulation active
avec butée reproduction active (SAB-RA), auteiatirhulation
7- reproduction active (A-IRA)) ; les positions'de depart de la
reproduction a trois niveaux .(5° derriere le depart du
mouvement-critere, 2° deva-nt le depart du mouvement-
critere, 50 devant le depart du mouvement-critere); les
seances de testing a cinq niveaux (5 seances separees l'une
de l'autre par un intervalle de sept jours).

En ce qui a trait aux variables dependahtes, nOus avons fait
appel a l'erieur constante ou- algébrique ainsi qu'a l'erreur
variable (SCHUTZ et ROY, 1973). Pour nous, l'erreur cons-
tante se rapporte a la precision du systerne kinesthesique
tandis que l'erreur variable nous renseigne sur la justesse ou
fiabilife de ce.systerne. Dans cette perspective, l'arialyse des
resultats pour le facteur conditions de mouvement se fera
partir de l'erreur variable ; l'analyse des résultats pour le
facteur positions de depart de la reproduction se fere en
regard de l'erreur constante:

Au plan des techniques statistiques utilisées, nous suivions la
démarche appropriée a notre plan d'eicpérience (KIRK, 1968.
PP. 131-150, 237-243 ; LANA et LUBIN, 1963):
a) test de non-additivité de Tukey pour savoir s'il y avait une

interaction blocs X traitements ;

b) analyse de la variance avec le calcul des rapports F
conventionnels et conservateurs ;

c) T2 de Hotelling dans le cas d'une discordance entre le F
conventionnel et le F conservateur.

Procedure

Les sujets participerent 6 six seances de testing separees
l'une de l'autre par un intervalle de sept jdurs et d'une duree
maximum d'une heure quinze minutes. La premiere seance
en était une de familiarisation. Les cinq seances suivantes
permirent d'obtenir un nombre satisfaisant de données sur
les. elements etudies.

Au debut de cheque seance, le sujet devait se devatir jusqu'a
la tattle. On procédait ensuite a l'ajustement de la hauteurdu
siege de maniere a obtenir un angle droit entre le tronc et le
bras droit du sujet. Le sujet recevait comme instructions de
reproduire le plus exactement possible la position finale
(Iodation) du mouvernent-critere, et ceci Iui était rappelé
avant cheque blot d'essais.

Pour les conditions SP-RP, SP-RA et BAB-RA, le mouvement-
critere consistait en une adduction horizontale de 50 degrés
executée a une vitesse voisine de 50°/sec. Pour la condition
A-RA, cheque sujet s'entrafna au cours de la seance de
familiarisation afin de réaliser Line adduction horizontale de
50° (± 10?) a une vitesse voisine de 50°/sec. Les tableaux X1
et XII fournissent les distances parcourues par cheque sujet
lors de l'autostimulation dans la condition A-RA. II fut difficile
pour les sujets de respecter a la fois le 500 et la vitesse (113
déplacatent leur bras a une vitesse ioisine de 100°/sec.). Si
nous attribuons une valeur de 00 a la position atteinte par le
sujet lors d'une abduction horizontale maximale, sans rota-
tion du tronc, nous pouvons dire que le mouvement-critere
correspondait approximativement a un déplacement articu-
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laire de la position 40° a 90° dans les conditions SP-RP, SP-
RA, SAB-RA, et de la position 40° a ?° dans la condition A-
RA.

L'experimentateur qui manipulait le stimulateur avait recu un
entrainement prealable lui -permettant

a) de réaliser une adduction passive de 50° a une vitesse
tits voisine de 50°/sec. ;

b) de realiser une abduction passive en un temps approxi-
matif de 3 sec., ceci malgré la variation de la position
finale lors des différents essais dans la condition A-RA.

A l'intérieur de cheque séance, les niveaux du facteur
conditions de mouvement étaient répartis au hasard quant
leur ordre de presentation. Cheque niveau formait un bloc de
dix-huit essais. A l'intérieur de cheque bloc de dix-huit
essais, les trois niveaux du facteur positions de depart de la
reproduction etaient presentés au hasard et un nombre egal
de fois. A la fin de cheque bloctressais, le sujet bénéficiait
d'une periode de repos de deux a trois minutes. En somme,
un sujet faisait 72 essais par seance, pour finalement attein-
dre 360 essais pour l'ensemble de l'expérience.

La procedure d'un essai comprenait les moments suivants
a) presentation du mouvement-critere (adduction passive

adduction active avec butée, adduction active sans bu-
tee) ;

b) marquage de la position finale du mouvement-critére
pendant 3 sec. ;

c) abduction passive réalisée en un temps approximatif de
trois secondes ;

d) reproduction du mouvement-critere (passive ou active).

Des que le sujet réalisait que son bras avait atteint la position
de depart de la reproduction, il.devait immédiatement initier
sa reproduction. De plus, le sujet recevait comme consigne
de ne pas porter attention a ['abduction passive. Les expéri-
mentateurs n'ont jamais mentionné aux sujets les change-
ments de la position de depart de la reproduction ainsi que le
maintien d'un mouvement-critere de 50°. Au cours de l'en-
trainement A-RA tors de la séance de familiarisation, l'expéri-
mentateur se limitait a signaler au sujet que la longueur et la
vitesse de l'adduction horizontale convenaient aux exigences
de l'expérience.

Lors de la reproduction passive dans la condition SP-RP, le
sujet relachait le bouton sur l'accoudoir du kinesthesiometre
lorsqu'il croyait que son bras passait a la position finale du
mouvement-critere. Cette operation avait pour effet d'arrêter
instantanément l'horloge digitate du voltmetre et ainsi élimi-
ner la participation de l'expérimentateur. Dans la condition
SAB-RA, deux ressorts avaient etc% accrochés au petit chariot
du stimulateur de maniere a éviter un contact trop violent
contre la butée qui marquait la position finale du mouvement-
critere. Pour eviter que le sujet deploie plus de force pour tendre
les ressorts, rexpérimentateur accompagnait l'adduction
active et ainsi se chargeait de pousser le chariot contre la
butée.

Sujets

La realisation complete de la presente etude suppose la
participation des petits échantillons suivants: Six adultes
normaux, six enfants normaux (11 a 13 ans), six enfant:,demi-
aveugles (11 6 13 ans), six enfants sourds (11 a 13 ans) et six
enfants déficients mentaux légers (11 a 13 ans). La presence
d'enfants pluteit que d'adultes dans le cas_des échantillons
speciaux repose sur des raisons pratiques. Bref, le present
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rapport concerne les resultats obtenus avec les six adultes
normaux et tes six enfants demi-aveugles, le testing n'etant pas
encore complete au sein des autres echantillOns.

Dans le cas des ad ultes norniaux, ii s'agissait d'etudiants sous-
gradues volontaires, droitiers manuels et ne presentant
aucun handicap physique apparent. Cheque sujet recut $20
pour sa participation aux six seances de testing.

Dans le cas des enfants Flpmi-aveugles, ii s'agissalt d'ecoliers
d'une institution specialisee avec laquelle ii fut possitile de
conclure une entente.. Ils etaient tous droitiers manuels et ne
presentaient pas de handicap physique apparent. Sans être
remuneres, ils beneficiaient tout de méme d'un avant-midi de
conge par semaine pour la duree de t'experience. Tous
etudiaient en braille et peuvent être consideres comme
aveugles quant 6 la vue de leurs segments corporels. De
maniere a sonder un peu leur motivation, ils subirent a l'ecole
l'epreuve de Fraisse (FRAISSE, 1963, pp. 103-104), epreuve
qui fut d'ailleurs appliquee a plusieurs enfants de la même
institution. Les resultats de cette epreuve ne servirent que
secondairement 6 la selection de ces Sujets ; rage et la
prevalence manuelle representaient les premiers criteres.
Pour titre complets, nous avons aussi demande 6 nos six
adultes normaux de subir cette petite epreuve et les read-
tats de cheque echantillon apparaissent au tableau X.

RESULTATS

Tests de non-additivite

Pour les adultes normaux (groupe V), l'application du test de
Tukey ne faisait pas apparaitre d'interactions blocs x traite-
ments (erreur constante F = .00078 ; dl = 1, 295 ; p > .25 ;
erreur variable : F = .694 ; dl = 1, 205 ; p > .25). II en etait de
méme pour les enfants demi-aveugles (groupe DV) en regard
de l'erreur constante (F = .00038 ; dl = 1, 295 ; p > .25) et de
l'erreur variable (F = .166 ; dl = 1, 295 ; p > .25). Bref, les
resultats obtenus rencontraient le presuppose principal de
notre plan d'experience.

Conditione de mouvement

L'analyse de la variance sur l'erreur variable degagealt un
effet principal au sein de ce facteur chez le groupe V (Ron =
222.136 ; d1 = 3, 295 ; p < .001 Rom 11.295;d1 = 1,5;p
< .05 - T2 = 8859.351; p < .001) et chez le groupe DV (Fconv
= 90.143 ; dl = 3, 295 ; p < .001 Fcons. = 4.584 ; dl = 1, 5 ; p
> .05 - T2 = 248.579 ; p < .001). Un test de Duncan
permettait de conclure a une 'difference nettement significa-
tive entre le niveau SP-RP et les trois autres niveaux de ce
facteur, ces derniers accusant une similarite entre eux. Cette
tendance existait chez les deux groupes (tableau I) ainsi que
chez cheque sujet {tableau II, tableau III). Aucune interaction
significative liant ce facteur a un autre n'apparaissait. Notre
hypothese initiale face 6 ce facteur ne se verifiait quen regard
d'une tendance commune aux deux echantillons.

Tablee ' - Erreurs variables (degree) obtenues selon les
conditions de mouvement.

Conditions de mouvement
Groupe SP-RP SP-RA SAs-RA A-RA

V 10.401 2.814 2.959 2.587
DV 13.903 5.466 5.449 5.902

Tableau II - Erreurs variables (degres) obtenues pour che-
que bloc du groupe V selon-tes conditions de
mouvement.

Bloc SP-RP
Conditions de mouvement

SP-RA SAs-RA A-RA

1 8.522 2.382 2.509 1.850
2 8.452 3.432 3.334 2.363
3 9.846, 3.142 2.651 2.105
4 11.585 2.047 2.150 2.399
5 10.762 3.824 3.638
6 13.239

.3.099
'2.783 3285 3.166

Tableau Ill - Erreurs variables (degres) obtenues pour che-
que bloc du groupe DV selon les conditions de
mouvement.

Bloc SP-RP
Conditions de mouvement

SP-RA SAB-RA A-RA

1 12.015 4.741 4.398 7.733
2 12.021 5.890 4.521 5.148
3 16.611 5.071 5.385 5.571
4 12.485 5.905 5.996 5.703
5 14.277 6.286 -; 7.324 6.010

16.009 4.900 5.072 5.250

41fP

Positions de depart de la reproduction

Pour le groupe V. I'analyse de la variance sur l'erreur
constante ne mettait pas en evidence d'effet principal au sein
de ce facteur (Ron, = 4.67E; dl = 2, 295 p < .01 Fcons. =
.158 ; dl = 1, 5 ; p > .05 T2 = 36.231 ; p > .01). Pour le
groupe DV, toujours en tenant compte de l'erréur constante,
l'effet principal apparaissait (Fconv. = 7.541 ; dl = 2, 295 ; p <
.01 - Fcons = .256 ; dl = 1, 5 ; p > .05 - T2 = 178.051 ; p <
.01). Un test de Duncan permettait de differencier le niveau D,
(- 5°) des deux autres (2°, 50), ces derniers presentant un .

effet similaire (tableau IV). Malgre l'absence de differences
statistiquement significatives au sein du groupe V, le tableau
4 indique une legere diminution de la sousestimation a.
travers les niveaux de ce facleur.

Par ailleurs, l'examen detaille des tableaux V et V I permet de ,

constater l'effet de ce facteur au sein de cheque sujet. A
travers les niveaux du facteur (de derriere 6 devant le depart
du mouvement-critere), la sousestimation diminue progressi-
vement, et la surestimation augmente progressivement. Au-
cune interaction significative liant ce facteur 6 un autre
apparaissait.

Seances de testing

Les deux analyses de la variance ne dégagealent pas d'effets
principaux au sein de ce facteur (erreur constante du groupe
V : Fconv = .323; dl = 4, 295 ; p > .05.- Fcons = 022 ; dl = 1,
5 ; p > .05 ; erreur variable du groupe V : Fconv = 1.699 ; dl =
4, 295 ; p > .05 Fcons = .115 ; dl = 1, 5 ; p. > .05 ; erreur

ri .constante du groupe DV : Fconv = 1.988 ; dl = 4, 295 ; p > .05
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Tableau IV - Erreurs constantes (degree) obtenues salon
les positions de depart de la reproduction.

Depart de la reproduction
Groupe - 5° 3° 5.

V - 5.750 - 4.444 - 3.125
DV - 0.066 2.858 3.907

Tableau V - Erreurs constantes (degree) obtenues pour
cheque bloc du groupe V selon les positions de
depart de 'la reproduction:.

Bloc
Depart de la reproduction

- 5° 2° 50

1 '- 7.482 5.222 - 4.112
2 - 6.869 - 5.687 - 4.296
3 - 4.470 - 4.060 - 3.698
4 - 3.149 - 1.674 0.551
5 - 3.005 1.954 0.534
6 - 9.528 8.066 7.731

Tableau VI - Erreurs constantes (degree) obtenues pour
cheque bloc du groupe DV selon les,positions
de depart de (a reproduction.

Bloc
Depart de la reproduction

_ 5. 2° 5°

1 5.751 - 3.120 - 2.520
2 0.082 2.418 4.428
3 - 3.402 0.184 1.140
4 - 1.125 2.590 3.112
5 0.971 3.442 3.349
8 8,831 11.634 -13.937

- Fcons. = .271 ; d 1 = 1, 5 ; p > .05 ; erreur variable du groupe
)V: Fconv. = 1.075 ; d1 = 4, 295 ; p > .05 Fcons = .073 ; dl =

5 ;. p > .05). ll est donc permis de croire que le systeme
inesthesique accusait une performance comparable d'une
eance a l'autre.

utres résultate

ien que l'erreur constante ne nous intéressat pas tellernent
u depart pour ranalysif des effets du facteur conditions de
iouvementHes résultats obtenus avec cette variable ne
euvent être omis. Au sein du groupe V. nous obtenions un
ffet principal (Fconv. = 253.571 ; dl = 3, 295 ; p < .001 - Fcons
12.893 ; dl = 1, 5 ; p < .05 P = 287.384 ; p < .01). Un test

a Duncan montrait que la condition:SP-RP entrainait une
afformance significativement différente de celles obtenues
ans les autres conditions, ces dernières s'averant similaires
ibleau VII). Au sein du groupe DV, npus.obtenions aussi un
fet principal (Fc09v. = 417.220 ; dl = 3, 295 ; p < .001 - Fcons
41.215; d1 = 1, 5; p < .01). Un test de Duncan montrait :

Tableau VII - Erreurs constantes (degree) obtenues selon
les conditions de mouvement.

Conditions de mouvement
Groupe SP-RP SP-RA SAD-RA A-RA

V 27.821 1.799 1.334 0.261
DV 2Z552 15.103 14.793 1.589

a) que la performance dans la condition SP-RP était signifi-
cativement différente de celles obtenues dans les trois
autres conditions ;

-b) que la performance dans la condition A-RA était significa-
tivement différente de celles obtenues dans les trois
autres conditions;

c) que les performances dans les conditions SP-RA et SAs-
RA etaient similaires (tableau XII). .

Aucune interaction de ce facteur avec d'autres n'apparaissait
a la suite de cette analyse. Bref, pour ce qui est de l'erreui
constante, le groupe DV ne se comportait pas exactement
comme le groupe V.

Un examen detaille des tableaux yllret IX nous indique :
a) une souseStimation appreciable _et systematique de la

position finale du mouvement-critOje dans la condition
SP-RP ;

Tableau VIII - Erreurs constantee (degree) obtenues pour
cheque bloc du groupe V selon les conditions
de mouvement.

Bloc
Conditions de mouvement

SP-RP SP-RA SAB-RA A-RA

1 - 30.843 4.884 2.963 0.573
2 29.475 2.563 3.755 0.689
3 - 26.522 4.480 4.635 1.103
4 - 23.857 - 0.997 - 1.003 0.162
5 26.410 0.364 - 0.096 0.970
6 29.816 0.228 - 2.248 - 1,930

Tableau IX - Erreurs
cheque
tions d

nstantes (degree) obtenues pour
loc du groupe DV selon les condi-

mouvement.

Bloc
Conditions de mouvement

SP-RP SP-RA SAe-RA A-RA

22.155 3.377 3.782 -20.194
2 16.893 14.220 11.814 0.096
3 - 27.420 9.367 12.115 3.165
4 19.794 13.764 8.943. 3.189
5 29.616 20.823 16.595 2.546
8 - 19.439 29.066 35.508 0.735
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b) une legere surestirnation de la position finale dans les
conditions SPRA, SAB-RA, A-RA chez le groupe V ;

c) une surestimation appreciable et systematique de la
position finale dans les conditions SP-RA et SAB-RA chez le
groupe DV ;

d) une precision nettement superieure (legere sutestimation)
dAns la condition A-RA chez le groupe DV..

II y. a lieu de signaler ici qu'il s'agissait d'effets generalisables
tous les sujets d'un merne groupe.

D'autre part, l'analyse de la variance sur l'erreur variabte au
sein du facteur Positions de depart de la reproduction
n'entrainait pas d'effet principal a la fois chez le grotTle V
(Fconv. = 5.818 ; dl = 2, 295 ; p < .01 Fons. = .197 ;!..11 = 1, 5 ;
p > :05 T2 = 24.011 ; p .> .01) et chez le groupe DV. (Fconv =
".279 ; d 1 = 2, 295 ; p > ':05 Fon's = .009 : d 1 = 1, 5 ; p > .05).

DISCUSSION

Apres avoir examine deux des echantillons, nous avons
obtenu un comportement similaire du systerne kinesthesique
a travers les quatre conditions de mouvement (erreur varia-
ble et erreur conétante). Notre hypothese se trouve donc ,
partiellement verifiee. quant aux resultats des autres khan-

ils feront l'objet d'une prochaine publication.

Pour les conditions SP-RA, SAB-RA et A-RA, nos resultats sur.
['erre& variable ne vont pas dens le sens de ceux presentes
par JONES (1972, 1974a). Par contre, pour ces mernes
conditions, ce aont nos resultats sur l'erreur constante (en
regat'dde la tendanCe) cjui rejoignent ceux de JONES (1974a)
sur l'efreut. variable. II est possible que le changement de la
,Iongueur du mouvement-critere dans la condition A-RA ait
entraipe upe variabilite aussi elevee que dans les conditions
SP-RA et SAB-RA a l'interieur desquelles la longueur du
mouvement;critere ne changeait pas au cours des essais.
Nous soutenons ce point de vue merne si JONES (1874a) n'a
pas obtenu l'effet net de la fongueur des mouvements. Meme
si le sujet ignorait que la longueur du mouvement-critere
demeurait inchangee dans les conditions autres que A-RA,

, l'etablissement d'un critere par le systerne, s'il en etait ainsi,
devenait une operation plus difficile dans la condition A-RA.
D'autre part, les differences methodologiques entre les deux
etudes pourraient.representer une autre source d'argumen-
tation ; mais nous ne desirons pis soulever ce. Point avant
d'avoir realise les epreuves cle contrale adequates. Bref, si
nous considerons le systerne kinesthesique comme un etalon
de mesure, nous pouvonS dire qu'il fut egalement fiable
(erreur variable) dans les conditions SP-RA, SAB-RA et A-RA,
mais" plus precis (erreur constante) dans la condition A-RA.

Reste maintenant a suggerer une explication a la fois partielle
et plausible du comportement du systerne kinesthesique
travers nos conditions de mouvement. Sur ce point, toute
notre argumentation repose sur deux presupposes theori-
ques :
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a) l'irnpossibilite pour le systerne d'utiliser un feedback
peripherique lors de mouvements suffisamment rapides
(ROY et MARTENIUK, 1974) ;

b) rexistence d'unites gnosiques (KONORSKI, 1967) ou de
mecanismes. ideo-moteurs (GREENWALD; 1970) qui re-
presenteraient les niveaux superieurs du systerne kines-

.thesique et justifieraient un mode d'operation outflow
pour un rendement optimal de ce systeme.

Pour admettre le premier presuppose face a la presente
etude, ilfaut evidemment classer comme rapides des mouve-
ments dont la vitesse est de 50°/sec. et plus.

Selon un modele inflow (c'est-a-dire l'idee d'un feedback
arliCulaire emanant de la reproduction qul serait compare a
une trace sensorielle laissee a la suite du mouvement-
critere); la performance dans la condition SP-RP se devait
d'être nettement superieure a celle obtenue, ceci tout aussi
bien sur l'erreur variable que sur l'erreur constante. Disons
pour le moment qu'en presence de mouvements rapides, un
modele inflow pur base uniquement sur l'exafference (nation
introduite par von HOLST, 1954) ne peut rendre compte du
fonctionnement optimal du systeme kinesthesique. En defini-
tive, ii semble peu probable, dans de telfes conditions, que
l'information articUlaire puisse laisser une 'trace. sensorielle
perttnente.

Par contre, nos resultats montraient une amelioration impor
tante de la performance (fiabilite et prOcision) lorsqu'une RA
suivait une SP. De plus; le fait d'introduire une SAs avant
une RA neprovoquait pas de changement par rapport a la
condition SP-RA., Plus encore, une autostimUlation suivie
d'une RA entrainait A nouveau une amelioration de la perfor-
mance sur le plan de la precision. Rappelons 'que cette
derniere amelioration apparaissait Thez les deux groupes
examines, mais n'etait. statistiquement significative (p < .01)
que chez le groupe DV. Dans le cas du groupe V, on peut
faciiement pretendre que la performance dans la condition
A-RA (.261°) se situait ores de la limits. de precision du
systeme. De plus, les valeurs obtenues pour les conditions
SP-RA et SAB-RA (tableau VII) etaient nettement plus ores
d'une valeur-limite chez les V. Se cache-t-il derriere cela des
caracteristiques-particulieres au systerne kinesthesique des
aveugles ? ou des e,ffets attribuables au. developpement
(maturation) du systeme kinesthesique ? II ne sera possible
de repondre a cette question qu'en presence deS resultats
des autres echantillons a tester.

D'autre part, le comportement du système kinesthesique
travers les conditions SP'-RA, SAB-RA et A-RA fournit de
l'appui a un modele outflow base sur le lien direct entre des .

mecanismes ideo-moteurs (planification et anticipation de
l'action) et les depIacements segmentaires. Dahs la condition
SP-RA le sujet tirait certainement. de la SP des elerne",
davantage compatibles avec une RA (NADEAU, 1974)
telle condition peut entrainer dans le système des ope' is
de reconstruction permettant l'estimation de l'exafft
Ceci nous conduit a pretandre que le sujet produi un
mouvement d'estimation, mais non une reProduction au sens
strict. Dans !a condition SAB-RA, le' fait d'incture tin
mouvement actif vers une position non-anticipée (sorte
d'exafference) n'ajoutait hen a la condition precedente.
Contrairement aux idees de PAILLARD et BROUCHON
(1968), le mouvement en soi ne semble pas constituer un
element pertinent pour le systerne kinesthesique. II est donc
possible de penser que le systeme operait de' la merne
maniere qUe dans la condition SP-RA. Toutefois, en A-RA, le
fait de permettre l'execution d'un mouvement volontaire vers
une position anticipee-par le systeme entrainerait la retention
du mouveMept; ce qui nous fait dire que le sujet reproduisait
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véritablement. Ici, nous rejoignons les .idées de. TEUBER
(1972) et ,de COULTER (1974) que nous interprétons de la
nianière. suivante: grace des mécanismes ideo-moteurs
(activité supérieure), le syeleme kinesthesitjue génére gon
propre input (plan d'action): l'outpur du .systerne (execution
du plan) est accompagné d'Une décharge corollaire efféren-
.tielle qui vient attenuer les afférences périphériques artiCulai-
res (ou reafférence selon von HOLST, 1954) tout en laissant
une copie elferentielle (ou trace mnémonique du plan)
utilisable a court terme par le systeme. Ces suppositions
donnent donc un. statut particulier a l'anticipation de l'action,
et par le fait inilme prédisent un rendement optimal du
systeme kineethesique si cette condition est rencontrée.
trailleurs, ROY et DIEWERT (1975), au moyen d'une proce-
dure particulière, rendirent une condition SAB-RA
comparable a une A-RA. En somme, nous acceptons fidée
de JONES (1972, 1974a.- 1974b) a l'effet que le guidage
central de l'efférerice (ou la décharge corollaire des physiolo-
gistes) s'erait la con'dition a la fois nécessaire et suffisante
pour qu'il y ait 'retention de mouvements rapides, ceux
d'ailleurs qui caractérisent bien les opératiqns motrices
dominantes chez l'humain.

AjoUtonslinalement que le comportement du systeme kines-
.thésique face a la variation de la position de depart de la
reproduction indique une sorte de couplage distance-

deja obtenu par NADEAU (1974) Mame si les
résultats de HAGMAN et FRANCIS (1975) montraient qu'il fut
poesible d'axer l'attention du sujet sur un indice particulier
par des instructions appropriées, nos sujets ne faisaient pas
appel uniquement a la position finale du mouvement (voir les
tableaux IV, V et VI). De plus, l'absence d'interaction condi-
tions de mouvement x positions de depart de la reproduction
attribue de la généralité a l'idée precedente. Nous pensons
qu'il y a lieu, dans un contexte comportemental, de clarifier
davantage l'idée d'une reafférence périphérique articulaire
qui devient de' plus en plus difficile a insérer dans nos
interpretations.
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APPENDICE
Tableau X - Erreurs variables obtenues a l'epreuve de..

Fraisse.

Bloc Normaux Demi-Aveugles
(cm) (cm)

1 1.227 1.806
2 , 1.410., 2088.

3 1.438 2.457
4 1.450 2.777
5 1.479 3.425
6 1.984 4.076

Tableau Xl - Distance parcourue (degree) lore de l'autostimulation dans la condition A-RA (groupe V). .

.71

Seances
Bloc 1 2 3 4 5

2

4

5

48.938
9.331

52.266
8.897

64.236
5.099

36.240
4.472

36.505
3.486

52.945
4.377

57.961
3.822

63.292
5.950

69.765
5.529

45.180
5.143

27.399
13.660

46.207
3.636

61.769
6.225

69.549
6.326

66.951
2.844

46.935
4.527

40.362
4.383

62.746
2.223

67.662
5.125

58.772
6.545

67.149
3.247

44.303
2.543

39.336
4.974

61.239
3.242

65.808
3.511

66.255
6.971

49.418
4.611

43.59:
3.998

36.297
4.055

53.160
4.243

Tableau XII - Distance parcourue (degree) lore de l'autostimulation dans la condition A-RA (groupe DV).

Bloc 1 2

1

2

X
s

X

s

X

s

R

s

X

s

49.518
10.931

53.143
8.731

57.348
9.057

48.177
7.682

51.885
10.127

74.963
7.827

42.928
4.808

60.991
7.488

51.140
9.246

54.037
7.263

57.464
8.178

70.444
4.351

Seances
3 4 5

42.813
4.547

54.468 61.570
3.464 6.629

,
48.309 46.968 47.481

10.457 9.791 8.570

60.527 53.193 60.709
7.145 0.442 5.993

..,

52.564 72.662 57.592
5.973 6.598 8.414

74.848 62.061 64.666 .

4.761 4.499 4.905

38.326
4.440

38.012
6.546

62.381

3.306
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KNOWING WHICH MODALITY TO REPRODUCE IN THk
MATCHING OF VISUAL AND KINESTHETIC INFORMATION

Karl M. Newell
Diane C..Shapiro
Motor Behavior Laboratory
Institute for Child Behavior and Development
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Some years ago. CONNOLLY and JONES (1970) proposed a
model to account for the asymmetry they observed in cross-
modal matching of visual (V) and kinesthetic (K) information,
whereby K-V performance is more accurate and less variable
than V-K performance (CONNOLLY & JONES, 1970 ; JONES
& CONNOLLY, 1970), They proposed that translation
between the modalities occurs before stOrage in short-term
memory although translation is ultimately dependent upon an
integrated long-term store. In support of the model, Connolly
and Jones appealed to the earlier findings of Posner and his
associates (POSNER, 1967 ; POSNER & KONICK, 1966) that
visual information is retained better than kinesthetic informa-
tion, because the latter is apparently uncbdable and therefore
susceptible to decay over time. Thus by inference, if only
'visual information is rehearsable and K-V performance is
better than V-K, translation between the modalities must
occur at the beginning of the retention interval.

Although the Connolly and Jones modal provides a par-
simoniouS explanation of the cross and intra modal data

. relating to visual and kinesthetic information, empirical
evidence together with a number of issues concerning the
model have appeared in the intervening years, which suggest'
caution, in accepting the validity of their interpretation.

1. The rationale for the postu;ation that translation occurs
before storage in short-term memory is only a post hrc
explanation. No attempt has been made to manipulate the
time at which the subject knows what modality reproduction
wiil be in, despite the apparent concern for it.

2. The asymmetry observed in the cross Modal matching of
visual and kinesthetic information has not consistently b.ten
foundo.(JONHSON, 1975), although the effect appears
stronger with younge: chitdren (MILLAR, 1972), and may be
dependent upon whether Kinesthetic information is
presented actively or passiv,(JONES, 1973).

3. Recent work relating to tp retention of kinesthetic intor-
mation suggests that locrn information at the very least is
rehearsable (LAABS, 1 3 ; MARTENIUK & ROY, 1972).

. Although' location was pot a reliable cue in the Connolly and
Jones experiments, iywas available in the work of MILLAR
(1972), yet both have reported the asymmetrical finding./
We report two gxperiments which bear on the issue of
whether subje5ta actively translate the modality information
at the beginning of the retention interval. POSNER (1973) has.
suggested that the choice of a given sensory channel to
rehearse will only affect the preservation of the other
modalities, to the extent that they are susceptible to decay in
The absence of rehearsal. Delaying knowledge of the
reproduction modality'untll the end of the retention interval
should create a conflict for rehearsal and thus a decrement in

1. Ms. Shapiro is now at the University of Southern 'California,
Department of Physical Education. Los Angeles. CA 90007.

a

reproduction performance. if translation occurs at the begin-
ning of the retention interval. This hypothesis was examined
initially in the traditional cross and intra modal design, and
secondly in a design where the presentation was _ liven
both kinesthetically andyisually (KV) with reproc Lon r aing
Ky..K or V.

EXPERIMENT 1

Method

Subjects

The subjeciN. were 27 right-hand male and female
volunteers froill trte University of Illinois. They were unpaid
for their services.

Apparatus

A linear trackway, described in detail elsewhere (NEWELL,
1974 ; NEWELL & CHEW, 1974), consisted of two stainless
steel rods (1.27 cm. diameter) set horizontal and parallel 3.81
cm. apart. A brass handle projected vertically from a near
frictionleas slide attached to the rods. Red lights (Light
7.rnitting Diodes, Monsanto MV 10B) were mounted at the

ex of the handle and at an adjacent position at the start.
The- lights could be controlled by the experimenter from a
small battery system. Beneath the slide and hidden from the
subjects view rested a metal bar with holes 6"1,11, 92118 and
13,2/16 inches from the start position. A peg could be placed in
the desired hole for presentation allowing the lever to slide
until it reached this peg. Affixed ti. the posterior of the slide
was a pointer which transversed an interval scale marked off
in 1/I6it's of an inch.

Lights in the experimental room were extinguished' to
eliminate visual feedback of the apparatus surrounding the
subject (NEWELL & CHEW, in press). The experimenter sat
on the posterior side of the apparatus behind a black partition
and enclosed by black felt cloth. Auditory feedback from the
moving slide was eliminated by piping white noise through
earphones worn by the subject, when the slide was away from
the start position.

Procedure

Upon entering the testing room the subject was seated with
the right shoulder opposite the start position'and an arm's
length from it. The subject was told that the task was to
reproduce a series of different line lengths either visually or
kinesthetically, having been originally presented with a visual
or kinesthetic distance. The subject was instructed that
he/she would be told the reproduction mode at one of three
times, before the presentation (early), immediately after the
presentation (middle) or just before it was time to respond
(late), and that this would vary from trial to trial. The subjects
were given 4 practice trials which included each cross and
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intermodal pair. All subjects randomly received every possi-
ble combination of the 3 line lengths, 4 feedback conditions
and 3 instructiOn time. Jotalling 36 trials. Reproduction
began 10 Sec. after the original presentation and the onset of
white noise was the signal to respond. There, was a 45 sec.
interval between the starting signal for each of the 36 original
presentations. The arrangement for each feedback matching
condition was :

V-V The lights on top of the lever and the start position were
lit and the experimenter moved the lever to a criterion
distance and held it there for 1 sec. Then the ex-
perimenter moved the lever back to the start position
with the lights turned off. During reproduction the
experimenter turned the lights on and moved the slide
until the 'subject said "stop" when he/she thought the
distance matched that of the original presentation.

V-K The presentation was exactly the same as in the V-V
condition, however, the subject had to reproduce this
distance kinesthetically by moving the lever the ap-
propriate .distance. The lights were turned out in the
kinesthetic condition.

K-K For the K presentation, the subject moved the lever to a
stop and held it there for approximately 1 sec. The
experimenter returned the lever to the start position.
During reproduction the subject grasped the lever and
attempted to replicate the distance given during the
original presentation without the aid of a stop.

K-V The presentation was the same as for the K-K present-
ation. The subject had to reproduce the distance visually
by saying "stop" when the experimenter moved the
lever the appropriate distance.

Results and discussion

The absolute error data (units '/18 in.) were subjected to a -
completely within-subjects 4 (feedback rs.:1 idition). x 3
(instruction time) x 3 (line length) variance analysis. The main
effect of instruction time was non-significant. F (2,52) < 1.
The absolute error means for the early, middle and late
instruction times were 16.09, 16.39, and 15.46 respectively.

Thus, knowing prior to the initial line length presentation or at
the beginning of the retention interval which modality
reproduction would be performed in, did not facilitate perfor-
mance in comparison to delaying knowledge of the modality
required for reproduction until the end of the retention
interval. The feedback condition was significant, F (3.78) =
5.09, p < .01. Post hoc inspection of the means by the
Newrnan-Keuls procedure revealed V-V (12.91) to have
significantly smaller error than V-K (18.14) and K-V (18.31),
and K-K (14.57) to have significantly smaller error than V-K.
These findings substantiate crossmodal matching to be more
difficult than intramodal matching, but provide no support for
asymmetry in the cross modal matching of kinesthetic and
visual information. In the latier regard, they conflict with the
early work of CONNOLLY and JONES (1970) and JONES and
CONNOLLY (1970), but support the more recent work of
JOHNSON (1975). The main effect of line length was also
reliably significant. F (2,52) = 12.09, p .01. A Newman-Keuls
test showed the longest line length (19.08) produced
significantly larger error than both the shortest (14.18) and
middle (14.69) line lengths. No interactions where significant
(all 'p's .05). 181
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EXPERIMENT 2

Method

The same subjects were used as in Experiment 1. Additional-
ly, the apparatus and general procedure employed were
identical to Experiment 1 except for the following :

(1) the three line lengths used were 5 in 77/18 in. and-122/t6

(2) all subjects were given the line length under a KV
presentation and were told whether reproduction would
be KV, V or K prior to the initial presentation (early). at the
beginning of the retention interval (middle), or at the end
of the retention interval (late); -

all combinations of the 3 line lengths, 3 instruction times,
and 3 feedback reproduction conditions were presented
randomly to total 27 trials in all. Experiment 2 --Nan
approximately 5 minutes after the completion of Experi-
ment 1.

(3)

Results and discussion

A 3 (instruction time) x 3 (feedback conditions) x 3 (line
length) within subject variance analysis of absolute error was
conducted; As with Experiment 1, the main effect of instruc-
tion timd was non-significant F (2,52) < 1.The absolute error
means for the early, middle and late instructions were 11.24,
11 74 and 12.14 respectively. The main effect of feedback
conditions was .significant, F (2,52) = 3.30, p < .05. A
Newman-Keuls test indicated that KV reproduction (10.24)
produced significantly (p < .05) smaller error than K (13.52),
but that there was no reliable difference from the V condition
(11.35). The implications are that the more feedback
channels available the better the performance, and, that
visual information is more useful than kinesthetic information.
Ths mein effect of line length was significant. F (2,52) = 16.92.
p ' 2:1. The absolute error means for the small, middle and
In,. : skae lengths were 9.14, 12.09 and 13.88 respectively. All
pairwise comparisons were significant at the .01 level, except
the middle and long line lengths which differed at the .05
level. None of the interactions were reliably significant (all p's
> .05).

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The important finding from these two experiments is the null
effect of delaying knowladge of the sensory modality for

reproduction until the end of the retention interval. Why no
differences emerged between the instruction times is not
clear and explanations offered can only be post hoc. Certain-
ly the data seem contrary to the CONNOLLY and JONES
(1970) notion that translation of the information between
modalities takes place prior to storage in short-term memory,
unless viSual and kinesthetic information are not SOSceptible
to decay in the absence of rehearsal (POSNER, 1973).
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However, both location and distai.ce information were
reliable cues in these experiments which suggests that
rehearsal would have faciliated ,repróduction performance.

One feasible exrlanation for the null instruction time effect is
that subjects always. used the same strategy regardless of
when they knew in which modality reproduction would be
performed. Post experimental interviews revealed a number
of subjects always tried to maintain the criterion distance
visually, by turning their heads toward the target location
regardless of the mode of the original presentation. Whether
the present instruction time findings were due to this could be
examined by making location an unreliable cue.

The finding in Experiment 1 that intra modal matching of
kinesthetic and visual information produces better perfor-
mance than cross modal matching is consistent with previous
experiments (CONNOLLY & JONES, 1970 ; JONES &
CONNOLLY, 1970). However, no asymmetry was observed in
the croSs modal data and certainly more work is required to
resolve the equivocal status of this issue with kinesthetic and
visual information (CONNOLLY & JONES, 1970 ; JONES &
CONNOLLY, 1970 JOHNSON, 1975 ; MILLAR. 1972). There
are a number of procedural inconsistencies in these studies
Nhich may contribute to ttle conflicting findings. ;

rhe final result of interest comes from Experiment 2.
Nithdrawing visual feedback for reproduction of a KV
)resentation, produced a significant decrement in perfor-
nance. The same effect did not occur for the V reproduction,
vhich implies that it is visual information which is
)redominantly being used in a KV reproduction. These data
ire essentially consistent with some previous finding
NEWELL & CHEW, *In press) and confirm the dominant
Ole of vision in the reproduction of positioning, movements
ADAMS & GOETZ, 1973).
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FEEDBACK AND FEEDFORWARD. MECHANISMS
SUBSERVING THE PERCEPTION OF MOVEMENT*

Donald L. Pardew
Queens College, C. U.N.Y.
David Kornhauser
Francine Rosen
Teachers College
Columbia University

Any discussion of motor, control must, and usually does get
around to addressin6 questions concerning the role of
feedback in the control of movement, In fact very early
theories of motor control (JAMES. 1890) as well as more
recent ones (ADAMS, 1971: SCHMIDT. 1975) have been
predicated almost entirely on feedback being the prevailing
anct -dominant source of control. Feedback, as the term has

./been employed, carries a rather restricted meaning and
/ refers largely, if not specifidally,. to the proprioceptive '

consequences of movement. There . is no doubt that
proprioceptive feedback occurs and little doubt that it is vital
to the regulation of most motor behavior. The most convin-
cing case for its primacy is the decrement in the performance
of deafferented animals and humans.

The fact that . some movements are, or at least can be,
performed with reasonable accuracy in the absence of
proprioceptive feedback however, requires a re- 'valuation of
its role Or at least a .search for other mechanisms of control.
Since the f,-:re ping Proposition (that some movements can
be perk- with reasonable accuracy in the absence of
p?opric: r, feedback) might be considered debatable, it
will be ,, .o review some of the evidence.

First of ell, there is the observation that some movements are
eAccuted .v:th such rapiditv that proprioceptive feedback
occurs too late to have any influence oyer their course.
ReactiOn time to movement-produced stimulation has been
estimated to be as low as 120 msec. (CHERNIKOFF and
TAYLOR 1952). Movements such as rapid striking motions
are nevertheless often completed Ii less than even120 msec.
and could not possibly be under feedback control. The most
frequently employeu explanation for such performance is
that s'aczd ,novements are preprogrammed responses that
are .run oti Much the way a computer executes a set of
cOmMands. The analogy may eventually prove to be a
deficient one, '.but even so it would appear that even
preprogrernmed instructIons to musdes would need some
kind of cl-uck since incorrect instructions rn'ght be tzsued.

CV{ical Kork ASHLEY (1917) had sh-o tnat pa'Aelt
to"..-nly deprived of afferen's from the let'. was abla to
dui icate a c. qen extent c; movement at that :nt esweil a.
normal person. The patient, as the result t,.! a gunshot injury
to the spiral cord, was left with complete anesthesia of tha left
knee ;oint, but had 'unimpaired motor funcla.ms above the
knee. Lashley first conducted extensive diagnostic testing to
ascertail thp' ths patient had no sensibiiity to passive

rfis rese h was 3upported in part by Public Health Service
Siomed,cal Support 3Yrnt IV- 5 SO:. PR7064-09.

T. Proploception is used here in the sense that SHERRNGTON
(19n.11 intended und includes stimulation from muscles, joints and

.;stibular mechanism.
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movement in the joint. LASHLEY found that the pattern and
extent set by the first movement in a series was quite
accurately duplicated on succeeding trials. He also found that
the patient, when asked to make movements of varying
extent, did so quite accurately. While the actual extents of the
movements produced differed from that requested, the
extents produced were ordered in non overlapping
categories corresponding to the requested extents. Clearly
the patient had some source of information about the
movement other than proprioceptive feedback.

A similar line of evidence has been offered by TAUB and
BERMAN (1968). These authors observed that surgically
deaf ferented monkeys recovered reaching, grasping and
general locomotor moyements to preoperative levels of
efficiency, even in the absence of vision. While there is
question as to whether or not the deafferented animals
learned new movements, the case made for improvement in
performance of existing learned movements is convincing,

Evidence for the proprioceptive indepr,Aence of movement
even lower on the phylogenetic scale comes from the work of
WILSON (1961) who found that wing beat frequency of
locusts could continue, largely unaltered in tne absence of
afferent feedback. Wilson suggests centrai patterns of motor
responses may be genetically determined (at least in lower
phyla) and not dependent on peripheral feedback.

The observation' that reasonably accurate movements can be
made in the absence of proprioceptive feedback has
provoked some speculation as to the mechanism of control in
such situations. The speculation that. has achieved the
greatest attention offers the follow.. ;) hypothesis : Along with
the issuance of motor commana to the responding
musculature there is signalled a corresponding copy of the
command to an internal (CNS) comparator mechanism. Here
the actual commands are compared to the intended com-
mands. Any discrepancy or mismatch can then effect the
issuance of new commands to reduce the discrepancy
(BERNSTEIN. 1967 pp. 128-129): All this is hypothesized to
happen indapendent of proprioceptive feedback. The
mechanism of control suggested then. is an internal feedback
loop. Control then, is presumed to be feedback based, but
feedbsrk as used here lies outside the more restricted
implication of the term as applied to proprioceptive feedback
models of control.

Although described as an internal feedback loop (appL'ently
from zne rhechani m's presumed neural circuitry), such a
control mecianism might more accurately be termed a
"feedfciward" control system since it is signalling information
about an ever.t that has yet to happen, the movement itself. In
fact, MACKAY( 1n6) has described it as such.

Other investigators In discussing the same or related notions
have employed varying terminology. HELMHOLTZ (1925) had
very early, suggested a "sense of innervation." The terms
"efference copy" and "reafference" were suggested by yoN
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HOLST and MITTLESTAEDT (1050) in describing how motor
commands to the occulômotor system influences the stability
of the visual image during eye movements SPERRY (1950)
used the term "corollary discharge" in his reports on the
optokinetic response produced by eye totation in fish.
SPERRY's meaning of the term "corollary discharge' as well as
its presumed function' in visua, rrnyr coordbation differs
little from that -tended by VC': . ..-!_.ST's and MITTLE-
STAEDT's use of the terM "e' I copy." Both quite
explicitly argue that internal fer loops function to
regulate motor behavior and visui., -eption.

HIGGINS and ANGEL (1971) ::Ire recent investigation
have revived the term rno :wow" in explaining how
movement errors in a step fuion tracking task could be
corrected in less than, a visual or proprioceptive reaction
time. While the terminology employed in discussions of
internal mechanisms of control varies, the central idea is the
same that internal feedback occurs in conjunction with, but
prior to, a motor response.

The assumption (predicated in .part on experimental
evidence) that the internal feedback loop functions prior to
proprioceptive feedback, makes the hypothesized
mechanism more amenable to experimental testing. Some
control functions should be observed to occur earlier than
would be predicted on the basis of proprioceptive feedback.
HIGGINS and ANGEL for example employed thisveryassump-
tion to evaluate for the existence of central efferent
monitoring. These investigators reasoned that if central
feedback loops exists and if they function earlier than the
more tardy proprioceptive feedback mechanisms, then
movement errors should be amended in less than a
proprioceptive reaction time. Using a sfep function tracking
task these investigators found that errors in movement
directionality were amended in less than subject's individually
,determined reaction times.

It is the presumed early occurrence of central feedback loops
that allow for the strategy empf ,ed in the present report. If
aCcompanying motor commends to muscles there is a
'corresponding discharge to perceptual mechanisms through
internal feedback loops, then a pxforrner should experience
the movement before it has actually gotten underway.2 To test
this hypothesis subjects were administered a reaction time
task for which the response was a thumb movement (flexion)
of approximately 80 degrees and consuming approximately
100-150 msec. In addition to the stimulus to which subjects
had to respond by moving the thumb (a 300 Hz tone). a
second stimulus (10 psec. light flash) was interjected at varying
.emporal location's in the courie of the response. The flash
was interjected anywhere from before the actual movement
was underway until well after the movement was completed.
The subject was then asked to report where in the course of
the response the flash occurred. If subjects were aware of the-
movement before it had actually begun then one would
expect reports of the flash occurring during the course of the
movement when in fact the movement had no yet started.

2. Whether perceptual and control functions are one and the same is
of course a debatable Issue. For elaboration see Morough review
and data by FESTINGER, BURNHAM. ONO. and BAMBER. 1567
and FESTINGER and EASTON. 1974.

1 8

METHOD

Subjects

t:ive right handed males ranging in age from 21 to 27 years
(mecilan age = 22 years) volunteered to participate in the
present study. All subjects were naive as to the hypothesis
under investigation.

Apparatus

Subjects sat at a table peering into a completely darkened
viewing box constructed from plywood and anchored secure-
ly to the table top. The viewing box was approximately cubicle
and measured roughly 46 X 51 X 51 cms. The front panel of
the box (that side facing the subject) had an oval hole, the
shape of a swim mask cut out at eye level. Into the hole was
mounted a swim mask so that when a subject peered into the
viewing box with his face firmly against the opening, the
rubber' edges of the mask blocked out all light. A small hole
was cut in the rubber edging of the mask right below the
nostrils to prevent breathing discomfort.

The rear panel of the box was constructed at a slight angle to
the vertical (30 degrees. slanting away from the subject) so as
to make its surface at nearly right angles to the subjects line
of vision. This was necessary since in the seated position, and
peering into the view box the subject's head was tilted slightly'
forward.

From the rear panel of the box was cut an opening 14.cm. in
diameter into which was mounted the globe of a Grass
(Model PS 22). photostimulator. The borders of. the globe,
where it fitted into the opening, as well as all other joints were
well sealed leaving the interior of the box completely light
free. The interior of the box was painted .flat black fo allow as
little ,etlection as possible from photostimuletor flashed:

Also located on the table top, just to the right of the view box,.
was a thumb lever that fastened onto the interphalangeal joint
of the right thumb and which rotated through approximately
80 degrees from flexion of the thumb. Movement of the
thumb lever rotated the shaft of a linear. precision poten-
tiometer to which it was coupled and whose output voltage
was proportional to the amount of rotation occurring in the
lever.

A Grason Stadler, 45 ohm headset was worn by the subject
over which a 300 Hz tone generated from a Wavetek (Model
132) function generator was delivered. The tone, initiated at
the start of a trial and lasting for a randomly determined
foreperiod, was abruptly terminated by switching logic con-
trolled by Hunter (Model 111C) interval timers. Cessation of
tr.,: tone was the stimulus to which the subject responded by
rapidly flexing the right thumb.

A custom designed,,integrated comparator and timing circuit
allowed for the triggering of the photostimulator. Triggering
could occur afjer any interval following the cessation ot tioa
tone. Flashes occurring before tip movement started were
triggereti by having 11'. F.-%!./itching logic shutting off the tone
start a timer that operated the ohotostimulator after an
interval less than a reaction time. Flashes ocCuring during the
movement were triggered by having a voltage comparator
circuit operate the photostimulator when the thumb lever
passed a point yielding a voltage corresponding to the preset
comparator voltage. Flashes occurring after the completion
of the movement were' triggered by having the voltage
corresponding to the middle of the final third of the move-
ment start a timer that operated the photostinnulator after a
timed interval. The timing and comparator circuitry then
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allowed for the presentation of the light flash (10 usec. in
duration) at any point from well before the movement started
till well after it was completed.

Electromyograms were recorded from the flexor pollicus
brevis muscle of the responding thumb using surface elec-
trodes. Two Beckman, mini (silver, silver chloride) recording
electrodes were placed over the belly of .the muscle ap-
proximately 2 cm. apart and secured with double backed
adhesives. Resistances across the recording electrodes were
kept under 3 000 ohms. A third ground lead was attached to
the right earlobe. Electrical activity from the muscle was
conditioned using two cascaded Textronix (Model 122) low
level preamplifiers. Recording the electromyograms allowed
for the fractionation of the total reaction time (RT) interval into
its premotor (PMT) and motor (MT) components.

All stimulus and resoc Tise events were recorded using a
Honeywell (Model 1508) Visicorder with a paper speed of 200
mm/sec. which allowed for resolution to the nearest 5 msec:
A sampletrecording is shoØn 'in Figure 1.

Statisticel Analysis

Pie independent variable in the present experiment was the
temporal location of the light flash, the dependent variable
the reported subjective estimate of ,when it occurred. The
exact temporal location of the flash Relative to the coLirse of
the movement however, could not be exactly :.:%redeturritined.
Rather its location was dependent in part uron the? $.:,4b "s
RT, or movement time (MVT) both of which w 're yafiaKe. c-or
example, a flash set to Occur.100 msec. after :no OC3sa On of
the tone 'would occur 50 msec. before Ow; ..t the
movement if RT .was 150 msec., but 1CtO rtsPic. bec
movement if RT was 200 msec. Similarly, nocur
during the first, r9cond, or final third of th ,. unent woulo
occur leter t'Nr Z:t.rt of the mover :tri: tor slow
movements Inert ,!ast Movements. The values of the
independent wider ;.hich associated values on the
dependent -e Ate 'led then, were not wholly
under experi.n; c-nfrol. hathr,r they were determined in
part b ".he "hiett's response parameters.

The temporal locat,ar of the flash was computed in the
following manner :

(1) RT, the interval between the cessation of the tone arm :he
start of the movement, was subtracted from the flash
delay, the'interval between the cessation of the tone and
the occurrence of the flash. If the flash occurred during
the RT interval the result of the subtraction was a negative
value whose magnitude represented (in msec.) how long
before the 'movement started the flash occurred.

(2) If the flash occurred during the movement the result of
the subtraction was positive, less than MVT, and in-
dicated how fond after the start of the movernent the flash
occurred.

(3) If the flash occurred after the completion of the move-
ment, the result of the subtraction was positive and
greater than-MVT. For such trials MVT was subtracted
from the difference, flash delay RT, the resulting value
indicating how long after the completion of the movement
the flash occurred.

Each subject then, had 200 trials with varying flash focations
and rendered a subjective estimate of flash location for each.
The 200 flash locations for each subject were then grouped
into twenty-five 20 msec. intervals. Intervals of 20 msec were
employed as compromise between obtaining sufficient
measures to insure a reliable mean subjective estimate for
each interval without obscuring the true relationship between
the actual and subjective flash location by making the
intervals too wide.

The mean subjective estimate was subsequently computed
for each of the twenty-five flash, location intervals. The
number of flashes and consequently the number of subjec-
tive estimatei occurring for each of the twenty-five intervals
varied. Most intervals contained at least five observations per
subject, a few as many as nineteen. A group mean was then
computed for each of the twenty five intervals with each
-subject's contribution to the group mean weighted according
to the number of observations comprising the individual
subject means. The above descriptive analysis allowed for an
assessment of the relationship between actual and subjective
flash location.. Correlation and regression analysis was per-
formed to determine more precisely the for m of the
relationship.

Means and standard deviations were also coniputed for each
subject's MVT, RT and its component delays, PMT and MT.
Mean RT's and MVT's were determined to assess if perhaps
subj1;ctive estimates bore any relationship to them.

Prof -cle: A

Subjects were first oriented to the apparatus and the ex-
perimental task. The orientation, which actually included a
few practice trials, was useful since it permitted the adjust-
ment and calibration of the thumb lever to suit the
morphology and response parameters of each subject.
Following this brief orientation, recording electrodes were
applied after which the subject was returned to the apparatus
for more precise instructions and the start of testing.

Subjects were told they would hear a tone through the
headset at the start of each trial. The tone, they were told,
would cease after a variable interval and that cessation of the
tone was the signal for them to react as quickly as possible by
depressing the thumb lever. The thumb movement was
instructed to be made through the entire range of motion that
their thumb could comfortably travel.
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Instructions were given that a brief flash would occur some
time after the cessation of the tone. Subjects were told to
report, after their response, on a scale from one to five when
they believed the flash to have occurred relative to the course
of .the movement. If they believed the flash to have occurred
before the movement started they were told to report a "one."
If they believed the flash occurred in the early part of the
movement they were to report a "two," in the middle of the
movement a "three," near the end of the movement a "four,"
and if they believed the flash occurred 'after the movement
was completed they were to report a "five." Subjects were
further instructed that if they had no notion of when the flash
occurred to. simply report that they could not estimate.
Instructions were also given that if they.felt equally inclined-
towards two adjacent values to report neither. If however they
felt even slightly more inclined toward one of two adjacent
values they should report the favored v.

Following final clarifications, subjects were administered
twenty practice trials followed by 200 test trials. Blocks of fifty
test trials were separated by a five minute rest interval.

Each trial followed essentially the same eequence of events.
The trial was initiated by the onset of the tone which remained
on lor a randomly determined interval of 2.0, 2.5. 3.0, or 3.5
sec. The subject responded to the cessation of the tone by
depressing the thumb iever. A flash was delivered at any one
of ten temporal locations in the response: 75, 100. 125, or 150
msec. after the cessation of the tone, or as the lever passed
the middle of the first, second or final third of its excursion, or
at 75. 100, of 125 msec. after the thumb iever reached the
middle of .the.final third of its excursion. Flashes occurred at
each of the ten temporal locatiors an equal number of times
over the 200 test trials in a rndomly permuted order.

RESJLTS

A sample trial is depicted in f ure 1. The time course of the
movement shown by trace. G 'I very representative of the
pattern of movements observed in all subjects as is the
.pattern of EMG activity (trace D) producing the movement.
Figure 1 shows the flash occurring before the start of the
moment very near the onset of EMG activity. ThP inte:-vals
corresponding to RT, MO% and flash delay are shown near
the top of the figure. The fractionated compone its of RT.
PfAT and MT, are shown near the bottom of the '

Figure

A

1 - Sample trial.

REACTION I MOVMT
TIME .I...TIME-1

FLASH._.j
.-DE LAY-7

OFF
TONE

ON

-- FLASH

MOVEMENT

EMG

loo

Mean RT, PMT, MT, and MVT along with corresponding
standard deviations for each of the five subjucts are
presented in Table I . Subjects responded to the cessation of
the tone with a mean latency of 171.1 msec. with a thumb
movement that took on the average 109.5 msec. The obtained
reaction times are not significantly at variance with other
reported auditory RT's (e;g. Chernikoff and Taylor. 1952j.
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Table I - Means and Standard Deviations for RT, RT components and MT for Individual Subjects.

Premolor
Reaction time

_ Motor Total
Movement time

Subject Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

MT 118.3 33.4 46.6 164.9 32.9 102.7 11.5
RN 152.0 46.1 46.9 9.8 198.9 46.8 108.0 13.2
WV 111.9 32.9 36.3 10.8 148.2 29.7 108.3 11.6
MM 126.9 55.6 37.8 7.6 164.7 55.7 94.5 10.9
DD 123.2 33.7 55.8 13.8 179.0 32.2 134.0 13.9

Group 126.5 5.3 44.7 7.9 171.1 19.0 109.5 14.8

Note.: Entries are in msec.

Group mean subjective estimates are plotted against flash
location in Figure 2. Points are plotted such that early
occurring flashes are located on the extreme left of the figure
and proceed forward in time toward the right hand side of the
graph. The abc,-...issa is partitioned into thirds corresponding
to, and accomodating flash locations occurring, before,
during and after the moveMent.

Figure 2 - Group mean subjective estimates of flash location.

IiiIit.t, itlitit uliiIii
-160-120-80-40 0 40 80 120 160 40 80 120 160

BEFORE .0. DURING AFTER
MOVEMENT MOVEMENT MOVEMENT

TEMPORAL LOCATION OF FLASH (msec)
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As can be seen from Figure 2 flashes occurring earlier than
132 msec. before the start of the movement were correctly
and invariably estimated to have, occurred before the start of
the movement. Likewise, flashes 'occurring more than 152
msec. after the completion of the movement were correctly
and invariably estimated to- have occurred after the move-
ment. More interesting however, is that flashes occUrring
approximatelY between 32 msec. before the movement and
the actual start of the movement have a mean subjective
estimate of greater than 1.5. This indicates that flashes
occurring during this interval were more frequently estimated
to have occurred during, rather than prior to, the movement.

..In. fact, flashes occurring just as the movement was initiated
(the zero scaling on the abscissa) have a mean subjective
estimate of 2.23, indicating such flashes were at times
estimated to occur beyond the initial segment of the move-
ment.

If the flash locations that were correctly and invariably
estimated (those with a mean subjective estimate of one or
five) d re omitted, the relationship for the remaining data
points can be quite adequately described as linear (r = .99).
Tnat such is the case suggests two things. First subjects
apparently did not scale according to classically observed
phychophysical laws. Secondly, subjects show a rather good
ability to scale, at least relatively, the location of the flash.

,DISCUSSION

The present experiment was conducted to determine if
subject's would, under the experimental conditions, estimate
a movement to be underway before in fact it was. That they
do, in !act in some cases more often than not, is clearly shown
by the data. Whether they do so because of some perceptual
ponsequences of internal feedback looPs, or whether they do
su out of an inability to scale with precision still remains an
open question.
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An argument could be made that subjects,.Perhaps because
of information processing limitations, are simply unable to
scale flash location with precision. As a result their subjective
categories (i.e. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5) may have substantial overlap.
Such category overlap would help explain subjective, es-
timates of two or greater being reported for flashes occurring
before the movement had actually started.

The data, largely because of their descriptive nature, do not
make for a strong argument in favor of early occurring central
feedback loops with a percePtual function. What is needed,
but missing from the present experiment is a control condi-
tion against which the reported data can be compared.
Exactly what that control condition should be is debatable.
What is needed is a similar scaling task where efference is
absent. Such a condition might be achieved by conducting
the trials as they were except passively moving the thumb
through a similar motion. This arrangement would be essen-
tially the same scaling task ..1 the absence of 'efference but
with proprioceptive estimates since proprioceptive feedback
is presumed to occur later than central feedback could.

Passively moving the thumb. however deletes from the task
one of the subject's responsibilities responding to the
'cessation of the tone. If the subjects scale imprecisely
because of information procassing limitations then the
suggested control condition may not be appropriate. While it
does meet the requirement of proprioception without .
efference if probably also is a less demanding task in terms of
the information ot be processed.

Although it is difficult to make a statistical argument for
internal feedback from the present data, a strong intuitive
argument can be made from several considerations. It can be
seen from Figure 2 that up to approximately 125 msec. before
and after the movement subjects scaled flash location cor-
rectly and invariably. In other words it is between ap-
proximately 125 msec. before and after the movement that
subjects' estimates contain any error. That is, it appears that
perceptually the movement is extended in time. Further, the
movement is extended perceptually almost equally before it

° starts as it is extended after it is completed. If subjects were
relying only on proprioceptive feedback to formulate their
subjective estimate of flash location, then one would expect
the movement to be extended further after than before the
movement. Proprioceptive feedback, after all, cannot occur
before, but does continue after the cessation of the move-
ment.

It should be noted however that there is muscular activity
occurring before the actual movement begins. The mean
motor time, was found to be 44.7 msec. Muscle afferents
could possibly be signalling feedback about the movement.
although whether their activity has any perceptual conse-
quences is a currently debated issue (GOODWIN,
McCLOSKEY. and MATTHEWS, 1972 ; KONORSKI. 1967 :
.0SCARSSON and ROSEN, 1963). Figure 2 reveals however
that -it is around 40 msec. before the movement is initiated
that subjective estimates begin to be closer to two than to
one.

. Another intuitive argument can be advanced from in-
vestigating the slope of the least squares regression line fitted
to the data. The predicted mean subjective estimate for
flashes occurring just as the movement was being initiated
(zero scaling on abscissa of Figure 2) was 2.0. The subjective
category "two" included flashes whose mean temporal loca-
tion corresponded to the initiation of the movement. If
subjective estimates were proprioceptive based the mean
flash location for the "two" category would be predicted to
occur further into the movement.

Finally the results need to be considered in the light of what is
knoWn about information processing limitations of the human
performer, especially since the task required vigilance to two
or*more signals. It is a well documented observation that the
response to the second of two signals closely spaced in time
will be longer than a normal RT. The added delay is
presumed to be due to a psychological refractory period
(WELFORD, 1952) and is inversely proportional to the
separation of the two stimuli. The offset of the tone and the
light flash in the present experiment is analogous to the "two
closely spaced stimuli" situation of psychological refractory
period experiments, although only one, the tone, required an
dvert response. If however, the psychological refractory
period holds for the conscious registration of a stimuli,,then
flashes following closely behind the offset of the tone would
be expected to be estimated as occurring later than they
actually did. As psychological refractory experiments clearly
demonstrate however, the longer the separation between two
successive stimuli the shortei delay to the second one. If
in the present experiment suL!e'cts were estimating flashes to
occur later than. they actually did (which is analogous to their
estimating movements to start earlier than, they did) one
would expect the perception of early occurring flashes to be
delayed longer than later occuring flashes. That such was not
the case can be seen from Figure 2. Subjects' estimate of tha
temporal location of the light flash did not vary inversely with
the interval separating the two stimuli rather it varied propor-
tionally.

In an experiment analogous to the present one, and reported
in Boring's History of Experimental Psychology subjects had
to estimate the relative temporal occurrence of two stimulus
events. Subjects watched a pointer rotating continuously
about a clock face, and reported its location upon the
presentation of a brief tone. It was observed that when the
tone occurred say when the pointer was a five, subjects
reported it to have been at four. The interpretation led to what
was called the "doctrine of prior entry" which can be
summarized as follows: Due to information processing
limitations which leave the subiect unable to process two
signals simultaneously, signals will be processed in serial
order. Since the subject was instructed to listen for the tone
and since the actual pointer location and the tone occurred
simultaneously the tone was per-Ceived as occurring first. The
last pointer location processed before the tone then was the
one reported as occurring with the tone.

If the analogy betWeen that experiment and the present one is
correct. then one might expect flashes occurring
simultaneously with the start of the movement to be es-
timated as occurring earlier than they did since subjects were
instructed to attend to the flash not the start of the movement.

,That sucti was not the case raises suspicions that subjects do
get information about a movement before it actually begins.
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EFFECTS OF PRETRAINING ON

PERFORMANCE ERROR IDENTIFICATION

Detecting critical flaWs imbedded in the technique of the
performer Is an Important, but exceedingly difficult instruc-
tional task. The teacher or coach who is unable to pinpoint
discrepancies between the learner's response and the re-
quired responae lacks a prerequisite pedagogical skill and is
helpless In knowing how to proceed with instruction. The
-development of this Important ability, therefore, should be a
primary objective of the professional efforts of those respon-
sible for training teachers and coaches.

Actually, little more Is known about how students should be
trained t6 observe and evaluate movement responses than
was known 25 years ago when Robert KRETCHMAR (1949)
urged researchers to determine which. "visual habits are
best for obserVing complex movement configurations and to
design and test training programs for the development of
these habits. This embarrassing state of affairs stems from a
tradition of neglect of research on the psychological
phenomena associated with skill analysis. This study was

- designed to gather some preliminary data concerning the
extent to which .competency in performance error identifica-
tion could be developed through short term training ex-
periences and to explore the relationship between visual
Imagery and competence in error identification.

Evidence has been produced in a small number of studies
which suggests that detection of errors in gymnastic skills
(GIRARDIN & HANSON, 1967), the ability to recall details of
previously presented film of sport skill performances
(MOODY, 1967) and the ability to compare films depicting
performances of cartwheels and batting responses with pre-
established models of correct performance (BISCAN &
HOFFMAN, 1975 ; HOFFMAN & SEMBIANTE, 1975) all are
related to. S'S experience with the skills being evaluated. In
only Osborne and Gordon's study (1972), where it was found
that members of a college varsity tennis team were no more
accUrate in their evaluation of the tennis forehand than Ss
who had never played nor received instruction in tennis, have
the findings run counter to the experiential hypothesis. The
indication from these studies was that competency in perfor-
mance error identification would be subject to modification
through syStematic variation of a S's experience with a dkill.

The nature of experience that might facilitate development of
proficiency in performance error identification has not been
indicated in earlier studies. For example, does experience in
observing models of highly skilled performers, or experience
observing a wide range of quality of reaponses develop this
critical ability ? In typical training approaches; it has been
customary to adopt the former approach and, focus the

This study was supported by a grant from the Faculty Research
Fund School of Education. University of Pittsburgh.
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trainee's attention on loop films and other visual displays of
expert performance.

The hypothesis guiding the conduct of this study was that
visual experience with both common performance errors ahd
models of highly skilled performances would be a more
effective training experience than visual experience with
highly Skilled performances alone. Such an -assumption,
though untested, has undergird a series of projects in which
investigators have k,entified and recbrded on film, sport skill
performance errors which have a high probability of
appearing in' a learner's repertoire (HIGGINS, 1970 ;
HOMEWOOD, 1955 ; MABRY, 1965). The assumption would
appear tenable in light of data from a host of studies (see
GIBSON, 1953) which have indicated that familiarity with
material gained prior to testing can improve accuracy in
perceiving that material, and that practice in visually dis-
criminating among Members of a class of objects facilitates
recognition of members of that class (ELLIOTT, WILLS &
GOLDSTEIN, 1973). It follows that Ss who have had visual
experience with . performance errors as well as correctly
modelled performance (the entire range of the class) are
more likely to identify errors when they appear in the learner's
response.

It has been proposed that in evaluating motor skill perfor-
mances, the observer matches the learner's response witha memorial representatiOn of 'acceptable performance
(HOFFMAN, .1974), a process not unlike that involved in
pattern recognitir tasks. It is a widely held hypothesis that
recall of pictorial material is mediated through visual images
(PAVIO, 1971) and a small amount of evidence has suggested
that Ss reporting more visual images can more accurately
'recall pictorial material than Ss who report less vivid imagery
(MARKS, 1973). More specifically, Hoffman and Sembiante
found significant correlations between S's reported vividness
of the image of a previously presented model of a ,highly
skilled batter and scores on a test where Ss were required to
compare test responses with the modei. In addition, signifi-
cant Correlations were found between Ss' reports of visual
imagery control and scores on the test, suggesting involve-
ment of a generic visualizing ability.

Perhaps the apparent involvement of visual imagery ability in
a task which requires Ss to discriminate responses against a
specific stereotyped model should not be too surprising.
Whether vividness of the image of the criterion performance
and control of imagery however, are related to performance.
on a test in which Ss are required to evaluate responses on
the basis of a set of proPOsitions which describe acceptable
performance is another matter, and it was this question that
was also examined in this study.

METHOD
Film Preparation

Training and test films used in this study were selected from a
collection of 8mm films which depicted over 200 Weis of the
two-feet standing long jump as performed by children in
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grades K - 9 (side view), Films were examined using single
frame, stop-action and 'projection rates of 6 and 18 f/s.
Technique used by jumpers was evaluated on the 'basis of
eight criteria statements which incorporated basic
blomechanical features of skilled performance. The
statements were formulated to Include definitive spatial and
temporal checkpoints to facilitate determination of presence
or absence qf specific criteria. Absence of a critical perfor-
mance criterion in a filmed performance was interpreted as
an ,error in technique. The criteria used are presented in
Figure 1.

A

Figure 1. Characteristics of correct performance of the stsnding long jump.

PRELIMINARY 1...Upper arms are swung rearward so that they are at least parallel toThe floor.
PHASE 2. Feet remain side by side during preliminary phase. One foot does not slide or step in

front of the other during this phase.

PROPULSIVE
PHASE

3. Jumper takes off with two feet simultaneously.

4. Upper arms clearly move in the direction of the jump so that they are at least parallel
to the floor and in front of the body.

FLIGHT
PHASE

5. Both knees are flexed to at least right angles (90 dr
flight.

6. As the jumper descends, both upper arms clew
the vertical plane.

LANDING
PHASE

qs) at somepoint during tlw

ackward so that they pass

7. Both knees flex during the landy-ig phase to lower the inigt to a position ihere It is at
least parallel to the floor.

8. Upper arms are positioned clearly forward ul vertical plane at ome point
following touchdown.

Films were selected for use on the basis of technical quality
and the extent to which the performance unambiguously
depicted conformance or nonconformance to specific
criteria. All performances were authentic executions of the
skill ; :none were staged. The films were evaluated in-
dependently by two judges who were permitted to view the
films as often as desired. Following an initial viewing session,
interjudge agreement was 95%; A replay of the disputed
items increased agreement to 98%. Items on which agree-
ment could not be reached were eliminated.

Subjects

Eight-six preservica physical education trainees, freshman to
senior levels, were required to participate in the experiment
as part of course requirements. Three Ss were lost due to
schedule conflicts and termination of enrollment.

Mental Imagery Tests

The Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionaire (VVIQ)
(MARKS, 1973) and the Gordon Test for Visual Image Control
(GCT) (RICHARDSON, 1969) were administered two weeks
prior to the experimental program. The VVIQ is a 16-item
self-report questionaire which directs S to summon irriages

for specific visual phenomena and to rate the vividness of the
image on a scale of 1 ("perfettly clear and vivid is normal
vision") to 5 ("no image at all"). Marks reported a test-refest
reliability coefficient of .85 for the VVIQ.

The GCT contains 12 statements which require S to report his
ability to visualize objects in a variety of changing contexts
and thus "control" images from one instance to the-next.
JUHASZ (1972) has reported odd-even reliabilities fo? the
GCT ranging from .88 to .95.

Procedure

Ss were randomly allocated fo four groups wh:ch were
randomly assigned to one of four conditions: Correct .(Cr)
N=21 ; Correct-verbal (Cv) N=19 ; Correct-error (Ce) N=21 ;
Control (C) N=22. In order to provide common points of
reference al communicating about the skill, all groups were
given a brief orientation to the four major performance
phases (preliminary, propulsive, flight and landing) which
included visual demonstration.

1. 9 ",
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Cr. Ss were given opportunity to study tne eight perfor-
mance criteria and were provided with multiple replays of
four different performances which conformed to all of the
criteria. An 8-item "phase test" which required Ss to match
each of the criteria statements with the performance phase in
which they occurred was administered and was followed by
feedback. Ss also observed 14 different examples of correct
performance and were required to indicate whether each
example conformed or did not conform to the established
criteria. In all cases the examples conformed to the criteria.

Cv. Ss were given opportunity to study only verbal descrip-
tions of the performance criteria. No visual examples 'of
correct technique were provided.. In addition to the phase
test, an 8-item verbal recognition test which required Ss to
identify incorrectly formulated statements describing perfor-
maRce criteria was administered. Ss were also required to
hand-copy the criteria statements onto paper and then to
write the statements from memory. In order to control for
warm-up effects that might have stemmed from watching
movie films, Ss were shown an irrelevant film (children
thrinving) and required to answer selected questions concer-
ning the performance viewed..

Ce. Ss were given opportunity to study the performance
criteria along with multiple replays of four different examples
of correct performance (same performances used for Cr).
The phase test was administered. In addition, Ss studied
verbal descriptions and filmed examples of performances
that did not conform to the criteria. Ss were given practice in
identifying errors in three performances which was followed
by feedback, and the examples were replayed.

C. Ss were given practice in viewing an irrevelant film
(thruwing) and responded to questions regarding the perfor-
mance. Ss were not given opportunity to rea the criteria
statements nor to view examples of performance.

Treatments were administered to Ss in groups ranging from 3
to tp. Ss sat 3.60 to 4.60 meters.from a movie screen onto

-which films were projected o that the image was ap-
proximately 61 centimeters in height. Ss were informed that
the purpose of the session was to help them improve their
proficiency itt akill analysis and they were encouraged to give
their Liebt effurt. E worked from a prepared script to insure
uniformity of comment and treatment for Ss within groups. All
treatments concluded by requesting Ss to summon a mental
image of a skilled performer executing the standing long
jump and to rate the image in accordance with the scale used
for VVIQ. Experimental treatments consumed between 30
and 35 minutes.

Error Identification Test

An error identification test which determined S's ability to
discern whether or not performances of the skill conformed
or did not conform to the established criteria was ad-
ministered immediately following pretraining. The test in-
cluded four written questions concerning each ol 12 films
depicting jumping performance. Each of the questions re-
quired a "Yes/No" response and was formulated with regard
to whether the example conformed or did not conform to a
specific criterion (i.e. "During the preliminary phase were the
upper arms swung rearward so that they were at least parallel
to the floor ?"). The four questions used for each film were
randomly selected from the eight possible criteria. Questions
were not available to Ss until they had viewed each film twice ;
once at normal speed and again at 6 f/s. Ss had 30 seconds
to respond to the four questions.

Results
-

The means for correct responses on the error identification
test are presented in Table I . Although the data do not
indicate large functional differences between the groupt
following the pretraining experiences, ANOVA indicated that
the differences were significant F(3,79) =6.01 p<.01.
Scheffe's test .revealed .that means. for Cv and Ce were
significantly higher than for C. Sixty of the original Ss were
available for a retention test during the third week following
pretraining. Scores remained relatively stable over the inter-
val with the_awrage (ahsolutP)-change-in-soore-per-S-equal-to--
2.55 points. As indicated in Table I, scores did not change
significantly over the interval, although-analysis of the reten-
tion test means showed that only Ce was significantly
different from C F(3,56)=4.60 p<.01.

.
Table I - Means and Standard Deviations for Performance-Error Identification Tests

.

Group Initial Test Retention Test

SD IC SD

Correct 21 34.81 2.25 16 34.25 1.91. .28
Correct-verbal 19 35.80 2.33 15 34.73 2.31 1.16
Correct-error 21 36.06 2.57 15 35.80 1.93 .32
Control 22 32.64 4.63 14 33.07 3.85 .62
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Means for the visual imagery measures, presented in Table II,
show Cr to have reported higher vividness on VVIQ than did
other groups, but the differences failed significance F
(3,78)=2.70. No differences were found between groups for
GCT F(3,79)=1.15 or for vividness of image of a correctly
performed jump F(3,79)=.86, all p>.05.

.1

Table II - Means and Standard Deviations for Imagery Tests

. Group 111/101 Gordon Test Jump Imagery cb

X SD X SD X SD

Correct 29.66 7.74 8.95 3.59 1.71 .71

Correct-verbal 31.88 7.29 8.00 5.04 1.94 .93

Correct-error 31.47 10.97 7.76 3.47 1.85 .85

Control 31.81 9.07 9.04 3.44 2.00 .77

a Low score represents high vividness report.
b Image of correctly executed jump reported by Ss immediately before taking performance erior identification test.

Table III displays correlation cOefficients between each of the
imagery tests and scores on the error identification test.
Although there were slight tendencies for VVIQ and GCT
scores to be inversely related to error identification scores for
Ce and Cv, none of the correlations were significantly different
Irorti zero p>.05.

Table III - Correlation Coefficients Between Imagery Ratings and Performanc6 Error Identification Scores

Group Imagery Ratings_

VVIC1 Gordon Control Jump Imagery

Correct .267 .038 .119

Correct-verbal .350 .467 .030
Correct-error .305 .295 .038

Control .246 .099 109

Total .065 .204 .048

DISCUSSION

Although data from this study have furnished some statistical'
support for the hypothesis, the actual differences between
groups were not large. In fact, when one considers that 30-35
minutes of carefully programmed visual and verbal training
which included practice in discriminating errors (with feed-
back provided), resulted in scores only 7% higher than
controls who received no training at all, one might qe tempted
to conclude that the gains are not worth the effort. Such
pessimism shoud be avoided however, until the problem has
been more fully investigated.

n4
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First, the fact that the means for Ce were significantly higher
than C on the retention test suggests that the changes
brought about through pretraining were relatively stable.
Secondly, differences between groups may have been
minimized due to factors peculiar to the test. For example, Ss
in the experimental groups presumably monitored all eight
aspects of the performance since the four questions were not
presented until after the test film had been viewed. The
difficulty of accurately rating several categories of movement
behavior has been pointed up by tANDERS (1969). Confu-
sion, interference and consequent indecision may have been
concomitants of attempting to observe and remember eight
aspects -of performance while being required to recall only
four of these eight for test purposes. The controls, having no
prior instruction regarding what to lOok for, may have
encountered relatively less interference. Were Ss to have



been questioned regarding the conformity of the test perfor-
mances to all eight criteria, the experimental groups might
have improved their scores relative to the controls. What
does seem to have been pointed out, both by this data as well
as by data from OSBORNE and GORDON (1972). is that the
specialized skill of error identification is not easily developed
in trainees, particularly on a short-term basis.

Many training programs, where filmjibraries and projection
equipment are scarce, incorporate a predominately verbal
mode of instruction in performance analysis. The rather
surprising performance of Cv suggests that rehearsal of
verbal material relating to critical features of performance
(where the skill is a familiar one) may be more beneficial than
dividing training time between verbal and visual examples as
was done in Cr. One possible explanation may lie in the active
role Ss had to ,assume in the Cv condition. If a visual model
was used, it had to be generated on the basis of verbal stimulus
alone. Perhaps translation of conceptual material to an
imaginal form was a critical factor in Cv, although if such was
the case, it was not manifested in the particular type of
imagery tests employed in the study. Another level of ex-
planation of this finding is that when S are required to rate
performance on the basis Of a list of statements, the image
formed may not be a visual (pictorial) image but a set of

verbal propositions. If this is the case, the extensive ex-
perience of Cv with verbal descriptions may have facilitated
formulation of these propositions. Failure to retain the
propositions would account for the finding of no significant
differences between Cv and. C on the retention test.

When the data were further analyzed to determine the reason'
for Cr's poor performance, it was discovered that this group
responded "No" significantly fewer times than other groups
F(3,79)=17.0.2 p<.01, indicating a tendency to rate test films
as conforming rather than not conforming to the criteria.
When the percentage accuracy of respontes for test items in
which the modelled performance- was incorrect was com-
pared to perdentage accuracy for test items where the
modelled performance was correct, a marked difference in
accuracy was observed tor Cr (See Table IV). A differential
accuracy score (% accuracy for correctly modelled behavior
minus % accuracy for incorrectly modelled behavior) was
computed for each S. The mean differential accuracy score
for Cr was significantly higher than for other groups F
(3,79)= 13.90 p<.01. Thus the poorer performance of Cr clearly
had its basis in errors ot overgeneralization'( i.e. mistaking
instances of incorrect performance for examples of correct
performance).

Table IV - Percentage Accuracy for Correctly and Incorrectly Modelled Performance

Group Number of %Accuracy %Accuracy Differentiala
1. NO» Correct Incorrect Accuracy

Responses Performance Performance

Correct 16.25 82.39 60.13 22.26

Correct-verbal 21.46 72.91 76.65 -3.73
Correct-error 23.40 75.71 75.22 -.14
Control 23.28 69.37 67.61 1.67

%accuracy for correctly_ modelled performance_rninus-------
°/acetiiacy for incorrectly modelled performance.

.)

I:retraining under Cr conditions apparently induced a set to
"see" performances as conforming to the criteria when in fact
they did not. The vulnerability of inexperienced observers to
such sets in pretraining has been previously demonstrated by
LEPPMANN and MEFFORD (1968). A general tendency for
observers to rate correctly performed skills with greater
accuracy than incorrectly performed skills has been
observed by OSBORNE and GORDON (1972) which they
labelled the "differential accuracy phenomenon". They did
not find, however, that different amounts of previous ex-
perience with the skill or a "feedback-no feedback" condition
during test administration differentially affected the
magnitude of the differential accuracy phenomenon.
Assuming that demonstration of correct technique is the
dominant training approach used in institutions, the potential
for this to create sets to see performance as.correct deserves
further investigation.
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Finally, there was no indication that S's reports of vividness or
control of imagery were related to competence in the criterion
task, This may have been a function 'of the test which. unlike
that used in an earlier study (HOFFMAN & SEMBIANTE. 1970),
did not direct Ss to compare test items with a specific visual
model. nor were S's instructed to summon an image of a
specific performance. If visual imagery was used, it was more
likely to have been a diffuse abstraction of the distinguishing
featiges of correct performance rather than a concrete image
called for in the imagery tests. Such an abstract schema
would not have lent itself to a vividness report. No evidence
was found in this study.to suggest that a generic visual image
control factor was related to competency in detecting perfor-
mance errors.
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LE TRANSFERT ET
LES PHASES DE
L'APPRENTISSAGE MOTEUR

Lucien Vachon
-Université du Quebec a Trois-Rivieres

L'influence des experiences ou apprentissages anterieurs sur Cette hypothesis, soulevee pour expliquer les resultats
un nouvel apPrentIssage, sans aucun doute, dolt etre inclus des etudes mentionnees, n'a )pas encore ete verifiee.'
dans les concepts ou modeles explicatifs du processus Aucune des etudes relevees dans le domaine du tranifert
d'apprentIssage des habiletes motrices. La presente etude de l'apprentissage moteur ne s'est interessee a unpcompa-
fut entreprlse dans le but de contribuer a l'avancement des raison des effets de transfert d'entrainements perceptuels ou
connaissances en ce domalne de recherche. cognitifs a ceux de transfert d'entrainements moteurs, et ce,

en rapport avec une teche reconnue comme sollicitantNombre de theories, prin.cipes; et modeles pour tenter
respectivement des processus perceptuels ou cognitifs etd'expliquer le transfert de l'apprentissage ont d'abord ét
des processus moteurs aux phases initiale et finale d'appren-developpes dans le domaine cognitif et furent ensuite appli- tissage.ques, 6 tort ou 6 raison, 6 l'apprentissage des habiletes

motrices. Par exemple, pour deux teches'rnotrices apprises Des chercheurs comme GAGNE, FOSTER et CROWLEY
. en succession, les concepts de la similarite des stimuli et/ou (1948) ont cependant fait remarquer u e les effets de
des reponses furent spuvent utilises pour predire la direction transfert peuvent egalement apparaftre a un stade avance
et le degre de transfert (exemple: Osgood Transfer Surface). d'apprentissage d'une habilete nouvelle. FITTS et POSNER
Les recherches poursuivant la verification de telles generali- (1967) ont suggere l'importance du transfert aux differentes
sations ont cependant demontre des resultats plus ou moins phases d'apprentissage des habiletes motrices. Dans le

.Inconsistants et ainsi n'ont pas vraiment contribue a une domaine de la psychologie differentielle, FERGUSON (1954)
comprehension satisfaisante du transfert en apprentissage a ernis rhypothese que des aptitudes humaines differentes
moteur. Les deux objectifs de la recherche realisee consis- peuvent exerber des effets de transfert egalement differents,
taient : et ce, 6 des phases differentes d'apprentissage. De nom breu-
a) 6 essayer de develóPpér un modéle de transfert propre a ses etudes appuyerent partiellement la position de FERGUSON;

la problematique de l'apprentissage des habiletes motri- entre autres, celles de FLEISHMANet ses collegues (BLIXT,
ces,- 1970 ; FLEISHMAN, 1957 ; FLEISHMAN, 1960 ; FLEISHMAN &

HEMPEL, 1955 ; FLEISHMAN & RICH, 1963 ; -HINRICHS;---
b) effectuer une premiere verification experimentale de sa 1970 ; NOMATA, 1971, PARKER & FLEISHMAN, 1961 ;valeur. REYNOLDS, 1952). Recemment des modeles qui tiennent

- -cornpte tes changernents -de -niveau- Pesaptitudes-- des---La-plupart-des-etudes-effectuees-sur te-transfert-ctetaWren=
tissage moteur utilisaient des teches dapprentissage qui sujets et des.exigences des teches pendant rapprentissage
dependaient grandement de processus perceptuel5 et/ou d'une teche nouvelle sont apparus dans la litterature

(ALVARES & HULIN, 1972, 1973 ; BUSS, 1973 ; CORBALLIS,cognitifs. Nombre de ces etudes ne concernaient que le
transfert qui s'effectuait a la phase initiale d'apprentissage 1973 ; CORBALLIS & TRAUB, 1970). A cet effet, BUSS a

td'une habilete motrice. Les resultats de ces etudes demon- propose que plus deux eches sont similaires, tel que
trerent, entre autres, determine par les factor loadings, plus les effets de trans-

fert doivent etre prononces.
a) qu'un entrainement perceptuel, verbal, perceptuel ou'

verbal-moteur produisait , normalement des effets de
transfert positi(s 6 la phase Initiale d'apprentissage d'une
nouvelle teche qui est partiellement similaire aux tâches
d'entrafnement, et

b) que ces effets de transfert disparaissaient progressive-
ment a. mesure que le nouvel apprentissage avancait

.(ADAMS, 1954 ; BAKER & WYLIE, 1950 ; GAGNE
&FOSTER, 1949a, b ; GAGNE, BAKER & FOSTER, 1950 ;
McALLISTER, 1953).

Considerant; d'une part, la nature perceptuelle. cognitive des
entrainementspu des teches d'entrafnement employees dans
ces etudes et, d'autte part, la nature perceptuelle, cojnitive
'de la phaie initiale d'apprentissage des haPiletes motrices,
les effets de transfert observes peuvent etre anticipeb et
expliques. La disparition des effets de transfert pendant
rapprentissage peut probablement s'expliquer par le peu de
compatibilite entre les entrafnements et les processus qui
soustendent la performance motricei a une phase finale
d'apprentissage.

II est aussi bien etabli que les phases d'acquisition des
habiletes. motrices sont des considerations essentielles. en
apprentissage moteur, pouvant servir a trouver une
explication au transfert de rapprentissage moteur. En effet, la
plupart des concepts ou modeles 'uttlises pour expliquer le
processus d'apprentissage des habiletes motrices souli-
gnent, avec peu d'elaboration, l'importance du transfert des
apprentissages anterieurs et suggerent l'importance des
processus perceptuels et cognitifs a la phase initiale d'ap-
prentissage, et l'importance des processus moteurs particu-
lierement 6 la phase finale d'acquisition des habiletes motri-
ces (ADAMS, 1967 ; FITTS, 1964 ; GENTILE, 1972 ; KEELE,
1968 ; LA FAVE, 1972 ; MILLER, GALANTER & PRIBRAM,
1960 ; ROBB, 1974 ; RUDIK, 1963).
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Nombre d'études publiées supportent rimportance du trans- *Procedures
fert des experiences ou apprentissages antérieurs lors de
racquisitIon d'une nouvelie habileté motrice, de mdme que La période dapprentissage fut précedee dune période

d'entrainement visant racquisltion des composantes discri-rexistence de changements au plan des processus em- minatoire et motrice chez le groupe ECD et chez le groupe
plop:3s, ou des exigences des teiche6;, pendant rapprentis- ECM. Le groupe ECI a effectué la pratique d'une autre tdchesage des habiletés motrices. Cepehdant, faut deplorer
l'absence de connaissances suffisantes sur rintégration théo- pendant la **lode dentrainement. Le groupe témoin fut

seulement soumis a la période d'apprentissage, sans activitérique du transfert et des phases de rapprentissage moteur..4"préparataire

Le probléme soumis a rétude de cette recherche consistait A la fin de rentrainement, le groupe ECD possedait les
donc a determiner si les entrainements d'une composante
discriminatoire et d'une composante mtrice associées a a capacités d'exécuter, avec une precision quasi parfalte, le

A l

performance dans une tdche motrice paitivaient produire des
parcours du labyrinthe dantrainement discriminatoire

effets de transfert différents a des niveaux différents d'ap- (figure 1, A), en ne plapant pas d'accent particulier sur la
prentissage de"cette tdChe. vitesse d'exécution de la tdche. Le eroupe ECM, a la fin de

son entrainement, pouvait executer le parcours du labyrinthe
d'entrainement de la sequence motrice en 35 secondes au

METHODES DE RECHERCHE moins (figure 1, B). Le labyrinthe utilise pour la tdche
d'apprentissage est illustré dans la figure 1, C.

Sujets

A partir d'un groupe de 130 étudiants de l'Université du
Quebec a Trois-Rivieres, tous volontaires, 55 sujets furent
sélectionnés a l'aide d'une9able de chiffres aléatoires et
répartis, de la mdme fapon, en quatre groupes de sujets: le
-groupe-temoin- g roupe_ crentrafnement_d e_ la__ .....

composante discriminatoire (ECD, n = 18), le groupe d'en-
trainement de la composante motrice (ECM, n = 10), et le
graupe_ffentrainement de_le_c_CanUsante non-pertinente
(ECI, n = 10). Trois sujets furent élimines.

Appareillage, Mahe e critères d'apprentissage

Le 44 Test du tourneur de Bettendbrff (Belgique), reconnu
comme étant une tdche de coordination bi-manuelle, fut
utilise dans rétude. Afin d'exécuter la tdche, le sujet devait a
raidé de manivelles déplacer une plaque, selon deux dimen-
sions, dans le but de conserver la pointe métallique a
rintérieur d'un labyrinthe donne. Le temps total employe pour
passer d'une extrémite a rautre du labyrinthe (temps total) fut
enregistre, au .01 de seconde pres, au thoyen d'un chrono-

.metre digital et de deux relais relies aux deux extremités du
parcours, Le temps total fut considéré représentatif de
rapprentissage de la sequence motrice de la tdche d'appren-
tissage. Le temps total passe a rexterieur du trace (temps
d'erreur) fut aussi enregistre, au .01 de seconde pres, au
moyen d'un chronometre digital relie au Test du. tourneur.
Comme l'erreur constante, apres verification, 'etait preaque
egale a zero le temps- d'erreur fut considéré comme indica-
teur de rapprentissage discriminatoire de la Cache
d'ap prentissage.
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Figure 1 - Illustrations des labyrinthes des tiches d'entrat-
foment discriminatoire (A) et de la sequence
motrice (B), et de la fiche d'apprentissage (C).
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,Le traltement du premier Jour consistait dans l'entrainement,
les deuxième et troisierne jours de l'expérimentation en
l'administration de 30 essais de la tâche d'apprentissage,
Opartis en ping Sessions de pratique. Deux sessions de sept
essais, separées d'un repos de 15 minutes, furent adminis-
trees les deuxlerne et troisième jours, cependant le troisierne
Jour comprenait une session additionnelle de deux essais,
precedee d'un repos de 15 minutes. Les deux premiers
essais de chacune des sessions (i.e. les essais 1, 2; 8, 9; 15,
16 ; 22, 23 ; et 29, 30 ; ont ete sélectionnés pour servir de
variables dependantes, et ce, pour les deux criteres d'ap-
prentissage: temps d'erreur et temps total.

ReSULTATS

Les résultats furent analyses dans le cadre d'un schema
experimgntal 4 x 10, avec mesures répétées au dernier
facteur. Les groupes et les ess'ais formaient les deux facteurs.
Le modele de l'analyse multivariée de la variance fut employe
pour verifier les hypotheses spécifiques pertinentes au pro-
blerne étudié. Les vecteurs analyses étaient compoges de
deux ou quatre essais. Les analyses statistiques furent
basées sur les deux criteres d'apprentissage: temps d'erreur
et temps total. Le nombre total d'hypotheses spécifiques
vérifiées dans l'étude Malt de 48,A chacung etant assignee un_
alpha de .0017-Les statistiques de BonTerroni,blit servi
faire, simultanément les inférences_statistiquesUalpha----
Ehoisi pour l'étude était inférieur ou egal 6 .05.

Temps d'eireur

Les moyennes et les karts types des mesures prises au
temps d'erreur sont présentés au tableau I. Une interaction
significative entre les groupes et les sessions d'apprentissagg
fut obtenue lorsque le changement en performance du
groupe ECD fut compare a celui du groupe ternoin, F (4,45) =
6.63, p < .001. Les deux groupes ont démontre tin gain en
performance, favorisant le groupe ternoin, de la pretniere 6 la
derniere session. Ce dernier groupe n'ayant pas repu
trainement démontra un niveau de performance inférieur
celui du groupe EGO, aux premiers essais de la période
d'apprentissage (figure 2). Une autre interaction signifi-
cative .entre les groupes et les sessions apparait lorsque le
changement en performance des groupes ECD et ECM fut
compare A la periode d'apprentissage, F (4,45) = 12.25, p <
.001. Ce résultat favorisait le groupe ECM, groupe qui avait
initig la période d'apprentissage 6 un niveau de performance
plus bas que le groupe ECD (figure 2). Différemment, les
comparalsons du gain en performance des groupes ternoin
et ECM, et des groupes- ternoin et ECI, étaient non-
significatives.

Au niveau des trois premieres et .de la dernière session
d'apprentissage, les comparaisons faites entre les grbupes
ternoin et ECM ne se sont pas avérées significatives. Une
difference significative fut cependant mise en evidence, en
faveur du groupe ternoin, a ta quatrierne session d'apprentis-
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Tableau I - Temps d'erreur des groups@ en secondes.

Easels d'apprentissage ,

Groupe. 1 2 8 9 15 16 22 23 29 30

U, X 37.92 37.07 20.23 19.47 13.65, 1.4.37 9.77 10.14 9.56 8.07
s 21.11 2207, 19.08 10.96 9.07 8.66 6.60 7.85 7.45 6.56

R 44.45 43.63 27.60 26.78 23.84 25.19 23.48 17.81 18.58 17.55
s 19.41 15.77 12.53 11..94 14,72 14.07 13.97 9,82 ' 9.36 11.50

U3 g 8.40 9.21 6,11 5.63 3.44 115 272 2.90 2.48 3.13
s 6.08 7.79 7.77 6,24 4.98 3.21 3.29 3.50 2,32 3.17

U, g 50.12 42.62 24.38 27.54 15.56 16.71 11.96 12.91 11.95 11.01
s 27.64 23:81 15.76 16,85 10.99 12.11 10.39 10.27 8.37 9.58

= groupe ternoin ; U3 = groupe de la composante motrice ; U3 = groupe de la composante discriminatoire ; U, = groupe de
la composante impertinente. '

Figure 2 - Interaction entre les composantes le entraimies et les sessions pour le temps d'erreur.
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sage, F (2,47) = 10.14, p < .001 (figure 2). Lorsque les
groupes témoln et ECD furent compares FAA cinq sessions
d'apprentissage, une seule valeur F, significative, fut obtenue
en faveur du groupe ECD, et ce, pour la premiere session
d'apprentissage (2,47) = 10.44 p < .001 (figure 2).
D'autres comparaisons entre les groupes ECM et ECD
révélérent des differences significatives, en faveur du groupe
ECD, aux cinq periodes d'apprentissage, dans l'ordre, F
(2,47) = 12.87, p < .001; F (2,47) = 11.39, p < .001 ; F (2,47)
= 17:52, p < .001; F (2,47) = 19,58, p. < .001; F (2,47) =
18.25, p < .001 (figure 2). Cependant, aucune des compa-
raisons faites entre les groupes temoins et ECI ne fut
significative.

Temps total
-

Les moyennes et écarts types dans les mesures prises au
temps total sont illustrés au tableau II. Une interaction
significative entre les groupes et les sessions fut obtenue
lorsque le groupe ternoin tut, compare au groupe ECM, F
(4,45) = 6.03, p < .001. Le degre d'amelioration en perfor-
mance pendant la période d'apprentissage tut plus prononce
chez le groupetémoin qué chez le 'groupe ECM (figure 3).
Les autres résultats des analyses 'd'interaction entre les
groupes et les sessions n'étaient pas significatifs.

Trois effets principduk_significatifs_apparurent-lorsque-lee-
gromMlémoin.eLEGMArent_cornpards aux_trois premieres.
sessions d'apprentissage, dans l'ordre, F. (2,47) = 9.20, p <
,001 ; F (2,47) = 8.91, p < .001 ; F (2,47) = 8.42, p <.001.

.

Tableau II - Temps total des groupes en secondes.

Essais d'apprentissage

.Groupes* 1 2 8 9 15 16 22 23 29 30

U1 288.13 217.55 181.97- 150.46 158.05 133.11 120.09 109.19 105.11 99.90
s 134.92 66.92 59.40 36.48 42.96 34.73 28.75 27.86 28.54 29.50

U2 SZ 133.51 126.14 101.51 88.08 88.26 84.31 79.44 74.76 68.48 69.51
44.65 35.23 28.30 25.80 26.02 22.97 20.33 17.92 15.96 16.34

U3 161.42 147.67 124.10 113.71 108.64 102.11 88.22 83.83 76.40 73.40
s 30.36 29.39 24.46 18.41 30.92 28.65 26.24 25.25 22.27 21.27

U4 232.89 216.47 163.01 140.65 146.03 124.09 101.43 0 97.96 91.21 88.90
97.98 93.92 86.04 58.80 80.16 66.17 35.08 30.22 37.07 35.88

Ui = groupe témoin ; Ut = groupe de la composante motrice : U3 = groupe de la composante discriminatoire ; U4 = groupe de
la composante non-pertinente.
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Cependaht, cette comparaison aux quatrieme et cinquieme
sessions approchait le seull de sighification choisi (p < .001),
F (2,47) = 6.17, p< .005 ; F (2,47) = 7.13, p < .005. Les
differences observées favorisalent le groupe ECM (figure
3). Un autre effet principal signifloatif fut trouvé, en faveur du
groupe ECD, lorsque les groupes temoin et ECD furent
compares a la première session d'apprentissage, F (2,47) =
8.38, p < .001 (figure 3). Aucune difference significative

,ne fut olVenue lorsque cette derniére comparalson fut
réalisée a chacune des quatre derniéres sessions d'appren.
tissage, et lorsque les groupes temoin et ECI ainsi que les
groupes ECM et ECD furent compares aux Cinq sessions
d'apprentissage.

Figure 3 - Interaction entre les composantes 4 4 entrainées
et les sessions pour le temps total.
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DISCUSSION

Les résultats de cette étude supportent un models de
transfert de l'apprentiliege moteur qui Integre les etudes
antérleures sur les aptitudes humalnes et les phases d'ap-
prentISSage moteur, ainsi que celles stir le transfert de
l'apprentIssage moteur. Les résultats ont mis en ,evidence
que:

a) ECD et ECM ont Inieragi avec les phases d'apprentissage
de la tache employee pour produ Ire des effets de trans-
fart ;

b) seulement ECD a démontre des effets positifs de transfert
a la phase initiate d'apprentissage, tandls que seulement
ECM a prodult des effets de transfert (Interference) a une
phase plus avancée ou finale d'apprentissage lorsque le
temps d'erreur fut 'analyse ; et

c) ECD et ECM ont résulté en des effets positifs de transfert,
d'importance- relative similaire, a la phase Initiate d'ap-
prentissage, tandis que seulement ECM a démontre des
effets posltlfs de transfert pendant la phase finale d'ap-
prentissage lorsque le temps total fut pris en considera-
tion.

L'importance de,l'emplot des deux critéres d'apprentissage
utilises pour refléter les effets de transfert de ECD et ECM fut
également appuyee par les resultats.

L'hypothese formulée par FERGUSON (1954, 1956) dans le
domalne de la psychologie différentielle et des stades de
pratique supporte les résultats de la présente etude. En effet.
II suggéralt que dIfférentes sortes d'apprentissage antérieur
(aptitudes) peuvent produire des effets de transfert différents

une ou plusieurs phases d'apprentissage, et que les
composantes (aptitudes) qui transférent et produisent des
effets a une phase d'apprentissage peuvent titre différentes
de celles qui transférent et prod uisent des effets a une autre
phase. Dans le milme domains, BUSS (1973) proposait
récemment que deux changements possibles peuvent expli-

-quer-les-effets de transfert
a) les changements en exigences ou en structures d'une

--tache-pendant.le processus d'apprentissage, et -

b) les changements chez l'individu .au plan des processus
comportementaux ou de la structure cognitive.

Par consequent, les résultats de l'étude peuvent probable=
ment s'ekpliquer, a la fois, par les eXigences de la tache
utilisée dans l'étude aux phases initiate et finale d'apprentis-
sage, par la nature des composantes soumises a l'entraine-
ment.

Les résultats de plusieurs etudes en psychologie.differen-
tielle qui ont utilise l'approche expérimentale, l'analyse de la
correlation, ou l'analyse factorielle, sont en accord avec les
résultats de cette etude. En plus de l'étude de FLEISHMAN et
RICH (1963), nombre d'études ont démontre que les aptitu-
des humaines, particulièrement importantes a la phase
initiate d'apprentissage de certaines habiletés motrices, pos-
sedent des composantes perceptuelles et/ou cognitives, et
que les aptitudes qui contribuent a la performance au stade
final de pratique correspondent en grande partie a des
composantes motrices (BLIXT, 1970 ; ,FLEISHMAN, 1957 ;
FLEISHMAN, 1960 ; FLEISHMAN & HEMPEL, 1955 ;
HINRICHS,.1970 ; INOMATA, 1971; PARKER & FLEISHMAN,
1961 ; REYNOLDS, 1952; etc.).

1203

Les conclusions de cette recherche sont. aussi en accord
avec les concepts ou modeles descrlptlfs ou explicatifs des
phases d'apprentissage des habiletés motrices. En general,
ces concepts ou modeles comprennent, d'une part, une
phase initiate d'apptentissage, associée en particuller avec
des caractéristiques ou des processus perceptuels, verbaux,
et/ou cognitifs, d'autre part, une- phase finale qui est décrite
en termes de phase motrice ou automatique (ADAMS, 1967 ;
FITTS, 1964 ; GENTILE, 1972 ; KEELE, 1968 ; LA FAVE, 19724.
MILLER, GALANTER & PRIBRAM, 1960 ; REYNOLDS, 1952 ;
ROBB, 1974 ;'RUDIK, 1963),

A cet effet, FITTS et POSNER (1967) ont propose que la
phase initiate d'apprentissage se caractérisalt par le transfert
de sets, modes d'attaque et de strategies generaux, associés
aux habiletes apprises antérieurement, et en relation avec la
tache nouvelle. Au contraire, l'absence de difference signifi-
cative dans cette etude, entre les groupes temoins et ECI,
suggére que les strategies apprises pendant l'entrainement,
qui transférent 'a la tache d'apprentissage, sont plus de
nature spécifique que de nature generale.

Des effets de transfert différents ont résulte de ECD. et de
ECM a la phaso finale d'apprentissage pour le temps total et
aux phases initiate et frnale d'appreptissage lorsque le temps
d'erreur fut analyse. Ces résultats supportent les etudes qui
ont montre que l'entrainement de composantes différentes
produisait-des effets-de transfert-différents (BAKER,-WYLIE &
GAGNE, 1950 ; ELLIS & MULLER, 1964 ; GAGNE & FOSTER,
1949a, b ; LERSTEN, 1968 ; McALLISTER, 1953 : VACHON,
1973a ; VANDERPLAS,----SANDE-RSON,, &VANDERELAS-
1964).

Lorsque les groupes temoins et ECD furent compares en
temps total ou en temps d'erreur, a la phase Initiate d'appren-
tissage, des effets de transfert positifs furent évidents, alors
qu'aUcun effet de transfert ne fut observe a.la phase finale
d'apprentissage. En contradiction avec ces résultats, FITTS et
POSNER ont propose que les effets positifs du transfert
persistaient jusqu'à la phase terminate d'apprentissage d'une
habileté. Cette dernière affirmation est supportee par quel-
ques etudes (GAGNE & BAKER, 1950 ; GAGNE, BAKER &
FOSTER, 1950; VACHON, 1973a). Elle est aUssi supportée
par un résultat de la presente etude les effets de transfert de
ECM sont apparus aux phases initiale et finale d'apprentis-
sage, lorsque la mesure .du temps total fut considérée.

D'autre part, les etudes- qui ont révél,": que les effets..de
transfert Se produisaient a la phase initiale d'apprentissage et
tendaient a disparaitre pendant la progression de l'apprentis-
Sage, supportent les données de l'étude concernant le
groupe ECD (ADAMS:1954 ; BAKER & WYLIE, 1950 ; GAGNE
& FOSTER, 1949a, b ; GAGNE,., BAKER & FOSTER, 1950 ;
McALLISTER, 1953).

Ces derniers résultats semblent s'expliquer par l'importance
de la nature des phases d'apprentissage pour le transfert de
ECD. En effet, ii existait probablement une relation entre ECD
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et le phase in Male d'apprentissage qui Malt particullerement
associee avec des processus non-moteurs. D'autre part, la
phase finale fut considerée comme Otent associee A des
processus moteurs. Ces processus semblelent peu impliques
dans ECD et aucun effet de transfert ne fut evident dans cette
situation. L'oubli de la coMposente discriminatoire, ou le
plafonnement de la performance au temps d'erreur pendant
l'apprentissage, ne peuvent exPliquer les resultats obtenus
(VACHON, 1975).

L'observation de l'interference chez le groupe ECM, au temps
d'erreur, a le phase finale de pratique, entre en conflit avec
les resultats des quelques etudes realisees sur l'interference
proactive. En effet, ces etudes indiqualent,
a) que l'interference, lorsqu'elle se manifeste, apparait pen-

dant une breve periode de temps qui suit la fin de
rentrainement, ou seulement aux premiers essais de
pratique d'une tAche d'apprentissage, et --

b) que des effets de transfert positifs tendent A se manifester
entre les deux mêmes tAches, soit A la suite d'une longue
periode de temps apres la fin de l'entrainement, ou aux
derniers essals de pratique de la tAche d'apprentissage
(ADAMS 1954 ; BUNCH, 19'89 ; CRATTY, 1962 ;
LERSTEN, 1968 ; McCORMACK, 1958, VACHON, 1973b).

L'explication possible de ce dernier resultat peut se falre en
considerant, A la fols, la- nature de ECM, les strategies ou
processus refletek par le temps Verreur, et les exigences de
là tAche d'apprentissage a ses phases initiale et finale
'apprentissege. D'une pert, ECM impliqualt l'acquisition
d'une sequence motrice et de la vitesse, sans ernphase sur

----I'Apprentissage-dfscrIminatoire et la pretision. D'atitre part, le
temps d'erreur (te critére d'apprentitge-ge-discriminatoirelfut
considere comme refletant l'appientissege discriminatoire el
fa precision pendant la pratique de la tAche d'apprentissage.
Ainsi, Si apprendre a .agir rapidement pendant ECM, et
performer 'avec precision pendant l'apprentissage s'oppo-
saient, de facon non-lineaire, le dernier resultat Pourrait alors
.s'expliquer. De plus, si cette hypothese est véridique, l'inter-
ference devrait etre aPparente A la phase initiale tout comme
A la phase finale d'apprentissage. Cependant, les résultats
demontrent que les effets d'interférence ont augmente en
importance pendant rapPrentissage.

La nature des phases d'apprentissage''a pu aussi influencer
ce résultat: En effet, A fa phase initiale d'apprentissage, le
tujet peut avoir adopté les strategies apprises pendant ECM
sans négliger la precision, compte tenu qu'elle était associée
aux exigences de la téche a cette phase de pratique. Ainsi, en
temps d'erreur, les performances des groupes ECM et.
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temoin étaient similaires tandis qu'en temps total, le,perfor-
mance dU grope. ECM Malt superieure a celle du groupe
ternoin. D'autre part, A la phase finale dapprenlissage le
sujet peut avolr opté pour la vitesse, laquelle coincide alors
avec les exigences de la tAche et l'entrainement. En conse-
quence, dee effets de transfert positifs de la part de ECM sont
apparus a cette phase finale d'apprentissage lorsque le

k. temps' total fut employe, et des effets d'Interférence sont
.apperus au temps d'erreur qui lui étalt assocle avec la
precision. II semble donc possible de formuler l'hypothese
suivente l'interférence observee n'est pas une variable de
performance . mais une variable d'apprentissage. Les deux
strategies peuvent ainsi avoir été choisies par le sujet salon la

.. nature de l'entrafnement et les phases d'apprentissage.

ELLIS (1969) formulait ,l'hypothese que l'interférence est
optimale lorsque deux systernes d'habitude possedent une
force egale. Cette hypothese semble en accord avec les
resultats de l'étude de SIIPOLA et ISRAEL (1933) et s'avere
une autre explication plausible du dernier résultat.

Contrairement aux résultats discutés jusqu'A ptésent quf
mettent en evidence des effets diff Orents de transfert a une
phase particulière d'apprentissage A la suite d'entrafnements
différents, plusleurs etudes en apprentissage moteur rappor-
tent des effets de transfert positifs et equivalents A la suite
d'ehtrainements différents (HOLTON & GOSS, 1956 ; etc.).

Des résultats similaires on t été obtenUs dans cette etude
lorsque ECM fut comparee a ECD a la phase initiale d'ap-
pr,entiseage en temps total. Ces résultats pourrelent
quer en termes de similarité des' réponses pour le groupe
ECM et en termes de similarité des stimuli pour le groupe
ECD. Cependant, tous les autres résultats de l'étude' ne

--peuvent-&expliquer adequatement en referent a ces seuls
concepts puisque les elitralnements-oatprodiA des effets de
transfert différents, selon la phase d'appreitittage-et--le-
critére d'apprentissage concernes. II taut donc. trouver d'au-
tres explicatiOns.

Le. fait que le groupe ECD démontra un transfert positif-à la
phase initiale d'apprentissage en.temps total peut s'E.xpl4quer
de bien des facons. (GAGNE, BAKER .& FOSTER, 1950 ;
LORDAHL & ARCHER, 1958 ; VANDERPLAS. SANDERSON &
VANDERPLAS, 1964). L'explicatioriqui semble la plus conve-
nable mérite d'être décrite. En conpnuite avec les discussions
precédentes, il est possible de developper une explication
theorique. D'une- part, ECM et le' temps total étaient en
relation, et pour cette raison le dernier critére était partibulie-
rement sensible.aux effets de transfert de ECM. En outre, il
est fortement probable que des processus moteurs étaient
associés A la performance de la phase initiale de pratique
jusqu'A un certain point, mais a un degre moins.grand que les
processus non-moteurs. II est alors possible d'avancer qUe
les effets de transfert de ECM étaient susceptibles d'apparef-
tre, en temps total, A cette phase initiale d'apprentissage.
Cependant, ces' effets de transfert étaient probablement
limités en importance A la phase initiale d'apprentissage
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tandis que ceux de ECD étaient favorisés vula nature non-
motrice de cette même phase d'apprentissage. Aussi, pour
cette dernière raison, le critere d'apprentissage temps total
(Raft probablement d'importance secondaire a la phase
initiale d'apprentissage lorsque compare au critére temps
d'erreur.

L'explication la plus satisfaisante des résultats semble cor-
respondre mix relations ctui existent entre la nature des
iOmposantedF la nature des phases d'apprentissage des
habiletés motrices, et la nature des criteres d'apprentissage
employes. II semble qu'une telle conception du transfert de
rapprentissage moteur peut convenir aux domaines de la
psychologie experimentalp, de la psychologle différentielle,
et susciter de nouvelles reacherches sur le transfert de
l'apprentissage moteur. II faut cependant conSiderer que
rétude du probleme central de cette recherche, que le cadre
theorique suggéré comme explication des résultats sont, tous
deux, a leurs phases initiales de développement.

CONCLUSIONS

Les résultats de . cette etude ont entrainé les conclusions
suivantes :

1. ECD (rentrainernent d'une composante discriminatoire) et
ECM (rentrainement d'une composante motrice) inters-
gissent avec les phases d'apprentissage des habiletes
motrices pour la production d'effets de transfert. Ainsi,
!Interaction, entre la nature des composantes entrai-
nees celle des phases dtapprentissage d'une habileté
motrice, est un facteur determinant' du transfert des
apprentissages anteeurs.

2. ECD.prOduit des effets de transfart positifs qui apparais-
sent -11 la phase initiale d'apprehtissage-et qui tendent a
disparaitre lorsque rapprentissage moteur. progresse. Ce
résultat semblait supporter le point de vue que les
Strategies acquises lors de ECD sont appliquées a la
phase initiale ou perceptivo-cognitiVe d'apprentissage,
maid que leurs applications sont non-pertinentes peAdant
la phase finale4ou motrice de l'apprentissage moteur. .

3. ECM démontre des effets de transfert positifs sur le critere
d'apprentissage de la,sequence motrice (temps total) et
interfere_avec la performance sur le critere d'apprentis;
sage diScriminatoire (temps d'erreur) A la phase avancée
ou motrice crapprentissage moteur. II fut aussi observe
que ECM : produit des effets de transfert positifs en temps
total, et n'entraftie aucun eft& de transfert en temps
d'erreur a la phase initiale d'apprentissage. En plus de la
pertinence de ECM pour rapprentidsage de strategies qui
son,. .appliquees subséquemment, principalement pen-
dant la phase finale ou motrice d'acquisition de rhabileté
motriCe, l'importance des relations entre les compodan-
tes *entrainées et les criteres d'apprentissage, fut
également supportee pour l'analyse des , effets de
transfert.*

4. Les phases initiale et finale d'acquisition- de Aaettiche
d'apprentissage employee sont respectivement associées
avec une csmposante discriminatoire et une composante
motrice. L'exécution de la tache exigerait successivement
des strategies discriminatoires et motrices au cours de
son acquisition.
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SCIENCES DU SPORT:
DISCIPLINE ACADEMIQUE
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION,
THE SPORTS SCIENPES
AND WHITEHEAD'S DILEMMA

Murray Smith
Faculty of PhysicalEducation
The University of Alberta

INTRODUCTION

I am grateful to John Salmela for having given me the
opportunity to collect and attempt to organize the ideas
represented in this paper. My own interests as a teacher and
coach over almost thirty years have centered around learn-
ing, bbth cognitive and psychomotor, as well as the psy-
cholOgy of sport. For that reason I saw this assignment as en
opportunity to clear up, or at least bring into sharper fOcus,
many uncertainties that have been building in my mind fOr
some time. These uncertainties relate to the debate or
):tialogue (it takes both forms), about our identity as a field.
,The discussion is well documented in our journals, textbooks,

/ and less formal publications and is alive and well in the
proverbial smoke-filled rooms, coffee: lounges, and wherever
workers in our field meet. The questions take various forms :
What is physical education ? It is .a field of knowledge? A
discipline? Are any of our more restricted sub-areas such as
psychomotor learning or sport psychology disciplines or sub-
disciplines? What is or should be the relationship between
these sub-areas and physical education ? Are they part of
physical education, should they, or can they, stand apart? Do
they relate better to other established disciplines obtside this
field ? Are we a profession ? What is a professional ? A
specialist ? What problems are researched ? Who selects
them? On what basis ?

Looking at this list it occurs to me that when I was asked to
speak to this meeting I accepted eagerly because it was the
first question related to physical education that I had been
asked in a long time to which I could ,give a definite answer !

But difficult as it may be we must come to some agreements
so that we can better direct and coordinate our efforts, assign
tasks, and earn increased respect in the general community.

To :that end this paper is an attempt to examine the current
meanings, relationships, and possible relationships of
several concepts of dentral concern to the field of physical
education.

It begins with a discussion of the ideas of some critics of
specialization and proceeds to examine current vieWs of the
concept of an academic discipline. Then, since psychology
has been widely recognized as a discipline for some decades,
and because it has an obvious relationship to the field of
interest represented at this meeting, I will sample a substan-
tial body of literature that assesses the state of that art and
the fruits of a great deal of research effort.

In the final two sections, the possibility of physical education
as an applied profession and some implications for research
in such a profession are discussed.

208

SPECIALIZATIOPr

In primitive societies, it can be said with some truth that the
whole culture resides in each individual, whereas in modern
industrial societies the inevitable effect on the growth of
technology is the develcipment of more skills, techniques,
processes, and related information than any one person can
gain control over. This situation then forces people, ejther
through intent or by accident, to acquire mastery, over some
selected areas of the increasingly unmanageable total bank
of accumulated knowledge. Such specialization has reached
its highest level of institutionalized development in computer,
space, and other electronic technology, and in another often
very different sense, in the professions. The intensive educa-
tion and/or training involved in advanced technology or the
professions leads to a degree of expertise that is the basis of
job security or mobility, as desired, relatively high income,
and high status. That is of course, provided the job for which
the training prepares one does not become redundant as a
result of new developments. It is axiomatic that a
technological society depends on highly specialized
professionals and skilled technicians for its maintenance and
continued development..This has tended to create a general
feeling that specialization is of itself and in itself a good thing.
But there has also been a persistent undercurrent
cion and uneasiness concerning the etids to whit:"
uncommon knowledge might be put. This anxiety
pressed in the recurring !heme of the -mad scientist" who
spends his time developing potions of incredible power ;

constructing monsters out of corpses, electronic components
or a mix of the two: or, with the help of a cadre of others like
himself, assembles an army .of automatons equipped with a
variety of death dealing ray guns and super vehicles for the
purpose of world domination. The mystique that has always
surrounded knowledge inaccessible to the average man, is
the source of this myth as it appears to be the source of a
good deal of the impetus towards current interest in, if not
obsession with, various manifestations of mysticism. It was
also the traditional source of the witch doctor's power in
primitive cultures.

But on a higher intellectual plane,..a number of this century's
scholarly thinkers have been more explicit in their views of
what they consider to be serious dangers inherent in our
collective dependency on knowledge available through, and
generated by highly specialized professionals.
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Notable among such men was Alfred North Whitehead. He
pointed out that while progress would be made in this way it
would be progress in a narrow and restrictiVe groove that
prevents important cross-referencing with, and awareness of,

:developments in other fields. He elaborated:
The danger arising from this aspect of professionalism are
great, particularly in our democratic societies. The directive
force of reason is weakened. The leading intellects lack
balance. They see this set of circumstances, or that set
but not both sets together. The task of coordination is left to
those who lack either the force or the Character to succeed
in some definite career. In short, the specialized functions
of the community are performed better and more
progressively, but the generalised direction lacks vision,
The progressiveness in detail only adds to the danger
produced by the feebleness of coordination. (1962/1925, p.
176).

It is interesting that Buckminster Fuller (1962), the American
inventor, philosopher, poet, mathematician, architect. etc.,
offers the explanation that this state of affairs was welt known
to powerful men in the past and had been put to wOrk in their
selfish interests. Fuller's contention is that J. P. Morgan,
whose endowment funded the establishment of one of
America's first graduate schools at Harvard, did so in order to /
have a plate to put bright young men who might otherwise
become troublesome to Morgan and others like, him. These
world masters, as Fuller called them, controlled the inter-
national economic destiny up to the end of World War I by
means of a "great unseen syndicate of world commerce
mastery" (1962, p. 56). This mastery was a direct conse-
quence of their ability to integrate and plan in a large-scale,
cOmprehensive, and practical way: Such planning
(scheming 1) required not only an accurate perspective of
current affairs and extensive integrative abilities but
specialized technical knowledge. Thus, the graduate schOol
as Fuller sees it, served to neutralize dotentially dangerous
rivals while providing the required source of information. It
did more. The idea of an "all-star" team of specialist
graduates was attractive enough that other private and state
universities soon followed suit, as indeed did universities in
other countries. So the "seed money" to establish the first
graduate schools in the U.S:paid off handsomely when many
similar schools opened up, molt of them at public expense.

The subsequent sorting process resulted in the brightest of
the educated being rendered ineffective in integrating, in
putting things together, because of their highly specialized
and therefore narrowing education. This left the second-rate,
"not-so-bright," individuals to run business and
governments, and unavoidably, to be the planners and
controllers. This bind is what Fuller labelled, "Whitehead's
dilemma": specialists are necessary to generate required
knowledge but their. . training renders them incapable of
comprehensive planning which is then, by default, left to less-
able ptople.
The proportions this dilemma had for Fuller are seen vividly
in his description of the ultimate relationship between the
specialist and his "keeper".

Then as corporation executives these not-quite-so-brights
take on the pure scientist experts and cultivate them like
special hybrid egg-laying hens in special houses. The

9 corporations take on the task of putting appropriate
specializations together td- exploit the synergetic advan-
tages thus accruing. The business* man becomes the
integrator of the bright one's capabilities (1962. p. 53).

The analogy may be stretched too far for some. However, it
was precisely and understandably the strategy used by the
U.S. War' Department in the early 1940s to maintain

necesiary secrecy within the massive team of scientists and
techniciens who were converting Einstein's famous formula,
E mc2, into the awful reality of the first alromic bomb.

it is unlikely that Einstein knew much of the technological
details involved in the Manhattan Project For one thing,
General Groves' policy of compartmentalization made it
difficult for any one man to know more than the necessary
minimum or to impart it, even it he wished to do so
(CLARK, 1972, p. 697).

It is fair to point out that while the influential Spanish thinker
ORTEGA (1932) referred to the narrowing and insular effects
of specialisation in mUch the same vein as Fuller, he drew an
entirely different, but equally uncomplimentary view of the
scientist as specialist:

For it is necessary to insist upon this extraordinary but
undeniable fact : experimental science has progressed
thanks in great part to the work of men astoundingly
mediocre, and even less thanmediocre. That is to say,
modern science, the root and symbol of our actual civiliza-
tion, finds a place for the intellectually commonplace man
and allows him to work therein with success. The reason [is
that a)... fair amount of the things that have to be done ...
[are) mechanical work of the mind which can be done by
anyone, or almost anyone (pp. 110-111).

Not content with this description, Ortega went on to
characterize the specialist as one who : 1) takes pride in
avoiding study of Ihything outside his field and dismisses
such curiosity in others as "dilettantism", and 2) having
confused hiS partial, albeit in-depth, knowledge with being
learned is then subject to some sort of generalizing effect
which both creates a desire to be dominant outside his
specialty and, more surprising, makes it difficult for him to
accept the authority of "specialists" in other fields. Ortega
thus sees these men as becoming "hermetically" insulated,
self-satisfied and as entering a state of "'not-listening', of not
submitting to higher courts of appeal ..." (p. 113).

C. P. Snow is yet another outspoken critic of the fragmenting
effects of traditional methods of preparing specialists. He
makes the case that added to the isolation of scientific
specialities from each other there is a -deep cleavage
characterized by a total lack a meiningful communication .
between intellectuals in the sciences and humanities.
"Between the two", SNOW (1964/1959, p. 4) wrote, there
exists "a gulf of mutual incomprehension sometimes
(particularly among the young) hostility and dislike, but most
of all lack of understanding." He continues, "The non-
scientists have .a rooted impression that the scientists are
shallowly optimistic, unaware of man's condition ... the
scientists believe that the literary intellectuals are totally
lacking in foresight, peculiarly unconcerned with their brother
men, in a deep sense anti-intellectual, anxious:to restrict both
art and thought to the existential moment" (p. 5).

Snow summarizes the implications of this division in this way :
In our society (that is, eclVeinced western society) we have
lost even the pretense of a, common culture. Persons
educated with the greatest intensity we know can no longer
communicate with each other on the place of their major
intellectual concern. This is serious for our creative, in-.
tellectual and, above all, our normal life. It is leading us to
interpret the past wrongly, to misjudge the present, and to
deny out hopes of the future. It is making it difficult or
impossible for usto take good action (p.60).

One might add that there is, in addition to the scientific and
humanities, a third world of the ordinary person, the semi-
skilled and relatively un-skilled. If there is little communica-
tion within and between the intellectual worlds, or cultures, as

-
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Snow referred to them, there is little or no communication
between the intellectuals and ordinary people.

Let me assure the reader that these descriptions are not
offered in any sadistic or masochistic way nor are they
presented as quaint anochronisms. They cwere serious
statements by respected scholars about possibilities of some
importance. The question is, what relevance do they have for
us at this point in the development of the field of physical
.education ?

No matter what direction we take, we cannot avoid
, developing many specialists. Considerable thought should be

given to content and, processes in both undergraduate and
graduate programs to improve the perspective of current
world conditions. We need to assess communication within
the field and with groups outside the field that could profit
from our input.

The specialization we require could be developed in the
context of an academic discipline or an applied profession, or
through some combination of the two. To move toward a
better understanding of the differences let us examine the
concept of an academic discipline.

THE FUNCTION AND CHARACTER OF CURRENT
ACADEMIC DISCIPLINES

If you accept Kiger's (1971a) definition of an academic
discipline "as a recognized branch or segment of knowledge
within the domain of rational learning" (p. 99) then literally
any area or sub-area of learning may qualify for' the label. Our
concern is the process through which those interested in a
...branch of knowledge," succeed in having it "recognized" as
a discipline by the scientific establishment. The branches of_
knowledge that are so recognized appear and disappear on
the tides of changing times. "What iS a discipline for one age
may become the nonsense or superstition of the next"
(KIGER, 1971a, p. 99).. Curient disciplines fall into or cut
across the three broad dorriains of k nowledge : the
humanities, the social sciences, and the natural sciences.

Recognition on this continent of a new branch of knowledge
as a discipline does not followany precise pattern but there
are three conditions that appear necessary and sufficient.
First, there must be a group a researchers concentrating on
the particular branch of knowledge. The larger this group and
the larger the portion of the broad scientific research com-
munity that respect their work, the better. Second, the
researchers and other scholars in the field must create and
organization or society devoted to "the advancement and
diffusion of knowledge" in the field of concern. Third, this
society must pass successfully through a screening process
following application for membership in one of the three
national (American) councils of learned, or scientific,
societies : The American Council of Learned Societies, The
Social.Science Research Council, or the National Academy of
Sciences National Academy of Engineering National
Research Council. KIGER (1971a) reports that in 1970 about
60 learned societies, were recognized by oQe of these three
prestigious groups.

-There are Oanadian equivalents to these councils but
membership requirements are much less exacting, as a
glance at the list of organizations represented at the 1975
AnnuaF Meeting of the Royal Society of Canada and
Conference of Learned Societies, held at the University of
Alberta, indicates. Almost none of the traditional disciplines,
such as mathematic.s and physics were represented as such.
Their only presence was within .such umbrella organizations

as the Royal Society of Canada. Societies concerned with
more esoteric su bspecialtiest, e.g. The Society for the History
of Philosophy of Mathematics, and the Canadian Society For
the History and Philosophy of Science, were present. So were
such bodies as The Canadian Association of Slavists, and
The Canadian Society For Biblical Studies, and many others
which could hardly be considered representative of academic
disciplines. For those who consider it important to have
physical education, or any sub-area within, this field,
"recognized" as a discipline, it appears that the frequently
encountered reliance on U.S. institutions cannot be avoided.

It will therefore be useful to get an accurate description of the
function of American learned societies. Having.been "created
primarily for .the purpose of advancing and disseminating
knowledge within the academic disciplines," BLOLAND and
BLOLAND (1974) explain,

American learned societies have played a critical rdle in
developing, standardizing, and formalizing the disciplines
as theoretical and methodological structures, in pro-
moting the establishment of emerging subfields of know-
ledge as independent spheres of study, and in supporting
these subfields in the intrauniversity competition for
status and institutional resources. At the same time,
learned societies contributed to the "professionalization"
of the disciplines, drawing scholarly identification add
loyalty away from institutions or academic employment
toward the national disciplinary peer group.and promoting
the growth of 'national reward or career systarns within
each of the disciplines. They also served as convenient
loci for the operation of a national academic labor
market (p. 5).

This statement makes the case that American learned
societies representing academic disciplines have been ex-
tremely important in developing current nation& university
"reward or career systems". Perhaps the most obvious
feature of which is the "publish or perish" doctrine which I
had always been given to Understand was enunciated by
university administrations. While the learned societies have
effectively drawn "scholarly identification and loyalty".away
from universities toward closely knit peer groups within each
discipline, it has leen precisely these same peer groups
which have set the important conditions for recognition and'
advancement of all university faculty members, whether
involved with these societies or not. If such a self-serving
situation existed in business or government it would be hard
to avoid charges of conflict of interest. The ."national dis-
ciplinary peer group" exerts its authority primarily through
control of articles published in its official journal(s), papers it
accepts for preientation at the annual meeting of the society,
and through identifying these occurrences as the most
imPortant evidence of scholarly merit. It bears repeating that
this evidence of merit both determines status among national
and interpational peers in the discipline, and strongly in-
fluences a'cademic promotion and assignments to be granted
the individual professor within his university.

There is yet another way in which recognized academic
disciplines have, experienced a powerful influence from their
learned societies. These societies have insisted on'a "gradual
withdrawal from practical pursuits and a striking deemphasis
on the intellectual responsibility of the scholar towards the
uses of his product in the practical sphere or toward service
to specific clientele groups in the soceity" (BLOLAND and,
BLOLAND, 1974, p. 6). In short, they have required a
comMitment to theory 'and to each other, as opposed lb
practice and service to others as clients.

2 0
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This. section has set out to clarify what is currently meant by
the ierm "academic discipline" and to identify the rôle 'Of the
learned society that gives bodylo it. In summary the salient
factors appear to be these:
1. The viability of .the learned society depends on a signifi-

cant group of workers producing 'research and associated
sCholarly writing to a standard acceptable to themselves.
To a lesser degree this scholarly output must be accep-
table to established scholars in related disciplines who
might encounter if or refer to it in their own work since
recognition of a new discipline depends primarily on the
approval of the established scientific community.

2. The hallmark of research in academic disciplines is "a
narrow commitment to scholarship to the advancement
of knowledge for its own sake" (BLOLAND and BLOLAND,
1974, p. 6). This strategy appear to be based in the faith
that generating new knowledge will advance civilization
and furhter, that "an inherent power for order in the world
would absorb [the scholar's] product into its beneficent
pConomy without his assuming responsibility for the
process" (SCHORSKE, 1968, p. 980: in Bloland and
Bloland, 1974, p. 6).

3. Examination 'of the two preceding points leads to the
ineScapable conclusion that members of academic dis-
ciplines are exclusively university researchers who rely on
their own peer group for validation and who intentionally
communicate only within the peer group. Further:the
institutionalized structure of the discipline has no need
whatsoever for professionals in the field other than univer-
sity researchers, .

I intend to develop the arguments further but it will be useful
to indicate at this point that fjor physical education as a broad
field, or for any of its presently recognized subfields. I

consider that efforts to gain recognition as an academic
discipline would be both inappropriate and dysfunctional.
While I am concerned with our specific case, KIGER (1971b)
reports a growing general concern :

More and more thinkers now believe that the specialist
disciplinary system which made for a ctentury of progress
has reached the stage in which a reconstitution, a new
Synthesis is needed. They argue that men are needed who
can span. existing specialized disciplines in order to
evaluate anti ascertain not just how something can be
accomplished.but.what its probable consequences will be
and perhaps mcre importantly, whether it should be done
at all (pp. 104-105).

This suggestion rests well with an interest in overcoming
some Of the more serious shortcomings of narrow specializa-
tion.

I believe it is esseritial fo emphasiib that this does not mean
simply a shift from fragmented specialties to so-called
"interdisciplinary" studies. That is part of it, but equally
important, we must create and apply the means by which
highly educated people (specialists) develop an accurate
perspective of the modern world along with the integrative
abilities required to relate sophisticated technical knowledge
to its real world context. This would inevitably and dramatical-
ly slow down the present rate of generating new knowledge,
willy-nilly, and allow us to begin to relate and apply available
knowledge, assess our present state, and select more in-
telligently where we are to go and the means of getting there.

The present helter skelter generation of datain the academic
disciplines reminds me of an enthusiastic ditch digger com-

_mitted to digging as deep and as fast as he can. It works
alright at first but soon his shoyel handle is too short and to

'make matters worse, most of what he throws out, fallS back.
All he can see is the mud walls and floor (there may be a flood
coming), and unless he changes his approach his immediate
problems' will be rendered irrelevant by the cave-in that'
buries him.

Efut perhaps the foregoing assessment of the viability of
moving towards the status of an academic discipline is too
harsh and unrealistic. Lacking a working time machine with a
feed forward attachment, we cannot accurately determine
what our real fate would be if we were to forge ahead as a
discipkne. Such a course of action would generate some
fairly predictable thorny, problems of a highly practical nature
and some of these will be touched on in a later section. At the
moment though, let us try to weigh the possibilities of
progress we could reasonably expect from a research effort
of a proposed discipline of psychomotor learning or sports
psychology, or if it serves one better, a discipline embracing
both of these areas. Conveniently enough these areas relate
closely to the established discipline of 'psychology.
Psychology has enjoyed this status for most of this century.
The next section reviews the opinion§ of a cross-section of
psychologists who are less than satisfied with the result.

. A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF.CRITICISM OF AN
ESTABLISHED, RELATED, DISCIPLINE

While psychology is recognized as a discipline it also has
obvious involvement as an applied profession in counselling,
personnel assessment, psychotherapy and other forms of
clinical work. But the purpose in this sectir'n is to direct
attention to evidence of progress as a dis ne.. Research
done in. the name of psychology as an academic discipline
would be aimed at building a theoretical framework to unify or
relate the.important 'abstractions in the field. The large body
of research available on clinical problems relates to the work
of professional psychologists as separate and distinct from
the developmeit of psychology as a discipline.

What is the present status of a theoretical framework in
psychology ? Perhaps the single best person to attempt to
answer this question is.Sigmund Koch who in 1952 accepted
an assignmeni from the American Psychological Association
to direct a-study to assess the totai state o.f the field. The
seven-volume study published in 1959 entitled, Psychology:
A Study of a Science, is considered a landmark in the field. As
recently as 1969 Koch reiterated the conclusions the arrived
at as a result of his unique vantage pOint as editor Of this
impressive series. "Whether as a 'science' or any .kind of
coherent discipline devoted to the empirical study of man,
psychology has been misConceived," KOCH (1969) wrote. He
continued,

This is no light matter, for me to confess after. a 30-year
career given to exploration of the OrospeCts and conditions
for psychology becoming a significant enterprise.
But the massive 100-year effort to erect a discipline given
to the positive study of man can hardly be counted a
triumph. Here and there the effort has turned up a germane
fact, or thrown off a spark of insight, but these victories
have had an accidental relation to the programs believed to
inspire ttiem, and their surii total over time is 'heavily over-
balanced by ttie pSeudo-knowledge Viet has, proliferated.
The idolatry of science in our age has insured that this
phony knowledge be taken seriously by people everywhere

even by sensitive, creative or sophisticated people.
Such 'knowledge' when assimilated, is no heutral addition
to a person's furniture of confusions. Whas an awesome
capacity to biais the deepest attitudes of man toward Man,
to polarize sensibility (p. 14).
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A very similar conclusion had been arrived at earlier by
ZANGWILL (1956).: "Experimental psychology has produced
many facts, a few generalisations, and even an occasional
'law'. But it has so far failed to produce anything resembling a
coherent and generally accepted body of scientific theory"
(p. 168). The most depressing aspect of this is that no
authoritative voice suggests that things are about to improve.

' The usual exhortations to keep at it and Well do it, are
missing.

This has created serious public credibility, problems for
psychology. Since most people learn to function socially with
at least minimal effectiveness, we can take, this as evidence
that they are.doing so on the basis of their having recognized
some low level behavioral laws even though these laws may
be neither fully nor precisely formulated in their minds.
People use these simple laws as a basis for both predicting
behavior (e.g., What will he say if I ask for his help ? ) and
interpreting past behaviors (e.g., Why did he accept so
eagerly ? Why do I do things like this?), "These predictions
and explanations are not based on anything which is referred
to as psychological theory," SCRIVEN (1956) pointed out,

but merely on our observations and 'common sense'
inference. One might wish to say that there is an implicit
theory in our classifications and inference in these cases. If
so, then my point can be rephrased to state that in the
cases in which we feel most certain most often of our
behavioral predictions and explanations, they are based on
the theory imPlicit in common sense and not on theories
deyeloped by professional psychologists (p. 331).
(Emphasis mine.)

Since psychology has rarely been successful in providing
.higher order theories of use in explaining behavior, the
psychologist is left with resources for such. explanation which
are little better than the average man's. Claims for psychology
as a sci,ence then ,must contend with Mazur's statement that
"The scientist must have better theories than the layman or
he's really not a scientist at all. It physics is a science because

.it is empirital and theoretical, it is also a science because
physicists' theories about the physical world work better than
thenOn-physicists' theories" (1968, p. 195).

Toludge-by the problems selected for investigation and the
reiearch deigns utilized in a very large percentage of past
and Current studies, -there are many psychologists who
continue to accept on faith the hypothesis that the missing,
higher order, theoretical formulationS can be developed.
Unfortunately, few, if any, psychologists who have given the
matter serious thought agree. "The test of the Milliam
hypotheSis (that a satisfactory .theoretical structure can be
deveroped by emulating the methods of natKal science), has
not been a sleazy one," KOCH (1969) concluded, but

In my estimation, the hypothesis has been fulsomely'
disconfirmed. I thiqk it by'this time utterly and finally clear
that psychológy,cannot be a coherent science, or indeed a
coherent field of, scholarship, in any specifiable sense of
coherence that can bear on a field on inquiry. It can certainly
not, expect to become theoretically coherent ; in fact, it is
now clear that po large subdivision of inquiry, including
physics, can be (p. 66): (Emphasis in original.) .

This strong and unambiguous view i.s shared .Cy SCRIVEN
(1956, p. 332) and PEREBOOM (1971, p. 439) among qthers.
Acceptance of it does not require abandoning reSearch
efforts, It does require a reconsideration of the bases for
identifying problems and adopting research methods.
Promising suggestions for such revisions will be mentioned
later. At the moment it will be more to the point to outline the
perceived reasons for failure to construct a coherent science
of psychology.

21 )
4.1

Psychology of the methods of hard science. KOCH .(1969)
offered the-interesting observation that the natural sciences,
particularly physics and biology, were formalized into dis-
ciplines only after lengthy development by a procession of
scholars. During this foundation phase, a large body of
knowledge and methods for extending and refining that
knowledge, was collected. The creation of these disciplines,
as defined areas of study, then came as an. *evolutionary
extention to previous development and consolidation. The
early successes in these fields, exemplified by the valuable
contributions of Newton and Darwin, created "an apparently
wholesome Victorin vision : that of a totally orderly universe,
totally open to the methods of science, and a totally orderly
science, totally open to the strategems and wants of
man. It was against this background," KOCH (1969) wrote,

that psychology was stipulated into life. At the time of its
inception, psychology was unique in the extent to which its
institutionalization preceded its content and its methods
preceded its problem. Never had thinkers been given so
sharply specified an invitation to create, or been so harried
by social wish, cultural optimism, and extrinsic prescription
into the advance scheduling of ways of means (p. 64).

Psychology, like Topsy, "just growed", it didn't have any real
historical development. One day it wasn't there, the next it
was a reality, "stipulated into life", simply declared to exist.
While the founders, those who had stipulated its creation,
could not locate an existing body of appropriate knowledge,
they could borrow the methods of the highly successful fields
of physics, and to a lesser extent biology. This is exactly what
they did (HILGARD and BOWER: 1966, p. 424 ; KOCH, 1959,
p. 64 ; PEREBOOM, 1971, p. 436 ; SCRIVEN, 1956, p. 336)..
Which is not to say that these methods were entirely inap-
propriate then or since. Many aspects of the scientific method
are indispensable to the legitirnate study of any domain of
knowledge. But the purchase we's a package deal and some
of the obligations assumed with the package proved less than
helpful.

Notable among these was the "atomic belief.... that science is
built by piling one fact upon another" (HUDSON, 1972, p. 41),
and that understanding complex, molar, phenomena is
achieved by assembling the component atoms suitably linked
by a theoretical framework. The insight that provides concep-
tual links between such apparently unrelated phenomena is
recognized as the essence of creative thinking
(BRONOWSKI, 1965/1956, p. 13).-It is fascinating to follow, in
simplified form, the general', train of thought by which
Einstein pieced together 4.series of appprently isolated but
crucial, simple phenomena (BARNETT, 1957), These were
the atomistic components (where atomistic is used as a
metaphor, rather than in the Bohr sense of the atom). When
he had provided the explanation of how these critical simple,
phenomena linked tbgether, and translated those
relitionships into a ,set of mathematical formulations, he
arrived at the theory of relativity. The atomistic approach
obviously worked in physics and it was a process ofthis same
sort, without the mathematical representation, that Darwin:
had used in arriving at hisiheory of evolution. Why didn't this
approach work in psychology? The answer to this question
could be elaborated at great length but I will restrict this
discussion to thlree areas of difficulty.

First, is the fact that in the natural sciences the objects of
study are inert and homogeneous. RayS of light, or the
percentage composition of water, can be counter on both to
behave and to yield to analysis in extremely predictable ways,
In the case of Darwin's work he was interested in anatomical
and phYsiological features of animals from a classification or
taxonomic point of view. Observations of these features Will
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understandably result in highly consistent data also. Had
Darwin been interested in animal behavior he would have had
to contend with infinitely more variance and unpredictability.
And in the case of human, far from being inert, they respond
and learn in many unpredictable ways and unknown or
intentionally covert motives as well as highly individual value
systems Jirect their behavior. It is therefore impoesible to
defend the assumption that repeated observations of the
same individual, human or animal, are in fact observations of
the "same subject" in the way that reoeated observations of
inert objects can bes assumed to have a one-to-one cor-
respondence.

The second important diffference between observing the
effects of manipulations, tfeatments, of inert objects and
humans, or animals, is that science measures end states. The
electrolysis of water yields predictable volumes of hydrogen
and oxygen at predictable production rates provided simple
information related to electrodes, temperatures, concen-
trations and current are known. The actual processes or
mechanism.% by which the end state is reached need not be
known, are often not know, or erroneously explained. But in
behavioral studies, the same end state, or observed behavior,
may have been arrived at by not only unknown mechanisms
but, more important, by a wide variety of quite different
mechanisms. PEREBOOM (1971, p. 447) offers an interesting:
example of how such a situation may complicate the explana-
tion of even a relatively simple study in response duration.
Since identical observations in a controlled experiment may
be explained in a variety of recognized, and unrecognized.
ways the difficulties in drawing durable retestable inferences
are apparent. The experimenter firit cannot be sure of the
sources of differences in his date, and even if he can be, he
seldom if ever has ways to identify the means of mechanisms
that caused the effects. Unable then to draw reliable in-
ferences from particular experiments, it is no wonder that
higher order theories fail to materialize out of the results.

The situation is unproductive enough in perception and
information processing studies in which the stimulus is fairly
simple and observations are usually made on one subject at a
time. But if psychology is to contribute to our understanding
of human behavior in any substantial way, and an atomistic
approach won't work, it will eventually be necessary to.study
behavior in more complex situations. This means a richer
phjisical environment, complex unpredictable stimuli and
uncontrollable interactions among numbers of -people.

This leads us to the third difficulty in using the borrowed
methods of the hard sciences. It is "the relatively greater
complexity of the simplest phenOmena We are concerned to
accoudt for in a behavioral theory ... (and for this reason]
practical problems of prediction, or explanation at any level
(i.e., including theory-building), are mOre likely to be insolu-
ble in the study of behavior" (SCRIVEN, 1956, p. 332). .

213

This point was emphasized by MISCHEL (1974, p. 256) in
pointing out that in the relatively simple problem of attemp-
ting to predict voluntary delay of gratification in a subject, and
using only seven of the many variables that could influence
this behavior, there would be 120 interactions to consider.
Commenting on this particular example, CRONBACH (1975)
wrote that :

If reactions are so complexly conditioned, it is not even
faintly surprising that we get contradictory conclusions
from experiments taking only two or three factors into
account.

The problem is as pressing for cognitive psychology as for
personality. Newell (1972) lamented the current fragmenta-
tion in the study of information processing. He tallied 59
colonies of investigators, each collecting data on its own
narrow task. Because the fine structure of the task and the
person's characteristics influence outcomes, results ob-
tained under such disparate conditions cannot be linked
up. Newell doubted that the usual experimental strategy of
narrowing conditions, refining results, and looking for
generalizations of limited range can generate adequate
cognitive theory (pp. 120-121).

'But whether the "theories" generated to this point are
adequate or not they "rarely die in psychology, they just
accumulate" (PEREBOOM, 1971, pp. 4457446). This appears
to result from the fact that the "critical experiment" relied on
in physics to dispose of possibilities and identify "true" from
"untrue" explanations is seldom if ever applicable in psy-
chology. There are simply too many variables with too many
interactions involved to pinpoint sources of effects. For this
reason literally any proposition put forward for consideration
at any time maintains a degree of viability not because it has
even been shown to be fruitful but because it is not possible,
within the borrowed restrictions of the natural sciences, to
disprove it. PEREBOOM (1971) explained this situation in the
following way.

Thus as we proceed from the simpler, the more pervasivei
and, at the same time,, the theoretically more manageable
behaviors towards those more complex and variable, the
probability may increase that alternative and actually
incompatible or partially incompatible principles will be
needed in order to interpret differences Ss, species,
settings, or occasions. Hence we have an even more
fundamental basis for the failure of critical experiment than,
the oberational problems diuussed earlier (p. 448).

The problems Pereboom refers to are those of adequate
control and generality which he considered extreme not only'
as related to the experimental design but when one is faced
with drawing plausible inferences..

This brings us full circle in our search. The obvious answer,
from the point of view . of natural science, is to design
experiments that simplify conditions to a point where ade-
quate control is possible. We are forced back to collecting
bits of information from closely controlled experiments. In a
word the ill-starred atomistic approach. The otherLalternative
is to heed Pereboom's 41971) advice that "more effort be
directed toward fitting our empirical approach to the subject
matter rather than attempting to do the latter" (p. 439).

CONCLUSIONS
.

If it is the purpose of 'a discipline to build a science by
developing a coherent theoretical,framewciik then one must
counter KOCH's (1969) argument that "Psychology's larger
generalizations are not specified and-refined over time and '
effort" (p. 66), or accept his harsh assessment of failure. The
century-long effort in psychology has "here and there...
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turned up a germane fact, or thrown off a spark of insight,"
but more frequently it has developed "pseudoknowledge."
and "ameaningful thinking" (p. 66). Here Koch indicated that

. the "a" in ameaningful has the same force as the "a" in words
like amoral. "Ameaningful thought or inquiry regards
knowledge as the result of 'processing' rather than discovery.
It presumes that knovidedge is an almost automatic result of a
gimmickry, an assembly line, a methodology" (p. 14).

Advocates- of a "hard science" approach who consider
control, replication, and generahty are not only desirable but
feasible in a multidimensional field should take nate of the
trend in the natural sciences. It was clearly identified at least a
generation ago and continues to gather strength.

Even if it is thought possible to produCe a Precise general
theory of basic..behavior, it would be wrong to conclude that
exact predictions and faultless explanations will be possi-
ble in the field of practical problems ; for they are now very
rarely achieved in this area by any sciences. The practical
problems of physics today are engineering problems.
meteoroloOical problems, aerodynamical problems : and to
these there are not often exact solutions, but only com-
promises and approximations (SCRIVEN, 1956. p. 334).

Academic Discipline Status?

It I read the current interest in the question of an identity for
physical education, and associated sub-fields of interest.
correctly it revolves around implications inherent in the
concepts of a "discipline" and a "profession".

An academic discipline was identified earlier as being em-
bodied in a sodiety of research scholars and so this concept
cannot have general applicability to, the whole field which now
includes teachers and many others who are, certainly not
research scholars. Further, it is impossible for me to see how
one can defend pursuit of academic discipline status for any
of our sub-fields such as psychomotor. learning, sports
psychology, or physiology of exercise, to name only three.
The reasons for this conclusion are as follows.

.1. A discipline, by definition, requires a commitment to
narrow scholarship which is to say the construction of theory.
The failure Of psychology to build a coherent theoretical
framework, despite much greater resources tnan we could
ever aspire tO; leaves us with little hope in this direction.
CRONBACH (1975,, p. 123) has made an excellent case for
the value of abstractions and limited theorizing and one
woulate well advised to continue efforts to generate these:
He has alsp..made the relevant 'point that investigators
concerned With queitions of a physiological nature can
expect more success in building durable theory in an ac-
cumulative way than can those working on problems with
more obvious social dimensions.

2. An academic discipline requires that loyalties be ta the
national, or international, peer group of university
researchers. This relegates co-workers within the university
lot involved in the prescribed area and any person not
nvolved in research, even though involved in significant full-
ime work in the field of phy*ical education, to a secondary
position. It encourages the establishment of a "pecking-
)rder" which has only its snob appeal for justification.
3ommunication is between r,esearchers anly and an
flaborate rapidly changing jargon makes attempts to deal
vith outsiders difficult.

Since an academic discipline by definition, seekS to
leemphasize both practical implications of research and
esponsibility to apply research findings, any sub-area wanting
ecoghition.as a. discipline would have a contractual problem.

What schools or faculties of physical education in Canada
would agree to support a self-declared discipline on these
grounds ? If they would not, are there any psychology
departments that would accept them into the fold ?

4. The academic discipline is a closed, unresponsive system
of a type not suited to evolve and adapt. This is inevitable since
it is responsible to itself and restricts communication to its
own members. As HUDSON (1972) describes it, "Both
department and examiner, in other words, den ensure that a
radical challenge to their conception of the subject is unlikely
to occur from within it. The persuasive, and if necessary the
coercive, resources of such university teachers are for-
midable". (p. 102).

The danger is that research areas within departments,
especially those offering the Ph D., can become preoccupied
with producing graduates who are near duplicates of their
mentors. The research output of mentor and student
reverbefates through the department dissertation
bibliographies and co-authored articles in several academic
journals while the rest of the world goes blissfully on, unaware
and unaffected by the entire process.

5. There has been a dramatic change in the public view of
academic activity since the 1960's. Boland and Boland (1974)
explained the change in this way :

the shift in national priorities away from the iupport of
higher education and paricularly of academic research

reflects a growing national concern for pressing social
and environment problems for which basic research is no
longer thought to hold the key. And as the prestige of
academic research diminishes in the public eye, there is
increasirig pressure from important external constituencies
of the university ... to . reduce expensive graduate and

, research programs in favor of the development .of
programs with a more immediate service function : un-
dergraduate education,,continuing education, vocational
training and community service (p. 113).

They went on ta point out that this would likely result_in
graduate and research programs losing some of their former
importance,. and in- leSs 'emphasis in the academic rewara...
system on scholarly and scientific achievement.

The rate of change of total world conditions demanas
direction which requires input from educated people. That is,
provided one takes the optimistic view that conditions are still ;

controllable and reversible. But the academic discipline is
concerned with theoretical issues which render it unable as
well as unconcerned with producing information and con-
cepts for this purpose:-

In summary I see these reasons as providing ample argument
fo,r abandoning consideration of moving toward discipline
status. The only viable alternative in our present context
appears to me to be development as an applied profession.

Physical Education as an Applied Profession

One of the most effective ploys available for evading issues is
to deliberately avoid assigning precise meanings ,fcr crucial
terms or to point out that .such terrns, can be used in mari
ways. Assigning explicit definitions is-one of the featureS of
the scientific method that is essential in all domains of
knowledge. The foregOing examination of the current concept
of an academic discipline attempted to do so since this word
is used in many ways. The same is true of the word
"professional". It has so many different connotations and
shades of meaning within various usages that it is hopeless to
use it without agreeing on a definition..
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MORFORD (1972) has recently reminded us that a profession
is a dynamic entity in that there is a loop connecting current
knowledge and practice with the underlying and
demonstrably relevant theory. Refinefrients or advancements
in one are accounted for by appropriate adjustments in the
other. It works both ways : practice feeds lAck to theory, and
theory feeds forward to practice. In our field this implies that
mogt, if not all, researchers would Work3closely with those
delivering the service of the profession. Indeed they would
themselves often be involved in delivering professional ser-
vice in which they had a research interest.

What is a profession ?

There is fairly wide general agreement on this matter and it
will help to briefly outline the consensus characteristics :

1) an essential social function is performed,

2) the profession& has a degree of expertness resulting from
extended training and practice and based on theory and
practical knowledge,

3) the interests of the client are placed before those of the
professional,

4) the governgent recognizes it, and often limits practice to
those withapecified qualifications,

5) the special nature of services renders the client unable to
adequately assess service (This is changing.) and,

6) a professional organiiation exerte a variety of controls on4
-admission and practice (CONRAD, 1971, pp. 432-433).

No existing profession, including medicine, engineering, and
law, could in truth meet all of these conditions. No matter how
one viewed it, physical education or any of its sub-fields could
nbt either. The fit for some professions is better than others.
But I am quite satisfied to speak of an emerging profession of
physical education, however imperfectly it might fit the ideal
requirements at thie time. It is much closer today than it was
ten years ago, and in another decade, we can only blame

- ourselves if it isn't closer. The real problems, should we move
toward a clearer identity as an applied profession, will be in
getting-government agreement to limit practice to designated
professionals, and in developing an adequate professional
organization.

It is not the intention of this paper to go further into this
question. What would be more to the point would- be to
attempt to identify some of the components of the present
field of physical education within the framework of an applied
profession. The definitions are mine and will not 0,e accep-
table to others in many instances but at least it provides a
point of departure. In the final analysis of course, all
definitions are arbitrary.

The field of physical eduCation is the sorvice provided the
clients of professionals in the field (the clients of teachers,
coaches, workers in : physical recreation, sport, dance, and
fitness activities, and administrators of these programs); the
written literature, including relevant material from other
professions and from academic disciplines the functions of
preparing professionals to deliver services ; and the
'necessary research and development activity. These latter
functions relate to improving preparation of professionals,

. refining and developing new theoretical and applied Con-
cepts, and improving available service and the appropriate
delivery system.

A physical education professional is a "specialist" in the
sense in which this term was used in the first section of this
paper. Hopefully we will work to minimize the restricting,

. 2 1

limiting effects of too narrow a program. of preparation. A
professional or specialist is one who holds a degree in
physical education and/or recreation, or an education degree
with a physical education major, or equivalent. This prepara-
tion is combined with a minimum of two years successful
work experience or some adequate form of internship.
Equivalent to the physical education degree Might well be any
approved degree with an appropriate one year program in
physical education. This would meet much objection from
some but I offer it for several reasons it is only one of a
variety, of ways of qualifying, it might help in avoiding some of
the ill effects of specialization described earlier. Whether it
was generally acceptable or not is not crucial since whatever
agreements we begin with would be modified in the light of
experience. Evolution will occur so we should not be frozen
into inaction because of difficulties in reaching agreement on
inittal conditions.

A research and/or developthent worker is a professional in
the above sense who has a relevant graduate degree or
equivalent experience. He devotes a minimum of one quarter
time to research and/or formal development and, except in
rare cases, is also engaged in delivering service tO un-
dergraduates. Where graduate programs exist he will most
likely spend some of his work time with graduate students.
We have discussed communication problems between fields
of knowledge. These are difficult enough to deal with. When .

researchers are allowed to restrict themselves to direct
contact with graduate students 'only, we create unnecessary
problems within the field. It not only severely limits com-
munications within a field where all profeseionals have a
serious obligation to communicate, but it stifles new
developments which can only come in an open responsive
system in which even the researchers' ideas can be honestly
questioned. .

Alternatives must be examined to bring fesearcheFs into
significant contact with others in different specializations so
that the worst dangers of narrow specialization in a complex
multivariant field can be avoided.

Some suggestions for research -

The available examples of medicine, engineering and
agriculture should reassure us that integrity and- suitable
development. can be attained in an applied profession. There*
would be no difficulty other than time and effort in building
the necessary and frequently referred to, field of knowledge.
A good deal of it already exists in the better texts, standard
references, journals, and other publications. Recent revision's
in *several university.' undergraduate programs in Canada,
including Alberta, have refleCted the move to a more
coherent organization or knowledge, even if, as in psy-
chblogy, we may never be able to arrive at a satisfactory
theoretical framework.

The 'applied fields of medicine, engineering, and agriculture,
again stand as excellent examplea of the fact that a vigorous
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and fruitful research program can be developed without
direct reliance on the existence of a corresponding academic
discipline. It should also be, apparent that these . fields
generate substantial financial support from government and
public sectors because their research and development work
are seen to produce results. As in the cases of thalidomide
and DDT this work sornetimes has bad effects but these are
examples of the precise type referred to by Buckminster.-
Fuller. Dangers of this kind from the results of applied
research can be avoided by a more liberal .education tor
specialists combined with a greater sense of public respon-
sibility and unavoidable government controls. In any case
when a cancer researcher speaks, internists, radiologist, and
general practitioners listen and learn. When a researcher in
animal, nutrition speaks, agriculturists and farmers listen and
team. All too often when a physical edUcation researcher
speaks, only his research colleagues listen. If a teacher of
coach hears, he is likely to say either : So what ? ... or, What
did he say ?

-

Or course it is true that more and more research being done
in our field is exactly the type that is needed in an applied
profession. If more agreement can be reached that our fulure
is as an applied profession it would soon release a good
many talented people to begin to focus on the improvement
of important aspects of the services we deliver.

I certainly; do not have a lot of readY answers. The concern of
this .paper has beenwith how we identify ourselves as a field'
and the directions implied in our identity. A re-directed
research effort should get Some useful guidelines from hard
won experience in psychology. What appears to be the most
promising ways of imp?oving'things? The responsible critics
of scientific psychology such as Koch,' Pereboom, Scriven,
Cronbach, Hilgard and Bower. Hudson, and Glass, to name
but, a few of the most articulate, are surprisingly close to
agreement.

1. Studies of traditional design in which every effort is made
to control key variables and sampling is done to maximize,
generalization should be continued in areas where the results
can be seen to have some real meaning. Much more care
should be given to matching research methods to the
demands of problems. KOCH (1969) would rule out large
areas of psychology from traditional. centrolled experiment
approaches.

The term 'science' cannot properly be applied to percep-
tion, cognition, motivation, lean-ging. social psychology,
psychopathology, personology, esthetics, the study of
creativity 'or the empirical domains of the extant human-
ities. To persist in applying this 'highly charged metaphor
.is to shackle these fields with highly unrealistic expecta-
tions, the inevitable heuristic effect is the enaction of
imitation science (p. 67). (Emphasis mine.)

2 I 6

2. There is a strong movement toward more attention to
"descriptive generality". PEREBOOM (1971) for example
believes that even work in* psychology as an academic
discipline, or "as'a baSic science, our preferred option now is
to give descriptive generality our first priority" (p. 449).
CRONBACH (1975) echoes the plea:

Let the author file descriptive information, at least in an
archive, instead of reporting .only those selected
differences and correlations that are nominally 'greater than
chance'. Descriptions encourage us to think constructively
about results from quasi-replications, whereas the
dichotomy significant/nonsignificant implies a hopeless
inconsistency ... Instead of making generalizations the
ruling consideration in our research, I. suggest we reverse
our priorities. An observer collecting data in one particular
situation is in a position to appraise a practice or proposi-
tion in that setting, observing effects in context (p. 124).

This approach features descriptions which pay attention to
controlled variables but equal attention to those which are not
controlled, as well as 'observations of persenal
characteristics, reactions, and unexpected events that occur
during treatment and data collection, This leads to an
understanding .or local peculiarities and Cronbach suggests
that as the experimenter "goes from situation to situation, his
first task is to describe and interpret the effect anew in each
locale, perhaps taking into account factors unique to that
locale of series of events ... generalization comes late, and
the exception is taken as seriously as the rule" (p. 125). This
appears to be an unavoidable strategy given the context-
bound nature of the majority of the phenomena in which we
are interested.

In some cases, statistical treatment of data. will be missin.g
entirely and only frequencies, percentages, and other simple
arithmetic infortnation reported. "The implication is,"
PEREBOOM (1971) believes, .

!. That non-rigorous research need not really be second-
class science after all, that, it one wishes generality as well
as naturalistic relevance, one's efforts might be better
directed toward optimizing observations and recording.
and minimizing control end manipulation (see Webb, et. a/.,
1966). Perhaps we are, or should be, closer to the naturalist
the 'astute Observer of human behavior', and even to the
humanities, than mambo( us would care to admit (p. 452).

CONCLUSION

One of many grounds on which the reader might disagree
with the preceding discusSion relates to th.e lack of concern
for scientific objectivity and value-free research which have ;
been held to be important in any scientific study. If to-day's
problems in physics are indeed engineering prOblems one .

comes face to face with value questions in a hurry. Should
research continue on super jets known to have serious, and
as far as we know, irrevéVsible effects on essential layers of
the stratosphere ? Nettler (1970) points out that:

Knowing man scientifically is not only difficult, but it may
not provide the ansWers men need when they ask for
explanation. Today's significant questions are moral
queStions, not the technical ones that scien'ce might satisfy.
The needs are of that moral nature, that some empirical
truth . is iMmoral (p. 171).

But attempting to answer value questions .is not an easy task....
Especially since values 'and facts are_.Often hOstile to each'
other. When an individual or a group are committed to a
cause, or an idiology, then facts become unnecessary and if .'

discovered or ayailable facts run,counterto the particular
value, hostility is almost sure to follow (NETTLER, 1972). This
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problem is not easily solved. But retreating to passive
objeCtivity will not help in putting matters straight. HARDIN
(1968 ;1974) has attempted to analyze world population
problems in terms of the causal web of real-life contingen-
cies, His analysib provides a chilling view of the conflict
between current "liberal" values and the facts of overpopula-
tion and whaf disastrous effects policies based on these
Values are likely to have.

It educated people are to have any ihfluence on the headlong
rush of world change then the centrality of value-free
research and scientific objectivity must be challenged. While
our, concerns are not as weighty as'those of over-poptilation
or destruction of the Van Allen belt, there are many significant
problems awaiting our attention. CRONBACH's (1975) advice
applies as- Well to researchers and other working
professionals as it does to psychologists.

I suspect that if the psychologist were to read more widely
in history, ethnology, and the centuries of humanistic
writings on man and abciety. he would be better prepared
for ... his work. (p. 125).

We have the good fOrtune to be associated with a field.that..
has impolant responsibility for the .growth and deverlopMent
of all our people but besides, is involved with a wide
panorama of human expression through sport, darice, and
other. leisure activity of a physical nature. Piaget has given us
insight into how inexorably the activities of our concern are
involved in the development of intellectual and 'emotional
competence. Many facets of games, sport, and dance.have a
deep, widespread,. and enduring appeal for large nurtibers of
people. We need to give serious thought to hoW well our
present pattei.ns of organization and _professional values
enable us to serve the society that supports us.

The author wishes to acknowledge with thanks comments on the
pieliminary draft of this paper from several colleagues and graduate
students but particularly suggestions and reactions from Cal Botterill.
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ATTRIBUTION 'OF ATTITUDES TOWARD PHYSICAL
ACTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF SUCCESS

A.traig Fisher
Robert G. Driscoll
School of Health
Physical Education and Recreation
Ithaca pollege

The concept of attitude and attitude change has- received
considerable attention in the psychological literature during
the past century: Despite its relatively long history, consensus
regarding .an attitude definition and the causes of attitude
change has been 'subject to a slow evolutionary process; In a
recent book, TRIANDIS (1971) addressed himself to these ,

concerns. While discussing the topic of attitude change,
Triandis proposed that one's attitude toward an object.can be
dependent on the pleasantness or unpleasantness
associated with the previous experience with that object. Kr
also postulated that positive effect (ernOtion) is attached to
those categories which assiet one in reaching. goals and
negative effect is attached to those which thwart success.

A similar' view of attitude change is held- by FRE1SCHLAG
- (1973). In a study designed to determine some Of the causes

Of changing attitudes toward physical education, he observed
that the "law of effect" can be seen to interact with attitudes

-.aboU', physical activity. Freischlag stated that "people tend to
'repeat those experiences that are perteived as pleasant and
in which they'found success" (p. 21).

Results from studies conducted by CARA (1945), VINCENT
(1967), and REEVES (1972) seem to support the views held
by Triandis and Freischlag on the subject of attitude change.
These studies sought to determine the relationship between
the expressed attitude toward physical education and
success in physical education activities. In' each of these
studies, an attitude toward physical education inventory was
administered 'prior to participation in the physical eduCation
class and the final mark in the course was utilized as ttle
success factor. In each case there Was a significant
relationship between expressed attitudes and success.
However, one. is unable to determine from these findings
whether prior positive attitudes toward physical education
resulted in success or whether prior success in physical
education- resulted in the formulation of positive attitudes.

HOLBROOK (1971) and PETERICH (197,0) pointed their'
concerns about attitude change in the direction of specific
sports (gymnastics and football). They reported that is
performance success increased so did attitudes toward the

.sport.

Apparently a continuum of attitude toward physical'education
and sport exists relative to the degree of success reached in
the epecific endeavor. Increased positive attitudes seem to be
a function of increased.success. As an aside, it is interesting
and intriguing what comprises success. This need not always
be winning for all individuals. In light of the small number of
athletes who possess the ability to be a winner or a superior
performer, there is a good possibility that for the majority of
athletes, success has a very different meaning. In fact, some
athletes may view success in sport simply as their ability to
make the team.

However, .this does not deny that success has sortie ties to
winning in thea eyes of some participants. Since success is
sometimes, a fleeting characteristic, what might be the .ex-
pected outcomes of failure? Triandis indicated that attitude
may be a function of the degree of pleasantness associated
with the task. One might infer from this that if success was
removed, the result should be the formulation of negative
attitudes or at leait less positive attitudes.

The present study -was undertaken to determine if the
attribution of attitudes.toward physical activity was a function
of prior success. It was predicted that athletes would have a
more positive' attitude toward ,physical activity than non-
athletes since athletes have had many opportunities to
experience success (or rationalize defeat). Athletes shOuld be
expected to possess more favorable attitudes toward
physical activity then one-time athletee, the latter being
defined as those incpiiduals who were disrhissed from teams
for disciplinary reasons or for lack of skill. Participation has
been denied to these individuals and with this has also gone
the possibility of success. Non-athletes should express more
favorable attitudes toward physical activity than one-time

'athletes since neither success nor failure in physical activity is
a part of their recelit experiences.

METHOD -

Subjects

Subjects for this invesiigation consisted of 60 male high
school studepts between the ages of 15 and 17.years. Twenty
were selected from varsity teams and werp classified as
varsity athletes. The remaining 40 subjects were selected
according to their ability to meet specified criteria. Twenty
subjects were selected and classified as one-time varsity
athletes on the basis of at least one Year of varsity experience
and subsequent dismissal from the team either because of a
perceived lack of ability or for disciplinary reasons. None of
the one-time athletes left the team on their own accord. The
remaining 20 stibjects were selected and classified as non-
athletes since they had never participated on an organized
athletic team and were not presently involved in any
recreational or sport pursuit.

In order to elicit controls on the sampling procedures, equal
'numbers of subjects in each classification were drawn from*.
'each school. For 'example, if two one-time varsity athletes
were dismissed from the football team at School X, then two
varsity athletes were selected from that school's football--
team. In such a case, two non-athletes were also selected
from School X.

2 9
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Testing Instrument c

J
The Attitude Towatd Physical Activity Inventory (semantic
differential format) devised by KENYON (1968) was ad-
ministered to all subjects. Seven independent dimensions of
physical activity are represented :
(1) physical activity as a social experience,

(2)' physical activity foi health and fitness,

(3) physical activity as the pursuit of vertigo,

(4), physical activity as an aesthetic experience,

(5) physical activity as a catharsis,

(6) physical activity as an Ascetic experience, and

(7) physical actiV.ity as a game of chance.

Procedure

Physical education teachers and coaches at various high
schools throughout central New York State agreed to- assist
the investigators in securing subjects. The subjects who met
th'e criteria were contacted and agreed to take part in the
study. Data were collected during one testing session at each
high school from which the subjects had been selected.
Subjects were asked to exriress their personal attitude
toward the seven dimensions of physical activity. The in-
vestigators assured the subjects that the administration of the
inventory was not, a test and that there were no right or wrong
answers. Subjecti were not required to put their names on
the inventory.

RESULTS

In Table I are the mean ATPA scores for all subjects.

Table I - Means for Athletes, Non-Athletes, One-Time Athletes, and Totals of ATPA Scales.

Scales
SUbjects 0 . SoVa I

Health & Pursuit of
Fitness Vertigo Aesthetic . Catharsis Ascetic Chance

Athletes
Non-athletes ,

One-time athletes
.

Tc_kals

46.75
41.20
42.39
43.45

46.20
41.39
38.89
42.16

43.29
34.59
36.75
38.21

45.70
38.39
37.54
40.54

45.59
40.59
40.09

42.09

39.04
27.84
28.84
-31.71

34.39
37.54
34.29
35.08

The summary of the 3 X 7 ANOVA is presented in Table H.

Table II - Analysis of Variance of Means of ATPA Scales for
Athletes, Non-Athletes and One-Time Athletes.

Source df MS

Groups (G) 2 1 614.79 fs.29
Error b 57 105.61

Scales (S) 6 1 082.88 16.12*
G x S 12 117.33 1.74

Error w 342 67.15

2 0

p < .01
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Significant attitude differences toward physical activity ex-
isted among athletes, non-athletes, and one-time athletes. F
.(2,57) = 15.29, p < .01: Post hoc comparisons of the gro p
differences failed to locate Where the differenc. or
differences 'existed.

Significant scale diffei-ences discriminated the expressed
attitudes toward physical activity of the athletes, non-athletes,
and one-time athletes, F(6,342) = 16.12, p < .01. Post hoc
comparisons revealed significant differences between
groups on the following dimensions : health and fitness,
pursuit of iertigo, aesthetic,and ascetic.

As predicted, the athletes reported mbre favorable attitudes
toward physical activity than the 'non-athletes since three
dimensions (vertigo, aesthetic, ascetic) yielded significant
results. In no case did the athlete group reveal lower mean
scores. Compaiison between,athletes and one-time athletes
yielded differences on the previously mentioned dimensions
plus health and fitness. The athlete group reported a more

Javorable attitude toward physical activity on all tour dimen-
sions. In no cases did the mean scores of any dimension of
physical activity differ significantly between non-athletes and
one-time athletes.

DISCUSSION

p.12.1.toion of attitudes toward physical activity was a fun6tion
or 5 in physical activity since athletes' attitudes
differed s,gnificantly from one-time athletes and non-
athlle.tes% Caution must be exercised, however, since the
attitudes of one-time athletes was not known prior to their
diamissal. However, since they had similar varsityc, athletic
experience as the athletes, there was little reason to believe
that as a group they wOuld possess dissimilar attitudes unless
the dismissal.was !elated to an attitude change. It is not too

-ctIffrealt to expect-tnat removal from a desired status would
cause some disappointi'nent and negative feelings about the
entire siluation persons, and objects alike. One way to
accept such a situation is rationalization and to disclaim any
value in that endeavOr.

Findings reinforce the concept that attitudes are a function of
the degree of pleasantness or unpleasantness associated
with previouS experiences in the endeavor (TRIANDIS, 1971).
More favorable attitudes are attached to pleasant situations
and less favorable attitudes are attributed to unpleasant
situations.

Athletes report more favorable attitudes toward physical
activity for the pursuit of vertigo, aesthetic, and ascetic values
than do one-time athletes and non-athletes. This is
reasonable since athletes are participating in endeavors that'
are characterized as such. A well-executed movement in
sport is often appreciated more by those iddividuals who
know what the movei'nent entails. On the other hand, in-
dividuals who are not cognizant of the difficulty involved in
such, a movement may perceive the activity in a completely
different light. For example, an artist may perceive his
painting aka masterpiece of originality simply because he is
aware of tne time, effort, and difficulty involved in the work.
However, an individual who is not cognizant of the difficulty
involved in such work may view the same painting as a series
of colored spots placed at random on a piece of canvas.

Participation in most sporting endeavors weekend tennis
to varsity football requires periods of long and hard
training if even a modicum of success is envisaged. Since
non-athletes never participated in those organized sports
which' reguire a great deal of hard training, they are likely

unable to perceive the intrinsic values of such activity.
Conversely, they might even visualize the effort as foolish and
misplaced. One-time athletes could hardly be expected to
attribute much importance to the ascetic dimension since
several of 'them were dismissed for violating training rules.

Although physical educators and others advocate the positive
benifits of sport participation, there is a distinct possibility
that unsuccessful experiences may Promote less favorable
attitudes toward physical activity generally. A case in point is
the health and fitness dimension. Since athletes and one-time
athletes differed significantly in their attitudes toward, this
dimension, what impact does dismissal from sport have ? It
may well be that removal of an athlete from a desired sport
endeavor triggers a less favorable attitude towal-d sport
participation and its purported values. One of such values is- .

health and fitness: Unlike other speculated benefits such as
social and, emotional, fitness values only acrue through
participation in some type of physical activity. Any reduction
in the positive attitudes toward physical activity may well
result in reduced participation and with it, reduced values.
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SELF CONCEPT AND ATTITUDINAL DIFFERENCES IN ELEMENTARY AGE
SCHOOL CHILDREN AFTER PARTICIPATION IN A PHYSICAL ACTIVITY *
PROGRAM

Linda B. Zaichkowsky
Leonard D. Zaichkowsky
Thomas J. Martine*.
Boston University

Many positive social and psychological values have been
attributed to participation in physical activity. "It is Often claimed
by physical educationalists...that.l.physical activity...Vs] of
psychological benefit to the individual. As yet this assump-
tion does not rest on any well-established scientific findings"
((ANE, 1972, p. 103). Two such constructs which have been
researched are self concept and attitude ; however, these
studies have generally dealt with young adolescent's through
the age of adulthood. Very few have been done which
investigated these constructs in the elementary school age
child, particularly with reference to physical activity. WYLIE
(1974) and SIMON and SMOLL (1974) suggest that lack of or
inadequate instruments could be the reason for this dearth of
research with young 'children.

Researchers have long recognized that a positive self con-
. cept tends to produce positive behavior and a negative self

concept, maladaptive behavior (WOOLNER, 1966 ; ROGERS,
1951 ; WYLIE, 1968). Onpe a child is born his self concept
Starts to develop. For the most part, the initial development of
'the self takes place through sensory stimulation and physical
manipulation of the environment (WYLIE, 1968). As a person
learns about the surrounding environment he also starts to
identify himself in terms of others.

COOLEY (1922) focused on this point With his "looking-glass
self" theory. He stafed that a person's self concept is affected
by what one thinks others think of him. MEAD (1934)
expanded on this and noted that people have a tendency to
observe and imitate the behavior of "significant others." The
implication is that social interaction is a necessity for
development of the self concept. HARRIS (1973), after
reviewing self concept theories, ,stated that a common
denominator in these theories was tnat self concept develop-
ment occurred as a result of social interactipn.

A child assumes many social rOles in the process of "growing
up." He Maintains the rOles for which he receives positive
reinforcement. Physical activity can play an important part in
positive self concept development because there are many
chances for a person to achieve success through physical
activity. Self testing activities provide a basis for a person to
assess his strengths and weaknesses. HELLISON (1973)
believes "that physical education has a unique, although
limited, potential for providing significant others who can
influence self-esteem of the participants in certain physical
education programs" (p. 12).

LEWIS (1972), CARY (1963), and JOHNSON, FRETZ, and
JOHNSON (1968), when dealing with exceptional children,
found significant positive changes in the self concept of
children who participated in programs of .physical activity.
Other studies dealing with adolescents and adults have found
equivocal results. NELSON (1968) and SAKERS (1968) found
no improvement, in self concept after participation in a
physical education prOgram ; whereas MARSHALL (1969)
and GOURLEY (1969) found positive changes.

The development df positive attitudes (affect) is considered a
desirable outcome of the physical education experience.
Good feelings toward physical activity ultimately result in
behaviors which are synonymous with a positive attitude.
Although this relationship of congruence between affect and
behavior is in doubt (LaPIERE, 1937 ; LINN, 1965 ; TRIANDIS,
1971 ; ZAICHKOWSKY, L. B., 1973) it has been demonsirated
that, for the most part, positive attitudes toward physical
activity do exist (ALBINSON, 1975).

Attitude studies of elementary age children haVe been virtual-
ly non-existent in relationship to physical activity. The lack of
proper instruments to measure this construct concerning the
movement dimension has been a main reason. Recent
attitude scales toward physical activity developed for children
(MANCINI.. 1974 ; SIMON and SMOLL, 1974) should enable
investigacon into this important area.

Research, such as that of LEVINE and MURPHY (1943)
indicates that a person's attitude may affect what a person
learns and retains. Therefore, -the developrhent of positive
attitudes toward physical activity Should be an objective of
physical educators.

The Purpose of this study was to explore the differences in
the self concept and attitude scores of children involved in a
physical education program with those who were not.

METHOD

_ Subjects

One hundred and eighty-four (184) Boston elementary school
children, grades one through five, from the same school
district ahd with similar socio-economic status were the
subjects used in the experimental groups.' Eighty-six
children from another Boston school district were used as' the
control group. Their socio-economic status was similar to the
experimental group. Random sampling of the school pop-
ulations was used to select the 270 participants in the study.
An analysis of variance on pre-test scores indicated that
groups were nOt significantly different on self concept or
attitude scores.

2 4,
9

Instrunients

Self concept was measured by The Piers-Harris Children's
Self-Concept Scale (PIERS, 1969). This scale (P11) consists of
80 statements to be answered yes or no depending upon how

The initial intent of this study was to compare two different
teaching styles, therefore, two experimental groups were es-
tablished. During the course of this study, administrative dif-
ficulties prevented e investigators from carrying out this portion
of the project. He er, both experimental groups were retained
evert though they coresent only one treatment condition.
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the respondent generally feels about himself. The highest
score attainable is 80. The validity of this scale is represented
by a correlation of .68 with the Lipsitt Children's Self-Concept

,Scale. The reliability using the Spearman-Brown odd-even
formula for grades 6 and 10 was .90 and .87, respectively
(PIERS, 1969).

Attitudes toward physical activity were measured tijv the
Cheffers an-d Mancini Human Movement Attitude scale
(MANCINI, 1974 ; MANCINI, CHEFFERS, and
ZAICHKOWSKY., L. D., in press). This scale (CAMHM) uses a
non-verbal medium of artists' pictures depicting different
aspects of the physical actiyity program. Face validity was
obtained from oral responses of elementary age students
describing each picture. Subjectsirespond each picture on
a three point scale of like to dislike. Possible responses were
indicated by a face with a smile (like), an expressionless face
(neutral), or a. face with a frown (dislike). The highest
attainable score was 81. Test-retest and split-half reliability
measures were .97 and .87, respectively.

Procedure

Subjects in the experimental groups recei9ed instruction at
the physical education center at Boston Cniversity once a
week for a period of 45 minutes per week. The length of the
program was 23 weeks from October, 1974 through April,
1975. The curriculu'm was centered around movement ex-
ploration experiences as well as gymnastic activities. The
control group received no formal physical edudation instruc-
tion in their school.

Subjects were tested (PH and CAMHM) at the beginning and
end of the program. The subjects were tested 20 at a time by
.the investigators..Because the PH scale is wordeL. at the third
grade reading level the 80 items were read aloud to all

.. subjects. This was done to assure that the children in grades
one and two underStood the statements. The CAMHM scale_
was completed in the same time period by the subjects after
the instructions were given to the group.

RESULTS

A two by three by five factOrial analysis of covariance (using
the pre-test as the covariate) was utilized to test for treatment,
sex, and grade differences on the dependent variables of self
concept and attitude. A significant F ratio was obtained for.
the main effect of treatment on the self concept scale, F
(2,239) = 4.82, p < .01. The Scheffe technique for multiple
comparisons revealed that the experimental groups had
significantly higher self concept scores than the control
group. The adjusted means for the two experimental groups'
were 61.98 and 61.43. The adjusted mean for the control
group was 57.66.

Statistical significance was also reached on the main effect of
sex for the attitude instrument. F (1,239) = 8.41. p < .01. The
girls expressed More favorable attitudes than did the boys.
The adjusted mean scores were69.18 and 66.75, respective-
ly.

DISCUSSION

The results indicate that those persons who participated in a
physical education program have more positive self concepts
than those who did not. These results agree with those of
CARY (1963), GOURLEY (1969), JOHNSON et al. (1968),
LEWIS (1972), and MARSHALL (1969), who reported positive
self concepts after participation in a physical education

program. It is possible that the opportunity for social interac-
tion in the physical education setting and the high ratio of
teachers to students may have allowed the subjects chances
to view themselves in a more positive fashion as suggested by
HELLISON (1973).

The finding of no sex difference is concurrent with the
information reported by PIERS (1969). It seems that boys and
girls develop their self concepts in a similar manner. The
adjusted mean scores for grades one through fife were
60.74, 60.54, 59.62, 60.22, and 61.04, in that order. This
downward trend in self concept scores, although not
statistically significant,ls similar to that noted by STANWYCK
(1972) and FELKER (1974). That is, the scores tend to
decrease until the fifth grade when an upturn is noted. The
results of this study show the beginning of that upturn at
grade four. According to FELKER (1974), this decrease and
resultant increase may be attributed to the pressure of the
early school years on the child.

The statistically significant difference between the sexes on
th e attitude scale is similar to findings reported by
ALDERMAN (1970), KENYON (1968), and ZAICHKOWSKY.
L. B.' (in press) utilizing older subjects. MANCINI et al. (in
press) reported no significant sex differences on attitude
scores for elementary age children after participation in a
physical education program.

Mancini et al. also reported a significant downward trend on
attitude scores in grades one and two, three and four, and five
and six. They suggest that this evidence supports the popular
contention that schooling so channels attitudes that a gradual
decline in interest results. Although Statistically significant
results were not found among grades, in this study, the
downwardtyend is still visible. The means for grades one
through five on the attitude scale were 69.31, 67.98,'68.93,
67.68, and 65.63, respectively. The upward trend at grade
three may be explained by the inclusion of a greater number
of girls in this group and a greater number of boys in' grade
two. This could raise the mean in the third grade and lower it
in the second because girls were shown to have more positive
attitudes than boys. When grades are grouped in the same
fashion as Mancini et al. (in press) the downward trend is
consistently present, though small.

The results of this> study can not establish cause and effect
relationships and should be interpreted with that point in
mind. The fact that statistically significant differences do exist
can not be overlooked. It is possible that participation in a
program designed to achieve positive social and psy-
chological change can be achieved. Based on the results of
this study it seems that a physical education program which
promotes social interaction does prove to be beneficial in
positive self concept development. Further investigation of
this idea is currently underway by Martinek.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
SKIMETRIC DIFFERENTIAL
INVENTOR*: A CHILDRENISTIC APPROACH '

T. D. Orlick
J. T. PartIngton
H. A. Scott
R. G. Glassford

r. BACKDROP

Our initial two years of research in the north was carried out in
the MacKenzie Delta area of the western. Canadian arctic in
the fall of 1971 and Spring of 1972. The board of directors for
the Inuvik based Territorial Experimental Ski Training
Program (TEST) invited our research team to evaluate the
psycho-social effects of the TEST program. We had some
Serious reservations about the original goals of TEST which
were essentially to shape in the competitive ethic in order to
give Indian and Eskimo youth a chance to compete in the
rapidly approaching "modern" world. One specific objective
was to motivate northern youth to greater general achieve-
ment in life through an achievement oriented ski program.
However, regardless of our personal biases we did feel that it
was impoitant to attempt to assess the effect's of the program
for a variety of reasons one of which was to enable native
groups to be in a better position to determine what kinds of
programs they wanted for their people.

We were attracted by the call of the north and looked forward
with anticipation to experiencing it on each excursion. We
experienced the northern dilemma, we witnessed a confron-
tation'between bultures and we became immersed in the
problem of fusing past and future. Through our initial ex-
periences we gained a great deal of respect for the northern
people and also learned a great deal about approaching our
research problem. The more we got into the study and into
the culture, the more complex the value question became. It
was not as clear cut as we had once thought. What happens
to a relatively cooperative and trusting culture when it is
invaded by a competitive, insensitive and exploitive group of
people from another age ?

Although some interesting trentls did emerge from the first
phase of our study, some methodological problems mere
-experienced in our initial work. Firstly, the TEST program had
been in full operation in Inuvik for 5 years before our research
team began any assessment. Consequently it was impossible
to obtain any baseline measures on either TEST participants
or nonparticipants. Secondly we experiended a serious
problem with respect to research instrumentation, as stan-
dardized psycho-social inventories and indices from the
south have giVen absolutely no consideration to the northern
perspective. Three simple examples of the inappropriateness
of a southern bias in northern research are presented below.

1. The research being presented in this session was supported
through services and/or financial assistance by the University of
Ottawa Northern. Science Research Group of Indian Affairs and
Northern Development, Boreal Institute for Arctic Studies, Faculty
of Physical Education University of Alberta, Department of
Kinanthropologi University of Ottawa, Department of
Psychology Carleton University, The Department of National
Defense, the Territorial Experimental Ski Training Program, and
the people of the North.

e.

1. Socio-economic index When ,assessing the socio-
economic level of Canadian subjects a commonly used
standard index is the Blishen Canadian Occupational Scale
(BLISHEN, 1967). This scale, which correlates highly with
scales from other lndustrialized Oountries, utilizesaducation,
income as well as a "social standing" or "prestige" Measure
as a basis for ranking occupations and establishing socio-
economic rating& Three hundred and twenty occupations are
listed with accompanying socio-economic index scores, and
are placed in rank order from highest to lowest. The 3201h
occupation listed is "Trappers and Hunters". In some
settlements this is almost the entire population.

2. Academic hecords Even something as simple as
attainihg and making comparisons with respect to academic
achievement is often an insurmountable task in northern
settlements. Normally several grade,levels are combined due
to the fact that a few teachers handle grades 1 through 6 or 8.
There are also extreme ranges of age within one grade level,
which more often than not has nothing to do with intelligence.
Some children are out trapping with their families and start
"school" late by our standards: Others may go out in the bush
for months at a time, and others may stay in the settlement for
the entire school year. The discrepancy between time in
school, the courses being taken, the level at which a child is
working, etc. make grades a very questionnable area of
,comparison. In addition, grades, as we know them, are often
not assigned to students in settlement schools.

3. Personality Inventories Many standardized personality
inventories refer to terminology, concepts or experiences
which are foreign to or inappropriate for the sample popula-
tion. Three questions taken directly from the Children's
Personality Questionnaire (PORTER and CATTELL, 1963.)
serve to illustrate this point. Visualize an Indian or Eskimo
settlement population 98 ; largest building one story
pre-fab home next door ; mode of ground transport
walking, dog sledge, and skidoo only.

CPQ - Question 1. Which story,would you like better : One
about killing Indians or about how In-
dians made clothing ?

CPQ - Question 2. If people push yoU in a bus, do you just
smile or do you get mad ?

CPQ - Question 3. When visiting a new building do you like
to have someone show you around or do
you like to find your own way ?

ROGERS (1972) has cautioned against the wholesale use of
personality instruments that have been developed in another
cultural milieu, without an adequate research program
designed to ascertain the applicability of its constructs. When
this cautionary note is transferred into positive action with
respect to northern research, it essentially means that
northern instruments must be designed within the northern
culture.
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With reference to our initial research tools we experienced
best results with open ended inter Views and open ended
questionnaires which had been, pre tested in the north for
comprehension. One way in whibh this was done was to go.

over each question individually with a child (or adult). If there
was a word or concept which was unfamiliar, it was explained
to the child until he indicated that he understood. The child
was then asked to explain the word or concept in his words.
His words were subsequently used to formulate the question,
thereby ensuring comprehension. (e.g. outboard motor =
kicker)1 .

-
The problems .we encountered with the first phase of our
study coupled with the obvious need for instruments which
were relevant and applicable tc the nbrth, led to new
directions for the second phase of our study (1973-1975). We
decided to attempt to get meaningful baseline 'measures in
settlements before skiing was introduced. Our main source of
data for phase two was to be obtained through :
a) the use of individual interviews designed for specific

purposes,

b) the recording of standard patterns of behavior, and
c) the design of a northern based psychometric inventory.

The remeinder of this paper is focused upon the development
and assessment of this latter item known as the Skimetric
Differential Inventory (or the skimetric scale).

DEVELOPMENT OF SKIMETRIC
DIFFERENTIAL INVENTORY

Our objective was to develop and assess a psychometric
inventory designed specifically for use with indigenous
children in the Canadian Arctic. Through the creation of this
instrument an attempt was made to fulfill several important
criteria. The inventory had to be:
1. Clearly comprehensible to a group of people two cultures

apart (i.e., not only indigenous people from the north but
also children from within this culture).

2. Motivating for the children to respond to and capable of
maintaining this motivation over a series of ad-
ministrations (i.e., we wanted it to be fun to fill out and
motivationally durable for use in a longitudinal study).

3. Capable of measuring a series of important and relevant
self attributes within a short period of time (i.e., ap-
proximately 15 minutes).

4. Capable of eliciting acceptable levels of reliability and
validity.

In short our goal was to design and validate a children's
psycho-social inventory for use in the Canadian Arctic, which
was motivationally attractive to the child and also reinforcing
for the researcher to adminiSter. This posed an exciting and
creative challenge for the researchers to contend with. The
inventory format was influenced by CANTRIL's work (1965).
GARDNER's stereotype differential (1968), Osgood's Seman-
tic Differential (1957), as well as northern childrens great love
for comic books. CANTRIL (1965) devised a non verbal "man
on the mountain scale" for use in Africa which proved to be
useful in predicting discOntentment and revolution. The scale
consistes of a simple drawing of a mountain upon which the

subject was asked to place himself (I.e., where he was now
and where he wanted to be). Cantril's man on the mountain-
format was adapted in part for use in our skimetric scale

The inclusion of bi-polar dimensions was influenced by
Gardner's stereotype differential which has Its roots in the
semantic differential. The modified semantic differential
,format seemed appropriate to assess selected self attributes
and value orientations of native northern children since the
scales required judgments of the extent to which one end or
the other of a particular &tile was applicable or relevant to
the conCept being rated. In addition the semantic differential
bi-polar format has a research hiStory which has shown it to
be highly reliable in measuring a wide variety of concepts and
has been used in different cultures. (OSGOOD et al., 1957 ;
GARDNER et al., 1968).

The final fOrmat adopted for the skimetric differential was a
series of bi-polar --personality/valüe dimensions, each
anchored by cartoon' like stick figures with accompanying
verbal staternents. The cartoon like stick figures accom-
panying each pole on each variable were introduced partially
as a motivational device and partially to strengthen the simple
verbalization presented.

The original skimetric scale was comprised of 22 carefully
selected itemi which, as a result of two years of prior
research in the north, were deemed to be important self
attributes for northerners and/or important life variables('
which should be assessed with respect to possible influences
from the outside world. (e.g., TEST). An attempt was made to
tap some of the same variables which were explored in our
initial northern research through the use of standardized'
instruments originating from the south (GLASSFORD et al.,
1973). Although these instruments were inadequate in many
respects for use with young northern children, some of the
self dimensions which they were designed to measure were
felt to be relevant and important. Through our newly designed
instrument we attem_pted to assess salient variables from
Rosenberg's Self Esfeem Test, Piers-Harris Children's Self
Concept Scale, Rosen's Ahievement Motivation Inventory,
major dimensions of meaning reported 'by Osgood (i.e.,
evaluation, potency and activity), as well as items which were
of specific relevance to the traditional northern way of like'.
Six of the skimetric scale items were directly related to the

,cooperative/competition domain. These items attempted to
tap the importance of sharing, helping others, man vs. nature,
teamwork, winning and being humble in victory.

Through a series of individual interviews with Eskimo and
Indian children each skimetric scene was sc utinized to
ensure that it was easily comprehensible in terms of content
and format. An initial reliability check (test immediate
retest) was also conducted with a small sample of 15 native
northern elementary school children ,residing in the Ykon
Territories. From this limited sample it was found that 19 of
the 22 individual skimetric scale items had reliability coef- '
ficients which were significant beyond the .01 level.

The inStrument was then administered to 380 northern
children residing in a variety of settlements in the western
arctic (i.e., Yukon and Northwest Territories). This data was '
subjected to both item and factor analysis, and additional
data was collected and analyzed in an attempt, to further
assess the validity of the inventory:
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SKIMETRIC SCORING

On each of the 22 cartoon like items, subjects are requested
to place themselves .anywhere along a continuum which
extendi from one extreme to another, as is the case with the
semantic differential. The maximum Ecore range on a par-
ticular item Is from 0 to 8 depending upon where on places
him/herself on the 8 cm line.

The skimetric scale is scoi-ed by merely measuring the
distanceirom the beginning of the line to the mark which has
been placed on the 8 cm line by the subject. This is normally
done with a clear plastic centimenter ruler. Interjudge scoring
reliabilitles were conducted on 3 randomly selected skimOtric
inventory items in attempt to assess scoring reliability. With a
sample of 22, the interjudge scoring rellabHity for items 4, 12
and 18 was .99 In each case. These significant correlation
coefficients demonstrate that two people can measure the
position of the mark on the continuum in the same way.

SKIMETRIC ADMINISTRATION

1. Describe the inventory as a game involving pictures 'like in
comics'. Refer to die first item. Point out the guy on the left
who is full of energy (act it out) and the guy en the right who is
very tired (act it out). Then ask how they feel right now and get
them to show you where they are on the wiggly line. Tell tf.em
they can use any part of the wiggly line because everyone
probably feels different. Using examples of various
hypothetical responses might help at this point. (e.g., If you
are very tired you would mark here (right end of Hne); If you
are feeling full of energy you would mark this end of the line
(left end); If you are sort of in between you would mirk
somewhere near the middle of the line.

2. Ask the children to try the remaining items. "Show how
you feel by marking the 'wiggly line for each cartoon picture".
For lower grados (i.g., 1, 2, or 3) or for poor readers, it may
help to work as a group, reading each time aloud to assure
that the items are understood. If the' items are read, care
should be taken to avoid emphasizing one end of the scale as
opposed to the other (e.g., through voice intonation or raised
eyebrows).

3. Note that items 19,21 and 22 provide a choice between two
alternatives. Ask the children to make an x on the alternative
of their choice.

CHILD'S EYE VIEW

From .a child's perspective the skimetric scale was 'great'
becaUse it was "lots of tun." Whoever heard of a test or
psycho-social assessment inventory that was fun to fill out ?
Behavior observations of children's reactions to the skimetric
scale indicated that they not only understood it but also really

. -enjoyed the process of filling it out. Upon completion-of-the
inventory ihey often asked if they could do more and

expressed disappointment when they were told there was no
more. Many children also wanted to.keep their copy of the
inventory. In addition, this positive motivational orientation
toward the test wab durable over time (i.e., three or four
administrations). The children were certainly not bored with
this inventory as had been the case with previously used
standardized inventories (e.g., CPO). They were attentive to
each skimetric scene.and did not appear to have any problem

. relating to the concepts presented.4hey appeared to res-
pond very carefully to each item taking great care to place
themselves precisely where they thought they should be. if a
researcher were to ask a child "are you sure you should be
there," the child made it clearpat he or she knew where they
shouiLI be on ihe bi-polar scale.

POLARITY ANALYSIS

Polarity analyses were undertaken to confirm the above
impressions that the skirnetric variables were meaningful and
useful for the self evaluation of young native northern
respondents. Such analyses are widely used in the develop-
ment cif instruments for use in the_study of cthnic stereotypes.
(GARDNER, WONNACOTT and TAYLOR, 1968). Extremity of
judgments on each concept on the skimetric scale was
assessed by mean of the t-distribution. Assuming an un-
derlying normal distribution, the- statistic (R-U) Mu is
distributed as t with N-1 degrees of freedom. Consensiis in
individaal self perceptions may be inferred when the mean
deviates significantly from an assumed population mean of
4.0 on the 8 cm line and 1.5 for the composite variable 20, and
when. the variability in the distribution of scores is low. High
levels of agreement are not considered evident unless the
mean deviates by at least one unit from the neutral position.
Table I presents the-means, standard deviations and t's for
each skimetric scale variable. The variables have, been.
ranked in terms of the magnitude of the t statistic. It should be
noted that 19 of 20 t values are significant beyond the 1
percent level with the remaining one being significant at the
.02 level.
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Table 1 - Means, standard deviations, and tests of polarity of the 20 skimetric scale variables listed In rank order (1)1 = 380).

Rank Variable description - Low score - High score Mean
Standard
Deviation

1 3 Sad - Happy 6.27 1.78 24.79**

2 17 Don't like Sharing - Like Sharing 6.28 1.88 23.62"

3 01 Energetic - Tired 1.90 1.96 - 20.91**

4 02 Lorter - Likes being with others 6.17 2.13 19.82**

5 18 Helping others - Beating others 2.00 2.00 - 19.5.7"

6 19 Likes teamwork - Prefers working alone 1.98 2.03 ' .- 19.46"
7 12 Lively - Lazy 2.20 1.99 - 17.58*
8 09 Many friends :-- Left (nit 2.19 2.02 17.48"

9 05., Smart - Dumb 2.40 1.93 - 16.16**

10 11 Accept things - Can change things 5.76 2.17 15.80*

11 07 Good - Bad 2.76 2.12 -.11.37**'

12 15
.,

Spend now - Save for later r.- 5.40 2.39 11.37"

13 04 Strong - Weak t 2.78 2.19 - 10.88"
14 13 Show off 2 Not show off 5.25 2.31 10.55"

15 16 Work hard - Have fun 2.87 2.57 8.89**

16 10 Not good at sPorts - Good at sports 4.91 2.32 7.66**

17 20 New (man vs. man ; brag ; win) - Traditional
(man vs. natuie ; humble ; help) 1.78 2 0.88 6.20**

18 06 Kids follow me - Kids do not follow me 4.67 2.42 539*
19 08 Thinker - Doer 3.63 2.51 2.85
20 14 Shy - Outgoing 3.69 2.54 2.41*

**
* p .02.

1. Variables 1-19 have a maximum score range from 0 to 8. Variable 19 corresponds to item 20 on the skimetric scale.
2. Variable 20 is a combination of 3 dicotomous choice items (i.e., skimetric scale items 19, 21, 22) which when combined have a

maximum score range from 0 to 3, with a mean of 1.5.

229

And examination of the distribution of skimetric scale
variables evidencing the most extreme consensus, revealed
that native northern children see themselves as happy,
energetic people who like sharing their things with other kids,
who like, to be with others, who like to be part of a team all
working together and who feel that trying to help others
(rather than beat others) is most important. The obtained
scores reflected in the polarity analysis lend some credibility
to the skimetric inventory and to the meaningfulness of the
variables aince the direction expressed by-.the subjects in
certain of these variables was as expected from reports on
the northern personality (VALLEE, .1961). In addition, the
finding that children from northern aettlements express a
positive orientatiop toward cooperative values, which were
reportedly so evident at one point in time, was also reflected
behaviorally in one settlement by the children's acceptance of
a cooperative game (McNALLY and ORLICK, 1975).

'
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FACTOR ANALYSIS

Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients were com-
puted among the different skimetric 'scale variables, The
resulting matrix was factor analyzed using the Principal Axis
solution and the factor matrix was rotated by meana of the
Normalized Varimax solution (NIE, HULL, JENKINS,
STENBRENNER and BENT, 1975). Portions of the rotated
matrix showing variables with appreciable loadings (i.e.,
greater than .30) are presented in Table II.

The meaning of ..a factor was inferred from commonalities
among its defining variables, Variables were considered to
contribute to the definition of a particular factor if they loaded
higher on that factor than on .any other factor and it their
loadings exceeded .30. These criteria usually resulted in a
cluster of 2 or 3 variables defining each factor,

Factor I which accounted tor, 47% of the common variance
was found to have 5 defining variables (Variables 5, 7, 11, 16
and 18). This cluster of defining variables (i.e smart, good,
can effect change, feel that studying or working hard and
helping others is important) suggests that Factor I it a

General Sell Evaluation Factor. This factor also loaded
appreciably (i.e., above .30) on variables 3 and 12 (happy and
lively) but these variables did not have theft highest loadings
on Factor I. With respect to Factor I it appears that northern
children who see themselves in a positive manner (Le.,
intelligent, good, and capable of effecting change) also feel
that Working hard

;and helping 'others is important.

Factor II which accounts for 16% of the common variance was'
defined as a Traditionalism Factor. The defining variables ,for
this factor are variables 10, 1'3 and 20 (sports ability-negative
loading, non exhibitionist and traditional values). Factor II
also loads appreciably on variable 18 (helping others), It
appears that for northern youth, saying you are good at
sports is not associated with traditional values (e.g., being
humble and cooperative).

Variables 1, 3 end 12 (energetic, happy and lively) con-
tributed to the definition of Factor III, which accounted for
12% of the common variance. Factor III was labelled as an
Active/Well Adjusted Factor due to the fact that the defining
variables denote energy, life satisfaction and activity. This
factor .also loaded appreciably on Variable 4 (strong).

Table II - Rotated factor matrix depicting appreciable loadings of skimetric scale variables (N = 380).

Variables Factors

IV V VI VII

1 Energetic Tfted . .672
2 Loner Likes Being with Others 512
3 Sad Happy - .321 .381'
4 Strong Weak .313 .467
5 Smart Dumb .590
6 Kids follow me Kids do not follow
7 Good Bad .510
8 Thinker Doer
9 Many Friends Left out .604

10 Not good at sports Good at sports .514 - .324
11 Accept things Can change things - .351
12 Lively Lazy .316 .332
13 Show off Not show off .302
14 Shy Outgoing
15 Spend now Save for later .728
16 Work hard Have fun .441
17 Don't like sharing Like sharing .318 .509
18 Helping others Beating others .335 .306
19 Likes teamwork Prefers working alone .724
20 New Traditional - .303

Met criteria of defining variable (i.e., loading on this factor was higher than on any other and factor loading was above .30.
1. Copies of the complete correlation matrix and principle axis matrix are available from T. D. Orlick and J. T. Partington.
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Factor IV which received a high loading from only Variable 15
(spend now) accounted for 8% of the common variance. This
factor .was defined as a Temporal Orientation Factor.

Factor V was defined as a Collective Orientation Factor and
accounted for 6% of the common vaMance. Variables which
contributed to the definition of this factor were, Variable 19
(likes teamwork) and Variable 2 (likes being with others). This
factor also loaded appreciably on Variable 17 (likes sharing).

Factor VI was defined as a Perceived Potency/Sociability
Facfbr and also accounted for 6% of the variance. Variable 9
(Many friends) and Variable 4 (strong) bath contributed to the
definition of this factor. Factor Vi also received' an ap-
preciable loading from Variable 10 (sports ability). For native

linorther children, perceived popularity and perceived
physica strength appear to be positively related.

Variable .17 (sharing negative loading) was the sole
dontributing variable towards the definition of Factor VII. This
'final factor was defined as a Sharing Orientation Factor and
accounted for thetereaining 5% of the common variance. ,

An analysis of the way in which the individual variables covary
in the factor analysis lends sOpport to the validity Of the
instrument. For example, on Factor V,',Variable 2 (likes. to be
with other kids) and Variable 19 (likes to be part of a team, aH
working together) have a strong-positive relationship. One
would expect these variables to be closely related If the

Anstrument was accurately tapping each of these variables.

CRITERION GROUP VALIDITY

An Initial attempt at deterMlning criterion validity for the
skimetric differential was undertaken by the "known groups"
procedure. It was decided to use the criteria of achievement-
non achievement as the basis for the initial criterion group
composition even though the skimetric differential was
designed to assess a broader range of self attributes. This
decision was determined by the fact that part of the original
mandate in assessing the TEST ski program was directly
related to achievement (i.e., objective 1, "to investigate in
Indian and Eskimo youth in the Yukon and Neirthwest
Territories Can be motivated to higher general achievement
as students and citizens through participation in competitive
athletics" (GLASSFORD, et a/., 1973 : 3). It was important to
know whether the skimetric scale was capable of dis-
tinguishing betWeen these groups and to determine how
selected self attributes related to achievement and non
achievement in the north.

The population from which the criterion group samples were
drawn consisted of families residing in Inuvik, Northwest
Territories. Inuvik, which in the Eskimo language means
"place of man" is situated in the Canadian western arctic
approximately 140 miles north of the arctic circle. It is an
educational and governmental center as welt as a base for
petrOleum exploration% With a population of approximately
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3 000 people, inuvik In a highly Populated center, by northern
standards. This becomes evident when one conSiders the fact
that the total NWT population (about 38 000Y Is scattered
throughout 1.3 million square miles and that 80% of the
settlements are inhabited by less than 300 people.

"Achieving',! and "rion achieving" Inuvik families were Iden-
tified by 3 expert witnesses, each of whom, were white
northerners who had spent a significant portion of their life In
the north working In the educational system and who were
familiar withlamilles residing In the area. To assist the expert
witnesses In identifying appropriate families, the following
construct definitions Of achievement as outlined by
JACKSON (1967) and McCLELLAND, (1953) were Utilized at
the outset.

Dfinition of Achievement (JACKSON, 1987).

Achievement orientation : Aspires to accomplish difficult
tasks; maintains high standards and is willing to work toward
distant gbals ; responds positively toward competition ; willing
to put forth effort to attain excellence.

Defining adfeetives: striving, purposeful, industrious, eriter-
prising, productive, ambitious, resourceful; compet4Ive.

Defining behaviours: will keep working on a problem after
others have given up ; doesn't mind working while others
are having fun; prefers to be paid for how much work done
rather than how many hours worked.

Prime test for teh sChlevement motive
(McCLELLAND, 1953)

Determine whether the individual(s) in the family have an
achievement goal does he want to perform better or does
he care about performing better ?

Performing better is indicated by an individual doing one or
more of the following four things:
a) outperforming someone else (e.g., aetting a bigger share

of the market, running faster, getting a higher grade, etc.)
"Joe decided he would det first price in the spelling
contest";

b) meeting or surpassing some self-imposed standard of
excellence (e.g., doing something faster, cheaper, more
efficiently, etc.). "Ed was practicing in order to lower his
golf score by three strokes";

c) doing something unique (e.g., inventing something).
"Carol wanted to be the first woman to sky dive
successfully from 1 000 feet";

d) being involved over- a long term in doing something well-
where there is an indication ot great involvement over time
in the achievement goal (e.g., being a success in life,.
becoming a welder, dentist, professor, businessman, etc.)
"Linda had spend eight years practicing ballet in prepara-
tion for her performance tonight".

Once the expert witnesses ,shad been oriented toward an
understanding of motivation (as outlined above), they were
asked to try to think of one or two of the :most achievement
oriented native northern families they ,knéw and to explicitly
state their criteria for selecting this particular family. The first
few families identified enabled the researchers to transcribe-
the achievement guidelines originating in the south to specific
examples of achievement oriented behavior in the north,
which served as a basis for identifying other northern familes.
Some characteristic noted for inuvik based achieving families
included : moved out of bush so children could go to school,
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among the first natives to build a co-op home, always a
steady wage earner, active on towh council, has a good job
(e.g., with oll company, school, own business), hard working,
enterprising, has initiative.

When asked to identify some of the most hon achieving
families (i.e., representative of polar opposite with respect to
achievement orientatipn in the north), some of"the following
behavioral components were associated wIth these families.
Frequently out of wOrk, shok period of work-long layoff,
heavy drinking, live in rental housing Which Is poorly main-
tained, children have poor attendance at school, children are
probably in lower grade level than average child their age,
children often smell of fish or fuel oil and look unclean and
scruffy, children wander around late at night. In the final
analysis two of the' most common differences which dis-
tinguished between Inuvik families defined as "achieving"
and "non achieving" related to "the consistency with thich one
works and drinks.

Once families had been rdentified as achieving or non
achieVing and attempt was made to test any children froM
these families who were of elementary school age. All testing
was, done In the elementary school consequently
necessitated that the children attend school. The filial sample
consisted of 30 children from achievement oriented families
and '19 children from non achievement oriented families,
most of whom were in grade 3, 4 and 5. The skimetric
differential was administered to the children in small groups,
each of which was comprised of subjects from both achieving
and non achieving families,

Differences between the skimetic differential factor score
profiles for achieving and non achieving groups were
assessed by discriminant analysis using the -stepwisiselec-
tion method (NIE et at , 1975). With a gut off value of 1.0, the"
first step in the analysis excluded factor I and II from the
Inclusion matrix. Subsequent steps computed mtiltivariate
partial F ratios to test the statistical significance of the amount
of centroid separation added by each variable over and
above the separation produced by the previously entered
variables. This stepwise procedure identified factor V (Collec-
tive Orientation Factor) as the most discriminating variable (F
= 3.03, df 1,47, p < .05). The non achievement group was
found to be.more collectively oriented than the achievement
group. The ohiy other variable which added significantly to
this separation between .groups was Factor VII, Sharing
Orientation Factor, (F = 4.56, df 1,46, p < .0)). Regardless of

:the substantive meaning of these findings, It suffices for our
present purposes to cbnclude that the skimetric, differential
has the potential for diScriminating changes in respondents
who differ in terms of achievement motivation. Some of the
other concepts assessed by thia inventory which were not
found to be directly related to achievement in the north will
need further work,to assess criterion validity.

Some pilot work hat already commenced which is aimed at
making comparisons of northern and southern children
based on. skimetric differential responses. A small group of
'Ottawa children (N = 23) recently completed the skimetric
inventory. A brief look at this data revealed that on 5 variables
their mean scores differed by at least one full point from the
norlhern sample. Northern children appeared to be more
cooperative (i.e., helping others is.. more important than
beating others), less exhibitionistic and to have more friehds
than these southern children. Due to time limitations with
respect to the present paper, this data, along with that of a
more representative southern sample will have to await a
later date for proper presentation.

3

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion it can be said that northern children residing In
the western arctic clearly understand each time on the
Skimetric Differential, found the Items to be meanfngful,
could easily respond to the format utilized, responded very
carefully and precisely and enjoyed filling in the inventory,'
Some degree of criterion group validity was evident with
achievement and non achievement groups, factor loadings
lent support to the validity of the inventory, test-retest
reliability was asceptable, It was motivationally durable and
took 10 to 15 minutes to complete. When one compares.the
sklmetric differential inventory to other psychometric
research tools 'which are available for use with indigenous,
northern children, one has to look upon if favorably. When it is
stringently compared to what psycho-social inventory has
the potential of being, It is merely a humble beginning with a '
great, deal of room for improvement and refinement.
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EFFECTS OF THE TERRITORIAL EXPERIMENTAL SKI TRAINING
PROGRAM IN TULITA, N.W.T.

John T. Partington
Carleton--University
Terry Or lick
University of Ottawa
Harvey Scott
University of Alberta

This report comprises an evaluation of effects of the
,Territorial Experimental Ski Training Program (T.E.S.T.) on
northern native youth in Tulita (Fort Norman), N.W.T. TEST
was conceived in 1963 by Father Mouchet in collabo-ation
with` the Northwest Territories Recreation Department to
satisfy the need for an outdoor education prcigi al
economical in terms of facilities and equipment and yet
.physically and mentally stimulating. The program was
launched in Inuvik in 1964 and has sinee spread into the
settlements.

The study is important for several reasons. First, the initial
evaluation of TEST (GLASSFORD, SCOTT, ORLICK,
BENNINGTON, & ADAMS, 1973) would seem to be of little

, value for understanding TEST effects on native youth in their
natural setting. This is because evaluation was retrospective
and focussed primarily on participants in Inuvik which is an
urban center with a high proportion of nori-native residents.
Second, and perhaps closer to the current concerns of sports
psychologists, it will be seen that the TEST committee
knowingly and purposely involved northern native youth in
the kind of "zero-s.um" competition familiar to us in Southern
Canada and the Western World but which may be quite unlike
that practiced in the north (VALLEE, 1967). This point is
particularly noteworthy since sports trends associated with
our kind of competition are currently being critically ex-
amined (e.g., McMURTRY, 1974 ORLICK & BOTTERILL,
1975). Finally, in this era characterized by economic strain
and galloping bureaucracy there is a growing need for careful
and continuous surveillance of all costly large scale programs
in both the public and private sectors (CAMPBELL, 1969).

Tulita lies at the junction of the MacKenzie and Great Bear
rivers in the North West Territories. It was selected as the
target of this study since TEST had not yet been introduced
there and because it had been identified by a native consul-
tant on the TEST advisory committee as a relatively traditional
settlement. The majority of the 289 residents are Athapascan
Indians of the Slave tribe, many of whom still support
themselves largely by hunting and trapping. The town has
only 16 white residents, is serviced by neither highway nor
dependable air flights, .and does not yet receive television
transmission.

A broad data base was obtained not only from the 23 boys
and 33 girls available for TEST in grades 1 to 6, but also from
adult native and non-native residents. The study was con-
ducted by a team of five investigators together with volunteer
assistance from teachers and members of the adult educa-
tion class in Tulita. To date, four separate visits have been
made in TuJita by various members of the research team.

We gratefully acknowledge the four teachers of Colin Campbell
School for their cooperation and assistance. Special thanks are
extended to Brian Menton, school principal/teacher and head ski
coach, and to Dorothy Menton, teacher and great cook.

The Evaluation by Objectives %model will be used as a
framework for organizing our "Kbrd" data in the first section
of this paper. "Soft" data will be 9Onsidered in the latter half of
the paper. The Evaluation by Objectives model was selected
from the several models available for evaluative research at

le pr gia 1974)-in-v4ew.-of-its_similarity to
classical experimental design familiar to most social scien-
tists. This- model requires that a program's objective be
defined by a clear ;:tatement which summarizes the ultimate
achievement expected and the activities related to obtaining
the objective. -*
The main long range objectives of the TEST committee were
as follows :

1. To give Indian.and Eskimo youth a chance to compete in
the MODERN world in a field where they have sufficient
environment, culture and 'understanding to excel to
g reatness.

2. To explore if northern youth participating in an activity
where they have the ability to succeed, can be motivated
by their succebs for: greater general achievements and
determination ln life itself, (PETTERSON, 1968, p. 2).

For the interested coach a personalized account of the
competitive crosscountry ski training activities developed to
obtain these objectives has been provided by the recently
retired head TEST coach, Malcolm Hunter (TAYLOR, 1975).
For purposes of this discussion it is sufficient to know that the
objective of TEST was to make northern native youth more
generally achieving through their involvement in a com-
petitive cross-crountry ski program.

Our evaluation Will be organized according to the four levels
of measurement proposed by JAMES (.1 962) as appropriate
for the Evaluation by Objectives model. These levels include
evaluation of effort put into the program by those responsi-
bles, evaluation ot performance and performance adequacy of
participants, and efficiency of the program in achieving the
stated goals.

EVALUATION OF EFFORT

This criterion involves the counting of activities that are
reported to be attempts at achieving the program goals. rhe
following activities undertaken by the ski coaches (teachers)
in Tulita clearly attest to their high level of effort. First, an
"alcoholism" grant was obtained to purchase fifteen ski
equipment packages. Regular training sessions were
organized for after school and weekends. These were in-
itiated in August by regular runs to the town dump in which
the coaches themselves participated. Later they took the
form of 18 to 30 kilometer ski "runs" through the bush. Also
each season ski clinics have been conducted by the central
TEST coaching staff. Moreover, frequent charter flights have
been arranged to neighbouring settlements for regional com-
petitions which culminate each year in the spring Top of the
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World races' in Inuvik. Finally, this past year a two day
overnight ski marathon was organized by the Tulita TEST
coaches for which participation was high from both skiers
and townspeople who assisted by fransporting food in-their
skidoos,

EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE

This criterion for program evaluation involves such indices a'S
the number of participants involved. By this minimal standard
he TEST program in Tulitaohas been a great success after
two years of operation all but four native youths are skiing
regularly. This result is noteworthy considering the prevailing
stereotype that natives are changeable and unpredictable
and also contrasts sharply with the rather poor school
attendance records obtained in most northern schools.
-Perhaps curriculum planners would do well to consider
seriously offering a higher proportion of outdoor education.

--Th-eobtatned-high-involvemenLin TEST also is surprising
when considered in light of some tiita&fäiiiëd
1973 before the introduction of TEST. Specifically, we had
involved the kids in what we call our "Ski-matic Apperception
Test." Those familiar with projective devices will have
guessed that this test resembles the T.A.T. used in both
clinical settings and the thematic materials developed by
McClelland and his coworkers for their study of social
motives (ATKINSON, 1958). Five scenes were shown by
means of a slide projector representing young native skiers in
typical situations before; during; and after events. Kids were
asked to make up an imaginative story for each scene
describing among other things the feelings being ex-
perienced by the skiers portrayed. The rationale behind this
kind of assessment is that respondents may "project" some
of their own anticipated reactions onto the actors shown.
Content coding identified the following profile of projected
reactions : "cold" (28%), "feeling fun, excited, happy, good"
(18%), "scared, might fall" (14%), "miserable, lousy, bad, sad,
not well" (14%), "nervous, anxious, silly",(10%), "hot, warm"
(6%), "full of energy" (5%), and "tired" (5%). Clearly two
tnirds of their anticipated reactions to skiing were negative.
We also had asked the kids to provide a preference ranking
for six types of winter sports. The order obtained from "most"-
to "least preferred" was as follows : volleyball, soccer, skiing.
hunting and trapping, basketball, skating and hockey. Thus,
both sets of base line indices suggested that kids reactions to
skiing might not be too positive. That is why we feel that the
high participation obtained for TEST in Tulita is quite signifi-
cant. It is worth adding here that our recent questionnaire
survey of recreation .needs in Tulita showed that skiing was
mentioned most frequently by kids in response to the
question, "What kind of games or sports would you like to
play after school if you could do anything you wanted ?", and
83% felt that "there should be more opportunities to ski."
However, to avoid bias it should also be noted that the same
survey showed that the kids feel there should be more
opportunities for indoor sports and that they would like to be
able to watch T.V. (There were no gym or T.V. facilities at that
time.)

In sum, although current involvement in TEST is surprisingly
high considering initially reserved attitudes, it is important to
recognize that this interest may be partly understood with
reference to the relative paucity of winter recreational options
available.

ADEQUACY OF PERFORMANCE

This criterion concerns the extent to which a program has
been useful in reaching its objective. The problem addressed.
by the TEST committee was the apparent underachievement
of northern native youth and the objective was to correct this
problem by,motivating youth to greater general achievement
through coMpetitive skiing. Unfortunately, the TEST com-
mittee did not specify clearly what they 'meant by !'general
achievement." We therefore turned to the psychological
literature on achievement motivation to assist us in identifying
criteria for our evaluation. We fOund that achievement
motivation as defined by the leading expert, David
McClelland, denotes such things as caring about and wanting
to perform better in terms of out-performing someone else, .
meeting or surpassing some self imposed standard of ex-
cellence, doing something unique, or being involved over a
long period in doing something well (McCLELLAND-,
ATKINSON, CLARK, & LOWELL, 1953). Translated into the

-Triexp.erier_ice of native school children we felt that this could
mean suchmTEST st:---difre-behavtours-as-training_r_egularly_____
over time and winning in regional competitions. At a more
general leVel we also felt that it could mean earning higher
grades in school and generally talking and thinking about
daily life more in achievement terms.

2 3

Considering the specific ski data first it should be noted all
participants who trained regularly in 1973-4 also did so in
1974-5 there were no quitters. Skiers train hard even
through the coldest, darkest part of the winter. After two years
of such dedicated training Tulita skiers won more medals per
capita than any other team at the 1975 Top.ol the World
races. Parenthetically, the Tulita coach informed me at the
end of that meet that he interned to buy a small .supply of
medallions to present to those in his team who had not won a.
single event in order that they would not feel too disap-
pointed. Clearly, Tulita fEST participants work hard and want
to excel in sk iing.

'BLit does this "sports achievement" motive generalize to
other aspects of their performance and experience ? We
examined this question first in terms of the association
between changes in school achievement (above and below
the median grade level difference from norm estimated by
teachers) and experience in TEST (never skied, skiing
regularly, member of team for Top ol the World). The non-
significant Chi-square (X2 = .55, df = 2) suggests that as' yet
TEST effects do not seem to have generalized to school
achievement.

Our second approach to examine generalization of TEST
effects utilized McCLELLAND's (1953) methods of studying
underlying motivation by content analyses of people's
thinking reflected in material like books, art, and music. For
our study the monthly Tulita News was analyzed because the
dreatest proportion of contributions are made by school
children. The paper is edited by the 12 native adult education
students with some limited coordination by the teachers.
Samples were taken from five editions before and five after
the introduction of TEST to form an interrupted time series.
Each of these sets of five editions spanned almost the entire
school year. Six stories were taken from each edition, two
each from "Sport news", "Town news", and "Bush news."
These selections were made "blind'' by student assistants
unfamiliar with the research design. Samples ranged from 6
to 10 lines of text and amount of text representing each
edition was approximately equal. The sixty selections were
identified with a special numeric code and printed in a
booklet in random order. Content analyses were in terms of
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the motivational theme Affiliation, Achievement, and Poitifer
assessed by the usual coding method (ATKINSON, 1958). In
addition, temporal orientation (past, present, future) of each
story was assessed as well as frequency counts of possibly
salient words such as "work", "play", "win", "lose", and
personal names and reference& Coding for each variable
was accomplished by a different team of two judges. Coders
were undergraduate volunteer assistants unfamiliar with the
purposes of the research. Each coder and each team worked
independently. Interjudge agreement was computed for
those variables whose assessment involved some inference.
Scoring was reliable as indicated by the following indices:
Affiliation, r = .86 ; Achievement, r = .83, Power, r = .96 ;
Temporal Orientation, 95%. Each of the resulting interrupted
time series was analyzed comparing the pre-TEST
distribution with the after-TEST distribution. Significant fin-
dings were obtained from only two of these analyses: The
words "play" and "win" occurred less frequently following the

. introduction of TEST (Play, t = 2.69, df = 8, p < .05 ; Win, t =
3.8, df = 8,p < .01). Considering our personal bias toward

. play over organized competitive sports it is tempting to

It would be unwarranted and unrepresentative, however, to
finish on this pessimistic note unwarranted considering
limits of the Evaluation bY Objectives model, and unrepresen-
tative considering additional data obtained which do not
satisfy the constraints of that model. Just as there are reasons
to feel that there may be serious limitations involved in
exclusively applying only experimental design to the study of
man (GIORGI, 1970), its analogue for evaluating programs
shares in these limitations. Foremost is the narrow concep-discuss the meaning of the lowered frequency of "Play" tual framework imposed : charr6e is viewed in terms of7---following4-EST--However, the lowered incidence of "Win" is discrete cause-effect laws ; measurement of 'change must beharder to interpret. Hence, neither result w-Tbr-dit-CtSti tionalized manifest variables ; and
above all the investigator must remain o ec en-the--------
most enlightened in the-physical sciences shifted from this
dogma years -To persuaded by findings and insights
provided by th authors of quantum physics (MATSON,
1966). The preferred position is fast becoming that of the
"involved" scientist who appreciates the interdependence
and cybernetic currents of influence among variables
heretofore inappropriately labelled as "dependent" and
"independent." Because we subscribe to this position, often

. referred to as "third force" or "humanistic", we have been
concerned with obtaining a complete evaluation of TEST
effects even though this has meant sacrificing our "objec-
tivity" by living for short periods in Tulita, skiing, playing and
praying with the kids, talking with the townfolk, and .

participating in TEST advisory committee meetings. From
these involvements we have recorded a considerable amount
of "soft" data in the form of measurements and impressions
of personal and. interpersonal changes among TEST par-
ticipants, as well as indices of the broad context of attitudes
within which TEST operates in TULITA. The remainder of this
report will summarize this "soft" data.

before further replication. In any event the impact of these
two out of nine significant findings pales against the clarity of
the overall traditional image reflected from these content
analyses. For example, both before and after TEST the social
motivation profile was highest on Affiliation and lowest on
Achievement and most of the text reflected a "present"-
orientation.

To summarize this lengthy section on the adequacy of TEST
for increasing achievement among youth in Tulita it appears
that TEST increases "sports achievement" motivation but has
had no measurable impact to date on more general achieve-
ment in terms of school performance and underlying social

,motivation.

EVALUATION OF EFFICIENCY

This criterion requires a comparison of the chosen program
against different methods of accomplishing the same goal.
For our study it would presuppose that the TEST organizing
committee had made an exhaustive search of the literature
on how to change achievement motivation and had inpluded
two or three of the most promising methods in their design in
order to determine their relative effectiveness. Unfor nately,
but understandable considering their limited budget, the
TEST committee elected to evaluate the skiing prograin
exclusively. Accordingly, we are left to speculate on how
much more or less effective other programs might have been
relative to TEST and on how various programs might have
suited different individuals. Certainly there is no paucity of
alternatives for ihaping achievement motivation (e.g.,
McCLELLAND, 1965), and for improving school achievement
through changing self attitudes (e.g., De CHARMS, 1972 ;

_ARONSoN, 1975).

This would be an appropriate point to terminate our analysis
since 'all "hard" data appropriate to the Evaluation by Objec-
tives model have been reported. Our conclusion at this point
would be that both coaches in Tulita together with those in
lnuvik have been working 'diligently, and the youth in Tulita,
where few recreational alternatives exist, have participated
actively and successfully in TEST, but there is as yet no
evidence of improvement in general achievement among
participants.

239

S.

CHANGES IN PERSONAL
ADJUSTMENT AND IDENTITY

To obtain measures of TEST effects on personal adjustment
and identity all kids in grades 3 to 6 were given the Skimetric
Differential (ORLICK, PARTINGTON, SCOTT, &
GLASSFORD, 1975) just before TEST was introduced to
Tulita in 1973. This self report measure comprises 22 bipolar
scales sampling a broad range of personality needs and
attitudes. We had intended to provide an experimental design
by retesting ,two years later and dividing the sample into
experimental and control grbups on the basis of their
participation or non-participation in TEST. HoWever, the
previously cited fact that just about everyone in Tulita is now
skiing rules out the expected control group an interesting
paradox for our,evaluation. Nevertheless, we completed the
before-after comparison of 30 skiers in the knowledge that
even such "pre-experimental" designs may sometimes be
interpretable provided that extraneous sources of variance
can be ruled out through logical analysis (CAMPBELL &
STANLEY, 1963). Raw test score profiles were converted to
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factor score profiles (based on the factor matrix obtained by
ORLICK et al. 1975) and the pre-post sets were compared by
stepwise discriminant analysis (ME, HULL, JENKINS.
STEINBRENNER & BENT, 1975). They were found. to differ
significantly on six athe seven factors. After particip6ting in
TEST kids report feeling stronger and more socially accepted
(F = 8.75, p < .01), more energetic, happy, and lively (F =
6.35, p < .01), less inclined to be oriented toward the future (F
= 4.61. p < .01), more traditional toward competition (F =
4.32, p < .01), judge themselves more positively (F = 3.56,
p < .05), and seem more inclined to want to do things as an
individual rather than collectively (F = 2.34, p < .05).

Without a control group we have to ask ourselves whether
such apparent changes might have come about not because
of TEST but through such means as alternative learning
experiences, or simple growth and maturation, or even result
from statistical artifacts like regression toward the mean. We
don't have The space to deal at length with these or other
possible influences, however, a few logical counters may
serve to raise confidence in the validity of these aPparent
changes. First, the meaningfulness to respondents of the
kirraifferential-to r with our use of factor scores

suggest that the data may have been su ble_i
exclude the operation of regression effects. Second, the
usual pattern of development in native identity seems to
proceed toward lower not higher self. esteem. Also, our
research assistants living in Tulita have not reported any new
significant alto,- learning opportunities.-for the ,kids.
Finally, the rr lificant differences obtained were in
terms of the which included feeling stronger and
having more frier. results which are certainly consistent
with common-sense expectations for effects of TEST.

It must be apparent to you that we feel person& changes are
taking place associated with TEST involvement. Our belief
rests hot only on this slim psychometric data base. It is

strengthened by our subjective impressions of how much
more self assured Tulita kids seemed when relating to us not
on the ski trails than when we met them in school or in the
teachers homes. Our hunch is also suPported- by our vivid
recollection of the kids' enthusiastic cheers-when we showed
them movies of international ski meets in which their new
northern ski heroes like the Firths, Kelly.,:and others were
competing against the best white skiers in the world. In our
view these cheers suggest that the seed of pride in their
northern identity may have been planted and nurtured by
TEST.

CHANGES IN INTERPERSONAL
RELATIONS

Possible changes in interpersonal relations'associated with
involvement in TEST were assessed through annual
sociometric testing from 1973 to the present. Each year kids
are asked to rank order the three_ kids from among any in

their school who they would most prefer as friends. Two
analyses of this data were conducted. The first found no
association between kids shifting sociometric status from
1973 to 1974 .and their involvement in TEST (X2 = 1.36. df = 1,
.n.s.). The second found no association between kids shifting
sociometric status from 1974 to 1975 and whether or not they
were selected to attend the Top of the World ski competitions
(X2 = 0.04, df = 1, n.s.).

Althouti .ve are satisfied with the validity of thesa findings as
they apply to the majority of TEST participants, we have
reason to feel that TEST "superstars" may experience some
interpersonal difficulties while they 'remain in their own
settlement. This is based on our careful examination of what
appeared to happen to the real "up-and-comer" in Tulita. In
1973 before TEST he was low in popularity (7% expressed ari
interest in having him among their top three friends), in 1974
as he began to be a good skier he became very popular
(18%), but in 1975 when he really began to excell his
popularity dropped (7%). This case was discussed with one of
our native TEST advisors and we learned that it is a common
practice to "correct" by ridicule and social isolation those who
try.. to go beyond normative prescriptions for performance.
This suggests that the upper level of achievement developed
in native youth by TEST may be bounded by group-) norms. It
may also be the case that such norms operate against more
general achievement as in school- performance. If this
analygis is valid and if achievement is the main objective, it
follows Ictically that TEST officials and school authorities
should consider two alternatives either move kids away
from their settlernent when they begin to. show strong
evidence of achievement, or work toward changing the
counter-productive normative constraints.

CHANGES IN SOCIAL ECOLOGY AND
PREVAILING ATTITUDES

Effects of TESTTffr the-sociai-ecolag_ 'n Tulita were assessed
in terms of Barker's Behaviour Setting construct ARKER4
WRIGHT, 1955). A behaviour setting is a combination of
action and place. It is identified in terms of repeatable
patterns of social behaviour occurring in a particular place
and within a particular predictable time frame. Consider an
example from a hypothetical community. The school gym
-from 9 to 5 Monday to Friday is one setting in this community
while the same gym-from 8 to 11 every Saturday evening is
another setting. The first may be dalled "gym class" and is led
by the teacher. The second is called the "bingo" and is led by
the president .of the P.T.A. Barker and his coworkers have
shown that-adolescent development is directly influenced by
the complexity.of behaviour settings available. Accordingly.
we wanted to examine whether TEST effects might be
reflected in, or mediated through, changes in the number and

-kind of behaviour settings in Tulita. Data were gathered by a
team of volunteer assistants including the four elementary
school teachers, the 12 native adults in the Adult Education
class, the nurse, arid the clerk from the Hudson's Bay store.
Behaviour settings were identified from personal experiences
of this team and b.y studying announcements- of events on
bulletin boards and in the newspaper. Thirty-one settings
were found to characterize the social ecology of Tulita in
1973. When these were reviewed in 1974 it was found that one
rather insignificant setting was missing but three new settings
had developed. One of these, the school drop-in center really
excited us since we felt that it might reflect increasing
initiative associated with TEST participation. However,
because of our close contact with the community we soon
learned that the center had been proposed and was ad-
ministered by two of the teachers. Nevertheless, the
remaining two new settings were clearly linked to TEST. They
were the ski shed behind the school for storing and waxing
skis, and the coach's house for informal visits by the skiers.
This setting could be important for generalizing TEST effects
since it provides an acceptable social bridge to white values
in general.
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Our final analysis of TEST effects focussed on adults' at-
titudes, toward skiing. The rationale for this grew from our
recognition of the importance of reference group support for
maintaining attitudes and for adolescent adjustment in
general (SHERIF & SHERIF, 1964). Observations of
enthusiastic spectator support as well as generous financial
contributions toward participants' transportation to regional
meets suggest that a generally positive attitude to regional
prevails among adults in Tulita. This is confirmed by results
from our recent adult recreation survey which showed ghat
50% felt that compared to other activities cross-country
skiing best fits the north and the northern Way of life. In
addition, 60% reported that they had tried to ski themselves,
and of these 100% said that they had liked it.

On the other hand, impressions obtained from a single
interview with the mother of one of Tulita's best skiers stand
in sharp "contrast to. the accepting attitudes expressed by
most other adults. Her sad comment was, "He doesn't visit
home much anymore." We got the impression that although
sheliirths-irrecreational-skiingAvas_ cce also felt
that by involving her son in serious competitions acrdssin
land, TEST had stolen him away from home and from his
future role in the community. At this point we do not know
how representative this reaction might be of attitudes held by
parents of top skiers in other settlements. However, con-
sidered together with the isolated-bit of evidence of social
censure by peers toward a devetrgiing skier previously
discussed in the section on interpersonal effects of TEST, this
mother's reaction raises the possibility that an upper limit on"
achievement may be present in the north which may become
manifest only when a native youth begins to excel. Expressed
another way, the relatively low incidence of really top achieve-
ment among native youth may be more a function of
refereke group norms than of individual motivational
deficits..
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**COOPERATIVE SPORT *STRUCTURES: A PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS'
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Sudbury Parks and Recreation
Sudbury, Ontario
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INTRODUCTION

This study was designed to investigate one possible avenue
for increased participation in physical recreation by providing
an alternative game structure which reduces the amount of
competition usually associated with' organized sports.
Although this may eventuallY prove to be applicable to many
segments of Canadian society the initial pilot study was
conducted with a unique group of native northern children'
from the Western Canadian Arctic. Most of these children
were Athapascan Indians residing in Fort Norman, NWT.

The rationale for focusing on the control of competition as a
possible source of increased participant satisfaction in sport
was twofold. The first motive was stimulated by recent
findings in sport research regarding athletic drop outs. This
Was an area of concern because of the magnitude of the
numbers dropping out of sport and because of the health
problems facing a majority of ,Canadians associated with,
-insufficient physical activity.

The extent of the drop'-out problem was illustrated by the
Canadian Amateur Hockey Association statistics. The
number of registered plaYers dropped off as a function of
increased age with only 11% of the total number of players

---Feirigover-the-ege-of-_154D 1974)..

As a result of interviewing 60 athletic drop-outs, aged 7 to 19,
ORLICK found that .50% alluded to the competitive emphasis
of the program as the main reason for dropping out. This

included such thing as ... "seriousness of the program, lack
of enjoyment and emphasis on' winning and on being the
best". The coach was also a primary cause of dropping out
for another 17%. "The coach was said to leave people out,
triticize too much and push too hard.". Together these two
areas accounted for 67% of the drop outs and could generally
be categorized as' competitive emphasis (ORLICK, 1974). At
the elementary school level the breakdown was slightly
different..Forty percent mentioned lack of playing time and
60% mentioned lack of successful or rewarding experiences
as the primary reason for quitting.

Although it might be said that the above observations apply
only to a small segment of the population who "haven't got
what it takes to make it in sports", .there is evidence to
suggest that these feelings are much more wide spread. The

,results of a questionnaire answered by a random sample of
over 700 high school students clearly showed that variables
related to competitive emphasis played a major role in
inhibiting sports participation (McNALLY, 1974). If these
kinds of problems are beginning to surface with respect to
competitive sport in the south, it might be wise to think twice
before replicating it in the north.

.1. Appreciation is extended to Glynne Turner, the University of
Ottawa Northern Research Group of Indian Affairs and Northern
Development and the participating children and teachers tor their
assistance in this study.

The above studies suggested that more opportunities to play
sports for fun need to be made available where everyone has
an equeopportunity to participate, where the outcome of the
game is not of paramount importance and where there are
plenty of opportunities to experience success. It was felt that
rule changes within the framework of existing sports might
provide these contingencies.

A second motive for this study evolved from a concern for the
sports programs which have been promoted in the north by
"outsiders". Major factors influencing the development of
many sports in the Arctic, (e.g. hockey, soccer and skiing)
can be traced to the presence and influence of non-natives in
the North.

The Territorial Experimental Ski Training Program, (TEST)
which was introduced to give native youth an opportunity to
excel at an activity where they could compete on an equal
basis with non-natives, relied heavily on non-native personnel
for coaching and administration. Although competing against
one's peers, as opposed to competing with nature, was
reportedly not traditional behavior, the skiers appeared to
soon adapt to it. The TEST program has been quite
successful in meeting its performance objectives and now the

-nucleus of the Canadian national cross, country ski team is
made' up of native northerners.

Alttiough-the-T-EST prograrrjjajia d many positive spin-offs
in terms of motivating children to partfoiliate-and-giving-them
.something to be proud of, it has also had some negative
effects. Adults are usually pleased that children are par-
ticipating but some parents fear that if the child gets too good
it will be one more force tearing him away from the family,
both psychologically and physically. Training and trayelling
takes up much of the child's time and .this exposure to other
life styles, may serve to alter his,attitude, towards his family
and home. Drop out problems were also evident with respect

. to the competition phase of the program (GLASSFORD et al.,
1973).

As a result of recent political developments and increased
education, a movement is developing among native
northerners to assert themselves. Part of this movement
involves the vivification and preservation of some traditional
ways, of life. There has been a revewed interest in traditional
sports and games.

In conjunction with the revival of these traditional games it
was felt that something could be done to adapt some of the
southern sports which have become an integral part of the
northern children's lives to be somewhat more reflective of
the traditional culture. Two elements, of the traditional
approach to games seemed to fit in well with the elements
previously mentioned 'as being desirable for sports in .the-
south, namely equal participation by all who wish to par-
ticipate and cooperation arriblfd those participating, with the
main . objective beind fun and a diversion from work and
evei-yday life.
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As a result of the above two motives it was felt that two pilot
projects should be carried out, one in the N.W.T. and one in a
southern community. The first pilot study, was condUcted in
Fort Norman, NWT, and a second was carried out at a later

:date in Ottawa, Ontario. This paper is essentially a report on
these pilot studies along with their implications.

NORTHERN STUDY

Northern Subjects and Setting
The subjects were grade 7 and 8 students in a relatively
isolated community of 289 on the MacKenzie River ap-
proximately 100 miles south of the Arctic Circle. There are no
roads leading into the community and the next closest
settlement is 70 miles down the river. The subjects _were
primarily Slavey Indians, Mountain Indians and some Meti.

The type of sport activities possible in this settlement in the
winter is limited by climatic conditions, lack of indoor recrea-
tion faCilities and lack of sports equipment. The temperature
in December averages 15° below zero but with wind chill
usually averages out at about 450 below zero. At this time of
year it is generally just light enough to play sports outside by
10 :30 a.m. and the light remains until about 3 :00 p.m. There
are no indoor sports facilities except for the classrooms.
Outdoor facilities include a large flat surface with-rink boards
suitable for ball hockey and standards for a volleyball net.
Sports equipment available to, the children was limited to
hockey sticks, broomball brooms and cross country ski
equipment for about 10 .children.

The Game
It was decided that Broomball would be the sport used in this
study, due to limitations in facilities and equipment for other'

.sports.

Broomball is a game which is similar to ice hockey but is
played with a ball (instead of a puck) and with brooms
(instead of hockey sticks). it is normally played on ice but
skates are not used. It can be played- on any firm surface.

The new rules for Broomball were introduced by the
children's regular teacher because it was felt that they would
be more receptive-to-new ideas if they came from sOmeone
they knew well.

The Rules
The children normally play non-positional, broomball with
penalty shots for high sticking or very rough play. They were
asked to play as they normally do but with the following new
rules.

The first new rule as explained to the children was: "each
goal your team scores is a gift to the other team. If you get
the goal, they get the point."

The second rule was that "the person who scores the goal
gets to be on the team with the most points. If you score
and your team has the most points you stay on the same
team but if the other team has the most points then you
change teams".
The third rule was that "there Is no goalie".

Northern Observations
The children cooperated right from the start. Although they'
did'nt understand the implications of the rule changes they
were quite willing to play and find out what would happen.

It was obvious from the start that the teams were uneven in
ability. However, after the strongest team had scored three

goals, three players had moved to the weaker team which
then began to score. Once the score was even again there
was a tendency for it to stay near a tie.

After several goals had been scored the players began to
realize what was happening but they didn't have much time to
figure out what their strategy sbould be. At this point some of .
the more aggressive players held back from .the play for
awhile but gradually got back into it when they realized that
the individual who scored would always become a member of
the team with the most points, although if he did change
teams. it was always to the weaker team. Thus there were pros
and cons to Scoring. Once they realized this they all began to
try to score. This was particularly evident on penalty shots
because there was no goalie. At one time, in the middle of the
game, the penalty shooters were obviously not trying to score
but the strategy changed after awhile as they began trying
again.

Scoring itself and the final score became less important to the
indivivual players because of the way the rigid team structure
was broken down. Possibly es a result of this, the players
used less body checking and "hacky" play.. They played the
ball more.

As a result of not having a goalie there tended to be more
scoring than in their normal broomball games, thus providing
more opportunities for success experiences. At the end of the
game the teacher announced that the winners were supposed
to take the, brooms back into the school. Nearly everyone
took in a broom.

The children's evaluation of the rule changes (through the use
of a questionnaire) showed several general trends. First,
there appeared to be very good acceptance of the new rules
by the girls whereas the boys showed moderate acceptance.
The degree of acceptance b3f the girls was illustrated by their
response to questions 1, 2, 5,' and 6 (see Table I ). Fifty
percent of the girls .could 'think of nOthing wrong with
the new rules and.69% of the girls would not revise the new
rules as they-said they liked them as they were.

Both boys and girls generally liked not having goalies
(question 3). The teacher explainedihat in a normal broom-
ball game only one or two goals were scored. However,
without goalies, (plus the other new rules), about 20 goais
were scored per game. It is felt that increased opportunities

--for suCcess experienges made the game more fun for the

It .is sigicant that in terms of improving the rules to make
them more fun only 4 out of 24 suggested not giving the point
away or not switching sides. It is also significant that none of
the players said they would not want to play broomball again
using the new rules.

The fact that' the children played the game and cooperated to
the extent that they tried to score even when the point was
going to the other team but the scorer was not going to the
other team, since his own team had more points, is quite
significant.

The previously mentioned observation that at the end of the
game nearly everyone carried a broom back to the school
indicated that regardless of the final score most of the
children felt like winners. Perhaps there was a positive feeiing
associated with both receiving and giving away a point.

Northern Acceptance

Cooperative rules, as applied to the game of reverse score'
broomball were quite well accepted by the sample of Indian,
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children from the Western Canadian Arctic. In particular the
females enjoyed the new rule.s and were quite positive in their
comments. It was felt by the teacher that, because of the
degree of acceptance by both the boys and girls he
would have the children play using these rules again. The
adult education teacher in the community was also quite
interested in having the adults play broomball with the
children using these rules. Unfortunately this was not done
before the. researchers left1the settlement. However, this does
point to an interesting feature of the rules. They tend to make
the integration of unequal players quite smooth. The rules
certaiply have potential for co-ed groups and when different
age groups are participating together,

The success of this pilot project in the N.W.T. suggests that
rule modifications in sports in the North should be examined
more thoroughly. The rules may be particularly useful in
community spdrts where participants of all ages can play
together. This in fact used to be an integral part of the
native culture. The acceptance of the rules also suggests
that similar rule modifications should be experimented with in
southern Canada. These results indicate that initially the rules
should be tried with either an all girls group or with a co-ed
group.

SOUTHERN REPLICATION

An attempt was made tt4 this cooperative game with
grade 7 and 8 students 4N) girls) who were attending
the University of OZtawa summer day camp. Reverse score
broomtiall was played indoors in the University arena. The
initial reaction of the Ottawa children to this game was
markedly different from that of the northern children.

Immediately after the new rules were introduced to the
children, remarks such as "that won't work", "what is the
point of the game", and "how do you win", were voiced openly
by several of the boys. In spite of their reservations concer-
ning the value of such a game, they agreed to try it. The game
began with an equal number of players on each side and
since neither team had a goalie, there was a lot of early
scoring. After 5 minutes of play, the yellow team was ahead
by 3 points and consequently had 3 extra players. Within
minutes the yellow team scored twice to even out the score
somewhat. As the game progressed the yellow team again
went ahead by 3 points, having had 'been scored upon 3
times. At this time (i.e. havinga several point advantage and
additional players), many players on the yellow team began to
stand arouhd rather than play the ball. Two boys on this team
decided to try to score on their own goal sO that they would
get additional points. The children seemed to perceive the
team with the most points as the "winning" team, even though
points were given to the team when it was scored upon and it
was actually.the weaker team.

_Some of the better playere scored three or four times and
were alternating teams regularly. One of them said thatte did
not know which team he was- really on. Another child
remarked that each person would only plaV for himself since
only he could benefit from scoring a goal (apparently
because he could go to the winning team)! It should be.noted
that very few of the girls complained about the game and
some of them seemed to enjoy it. However, many of these
children, particularly the more assertive boys, seemed to feel
that any game which did not offer one team (or individual)'a
chance to win in a more traditionally southern manner was "a
waste of time".

When we compare these observations to those of the
northern children, the extent to which competitive game
socialization has taken hold in southern Canada by 13 years
of age becomes apparent. The northern children's receptivity
to this -cooperative game seems to demonstrate a greater
willingness to cooperate and share. Perhaps it also indicates
an acceptance of playing for fun rather than an overconcern
with outcome.

A brief look at the questionnaire data presented in Table 1
shows that when children were asked what they thought of
the new rules, positive responses.were obtained from 85% of
the northern girls, 57% of the southern girls, 45% of the
northern boys and 9% of the southern boys. An obvious
difference is evident between boys and girls and northerners
and southerners. Fifty percent of the northern boys and 500/o
of the northern girls felt that these rules were more fun than
the regular ones, whereas only 18% of the southern boys and
43% of the southerh girls felt this way: In additicn twenty one
percent of the northern children felt that the best thing about
the new rules was the point going to the other side. No
southern children expressed this feeling. When asked if they
would like to play this game again, 38% of the southern
children said no. No northern children responded in this
manner.

It should be pointed out that when reverse score broomball
was played with a younger group of Ottawa children (i.e. 10
year Olds), they were much More receptive than their older
peers. For example 71% 'of the girls and 63% of the boys
responded positively to the new rules and 57% of the girls
and 45% of the boys felt these rules were more fun than the
regular ones. When asked if they Would like to pla9 this game
again, only 11% indicated that they would not like to.
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table I - Childrens evaluation of the new rules:

A comparison of northern and southern grade 7 and 8 student responses

1. Mist did you think of those rules ?

Positive
response
Negative
response
Neutral
response

Northern Children
84.6% girls
45.4% boys
15.4% girls
54.6% boys

0.0%
0.0%

2. How much fun was it to play using these new rules compared to regular rules ?

More fun

Less fun

Same amount

Northern Childreh

50% girls
50% bojts
21% girls
21% boys
29% girls
29% boys

3. What is the best thing about the new rules ?

No goalie
Changing sides
Point to other side
No body checking
Like nothing

4. Do you think you would ever

Yes
Maybe
No

Northern Children
50% boys & girls
12% boys & gii Is
21% boys & girls

5% boys & g irls
0%

Southern Children
57.1% girls
9.0% boys

28.5% girls
72.7% boys
14:2% girls
18.1% boys

Southern Children
42.8% girls
18.1% boys

28.5% girls
72.7% boys
28.5% girls
0.0%

Southern Children

33% boys & girls
16% boys & girls

0%
0%

33% boys & girls

want to play using these rules once everyone was used to them ?

Northern Children

33.3% boys & girls
67.6% boys & girls

0% boys & girls

5. What was the worst thing about the new game ?

Males
.Females

Giving Point Away
63%
33%

Everything
Males 54%
Females . 42%
14% of fernaleg didn't understand the rules.

Southern Children

5% boys & girls
55% boys & girls
38% boys & girls

Northern Children
Switching Teams

9%

0%

No Goalie
18%
17%

Southern Children

No Goalie
9%

0%
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No Reply
27%

0%

, Nothing
904.

50%

Nothing
9%

42%
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6. What changes could we make in the new rules to make it more tun ?

Northern Children
Nothing 69% girls (8)Nothing 18% boys (2)
Have goalies 36% boys (4)
Team that scores.gets a 7% boys (1)
player from other team

,18% boys (2)
Don't give 15% girls (2)

Southern Children
57Wgirls (4)
0% boys
0%

0%
0%-

14% girls (1)point away 0% boys .0%Don't switch '18% boys (2) 0%sides 0% 0%: Don't change point , 9% boys (1) 0%& side on tjerialtyshot .0% 0%No face off 9% boys (1) 0%,
:No body .7% girls (1)

0%.

0%checking 0% 0%No, lifting 7% girls (1) 0%the ball
'0°/8 0%Change rules

back
0%
0%

.45% boys (5)

Don't know A 45% boys (5)0%t 28% girls (2)

CLOSING REMARKS

During the summer of 1975, a series of cooperative games'were tested with' elementary school age children in theOttawa area, which expanded upon some' previous work inthis area (ORLICK, 1975). With respect to the cooperativegames tested thus far' three points are evident :
1) the younger the group the more willing they are to acceptcooperative games,
2) females are more receptive to cooperative games thanmales, and,
3) cooperaiive games become more acceptable withrepeated lexposures.

In addition, the present studi, indicates that,native northernchildren are more recwtive to cooperative games than
southern children in the same grade level. The acceptance orrejection of cooperative games appears to reflect the degree.
Of conditioning to the competitiye ethic. .

Cooperative games, such as, the one presented in this paper,would appear to.have great potential value for assessing pastconditioning with respect to competitive or cooperative
behavior. Upon introduction of a game, through behavior
observations, one can immediately see and hear a child's
rejection or willingness to aecept the cooperative conditionsof the game. Cooperative games, which are less dramatic
than reversing scores, also have the capacity to elicitcooperative behaviors ((MUCK, 1975). In addition,
cooperative or semi-cooperative games have the potential to
m'eet the needs of those segments of our population whose
needs.are not *being met through competitive dames. This is -certainly an area worthy of fuyther investigation.
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HIGH PRESSURE COMPETITION AND ITS EFFECTS

Dr. J. H. Duthie
A; M. Gut !motto
Faculty of Human Kinetics and
Department of Psychology
University of Windsor

The age of ?!quarius is the age of organized athletics and high
mass consumption (ROSTOW, 1971). What was sport is now
athletics, recognized to be a marketable commodity
providing occupation for thousands, entertainment for
millions, and millions for those entrepreneurs providing such
entertainment. It is reported, for example, that 100 shares of
Maple Leaf Gardens stock, worth $100 in 1936, would today
sell for almost $19 000 while the City of Toronto supports a
minor hockey organization (Metropolitan Toronto Hockey
League).which, in the 1975-1976 season enrolled.over 8 000
youngsters : youngsters who clearly feel :themselves to be
engaged in a work-like activity. Two twelve year olds recently
sued .the MTHL on the grounds that Metropolitan League
action had "prejudiced their professional prospects". One
result has' been that all over Canada, parents are seriously
concerned with the loss of playfulness and increase in
.hostility found in many minor sports such as hockey and Little
League baseball. In this climate of opinion, the Windsor
Minor- Hockey and Little League organizations in 1972 con:
tacted the Sports Institute for Research of the Faculty of
Human Kinetics at the University of Windsor for assistance.
From this initial approach stems the many studies carried out
-by SIR/CAR under the direction of Drs. DUTHIE and MORIARTY
and in particular the Citizenship, Sportsmanship and
Manhood study (1974) supported by a grant from Canada
Council (grant #572-1768). In this study, many of the facets of
Little League as played in the Windsor area were in-
vestigated, the goals and objectives of sub-organizations
were carefully analyzed while parents, coaches, fans and
participants were contacted, interviewed and responded to
questionaires of various sorts. The information gathered was
fed-back to officials, executive and parents in a series of face-
to-face interactions at all levels so that incongruities between
objectives and intents and what ensued could be clearly
recognized. In a practical field situation the complexity of
human interactions, both intentional and unintentional were
analyzed and discussed.

.Discrepancies were seen between regular House League
situations and the championship or All Star playoff situations.
During League play, in House League situations, the
observed behaviour was one Of cooperation and good-will
between competiqg teams and between spectators of the
competing teams. Generally, the main behaviour emitted by
soectators cOuld be classified as encouragement and there
was little or no observable hostile reiction at any of the
Interaction points observed. During playoff time, this mood,
under the influence of the high pressure competition,
changed. The shift towards a semi-professional or athletic
orientation was associated with a diminution of playful
behaviour and an increase in winning as an institutionalized
exoeciation. The facial expression of players altered, along
with the expressions of participating members of the team
sitting on the bench. The prof essionalization of sport begins
with the transformation, in STONE's terms, of play into work
(1972). Harassment of officials was recorded as increasing
along with disparagement of opposing partic'pants. Clearly
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two divergent socio-psychological models were perceived.
On the one hand, we had play, a baseball situation involving
House League participation and on the other, playoff All
Star baseball, clearly perceived as a different situation in
which different behaviours were role modelled. For this
reason, a study was designed to test the differences between
House League and All Star identification classes in a
stimulus-ambiguity situation. Binocular rivalry, as described
by ENGEL (1961), is a form of stimulus-ambiguity in which the
rivalry is induced by means of a steroscope which allows for
the simultaneous presentation of two different images to the
monocular field of the obseryer. In this study, the unstruc-
tured stimulus situation consisted of 1 hostile and 1 non-
hostile athletic picture being tachistoscopically presented to
Little League participant subjects. In stimulus-ambiguity
situations, as in binocular rivalry, perceptual response relies
upon the functional value of the stimulus to the Perceiver.

From KILPATRICK's (1951) transactional theory of percep-
tion, the dominant image emerging from the rivalry field will
be that stimulus which has the greatest value or meaning for
the observer. Lacking relevant meaning, the non-dominant
image will be suppressed either completely or partially
(ENGEL, 1956). Due ,to different demands made in the Little
League situation. on participants, it is posited that All Star
players will become rnore ego involved with or lamilar with
hostility than House League players. The selectiveprocess of
visual perception then relies upon the All Star subject being
more receptive to hostile stimuli than league subjects.
Response differences in the-bfkalar rivalry situation are
thus seen as a function of the individual subject's identifica-,tion class.

Identification class differences arise, if and only if, individuals
have some symbol by which they represent this identification
class to themselves (LaFAVE, HADDAD and MARSHALL,
1970), Sub-cultural factors associated with hostility in athletics
may become the symbol by which House League and All Star
identification classes are able to recognize themselves. In this.
study, the main research hypothesis was that. a subject's
identification class (All Star or House League) would provide
the basis for resolution and, hence, the perception of certain
hostile athletic stimuli in a binOcular rivalry situation. Given
such perceptual selectivity, when hostile and non-hostile
athletic slides serve as stimuli, it was posited that regularities
of perception in regard. to hostile slides would demonstrate
membership of a different identification class. Method : each
League and All Star identification class was represented by
13 volunteer subjects divided into control and experimental
groups. Both groups were tested before and after the
treatment condition : All Star Play.

Paired with six hostile athletic stimuli, showing Scenes from
baseball, surfing, rodeo, football, hockey and tennis were six
non-hostile athletic stimuli representing matched activities
previously so categorized by a panel of judges. Subjects
viewed each stimulus pair through a modified steroscope
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capable of inducing a binocular rivalry situation. In the
process, eye dominance was tested and any possible eye
dominance effect obviated by repeated presentation to the
right and left monocular fields.

Verbal response by subjects to each stimulus pair were
recorded as an indication of binocular resolution and hence
stimulus dominance.

Transactional functionalism interprets perception according
to the factors of fainiliarity, significance and meaning of cues
(KILPATRICK, 1961). The more significant 'stimuli are those
most readily perceived in ambiguity situations. Both ENGEL
(1956) and BAGBY (1957) demonstrated that meaningful
cues are those which determine the dominance of stimuli
during monocular rivalry situations. PETTIGREW, ALLPORT
and BARNETT (1958) showed that responses linked with
heightened concern and involvement in relevant issues
based Upon cultural inemberShip, particular expectancies,
and attitudes, played an important part in binocular resolu-
tion. In 1959, HASTORF and MYRO concluded that when both
monocular stimuli have definite meaningful content, what was
perceived was no longer a function, merely of formal stimulus
properties but that individuals resolve monocular rivalry in
terms of meaningful content.

Thus, all studies cited support the proposition that, in this
study, hostile athletic content served as meaningful. familiar
cues for members of the All Star identification class who
selected hostile athletic slides (H) as dominant over non-
hostile.,(NH) athlettc slides. House League subjects failed to
discriminate between the two types (H, NH) of slides in this
way. Many studies have indicated that sports involvement is
an important agency for sub-group socialization (HELANKO.

1957 ; LOSCHEN, 1967 : DUNLOP, 1971): Societal-
functionalism models which posit that an occurence does not
become an event until certain significance is given to it, clear-
ly are an exemplification of this process (NEISSER, 1966 and
GREGORY, 1970). In this study, social learning at House
League and All Star levels were shown to'be different in their
social learning effects. Boys who played at an All Star level
clearly became more ego-involved with their situation ; losing
a game was no longer an acceptable social norm, winning
had been institutionalized in that loss of a game disqualifies
an All Star team in the playoffs from further participation.
SHERIF and SHERIF (1969) concluded "for individuals highly
involved in an issue the threshold of acceptance for relevant
stimuli is heightened while the threshold of rejection is
lowered".
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The threshold of acceptance for the hostile athletic (H) stimuli
was influenced by the relevant cues provided in the All Star
situation. Familiarity with intrinsic and extrinsic reward
system associated with success and the negative reinforce-
ment and negative sanctions associated with failure add to
this perceptual framework. Hostile athletic stimuli transmit
relevant meaning to All Star identification class.

At the House League level, which excludes the playoff
situation, winning is less emphasized and has less social
importance. Participation is required by League rules and is
controlled by these (Little League Handbook and Manual,
1972). In the House League situation, there is less structure,
less emphasis on winning, more intrinsic satisfaction, less
spectator interest, with the result tnat relevant cues and role
models for hostility are less likely to be available.

The House League identification class consequently
perceived no significant difference between hostile athletic
stimuli (H) and non-hostile (NH) athletic stimuli.

Past experience and participation in high pressure competi-
tion at the All Star level was confirmed (P .01) by this group's
perception of hostile athletic stimuli (H) in the non-reactive
binocular rivalry situation. The advantages of this in

eliminating task demand characteristics (ORNE, 1962)
techniques mean that these results are much more likely to
be indicative of the psychological patterning which controls
behaviour (SHERIF and SHERIF, 1969). The hypothesis that
All Star players, as an identification class, resolve a binocular
rivalry situation in favour of hostile athletic stimuli was upheld
while House League players perceived no difference between
hostile athletic stimuli and non-hostile athletic stimuli. In the
identical stimulus situation created by this laboratory ex-
perience, boys exposed to House League play for the same
period of time as others who were exposed to a higher, more
intense form of competition, represented by All Star play,
perceived no differences. House League players have clearly
not been sensitized or habituated to hostility in sports
situations. The transactional functionalism model of percep-
tual response explains these differences in terms of sports
activity and the identification classes this engenders. From
this study we see that not only does high pressure competi-
tion as found at the All Star levels of Little League bring about
an organizational shift but it is also responsible for changes in
the psychological patterns of participants. In another study,.
COLBORNE (1975) using a Prisoners Dilemma approach,
found that athletes in a situation which could be perceived as
either competitive or cooperative were better able to adapt,
making competitive responses when it was to their best .
advantage to compete and cooperative responses when it
was to their best advantage to cooperate. This would seem to
indicate that children exposed to competitive situation
became sensitized to cues indicative of such situation and are.
able to make adjustments having perceived such cues.

In our study it was found that All Star competitors also learn
to make adjustments to their environment. Through high
pressure All Star competition the identification class was
'altered. The real life situation in which hostility is sanctioned
often contrasts with. a contrived laboratory situation, however
stimulus-ambiguity provides a relatively undistorted and
disguised technique of transfering similar psychological
conditions from the field to the laboratory. Future studies in
social-psychological research should strive towards this
multi-dimensional process which will yield the best results.
possible.
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EMOTIONAL AROUSAL
IN ATHLETICS:
NEW CONSIDERATIONS

Peter Klavora
School of Physical and Health Education
University of Toronto

INTRODUCTION

It has been generally accepted among sport psychologists
that well learned athletic performance, in essence, is action
requiring varying degrees of emotional arousal for optimal
performance depending upon the nature of the task confron-
ting the participants. On the basis of research and other
evidence, OXENDINE (1970) contends that a high level of
arousa/ is essential for optimal performance in gross motor
activities involving strength, endurance and speed, but it
interferes with performances involving complex skills re-
quiring fine muscle movements, coordinatn, steadiness,
and general concentration (Figure 1).

V.

Figure 1 - Optimum arousal level for some typical skills.
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It has not only been assumed that the emotional arousal level
for optimal performance varies depending on the particular
sport, but that the optimal 'execution of different skills
involved in playing a particular sport may also require
different 'arousal in performers (OXENDINE, 1970 ; SINGER,
1972). The game of football is given as an example. Accor-
ding to OXENDINE (1970: 28), this game "... is so varied and
complex that optimum emotional arousal for the different
skiHs may vary from near the norm line to extreme high
levels".

In this context, then, ideally different levels of arousal would
be needed for players assigned to different positions if they
were to perform optimally, i.e., as expected or outstanding. It
is beligved,. for example, that if guards and tackles are to
exhibitspeed and power most effectively in blocking the
individual straight across the line, they would have to be
aroused to the highest possible degree. Therefore, these
athletes should be found at the high end of the arousal scale
(Figure 1). At the lower end of the scale, OXENDINE depicts
the field goal kicker who would probably perform best if he
was calm and relaxed and would focus his attention on the
task_ athand-and thus Wave the accurate and rather delicate
response necessary for success. Since other football skills
require a combination of these se'Veral factors, they fall
somewhere between the two extremes as speculated by
OXENDINE (Figure 1),

Optimal performance of different motor tasks, however, may
not be the only variable requiring different levels of arousal.
According to OXENDINE (1970 : 24), "... high anxiety versus
low anxiety..." may also influence the athlete's level of pre-
competition arousal. Although Oxendine does not define this
construct, it presumably refers to anxiety proneness or trait
anxiety, a generally acquired behavioral disposition. This
relatively stable condition of an individual is following the
Spielberger Trait State Anxiety Theory (SPIELBERGER,
1972), in distinct contrast to state anxiety which refers to
situationally: aroused transitory states. Pre-competition
emotional arousal of participants in athletics is one such
situationally determined transitory state. It occUrs in response
to a 'Very specific set of anxiety arousing stimuli, i.e., athletic'
competition. These transitory states can be, according to
SPIELBERGER (1972), meaningfully determined in terms of
individual self-reports about, the-- performer's feelings,
providing motivation Of the subjects to report accurately and
honestly and cooperation are assured and appropriate in-
strumentation is available. SPIELBEAG ER (1970) has recently
developed such an inventory, STAI (State-Trait Anxiety
Inventory), with two separate scales which measure state
anxiety and ,dispositional or trait anxiety. The inventory has
been considered to possess most impressive theoretical and
methodological credentials (LEVITT, 1967 ; MARTENS, 1971).
The test was therefore chosen to be used in the present
investigation of the validitY of the above stated popular
propositions regarding pre-competition emotional arousal
level of athletes as generally accepted by sport psych, '!otts.

2 2

THE PROBLEM

Although the notion that optimal performance of specific
tasks in athletics is associated' with different optimal pre-
game emotional arousal levels of performers has been widely
accepted, it has never been tested out systematically. The
present study was undertaken with ihe main purpose of
examining the validity of the two above stated propositions
stated by OXENDINE regarding the emotional arousal level for
the typical participant in athletics. More specifically, this
investigation was focused on examining 1. the possible
differences in pre-competition emotional arousal level of
football players assigned to different playing positions and
whose subsequent game performance was rated optimal ; 2.
the effect of trait anxiety on pre-competition emotional
arousal level of football and basketball players.

A second purpose of this investigation was to study the effect
of different athletic environments on emotional arousal .of
participants.

METHODS AND PROCEDURE

Subjects

Over 300 high school football and basketball players who
participated in the 1973/74 Edmonton Senior and Junior High
Schools' Football League and the 1973/74 Edmonton Senior
High Schools' Boys Basketball Leaguewere the subjects (Ss)
of this study. In football, ten teams, seven senior and three
junior teams, participated in the study. At the senior football
level, two city regional divisions, North and South, were
played. Since the investigator wanted to innIude only .those
teams from the two divisions that had a fair chance to make
the Playoffs the selection of three North side teams and four
South sichl teams was based.on the pre-season predictions of
the strength ;...! the teams by the coaches and sports writers in
the Edmonton daily newspaper, the Edmonton Journal. Thg
three junior football teams were included only because the
respective head coaches expressed interest in this research
and wanted to be included. In total, 15 senior and 15 junior. .
teams participated in the two leagues. In basketball, almost
all Edmonton tearns were involved since out of 16 competing
teams, 14 participated in the research.

Experimental instruments

The pre -competition emotional arousal of all Ss was
mea.7,1red by the SPIELBERGER STAI State Anxiety Inven-
tory 11e70). This scale consists of 20 statements (e.g., "I feel
:;elf-confident", "I feel nervous", "I feel jittery") that ask the S
to indicate how he feels et a particular moment in time (e.g.,
immediately prior to the gune); the S checks one of the
following : "not at all", "somewhat", "moderately so", "very
much so's. The trait anxiety of al; SS was measured by the
Spielberger STAI Trait Anxiety Inventory. The scale also
consists of 20 statements (e.g., "I take disappointments so

. ,
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keenly that I can't put them out of my mind") that ask the S to
report how he generally feels ; the S rates himself on the
following four-point scale : "almost never", "sometimes",
"often", "almost always".

The performance of each athlete was evaluated subjectively
by the respective coaches on the Coach's Performance
Evaluation Questionnaire of the Athlete (CPEQ).,The scale,
developed by the investigator on the basis of extensive
consUltation with many Edmonton coaches, includes three
ratings of individual performance : "poor or below his ability
performance" ; "average or close to his ability performance" ;
and "outstanding performance".

Experimental design

In football, the design of the study called ter repeated
administration of STA; state anxiety scale throughout the
playing season to all Ss in three different experimental
athletic enyironments which were either stressful or non-
stressful in nature : practice environment, regular season
competitive environment, and playoff competitive environ-
ment. There were eight regular season games played. In
contr'ast: the basketball data was collected starting at the
mid-point of the regular season with eight games remaining.

The criterion for a stressful condition was that the state
anxiety scale was administered to the Ss approximately one
half hour or less before the game in the locker room where
the Ss were changing. The test was administered for the most
part within minutes of 'actual competition. The criterion for a
non-stressful condition was-that the testing was done during
a practice session at least one week before any competitive
game situation. Generally, only two attempts were made to
secure practice state anxiety scores. Since some of the Ss
skipped practice on the day of the test administration, only
one practice state anxiety score was available onthese,Ss for
statistical treatment, STAI Trait anxiety scale was, however,
typically administered at regular team meetings in the
ciassiooM or locker room environment before commence-
ment of the regular season. The retest on trait anxiety scale
was administered to most of the Ss during the playing season
or immediately after the season.

After every game, the individual playing performance of all Ss
was rated by the respective coaches on the CPEO.

Although it was hoped to secure the information on state
anxiety of all Ss from all the games they played, this was not
possible to achieve. The most common reasons for missing
some data were : 1. S forgot to fill out the questionnaire ; 2. S
quit the team during the season ; and 3. ther,e was not
enough time to fill out the questionnaire. The following criteria
were used in selection of Ss for statistical analysis: Ss who
failed to obtain four or more state anxiety scores during
regular season and Ss who failed to qualify for the 'playoffs
were excluded from further research. Due to the single game
elirnination competition in the playoffs, one or more state
anxiety scores for each S were necessary it the S was to be
included in further analysis. The only exception to this were
Ss involved in junior football. None of the three teams
included in this research qualified for playoff competition ;

-therefore, only the effects of two experimental conditions on
state anxiety of these Ss were investigated.

On the basis of skill involved tor different positions in football
for the purpose of this study, seven groups were identified on
the basis of a study by 'WILLIAMS et al (1972): Group I :

offensive, defensive tackle ;. Group II : defensive end, offen-
sive center, guard and tight end ; Group III : defensive line and
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corner back ; Group IV ; quarterback ; Group V : defensive
half back, offensive half and full back, flanker, split end ;

Group VI : wing back, safety, wide receiver ; Group VII:.
Hcker.

Statistical iMalysis

When examining the possible differences in pre-competition
emotional arousal level of Ss assigned to different playing
positions in football, only the pre-competition emotional
arousal scores associated with optimal performance for each
S were treated statistically. These values were obtained by
averaging only those pre-competition state anxiety scores
which were associated with optimal performances, i.e.,
"average or close to his ability" or "outstanding" performance
scores. State anxiety scores associated with a "poor or below
his ability" performance were not considered in the analysis.
One-way analysis of variance was used for comparisons In
optimal pre-competition emotional arousal levels between
seven categories of football players as defined in this study,

For the purposes of this study, two trait anxiety groupp of Ss
were defined : high trait anxiety Ss (HT Ss) and low trait
anxiety Ss (LT Ss). These two groups were differentiated on
the basis of the mean trait anxiety comPuted for the respec-
tive groups of Ss examined in this study. Since some of the Ss
were retested on trait anxiety, the mean values were used in
statistical analysis.

When examining the effect of trait anxiety and experimental
conditions on emotional arousal.of all Ss, the Ss' mean state
anxiety values for each eiperimental condition were com-
puted. These mean state anxiety values were then treated
statistically with a series of two factor ANOVA with repeated
measures on one factor. Changes in mean state anxiety
values as a function of trait anxiety and experimental con-
ditions were also presented schematically.

All conclusionS of the study were based on the .01 probability
level of significance.
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RESULTS
e

The results presented in Table I show no significant
differenbe in optimal pre-competition state anxiety elevations
between differentsposItions played In the two levels of football
competition.

Table I - Summary of the analyses of variance of the effects of playing positions in football op optimal pre-competition arousal
level at two levels of competition.

Level Source of variance df. MS

Junior Between positions 6 167.45 1.94
High Within, positions 61 86.20

Senior Between positions 6 49.86 I :

High Within p itions 17 .1 9

Table II - Summary of the analyses of variance of the effects of the experimental conditions on pre-competition state anxiety
for high trait anxiety Ss and low trait anxiety Ss.

Level
and sport

Source of
variance df MS

Junior high
football

A-Trait (A)
Error (b) '

)
90

2,278.4
60.6

2,. . I ,

Conditions (C) 1 8,348.4 153
A x C 1 64.6 1.19
Error (w) 90 54.5

Senior High A-Trait (A) 1 1,472.8 15.04 '
football Error (b) 64 97.9

Conditions (C) 2 5.003.2 126.31
A x C 2 9.5 0.24
Error (w) 128 39.6

Senior high A-Trait (A) 1 4,199.0 35.14*
basketball Error (b) 94 119.5

Conditions (C) 2 2,915.9 95.31 '
A x C 2 0.6 0.02.
Error (w) 188 30.6

Significant ai .01 level.

The effects of trait anxiety and experimental conditions on
state anxiety, were evaluated in Table II. In Figure 2, changes
in state anxiety for HT Ss and LT Ss were plotted as a function

. of the experimental conditions at two levels of competition in
football and one level of competition in basketball. All graphs
demonstrate differences between the two groups of Ss with
the HT graphs running higher than LT graphs in all ex-
Perimental conditions. These differences were all significant
as indicated by significant F values for trait anxiety in Table I. 251
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Figure 2 - Pre-competition state anxiety scores for high trait anxiety Ss and low trait anxiety Ss as a function of the
experimental conditions.
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All HT and LT graphs do show a sharp increase in state
anxiety from their low in practice and level off at regular
season and playoffs (as indicated earlier, there were no
playoff scores available for junior football). These changes' in
state anxiety were all significant (Table II: all F values for
experimental conditions were highly significant) with the
significance lying between prattice and regular season. This
was also indicated by Scheffe's post hoc multiple comparison
analyses.

DISCUSSION

The results in Table I indicate no significant differences in
optimal pre-competition emotional arousal level in football
players who were playing different positions, suggesting tat
playing positions in football do not differentially affect
emotional arousal in the individuals playing these positions.
Thus, quite contrary to the popular belief, a quarterback, who
is usually somewhere in the middle of an emotional arousal
scale, could show similar elevations in pre-competition
emotional arousal prior to a game as a tackle or a field goal
kicker on the same football team who represent the two
extremes on such an emotional arousal scale. If differences
did exist in experiencing pre-competition emotional arousal
between positions, then the causes for these differences
would have to be found elsewhere.

When the effects of trait anxiety on emotional arousal levels of
athletes were studied, high F values were obtained (Table II)
indicating significant differences between HT Ss and LT Ss.
HT Ss involved in two levels of football and one level of
basketball experienced significantly higher elevations in pre-
tompetition emotional arousal than the LT Ss on similar
levels of competition in the two sports.

Similar differences in emotional arousal between the two
groups of Ss were also observed in a non-stressful athletic
environment, the practice. These differences were highly
significant and are shown in Figure 2. These results sup-
ported OXENDINE's proposition and confirmed the general
notion of other leading sport psychologists (CRATTY 1973,

25(i

SINGER 1972) that HT Ss are liablelo show higher elevations
in pre-competition emotional arousal than LT Ss. Further-

- more, these results were also in agreement with Spielberger's
Trait-State Anxiety Theory which predicts differences in state
anxiety in Individuals who differ in _trait anxiety__
(SPIELBERGER, 1972 : 44).

The fact that HT Ss are generally more prone to experiencing
higher degrees of embtional arousal than LT Ss suggests that
a LT anxiety quarterback will show only moderate or low
optimal pre-competition emotional arousal, whereas a HT
anxiety quarterback will in contrist experience high
elevations of optimal pre-competition emotional arousal. In
view of the results of this study, the performances of both j_T
anxiety and HT anxiety quarterbacks can be satisfactory,
despite the fact that they show differential levels of optimal
pre-competition emotional arousal as measured by an in-
trospective self-report on the Spielberger STAI State Anxiety
Inventory.

This finding is important and has significant implications
regarding the optimal pre-competition emotional arousal-
motor behavior relationship in physical.activity and athletics.
It indicates that aWerange of individuals, in terms'Of their
emotional arousal level, may perform well in tasks that
require rather delicate responses of fine muscle groups.
Traditionally, it has been assumed that only individuals who
exhibit low levels of emotional arousal would perform Well in
such tasks..

Similarly, a wide range of individuals, in terms of their
'emotional arousal level, may exhibit adequate performance
in tasks that require only brute strength and speed in
blocking or tackling. Traditionally, it fias been believed that in
these tasks only highly emotionally aroused individuals would
perform their tasks effectively. Thus, a low-strung guard, far
example, whose elevation in optimal pre-competition
emotional arousal is relatively low, may perform just as
outstandingly in- blocking as a high-strung individual perfor-
ming the same Lob, but whose optimal pre-competition
emotional arousal was significantly higher.
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Figure 3 - Reconsidered optimum pre-competition emotional arousal level for football
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Intuitively, thise findings make sense since many ex-
perienced coaches can point to great differences in pre-
competition emotional arousal as 'indicated by pre-game
overt behavior of various individuals playing the same
positions on the team and whose performances have been
outstanding or satisfactory. Thus, it seems, it is not the
requirement of different positions (or skills) in football that
mity differentially affect the pre-competition emotional
arousal of football players, but other variables such as trait
anxiety. This is shown in Figure 3. Extroversion, introversion,.
and experience may be, according to OXENDINE (1970),
additional factors that have such an effect.

In view -of the results of this study, the part of Figure 1
related to football skills would have to be reconsidered as
shown in Figure 3. It is possible, however, that football skills
are not sufficiently varied in their complexity as they have
been expeCted tb be, thereforeshowing no differences in pre-

competition emotional arousal between Ss playing these
positions. Other sports skills, on the other hand, may suf-
ficiently vary in nature and complexity and may very well
require varying degrees of emotional arousal of participants
in these skills. Further similar research in this area with
athletic teams playing different sports is needed to further
reveal the validity of OXENDINE's speculations.

2 5 7
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Furthermore, the results of this study indicated that athletic
competition is a stressful environment for the participants. It
evoked significant elevations in state anxiety immediately
prior to the contest. It was consistently observed that signifi-
cant rises occurred between practice and regular season, but
stabilized over the two stressful competitive conditions,
regular season and playoffs. This observation is in agreement
with previous research (GINN, 1959 ; JOHNSON, 1949, 1951;
KNAPP,. 1966 ; LAMPMAN, 1967 ; MILLER, 1960) whiOh
demonstrated changes in anxiety, emotional stresses, and
reactions in athletes in competition which were measured
with several different psychological instruments.

TUTKO has, speculated, on. the basis of clinical research, but
contrary to the results of this study, that "... the more crucial
the contest, the higher the degree of anxiety" (TUTKO, 1971 :
917). Intuitively, playoff competition may be regarded as a
more crucial contest than regular season competition
becauSe it decides the eventual winner. Every contest is
important and by losing, further competition is terminated.
Additionally; only the best teams remain and winning
becomes progressively more difficult. Therefore, the longer a
team (or a player) stays in playoff competition the greater, it
would appear, is the psychological threat of such competition
to the individual members of the team. The same reasoning
would apply to 'championship contests and tournaments. The,
results of thepresent study, however, contradict TUTKO's
speculation, since state anxiety in senior high school football
and basketball where playoffs occurred did not demonstrate
any Changes from regular season competition to playoff
competition.

To reconcile the obvious disagreement between the results of
this study and TOTKO's speculation, another variable. playing
performance of the athlete in such psychologically intensified
conditions, has to be introduced. The most popular concept
to explain the relatianship between anxiety and motor perfor-
mance in athletics has been the inverted U concept (CRATTY.
1973 ; OXENDINE, 1970: SINGER, 1972) which has in turn
been explained in terms of 'Duffy's arousal theory. These
theories suggest that there is an optimal activation or
emotional arousal point (or possibly a range) at which an
individual performs well. When one experiences a higher or .
lower activation level which obviously differs from the optimal
level, then the performance of this individual is impaired.
Theoretically, then, .although elevation in state anxiety in
playoffs and other championship competitions over and .
above the optimal level required by the inverted U hypothesis
is quite possible, it is elevated at the expense of a decrease in
performance. The results of, this study suggest that the
relationShip between pre-competition state anxiety and per-
formance of athletes is a stable one. Once it is established
during the regular season, it is maintained throughout
playoffs. This finding is thus in disagreement with TUTKO's
Speculation and agrees with SJNGER who states.that ... the
highly proficient athlete is one who demonstrates not only
superb skills, but -also emotional control under all sorts of
circumstances" (SINGER, 1972 : 125).

It is interesting to note that the vertical differences in state
anxiety between the LT Ss and HT Ss in Figure 2 remained
very stable. In a competitive situation both groups' state anxiety
increased by the same amount on the state anxiety scale. It
could be argued that since the HT Ss did, throughout the
competitive season, remain on the respective teams, they
must have performed most -of their assignments satisfactori-
ly. This indicated tnat an increase in state anxiety from its
practice level was preferable for both groups, LT Ss and HT
Ss, in a competitive sitdation. This agreed with Singers state-
ment that "... a certain amount of anxiety acts to prepare the

athlete for competition" (SINGER, 1972 : 127). The practical
implications of this observatiOn are important, because it is
generally believed that HT athletes are easily aroused and In
competition tendto be over-aroused, whereas the opposite le
true for LT Ss. Therefore, HT Ss have to be calmed down and
LT Ss have to be activated for the purpose of bringing both
groups to an optimal level fof an optimal performance
(SINGER, 1972 : 127). The fact that HT Ss did stay on the team
suggests that their perfofmanCe was not Impaired by
elevations in state anxiety prior to competition. On the
contrary, they performed just as well as did LT Ss. This
suggests that LT and HT Ss do not follow the same inverted U
curve as has been traditionally assumed, but that there are at
least two such 6urves, one for the HT Ss and one far the LT
Ss. The two curves are placed at different levels on a state
anxiety scale continuum. Thus, different pep talks, one for
the LT Ss and one for the HT ss, as often suggested in
athletics, would eern to be redundant. However, this dOes
not imply that an ver-excited athlete performing very poorly
is not a possibility. This athlete would, of course, have to be
approached on an individual basis.

Two methodological aspects of the study, definition of the
emotional arousal and subjective performance evaluation of
football players, need clarification at this point. The fact that
Oxendine's emotional arousal refers to changed
.physiological conditions of performers, whereas in this study,
emotional arousal has been defined phenomenologically-in
terms of the Spielberger Trait-State Anxiety Theory, may
seemingly cause a methodological problem and thus reducek,
the validity of the findings. However, this problem is over-
come by the fact that both OXENDINE and SPIELBERGER assu-
me very close association between physiological (changes in
heart beat, respiration, galvanic skin response) and
phenomenological (feelings of tension, apprehension, anxie-
ty, excitement) aspects of emotional arousal changes of the
performers. Since both aspects form the twb sides of the
same phenomena, it doeS not matter which one is measured,
as long as accurate, valid and reliable test instruments are
being used.According toSPIELBERGER,transitorystates(pre-

'co mpetition emotional arousal is a transitory. state
phenomena) can be meaningfully determined in terms of
individual self-reports about the performer's feelings,
providing motivation of the Ss to report accurately and
honestly and cooperation are, assured and appropriate in-
strumentation is available. The Ss in this study were highly
motivated to participate in the research because of several
factors : 1. Most other rival teams were also participating in
the study ; 2. The responses were not exposed to their
coaches ; 3. Their coaches were also participating by
evaluating their performance after the game ; 4. The results
were made 'available,to them after the season. -

From the aforegoing, it is clear, that the STAI state anxiety
scale successfully measured the presence and strength of
state anxiety levels of Ss in non-stressful and stressful.
competitive athletic situations. When maintaining the concep-
tual distinction between state and trait anxiety. STAI seems to
be the only appropriate tool for research purposes, par-
ticularly- in investigations similar to the present one, where
measures of state anxiety were obtained repeatedly over
longer periods of time With the same Ss. According to Levitt,
"STAI is the most carefully developed instrument, from both
theoretical and methodological standpoints" (LEVITT, 1967 :
71). MARTENS (1971) has expressed simIlar satisfaction and_
has recommended the instrument in this type of research.
Furthermore, the test construction procedures described by .

the originators (SPIELBERGER et al, 1970) are highly
sophisticated and rigorous. The validating data on the STAI
preswted by SPIELBERGER et al (1970) are clearly in accord
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with SPIELBERGER's conception of Tralt-State Anxiety Theory,
The STAI state anxiety scale was designed to measure
specific situational anxieties and as such it has proved to be
very useful in studying the presence and strength of pre-
competition drOtional arousal in athletes, The STAI state
anxiety scale la brief, easy to adminitter and is recommended
for, repeated testings. This makes,the instrument particularly

,attractive for similar research in real life situations whereon in-
- I depth study of specific anxiety-arousing 'situations in corn-\

i petitive sports and their influence on motor behavior is
, investigated.

,..As to the completely subjective measurevof performance
of football players by their coa6es, It could be

erg, that it has many advantages I:IR:muse of the many
factors 'oPliNal d In each competitiveOtation which cannot
be evaluatea , such as the state of
conditioning (at the timt, is mad's), strength of
the opposing team, strategy employed, general health status,
injuries, field conditions, and other similar factors influence
every athlete's performance and cannot be included in any
objective measure devised so far. The coaches were well
qualified to make such an evaluation since they knew ,the
spârt, the Ss, and the conditions under which the evaluations
were made. Most evaluations were made after a videotape
analysis of the games played. It was felt that this was the only
possible and convenient way of repeated performance
evaluation of such a great number of Ss that would ensure the
coaches' cooperation.

CONCLUSION

OXENDINE's propositions reoarding differential effects of
playing positions on optimal emotional arousal of football
players, whose playing assignments differed, does not hold
forthe Ss in this study: More similar research in real life
situations would have to be completed before any valid
conclusions couli be drawn along this line for performing
athletes.

Other major findings and conclusiongof the study were :
1. High Trait Ss exhibited significantly higher state anxiety

levels than Low Trait Ss over all experimental conditions.
2. In response to the psychological stress associated with

athletic competition:state anxiety significantly increased in.
all So.-These significant increases in state anxiety occurred
between- practice and regular season athletic en-
vironments. Over the two competitive experimental con-
ditions, rebular season and playoff environments, state
anxiety showed stability at the senior level of competition.

3. STAI was successfully used in measuring the presence and
'strength of state anxiety levels of Ss in non-stressful
athletic environments.
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Over the past several years we have been investigating sport
competition as a social" psycholOgical phenomenon and the
anxiety frequently manifested when preparing to compete.
From our research we have the following developments to
report :

.1. A model for the study of the competitive process.
2. A theory of competitive stress.

3. The delineation of the construct competitive tra-lt anxiety
and the development of an inventory (SCAT) to assess this
construct,

4. Empirical research that validates SCAT and investigates
. state anxiety during the competition process.

In the following sections of this abbreviated report we will
Summarize each of these four developments.
.

A MODEL FOR THE STUDY OF THE
COMPETITIVt PROCESS

. .

Elsewhere MARTENS (1975) has outlined in detail a four-
stage model for the study of competition as a process. The
stages of the mods, are the objective competitivksituation,
the .subjective. competitive situation, the responses and the
conseqUences of engaging in the competitive process. The
objective competitive situation refers to the actual physical
and social environment that exists in reality end which must
contain the stimulus properties essential for Competition to
be initiated. Our working definition of the conditions essential
for an objective competitive situation to exist is: a situation in
which the comparison Ot an individual's performance is made
with some standard in the presence of at least one other"
person who is aware of the criterion for comparison and can
evaluate the comparison process.

How, the person perceives, accepts, and appraises the
objective competitive situation is termed the subjective
competitive situation. The subjective competitive situation is
determined then by an interaction between the objective
competitive situation and attributes of the person i.e.,
those attributes affecting perception. Competitive trait anxie-
ty is one personality disposition that we have investigated to
determine its influence on the subjective competitive situa-
Hon. '
The third Stage of the rriodel is how the person responds
'which is largely determined by the subjective competitive
situation. The major response of interest in our resarch herk,
has been state anxiety, and in some cases Motor perfor-

. mance and satisfaction. The final stage of the competitive
process is the consequences arising from the comparison
process.

,

The value of this model of competition lies in its delineation of
the components involved in the process and how different
variables affect the interrelationships among these com-
ponents. The distinction between the objective and subjective

competitive environment is most important and has been
Ignored in most previous competition research,

A THEORY OF COMPETITIVE STRESS
The objective of the theory of.competitive stress is to predict
the levels of state anxiety (A-state) among different people.in
varying competitive situations. The theory is based on the
competitive process model (MARTENS, 1975),
SPIELBERGER's (1972) trait-state theory of anxiety, and
McGRATH's (1970) conceptual model of stress.

Threat is an important construct in the theory and is defined
as the perception of psychological or physical danger. In
competition the degree of threat is theorized to be a function
of the uncertainty (U) of the outcome'and the importance (I) of
the outcome. U isdetermined by an estimate of the probabili-
ty of success (Ps). U Is maximum when Ps = .50 and
decreases as Ps increases in its deviation in either direction
from .50 Ps Is determined by the participant on fhe basis of
the content and availability of information about the dis-
crepancy between (a) the standard in the, comparison
process and self's ability, (b) the self's ability and actual
performance, and (c) actual performance and performance
outcome.

I is determined by both the intrinsic value of the outcome, or
incentive value of success (Is) and the extrinsic vim of
succe,ss (Es). Thus I = Is 11' Es. As the Ps increases Is
decreases, or :

Is = 1.0 -Ps
Disregarding Es, threat (T) is a multiplicative function of Ps
and Is.

.T = f (Ps x Is)

That is, as the product bf the Ps X Is interaction increases it
causes increases in the probability that the situation is
threatening. When Es is constant in the competitive process,
threat is highest when Ps = .50 (maximum uncertainty).
E5 combines with Is to determine the total. value of I. Thus
threat In a competitive situation is theorized to be:

T = f [U X (Is X Es))
Or,

T = f (U l)
As the value of (U x l),increases, it increases in the probability
that the situation is threatening. AS threat increases, it causes
increases ih A-state. Thus the theory of competitive stress
may be expressed as:

A-State = f (-6-= (U X;I)

COMPETITIVE TRAIT ANXIETY AND SCAT
Competitive trait anxiety is a construct that describes in-
dividUal differences in the tendency to perceive competitive
situations as threatening and to resp od to these situations
with A-state reactions of varying intensity. The theory of
competitive stress predicts that persons higher in competitive
A-trait perceive .more competitive situations as threatening.
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'and/or more threatened in a competitive situatiOn. than
persons with lower levels of competitive A-trait.

The Sport Competition Anxiety Test (SCAT) was developee
for the purpose of providing a reliable and valid instrument
for measuring competitive A-trait. Both a child and adult form
of SCAT were developed and involved testing over 2 500
persons. Item discrimination, reliability, and internal MI-
sistency of SCAT exceed subatantially normal test construc-
tion standards. The content validity of SCAT was judged high
by six experts rating the items.0 Concurrent validity was.
determined by correlating other personality tests with SCAT.
Moderately positive correlation coefficients were obtained
when SCAT was correlated with other non-specific *reit
anxiety scales. This proiided evidence that SCAT -V,3S
measuring an anxiety component but not the same cunstruct
as the general trait anxiety scales, Other personality scales
correlated with SCAT as predicted from knowledge about the
relationship of these constructs with anxiety.

Reliability, internal consistency, content and concurrent
validity are necessary qualities of a personality inventory, but
in addition an inventory must have predictive and construct
validity. In the remainder of this report some of the research
which has examined the predictive and construct validity of
SCAT is presented.

PREDICTIVE AND CONSTRUCT VALIDITY
OF SCAT

.Experimental StucHes of Competitive Trait Anxiety
as a Predictor of State Anxiety Prior to,
During, and After Competition

Two experimental studies assessed the effects of competitive
trait anxiety (A-trait) and competitiOn outcome (success-
failure) on state anxiety (A-state) prior to, during, and after
competition. Both experiments served two purposes. The first
purpose was construct validation of SCAT by assessing
whether differential levels of A-state were manifested by
high- and low-SCAT persons when in a stressful competitive
situation. Previous findings in the general anxiety literature
have evidenced consistently that high trait anxiety individuals
exhibit higher A-state levels than low trait anxiety individuals
when confronted with psychologically stressful situations.
Therefore, it is hypotnesized that high SCAT persons
evidence higher A-stat3 than low SCAT persons when in a
stressful competitive situation.

The second purpose was to examine the influence of com-
petition outcome as well as the interactive effect of SCAT and
competition outcome on A-state. Based on previous
research it was hypothesized that state anxiety decreases
with success and increases with failure. In addition, the
interaction hypothesis stated that high trait anxiety in-
dividuals evidence hig her. levels of state anxiety than low trait
anxiety individuals after failure and lower levels of state
anxiety, after success.

The design for Experiment I was a SCAT X Success-Failure
(2 x 3) factorial. SCAT was administered several weeks prior
to the experimental phase to 306 ten- to twelve-year old
males. Forty-one subject3 from the upper quartile (high
SCAT) and 42 from the lo'wer quartile (low SCAT) on SCAT
were selected and randomly assigned to one of the following
three success-failure groups : (a) win 80% of the contests
(W;)); (b) win 50% of the contest W); (c) win 20% (W20).-

A-state was assessed by the Spielberger state anxiety inven-
tory for children (SAI-C) and by calmer sweating. The initial
A-state assessment was made after an eight-minute rest
period and prior to entering the testing area. A-state
assessments were also made immediately Prior to competi-
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tion (pre-competition), after competition (post-competi-
tion), and after the final debriefing (coat-debriefing).

Experiment H involved the addition Of a sex group factor and
a fourth no competition control (NC) success-failure condi-
tion. The design was a Sex X SCAT k Success-Failure (2 X 2

x 4) factorial. Following similar procedures and using the
same age group as Experiment I, SCAT was administered to
490 males and females with 45 male and 45 Jemale high
SCAT subjects and 45 male and 45 female low SCAT subjects
t)eing selected for further testing. An equal number of sub-
jects of each sex were randomly assigned to the four success-
failure'groups. State anxiety was assessed by the SAI-C and
by a linear slide device. A scale, labeled from 7 50 (calm) to
+ 50 (nervous) was located behind a metal slide and the sub-
jects moved to a pointer attached to the slide handle to the
number on the scale depicting how they felt. The initial
A-state SAI-C measure was administered at the same time as
SCAT and the initial 'A-state slide measure was assessed
prior to entering the testing area. Both a-state measures
viiv taken during pre-competition, after ten contests (mid-
com petition), and during post-competition.

The remaining procedures for the two experiments- were
almost identical. The experimental testing was conducted in a
mobile van parked on the school site. Subjects competed on
a complex motor maze task for 20 contests via a purported
computer hookup with a bogus opponent at another school in
a similar van. Success-failure was manipulated by the ex-
perimenter and evaluation potential was maximized through
instructions, knowledge of results, and emphasis on 'the
subject's ability as the primary determinant of the outcome.
Subjects were carefully debriefed the termination of both
expenments.

Similar analysis technues including univariate analysis of
variance, multivariate analysis of covariance, and multiple
regression Were performed on the data from both ex-
periments. The SAL-C results were generally consistent for
both experiments and the SAI-C and linear slide results were
cOnsistent for Experinient II. The calmer sweat results were
disappointing and not very informative.

The findings supported the first two hypotheses. High SCAT
persons evidenced higher A-state than low SCAT persons
when in a stressful competitive situation by generally no
differences were found in non-competitive situations.
Success-failure was found to be a strong situational Jactor
affecting state anxiety with failure experiences significantly
increasing A-state and success experiences significantly
reducing A-state. Finally, the predicted SCAT x Success-
Failure interaction did not materialize. The results indicated
that the immediate situational success-failure factor was
stronger than the dispositional SCAT variable. In sum, the,
results add construct validity to SCAT and further evidence
that its primary purpose is to identify persons who manifest
differential' anxiety levels when confronted with a stressful'
competitive situation.

Field Studierkof Pre-Competitlon
State Anxiety

The validity of SCAT as a predictor of pre-competitive A-state
wris assessed in a field setting with three separate samples of
anletes. Individuals identified by SCAT as high in competitive
A-trait were hypothesized to perceive cittri.petitive'situations
as more threatening and to respond wOr higher levels of A-
state than individuals identified as low in competitive A-trait.
High and. low competitive A-trait persons were not expected
to differ in A-state in non-competitive situations. The
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relationship - between competitive A7trait, as measured by
SCAT and A:state, as measured by SPIELBERGER et al.'s
(1970) state anxiety inventory was investigated with five
women's intercollegiate volleyball teams (n = 52), United
States Military Academy instructional boxing classes (n =
115), and nine girls' interscholastic basketball teams (n =

137).

The volleyball teams, from five Illinois universities, were
competing at the state volleyball tournament. The initial A-
'state scale (A-state 1) and SCAT were administered to four of
the five teamithe evening before the tournament and the fifth
team completed the same two scales on the morning of the
competition. One pre-competition A-state measure (A-state
2) was obtained at courtside immediately prior to a game on
the first day of the tournament when teams were engaged in
round-robin pool play. A second pre-competition measure

. (A-state 3) was obtained during the second day of the
tournament immediately prior the either a quarter-final or
semi-final match.

The instructor of the boxing classes administered SCAT and
the non-competitive A-state measure (A-state 1) at the
beginning of a regular class in which a film was shown.
Pre-competitive A-state (A-state 2) was assessed immediately
before a competitive bout near the completion of the course.

The basketball teams completed the non-competitive A-state
measure,(A-state 1) and SCAT in an after school session at
least three days prior to their next game. A-state 2 was
obtained at courtside immediately prior to a regular season
game.

Data frdm the volleyball and boxing samples, which were
gathered before the basketball data, yielded only moderate
relationships between SCAT and pre-competitive A-states.
The correlation of SCAT with A-state in the volleyball sample
increased from A-state 1 (r = .18) to A-state 2 (r = .23), and
was statistically significant at A-state 3 (r = .37, p < .01).
Surprinsingly A-state did not increase substantially from A-
state 1 (41.06) to either A-state 2 (41.46) or A-state 3 (42.79).
Comparison with norms reported by SPIELBERGER et al,
11970) for college females indicated that even the A-state 1
mean of 41 was in the 759, percentile. Apparently, the
volleyball players' A-state levels were already elevated a day
prior to the tournament competition. In contrast A-states
observed in the boxing sample increased substantially from
A-statel (37,48) to A-state 2 (52.70). The correlation between
SCAT and A-state, however, increased only slightly from A-
state 1 (r = .35, p < .001) to A-state 2 (r = .40 p < .001).
Because certain items on Spielberger's A-state scale did not
appear to be directly relevant to competitive sport situations,
the A-state measure was modified following its use with the
volleyball and boxing samples. The modified A-state
measure, consisting of five activation items and five deactiva-
tion items, was developed from factor analyses of the
volleyball and boxing A-state scores and from subjective
nspection of the A-state scale. The modified scale was used

as the A-state measure with the basketball sample. Results
indicated that the basketball players increased. in A-state
from A-state 1 (18.44) to A-state 2 (27.96):' Furthermore, the
correlation of SCAT with A-state showed a marked increase
from A-state 1 (r = .25) bo A-state 2 (r = -.64). These results
were in accord with the hypothesis. SCAT was only
moderately related to A-state in the non-competitive situationbut in pre-competition (A-state 2) for which SCAT was
designed, SCAT accounted for 41% of the A-state variance.
The overall results from the three samples were mixed about
the ability of SCAT to predict pre-competitive A-state.
Evidence from the basketball sample, using the modified A-
state scale and better non-competitive measures, yielded the
strongest support for SCAT as a valid predictor of pre-
competitive A-state.

Predicting Pre-Competitive A-state
in Female Athletes

In order to determine the validity of SCAT an independent
measure of competitive t-trait was sought which could then
be compared with SCAT. In sport the assessment of com-
petitive A-trait is commonly done subjectively by the coach.
Coaches are generally quite confident in their ability to
evaluate player attributes, particularly such an important
factor as A-trait. Thus the correlation between SCAT and
coaches' ratings of player competitive A:trait was examined.
A moderately high correlation coefficient was expected which
would provide further concurrent validity for SCAT.

Sixteen intercollegiate women's volleyball teams participating
in the Illinois state tournament served as subjects. Subjects
completed the SCAT the first day of play during ten-minute
testing sessions. That same day each coach was ci'ven a
rating form for every girl and was asked to indicate how
anxious the athlete generally becomes when competing. The
correlation coefficients between SCAT and the ,coaches'
ratings revealed great discrepancies among teams, with
.correlations ranging from .57 to + .62. The correlation kir
all tems combined was .14.

As a result of the inconsistent findings from the volleyball
sample further consideration was given to the process by
which the coaches were asked to rate their players as well as
the manner in which SCAT was completed by team members.
Two methodological concerns were examined. First, several
cr, . r`.,es indicated that the question relating to the athletes'
at.- Da '. was somewhat ambiguous ; a more precise

:nal definition was needed. Another factor was the
to.,1. (lent atmosphere and its effect on both the coaches
and players. Because of tournament scheduling both SCAT
and the coaches' ratings were' filled out at various times
during the tournament, with some teams completing the
forms prior to matches, some during lengthy breaks, and
some immediately after matches.

Based on the information from the first sample tested,
adjustments were made in testing procedures as well as the
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coaches rating form. In the second sample SCAT was
compared with Spielberger's Trait Anxiety Inventory and with
the coaches' ratings for nine high school girls' basketball
teams.

Subjects completed the two trait anxiety measures in after-
school sessions while coaches completed the coaches' rating
forms at the conclusion of the season. As a result of feedback
from the volleyball coaches, a revision was made on the

0 coaches' rating form utilized in the basketball study which
attempted to delineate more explicitly the possible emotional
states experienced by athletes. As a result of factor analytic
work on Spielberger's state anxiety questionnaire, five terms
defining high levels of state anxiety and five terms ctefining
low levels of state anxiety were used as the polarities on a
nine-point continuum. Coaches were asked to respond by
indicating their perception over the course of the season of
the athletes' emotional state immediately prior to competing.

Similar to. the results from the volleyball data, low correlations
were obtained between the coaches' ratings and SCAT (r =
.14 for all teams combined). Spielberger's trait anxiety
inventory also was not significantly related to the coaches'
ratings (r = .13 for all teams combihed). The relationship
between SCAT and Spielberger's A-trait was r = .44 which
corroborated 'other SCAT concurrent validity studies.

Two explanations -may account for the low correlations
between the coaches' ratings and SCAT. SCAT may be a
poor predictor of actual-competitive A-state. Alternatively the
coaches may be inaccurate in their perceptions of the
players' A-state as reported by the players. To determine
which explanation was correct each measure of competitive
A-trait was correlated with the players' A-state just prior to
competition. Using the concept of incremental validity, it was
hypothesized that SCAT would have the highest correlation

-coefficient with the players* A-state, the Spielberger's Trait
Anxiety Inventory would have a somewhat smaller cor-
relations coefficient, and that coaches' ratings would have
even a smaller correIati9p.edefticient with the players' A-state
scores. This hypothes0 was supported. SCAT was substan-
tially correlated pith the players' A-state (r = .64).
Spielberger's InvOtory correlated substantially less (r = .30).
and. the correl tion Coefficient for the coaches' ratings was
very 'low (r .12).

These trults clearly show that SCAT is a better predictor of
player's' A-state than a general trait anxiety inventory and
coaches' ratings of 'competitive trait anxiety.

Summary

Our research on competitive anxiety has emanated from a model of
competition and a theory of competitive stress. Almost all of our
research to date has been to establish a foundation (a theory) and the
tools (SCAT) for future investigation of competitive anxiety. The
evidence accumulated so far indicates that SCAT is a reliable and
valid instrument for assessing competitive trait anxiety. The theory of
competitive stress has not been rigorously tested as yet. (We have
some limited data to support the theory, although this evidence was
not included in this report.)
Our future research plans should be obvious. The theory of com-
petitive stress will be investigated. In addition our attention will be
directed toward understanding how persons who differ in com-
petitive trait anxiety differ in their behaviors in competitive situations
as the uncertainty and importance of the situation vary. In order to
improve our research capabilities we will need to continue to irnprove
our methods for assessing A-state. This means we will need a belter
understanding of the arousal mechanisms in the body and how they
affect covert as well as overt responses
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THE EFFECT OF AROUSAL
INDUCED BY COMPETITION ON
LEARNING AND PERFORMANCE
OF A MOTOR SKILL

Susan MOxley
'Janice Butcher
Dalhousie University

Competition frequently occurs during the learning and per-
forrnance of physical skills, however the effect of this variable
is empirically unclear. WANKEL (1972) summarized the
experimental evidence on the effects of competition, and
reported seven studies showing positive effects on perfor-
mance, three studies showing negative effects, and six
studies showing differential or nonsignificant effects. The
results are further confused by the addition of variables such
as achievement motiyation (RYAN and LAKIE, 1965) and sex
of opponent (FREISCHLAG, 1973).

There are three major theoretical positions which could help
explain the effects of competition on performance and,
learning if competition is seen as producing arousal. Accor-
ding to the "inverted-U" hypothesis, the effect of competition
will varywith the level of arousal induced by competition. If
competition leads to optimal arousal for the individual,
performance will be enhanced. If arousal is above or below
optimal, performance will be impaired. This hypothesis only
makes preciictions for performance (observable behavior of
short duration) not for learning (a rather permanent change
observable in performance following practice).

ZAJONC's (1965) drive theory suggests that arousal, In this
case produced by competition, will elicit the emission of
dominant responses. In an easy, or well-learned task, the
dominant response will be correct, so arousal should improve
performance. In a difficult, or unlearned task, the dominant
response will be incorrect, so arousal should impair perfor-
mance.

Consolidation thbory of learning has not been related to the
effects of competition, although it has been studied using
arousal. induced by shock (MARTENIUK and WENGER,
1970 ; SAGE and BENNET, 1973). This theory makes clear

distinctions between short-term effects' (performance) and
long-term effects (learning). According tO this theory,
enhanced arousal will facilitate learning because the neural
memory trace established by practice will be more !'robust"
under high arousal, and will produce improved long-term
memory (SAGE and BENNET, 1973). Both previous studies
that used arousal induced by shock reported no significant
differences between control and arousal groups on initial
performance trials, but found significantly greater learning for
the arousal group.

The present study was designed to determine the effects of
arousal induced by competition on the performance and
learning of motor skills. Three specific questions were,asked.

1. lioes coMpetition create arousal ? To determine this, the
State-Trait Anxiety ,Inventory was administered to
measure arousal levels.

2. Does corppetition influence the performance of learning of
a motor task ? To determine this, all subjects were brought
back 24 hours later and tested under the no-competition
condition.

3. Does the effect of competition vary with the difficulty of the
task ? To determine this, two levels of difficulty of the Fitts
tapping task were used in the experiment.

METHOD

Subjects

Ss were 28 undergraduate Physical Education students who
were randomly assigned either to the control condition

o(performance alone) or to the competition condition.

Apparatus

The tapping apparatus consisted of two metal plates
mounted on a wooden base, and a plastic-coated, metal
styliis. The plates were divided into target areas .(brass
Colored), and error areas (silver colored). Both sets of targets
had, a center-to-center distance of 10 in., with one set of
targets being once inch wide, and the other, 0.25 inches wide.
Both the plates and the stylus were electrically connected to
an electronic counter that recorded both the number of times
the stylus was in contact with the target and the number of
times the stylus contacted the non-target area.

The State-Trait Anxiety Inventory developed by SPIELBER-
GER, GORSUCH and LUSHENE (1970) was used to deter-
mine whether competition actually created arousal for the
Ss.

Procedure

The generat 'procedure for the Fitts tapping task was to tap
alternately between two targets as quickly as possible. A
ditficultV score for this task was calculated with the Fitts Index
of Difficulty (ID). This formula' ID = log2 (2A/W) takes into

. account the distance between the target centers (A) and the
target width (W) and produces an estimate of the amount of
information (in bits) processed in hitting one target.

To perform the tapping.task, S grasped the stylus in the right
hand and tapped alternately as quickly as possible between
the targets on the metal plates. Two sets of targets were used.
Both targets had a center-to-center distance (A) of 10 in. The
"easy" tapping task had a target width of one inch, producing
an ID of 4.3. The "difficult" tapping task had a target width of
0.25 inches, giving an IDof 6.4. Each S was given 15 trials on
Day 1 and 10 trials on Day 2. All Ss performed the first five
trials alone. Ss in the Control group continued to perform
alone throughout the remaining trials. Ss in the Competition
group performed trials 6-15 alternately with another S With
whom they competed, and returned to performing alone on
Day 2. The order of presentation of the easy and difficult tasks
was_balanced among Ss. The A-State Anxiety Inventory was
administered to all Ss following Trial 15 on Day 1. The A-Trait
Anxiety Test was administered prior to testing on Day 2.
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The datum recorded was the number of taps on target in 15
seconds. The datum analyzed was the amount of infortnation
processed ii 15 seconds, which was computed by multiplying
the number of taps by the Index of Difficulty. The data were
analyzed by a 3-way analysis of variance, the first factor being
Performance Condition (alone vs competitior), the second
being Task Difficulty (easy vs difficult) and the third, being
Trials (15 on Day 1 and 10 oh Day 2).

RESULTS

Anxiety Scores

To determine if there were, any differences between the
groups in "normal" anxiety levels, the scores of the A-Trait
Anxiety Test were compared. As may be seen in Table I, the
group means were very similar and were not significantly
different, t = 0.61, p .05. To determine the effect of compet-
ition on arousal, the scores of the A-State Anxiety Test were
compared. Contrary to expectation, the means were not
significantly different, t = 0.87, p .05.

Table I - Means and Standard Deviations of A-trait and A-state Anxiety Scores.

Group Mean SD Mean SD .

A-trait A-state

Contro' t n = 15) 38.1 8.96 44.4 13.02

Cor (n = 14) 39.4 7.75 40.9 7.04

t score .42 .91

Level of Difficulty

The performance level (number of taps per second) was
much lower in the difficult tapping condition (1.95) than in the
easy condition (3.73). In terms of information processed,
more information was processed in the easy condition
(16.03 bits/sec.) than the difficult condition (12.46 bits/sec.),
F = 113.97, p 7,05.

Performance Condition

Since there was a significant performance condition X trials
interaction (Fr= 2.36, p .05) these results are most easily seen
in Figure 1. The two groups (Competition and Control) were
not significantly different on the first five trials. From trial 10
through 15, the groups were significantly different. On Day 2,
there were no significant differences between the Competi-
tion and Control groups over the 10 trials. The means for
these trial blocks are shown in Table II.

2(3)
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Figure 1 - Mean number of taps in 15 sec. for Competition
and Control groups on Day 1 and Day 2,
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Table II - Mean Number of Taps for Blocks for Control and
Competition Groups.

behavicir while the Ss were competing (Trials 6-15 on Day 1).
If competition had enabled the Ss sornehow to learn to tap
better, this improved learning should have been eviOenced
by, I. igher tapping scores for the competitiOn Ss on Day 2.
This was not the case, since there were no- signh:cont
differences between. thetgroups on t'ay 2. These results wen:
contrary to prior findings (MARTENIUK and WENGEI-I. 1970 ;
SAGE and BENNETT, 19M) which indicated that arousal
influenced learning and not perforrnance. The major
differences between these studies and the present study
Were the methods used to induce arousal (shcck as opposed
to competition) and the methods used to analyze the data. It
seems possible, that shock induced a "negative" type of
arousal which depressed performance while it was pesent.
Performance came up 6 it, "true" level on Day 2 when no
shock was present. since SAGE and BENNETT (1973) did nor
analyze the actual performances on Day 2, it is possible that
their Arousal and ContrOl groups did not perform significantly
differentiv on Day 2.

In answer to the third, question. competition affected the
performance on the easy and the difficult task in the same
way. This was supported by the lack of a significant interac-
tion betwee n performance condition and level of difficulty.
These findings were contrary to ZAJONC's (1965) drive
theory predictions that arousal would improve performance
on the easy task, but impair performance on the difficult task,
since competition improved performance on both tasks.
There are two possible reasons for this finding. One is the
level and type of arousal induced by competition, and the
other is the nature of the task used in the present experiment.
It is possible that competition did not create the "correct"
type of arousal, or did not create a sufficiently high level of
arousal, to impair performance on the difficult task.

The alternative explanation is that the effect of competition or
arousal is specific to the type of task being performed. The
Fitts tapping task used in the present study is a highly 'motor
task, i.e., there is little to no cognitive involvement in perfor-
ming the task. The difficulty of the task is increased by
increasing the requirements on the motor system for aO-
curacy. It may be that increased arousal will positively
influence the performance of the motor component of skills,
Out negatively influence the cognitive component.
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CLASSICAL THEORIES OF EMOTION: HISTORICAL MILESTONES *

William F. Straub
Ithaca College
Ithaca, New York

The study of ernOtion is an interesting and fascinating area of
past and contemporary psychology. Unlike areas of scientific
inquiry it is beset with multi-dimensional problemsof defini-
tion, control, and interpretation of behavioral, physiological,
and situational variables. The fact that emotional behavior
has not been studied as scientifically or with the same
breadth and depth as other aspects of psychology attestO to
the complexities of the problem. For these and other
reasons, some authorities have suggested that emotion
serves no useful purpose in psychology and therefore should
not be studied systematicallY. The fact that emotion continues
to appear in the psychological literature discredits to some
extent this belief.

The study of emotion is as old as psychology itself. It seems
that man has always been' interested in his many and diverse
behaviors and has spent an inordinate amount of time trying
to untangle the ways in which he interacts with others and
with his environment. Charles DARWIN (1872), for example,
talked about the .innate determinants of emotional behavior.
He speculated that man's habit of curling the lips when
smiling is an evolutionary vestige from the carnivore's habit of
baring its teeth in rage (FANTINO, 1973). Darwin concluded
that much of man's repertoire of emotion behavior is in-
herited.

Even at the start of scientific psychology with the develop-
ment of the first recognized laboratory by Wilhelm Wundt at
the University of Leipzip in 1879, psychologists were still
preoccupied with the study of emotion through introspection.
In fact, WUNDT (1902), as cited by FANTINO (1973, p. 284),
formulated what he called a tridimensional view of emotion. In
his system, he speculated that there were three ways in which
emotions vary : .

(1) excitement-depression ;
(2). strain-relaxation ; and

(3) pleasantneSs-unpleasantness.

Since WA.:ttidt and his pupil, E. B. Titchener, were
associatOniSts And believed strongly in the use .of introspec-
tion, there wall tittle 'hard' data to support their beliefs.

Other Schasks of Wundt's era also studied emotion but with
the advent of behaviorism and the idea that psychology
should become more objective, the study of emotion
declined. However, a review of ancient and modern literature
will uncover the fact that it is permeated with descriptions of
emotional states (WOODWORTH and SCHLOSBERG, 1965).
And, the fact that emotion, despite the problem of studying it

.Appreciation is extended to Joan A. Finn for reading this
manuscript and providing the author with suggestions for revision
of the document. 267

objectively, has such wide application to a number of psy-
chological processes, e.g., learning, aggression, motivation,
and personality, makes it an important area of investigation
today.

The purpbse of this paper is to trace the historical milestones
in the study of emotion and show how various theoretical
positions have contributed to Our understanding of emotional
behavior. The coverage is not inclusive but selective of the
many and diverse ways which have been used to study
emotional responses in man.

EMOTION A DEFINITIONAL APPROACH
One Of the major reasons why psychologists .have not
uncovered more convincing evidence about emotion is that it
is so difficult, if not impossible, to define. The late Elizabeth
DUFFY (1934), raised the cogent question : Does the concept
of emotion serve a useful purpose in scientific psychology ?
The fact that Duffy spent most of her life studying various
aspectsof emotion, for example, arousal Of what she called
activation, indicates that she should have answered "yes" to
her own question.

There are many approaches to the study of emotion. And, the
definitions of the proponents of each approach reflect their
individual and collective biases. The behaviorists, such as
SKINNER (1953, 1974), avoid the definitional problem by
studying emotional behavior rather than emotion in and of
itself. In other words, the behaviorists ignore mentalisitc
concepts such as emotion tand focus directly on overt
behavioral responses to various stimuli.

Activation theorists, such as DUFFY (1941), R. B. MALMO
(1959). and D. B. LINDSLEY (1951), define emotion as: "an
adjustment made to a stimulating condition of such a kind
that the adjustment involves a marked change in energy
level" (DUFFY, 1941, pp. 292-293). More contemporary
definitions such as those by C. N. COFER (1972) and D. 0.
HEBB (1966) empha$irs the motwational properties of emo-
tion. Hebb, for example, zelie.ves that emotions are special
states of motivation. Johoi i. .:ACrzY (1965, 1967), a critic of
activation theory. congIuded That emotion is as difficult a
concept as can, be found in the psycho-physiological
literature. Cofer agrees with Lacey and suggests that there is
no satisfactory definition of emotion.

Psychoanalytically oriented psychologists, such as the late
Abraham MASLOW (1970) and Erich FROMM (1973), are
certainly not willing to accept Cofer's position. Since
everyone experiences emotiOn in one form or another, they
contend that most pschologists are not willing to sweep the
definitional problem under the rug. Therefore, dynamic
theories, such as those of FREUD (1925, as cited by
FANTINO, 1973) and more recently by P. T. YOUNG (1961),
focus on the hedonistic or self-gratification concept of emo-
tion. YOUNG (1961, p. 352) defined emotion as: "a variety of
affective processes distinguished from others as an acute
(brief and intense) affective disturb-ince."
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In a far more recent review, Karl PRIBRAM and Diane
McGUINNESS (1975) attempt to clarify the terms arousal,
activation, and effort. Relating these terms to recent
developments in neuropsychology and psychophysiology,
these authorities state that there are three separate, but
interacting, neural systems. One system, they claim, controls
arousal, which is defined as : "phasic physiological responses
to input" (PRIBRAM, etat, 1975, p. 116). The second system
controls activation, which they define .in "terms of tonic
physiological readiness to respond" (PRIBRAM, et. at., 1975,
p. 116); The third system coordinates arousal and activation
and is defined in terms of demanding effort.

In the opinion of this author there are still some problems with
the above definitions. That is, they are lacking in clarity. For
example, is it proper, scientifically speaking, to define such
concepts in terms of what they demand ratherlhan what they
are ? Pribram's, et. al., third system which coordinates
arousal and activation, is defined as'demanding effort. The
fuzziness of operational definitions lead to unclear research
findings.

The solution to the proble.m perhaps lies in the application of
operationalism. That ;is, a "statethent which reduces an
unobservable concept into a publicly verifiable set of
operations" (CORSO, 1967, p. 39). As indicated above, J. F.
Corso would suggest that terms such as emotion be
operationally defined in terms of overt changes in
physiological or behavioral responses. In a word, operational
definitions give concepts objective meaning.

This approach is certainly a viable one but there are s9I some
problems connected with it. First, in attempting to define
operationally the terms emotion or arousal it should be
pointed out that every stimulus does not arouse the same
feelings with comparable intensity in every person. Second,
there are wide lndividual differences in the experiential
effects of specific stimuli. For exatople, GROSSMAN (1967)
suggests, what he calls the pervasive influence of learning.
And, third, to complicate the problem even further, the so
called physiological correlates of emotion tell us very little
about the physiological processes responsible for the
emotional reactions (GROSSMAN, 1967). Obviously, as you
can see, the application of operationalism also has its draw
backs. Nevertheless, it is perhaps the only way researchers
can attack the underlying substrates of emotion. At least
operational definitions avoid the_problem of trying to study
the physiological basis of hypothetical constructs.

EARLY THEORIES

. As psychology emerged as a discipline, separate from
philosophy,, and physiology in latter half of the. nineteenth

century, it was defined as the descriptive science of con-
sciousness (BORING, 1950). Thus, the goal of psychology. at
that time was to study conscious experiences largely through
a process called introspection. Wundt in Germany and E. B.
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Titchener in the United States utilized introspection by
presenting stimuli so that observers could describe their
experiences. The basic idea at that time was to discover the
elements underlying various phenomena and formulate them
into laws. These laws were referred to as laws of association
(COFER, 1972). Thus, even as early as 1879, the study of
conscious processes or what was later on called emotion was
a dominant force in psychology. Perhaps the reason for this
development was that emotions are often linked to motiva-
tion. And, much of psychology since its inception has been
preoccupied with the study of what makes man behave as he
does.

The James-Lange Theory

The first major breakthrough in uncovering the complexities
of emotional behavior came about in 1884 when William
James presented his theory of emotion. James, the father of
functionalism, suggested that physiological changes were the
basis for emotional experiences. The perception _of these
bodily changes, James contended, was emotion.

A contemporary of James, Carl Lange, drew similar con-
clusions about the causes of emotional states and together
they formulated the classical James-Lange theory of emotion.
Figure 1 shows that receptors (R), such as the skin, pick up
stimuli and relay them to the cerebral cortex (C). The cortex
processes these stimuli and sends impulses to, the viscus (V)
and skeletal muscles (SKM) via nerve pathways. As indicated
in Figure 1, impulses may also originate in the viscus and
skeletal muscles and be 'sent to the cortex via nerve
pathways.

Figure 1 - The James-Lange Theory of Emotion. R refers to
receptor, C to the cerebral cortex, V to viscus,
SKM to skeletal nerve pathways, with the arrows
indicating direction of impulses. (From : C. N.
Cofer. Motivation and Emotion. Glenview,
Illinois: Scott, Foresman, 1972, p. 59).

James-Langb



Basitally, Lange's contribution was to point out to James the
importance of vascular changes such as blood pressure.
heart :.ate. anr vasodilation.

The Theory

Despite the wide acceptance of the James-Lange. theory, it
was not without -its critics. One of the foremost critics was W.
B. CANNON (1927). Cannon proposed an alternate theory in
which he described the role of the thalamus in the regulation
of emotion. As a result of this emphasis, Cannon's:theory is
referred to as a 'thalamic theory' or 'emergency theory' of
emotion. The theory was revised in 1934 by Bard and is now,
called the Cannon-Bard -Theory.

Like the James-Lange theory, Figure 2 shows that impulses
travel along sensory nerves to the cortex (C). If the stimuli are
of an emotion-producing variety, they can stimulate the
cortex to release the thalamus from the inhibition which the
cortex normally holds over it. Discharges by the thalamus go
to the cortex to produce emotiona, experiences. If the
stimulation of the thalamus is intense, inhibition can be
overcome directly and the t`-- 'Imus can discharge to the
cortex and to the viscera. Ca ,n and Bard speculated that
the sympathetic branch of the autonomic nervous system
could cause the discharge of sugar, augment respiration and
shift the blood distributio:i from the viscera to the heart,
brain, and skeletal musculature when some threat occurred
to the organism. The parasympathetic division of the
autonomic nervous system, Cannon said, inhibited bodily
functions under conditions of threat.

Figure 2 - The Cannon-Bard Theory of emotion. R refers to
receptor, C to the cerebral cortex, V to viscus,
SKM to skeletal muscle, Th to the thalamus, and
P to pattern. The lines represent nerve pathways,
with arrows indicating direction of impulses.
(From : C. N. Cofer. Motivation and Emotion.
Glenview, Illinois : Scott, Foresman, 1972, p. 59).

Thalamic

The theories of James-Lange and Cannon-Bard are referred
to as peripheral-origin theories of emotion because they
suggest that the regulation of emotion is in the periphery of
the organism, i.e., the viscera, the skin, the blood vessels.
Central approaches, rather than peripheral views, postulate
that the seat of emotion lies in the central nervous system. the
brain, and spinal cord. The first central theorist was J. W.
Papez.

Papez's Theory

Prior to Papez's contribution to the understanding of the
neurophysiological basis of emotion, the invention of the
electroencephalograph led to the irr -.portant discovery by
MORUZZI and MAGOUN (1949) that stimulation of the
reticular formation of the brainstem elicited the cortical
arousal response. Furthermore, additional support for the
regulatory role of the reticular formation came about from
research which showed that lesions in the brainstem reticular
activating system abolished the activation pattern in the
cortex. The lesions produced lethargy, apathy, and som-
nolence (GROSSMAN, 1967).

Papez was the first researcher to hypothesize a relationship
between specific cortical mechanisms, e.g., cingulate gyrus,
and emotion. Papez, an outstanding neuroanatomist, was
convinced that the expression of emotion depended on the
integrative action of the hypothalamus. Figure 3 shows that
Papez speculated that there were primative sensory centers
in what he called the subthalamus. Stimuli from the receptors

Figure 3 - Papez's Theory of Emotion. R, sensory receptor;
S th, subthalamic sensory receiving centers; AH,
anterior and medial hypothalamus; MB, mam-
millary bodies; A Th, anterior nucldi of thalamus;
CG, cingulate gyrus fc, cortex ; V, viscera ; SKM,
skeletal muscles. (From : S. P. Grossman, A
Textbook of physiological Psychology New York :
Wiley, 1967, p. 530).
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(skin, ears, eyes, etc.) reach the subthalamus where they are
relayed vie diffuse fibers to the anterior and medial portions
of, the hypothalamus. Path #3, Figure 3, is routed to the
mammillary bodies which also receive input from the cortex
Path #1 '). This input comes from the medial forebrain
bundle, the fornix and the Mammillary peduncle
(GROSSMAN, 1967): From the mammillary bodies stimuli
may follow one of two paths (#3 or #4"). First, it may proceed
via the mammillothalamic tract to the anterior nuclei of the
thalamus or it may proceed via Path #4 to the viscera and
skeletal musculature. Path #5 shows the transfer of input via
the thalamocortical tract to the cortex of the cingulate gyrus.
According to Paper, the Cingulate gyrus produces the ap-
propriate emotional reaction.

-

Despite the intuitive nature of Papez's theory, it did not
receive a great deal of support in psychology because his
findings were' not supported by behavioral data. However,
Papez's basic premise that the hypothalamus played a
significant role as an effector mechanism of emotional
ekpression led MacLEAN (1949) to develop his theory of
emotion. Incidentally, MacLean agreed with Papez's statement
that "only the cerebral cortex is capable of appreciating all
the various affective qualities of experience and combining
them into such states of feeling as fear, anger, love, and hate"
(as cited by GROSSMAN, 1967, p. 531).

MacLean's Theory

Basically, MacLean's (1949) views differed from Papez's in
that he de-emphasized the role of the cingulate gyrus. He
emphasized in his theory that the hypocampus and the
amygdaloid complex were largely responsible for the subjec-
tive experience of emotion. The cingulate gyrus, according to
MacLean, was a visceromotor center which integrated
various autonomic and somatic motor responses.

Unlike Papez, however, McLean failed to spell out the specific
course of events from the reception of an emotion-producing
stimulus to the eipression of emotion. Furthermore, although
Papez's explanation was particularly appropriate at the time it
was made, both MacLean's and Papez's theories proved Jo
be untenable by modern _day standards,Research has shown
that the physiologIced neurological mechanisms invoived
in the regulation of emotion are far more complex than either
Paper or MacLean suggested.

Activation-Arousal Theory

The concept of activation or arousal was presented by
Elizabeth DUFFY in 1950. After more than twenty years of
work, Duffy derived her theory from the research evidence
she had gathered from numerous investigations. Basically,
she views man as an energy system. That is, the organism
obtains, processes, stores, and releases energy to meet
internal and external environmental demands placed upon it.
Thus, a kind of energy balahce or homeostasis is achieved
whereby food intake, stored energy, work production and
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heat regOlation interact with one another. DUFFY (1962, p. 17)
summarized this concept well when she said : "... every
response of the organism is fundamentally concerned with
energy transformation and release ...." Responses may be
overt or covert but they both require the release of energy.

Throughout her many-papers Duffy talks about "the 'level of
activation' of the organit-rn as the extent of release of potential
energy, stored in the tissues of the organism, as this is shown
in:activity or response" (DUFFY, 1962, p. 17). She also points
out that the degree of overt activity of the organism is not
necessarily synonymous with the degree of activation. That is,
covert activity, particularly under high stress, may require
high energy expenditures, as does overt activity. In sum, the
level of activation is the extent of release through metabolic
activity in the tissues of the organism.

In other words, we are dealing with an unidimensional
concept of arousal or activation in which the degree of
activation may be thought of as occurring on a continuum
with high arousal at one end ; a low arousal, as insleep, at the
other.

Activation theorists such as DUFFY (1957), MALMO (1959),
and LINDSLEY (1951), believe that all variations in behavior
may be said to occur in either direction or intensity. However,
it is the intensity aspect of behavior to which activation or
arousal applied (CATALANO, 1967).

One of the most widely knowh and most frequently utilized
human performance applications of activation theory is the
inverted-U hypothesis. This theory postulates that various
tasks require different levels of arousal or what HULL (1943)
called drive. For example, high activation may be all right for
grOSs tasks, such as line play in the sport of football, but low
arousal is more suitable for fine, motor skills, such as
releasing an arrow in the sport of archery. In a word, there is,
Duffy suggests, an optimum level of activation for each task.
Of course, YERKES and DODSSON (1908) reached this same
decision much earlier than Duffy.

Criticismof ActivatioWTheory

Like most theoretical positions, arousal or activation theory is
not without its critia: In a penetrating analysis of the basic
tenets of this theory John I. LACEY (1967), cogently points out
the lack of supportive data for this position. He contends that
recent developments in psychophysiology . and
neurophysiology. . suggest that activation or arousal theory
needs rather drastic revisions. LACEY (1956, 1967) goes ori
to say that many experimental results contradict activation
theory. And, it appears that these findings can not be
attributed to sampling error, poor enierimental control or to
the unreliability of measurement.

Lacey's position challenges Duffy's,-Malmo's, and Lindsley's
unidimensional concept of arousal.- He is of the opinion that
arousal is multidimensional in scope. That is to say, there are
different forms of arousal, e.g., electrocortical, autonomie
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and behavioral. Furthermore,. Lacey postulates that one form
of arousal can not be used as a valid index of another. In a
word, he is suggesting a dissociation of somatic arid
behavioral arousal mechanisms.

For activation theory to be tenable, Lacey contends, high
intercorrelations among physiological indexes.of arousal are
needed. The results of .many investigations, e.g., DARROW
(1929), and LACEY, BATEMAN and VAN LEHN (1953), do not
support this position. In fact, th* inter-correlations are low, in
some instances approaching zero. Therefore, Lacey is of the
opinion >that the widely held belief that autonomic, elec-
troencephalographic and skeletal-motor activation occur
simultaneously and in equal measure is lacking in scientific
validity (LACEY, 1967). Lacey concluded that there is little or
no support for a general or generalized concept of arousal
such as the one expreSsed by Duffy, Malmo, and Lindsley.

In contrast to Duffy, et. at., Lacey makes a plea for a direction
of change rather than an amount of change measurement Of
arousal. He and his assciciates (LACEY, BATEMAN, and VAN
LEHN, 1953) base their 'directional' position on the results of
their investigations which show that :

The autonomic nervous system does indeed respond to
experimentally imposed stress 'as a whole in the sense that
all autonomically innervated structures seem to be ac-
tivated usually in the direction of apparent sympathetic
predominance. But, it does not respond 'as a whole' in the
sense that all .autonomically 'innervated structures exhibit
equal increments or decrements of function (LACEY,
BATEMAN, and VAN LEHN, 1953, p. 8).

Becaus of the above statement, Lacey indicated that one
canno predict with any degree of confidence the activation
level fof one physiological measure from another. Further-
mprel research results support his conclusion, that ... "there
iS no such thing as the correlation among somatic variables"
(LACEY, 1967, p. 23) In fact, others, e.g., Catalano, agree
with Lacey that r's vary as a function of many variables, e.g..
time of day and age.

Some researchers, such as LAZARUS (1963), have attributed
low correlations among physiological indexes of arousal to
the use of different subjects. Lazarus, et. al., suggest that r's
'should be produced from intraindividual rather than interin-
dividual measures of activation. To support his .position
Lazarus generated an r of .707 between palmar conductance
and heart rate responses. Although .707 is a moderately high
r, it only accounts for approximately 50 percent of the shared
variance arhong the two variables.

These and other findings ledrACEY (1967, p. 24) to conclude
thif : "The uncritical use of an activation concept of emotion
fails to do justice to the differential activities of the nervous
system."

Dutty's Retort

Just before her death in 1971. Duffy attempted to answer the
critics of her activation theory. Much of the criticism of her
work, as mentioned previously-, was centered around the low
inter-correlations among the physiological correlates of
arousal. According to J. I. Lacey, if activation, theory is
tenable, then high ir idividual inter-correlations among
physiological index& ist be found. These statistics have
not been forthcoming ,nd have led researchers such as
Lacey to' conclude that !ivation theory needs substantial
revisions.

Duffy acknowledges the correlational problem but points out
that the low r's are due to the differences in latency times
among physiological systems. When intraindividual, rather
than interindividual measures are used, higher correlations
are forthcoming. DUFFY (1972, p. 608) concluded that :
"individuals apparently cliff& in their characteristic degree of
activation, as well as, fluctuations in activation and in the
length of time they require, after stimulation, to recover or
return to prestimulus level of activation." Slle also
acknowledged the fact that different situations arouse
different individuals to a different degree. But, within in-
dividuals, Duffy suggests, activation in different situations
remains relatively stable. Much-of the confusion, Duffy points
out, is caused by researchers who fail to differentiate between
directional and intensity aspects of behavior. Basically, in-
dividual differences in arousal are caused by differences in
the degree of excitability of the nervous system.

summary

Uncovering some of the historical milestones in the development of
theories of emotion has revealed a lack of agreement about the
underlying basis of one of man's most basic behaviors. Much of the
problem of understanding the complexities of emotion may be traced
to the failure of researchers to. agree on a clear-cut definition of the
term. As a result, some sshblars, such as the late Elizabeth Duffy,
have raised the basic question : Does the term serve a useful
purpose in stientific psychology ? The fact that Duffy and others have'
spent a life-time studying the underlying substrates of emotionteads
one to conclude that it is an important concept in contemporary
psychology and deserves detailed, systematic investigation.

Despite the fact that everyone experiences emotion in one form or
another, emotional behavior has not received the attention which it
rightfully deserves. Its wide application to numerous areas of
psychology, e.g., learning, motivation, aggression, and personality,
makes emotion a viable area for further study. Despite the obvious
need for further investigation', there appears to be a paucity OT
ongoing research. When researchis done, current approaches deal
with emotion at either the behavioral' or physiological level.
Conspicuous by their absence in the psychological literature, are
studies which deal with man's emotional behavior rather than the
responses of animals.

Although theorizing about emotion has not been advanced ap-
preciably since the development of activation theory by Duffy,'
Malmo. and Lindsley. brain lesion research may in the future allow
investigations to pose more tenabtz hy potheses. Recent
developments in neurophysiology and psychophysiology may clear
the way for new theories of *emotion.'

Since most of all the great psychologists have at one time or another
focused attention on the emotional properties of animals and/or
man, it is most difficult to single out the great leaders. There is little
doubt, however, that Darwin, Wundt, JameS, Duffy, Lacey. Malmo.
Lindsley, Papez, Cannon. Bard. -Moruzzi, and Magoun have made
sigaficant contributions. Their work and the work of others attest to
the complexities of human and animal behavior and the difficult task
of trying to untangle innate, behavioral and situational variables
which affect emotion.
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COMPETITION AND ANXIETY
IN THE LEARNING OF TENNIS

Visite E. Wilson
Associate Professor
York University,

In Education and Ecstasy, LEONARD (1965) expressed his
concern about the value of competition in the* learning
process When he stated.: .

Competition.., with grades, honors, and tests of allidnds
gathering about them a power and glory all out of propor-
tion to their quite limited function as learning aids... (82-
83).

Sport by definition (ASMUSSEN, 1965) has as a fundamental
characteristic the element of competition inherent within it. Of
what value is competition when one is learning a new sport
skill?

Research findings generally concur that competition enhan-
ces performance for individuals taking motor or physical
fitness tests. (BASSIN, 1966 ; RYAN, 1965 ; STRONG, 1963).
However, the literature on the effects of competition when
learning a new sport skill shows inconsistent results about
the value of competition.

Competition was found not to be the best method for the
learning of archery skills (CLAWSON, 1965) but for boys who
practiced basketball in a competitive situation, their scores
on six of seven skill tests showed significant improvement
when compared to boys who practiced basketball in a non-
competitive situation (WILKES, 1966). STITT (1964) studied,
the consequences of different types of competition upon the
basketball dribbling performance of girls. Sheconcluded f rom
inconsistent results that there was a general lack of effect
from the selected competitive incentives. McGOWAN (1968)
also found mixed effects from competitive emphasis in
basketball performance. He concluded .that performance
under the stress of competition will improve or deteriorate
depending upon the situation and the anxiety level of the
subjects. The inconsistencies of research on competition as
a motivator may be due to. not being able to determine and
maintain the optiMum range of motivation which is necessary
for enhancing performance (EYSENCK, 1963).

Anxiety and its relationship to learning and competition has
long been an important area of study ... In the learning of
sport skills, researchers (DAUGERT, 1966 ; KARBE, 1968 ;
PECK, 1966) have noted that no..relationship or a negative
relationship roccured between anxiety and sport skill pérfoN
mance. MARTEN's (1971) excellent review of anxiety and
motor behavior noted a lack. of consistent trends in research
on the relationship between anxiety and motor behavior. He
ascribed this inconsistencylo inadequate anxiety measure-
ments, the nature of the tasks studied, and the method-
ological weaknesses in the design and analysis of experi-
ments.

The major purpose of this study was to determine whether Or
not the results of a comgetitive emphasii method of instruc-
tion differed from a non-competitive emphasis on females
:Lcminal skil), knowledge, and satisfaction in learning to play
tennis. A secondary purpose was to investigate what effect
different grading policies and students, levels of trait anxiety
had upon the beginning player's skill, knowledge and
satisfaction.

METHOD

Four beginning university women's tennis classes were
selected to participate in this study under the following
paradigm..

Methods of Instruction
Competitive Non-Competitive

Grading Policies
Letter Grades

Pass/No Pass

N = 27 N = 25

N = 21 N = 19

273

The classes were randomly selected as to which treatment
they would receive and each girl was informed at the time of
registration of the. restriction in .grading policy and was
allowed to withdraw if she did not wish to participate. "the
participants, however, were not aware that two different
methods of instruction were to be used by the invesiigator
who taught all four classes. All,girls indicated that they had no
previous tennis experience..Classes met twice a week for 11
weeks. In the competitive method of instrucfion, the in-

.
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vestigator imposed as many interPersonal comparisons and
types of competition as could be incorporated into the lesson
plans. In the non-competitive method, the investigator
ayoided any inter-personal comparisons and competitive
references and emphasized only personal improvement.

.

.HEWITT's (1965) backboard test was given to each girl on the
fifth day of class after she had'had an intrOduction to the grip,
footwork and groundstrokes of tennis and the test was
:readministered on the last class day of the session. HEWITT's
(1964) knowled6e test Form'A was given on the first class
meeting while parallel Form B was administered on the next
to the fast class period of the session. A courSe satisfaction
questionnaire constructed by the author was administered on
the last day of classes and asked the subjects for their rating
of pre- and post-satisfaction with the course, satisfaction with
the method of instruction used in the class, and satisfaction
with their own skill improvement in the course.

The ,IPAT Anxiety Questionnaire (CATTELL, 1963) was ad-
ministered in class to each subject during the second week of
the session according t,0 standardized procedures in an
attempt to asbertain thertrait anXiety of each subject.

,

RESULTS

The pre- and post-test scores?, for skill, knowledge, and
course satisfaction were analyzed by a two-way analysis of
covariance for students who participated under differing
methods of instruction and grading policies. A two-way
analysis of variance Was applied to the post4est scores of the
student's satisfaction with the 'method . of instruchen score
and satisfaction with their own' skill progress score. the .05
level of confidence was accepted for all comparisohs with the.
Scheffe post-hoc comparison used '. where appropriate. A
zero-order correlation matrix was prodced using all depen-
dent variables.

Table 1 shows the means, variance and F-ratioi for skill,
knowledge and Course satisfaction under differing 'methods
of instruction and drading policies. .

Table I - Two-Way Analysis of Covariance for Skill, Knowledge, and Course Satisfaction Under. Differing Methods of

Instruction and Grading Policies.

Source Mean SS df MS

Pre Post

Skill
A (Grading Policies) Letter 10.30 11.97 1.13 1 . 1.13 0.38

Pass/No Pass 10.31 11.75

B (Methods of Instr.) Competitive 10.97 12.24 0.96 1 0.06 0.02

Non-Comp. 9.64 11.48

AB 23.03 1 23.03 7.70"

Error 260.29 87 2.99

Knowledge
A (Grading Policies) Letter 49.95 ,73.93 28.03 28.03 0.46

Pass/No Pass 49.62 72.75

B (Methods of Instr.) Competitive 50.76 71.52, 377.97 1 377.97 6.18

Non-Comp. 48.81 75.16

AB 5.43 1 5.43 0.09

Error 5317.89 87 61.13

Course Satisfaction
A (Grading Policies) Letter 7.87 8.88 0.24 1 0.24 0.91

Pass/No Pass 8.02 8.88.

B (Methods of Instr.) Competitive 7.99 8.63 6.12 1 6.12 23.33 **

Non-Comp. 7.86 9.13

AB 0.22 1 0.22 0.83

Error 19.41 74 0.26

p < .05 F ; 178r = 3.95 F : 1,74 = 3.98

p < .01 F01; 1,87 = 6,92 F0, ; 1,74 = 7.01

271
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The interaction between the method of instruction andgrading policies for the dependent variable skill was signifi-
cant beyond the .01 level. The interaction is illustrated infigure 1 which shows that subjects in the non-competitivta
method with letter grades 'and subjects _in the competitivemethod with pass/no pass grades had higher skill perfor-
mance scores than,the other two groups.

Figure 1 - Class means for the skill test under differing
methods of instruction and grading policies. The subjects satisfaction with the method of Instruction usedr

in their class and satisfaction with their own skill progress is
noted in table 11.

The subjects in the non-competitive method of instruction
had significantly higher knoWledge and course satisfaction
scores than those subjects in the competitive method.
Grading policies had no significant influence Upon knowledge
or course satisfaction scores.

= Competitive emphasis
NC Non-competitive emphasis

0 Letter graded
13

giJPass/No pass graded

4111

12

Ti
Method of instruction

Adjusted class mean for ilewitt's Revision 'of the Dyer
Backboard Tests.

NC

Subjects. Were significantly more satisfied with the pass/no
pass gradirig policy and the non-competitive method of
instruction. There-were no significant differences in satisfac-
tion with their own Skill progress regardless of grading policy
or method of instruction.

There were no significant differences among high, average,
or low frait anxiety groupi ' for skill, knowledge, or satisfac-
tiOn measures while participating under either the 1;liffering
methods of instruction or grading policies. In addition, no
significant correlation was found between the anxiety score
and skiil, knowledgeor satisfaction scores as is noted in table III.

The pre- and post-skill test showed a high positive cOrrelation
while the pre- and post-knowledge test was low. There was a
low negative correlation between skill and knowledge tests.

1. The recOmmended sten range for high, average and low trait
anxiety could not be adhered to because -there were too few
scores falling into each category to. allow adequate statistical
treatment. Consequently, the range for high anxiety vias moved

I down one sten and the range for low anxiety moved up one sten. In
effect, one-fourth of the subjects were then ,classified as high
anxiety, one-fourth low anxiety arid one-half as average anxiety.

Table II - Two-Way Analysis of Variance for Satisfactjon with Method of Instruction and Satisfaction with Self Progress UnderDiffering Methods Of Instruction and Grading Policies.

Source
Mean SS df MS

Satisfaction: Method of Instruction
A (Gradihg Policies) Letter 7.62, 8.86 1 8.86 8.03 `'Pass/No Pass 8.23: (Methods of Instr.) Competitive 7.69 4.56 1 4.56 4.13*Non-Comp. 8.09
AB

- 2.38 1 2.38 2.1.6Error
97.10 88 1.10

Satisfaction: Self Progress
A (Grading'Policies) Letter 6.42 0.07 1 0.07

Pass/No Pass 6.35
B (Methods of Instr.) Competitive 6.19 5.06 1 5.06 2.70Non-Comp. 6.61
AS

2.98 1 2.98 1,60Error
164.65 88 1.87

p < .05
p < .01 275 F05; 1,88 = 3.95

F01 ; 1,88 = 6.92
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Table Ill - Zero Order Correlations.

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9

1 723 - .078 - .339 .059 .008 .612 .618

2 - .029 - .079 - .128 .097 .362 .354 .037

3 .331 .265 .385 .390 - .055

4 .069 .092 .397 .601 .018

349 032 .024 - .069

6
.091 .087 .089

7
.984 .126

8

1:Skill: Pre-Test.
2. Skill : Post-Test.
3. Knowledge: P-e-Test.
4. Knowledge : Post-Test.
5. Satisfaction : Method of Instruction.
6. Satisfaction : Self Flogress.
7. Course Satisfaction : Pre-Test.
0. Course Satisfaction : Post-Test.
9. Anxiety Levels.

DISCUSSION

The major finding of' this study was an interaction betweeo
grading policies and method: of instruction which suppOrts
the inverted-U hypothesis of motivation for learning tennis
skills. Students who Were under some stress but not too
much (i.e., competition & no grades or no competition &

grades) responded with better skill performance. Under the
non-competitive emphasis the students performed better on
the knowledge tests and were more satisfied with the course
and the method of instruction than those under the com-
petitive method. This suggests that for beginning students,
non-competitive approach toward the teaching of sport skills
should'be emphazised ; at least for females. This is probably
contrary to how most physical education classes are taught.

276

The failure to find any relationsh.p between the anxiety
measure and tennis performance is understandable in this
study. First, having to dilute the groups towards the mean
lessened, the probability of finding significant differences.
Second, the use of only trait anxiety, as opposed to the newer
models and tests for state-trait anxiety (ENDLER, 1962;
ENDLER, 1975), does not allow for a thoroUgh inspection of
anxiety under differing situations. However, it is interesting to
note that while no significant differences existed, students
highin anxiety were consistently less satisfied with the course
the method of instryctldn, and especially their own self
progress when they participated in the competitive classes;
yet they had higher skill scores than the average or low
anxiety groups. No such consistency was found for the non-
competitive-classes regardless of anxiety leVel..

The paradox -of seeming differences arnong anxiety levels
needs further indepth study with new instruments under
controlled competitive situations to determine the optimum
range of motivation for skill performance.
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COMBATING STRESS:
WHAT ABOUT RELAXATION
TRAINING AND BIOFEEDBACK?

Leonard D. Zalchkowsky
Boston University

Stress is a well known aspect of man, primarily because it has
an unavoidable negative effect on his psychologicel well-
being (e.g. anxiety), physiclogical i'esponses (e.g: high blood
pressure), and ultimately his mental and physical perfor-

'mance.

Athletic performers are no different from the rest of the
members of society in having to deal with innumerable
stressqrs in today's rapidly changing world. Although many
performers are aware of the fact that stress is psychologically

. and physiologically harmful, few are aware of techniques to
prevent or alleviate stress.

The purpose of this paper will be to explore the concept of
stress as it relates to human performance, then to look at
ways in 'which stress can be counteracted. More specifically,
psychophYsiological relaxation techniques will be discussed
as well as the relatively new technique of biofeedback.

STRESS AND THE ASSOCIATED
CONCEPT OF ANXIETY

The terms' anxiety and stress are common place in the
English language and have served as a topic of research for
both psychologists and physiologists. However, stress and
anxiety are historically difficult to define and as a result are
often times used interchangeably. A clarification of these
terMs is necessary. After reviewing the literature concerning
'these-two concepts, CRATTY (1973) believes that stress is a
short-range phenomena, governed by the situation. Stress
appears as an intervening variable between the situation and
performance and is evidenced by reactions of the body to
meet a threat. Anxiety, on the other hand, is a more general
continuing state of the organism, a personality trait.
SPIELBERGER (1970) however believes that anxiety has a
situational or state dimension to it.

A certain amount of anxiety is necessary for aci individual to
perform Optimally, since anxiety, in a broad sense, refers to a
general state of alertness. However when a great amount of
anxiety Is produced human performance generally
decreases. This performance decrement is also dependent
upon the nature of the task and the skill level of the
performer. This finding has been documented in a number of
studies which have utilized both motor and Verbal tasks
(MATARAZZO & fitATARAZZO, 1956; TAYLOR & SPENCE,
1952 ; FARBER & SPENCE, 1953). It has also been
demonstrated that whenever stressful events are introduced
to performers classified as high anxious they perform more
pqorly than low anxious individuals (LUCAS, 1952).

STRESS AND THE FIGHT-OR-FLIGHT
RESPONSE

W. B. Cannon first coined the term "fight-or-flight" in
describing an animal's physiological response to a stressful

situation. The reflexiVe responses are characterized by in-
creases in metabolism (oxygen consumption), blood
pressure, heart rate, rate of breathing, and amount of blood
pumped to the skeletal muscles. Later .the Swiss Nobel
Laureate, Dr. W R. Hess, demonstrated that the controlling
center for the fight-or-flight response in the cat is located
within the hypothalamus (HESS, 1957). When electrically
stimulated, the hypothalamus and other portions of the
nervous system secrete epinephrine and nor-epinephrine
which leads to physiological changes noted in the fight-or-
flight response. Man exhibits similar fight-or-flight responses
to stressful situations.

Although the fight-or-flight response is necessary for man's
survival, the stresses of today's suciety tnive led to its
excessive elicitation. This has led to a condi:ion of persistent
hypertension (high' blood pressure) in many indIvidyals.
Hypertension is more significant than serving vs an indeA for
measuring stress. It is one of the most important factors
predisposing man to heart attack and stroke (BENSON,
1974).

.

WHAT HAPPENS TO HUMAN PERFORMANCE
WHEN STRESS IS INTRODUCED?

Sport perform rs are individuals under a certain amount of
stress, so it sems reasonable that highly anxious com-
petitors may have trouble adjusting to the competitive situa-
tion. Stressful or anxiety producing situations may include:
1. fear of failure,

2. fear of success,

3. fear of croivds,

4. fear of physical harm to their bodies,

5. situations requiring mental vigilance,
6. situations of uncertainty.

The research literature shows, that for both verbal and motor
tasks it is generally found that when stress (such as failure) is
introduced in the laboratory, performance of a simple task is
facilitated whereas performance of a complex task is in-
hibited (BEAM, 1955; HOWELL, 1953). Since, for all practical
purposes, most skilled motor performance is coMplex in'
nature, it is reasonable to assume that stress inhibits skilled
performance.

Given then that a variety of stressors act* on a perfor:ner by
generally . increasing anxiety, increasing muscular. .ansion
and decre iising performance through sympathetic action ; it
behooves the scientific community to try and reduce anxiety
producing :ension. Exercise proponents have suggested over
the years thot 'physical activity helps reduce anxiety which is
brought on by the stresr:7.-.; of life. Yet there are numerous
instances of highly trainui individuals succumbing to cor-
onaries. Obviously exercise is not the sole remedy. It is my
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belief that relaxation training in conjunction with exercise
provides us with the best stress combatant.

TECHNIQUES OF RELAXATION TRAINING

JACOBSON (1938) is perhaps the pioneer worker in the field
of contemporary relaxation training. However, he was by no
means the first, since the Hindus have practiced relaxation
techniques for centuries. Jace.bson has consistently concep-
tualized anxiety and relaxation as incompatible physiological
states characterized by degrees of muscle tension. To try and
induce muscle relaxation Jacobson developed a technique
called Progressive Relaxation (PR). The technique involves
teaching subjects.to relax by sensitizing them to propriocep-
tive feedback from major muscle groups.

At this time there is no research evidence which suriests that
PR has any effebt on physiological processes %,:her than
reduced muse tension (JACOBSON, 1938), and lowered
arousal (Pt 'i69) (See Table I). Similarly few studies have
dernonstre.p efficacy of Jacebsonian technioues for
enhancing performance. BENSON (1958) showed that
the Jafzobson method had some merit under certain con-
ditions of Icerning to swim. PABEN and ROSENTSWEIGH
(1971) showed that sutiects who "learned to relax" were
facilitated in learning a novel paddlet.all skill.

Drawing from the work of JACOBSON, WOLPE (.1958)
developed the technique of Systematic Desensitization (SD).
Although the practice utilizes progressive relaxation, the
te^hnique is different in that the individual is presented with a
hierarch:e of anxiety-evoking stimuli (least anxiety-producing
to most arixic4.-prnducing). Jacobson's method, in contrast,
Pays little aLntirn to the anxiety producing stimuli. In
densensitization'the individual attempts to maintain a relax-

. ed state while imagining the anxiety scene. Atter mastering a
given anxiety situation he ot she attempts a more difficult one
until the an x;ety provoking stimulus is &sensitized.

SHU; TZ and LUTha. (1959) later developed ..;iottr'er relaxa-
tion zecirnique called Autoginic Training (4,.;) T he subjecl
inducas relaxi. ion b./ repaAing suggestions ofarmth anc
heaviriess to himself over and over unti. he is able to
Voluntarily shift to a state of low-arousal. In U. six exercises

_dealing with the limbs, abdomen, forehead, czidiac reouia-
lion, and breathing are practiced in a horizontal position with
ciosed oyes (L 'THE, 19691. As with pR and SD, AT has little
research suppot for perk.wmance irrprovement other than
that reported by Luthe.

Hypnosis has also been used .aa- a technique to induce
etar_-"icr. The procecluft has the subject receive suggestion
of olaxation ir; a semisupine position, BARBER (1971) has
probably conducted the most.eMenstre research c;ealin.g with
the pf!'latology of hypnosis. Barber maintains that
physioiccai states vary the same way during hypnosis as
they do Miring waking behavior. Suggested states of arousal
and relaxation are accompanied' by either increased or
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decreased metabolic rate, heart rate, blood pressure, skin
conductanCe, and respiratory rate ; corresponding to the
change seen when these states are induced by nonhypnotic
Means.

Studies have demonstrated that man is capable or producing
more strength on a hand 'dynamometer (WELLS, 1947) and
greater work capacity under hypnosis (JOHNSON, MASSEY,
& KRAMER, 1960) however there seems to be a scarcity of
studies dee/Mg with hypnosis and complex motor perfor-
mance:

CLYNES (1970) has developed another psychophysiological
relaxation technique called Sentic Cyc/es. The sentic cycle
which is composed of eight sentio states is a self-induced
emotional experience. The sequence of states employed
include : no emotion, anger, hate, grief, love, sex, joy,
reverence. The only reported research is that by Clynes
himself.

Yoga has been employed as a relaxation technique by the
Hindus for thousands of years. The technique utilizes medita-
tion practices and physical manipulations in a quiet environ-
ment. BAGCHI and WENGER (1957) reported that Yoga could
produce a 70% increase in skin resistance, decreased heart
rate, and EEG alpha wave actiVity. This led them to suggest
that Yoga provided deep relaxation without drowsiness or
sleep.

Zen is similar' to Yoga, from which it developed, and is
associated with the Buddhist religion. The subject meditates
in a quiet atmosphere with eyes closed and in a cross-legged
posture. The subject, while breathing irrdgularly, concen-
trates on the Koan Ian alogical problem; or on prayer and
chanting. No published research exists which demonstrates
the efficacy of Zen or Yoga for improving Motor performance1

Transcendental Meditation (TM) is a popular 4-lindu relaxation
technique which has also been practiced for many years. To
meditate the individual sits in a comfortable position, arms
supported, feet slightly raised, and eyes closed. He or she
then repeats a montra or meaningless one syllable word. This
is done for about twenty minutes in the morning and evening.
The physiological changes associated with TM show
decreased sympathetic nervous sysh7rn activity and are thus
opposite to the fight-or-flight response: that is, 'decreased
oxygen consumption, decreased respiratory and heart rate,'
diminished blood lactate levels, and increased peripheral
blood flow (WALLACE & BENSON, 1972). To date there have
been no Controlled studies on the effects of TM on motor
performance.

BENSON (1974) reports , successfully using the elements,
common to TM relaxation in his laboratory. He merely places
the individual in a quiet environment, gives him or- her a
mental device (single syllable sound such as "one"), asks the
individual to have a passive attitude, and assume a comfor-
table position. Benson claims that this simple relaxation
technique produces similar physiological changes to those
brought about by meditation.

BIOFEEDBACK AS A TECHNIOUE FOR
INDUCING RELAXATION

Although the previously mentioned techniques do bring
about rel4xation, the individual practicing the technique
never knows for sure whether relaxation is really occurring.
Without the benefit of feedback, learning to relax may take a
long time. The recent accelerated growth in electronic ins-
trumentation has made it possible for an individual to obtain
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information about his e . J . states which
formerly werLdiffic to measure. Thi6 .nique, knOwn as
biotaedtrifek, simply detects a physiological event and con-
Verts the electronic signal into either auditory or visual
feedback. The individual practicing muscle relaxation thus
receives immediate and continuous feedback about the state
of muscle, relaxation and can more readily learn to relax.

1

., The basic technique useacin EMG biofeedback relaxation
training Involves the placement of electrodes on the subject's
frontalis muscle (BUDZYNSKI & STOYVA, 1969). Although
other muscle groups such as the forearm have been ex-
perimented with, Budzynski and Stoyva have demonstrated
that the frontalis, which ,is frequently involved in anxiety, is
superior for the purposes of relaxation training.

Table I - Physiological Parameters Affected by Different Methods of Relaxation Training*
(General references citing support).

Technique Physiological Response

Muscle
Tension

Oxygen Reap.
Cnsmpt. Rate

Heart
Rate

Alpha
Waves

Blood Skin
Pressure Resistance

Progressive
Relaxation
Jacobson (1938)

Systematic
Desensitization
Wolpe (1958)

Autogenic
Training
Luthe (1968)

Hypnosis
Barber (1971)

Sentic
Cycles
Clynes (1570)

Yoga & Zen
-Hoenig (1968)

Transcendental
Meditation
Wallace & Benson
(1972)

Biofeedback
Blanchard & Young
(1974)

miNIM

Adapted from Benson et al. (1975).
.= not measured.
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The technique of biofeedback also has enabledindividuals to
control heart rate, blood pressure, skin temperature, muscle
tension brain 'waves, retrain muscles, and reduce headaches.
It is significant however that many studies which have
demonstrated biofeedback effects lack adequate control and
experimental design. .Numerous anecdotal case reports,
systematic case studies, and single group studies appear in
the literature.

At the present time no published studies are available which
have employed biofeedback as a relaxation aid for competing
athletes. It seems -to this writer that biofeedback techniques
can be utilized effectively in teaching relaxation to anxiety-
prone athletes. Although this area has tremendous research
potential it is important that we conduct sound experimental
research and not continue to employ anecdotal reports and
uncontrolled designs. It is rklso true that the other methods of
relaxation training ; i.e. PR, TM, etc. deserve more scientific
verification and perhaps application to the improvement of
human mot& performance.
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WIN-LOSS CAUSAL
ATTRIBUTIONS OF
LITTLE LEAGUE PLAYERS

Glyn C. Roberts
Motor Behavior Laboratory
Institute for Child Behavior and Development
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Achievement behavior from an attributional analysis stand-
point assumes _that achievament behavior is cognitively
mediated by attributions of causality for success and failure
to one or more of four factors : Ability ; effort ; luck ; and task
difficulty (WEINER et al., 1971 ; WEINER, 1174). Each factor is
jointly classified as either internal (ability, effort) or external
(luck, task difficulty) and stable (ability, task difficulty) or
unstable (effort, luck).

Empirical investigations of causal attributions following
succesS and failure at a task have generally found that
success is attributed internally and failure externally (FITCH,
1970 ; STREUFERT & STREUFERT; 1969 ; WORTMAN et al.,
1973 ; 'SIMON & FEATHER, 1973 ; ISO-AHOLA, in press).
These findings have been interpreted as supporting self-
enhanCing, approval-seeking, ego-defensive, or self-serving
strategies in causal ascriptions. The self-serving hypothesis
assumes an individu4 as being strongly motivated 'to view
himself positively and thus attribute success and lady' e to
those factors which promote the greater positive view of self.
Success is attributed to internal factors, failure to en-
vironmental or situational factors. Despite being so generally
accepted, the theoretical and empirical underpinnings of
such self-serving biaset,s has been called into question (BEM,
1972 ; KELLEY, 1971). To be truly self-serving in their
attributions, individuals .,.;«ho succeed must indulge in self-
enhancing attributions under success and in self-protective
attributions under failure (MILLER & ROSS, 1975). MILLERand
ROSS, in a recent review of the literature, conclude that the
extant literature provides some support for self-enhancement
attribution's following success, but little support for self-
proteetive attributions following failure. One criticism MILLER
and ROSS have of previous experimentation investigating
causal ascriptions is that the tasks used have not been ego-
Involving. Low ego-involving tasks such as anagram construc-
tion may not evoke self-serving attributions merely because
the tasks are low ego-involving. Recent evidence supports
this contention in that students engaged in university ex-
aminations (FEATHER & SIMON, 1973) and individuals in-
volved in therapy service (ARKIN, in press) gave self-serving
attributions following success and failure. Thus, any fask that
seeks to invitStigate self-serving attributions should utilize
ego-involving tasks.

An alternative position to the self-serving attribution analysis
assumes that individuals use available information in an
essentially logical fashion to infer the causes of outcomes
(MILLER & ROSS, 1975 ; NICHOLS, °197.3). This logical
analytic position compares success and failure .feedback in
terms of the information they provide the individual concer-
ning the influence of a given causal factor. The logical
analysis approach is assumed to operate in situations where.
the individual is inferring the causes of his own behavior, not
outcomes of other's behavior, and that the task is important
to the subject so that the subject will apply effort to the task.

. Knowledge of the difficulty of.the task is known to the subject
and the difficulty level is assumed to be perceived as being at

least moderately difficult. This is the case in many reat life
achievement situations. In such cases, task difficulty remains
similar for both succeeding and failing individuals and is
unlikely to be evoked to explain success or failure. Thus, in
developing a logical analysis of causal attributions, the major
task is to predict ability, effort and task ascriptions
(NICHOLS, 1975).

In most experiments dealing with causai attributions the
subject is certfronted with a novel task in which criteria for
success and ladure are unknown to the subject and outcomes
are only known when the experimenter giVes (usually
erroneous) feedback. Thus, if the task is novel, then internal
attributions following success and external attributions
following failure are to be expected. However, if the individual
has experience, prictice, and thus an expectancy associated
with the task, then attributions following outcomes may differ.
Most activities engaged in by individuals in life are activities in
which they have previous experience. Thus, it appears that
prior experience at the task is an important consideration
when investigating causal attributions. Evidence exists
(FEATHER & SIMON, 1973) that unexpected outcomes
(success or failure) are attributed to the external factor of luck
while expected outcomes are attributed to the infernal factor
of ability.

When the task is one in which the individual has prior
experience, then the self-serving position differs from the
logical position in terms of causal ascriptions to ability
(NICHOLS, 1975). The logical position assumes that feedback
is more attributable to ability if the feedback is consistent with
previous success-failure experiences. Success following
success experiences should be attributed to ability more than
success following failure experiences. Also, failure following
failure experiences should be attributed to poor ability more
than failure following success experiences. The self-serving
position maintains that subjects will attribute ability in accord
with outcome regardlese of previous experience.

According to NICHOLS (1975), both the logical and self-
serving positions predict higher attributions to effort for
success than failure. Direction of outcome rather than the
consistency of the outcome to previous experience should
determine effort attributions.

Lu6 is an unstable dimension and as such may be more
readily involved to explain outcomes inconsistent with
previous experience rather than outcomes consistent with
previoue experience (FEATHER & SIMON, 1973). Thus, the
logical analysis position maintains that failure after success
experiences and success after failure experiences should be
attributed to luck more than success following success
experiences and failure following failure experiences. The
self-serving position predicts that outcome alone determines
causal ascriptions. Failure is attributed to luck more than is
success regardless of previous success-failure experiences.
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Most of the attributional literature has concerned itself with
individual ascriptions of outcome following success-failure
experiences. However, in real life a great deal of human
activity is conducted in groups or teams. What are the causal
attributions of individuals when engaged in team activities?
Do individuals differ in attributions to team and to self when
confronted with either success or failure ? Evidence suggests
not. ISO-AHOLA (in press) found that children engaged in
Little League use the standard of team performance as the
criteria of their own performance. Thus, as the present study
also used Little League children, no differences between self
and team attributions was expected.

METHOD

Subjects

Two hundred and two Little League baseball players (all
boys!) participating in the Champaign-Urbana Little League
leagues were,the subjects in the study. Subjects came from
18 teams and data were gathered at nine different ball games.
The teams participated in five leagues and all teams par-
ticipating in those leagues were used with the exception of
one team whose coach refused to participate. This meant the
loss of two teams. The other 4 leagues in the 9-league
association were used by a colleague for a separate study.
The 5 leagues used in the present study were chosen at
random from the 9 leagues. As all members of each team
participated for a few innings of the game at least, all
members of the teams who were suited up were used.

The attribution questionnaire consisted of 7 questions perti-
nent to team and self, causal attributions. The questions were
all asked on a five-point Likert scale (1-5). The questions took
the general form, for example :

Did you win today because your team tried :
1 2 3 4

Very Hard Pretty A little

Hard Hard

5

Did not
Try at All

Procedure

Prior to testing, each Little League president was contacted
and permission was sought to contact each coach and
manager for each team within that particular league. Prior to
the game, each coach and manager was asked if they would
participate. When permission was obtained (one coach
refused), the experimenter requested the coadh to inform his
team that following the game, the team must return to its
dugout and complete a short questionnaire.

Upon conclusion of the_game and the traditional handshake,
the players returned to the dugout and the experimenter gave
the questionnaire to the players with the appropriate instruc-
tions for completing the questionnaire. Every attempt was
made to gently prevent any adult from assisting or instructing
a player (one father insisted upon helping his son fill In the
questionnaire; that player was not included in the analysis).
The player then fHled in the questionnaire and returned same
to the experimenter.

Independent Variables

Outcome was obvioUsly determined by whether the team won
or lost. A further analysis utilizing degree of defeat or victory
was used as suggested by Iso-Ahola (in press). If teams lost
by 5 or more runs, they were categorized as clearly defeated
teams ; if teams lost by less than five runs, they were
categorized as closely defeated teams ; if teams won by five
or more runs, they were categorized as clearly victorious
steams; if teams won by four or less runs, they were
categorized as closely victorious teams.

Saccess-failure experiences of the teams were determined by
the win-loss records of the teams prior to the game in which
the data was collected. The win-loss record of the teams for
the previous four games was taken as the criterion. The
experimenter wished to consider only those games when the
teams had practiced and thus were playing at close to their
potential. Thus, the last four games were utilized as opposed
to considering the games of the season to date. To be
considered a team that had a history of past success
experiences, teams had to have won the last four games.
Obversly, to be considered a tears vith a history of past
failure experiences, a team mus: have lost the last four
games. This produced a population of eight teams. Ten
teams had to be omitted from the analyses utilizing past
success-failure experiences because they did not meet the
criteria.

RESULTS

Team versus Individual Attributions

The causal attribution data for team and individual ascrip-
tions were subjected to .2 x 2 x 2 ANOVAS (Outcome x
Previous Experience x T,eam versus Individual) for effort,
luck, and ability choices With repeated measures on the last
factor. Congruent to hypothesis, no'reliable main effects for
team versus individual causal attribution choices emerged (F
< 1). No interactions involving the. team versus individual
factor emerged except in the effort ascriptions. A statistically
significant interaction (F [1,343] = 4.63, p < .05) was found
for team versus individual choices by outcome. This interac-
tion is demonatrated in Figure 1. NEWMAN-KEULS post hoc
paired comparisons were conducted . on the data and .
revealed that the attributions to team effort when losing were,
reliably less (p < .05) than the attributions to individual effort
and team effort when winning. In other words, players
considered that when the team lost the team tried less hard
than both team and individual efforts when winning. Thus,
effort was considered to be an important part. of winning
games. Significantly, individuals considered that they tried
just as hard independent of outcome. Since effort ascriptions
were different depending on Whether the players were
attributing effort to the team or to themselves, both team and
individual attributions will be presented in the rest of the
paper.
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Figure 1 - Team and individual attributions.

1,3 Individual Attributions

0 Team Attributions

Win

Outcome
Loss

Outcome

Figure 2 graphically demonstrates the mean attributions for
team effort, task. difficUlty, team ability and team luck. When
the data_ pertinent to each causal attribute was individually
subjected to ANOVA, task difficulty war not reliably different
(F fl,181] = 2.92, p < .05). This supports the contentions of
NICHOLS (1975) in that individuals who are engaged in an
ego-involving task that is perceived as being relatively

'. difficult will not invoke task difficulty as a causal attribute of
winning or losing.
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Figure 2 - Team attributions over outcome.

0 Task Difficulty

Effort

0 Luck

II Ability

Win

Outcome

Loss

Effort causal ascrit. .e reliably different for outcome (F
11,183] = 29,63, p < .Uul). Winning teams determined that
they exerted more effort than losing teams. Similarly, winning
teams determined that luck was less a factor in winning than
losing teams (F [1,186] = 14.61, p < .001). Thus, losing teams
considered luck to be a factor in losing. Successful teams
were also reliably different from unsuccessfulteams in terms of
ability ascriptions (F [1,183] = 130.88, p < .001). Successful
teams considered themselves to have more ability than did
losing teams.
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Interesfingly, individual players on teams did not attribute
differential effort ascriptions to themselves as a function of
outcome (F (1,1881 = 1.72, p .05). Regardless of whether
they won or lost, the players considered themselves to have
trled just as hard. However, winning or losing did have a
profound effect upon ability ascriptions (F (1,1851 = 48.39, p
< .001)..dndividuais on teams which lost considered
themselvei to have only average ability (X -= 2.6, on a 1-5 low
ability to high ability scale), while individuals on teams which
won considered themselves to have high ability ()Z = 3.7).
Again, in terms of luck, individuals oh winning teams con-
sidered luck to be less a causal factor than individuals on
losing teams (F (1,1861 = 16.11, p < .001).

Outcome )( History of Success-Failure

The following analyses were only conducted upon those
teams which met fairly rigorous criteria. Teams had either to
haVe won or lost all of their previous four games in order,to tSe
Included in the analyses. Teams, were thus categorized as
being either successful or unsuccessful teams. These criteria
produced the following teams which supplied the,data that
were used in 2 x 2 (Outcome x Success-Fallure History)
ANOVAs: Two previously successful teams that also won
their game (22 subjects); two previously unsuccessful learns
which won their game (27 subjects); three previously_ un-

successful teams which lost their game (31 subjects); and
one previously successful team that lost its game (12 sub-
jects).

Team Attributions

Task difficulty

Figure 3 diagrams the causal 'team attributions of task
difficulty, effort, luck and ability for teams with a history of
winning and]for teams with a history of losing. As is apparent
from Figure 3, the only main effect that was significant was for
the factors of past experience (F (1,821 = 10.57, p < .001).
Those teams which had a history of failure invoked the
attribution of difficulty to a greater extent than those teams
which had a history of succeeding. The interaction of out-
come and past history was marginally signifk.ant (F (1,82) =
3.86, p < .052). NEWMAN-KEULS post hoc analyses were
conducted on the data but no reliable effects emerged. The
unequal on NEWMAN-KEULS procedure utilizing the harmonic
mean to estimate 'cell frequencies , is a conservative
procedure (WINER, 1971, p. 217), but no other post hoc
analyses were completed. .t is interesting to note that
subjects with a history of success were apparently reluctant
to invoke task difficulty as a reason for their failing at this
particular game.

Figure 3 - Team attributions.

Ability

Effort

Wor. Lost

OutcOme
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Effort

The ANOVA analyzing the effort attributions revealed that
neither the main effect for outcome (F f1,85) = 1,69, p < .05)
nor past history (F [1,85] = 11.09, p < .05) was reliably
different. However, the interaction of outcome and past
history was reliably different (F (1,851 = 5.41, p < .05) and
post hoc NEWMAN-KEULS analyses were conducted. The
paired comparisons revealed that winning successful teams
and losing unsuccessful teams differed from winning un-
successful teams (p < .05) in that winning unsuccessful
teams maintained that they had exerted reliably more effort
than either winning successful teams or losing unsuccessful
teams.

Luck

When asked how much luck had been a factor in winning and
losing, outcome was the only significant main effect (F [1,88]
= 11.57, p < .001). The history of past success and failure did
not interact with luck attributions. Thus, losing teams

ascribed luck as being a causal attribute for losing to a
reliably gieater extent than winning teams.

Ability

Both main effects of outcome (F [1,851 = 26.53, p < .001) and
past history (F [1,851 = 8.32, p < .01) were statistically
significant. However, a statistically significant Interaction also
materialized which warranted the analysis of the simple main
effects. NEWMAN-KEULS post hoc paired comparisons
revealed that unsuccessful teams which lost were reliably
different in ability attributions than ,all other winning
successful teams, losing, successful teams, and winning
unsuccessful teams. UnsuCcessful teams which Icist ascribed
rr liably poorer ability to themselves to explain their loss than
dm any of the other teams.

tndivldual Attributions

Figure 4 Illustrates the individual causal attributions of
winning and losing of players who were on operatively
defined successful or unsuccessful teams. The questions
asked theplayers whether their own ability, effort, or luck
contribute to the team success or failure.

Figure 4 - individual attributions.

Effort

Won Lost

Outcome

2 o 8_

0 Hilton, of losing

0 History of winning

Luck

Won Lost
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Effort

No significant main effects for outcome (F (1,881 = 2.18, p <
.05). or previous experience (F [1,88] = 1.109, p < .05)
materialized when the individual attribution data for effort'was

4. subjected to ANOVA. A significant interaction did materialize
(F[1,881= 5.16,p <.05)and NEWMAN-KEULS post hoc paired
compariSOne revealed that players on successful teams
which lost' ascribed greater effort to therriselves than players
on Successful teams which won. In other Words, despite
having lost, the team players on previously successful teams
which lost ascribed reliably greater personal effort to
themselves than did players on previously successful teams
which won.

Ability

The ANOVA on ability causal attributions revealed that only
the main effect for outcome was statistically significant (F
[21,85) = 23.14, p < .001). No significant outcome by history
interaction occured. In terms of ability, those players on teams
which won ascribed greater ability to themselves than did
players on teams which lost.

Luck

Similarly, only the main effect- of outcome was statistically
significant for luck attributions (F [1,86] = 9.97, p < .01).
Again, players on teams which lost invoked luck as a causal
attribution to a reliably greater extent than. players on teams
Which won.

DISCUSSION

It was a§sumed in this study, with some justification, that
individuals engaging in Little League 'competition were ego-
involved in the task. When engaged in such an ego-involving

lasic In which individuals do have experience and thus have
form'ulated expectancies relative to the difficulty of the task, it
was predicted that task difficulty would not be invoked as a

*14causal attribute' of winning or losing.. This was supported in
the present studyt task difficulty was not.invoked by players to

: attribute their outcome. Further support that players adopt
logical, informatidn-processing strategies is given by the
statistically significant main effect for past won-loss ex-
perience& As would be expected, teams which consistently
won, considered the task relatively easier than teams which
.consistently lost. An interesting interaction almost occurred
(p =..052) end It is interesting to speculate on this marginally
significant finding. As Figure 3 illustrates, previously

. succesSful.teems which lost did not invoke task difficulty as a
causal attribtite of losing,. while previouslY unsuccessful
teams which lost did invoke task difficulty. Mernbers on
previcalaly successful teams evidently felt thatthe difficulty of
;the teak had not changed and that other factors probably

:explained their current outcome. This also supports the
lOgical position.

2.8 9,

The logical position assumes that causal attributions to ability
should be greater for previously successful teams which won
than for previously unsuccessful teams which won. Likewise,
to be consistent, failure after failure experiences should be
attributed more to poor ability than failure after success
experienced. The .self-serving position assumes that in-
dividuals attribute ability in accord with outcome regardless
of previous experience. The failure-ability causal ascription
data of the present study supports f.he logical standpoint.
Individuals on losing unsuccessful teams considered the
team to be poorer in ability than losing successful teams.
Teams which lost and had a history of losing recognized and
were prepared to admit that they were poor in ability. Teams
which lost but had previously been successful considered
themselves to have just as much ability as successful teams
which won. These players probably assumed that losing was
a temporary state-of affairs for them and did not consider
themselves diminished in ability:

The luck causal ascription data, on the other hand, suPport
the self-serving position. To sUpport the self-serving position,
luck ascriptions should be outcome-related only. The logical
,position states that outcome and past history should interact
in that luck is invoked to attribute inconsistent success or'
failure (FEATHER & SIMON, 1973). The analyses revealed
that luck was invoked as a funcilon of outcome only losing
was attributed to luck more then winning. However, inspec-
tion of the data (Figure 3) reveals that the order of the group
means is in accord with the predictions emanatirig from the
logical viewpoint. It must be emphasized that the interaction
in this analysis was not statistically significant (p > .05), but it
is interesting to note the order of the group meanS.

NICHOLS (1975) stated that both self-serving and logical
positions predict that outcome alone will determine effort
causal attributions. However, in the present study an interac-
tion occurred, teams which were previously unsuccessful
ascribed 'greater 'effort to themselves to causally attribute
winning than previously successful teams which won. This is
evidence- for self-serving attributions. Also, unsuccessful
teams which won exerted more effort than unsuccessful
teams which lost losing teams with a history of losing
claimed that they exerted the 'least effort. This is more
support for the self-serving positjon.

The individual attributions also revealed some interesting
findings. Despite having lost, players on previously
successful teams which lost ascribed greater effort to
themselves than players on successful teams which won.
When this is coupled to the ability data which revealed that
losing teams ascribed less ability to,themselves than winning
teams, then the attributions support the logical analysis
viewpoint. Players on previously successful teams which lost
considered themselves, low in ability.but did try hard. This is
evidence for a self-derogatory bias, players reasoned that
they did try hard, but Just did not play well that day.

An important finding of the present Study is that previous
experience with the task does interact in a meaningful way
withtoutcome when Little League players were constrained to
causally attribute their winning and losing. The contentions of
NICHOLS (1975) relative to logical information processing of
individuals in achievement tasks received samesupport, but
players also frequently invoked self7serving strategies. In
terms of achievement behavior, consistent failure does affect
causal ascriptions of effort and ability in that individuals
playing on losing teams regarded themselves as being low in
ability and effort. Further, when players on losing teams won,
they ascribed winning to effort, an internal, but unstable
attribute. Thus, winning in the future may not be consistAt.
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Unsuccessful teams which .won also considered themselves
'More luckylo win than successful teams which won. Again,
an unstable attribute is invoked. In short, teams which
consistently lost were more likely to attribute success to
unstable factors than successful teams, thus losing teams did
not expect that success would be insured in the future.
Previously successful teams, on the other hand, attributed
failure to unstable factors, thus expecting to win in the future.
Significantly, winning teams which lost did not differ in their
ability ascriptions from previously winning teams which won.

It is.interesting to speculate that these ascriptions for success
and failure may produce behaviors characteristic of high and
low achievement-oriented behavior. Sports are the most
important source of social comparison for tioys of this age
(VEROFF, 1969) and it may be that consistent success-failure
experiences may socialize the child to achievement
behaviors. Failure experiences lead to low achievement
behavior in that players feel they have little ability and on
subsequent failure want to give up or "drop out" of the activity
. behaviors characteristic of low achievement behavior.
donsistent failure leads players to, invoke external and
unstable attributes to explain future success. Success ex-
periences, on the other hand, lead to high achievement
behavior in that players feel that they have ability and do try
hard. When teams which have previous success experiences
actually lose, they attribute this to external, u nsta blef actors and
thus imply that success is more likely to occur in the future.
Thus, individuals with success experiences persist longer
and try harder to subsequently succeed behaviors
characteristic of high achievement behavior.

Whether success-failure experiences within sport actually
generalize to other achievement tasks is highly speculative,
but it is noteworthy that physical activities are a very impor-
tant area in which children are socialized to many behaviors
considered appropriate by the culture in which the individual
finds himself.

0
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A TEST OF THE ATTRIBUTION
THEORY OF SUCCESS AND
FAILURE WITH LITTLE,
LEAGUE BASEBALL PLAYERS'

Seppo Iso-Ahola
Institute for Child pehavior and Development
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Orie of the most straightforward questions social psychology
has presented involves how people interpret their success
and failure in various situations. Because of its simplicity and
marked social relevance, this kind of question-asking is
referred to as "naive" psychology (HEIDER, 1958). In light of
its direct nature, it is surprising that this question has not
been studied more in natural settings. Is not real life,
especially "the achieving society," MI, Of competitive
situations that are quite easily available for field experimenta-
tion on the attribution processes ? To the extent that the
attributions have been studied only in the laboratories,
"naive" psychology has not exploited its inherited social
relevance. Therefore, the initiation of this study was primarily
motivated by the need to apply the attribution theory of
success and failure (WEINER et al., 1971; WEINER, 1973) in a
field setting. The field study reported here we's ,carried out
with Little League baseball players.

Using individual tasks, WEINER and his associates (1971)
have investigated individuals' attributions for success and
failure. They have shown.that success is generally attributed
to internal factors (ability,and effort), while failure is attributed
to external factors (especialljt to task difficulty). An obvious
question arises : does the same pattern occur even in the
case when success and failure vary in their absolute sense,
1..e., when the margin is large or small ? FEATHER (1969)
found that when subjects just barely succeeded or barely
failed, they tended more often to attribute the outcome .to
external (luck) rather than to internal (ability) factors. In the
case of clear-win or clear-loss,.subjects showed a tendency
to make internal ascriptiOns. Based upon these results and
HEIDER's (1958) notions, FEATHER then argued that since the
extreme performance is an unusual event, clear success or
failure provides more information about a person's distinctive
ability (or lack of it). Therefore, a definite outcome enables
attribution of success or failure to stable properties of self. In
order to shed further light onto the problem of attributing
immediate outcome to internal or external factors, this study
included four classes of the Immediate outcome : clear-win,
bare-win, bare-loss,.end clear-loss.

A second determinant of attributions may be the similarity of
the immediate outcome (success or failure) to those ex-
perienced in the past. FRIEZE and WEINER (1971) found that
when subjects had either repeatedly succeeded or had .
repeatedly failed in the past, they attributed present out-
comes (both successes and failures) to ability and task
(stable factors). This finding confirms KELLEY'S (1967, 1973)
notions of consistency over time as an important determinant
Of causal judgment's. Correspondingly, the unstable variables

'(luck and effort) were the most common attributions when
individuals succeeded after having had no prior successful

1. I am greatly indebted to Carol Dweck, Rainer Martens, and Robert
SfWyer, Jr. for their encouraging criticism during the study. Their
continuous insights for the previous drafts of this paper were
vital whileshaping the article.
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experiences, and when individuals failed after succeedfng
repeatedly in the past. In accord with these results, FEATHER
(1969) has documented thaf unexpected successes and
failures are more frequently attributeetb thah are
expected outcomes. For these reasons, past' Success/failure
was included as another Independent variablein this study.

.As pointed out earlier, our current knowledge of attributional
processes comes mostly from experimental laboratory
situations in which subjects experience success or failure
individually. Different .considerations may ariseS when an
individual experiences success or failure together with others
(for example, teammates). However, the nature of these
differences is unclear. It is not known to what factors
individual group members attribute their group's output or
how group and self-attributions of success and failure differ
from one another. In other words, is a group seen as being
responsible for success and failure, or does the individual
take the responsibility for the group performance ? It has
been established (SHAW & BREED, 1970) that when
members are aCcused by others for group failure, they tend
to counter-attack, for example, by underevaluating group
abilities. However, it is less clear how group members react to
success and failure when ndone blames them publicly for the
group outcome.

The above questions lead to another question : what motives
or strategies are underlying persons' causal attributions for
certain outcomes? In other words, do people show a tenden-
cy. toward,,ego-centered attributions ? : Failure is attributed in
such a way that the attribution does not do any further harm
for a loser, but instead tends' to protect one's self (ego-
defensive 'behavior) ; success is attribyted in such a way that
the attribution does not take anything out of a person's win,
but instead tends to promote success and thus one's self
(ego-offensive behavior)..When considering these questions
one has to keep in mind the general and quite unequivocal
findings of attributions for success and failure thus far.
Holding other variables constant, it appears that people
attribute causality to themselves when succeeding while
attributions for failure are assigned to situational detei-
minants (e.g., WEINER et al., 1971 ; WORTMAN, COSTANZO,
& WITT, 1973 ; STREUFERT & STREUFERT, 1969). Also,
actors tend to 'attribute the causes of their behavior to factors
in the environment, while observers tend to assign causes of
behavior to internal dispositions of ,the actor (JONES &
NISBETT, 1971 ; NISBETT et al., 1973). The findings suggest
that individuals are, in general, ego-defensive or self-
enhancing (See KELLEY, 1967 ; JOHNSON, FEIGENBAUM, &
WEIBY, 1964) in their causal judgments. WORTMAN,
COSTANZO, and WITT (1973) propose that subjects begin to
construct strategies that enhance self-esteem even, before
undertaking the task. If this ego-centered standpoint is true,
then it follows that group members will take less individual
responditiility for losing than for winning. If the motivation of
an individual to view himself positively is a guiding factor in
causal judgments, then members should attribute failure of a
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team performance to a lesser degree to their team (especially
tio a lesser degree to Internal factors of their-team). This
!lotion rests on the assumption that "team value may affect
member, ego level" (DUSTIN, 1966, e237). Supporting this
hypothesis, DUSTIN Indeed found that team members would
react to their team's poor performances in such a manner as
to prevent declines In their own ego levels. ZANDER (1971,
p. 134) Suggested that ego-defensive behavior is more com-
mon among relatively incompetent group members than
among the more competent ones ; i.e., a group's most capable

/member Is more concerned about the outcome of group
performance than his own fare, while the reverse is proposed
to be true for less competent members. Thus, It could be
expected that these differences hold for individuals who
perform poorly or well in a grouP task ("indMdual perfor-
mance"). .

Thls very same self-enhancing motive mall well have
produced the results reported by ,BLAKE and MOUTON
(1962) and FERGUSON.and KELLEY(1964). In these studies,
group members tended to overevaluate their own group's
.products. Thia hypothesis is supported by the fact that
competition increases overevaluation of the group product
(FERGUSON & KELLEY, 1964). Thus, with an increase in
imporiance of the sikietion (i.e., increase in competitiveness),
overevaluatiOn 'of group products tends to increase. It is
obvious that possibilities for self-enhancement iniprove, and
use of ego-centered strategies becomes more important
when the situation increases in significance.

In sum, the purpose of this field experiment was to examine
( how team members account for their team's succeSs . or

failure in terms of four attributional variables : effort, ability,
kick, and task difficulty. Team- and self-attributions for group
outcomes were examined separately. The major independent
variables were Immediate outcome, past success of the team
performance, and WI-di-Vial-II performance (objective and
subjectiie) within the group performance.

The following hypotheses were tested. The first two are
alternative hypotheses suggested by the literature.

1. Clear-win and clear-loss are internally (ability and effort)
attributed, whereas bare-win and bare-loss are externally
(task and luck) attributed. This same pattern of attributions
will occur for team as well as self attributions (FEATHER,
1969).

2. Subjects are ego-centered in their causal judgments, i.e.,
team success is internally attributed while team failure is
externally attributed. The same attributional patterns will
occur for team and self-attributions (e.g., WEINER et al.,
1971 ; WORTMAN, COSTANZO, IS WITT, 1973).

3. Those who perform poorly within their group are more
ego-centered in their causal judgments than those .who
perform very, well within their group in the task (ZANDER,
1971).

4. Subjects belonging to team with consistent and repeated
past success attribute their team success to 'Stable factors .

(ability and task), while subjects with low and inconsistent
past success also attribute their failure to stable factors in the
order of task and ability (WEINER et al:, 1971).
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METHOD.

'Subjects

One hundred fifty Little League baseball players in Urbana:
Champaign participated in the study. Their average age was
11.3 years. Subjects represented 13 different teams and data.
were collected. during 11 different ball games. (In two.of .the
ball games, both the winning and the losing teams were used.
In all other cases, only one team either the winners or the
losers was included in the samble.) The 13 teams within
the four leagues werejandomly chosen from four of nine
leagues In the reglon(a total of 42 teams). Data were
collected in different fields.on consecutive days over a fwo-
week period. The scores of these genies resulted in three
clear-win, three bare-win, four clearrioss and three bare-loss
teams (criteria for this classification will be explained later).
All the in the game filled out question-
naires. Thus, th substitutes were also a part of 'the sample,
leaving out only those players who did not get any chance to
play during the entire game. Each team was used only once in
the study. Originally, there were 156 subjects in the sample,
but six of them were excluded from the analysis because of
inadequate understanding of the task requirements. One
team could not be included in the.study because the coach of
the losing team would not grant permission, even though he
had agreed to do so before the game.

Procedure

At the conclusion of the ball game, subjects were irrimediately
taken to an appropriate place on the field, mostly in the
middle of the field, to fill out the questionnairee. No one was
allowed to communicate with the players once the game was
over until the questionnaires were filled. out. Subjgcts were
told before the game that they would be asked "a couple of
questions right after the; game." No direct reference was
made to the purpose of the study. Prior to filling out the
questionnaires, subjects were given brief instructions. They
were then separated to ensure that each subject worked
alone on the questions. This procedure lasted about 10
minutes. After finishing' the task, subjects returned to their.
coach.

Dependent variables

On the questionnaire, the subjects were asked nine questions
pertaining to self-, team-, and coach-attributions, answers to
which were repeated along a 5-point scale from very much (5)
to not much it all (0). Attributions to team efforts were
inferred from answers to the question, "How much do you
think that your team won (lost) today because the whole team
was (not) trying hard ?"; attributions to team luck from
answers to "How much do you think that your team won (lost)
today because the whole team was (not) lucky ?"; attributions
to team ability from answers to "How much ... because your
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teammates are (not) good players ?"; and attributions to task
difficulty from answers to "How much ... because the op-
posite players were (not) good players?"

Questions related to self-attributions to ability, effort, and
luck Were identical except that the phrase "the whole team"
or "your-teammates" was replaced by "you," and underlined
in each case. (This difference was also emphasized vifien
subjects were told about -the questionnaire task.) The ques-
tion measuring task difficulty for self-attributions was, of
course, posed differently from the tearri question : "How
much do you thinkihat your team won (lost) today because
the opposing players did not (did) make it hard for you in the
field and in batting 7" Subjects were also asked a question
pertaining to the importance of their coach in affecting the
outcome: "How good was your coach in helping your team
performance (playing) today ?" (A 5-point scale from "very
good" to "very bad" was utilized.) It appeared that subjects
understood their task well, since no questions were raised as
to these measures.

Independent variables

Immediate outcome was determined as follows: the clear:win
condition consisted of teams winning the game by a margin of
five runs or more (on an average, they won by 9.0 runs); the's
bare-win by the score difference from one to four runs (on an
average, they won by 3,6 runs). Correspondingly, clear-loss
was said to occur when the teaM was beaten by five runs or
more (they lost, on an average, by 8.2 runs); the bare-loss

situatien-eccur-Fed-when-the-team-lest-by-ene-te-four-ruhs-(on
an average, by 2.6 runs). These criteria were based upon the
pilot observations, and discussions with the coaches which
indicated that the players had a "giving-up"attitude when
there was a difference of five or more runs. However, thee
deviations frorn the cut-off sdore difference of "five" to the
above values of "bare" and "clear" conditions (see the above
averages) were very obvious, thui indicating that the bare
'and blear conditions of success -and failure, represented
extreme cases* on the '4immediate outcome continuum.
Therefore, the division of the immediate outcome variable
into these four subclasses appeared well juitified. For purr
poses of multiple regression analysis (to be described.later),
this variable was also 'defined as a continuous variable
according to the actual score differences (the range of scores
Was.from -9. to +14).

Past success was measured by the percentage of wins a team
had achieved thus far during the season, based upon 12
previous games on the average. The values ranged from 7%
to 82%. This variable was also classified as a two-category
(high-lowY factor for purposes of ANOVA. Past success was
considered high if the team had succeeded 75 to 82% of the
time. "Low" ranged from 7% to 27%. The five teams with past
success varying from 33%. to 73% were not included ih
ANOVA (but were included In the multiple regression).

Because of the large range of the winning percentage, these
five, teams could not be considered to purely be represen-
tative of a "moderate" class of past success.

Individual performance data were obtained by two measures.
First, the team coach in question was asked to name the two
best and the two worst players on his team "on the basis of
today's game." Secondly, each player's performance scores
were checked after the "today's" game from the official.
scorebook. Based on the scorebook information, an index of
individual game performance for each.player was formulated
by adding the total number of runs, nits, and three times

'home runs minus the number of errors [Ft + H + 3 (HR) - E ],
This index was generated by Means of pilot data and
recommendations from some of the coaches. The index
yielded values ranging from -1 to +9. For purposes of data
analysis, this continuous variable was also classified as a
three-category variable (high - moderate - low). The results
revealed that individual performance defined by the cdach
and that inferred from scorebook data were correlated
positively (.62). Since the significance of results did not
depend upon which index was employed, only results of
analyses based on the scorebook index will be reported.

Subjective performance was obtained from a question on the
questionnaire: "How good do you think your own perfor-

t mance was today ?" (5-point scale from very good to very
bad).

RESULTS

General Analyiis
,

The results were analyzed in two broad categories. Firit, in
order to get an overall picture of the causal judgments, the
correlations between attributional variables were calculated
(Table l). To determine the underlying relations and patterns
among attributional variables, the intercorrelations were
factor enalyzed, and canonical correlations were computed.
Secondly, in order to assess how much of the total variance in
each attribution could be accounted for by the independent
variables, multiple regression analyses were performed. (In
the seconthset-of-multipkir regression-analyses, the above
analysis was turned around so that team performance was
now used as a criterion variable to be predicted by at-
tributional variables.) Unweighted-Means ANOVAS and
covariances were employed as supplementary techniques for
confirming the results obtained by multiple regression
analyses.
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Table I - Correlations Among Attribution Variables for Win and Loss Conditions Separaiely and as Combined ("Total")

Team effort Team luck Team ability Team task Self effort Self luck Self abIllty

WL TWL TWL TWL.TWL T WL TsWL T.
Effort

SELF
Luck -.08 .17 .03

ATTRIBUTIONS Ability .36* .19 .48* -.17 .49* .12

Task .13' .13 .13 .12 .08 .09 -.01 .02 .03

Effort .18 .07 .36* .13 .32* .15 .01 .30* .51* -.07 .26 .11

TEAM - Luck .06 .21 .09 .67* .65* .66* .06 .53* .19 .22 .21 .21* 16 .40* .19

:"ATTRIBUTIONS Ability -.03 .05 .23* .25 .15 .14 .01 .35* .45*, .27 38* 30* .25 .28 .46* .19 .40* .22*

Task .00 .14 .14 .32* .26 .28* .15 .14 .20 -.02 .25 .12 .17 .23 24 .34' 34' 32' .23 .14 .22*

< .01 W = Win L = Loss T. = Total

Table I (see also Figures 1 and 2) shows the relationships
between team- and self-attributions for win and loss con-

ditions separately and combined ("total"). Thus, in the
analysis, the immediate outcome was beOken down into two
(win and loss) rather than into four categories.

The above correlations indicated that subjects use four self-
attributions in explaining group outcome in a somewhat
similar fashion with the same four team-attributions (or ute
team-attributions similarly with self-attributions). However, it
seemed that this relationship varies as a function of winning
and losing.b

Table II - Orthogonally Rotated (Varimax) Factors for'the Attribution Variables in Win and Loiis Conditions Separately and as.
Combined

Factors of Factors of Factors of
Win and Loss Combined Win Condition Loss Condition

Variable I II ill I 11 111. IV 1 11. III

Team effort .70 -.04 .12 -.05 .78 .11 .12 .22 -.22 .67
Team luck .00 .88 -.02 .82 -.20 .10 .i 5 .80 .00 .21
Team ability .82 .14 -.09 .08 .79 -.14 -.14 .81 .10 -.06
team task -.02 .12 .91 .08 .08 -.01 .90 -.09 .74
Self effort .75 .18 .06 .09 .11 .84 -.20 .43 .48

.36
.08

Self luck .06 .87 .11 .85 .07 .01 .19 .78 .27 .24
Self ability .55 .21 .37

,.

.22 -.10 .60 , .38 .29 .75 -.07
Self task .25 .51 .12 .65 .16 .20 -.23: .22 .22 .52
Attribution

.:

; to coach
.49 .00 .52 .00 .56 .42 .33 -.09 .27 .73 .

Eigenvalue 2.99 1.57 1.06 2.31 1.71 1.15 1.04 3.01 1.38 1.08
Of Total

Variance
Explained 33% 17% 12% 26% 19% 13% 11% 33% ''' 15% 12%
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In order to further clarify the above Intercorrelations and see
the 'possible basic dimensions behind the attributions, prin-
cipal component analysis was performed and then rotated by
.the varimax method (Table II). The results are presented In
the win and loss conditions separately and also both con-
ditions as combined. An eigenvalue cutoff of 1.0 Was used for
defining the number of factors. When one examines the three
factors of the combined condition, it is readily apparent that

. internality vs. externality is the dimension underlying sub-
jects' thinking about causal attributions: the lirst factor
("Overall internality") was highly loaded by team-effort, team-
ability, self-effort, self-ability, and attribution to the coach ; the-
second factor ("overall externality") was highly loaded by
team-luck and self-luck ; the third factor ("externality") was
highly loaded by team task difficulty and by attribution to the
coich. When looking at the win condition alone, this same
dimension of internality and externality emerged. The first
factor indicated "overall externality" (team-luck, self-luck,
and self-task difficulty highly loaded), while the second factor
revealed "team-internality' (team-ability and team-effort bb-

.talned the highest loadings). The third factor was in the nature

.of 'self-internality" (self-effort and self-ability most highly
5-loaded), while the fourth factor ("externality") emerged nearly
.4. the same as the third factor in the combined condition. On the

first factor of -the loss condition, teamiability, team-luck, and
self-luck provided the highest loadings, thus somewhat

. ambiguously indicating the external nature of this factor. The
second Motor of thejoss condition' ("externality") was similar
to the third factor of the cortiblned and to the fourth factor of

.. the win condition, self-ability and team-task difficulty loading
most highly. Attribution to the coach, team-effort, and self-
task.dIffichily_ohtained-the-blgst-itoadlngs-on-the-third factor

. of the loss condition, therefore suggesting the "external"
character of causal attributions on this factor. It is of con-
sidarabili interest to note that "tearmlinternality" and "self-

(°Internality" appeared as different fac 1:) rs in the "win" condi-
tion, whereas in the overall analysis, t ey did not (but merged
into one -factor, see Factor O. Interestingly, the proportion of
variance accounted for by Factor I in the overall analysis was
Identical to the combined variance explained by Factors II
and III in the "win" analysis..in sum, factor analysis showed
very Clearly that subjects' causal attributions for team out-

.. comes were based upon the internality ve. externality dimen-
sion. TherefOre, the "stable" and "variable" affributional

. patterns did not emerge. Important. The differences between
.the win and loss" conditions were not considerable even
though externality tended to be more dominant in the loss
than in the win case. The important finding seemed to be that
effort-attribution was loaded highly with internal attribUtions
(ability) in the "win' situation, whereas in the "loss" condition,
.effort-attribution tended to load highly with external at-
tributions (luck: task-difficulty, ancVattribution to coach)..

Specific Analysis

The above results constitute a basis for understanding mere
s-pecificaily the nature of internality vs. externality in causal
attributions; Multiple regression was employed as a major
tool for further elaboration of the previous resUlts. In the first
set of analyses, each attribution variable served as a criterion
variable (Table III), While iri the second stage, the attribution
variables were used as predictors for the immediate Outcome
variable (Table IV). While factor analysis yields the basic
dImprisions underlying persons' causal attributians, multiple
regression-allows a user to be more elaborate in his.analysis
because of the possibility to employ one attribution variable
(or perforQance) as a dependent variable to be predicted by
the perforaff4ce (or attribution) independent variables.
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-
Table III - Standardized Regression Coefficients for Fixed Regression Analyse's: Team- and Self- Attributions (for success and

failure as combined) Predicted by Performance Variables

Dependent Variable .

Predictor Team-Attribution Self-Otribution

Effort IPI Luck IPI Ability IPI Tisk 'PI Effort IPI Luck IPI Ability IPI Tusk IPI
Attribution

to Couch IPI

Immediate
Outcome .311 (.02) 014 250 (.02) .122 .318 (.01) .110 .249 (.05) .206 .468 (.01)

Pdst a

Success 144 039 .392 (.01) -.068 .248 (.02) -.173 .148 -.063 -.230 (.05)

Individual
Performance 038 -.150 (.10) .025 077 .121 -.097 .134 - :034 .188 (.05)

Subjective
Performance -.042 .117 080 162 (.10) .025 .156 (.10) .006 .168 (.10) .037

R .43 .16 ..64 .15 .59 .21 .44 .26 .45 *

R2 (Total
Variance'
Explained) 18% 3% 41% 2% . 35% 4% 19% 7% 20%

--Note7-(P)-indicates-the-probabilities-deterrnffied-by t tcsts (Edwards, 1 967-p-252)---

p.< .01.

Explaining Attributions by Performance Variables

ri Table III shows the results obtained by multiple regression for
success and failure conditions tpgether. In addition to each
multiple "R", the data in Table III show the standardized
regression weights associated with each predictor. On an a
priori basis, four continuous independent variables (im-
mediate outcome, past success, individual performance,
and subjective performance) were forced to serve as predic
tors. Because the correlation between subjective and in-
Oividual performance (for the difference between the
meanings of these variables, see p. 8)- was "only" .35, these
variables did not appear to be redundant, and thus, both
individual and sLibjective performance were included in this
analysis.

Table lii revealethat effort and ability in both self- arid team-''
attributions are very' significantly predicted (R) by the four
independent variables in the linear model. It clearly appeared
that the immediate outcome was icdounting for most of the
total variance In significant multiple R's. Team-effort was
predicted by the independent. variables (18% of the variance

explained): F = 8.12, df = 4/145, p < .01 ; team-ability
prediated by them (41%): F = 25.35, df = 4/145, o < .01 ;
self-ability predicted (19%): F = 8.61, df = 4/145, p < .01 ;
self-effort predicted (35%): F = 19.63; df = 4/145, p < .01.
The multiple R for, task difficulty (self-attribution) was also
significant (7%): F = 2.74, df = 4/145, p < .01. In order to
look further at the variables which were responsible for the
above significant R's, standardized beta-coefficients of the
predictors were lested (EDWARDS, 1967, p. 252) using t
tests. Closer insPection of the dependantVaiables Which.had
significant multiple R'$ reveals that team-attribution to effort
was signifiaantiy.(p < .02) explained only by the immediate
outcome. Team-attribution to-Tability was Significantly ac-
counted for by both immediate outcome of the game (p .02).
and by past success of the team (p-< .01). Self-attribution to
effort was significantly eiplalned by the immediate outcome
(p < .01) and by-past success (p < 02). Self-attribution to
ability was significSntly explained by the immediate outcome
(p < .05).
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Surprisingly, individual performance did not have a
, Statistically significant effect on the dependent variables. Only

In ihe case of team-attributions to luck, did individual perfor-
, mance approach significance (p < .10). Similarly, and con-

trary to expectations, subjective performance did not
significantly add to the total variance for any dependent
variable. In the cases of team-attributions to task difficulty,

. and self-attributions to luck and task difficulty, subjective,
performance approached 'statistical significance (p .< .10).
The attribution assigned for succeSs and failure to the coach,
however, was significantly predicted by the immediate out-
come (p < .01), past success (p < .05), 'and individual
performance (p < .05).

Explaining team performance (immediate outcome)
by attributions

Table IV presents the results of multiple regression in which
immediate outcome (team performance) and individual per--
formance are explained by the attributional variables. A
closer inspection shows that the high R (.70) of frnMediate
outcome is due, to attributions to team-ability, self-effort, and
attributions to the coach, and the significant R of individual
performance due to attribution to coach and self-effort. This
finding then suggests that a team's abiW, "my" own efforts,
and the coach are mostly seen responsible for the team

performance. The results in Table IV were confirmed also by
canonical correlation analysis, in which immediate outcome
and individual performance were used as one set of variables
while team and self-attributions formed another set (see
TATSUOKA, 1971). Of the two resultant canonical variates,
the first one was significant (p < .001). It was found that
immediate outcome from the first variable set and team-
ability and self-effort from the second variable set were most
highly loaded on this canonical variate. Even though these
above results are quite consistent, one should be cautious in
comparing the relative impohance of .team and self at=
tributions.1 This is so because the predictors were not
orthogonal to one another. One common way of avoiding
hasty and perhaps erronous conclusions in this situation is to
enter factor score estimates into a regression equation as
independeht variables. This method then employs the factors
extracted in the factor analysis as 'predictors in multiple
regression ; the factors are uncdrrelated, thus allowing the
direct comparison between them as to the' variance ac-
counted for by the factors.- For this reason, the so-called
.Method III (see TUCKER, 1971) was utilized with the three

Table IV - Standardized Regression Coefficients for the Fixed Regression Analyses : Team Performance (Immediate
Outcome) and individual Performance Predicted by Different Attribution Variables

.Criterion Variable

Predictor Immediate Outcome individual Performance

Team effort .084 7..031
Team lug -.056 .141
Team ability .326-* 093
Team task difficulty -.076 .048
Self effort _275." ,,187*
Self luck -.111 .058
Self ability

0 A

.109 .132
Self task difficulty .063 7.005
Attribution to coach .151 .195**

.70 ***
. .

.43 ***
R2 49% 18%

p < .06

.** p < .05
p < .01,
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factors of the "combined" condition (Table II) serving as
predictors In multiple regression analysis. Immediate out-
come was the dependent variable. The results revealed that
Factor I ("overall internality") of the "combined': condition
was the only one with a significant regression weight (.88, p 41'''

..001) for immediate outcome. The multiple R of .88 (F iv
43,40, df = 3/148, p < .001) indicated that the second and
third factor's contribution to the total variance was zero.
Therefoi-e, Factor I accounted for all the variance (46%) of
immediate outcorne. One may recall that team-abllity, team-
effort, self-ability,' self-effort, and attribution to coach were
tjie highest variabled to load on Factor I. Consequently, these
variables have the most explanatory power for immediate
outcome. In sum, it was firstt found,that a team's ability, self-
effort, and the coach are mostly regarded responsible for the
team performance. However, the furtfier analysis revealed
that all the four internal factors (self-ability, self-effort, team-
abHlty, team-effort) and the Coach are the ,most important
attributional determinants of team performance.

Supplementary analysis

w

1ince multiple regression does not yield interactions,
u weIghted-means ANOVAS (WINER, 1962, pp. 224-227)

re utilized. A 4 x 3 factortel design (immediate outcome x
indlyjdual performance) was used. When one compares the
results by ANOVAS with those of multiple regression, the
findings are entirely parallel In respect to statistical

'significance of the variables. In other words, effort- and
ability-attributions, were determined by immediate oUtcome,
but not by, individual performance. Immediate outcome
appeared to be highly significant for team effort (F = 12.62, df
= 3/138,, p < .001), for team ability (F = 27.29, df = 3/138,
p < .001), for pelf-effort (F = 17.05, df = 3/138, p < :001), fOr
self-ability (F ='9:43, df = 3/138, p 7 .001), and for attribution
to the coach (F = 5.35, df = 3/1.38, p -7 .001). The intlividual
performance variable did not reach significance with regard
to the adbve veriables except for attribution to the coech (F =
3.22, df = 2/138, p = .04), No significant interactions existed
between these twolTale'peri-defInTErrinirag:The result-Orr:mit-1-
hoc analyses pertaining to these main effects are presented
in the 'following paragraphs.

Since the above results may be confounded with a team's
past success, the effect of past history was covaried out by
covariance analysis. It appeared that no changes occurred in
respect to statistical significances. Immediate outcome was
still highly significant for' team-effort (F = 6.90, p < .001), for
team-ability (F = 7.86, p = .001), for self-effort (F = 10.14, p <
.001), for self-ability (F = 5.45, p < .001), and for attribution to
coach (F 7 9.01, p < .001). The main effect of the individual
perfOrmance on attribution tci coach dropped from p < .04 to
p < .07. Otherwise, the results remained nonsignificant. This
then suggests that immediate outcome overrides past
success in determining attributions for success and fallure.2

2. It would be very important in the future research.to investigate the
effects of individual past success in a group on the attributions of
success and failure. Overall, there is a need for the studies that
take simultaneously into account all the four "structural" deter-
minants of the group attributions: a team's immediate outcome;
its past success; a team member's immediate performance in the
group ; and a member's past performance in the group. 2(38
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.... Figure 1., Attributions for tam performance (Immediate outcome) to teamlifforl, team task-difficulty, team.abIllty, and teamsluck,
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Team attributions and Immediate outcome

While the previous analyserrevealedthe general patterns of
attributions and the fiialn effects with respect to attributions, It
Is a purpose of the following five sections to specifically '
demonstrate where/the differences pertaining 'to the main
effects are located. Therefore attributions are examined as aks
function .of all, categories of immediate otitoome (clear-win,
bare-win, bare-loss, clear-loss). As indicated in Figure 1,
clear-win 'as well as bare-win were quite explicitly attribUted
to high team effort and to high team ability. Effort and ability
differed very dignificantly from luck and from task difficulty in
both clear-win and bare-win conditions. Attributions to luck
and task differed from each other both Irf the clear-win (p <
.05) and bare-win conditions (p < .01).

If team success was quite exclusively attributed. to ability and
effort, the same was not true for failure attributions. First,
ability and effort decreased markedly (p < .01) from bare-win
to bare-loss, leaving task difficulty and low effort as prime
factors In explaining team fallure (both bare- and clear-loss).
Task difficulty and effort did not, differ from each other
significantly in either of the loss conditions as did not ability
and luck in either condition. But task difficulty departed
significantly from luck and from,ability in both bare-loss (p <
;oil 'and cisar-loss (p < .05) conditions. Effort-attribution did
not differ stnificantly from luck, bulapproached significance
(p < .10) with respect .to ability in-The bare-loss condition.
However, when losing ilakclear, effOrt emerged as a prime
factor to account for team failure, departing'significantly from
luck and from ability,.

c,

In sum, ability and effort were quite exclusive y seen as eltig
responsible for team success while effort and.task difficulty
were more important attributions In explaining team failures
than ability and luck. But more important, luck 'and task
attributions did not change as a funCtion of immediate
outcome; only ability and effort tended to change from
success to failure. Theseresults for the win conditions lend
full support to the second hypothesis, and partial support for
the 'loss conditions.
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Figaro 2. Attributions for team performance (Immediate outcome) to self-efforCself-ability, self task difficulty, self-luck, and
coach.
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Se It-attributions and Immediate outcome

Figure 2 reveals the results with respect to self-attributions
for group performance, i.e., how much each individual saw
himself as being responsible for team success and. failure
expressed by,the four attributions! variables.

In the clear-win condition; high self-effort-was significantly
(p < .01) more important than ability, task, and luck in ex-
plaining team success. Ability and task were equally impor-
tant, while luck emerged as being less important (p < .01) in
players' causal judgments. In. the bare-win condition, self-
efforts differed significantly from luck (p < .01) andfrom task
(p < .02), but not from ability. On the other hand, ability and
task'difficulty did not depart significantly from each other but
did so. with respect.to luck (p < .01). It was also found that
attributions to effort dropped significantly (p < .01) from
clear- to bare-loss, while other declines within attributional
variables remained nonsignificant between these two classes.

There was a highly significant (p < .01 ) decrease for effort
and ability from bare-win to bare-loss while luck attributions
increased significantly (p < .05) and task remained the same
between these two classes. This meant that the personally
difficult task was regarded as the fictor most responsible for
a team's bare failure, with the difficult task being more
important than ability (p < .10), more important than effort
(p < .05), and more important than luck (p < .10). Task
difficulty, however, dropped significantly (p < .05) from Ore-
loss to clear-loss. This meant that task joined effort as a Main
attribetion for clear-loss. A difference between effort and task
vs. luck and ability approached.significance (p < .10).

In sum, the internal self-factors (especially effort) were
regarded as being most responsible for team success. The
order of these'two variables remained the same in the bare-
win condition, but differences bqtween these self-attributions
were reduced strongly from clear-win to bare-win. The team
bare-loss was primarily assigned-to individual task difficulty
In the field and batting while the other three attributionsl
variables were seen as less important in causlOg group
performance. A teen's clear-loss was attributed both exter-
nally (task) and internally (effort). These factors were more
Important than luck and ability as explanations of team
failure. These results, quite similarly to team attributions, lend
some support for the second hypothesis of ego-centered
causal ascriptions.

Attribution' for Success and Failure to a Coach
2

Subjects were also asked the extent to which they attributed
their team subcess and failure to their coach. The upper
graph in Figure 2 Indicates "how good a coach was in helping
their team performance." It is evident that the coach received
the most "rOses" for the win, but on the other hand, the coach
was also regarded as the greatest reason for team failures.
The decrease of this attribution in absolute value was signifi-

pant from bare-loss to clear-loss (p < .01). Attribution for
success and failure to the coach was significantly greater
than for the other four attributional variables in the cases of
bare-win, bare-loss, and clear-loss for self-attributions, bet
only In the cases of bare- and clear-loss (p < .01) for team
attributions. Importantly, self-efforts were assessed to be as
valuable as , good coaching in regard to a team's high
success.

Individual Performance and immediate Outcomes

It was found by t tests that on nooccasionkild the differences
with respect to attributions between good, moderate, and bad ,

performers reach significance. It seemed that those who
performed poorly in the game tended to be slightly More ego-
offensive (success attributed to high efforts and good ability)
than good performers when winning. But On the other hand,
the poor performers did not show greater tendency toward
ego-defensive behavior than the good performers when
losing. It appeared than the best .players Imputed team'.
success to their coach to a greater extent (nonsignificant)
than the moderate and the worst players. No support for the
third hypothesis is presented by these data.

Past Success and immediate Outcomes

Because of failure to get all of the observations needed, past
success could not 'be categorized in all the classes of
immediate outcome. In other words, the teams which had
high past sucdess did not lose and the teams which had low
past suctess did not win games included In the random
sample. Hence, only the extreme results can be offered. It

was found that attributions to both team- and self-efforts,
ability, task, and luck as a function of a team's-past success
(high-low) follow precisely the line of the same attributions
assigned as a function of the mere immediate outdome of the
game. EXactly as the immediate outcome, past success had

(p < .001) main effects for team effort and ability,
for self-effort and ability, and for attribution to coach.'
Subjects of teams which had succeeded highly in ihe past
(from 75% to 82%), predominantly attributed their team
successes to high team efforts (3.4) and to high team ability
(3.1) rather than to easy task (1.7) or good luck (1.1): ellen .
and ability differed significantly (p < .01) from task and luck.
Correspondingly, the same subjects attributed their team's
success to their own self-efforts (3.1) and to their own ability
(2.4) (effort vs. ability : p < .05). Attributions to easy task imthe
field and in batting (1.7) and good personal luck (0.9) were
negligible (effort vs. task and luck : p < .01 ; ability vs: luck :
p < .01).

Those subjects whose team tad been ,losing almost con-
tinuoesly (7% to 27% sum:rites) attributed team failures .
more to lack of team effort12.2) and to the task difficulty (2.1)
than to their team's low ability (1.2) or bad luck (1.3) (p < :05).
Similarly, team failure was seen to be due somewhat more to
lack of self-efforts (1.7) and the personal difficulty of the task
(1.8) than to lack of personal ability (1.4) or to bad personal

3. This Is no wonder, because there were five teams with "high past
success" in the analysis, and of these five teams, three constituted
the category of "clear-win" on the immediate outcome variable.
The remaining two teams of high past success were located,.at
"bare-win" 'conditions of immediate outcome..There were three
teams in the category of "low past success." One of these teams
"lost clearly," while the remaining two teams lost barply" accor- ,
ding to the immediate outcome continuum.
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luck during the jams (1.4); however, these latter differences
were non significant. Unfortunately, these data do not provide
Information about causal attributions when the immediate
outcome and past sucCess are not entirely Consistent with
each other. However, the effects of past success ,on the
attributions of immediate outcome were covaried out, In that
analysis, it was found that the differential effects of immediate
outcomes on attributions occur over and above the effects
of past success upon these attributions.

, DISCUSSION

The first hypothesis was that high success and high failure
would be internally attributed to ability and effort, whereas
bare-win and bare-loss would be externally attributed to task
and luck. The results clearly supported this hypothesis for the
clear-win condition, and partially supported it for the clear-
..loss condition which was both internally (effort) and externally
(task) ascribed. Thia same result appeto edto hold for self- as
well as team-attributions. Howevei contrary to the
hypothesis, bare-win was also internally 6 ti l'outed (both team
and self-attributions). This same hypothes s concerning bare-
loSs was partly.eupported (team-attributions) because task
difficulty was regarded as the factor most responsible for
team loss. Overall, asexpected, self-attributions followed the
same patterns as team-attributions, the latter being usually
-somewhat higher In -their absolute values. The correlationi
between team- and Self-attributions tended in general to
suggest that members use the quality of their group perfor-
mance -as an indicator of their own .performance and their

' personal contributiona to the outcome (see ZANDER, 1971.
p. 137). When considering the confirmation of the first

. hypothesis (which was derived from FEATHER's findings,
.1969), it should be borne in mind that FEATHER defined
externality only by "luck" and internality only by "ability." It
the results of this study are reconsidered In this light by being
Only one of the external and one of 'the internal factors at a
time, the first hypothesii would receive more complete
support.

The second hypothesis, which was art alternative to the Urst
one, suggested that subjects are ego-centered in their causal
judgments. Specifically, it was hypothesized that those sub-
jects who performed poorly tend to be more ego-centered
thati those performing . best on the team (the third
hypothesis). The results rivealed no support for the third
hypothesis. Similarly, It was found that subjects' feelings of

.their own performance could not significantly predict and
explain variance arming the dependent variables. These
findings tend to be in conflict with the propositions made by
ZANDER (1971). On the other hand, it should be noted that
'ZANDER Was talking about "competent" and"noncompetent"
members, and not good or bad performers in a group on One
occasion. It might have occurred that "good performers" just
happened to have a "good day" and "bad performers"

.happened to have a "bad day." The results might have been

t
in accord with those of ZANDER itthe players were classified
as good and bad perforrners on the basis of consistent
performance scores for each individual. Therefore, it is
important that the effects of not only a team's past succees,
but also the Offects of an individual patt success on causal
attributions aff rarefully studied in the euture research. Also,
objective and subjective performance as independent'
variables certainly need further verification.

Even though there were no differences between good and
bad performers, overall, a tendency for ego-defensive at-
tribution behavior emerged among those players whose team
lost. This meant that the .reasons for team failure were
predominantly based on situational factors. The good
qualities of players on the oppoilng team (task .difficulty).
were stressed and low team- and self-efforts were interpreted
as high in importance .in accounting for failure. The ego-
defensive hypothesis derives further support from the .f act
that the players in this study saw their coach as extremely
poor in helping their team performance in the case of losing.
The negative consequences can also be avoided by viewing
failure (or the whole task) as trivial or unimportant. The
importance of this kind of denial was, however, not examined.

Why should effort-attributions for failure (effort is typically
said to be an internal factor) indicate that subjects were self-
protective in their causal judgments? This would be the case
when effort is used in an external manner. When an individual
or a team loses, it is often Claimed by the players that "a
referee was so lousy that I did not even see any point for
trying to play." Therefore, lack of effort as a factor causing
failure is guided by external influences.

If it seems obvious, On the basis of the results, that ego-
defensive strategies were employed by players while losing,
what strategies are then used in accounting for team
success ? It was found that high effort and high ability were
assigned as the foremost attributional factors for team
success. These two variables are typically labeled as "inter-
nar' factors in the attribution literature, meaning that persons
tend to gather all the glory of success for themselves. This
interpretation is also adopted here, even though it may first
seem to be somewhat contradictory to treating effort as an
external factor in the case ot losing. It is therefore proposed
that effort has a different meaning to persons who fail and to
persons who succeed. When losing, persons tend tO
rationalize the lack of effort by means of external reasons, like
a "lousy referee." But when there is success, high effort is
rationalized by internal stimuli or tactors ; i.e., :one may say
that "good ability makes it possible.and easy to exert high
efforts." Validation for this hypothesis is obtained by the data
of thls study. Firs% one may recall from Figures 1 and 2 that
ability was highly associated with effort, In tearn-attribiniorks
for team success. The same relationship was also revealed
for self-attributions, but more so in the case of bare-win. On
the other hand, effort was not associated with ability at all iri
the case of losing, but rather closely related to task difficulty
(i.e., exaggerating good qualities of opponent:players) which
is clearly an external factor. Secondly, effort-attribution (both
team and self) was correlated most highly with ability-
attribution in the case of win, whereas in the Joss condition, it
was correlated equally low with ability, luck, or task (team.-
attributions), or most ' highly with kick (self-attributione).
Thirdly, this same tendency was most clearly illustrated by
factor analysis ; effort attributiOns were loaded highly with
ability-attributions in the win condition, while they tended to
load highly with external factors- in the loss condition.
Therefore, these notions lead to the following hypothesis to
be verified, by further research. Effort has a different at-
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tributional meaning in the case of experiencing success and
failure: when individuals succeed, they interpret their out-
come interrtally so that the main cause for success is effort
which is enhanced by interpretation of the presence of
personal abilities. When individuals fail, they interpret their
outcome externally so that one of the main causes for failure
is lack of effort which is seen to be tied to external en-
vironmental stimuli.

The fourth hypothesis that subjects on teams with consistent
and repeated peat success or failure attribute their team
outcomes to stable factors (ability and task difficulty) was not
fully supported by these data. In cases of continuous suacess,
self- and team-efforts and ability were assigned ai..prime
factors for winning, while lack of effort and task difficulty were
seen most responsible in the case of repeated failure. Thus,
this result partly' Contradicts the above hypothesis which was
derived from WEINER's, work (1971, p. 100). However, it
should be borne in. mind that these two sets of findings are
not entirely comparable because: (a) FRIEZE and WEINER
(1971) obtained their results in a "simulation experiment" in
which subjects were to respond to the hypothetical informa-
tion with a paper and pencil ; (b) in a baseball situation, there
are many factors which are available for attributions, e.g.,
ongoing task, importance of activity, future!, aspirations,
knowledge about the game ; and (c) there was a failure to
completely represent all combinations df immediate outeome
and past success; i.e., the classei of past success were not
represented in every category of immediate outcome.

There is one further point to be considered., Subjects were
asked how much help their coach was in their team 'perfor-
mance. The finding that the coach was perceived 'as being
highly .useful when winning and in contraat, highly useless
when losing, indicates that several informational cues were
employed by subjects in their causal judgments. In other
words, task difficulty and luck might not basufficient to reveal
the real picture of subjeCts'. thinking of external factors in
causing group outcomes. It may vvall be that on some
occasions luck is regarded as the most relevant situational
variable while sometimes several factors are needed (e.g.,
task, a "lousy referee," bad weather). Perhaps the results
concerning the relationship between internal and external
attributions depend on which, and how many informational
cues are provided for subjects tobe judged on the question-
naires. When the results are viewed in this light, a more
definite answer concerning ' tendencies . of ego-centered
caUsal judgments may be obtained with a broader infor-
mational approach taken toward internality vs. externality..
Then, for example, the S-V-0 model by GOLLOB (1974) and
the subjective probability Model by WYER (1973) might prove
to be fruitful.

304

In conclusion, thit study:tlearly indicates that the young
players' judgments of their team success and tearn failure are
quite ego-centered. The players are inclined to view team
success in such a manner that their own .natural conditions
and capabilities become well recognized. They like to collect .

"roses" on the dispositional bases (ego-offensive). Team
failure is in tUrn conceived to be determined by environmen-
tal stimuli which does not take anything away from an
individual's capabilities. When losing, they like to give
"thorns" to others. This agrees with the sUggestion of
HASTORF et al. (1970, p. 79) "that the perceive'r has in-
creasing need to attribute responsibility to someone as the
outcomes become more severe."

If ego-centered' behavior is a dominant feature for the
youngsters at this age, one can only ask how common this
subjectively biased interpretation of success and failure is
among older -people. Are these results obtained because
boys are. in the middle of a strong and important social
comparison process (VEROFF, 1967) at that age ? Do all
people with different personalities tend to interpret success
and failure in a similar manner ? What, if any, are the
sitUations which tend to bring about more ego-biased
rationalizations of success and failure compared to "usual"
real life situations ? How necessary is it to make subjectively
biased judgments of group ahd individual performances for
surviving in the achieving society ? How much is the modern
educational system responsible, if :r; all, for producing
individuals who are very ego-ce:',-; 11 their causal
judgments? Certainly, these and other important:
questiont- in the attribution process call Sor further examine-
tion:'
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NEED FOR STIMULATION :

SOM'E POSSIBLE ANTECEDENTS OF INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES
AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO SPORT INVOLVEMENT

Peter Donnelly
University of Massachusetts
Amherst

INTRODUCTION

The concept of stimulus-seeking or need for stimulation first
appeared in McDOUGALL's (1923) proposed instinct of
undirected curiosity, and in PAVLOV'S (1927? description of
the investigatory or orienting reflex. The first general descrip-
tion of the need for stimulaticin of the nervous system was
given by NISSEN (1930), Who, compared the nervous systern
to the muscular system. He proposed "a fundamental tenden-
cy in all living tissue towards the expression of its
characteristic activity ; a basic drive towards functioning"
(NISSEN, 1930 : 373). The nervous system was purported to
need stimulation just as the muscular system needs exercise,
and if functioning ceased the nervous system would atrophy
just as thamuscular System. PAVLOV eventually developed a
theory of typological differences ih, what he termed, strength
of the nervous system and research on differing reactions to
similar stimuli continued in Russia in TEPLOV's laboratory
(GRAY, 1964).

--:--1-lowever, the concept of need for-:Stimulation received little
attention in the West until the 1950"S, perhaps largely due to
the development of the leafning theory concept of drive
reduction. Drive reduction theories suggest that the goal of
behavior is the reduction Of cyclical needs such as hunger,
thirst, and sex, and file avoidance of pain the reduction of
stimulation. All othir behaviors Were believed to be derived
from the neea to reduee these "primary drives". The more
recent cognitive donsistency theories also appear to be
diametrically.opposed to the concept of need for stimulation.'
They suggest that,individuals prefer stability, familiarity, and
-the-confirmation of expectancy, while avoiding the new and
the unpredictable. Stimulus-seeking . theories infer that
behavior is based on a different aet of motivations. They pogit
that an individual has an exploratory drive, curiosity, takes
pleasures in the unpredictable and the unexpected, and finds
novelty rewarding.

,1

Since. 1950, a great deal of empirical evidence has been
generated which tends to -support the View that organisms
seek stimulation, although theifield has suffered frorn a lack
of concerted effort Supporting, evidence has come from a
variety 'of research traditio4'Andluding vigilance and atten-
tion, sensory deprivation, 'pain tolerance, perception, and
environmental psychology, as well as from researchers who
are immediately concerned with stimulus-seeking behavior.
Unfokunately, the several investigators or teams of in-
vestigators have' carried oW. their research from their own
particular theoretical and ,rdethodological perspectives and
have tended to ignore or overlook the work of othey
researchers investigating the same phenomenon. Tne
divergent research has led to some twenty-five measures of
needfor stimulation and to ten theories which are, directly or
indirectly, related to stimulus-seeking behavior (LOY and
DONNELLY, 1975 ; DONNEE,LY, 1975).
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ZUCKERMAN (1969) has proposed an "optimal level of
stimulation ttieory" based on his research on sensory
deprivation, and SCHULTZ's (1965) theory of "sensoristasis"
is also based on sensory deprivation research. These two
theories and SALES, (1971) theory.of need fdr stimulation
each subscribe to the view that individuals have an optimal
level of stimulation, and that individuals may differ with
respect to their optimal level of stimulation. The optimai level
of arousal produced by being in an environment which,
proVides an optimal level of stimulation is a -pleasing state,
and 'therefore the goal of a great deal of behavior is to
maintain that state. Environments which produce an arousal
level which is "too low" for, an individual (e.g. sensbry
deprivation) or "too high" (e.g. sensory overload) are con-
sidered to be aversive.

SALES, (1971) theory is based on PETRIE's (1967) work on
perceptual reduction and aUgmentation. PETRIE classified
individuals into three types with regard to their modulation of
sensory experience. The "reducer" tends to subjectively
decrease that which is perceived e "augmenter" to in-
crease that which is perceived ; an, a "moderate" tends to
perceive the sensory environment fairly accurately. The
classification' derived from PETRIE's obgervations of the
different degrees of pain felt by people with similar injuries,
but the tendency'lhas since been shown to' generalize to a
variety of behavioral reSponses. By linking the cOncepts of
optimal level of stimulation and perceptUal reduction and
augmentation SALES concluded that the oOtimal level of
stimulation wee" the same for all individuals. Because
reducers decrease stimulation- they would . neea more
stimulation to maintain an optimum level, while atigmentera
would need less stimulation to maintain the same optimum
level. SALES (1971, 1972) found support for this proposition
with a series of experiments-which showed that reducers and
augmenters, differed markedly :in their °preferred level of
stimulation.

In his more recent work, SALES abandoned the concept of
perceptual reduction and augmentation in faVOr of PAVLOV's
typology of "strong" and "weak" nervous systems (GRAY,
1964). Although the two dimensions are extremely similar' in
terms of definition, the latter was favored' because of the
more reliable measuro which have been developed in order
to assess strength' of the nervous system. Research in Russia
on PAVLOV's topology led TEPLOV to formulate his own
"strength of the nervous system theory" (GRAY, 1964), and
GRAY (1964) derived a "theory of irousability" from the
Russian. research. A more popular version of stimulus-

:seeking theories has been presented by MORRIS (1969), who
Proposed six principles of the "stimulus atruggle".

Several related theories have been found which are not
immediately concerned- with stimulus-seeking dehavior, but
which ace useful in helping to describe -and understand
stimulus-seeking phenomena. ELLIS (1973) has proposed a
theory of play behavior which contains a strong stimulus-
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seeking/component. MEHRABIAN and RUSSEL (1974)Inctude--T-
stimuluO-seeking in their theory of e_n_vir_onmenteThrchology,
and EYSENCK (1955)._relefecr PAVLOV's behavioral work to
KOH,LER'a-GeSfill the6ries co derive a "cortical inhibition

---th-i-Ory" of extraversion, of which stimulus-seeking is a
com ponent.

PURPOSE

The twofold purpose of this study was to examine the
relationship between need for stimulation and preferred
environmental dimensions of sport, and to examine the effect
of selected early environmental factors on individual
differences in need for stimulation. Sport was considered to
be an ideal context for the study of individual differences in
need for stimulation since it is primarily a voluntary activity
offering many different forms of stimulation, and providing e
wide range of degree of stimulation. The second objective
was considered because so little evidence ié available regar-
ding the causes of individual differences in stimulus-seeking
behavior. A great deal of the related research indicates a
neurophysiological basis for individual differences and there
has been a tendency to assume that the differences are
genetically determined. However, both PETRIE (1967) and
ZUCKERMAN (1973) have both suggested that genetic
predispositions may be greatly altered by environmental
conditions. Early environmental factors considered in this
study include birth order, sibling sex stattis, family size and
density, and parent-child relations.

Sport is a readily available and socially acceptable means of
achieving stimulation, but there have been, surprinsingly few
research studies which have employed sport as a medium for
the examination of varying needs for stimulation. Apart from
one study Using ZUCKERMAN's (1964) Sensation-Seeking
Scale, all of the relevant studies have considered the
relationship between sport and need for stimulation in terms
of perceptual reduction and augmentation. RYAN and
FOSTER (1967), in a study of male high school athletes, found
that contact athletes tend to be reducers, non-athletes tend to

- be augmenters, and that non-contact athletes fall between
these two extremes and may be claseified as moderates.
NEALON (1973) replicated the RYAN and FOSTER study usihg
female subjects and found similar though non-significant
results. Both studies employed the kinesthetic after-effects
and time estimation tasks'. as. measures of perceptual reduc-
tion and augmentation. The resuits of both studies are
predictable in terms of need for slimulation. BIRRELL (1974)
has suggested that:augmenters, and possibly moderates,
would prefer greater "personal distance" and would avoid
contact sports because of the excessive tactile, auditory,
olfactory, and visual stimuli elicited by closeness and contact.
On the other hand, reducers may enjoy the high-stimulus
environment provided by contact sports.

Pain tolerance his been shown to be a major correlate of
need for stimulation (PETRIE, 1967; VANDO, 1969) and may
further explain why reducers prefer contact sports. RYAN and
KOVACIC (1966) found that among male high school athletes,
contact athletes showed the highest pain tolerance and non-
athletes the lowest. Non-contact athletes again fell between
these two extremks and showed an intermediate level of pain
ailerance. WALKER (1971) found support for'these resulte in
a study of female athletes and non-athletes ; the female
athletes demonstrated a higher tolerance for paid than the
non-athletes..
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wo studies using self-report measures of need for stimula-
tion have also shown relationships between participation in
high-stimulus sports and high need for stimulation. BERGER
(1970) found that participants in sports involving a high
probability-of physical harm and temporal/spatial uncertainty
tended to be reducers as measured by VANDO's (1969)
Reducing-Augmenting Scale. HYMBAUGH and GARRETT
(1974) found that skydivers scored significantly higher than
non-skydivers on ZUCKERMAN's (1964) Sensation-Seeking
Scale.

The relationship between an individual's early environment
and his or herneed for rtimulation has not previously been
examined, although many studies suggest that such
relationship may be foirnd. THOMPSON and SCHAEFER
(1961), in their review of research, have shown that early
environmental stimulation has a critical effect on later
behavior. Studies of birth order and sibling sex status
indicate that later-borns tend to participate in high-stimulus
activities, including sports, to a greater extent than first-
borns. Several investigators .have suggested that parental
child-rearing practices may affect a child's need for stimula-
tioh, anii there are some indications that family size and
density may be relevant variables in determining an in-
dividual's need for etimulation.

In studies reviewed by DONNELLY (1975) and LOY and
DONNELLY (1975), first-borns have been shown to differ
from later-borns in expressed fear and avoidance of
dangerous situations, pain' tolerance,' juvenile delinquency,
and athletic particiPetion. In all cases, the later-borns tend to
be more involved in sports,- and particularly those with a high
probability of physical harm, to show less fear in dangerous
situations, higher pain tolerance, and more involvement in
delinquent activities. PETRIE (1967) has noted that juvenile
delifiquents tend to be reducers. LEVENTHAL's (1968)
"siblingzsimilarity hypothesis" suggests''that second-born
children Will model their behavior on that of the older child,
regardless of the sex of the first-born sibling. In terms of sport
participation, it would be expected that first-born males
woirld show more interest in sport than prst-born females,
and that:their male or female sibling would reflect the first-
born's orientation. PORTZ (1972) noted that females with an
older brother are highly represented among college physical
edudation majors, and SUTTON-SMITH and ROSENBERG
(1970) found that male calege studerits with an older brother
tended to be-involved in sports including contact sports.
Hoikever, a study by LANDERS (1970) provides conflicting
evidence. He found that second-born .boys with an older
sister were more likely to compete in varsity and junior varsity
sports at junior high and, high school than boys with different
"ordinal-sibling sex statuses".

MADDI (1961) has suggested that a child reared in a
sheltared environment with overprotective parents, parents
who may themselves be wary of the unexpected, may COMQ to
regard the possibility of the unexpected as threatening and
unpleasant. The child has not been :prepared,for stimuletipg
situations and may have a low need for stimuletion. Casual or
neglecting parents do not prepare .a child cognitivelpfor a
range of stimuli, and` consequently, the ordinary course of Q.
events may appear to be boring and monotonous. This may
lead to risk-taking behavior, searching for "kicks" and other
radically novel experiences in order to avoid beredom.
STEINHAUS (1961) has als6 noted that overprotective
parents may produce offspring who are unwillingto takarisks
in adult life, while those parents who encourage risk-taking in
their children, either consciously or through negleoft.rnay
develop a high need for stimulation in their childrenr:'
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Further, eVidence for the effects of early environment is
provided by SALES et a/. (1974) who found that individuals

.. with a high need for stirnulafion were more likely to have been
raised in a (presumably stimulating) urban environment. By
extending SALES' finding to an individual'a home environ ment,
one Might assume that larger end more dense families, in
terms of closeness in age of the children, would provide a
more Stimulating early environthent for the IndMdual and
lead to a higher need for stimulation.

Hypotheses

Two sets of hypotheses were tested in or Ider to establish the
relationship between sport participation and need for
stimulation, and the early environmental antecedents of need
for stimulation. On the one hand, it was assumed 'that
individuals express their need for stimulation by voluntarily
choosing to participate in sports which best meet that need,
and thus specifically hypothesized that:. .

1. Need for stimulation is directly related to preferred sport
environments.

2, Need for stimulation is directly related to preferred type of
competition.

On the other, hand, it was assumed that individuals' ex-
pressed need for stimulation is directly related to their early
childhood environment, and thus specifically hypothesized
that :

1. Individuals from large and/or dense families will tend to
have a higher need for stimulation than those from smaller
and/or lesOdense families.

.2. Later-born individuals will tend to have a higher .need for
stimulation than those who are first-born.

3. Individuals with an irnmediately olde,r brother will tend to
have a higher need for stimulation than those with an
immediately older sister.

4. IndividUals whose parents were overprotective will tend to
have a low need for stimUlation.

5; Individuals from more permissive homes with less paren-
tal control wiH tend to have a high need for stimulation.

METHOD

Subjects

A total of _309 subjects were tested, 135 mates and 174
females. AH of the subjects were enrolled in General Physical
Education Program courses at the University of
Massachusetts. Students .take two of the courses as a
requireMent so the sample represents a broad spectrum of
the student body and a range of sport interests.

Instrument

A. composite qu,estionnaire was devised to obtain the data
required for this study. The questionnaire was printed in two
forms which differed for males and females only with'regard
to the Parend-Child Relations SCale. It is composed of 150
items arranged into four parts. Part I deals with. birth order,
sibling sex, farnily size and density, and . preference for"
environmental dimensions of sport. The sport dimensions,
which such Hems as "high risk low riik" and "fat slow",
are set at oppcisite ends of a five-point scale except for one
rnuitiple choice Hem pertaining to preferred _type of competi-
tion. These.items are derived from several sport typologies
including those by KENYON (1968), McINTOSH (1963),
CAILLOIS (1961), LOY (1968), and BERGER -(1970). The

,
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dimensions are cqmmon to sport in general, but every
dimension does not nedessarily correspond to every particular
sport. The dimensions were considered preferable to simple
statements of sport preference since, in order to establish the
arousal producing properties of individual sport experiences,
many more _details wduld be required and these appeared
problematic in terms of quantification.

Parts II and IV are the mother-child and father-child scales
respectively of ROE and SIEGELMAN's (1963) Parent-Child
Relations Questionnaire. They contain items relating to the
"attention" and the "casual-demanding" factdrs identified by
ROE and SIEGELMAN. The "attention" factor pertains to overt
concern for the child and reflects overprotectives parents.
The "casual-demanding" factor represents a 'dirhension
between those two extremes. The scale is the only orce found
which may be used with college students to retrospectively
assess their parente child-fearing practices.

Part HI of the questionnaire contains the 54 items of VANDO's
(1969) Reducing-Augmenting Scale. The scale was selected
from among the many available measures of need for
stimulation because of its convenience for use when testing
large groups, and because it has shown a strong relationship
with several established correlates of need for stimulation. It
has also previously been used in a sport Study where it
successfully differentiated between a variety of sport groups.

Dida Collection

Subjects participated in the study voluntarily n d completed
the qUestionnalre during a classMeeting with the permlision
of the instructor. A debriefIng explaining the purpose of the
study ,was given after each testing session.

ESULTS

The hypotheses were q iginally formulated for thk. whole
sample with a view to cdntrolling for sex during subsequent

respect to the Sportarticularly with
analysis. However, the'tdings proved to be quite different
for males and females,
dimensions. The differ nce between mean scores on the
Reducing-Augmenting cale fOr males and females_ almost
achieved Significance ( = 1.78 ; 14..§1 At-needed for the 5 per.
cent significance` leve for 'a .two-trilled test) and a further
search (*the literatur Supports the finding that males and
females do tend to diffe E. in their sCores on measures of need
for stimulation (ZUC ERMAN,1964; PETRIE, 1967). These
differences justified he treatinent of males and females. as
two separate sampls. AU of the reported relationships are
zero-order product-moment correlation Coefficients (Pearson
correlatio'ns).
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Table I presents the relationships between need for stimula-
tion and the environmental dimensions of sport for both males
and females. It provides reasonably strong support for the
first hypothesis since the dimensions which assess the most

,stimulating aspects of sport (e.g. risk, vertigo, and probability
Of phydical harm) achieved.the. highest relationships for both
sexes. Most of the relationshisps appear in the negative
direction because the environmental dimensions are set on a ;
five-point scale, and in most cases the high-stimulus choice is
'1' and the low-stimulus choice is '5'. The only dimensions
which showed no significance in their relationship with need
for stimulation for either sex were those which were not
clearly dichotomized in terms of stimulus level. The one

p exception to this is "catharsis", although even with that
dimension the relationships are in the predicted direction.

to

Table I - The relationships between need forstimulation and environmental dimensions of sport.

Environmental Dimensions Males (N = 135)

Team/Individual - .02, .

Contact/Non-Contact - .20
High/Low Risk - .37 *4*

Playful/Serious .00

Fast/SloW - .25 ***
Great/Little Skill 27
Vertigo/No Vertigo

.33 .
Physically/Not Ptiysically Tiring .31 ..

Explosive Effort/Endurance - .07
High/Low Probability of Physical Harm .31***
Aesthetic/Non-Aesthetic Experience - .05
Outdoor/Indoor - .19
Ascetic/Non-Ascetic Experience - .13
formal/lWormal - .14
Catharsis/NO Catharsis - .09
Great/Little Strength - .22 **
Great/Little Agility
Com bat7NoriCombat -
With/With-out an Audience .06

With a More/Less Skillful Opponent - .06
Health and Fitness Important/Not Important
Environmental/Non-Environmental .09

Chance/Skill - .05
Complex/Simple Strategy - .07
High/LoW SoOial Interaction -. 08
High/Low Level cif Competition - .18*
Great Deal/Minimum of Equipment
Play/Work

- .17
.05

Females (N = 174)

*

.35 ***

.54 ***
.06

- .49 ***
.45 ***

-E .64 ***

.13 *
- 34 ***
- .11

.14
.32 ***

- .24 ***
.12

- .38 ***.
- .35 ***
- .19 **
- .28
-
- .17 *
- .19 **.

.12
- .24 ***
- .15 *
7 .41 ***
- .10

.15 **

R.< .05.
;ci; .01;

**.* - < .001.

Table II shows the relationships between need for stimulation
and preferred type of competition. Only two crilthe types show
marginal significance, direct competition ,for females and
competition versus am, animate object for males, and
therefore the second hypothesis cannot be considered to
have been supported.-
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Table II - The relationships between need for stimulation and preferred type of competition.

Type of Competition Males (N = 135) Feniales (N = 174)
Direct
Parallel
Standard
Vs. and Animate Object
Vs. an Ina6imate Otiject

.02
- .04
- .13

.17*
.!...-.N

.01 ''"

:13 '
.05

1 .05
.05
.07

p < .05.

The hypotheses regarding early environmental factors were
also without support..The relationships between need for
stimulation and family structure variables are presented in

. Table Ill. Again, only two of the variables achieved marginal
significance in the predicted direction ; having an older
brother and sister for males, and family density for females.
The hypothesis regarding overprotective parents received
some support for males, the results indicating that males with
an overprotebtive mother tend to have a lower need for
stimulation than thbse with a . less protective mother.
However, the relationship is not ilrong and none of the of her
predicted relationships between need for stimulation and
parent-child relations achieved any degree of significance.

.1

Table III - The relationships between need tor stimulation and family structure variables.

Family Structure Variables Males (N = 135) Females (N T.-- 174)

First Born .10 .01
Second Born - .03 .02
Third or Later Born - .08 - .03

' Having an Older I3rother .05 .02
Having an Older Sister - .03 .01
Having an Older Brother and Sister .14 .02
Family Size .06 .05
Family Density .08, :12

p < .05.

Table IV - The relationships between need for stimulation and parent-child relations.

Parent-Child Relations Factors Males (N = 135) Females (N = 174)

Mother-Attention .20 ' .12'
Father-Attention
Combined-Attention

.04

.09
.04
.09

Mother-Casual/Demanding
Father-Casual/Demanding

.91

.08
.00

.06
Coenbined-Casual/Demanding .05 .04

p < .01.

3 1
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DISCUSSION

The results presented here represent the preliminary findings
from a .stUdy examining the relationship between need for
stimUlation and sport erwiron mental dimensions, and some,
early environmental antecedents of need for stimulation. Of
the seven hypotheses tested, only one received substantial
sUpport Four of the remaining hypotheses received marginal
support in the predicted direction for males in two cases and
for females in the other two cases. The Marked differences
'between males and females, particularly in terma of the
stronger relationships betWeen need for stimulation and the
sport dimensions for women, may indicate that a social
desirability effect is present for one of the sexes in terms of
their scores on either the Reducing-Augmenting Scale or the
preferred sport dimensions.: A subsequent factor analysis of
the two scales may prOyide some clue to this unexpected
result. Social desirability, together with the fact that few of the
sampleAyere athletes, may have led to the lion-significant
results for the hypothesis regarding type of competition.

Previoui studies showing a relationship between need for
stimulation and sport participation, and between birth order s
and sport participation, indicate that a relationship possibly -
exists between need for stimulation and birth order. HoweVer:
the-previouestudies have been carried out with athletes, and
.again the lack of athletes in the sample may have led to the
non-support for the hypothesis regarding Ilf.r.th order. A
similar case may be made ',for the hypothesis regarding
sibling sex. In this initial analysis, family size and density do
not appear to be significant variables in determini9g need for
stimulation.
The Parent-Child. Relations Questionnaire, while the best
instrument available for the purposes of this Study,.depends
on memory in eliciting retrospective data, anctis also prone to
socially desirable responses.. The finding that males with
overprotective mothers have a lower need for stimulation
supports the hinothesized relationship and also indicates the
traditional importance of the mother-son relationship. While
in the predicted d)rection, the mothcr-diughter relationship
did not achieve significance. Catual parental Childrearing
practices do not appear to have a significant effect ori the.
child's need for stimblation..

Subsequent analysis of the data will include factor analyses of
the various scales, and partial -correlations of the data
controlling for such variables asbirth order and sibling sex. A
preHminary examination of several partial cOrrelations
appears to indicate that the early environmental 'hypotheses
receive. more support when birth order and sibling sex are
controlled. .

The significance of the results of this study Kay, be con-
sidered in two areas. In the study of sport the finding that
spedific high-stimulus sport., factors are related tO.,

generalized measure of need for stimulation indicates 'that
need fór,stimulation may be an important motivating factor
relatedito sport participation. Further examination of the
effe of early environmental factors on differences in need
fo stimulation may lead to a modification of the view thar'
eed for stimulation Is genetically predetermined.
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CHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION
.AND LEVELS
OF SPORT PERFORMANCE

;. Oster M. Usher
'The University of Alberta
Department of Physical Education
Edmonton, Alberta :

It was concluded that there were zignificant relationstlips
between performance levels on the task needs (need to do

°well at a task) of achievement motivation, but , that the
supporting evidenbe was tenuous. In addition it was con-

. !cluded that an. !alternate channel' view, as perceived by
t, adolescent athletes, may be operating in sport.

-1 WEBB (1969) has postulated that the major values inherent in
1:ythe ideologyof society's econOmic.structure, such as equity,

skill, and succesd,INould be reflected in an evaluation of the
game situation, and that the relative position of these valUes

::.viould change over .time as the child's interest ahd involve-
ment :..progressed from the play of the very young to the
games and organized sport of adolescence. Increasingly
more values would be placed On skill and suc.cess... a
process which. Webb labelled Vie "professiehalization of play
attitudes.:His hypothesis waS borne out. Webb attributed the
fact that male adolesccnts. are socialized-into an acceptance

. Of ran achievement orientation to facilitate their effective
participation in economic life.

The concept of ichleVemenemotivation has been,developed
, by McCLELLAND, ATKINSON,-CLARK, and LOWELL (1953)
I andis defined as "cOncern over, competition with standards
of excellence," for example, .winning or doing as well as or
better than someOrte else. These standards of excellence arid

7 'the behavior which involves either 'competition' with those
standardk; of excellence or attempts to m'eet them, if
SUcceisful, produces positive effects or, if unsuccessful,

1 nesiative effects. It follows that these cultures which stress
competition with standards of exdellence or which insist that
the child;be able to perform certain tasks Well bit.' himself
should produce children with high achievement motivation
(ROSEN: and DANDRADE, 1959).

Research (COLEMAN, 1961; FRIESEN, 1969) demonstrates
.:that sport achievement is far and away more important as a

value among adolescent boys than achievement in other
spheres of their life. On the basis of his findings, COLEMAN
condlUded that the image of the sport star is most attractive
for boys. Achievement is made most visibleby the addlescent

. :sport itrUctUre..

differentiates the superior performer from'others in the same
activity. CRATTY (1970) feels that the world class athlete, in
particular, possesses,extraordinarily high needs for achieve-
ment. Such a stand, however, needs clarification (RUSHALL,
1970). .

. . .

' It is becoming increasingly clear that our society 'requires
large numbers of' highly trained; achievernent-oriented'peo-
pie to perform the numerotis specialiied. roles found in a
complex. social. System. ROStN (1959) belie* that for pur .

society tO function smoothly, or to even cOntinue to operate at
all for very long, will depend in part on our willingness and.
abilitY,to .provide talented and. motivated. people-with rade--
quate training and, sufficient opportUnity to btilizelheir Skills
and achieve their' goals. ROSEN admits that these goals will i
vary of course with the individual. Yet in most-cases an
indMduaci goals will reflect ta some degree thenorms and .

valuesOf'the society in which helives, Two ValueS which are
releveht iO goal striving are achievement and sucCess.

-Achieverrient refers to ekePtional accomplishment doing
; success emphasizes social' rewards. It is

:TeasonablYdliier that ih ourSociety one would like to believe
that achievement and suCcess, though different, are related
and :that one Will follow, the other. Which is to Say, that
achievement will be recognized ahd bring with it the Social
rewards associated with sUccess.::

There .is 'speculation , that ihe motives which regulate and
energize an individual's life pattern are transferred to specific
behavioral situations ; thus,, given the . existence of .a great
manV factSissuccess-oriented Individuals may seek to fulfill
their achieVement needs,through spOrt,. espedally the. com-
petitive variety. Paul WEISS (1969) suggests that one of the

:feiv ways in Ihich youth may exhibit' excellence is through
:t .physical endeavours, using their bodies as the vehicle -for .

.AcqUiting a measure of itreatriess. .

Asiuming adolescents desire to be successful, known and
;..recogrilzed, and the aformentioned stUdies do indicate
i'such, then ohe consequence of the visibility Of achievement in

spOrt would be the desire to achieve in these particular areas.
Perhabe what we need to know are thoSe relationships which
exist between the adolescent's level of adrievement motive-

ifiOn 'and the level of performanCe that he attains in sport. A .

Corrimo9, assurription appears to .be that: a prerequisite for
lattainirea high level of performance is a high level of need
;,-Itchlevement (McCLELLANO, 1955 ; SMITH, 1664 ; WILLIS
arid, BETOE; 1970 ; SINGER, 1972).

cRATTY perhaps, best represents those writers who hold the
f.conViction that a Specific combination of personality, traits,
%-,41th achievement motivation as the focal characteristic,

ouvernent. Actes du 7.symposiurn en apprentissage psys-uo-in eur et psychoiogie du sport. Octotke 1975. .
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Just as people differ markedly with respect to their aptitudes,
they also vary widely- with respect to the maximum level of
performance that the4 achieve (KELLY, 1967). -(n general,
one's aptitude sets a limit both on the rate of learning and on
the 0810181 level of acCoinplishment, tut there is far from.a
one-to-one relationship between aptitude and level of perfor-
mance.. Skills and knowledge are acquired "only thrOugh
practice and study, and onernuit be motivated to apply one's
aptitudes to . the' acquisition of game skills and strategy
knowledge.: Reaultino as they do-from the combined effect of
aptitude and practice, indMdual differences in . levels of-
performance and achievement are likely to be even greater
than differences in aptitude (KELLY, 1967).

The competitive sport situatiOn 'requires a top level adoles-
cent perfOrmer to spend a contiderable proportion of time,in
(raining and dompetitive situations. For example, three young':
EdmOnton figure 'Skaters recently stated that they each
respectively sPent 40, 65; and 75:hours per weak' on the ice.
(Edmonton Journal, January-24, 1975). Though the: propor-
tion,.of time given to the. sock programme will vary with the '.



intensity of the situation, this is still perhaps a greater amount
in proportion to time spent in ottier specific environments. If
one accepti that achievement is primarily environmentally
determined (McCLELLAND, 1965), it could be asserted that
the dominant environment Of sport for an aspiring adolescent
would have a marked effect upon achievement.

The behavior of people iiith high achievement motivation is
characterized by persistent striving and general com-
petitiveness IROSEN and D'ANDRADE, 1959). It would follow
from this, other- things being equal, that boys With high
achievementmotivation would perform better than thosewith
low mothiation. In other words, there is a presurned
relaticinship between the score Of nAch and the results of the
activity of the athletes, for example, the progress in a sports
career.

MORGAN (1972) claims a review of the sports research
literature reveals little as to the effect of the various types of
incentives on:Physical performance. The masurement of
achievement needs in athletic activities is still in its infancy
according to CRATTY (1973). In general, the more familiar
measures'of achievement needs.do not always 61ifferentiate
athletes from non-athletes or superior from moderately
successful athletes.

BETHE end WILLIS (1968) in two independent studies_in-
vestigated the possible function of achievement in success in
beginning handball and inter-collegiate wrestling. Though
.they concluded that success in inter-collegiate wrestling and
beginning handball were not related to adhievement motiva-
tion for the iubjects investigated 'they recommended that
additional research examine the possible relationstijo_df
achievement motivation and success in different sport ao--
tivities and among different skill levels. VANEK and HOSEK
(VANEK and CAATTY, 1970) hypothesized-that the need for
achievement is present in all individuals to varying degrees.
This study attempted to ascertain, to° what degree achieve-
ment motivation is present in adolescent soccer players at
'different performance levels.

METHOD

Subjects Fifty-four male adolescent soccer players who
;anged in age from fifteen to eighteen years were the

subjects 'for this study. The players were placed in one of
three treatment groups depending upon the performance
level attained. Eighteen boys who were Members of the
Canadian National Youth team were group '1 (National)
subjects. The eighteen players comprising the Alberta
Youth t9Ilam were group 2 (Provincial) subjects. The
rernaini4 eighteen subjects were drawn from two Edmon-
ton youth teams, and were included in treatment group 3
(Club).

Experimental. design --, A four by three cell design was set
up so that the results cdtild be treated by a one-way
analysis of variance. The Iwo independent variables 'were
three performance levels of soccer Cornphsed of groups of
adolescent boys and four self-report questionnaires.

lnstrumf ;Ws -- The Two Scales to Measure Achieverrient
Motivation devised by Costello (1967) and two scales Task
Soccer Specific and Success Soccer Specific, modified
from Costello's scales by the author to measure achieve-
ment motivation in a specific sport situation were ad-
ministered. Costello's Scale 1 is a ten-item questionnaire
that measures the need to do well at a task. Scale 2 is a
fourteen-item questionnaire that measures the beed to be
a success.

Results and Discussiorx

The data collected consisted of the scores for each subjection
four self-report questionnaires. The four questionnaires
provided scores for each subject on the need to do well at a
task (GN), the need to be a success (GS), the need to do well
at a task specific to soccer (TSS), and the need to be a
success specific to soccer (SSS).

ij

Table I - Cell means matrix.

GN GS TSS , SSS ,

National
Provincial
Cklb

5.7778
[7.6667
7.0000

5.779
7.2222
7.0556

7.0556
8.4444
6.8333

7.3333
7.0556

Table II,- Summary of the one-way analysis of variance of the GN scores between the three groups.

Source Of Sum of Degrees of
Variation Squares Freedom

Mean
Squares F

Between groups
Within groups

p < .001.

33.036
111.11

2. 16.52 7.58*
51. 2.18
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A one-way anelysli of variance using a DERS computer
package (Anova 15) was performed on the data. The informa-
tion output by the programme iitsummarized in Tables I-VII.
Tables II, IV, V, and VII present summarieS of the one-way
analyses of variances (Anova 15) between the three 'ex-
perimental groups on each of the four scales. Of the four one-
way analyses of variance, only the one-way analyses. of
variance-of the GN scores (Table If) and TSS scores (Table V)
found Viet significant differences existed between the ex-

.

perimental groups. A Scheffé multiple comparison
(Ferguron, 1971, p. 270) of the GN and Tss group means
revealed that both Provincial and Club groups had
significantly higher level of achievement motivation (need to
do well at a task) than the National group (Table III),,and the
Provincial group had significantly higher levels of achieve-
ment motivation specific to soccer(need to do well at a task
specific to soccer) than both the National and Club groups
(table VI):

-

Table III - Probability matrix for Schetfé multiple comparisonsof means between groups on the GN scale.

National Provincial -Club
National
Provincial
Club

'1.0000 - 0.0015
1.0000

0.0543
0.4058
1.0000

,
Table IV - Summary of the one-way analysis of variance of the GS scored between the three groups.

Source of
Vairation

SUm of Degmes of
'-' Squares Freedom

Mean
Squares

Between groups 18.7.77 2.
Within groups 440.72

9.39 1 09
51. 8.64

Table 'V - Summary of the one-way analysis of variance of the TSS scores between the three groups:

Source of Sum of Degrees of
Variation Squares Freedom

Mean .

Squares

Between groups
Within groups

21:444 2. 10:72 3:30
165.88 51. 325

Table VI - Probability matrix for Scheffé multiple comparisons of means between groups on the TSS scale.

National Provincial Club
National
Provincial
Club

1.0000

,

0.0790
1.0000

1.0000
0.0790
1.0000

Table VII Summary of the one-way analysis of variance of the SSS scores between the three groups.

Sourcs of Sum of Degrees of Mean
Vairation Squares Freedom Squares

Between groups
Within groups

5.5925
, 423.38

2. 2.80 0,34
51. 8.30
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The failure of the Natkmal group to score significantly higher
on the GN scale may be explained in any one of the following
ways. To begin with, although Costello spent a great deal of
time developing his questionnaire It still may not be a valid or
sensitive enough device to measure an ind vidual's need for
achievement. If one rejects this explanal .1 then it may well
be that the National experimental group does not truly.
represent that Specific performance category. If one rejects
both of these explanations for the results found using this
questionnaire, then it may be concluded that the common
assumption that one needs a high level of nAch to attain a
high level of performance (McCLELLAND, 1955 ; ROSEN and
D'ANDRADE, 1959 ; SMITH, 1964 ; WILLIS and BETHE, 1970 ;
SINGER, 1972) Is not tenable. This conclusion is further
supported by the non-significant differences from the scores
obtained between the provincial and club, experimental

, grOu ps.

It one is unable to accept this corclusion then perhaps we
must concur with the speculation that the motives which
regulate and energize an individual's life pattern are
transferred to specific behavioral situations, such as sport. If
we accept this explanation then it may be improper to
measure the achievement needs of athletes on scales that are
not devised to tap specific needs.

The ahalysis of the' TSS scores found a significant difference
between the Provincial group and both the National and Club
groups.

The analysis of the TSS scores found a significant:difference
between the Provincial group and both the National and Club
groups.

The failure of the National group to score significantly higher
than the other two-experimental groups presents, a rebuff to
CRATTY (1970) and OGILVIE and TUTKO (1967) who feel That
achievement motivation, as a focal characteristic, differen-
tiates the superior performer from others in the same activity.
Though RUSHALL (1970) and the data presented here tend to
disagree with CRATTY, and OGILVIE and TUTKO, there may
be explanations to support theirthesis.
An explanation for the findings of the lower TSS scores for
the National group may be attributed to a shift in behavior
from 'instrumental' to 'consummatory' (BIRCH and yEROFF,
1966). In other Words, having attained a position on the
National team the members have achieved their goal, and
hence are no further motivated to strive intensely to perform
well. If one abcepts this explanation then perhaps one can
speculate that those members of the Provincial group have
not yet reached their level of aspiration and thus are involved
in instrumental behavior, according to the BIRCH and VEROFF
paradigm. It may, also be true that the Provincial group have
not, as yet, reached their maximal level of skill accomplish-
ment.

We must also avoid the mistake of assuming a priori that the
strength of the achievement motive may be inferred simply
and directly from some particular type of behavior
(McCLELLAND, 1961, p. 39). We must therefore consider that
actual achievement is not a safe index of the strength.of the
need to achieve. .

The analyses of the GS and SSS scores fpund no significant
differences between the three experimental groups.

Two values which are considered to be relevant to goal
striving are achievement and success. Achievement refers to
exceptional accomplishment doing a task well : success
emphasizes social rewards. It seems to be reasonably clear

3 1

that in our society one would like to believe that achievement
and success, though different, are related and that one will
follow the other. If one agrees that they are different and
related then we might expect to see a high, negative correla-
tion coefficient.

The analysis of the scores between the GN and GS scales
revealed that there was no significance in tbe correlations,
either positive or negative.

The' proposition forwarded by VANEK and HOSEK (197.0).is
that the motive for achievement is deeply established :in the
human perionality and thus is relatively unspecific. That is, it
will also be expressed in sport. This thesis is partly supported
by the analysis of the data for the GN and TSS'scales. A
significant positive correlation was found betweenr these two
Scales in both the Provincial and Club performance
categories. If one accepts the thesis of VANEK and HOSEK.
then perhaps. as the results of this study partly indicate, it
may be acceptable to measur;e an athlete's nAch on non-
specifiörachlevement motivation items.

But, :As WEISS has suggested, physical erideavour is one of the
few Ways in which youth may exhibit excellence. klis view is
supported by both COLEMAN and FRIESEN who, as was
indicated earlier in the paper, have demonstrated conclusive-
ly that sport achievement is far-and away more important as a
value among adolescents than achievement in other spheres

\of their life, and the data illustrated in Table I tends to be
su pportive.

If one rejects the stand of VANEK and HOSEK and -accepts
the suggestion that achievement is primarily envircirmientally
determined (McCLELLAND, 1965), that is, that sport achieve-
ment is determined in a sport environment, then we could
expect the data analysis to reveal a high, negative correlation

.

between the GN and TSS scales

A study tlri BROVERMAN, JORDAN, and PHILLIPS (1960)
demonstrated an inverse relationship between day-to-day
achievement striving and achievement in a specific environ-
ment, such as sport, and thus suggests an alternative
channels view of the expression of achievement motivation.
Essentially they are saying that persons who are blocked in
expressing achievement motivation in 'real life' might be
expected to show a great deal of striving on a task which
might be more relevant for them. One might eXtend this
thought even further and argue that those subjects in this
study who are able to express their achievement need§ in'life
should have no need to exert themselves on tasks which may
be considered apart from real-life concerns. Such persons
might be expected to show little striving in the soccer sphere.

A negative correlation coefficient was found between these
two scales within the National performance category but it
was not signtficant This finding gives slight support to the
alternate channel view of BROVERMAN and his colfeagues.

If one accepts the position put forth in the discussion under
the GN and GS scales then one might also accept a similar
position for the TSS and SSS scales. That is, the variables
'task' and 'success' as they relate to soccer are related but
different. Therefore, we would expect to see a high, negative
correlation coefficient evolve from the resuit of the analysis.
Such, however, does not materialize.

the National and Club performance categories reveal a
significant, positive relationship between the TSS and SSS
variables. One might speculate that, for these subjects,
attainirig success in soccer is equated with excellence in
performance. If one accepts an earlier suggestion that the7
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Provincial group have hot yet attained their mean level of
aspiration, and are still engaged in iritrumental behevior
then 'one might Interpret the data to indicate that they, as a
group, are more concerned with achieving a standard of
excellence in the performance of a soccer task than they are
with the success connotations that may be attached to that
performance. One might also speculate that this striving for
excellence.could be the result of environmental Conditioning
In thcise- subjects whereas the subjects of the other two
experimental groups might interpret good performance and.-
success as beinb one of the same.

The analyses of the data revealed that -each performance .

category obtained a significant, positive' correlation coef-
ficient for, the two. variables, GS and SSS. The Provincial and

o Club performance levels both received high correlation
coefficients (r = .803 and .835 respectively). The raw scores
of the National group, though indicating a significant coef-
ficient (r = .460), suggested that success in soccer was More
important than general succets.

It is recommended that further study of the achievement-
motivation-performance level theory is required to clarify the
degree and direction of the differences in achievement
motivation iccires between performance categorlea. It is also
suggested that further shicly be undertaken to develop sport-
specific achievement motivation items that will possess the
sensitivity required to accurately measure be athletes'
achievement motivation in a sport environment. A further
suggestion is that Nuke measures Of achievement Motivation
be compared to scores of Other incentive systems that may
be operating for the athletes and that the information gained
be used in more paractical diagnostic and prognostic terms.
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PRE AND POST PERFORMANCE
FACTORS.IN ORIENTEERING

Evelyn I. BIrd
Univers Ity of Guelph %-

,

Orienteering is a physiCel activity which requires decision-
., making, physical speed, indurince and strength fabt involves

low risk factor f e_participant.-itr-rilles \ allow both
_Olt and recreational. participation, cohiii-cntly par-

ticipents exhibit innumerable qualities and quantities of
movement. It is also characterized as an indirect comPetition
since the 'participant struggles against an objective standard'
rather than a face-to-face opponent. These characteristics
may make orienteering unique as a sport arid to understand
the pre-performance influences, the movement itself and the
post performance characteristics would seem to neceSsitate
an interdisciplinary holistic study. The purpose of this paper
is tb, explore the portion of a holisfic-study-apecifically related

. tO the values, salvation, personelity-and social behaviour of
adulte and children particiPating In orienteering in Ontario.

-
In keeping with the need for a theoretical basis for ex.:
peri mental 'research' the f011owing paragraphs briefly cover
seveial theories and . the literature WhiCh may assist in
explaining' Perfortnance in the four areas investigated in this
paper. Particular emphasis is given to aciivation levels
preceding the movement and post activation levels since it is
assumed that the movernent experience is in part responsible
for changes in the actiVation levels and that the performance
activation level reflects the quality and quantity of the move-
ment. 0

Thlioretically one's most.extensive movement:: aro in those
physical activities which one believes are rnostimportant or
meaningfpl. The perceived value of an activity would be a

pre-perfOrmance factor InfluenCing the quality and quantity of
the subsequent activity. Using the "instrumental value" con-
cept KENYON j(1968a) developed the Attitude Toward
Physital Activity Inventory (ATPA) which indicates six sub-
domains of :poisible. values of physical activity: Reviews of
studies utilizing KENYON's ATPA Inventory (DOTSON and
STANLEY, 1972) indicated inconsistency as to the extent ofa
the value of/the six characteristics-of activity. It was found that
general agreement existed for the health, catharsis and
aetcetic ;Scales whereas there was disagreement :on the
social scale between various studies. DOTSON and STANLEY
suggested that theperceived values of activity seem depen-
dent upon such fact rs as athletic achievement and type of
activity rather than su factors as sex. In an additional study
by HIGGS (1972) no ifferences in attitudes were found
between gciod an0 average female athletic competitors on
the six ATPA scales. Ho vér, in another study the ATPA

--scalp scores given before a d after eight weeks of physical
a ivity reCorded a signifIca4 difference in total. attitude
to ard activity for a small group f male and.female universi-
ty \students ina group therapy p gram (WATTS, 1971).

.

HARDMAN (1973) extensively reviews the 16PF personalitY
data on male athletes and concludes that sport perfor a ce
is associated with, such traits as dominance, low te sjon,
emotionality, anxiety and ineependence. He states .th tAvith
the exception of intelligence the trait scores show realer
deviation from the general population mean for less-able
athletes than for international athletes. "The persona[ity
profile. for -this latter group shows greater personal adjust-
ment than that of the less competent players but it is not
superior 'to that hypothesised for the general population" (p,
99).

In depth studies. comparable to HARDMAN's (1973) but on
female .athletes have not been -undertaken. However, BIRD"
.(1971) has noted a consistency among female athletes on the
traits of high abstract-thinking, tough-mindedness and asser-
tiveness.- GERBER, FELSHIN et al (1974) provided geidelines
.for additional indepth, and longitudinal studies of female
athletes so that possible relationships between personality

.

and performance may be seen. MARTENS (1975) discussed
past research weaknesses and suggests directions including
the disposition situation interaction approach for future
research in sport personology.

LOCKHART (1971) administered the ATPA, WparPhysical
Education Attitude Inventory and the 16 PF (Form A) to 200
university women students. Sixteen of the personality factot's
related significantly to positive attitudes toward physical
activity.

No studies on the personality of orienteerera were located jrr"----
the literattlre.

A third factor which may influence movement and which is of ,

interest during the pre-Performance, performance and post-
., performance periodsis activation. It hasbeen suggested that
activation is an integral part of personality and motivation.
FISKE and MADDI (1968) hypbthesize that the core tendency
of a persons's personality is his "cuStomary level of activation"..
DUFFY (1962) states that more specifically it Is the duo-
tuations' in activation that 'correlate with' behaviour. She
reports a positive relationship between ease if activation ang
unstable or neurotic behaviour, in addition, FISKE and
MADDI (1968) suggest that attempts :to maintain one's
customary level of activation causes one to engage in impact-

: decreasifis or increasing physical activity.

The terms l'arousal" and "activation" are generally used in the
literature to refer to the same PhenoMena. "Activation" -is
employed i?ohis paper to refer to the total organismic energy
release (DUrFY, 1962) or "one's level of alertness, tension,
excitement, arousal, or energy" (ALDERMAN, 1974).

A second pre-performance factor. the personality of the HARDMAN (1973) discusses the literature on arousal in terms
participant. :Since personality- is a basic -determinant of of neural response and the YERKES-DODSON inverted U -behaviour, numerous sport psycholog ts dye investigated . hypbtheses and indicates the influence of various personality

- possible relationships between perse lity and physical---traits upon the performance curves of persons possessingperformance but to date --bilin-diaveToped. these traits. He concludes that 1:-.a research suggests that :,'-i ' 320
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1. The more introverted person has a lower threshold' level
than the extroverted person.

2. The more Introverted person would perform better under
conditions of lowered arousal and worse under conditions
of higher arousal.

3. The more eitroverted person would perform worse under
conditions of lowered arousal and better under conditions .
of higher arousal (p. 108).

OXENDINE (1970) summarizes the literature on activation in
, terms of motor skills and makes, the followi,ng
. generalizations:

1. A high level of arousal is essential for optimal performance
InVolving strength, endurance and speed.-

2. A hfgh level of arousal interferes with performances
involving .complax skills, fine muscle movements, coor- .

dination, steadiness, and general concentration.
3. A slightly-above-average level of arousal is preferable to a

normal or sub-normal arousal state for all _motor tasks.

_ The question followS as to what is the optimal level of
activation for maximal performance in' orienteering and which
assessment .tools are most valid.

THAYER (1967) suggests cOntrolled self-report as an r-
--native measurement form 6f activation to the . ual

physiological assessment of gtoups of Participants. The
factor analysis of the Activation-Deactivation Adjactive Check
List (AD-ACL), developed by Thayer to measure thaextent of
activation, and deactivation, yielded four factors representing
different points on a hypothetical continuum. According to
THAYER (1971) these factors correlated substantially° with
physiological variables and reflected 'significant activation
changes from diurnal sleep-wakefulness variations and from
an impending college examination.

The only other studies.using Thayer's Activation-Deactivation
ective-Cha6kCiat (AD-ACL) found In the literature have

been conducted . at the UniversitV of Guelph. TONG et al
(1973) using the AD-ACL in a study on smoking reported that
the Check List showed that the Ss became More sleepy, tired
and drowsy atter nicotine ingestion. LYON (1974) however, in
a subsequent study of ethanol and nicotine effects, found no
significant difference's on the_ subjective ratings of Theyer's
Check List. SMITH (1975) fOund that the Ss' scores-on the
General Activation scale of the AD-ACL recorded an effect
after hiaSs ingested nicotine and caffeine.

TONG and LEIGH in research in progreas at the Department of
Psychology, University of Guelph, found physically inadive
male university subjedts---wko, responding to the AD-AOL,

' recorded activation scores of lessjhan 60% and deactivation
_--scorea as high as 66%.

use of the AD-ACLNo studies were found which reported t
with physical activity.

A fourth theory which may explain the movement patterns
and behaviour of orienteerers before, during and after
performance may be the need or drive for self-esteem and
self-evalyation through social comparison, which in turn
InfluenceT affiliation (FESTINGER, 1954). MASLOW (1970)
states that esteem needs can be divided into two categories:
first, are needs Involved with achievement and mastery and
secondly, are needs involved with prestige end recognition.
More specifically ALDERMAN (1974c) explains that :

PeoPle have a uni-dIrectional drive upwardi in terms of
improving or changing their ability levels In the Western
world. lys Important to perform well In our society.5ocial
comparison with respect to ability evaluation, Is the
process participants In sport engage In for this evaluation.
(P. 19)

in one of the few psychosoclal orienteering studies reported
in the literature PEEPRE (1974) gathered the 'Opinions of
novice orienteerers in order to evaluate and improve coUrses
and competitions. He noted that, "The vast majority of
participants realize that, orienteering exists as the activity
which the individual creates according to personal desires" '
(p. 3j. Competition arid self-evaluation motives appeared to
exist in these beginners since over 50% Indicated that they
tried to complete the course as quickly as possible and over
70% indicated a desire to place well at the finish. A desire for
social acceptance, self-esteem, mastery or an increase`in
aspiration level may be present in the frequently expressed
intent of the novice orienteerers to move into more difficult
courses and elite classifications. Half of the respondents
experienced a feeling of "pressure" associated with com-
petitiveness, This , pressure may be related to an unac-
customed or undesired level of activation and may be evident,/
when activation level or tension traits are assessed. A.
sentiment frequently expressed by the respondents was that,
"once in the woods the orienteer is on his own ; he may feel-
pressured, but that is essentially a personal choice" (p. 4).
F4tEPRE concluded that orienteering is one of the few sports
flexible enough to accommodate both competitive and
recreational opportunities.

a

PURPOSE

This study investigated pre-performance factors influencing
human movement and factors subsequent to the movement
from which one might infer movement processes. The study
attempted to :

1. Investigate the relationship of participation to perceived
values of physical activity.

2. Assess the influence of movement upon activation level
through the following investigations:
(a) The comparison of activation levels of male and

female participants.
(b). The comparison of experienced elite and Inex-

perlenced elite competitors.
(c) The comparison of aclivation levels of elite

(competitive) and open class (recreational) par-
ticipants.

(d) yhe compile ison of activation levels of individuals in a
ilvigorous outdoor: activity to those of laboratory sub-

jects involved in 'passive tasks in previous studies.
3. Assess the discriminatory ability of the -.ActivatiOn

Deactivation Check List for vigoroui physical activity
groups . . ..

. 7---
y
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4. Determine the personality traits of male and female,
successful and less successful elite and open class
participants.

5. Determine the criteria of a satisfying day's experience in
orienteering.

METHOD

The completed study will be limited to 225 male and female
subjects from the ages of 14 years and upward. The subjects
will be participants in "A" class orienteering meets held in
Ontario and will be selected from persons competing in the
Guelph Spring Festival meet, the Ontario Championship and
'the Canadian Championship..

A minimum of 10 males and 10 females in each elite and open...
category and a minimum of 25 men in the elite blue course
will provide the minimum of 225 respondents. The portion of
*the investigation reported in tnis study ,contained data from
the Guelph meet held in May, 1975. As entries for the Guelph
meet were received a letter requesting the orienteerer to
participate in the study, a background information sheet and
the KENYON ATPA wemsent to men and women, boys and
girls 14 years and over in each of the elite and open classes.

he THAYER AD-ACL was completed at the meet by each S in
the pre-start area of each course and the same check list was
repeated immediately upon crossing the finish line. Each
subject then received a mailing envelopecontaining the 16
PF (Form A) or the Jr., Sr. High School Personality
Questionnaire to be coMpleted at,home. .

Allself-report measures were hand kored as'prescribed by
the test directions. General population norms were used with
the 16PF. The AP-ACLacoring syaiem is a Likert-type five
point scale from which raw scores were converted to percen-
tages. A priori weights were used t& score the ATPA since
NUNNALLY (1967) recommends the unweighted summation
of item scores.

RESULTS

Observation of the movements of orienteerers during the
meet showed that some Ss ran, others walked, some went in
family groupa, some chatted and even stopped to help others
who were lost. At check points some sighedwith relief, some
fell to their knees and a few looked confused as to the
direction in which to continue. At the finish line some were

eAhaustedviome were haPPY tO find the gate but regardless
of what happened on the course themajority of Ss seemed to
immediately compare their problems and successes with'another.erienteerer.

Gross observations of this type made in thelfeld stimulate
questions related ta:movement but are impossible to ac-
curately record and do not provide data on why the Ss.
.participate in this movement experience nor the processes
involved in the movement. Consequently as a starting point
for the study of orienteering Self-report, measures were
undertaken. f

The number of respondents to each of the self-report
instruments is shown in Table I. Response to pre-meet forms
was greater than to eithermeet or post meet forms. A total of
56 Ss took part in this portion of the study. The small 'sample
size in some of the orienteering classes necessitated placing
the Ss in only four groups and precluded statistical analyses
at this time, consequently only percentages and trends were

Table I - Number of Respondents to Each Self-Report Instrument Within Each Group.

Group
Demographic
Questionnaire ATPA AD,ACL

1612F or

HSPQ

Adult Males 27 28 18 18
Adult Females 11

:13 6
School boys 10 9 9. 6
School girls 5 3 1 . 3

TOTAL 53 53 36 33`1

The demographic information indicated that .71% of the adult
orienteerers were in professional occupations and 84% had
formal education beyond Grade Thirteen. These orienteerers,
particularly, the men, were -quite experienced competitors
since they had participated in an average df 20 meets.
Seventy-six per cent of all Ss stated that a successful day of
orienteering implied an improvement in the time it took them
to complete the course and that they found the control points
more easily. The next largest percentage, 41%, indicated that
meeting friends made the greatest contribution to" a
successful day. Only 18% felt that winning was the most
important criteria of a successful day.

322 :-
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In response to the Attitude Toward Physical ActivitY inventory
tiogi the adults and school children of both sexes were most

'positive to the cathartic value of activity (table II): All four
groups also expressed positive attitudes toward the social
and .health values of activity. Adult males were the most
positive , toward the aesthetic aspects of activity whereas
females and school boys were negative to this factor. Physical
activity did not have ascetic value for the adults, but It did have
a limited value, for the school children. The school children

. expressed a more positive attitude toward the presence of
vertigo In activity, than did the adults.

Adult males and females Seemed to differ in their self-
,

reported values only in that females were more positive to the
social value and males more positive to the aesthetic and
vertigo° values of activity.

There 'appeared to be no great differences in attitude toward
the six factors of the ATPA held by the male elite -as
cornpared to the male open class participants. The number of
fernales and school children was too. small to warrant
statistical' treatment at this time.

t.

Table II - ATPA (OW) and ATPA (DM) Sub-domain mean and rank scores for each group.

Sub-domain Social
Rank

Health
Rank

. _

Vertigo
Rank

Aesthetic
Rank

. Catharsis
Rank

Ascetic
Rank

Group
Females
School girls

13

,3

36.23
38.33

1

3

46.93
48.66

4.

3

4
36.70 ,'
45.00

6

1

34.37
36.66

4

6

40.77
43.33

2
2

28.23
34.33

, 5 ,
5

Males
School boys
Total

28
9

53

41.03
47.33

4
2

4.2.68

43.44
2
4

37.28
43.77

k

5

3

42.60
36.11

3

6

40.32

44.00

1

1

36.07
41.00

R7
5

The 16 PF profile of 18 male adult orienteeiers based upon
general population norms indicated that this group was bright
(B), affected by feelings (C), sober (F), shy (H), self-sufficient
(C),), and tense (04) in comparison with the average range of
sten scores.. Dividing the scores of this group of male
orienteerers Into 9 elite and 9 open class participants resulted
in profiles which seemed to indicate that the elite were higher
in abstract-thinking, tender-minded, suspicious andiess self-
sufficient than the open class particfpants.

The six females adult orienteerers' profile scores based upon
"'college nornis showed them to be reserved, bright,
emotionally' stable, assertive, conscientious, venturesome,
suspicious, imaginative, apprehensive, self-sufficient and
controlled in compalon with the average range of sten

. scores.

3A3

The profile scores of the 6 school boys °responding to the Jr.-
Sr. HSPQ all fell within the average range except for a higher
score on enthusiasm. Too-few female school girls completed
their personality Inventories to warrant drawing a profile at
this time.

THAYER. (1971) considered the General Activation (G.A.)'
factor to best represent moderate activation feelings which
did not particularly describe feelings associated with anxiety
or high stress. In addition, this factor correlated more
consistently with physiological composites than the other
three factors. The pre and post actiliity G.A. scores for each
sex showed a similarity in pre-activation levels but a much
lower post-activation score for school boys and females than
for males (fig. 1). THAYER (1971) indicated that the
Deactivation-Sleep factor had been stable on all factor
analytic analyses and that there was a possible inverse
correlation with the General Activation factor. This would
appear to be true for this sample of orienteerers since the
pre-activity scorea were very similar and the school boys' and
to a lesser extent the females' post activity scores rose to a
greater extent than did the scores for males (fig. 2).

the same characteristics for each group were also evident on
the High Activation scale (fig. 3). THAYER (1971) indicated
that the General Deactivation factor had been the least stable
of all factors. This factor did not appear to differentiate
between groups nor between pre and post activation levels
for this group of orienteerers (fig. 4).
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Figure 1 - Pre and post .scores for earch group on the , Figure 2 - Pre and post scores for each group .on the
general activation scale. deactivation-sleep scale.e ,
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Figure 3 - Pre and post- scores for each group on th high
, activation scale. .
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Figuru 4 - Pre and post scores for each group on the
.geneebi deactivation scale.
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Only the scores of the male orienteerers were divided yito
open and elite classes Jor further analysis in this prelimin'ary
report. The General Activation scale showed the greatest
differentiation between the open a-nd elite classes to the
extent thet the post aGtivation score of elite competitors
dropped 16.3% as compared to only 2.3% for the open group
(fig. 5). The elite group appeared to be a little less activated or
anxious than did the open class participants (fig. 5).
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Figure 5 - Male pre and post AD-ACL scores for the elite and open classes.
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DISCUSSION

With the high educational and professional qualifications of
this group of participants one would assume a high level of
self-perception and introspection and consequent validity of

.self-r'eport measures. The .striving:toimprovedne's time oh
the course as expressed in the-questionnaire and the move-
ment of participants to increasingly difficult courbes and
classes seems to be in keeping with the upward drive in
Western society. The behaviour of discussing one's move-
ment experience immediately upon finishing the orienteering
course would seem to be explained by FESTINGER's (1954)
sbcial comparison theory which states that "there exists, in
the human otenism, a drive to evaluate his opinions, abilities
[and emotionsr (p: 117) (ALDERMAN, 1974, p. 252).

The Ss expressed positive attitudes tOward physical activity
, as a cathartic and healthful experience and ranked the

ascetid experience last among the perceived values as have
athleiés in other studies. The adult females, as in soma other
studies (ANASTASIA, 1958), showed a greater social orienta-.,

. tion than did adult'males.

Pre-performance activation levels .'were not higher for
females and youngsters as hypothesized but were strikingly
similar in all groUps. The dissimilarities occured ir post-
performance levels.where the activation and deactivation-
sleep levels showed a greater decrease . for females and
school children than for adult males. The General Deactiva-
tion Scale did not show this trend and may, therefore, as
THAyER (1971) suggeSted, have the least power of dis-
crimination. The greatest differences in pre and post activa-
tion levels Were found on the Deactivation-Sleep Scale and'
General Activation. Scale ; therefore, these may be the most
sensitive scales to activation changes or to measure the eV-

. perceptive. activation characteristics tnost completely or
accurately. Further study using these scales may be
warranted.

364

The noticeable decrease in the post-performance activation
level of elite males on the GA and HA scales as compared to
the male open participants may indicate a return to a more
normal level of activation for these persons after their
'response to d competitive and physically vloorous activity.
This may be worthy of further analysib and a comparison of
the experienced elite with the inexperienced elite competitor.
The decrease in activation level may not occur to the dpen
competitor or may oCCur some time later. Actkaticin levels ass
high as 60-70%,have not been found iniaboratory situations,
therefore, those recorded On the pre-performance G.A. scale
may be presumed to fall Sometime after the performancd.
The H.A. scale indicates, according to THAYER, some stresb
and anxiety and here again one notes that the pine performer
exhibits a decrease in activation after the movement ex-
perience but the open performer does not. The D-S scale
may have an inverse Correlafion with the G.A. scale, accor-
ding to THAYER, and one again there was some indication
thpt the elite were less activated.

The AD-ACL scores of the non-active male subjects reported
by TONG and LEIGH showed at least 10% lower Ore-activation
and deactivation levels and at least 16% greater post-
activation-deactivation levels than was shown by the male
orienteerers. This would seem to indicate some test validity
for differentiation between active and non- .ctive subjects.

The questions of the relationships: betweP,, perceived value
of physical activity and the type and quality of the movement,
'between value and activation level and l Itween personality
traits and activation lever must remain unanswered until, .
further data have been, compiled. ,The influence of the..
movement experience upon the .pre-performance state a:,
inferred throUgh post-performance analysls remains as the
most interesting. *question to thosd *concerned with -human
movement since the movement experience capsulizes all the
pre-performance factors and brings them into play in one
performance and theil radiates into new interactions and is
restructured before the next Movement experience.

1
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In recent years there hasteen-a dramatic Upsurge in female
participation in areaebf endeavor, previously considered as
'bastions of mate superiority: BROOMend SELZNICK (5) have
noted that In western society, masctiline and .feminine roles
are associated with sharp differences in temperament. The
female, is teen as inaturai:7 non-aggiessive and passiVe.
ULRICH (30) gas noted that the female plight is augmented in
.America by the tradition that it is "American" to be aggressive
and competent. MEAD (23)'however has pointed out that sex
roles are primarily cultural and not,universal.

BARDWICK (4) has- commented on the characteristics of
dependence found in the American. female:

6

An independent 'sense 'of self with a resulting sense of self
esteem can only evolve wherrthe individual, alone, sets out
to attain goals and with reasonable frequency, achieves
them. For many reaions... the.American girl rarely achieves
an independent sense of self and self esteem.

BARDWICK (4) has inferred that in some respects the male
sexual identity and sense of self is easier to achieve due to the

'cultural ambivalence surrounding, appropriate female
,behaviors. Perhaps,. in no area of. -endeavor is -this am-
bivalente ,more prevalent than in the area of sport.

. Historically, women were exCluded from spori because of the
alliance between sports' and. war (12).. Gradually, in this
century they have become more active in sport to-the point
where females are now seen in nearly all areas of sport but
not without cultUrat ambivalence,NETHENY (24) has noted
that in our culture, socially acceptableareas of .sport involve-

-merit for. the fernale ia associated 'INAthese activities
involvina projection 'of the body through space in aesthetical-

.ly pleasing patterns, using force through a light implement or
overcoming the resistance of a light object with. skill

. manipulation. Traditionally, sports.- Involving .body contact,
!- application of. force to a heavy object or projection of the
. body through space. over long distances have been con-
ildered sociallY unacceptable..

. A 'relatively small number of females have.dared to enter
these "socially unacceptable" areas of sport. Since they are

T. so few in number their accomplishments are notable. A 17
: year old woman presently holds the English Channel record
t by 26 minutes, while a-33 year old woman was the winner of
the 1973 100-mile AAU poen sUpermarathon run. In '1967, the

. first female ran In the Boston Marathon against the wishes of
l..,several Meet officials. In 1975. 40women started and all but a
few finished. We,know little of these champions and less of
those young female athletes who may be the champions of

H tomOrrovt GARAI and SCHEINFELD (11) have noted the
r..general lack of research into the psychology of the female
athlete. The purpose of the present study was to determine
selected psycho-social factors associated with a group of

. teenage female long.distance runners.

1. Data were collected when Dr. Burke was visiting professor -of
physical education, Department of HPER, Syracuse University.

FEMALE LONG

METHOD

The subjects in the present study were limited to 13 post-
pubescent females, ages, 13-16 yrs. (X = 15.77 ; SD - 1.74).All were members of the Syracuse Chargers Track Club
under the sponsorship of the city of Syracuse and Syracuse
University. The 21/2 year old program is coached by the headtrack coach from the University and is open toell citizens of
the greater'Syracuse area (population, 350 000).

Anthropometric and psysiological measures have beenreported in another paper (6). To summarize, these females
have a bone structure ideally suited for long distance run-
ning ; they are low in percent body fat; and extremely high in
V02 max which is possibly the most important limiting factor
far success In middle and long distance running. The group
includes 5 members of the 1974 U.S. National Cross Country
Championship team, the current American record holder in
the 15-mile run and a medal winner In the mile at the 1975
AAU National Junior OlymPics.

All psychological data were c/011ected over a 3-mods period
from May to J.uly of 1975. The subjects met for three one-hour.
testing sessions. The initial session was used to .adm!nister
the California Psychological InVentory (CPI). The second
session was used to administer the Nowicki-Strickland testfor lotus of control (26). The last session was used. to
administer an open-ended questionnaire conaisting of 16
questions designed to assess motives, attitudes and beliefs ofthe group.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Questionnaire

Each of the questions will be listed followed by a discussion ofthe findings:

What do you I.ke best about running ?

.The most common response to this question dealt with the
feeling of individual freedom associated with running e.g. "I
guess the thing I like the most is that it's something individual

It's my body and it's all mine alone, my running efforts and
rewards are things I've achieved by myself (coaching ex-
cluded). There Is so much satisfaction In running and runningwell it builds your confidence and makes you a better
person?: A corollary theme expressed was "feeling good"
such as : "I feel good when I run" or "I like the feeling of being
in good shape." These responses agree well with the obser-
vation'of HARRIS (14) who reported that female athletes "feel
better, without exception" as a result of sport participation.
This sense of feeling better may be, a function of both
psysiological and psychological interaction. The
anthropometric and physiological characteristics of these
subject. are ideally suited for running. There is abundant
research (1) to indicate tne V02 max and body type are
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powerfully Influenced by heredity. Thus, these individuals
possessed the potential to become outstanding runners.
MASLOW'S (22) theory of self actualization to become all
that one is capat'3 of becoming is self fulfillment may, in
part, explain the sense of "feeling good" due to' running.

List the factors which influenced, your decision.to join the
Chargers. To continue running for the Chargers.

When asked Why they joined the Chargers, the reasons most
commonly expressed were: (1) the coaching, (2) the oppor-
tunity for competition, and (3) socia!ization responses. Due to
the lack of opportunity for coaching and competition, it is not
surprising that the opportunity to run for a university level
coach and compete with similar athletes around the country
were mOtiVating factors.

In reiponse to the second question, only 2 subjects failed to
include some remark which indicated close friendships
among teaM members. Typical remarks Were: "Closeness of
team members (like a family)" or "kids are great." These
responses are consistent with earlier reports which have
indicated that socialization is a major factor in athletic invol-
vement for females (20, 28). Othercommon responses were:
(1) travel opporpnities 2 and (2) the coaching. Four subjects
expressed the opinion that they "have.to ruh". One stated
simply, "It's something to do instead of sitting around". This
comment was expressed more frequently in a group of
.national class age group Swimmers (7).

Make a list of the most important things in your iife.

Only me subject failed to include track as one of the most
important things in her life, while only two failed to include
school or a similar response involving preparation' for later
life. MACCOBY (19) has pointed out that in high school there
is a tendency for females to withdraw from competitive,
aggressive behaylor which may be interpreted as unfeminine.
CRATTY (8) has noted that moat girls drop athletic endeavors
in early adolescence around age 15 or 16. It may be inferred
that these subjects were independent and have "seen
through" such cultural road blocks.

9..

In a few words, how do you feel after winning a race? After
you lose a race ?

Uniformly, the responses to these questions. reflected the
importance of achievement in running. Most subjects gave
responses to the first question which included the positive
connotations associated with winning. Typical of the
responses.were : "I feel happy, proud, like I've accomplished
something," or '1 feel satisfied, confident, positive," or "there's
a happy feeling inside me". Approximately 40 percent,
however, responded by indicating the importance of com-
parison with their own "best" time. Similarly, in response to

2. Certain members of the team were soon to travel to San Francisco
to defend their National Cross Country Championship.
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the question concerning losing, over 60 percent indicated
that the "time" is the basis of satisfaction. This finding may be
partially due to the lack of ambiguity in Standards of track
performance. In addition however, it may be noted that
MALUMPHY (21) has found that women were reported to lose
and win well. They are concerned with level of competition
and how well they play the game. Nevertheless, the remainder
of the subjects responded with comments such as: "When I
run bad I feel disgusted or "frustrated, diaappointedjack
confidence."

Have you ever participated, in team sports? In a sport
requiring extensive training ?

All but one of the subjects had participated in team. sports
prior to involvement in runnitg. These spOrts included :
basketball, volleyball, touch football, field hockeY, gymnastics
and swimming. Four subjects had previouSly trained for
swimming, while one had.trained for gyrimastics. All are now
participating exclusively in running. IS it not possible that
there are numerous young females who now participate in

more traditional sports who would become runners if the
opportunity was available ?

Make a Hst of your heroes

Three subjects said that they had no heroes. All others listed
female athletes yith the exception of one individual who
included in her list the late Steve Prefontaine, ,the long
distance runner, recently killed in a car accident. Of interest,
was the finding that almost half of the respondents listed a
college-aged, highly successful fellow club member as their
hero.

Of the individuals ,you associate with most often, ap-
proximately what percentage shares your interest in run-
ning ? What percentage participates regularly in a sport
other than track ? What percentage do not participate in
sport ?

The subjects reported that approximately 75 percent (X =
74.8) of the.people with whom they most often associate are .

.fellow track athletes (over half of the subjects reported 90
percent or greater, while one subject reported only 26
percent). Approximately fifteen percent ( t - 15.2) of their
friends participated in sports, other than track, while only 10
percent participate in no sport. These findings indicate a
possible method for reducing the cultural ambivalence
associated with the female who participates in long distance
running. These results agree with the observations of SHERIF
(29) who noted that the best way to predict sports involve%
ment is to observe who the girl regularly associates with in
and out of school. KANDEL -and LESSER (16) found that a.
reference group of peers comes to be the most potent source
of influence on adolescents' decisions.
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SIbIleg Order .

No pattern could be discerned concerning sibling order. First
borns and second borns were approximately equally
represented, with one subject the third in a family of 3 and
another subject the fourth in a family of 4. Four subjects had
older brothers with only 2 of these older brothers par-
ticipating in sport. PORTZ (27) reviewed the recent literature
and concluded that sibling status is not the primary determi-
nant.of personality. Neither LANDERS (17) nor GERBER et al
(12) could find a sibling hypothesli for sport participation and
interest.

Did either or both of your parents play a role in your
decision to be a runner ?

Only 2 subjects (sisters) reported the Influence of'a parent:
their father. All others stated that the family had no role in
their decision. One subject reported parental concern with
consequent pressure to drop her running. This finding is in
sharp contrast with reports of a group of national class female
age group swimmer's (7). These differences may be due to the
greater social acceptability of swimming for the female, at
present. With the dreater publicity given, there is possibly
greater vicarious involvement by the parent.

What are the most important factors to be a successful
runner?

Toe runners seemed to feel that there are 3 primary factors
which contribute to running success. They were : (1) deter-
mination and dedication, (2) training, and (3) being com-
petitive.

What factors affect your goals for future performance?
The factors involved in future performance were (1) their
future attitude toward running (2) the college which they
attend and the (3) possibility of injury.

Test Data

LocuS of control or what some authorities refer to as internal
versus external orientation 0-E) may be defined as the control
which individuals perceive they have in shaping their own
destiny. "Internals" believe that they are in charge of
variables which affect their lives while "externals" perceive
their world as controlled by forces outside themselves (26).

. Although numerous research studies haVe been conducted
- to deterMine the, orientations of individuals from various .

cultural, ethnic and situational environments, there is a
- dearth of research dealing with locus of control in athletes (9,

15, 18) in general and female athletes in particular.
I-E scores were : = 9.25, SD = 5.55. When-compared with
norms for females of similar age and grade in school, thesubjects in the present study are shown to be significantly
(p < .025) high in internality. Intuitively, this would seem to make
sense. It would seem appropriate that an individual who runs
8-8 miles daily in snow, rain and heat, gradually seeing her
reference performance (run time) improve, would believe that
she has some degree of control over her world. An intriguing
question left unanswered concerns the degree to which these
runners were internal prior to formal training and the effect of
training in altering one's view of the world.

The only scale Of the CPI found to be significantly different
(p<.01) from high school aged female norms was achieve-ment by way of independence (Ai). GOUGH (13) has
described individuals high in this trait as being "independent
and self reliant ; and as having superior intellectual ability and
judgment". Furthermore, MINTON (25) has found a signifi-
cant relationship between internal control* and need for
achievement. That these individuals would be high in in-
dependence could have been predicted by the comments of
Bardwick (4):

it seems to me that independence is achieved when thechild Is able to see himself as generally successful in
achieving goals... what matters is not so much the content
of the goal as the nature of the resolution.
Independence in achievement behaviors results from lear-
ning that one can accomplksh by oneself, can rely upon
one's abilities, can trust one's own judgment and can
become invested in a task for its own sake.

Although no formal test was made for the presence of
achievement motivation (Nach), the evidence for the presence
of such a construct in these individuals is overwhelming.
Atkinson (2) has defined Nilo as a motive to be competent in
a situation in Which there are standards of excellence. Suchan individual takes pride in his work when he is held
responsible for his actions. The person with a high achieve-
ment motive has developed internal standards of excellence,
is indepehdent, persistent, undertakes realistic tasks, per-
forms well academically, and has clearly understood goals.
The subjects in the present study train long hours daily with
the goal of achieving success in running (Table I) and do well
in school (Table II). Nearly all place track and school in a fist

Table I - Means, Standard Deviations and Range for
Training and Performance Data..1=

2 SD Range

Age when subject
recalls discovering
that running is
enjoyable 12.70 2.91 8-17
Age when formal
training began 14.10 1 79 11-17
Months of Continuous
Formal Training to date 26.40 5.06 18-36
Typical Training Days
per week 7.0 7.0 .

Miles Run in a
«Typical Week* 57.83 14.02 42-90
1 mile run time (sec)" 308.5

Injury time included.
*" While the athletes prime event ranged from the 1/2 mile to331 15-mile run, all had run in a competitive mile.
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Table ll - Psychological and Scholastic Data.

Teenage
It -

Female
SD

Runners
Range

Teenage Female
SD

Norms

. P

Grade in School Completed 10.10 1.37 8-12

Av Orage in School , 89.80 3.99 85-95

I-E (26) 9.25 5.55 1-19 13.02 5.32 < .025

CPI-Al (13) 21.42 5.35 15-33 15.50 4.20 < .01

70-79, C.; 80491:B ; 90-100, A.
** Studentized 'West.

of their most important things in life. FEATHER (10) has
stated that those with high Nach Usually direct and take
responsibility for outcomes while those with low Nach tend to
regard outcomes as 'beyond their-control. That these subjects

; were independent and high in internality seems to fulty
support this contention.

Commenting on the lack of research in Nach with females,
BARDWICK (4) maintains that in women, Nach is inextricably
linked with another need that of affiliation. The runners in
this study tend to support thls hypothesis. As a motive for
continuing to train, they tend to include the close personal
friendships with team' members.

3 Summery

This study has described a young female who trains daily and
3chleves some measure of succesi in track and In school work. She
has hereditarily based characteristics which make success in running
poisible. She enjoys running and has apparently "seen through" the
myth that females are supposed to act in certain culturally prescribed
ways. She begins to train partly because of the joy of running, the
coaching and competitive opportunities and continues to run for the
same reasons with the addition of the close personal friendships with
team members. Although Independent she associates primarily with
other athletes. She believes that she has the ability to control her
world. She Is probably high in achievement motivation striving to be
competent In situations where standards of excellence exist.
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SPORT PARTICIPATION : In Pursuit of
Psychological Androgyny
A Study of High School
Athletes and Non-Athletes

Mary E. Duquln
Department of Physica/ Education
University of Pittsburgh

Some recent efforts in psychology have been directed at
reassessing the effects Of sex-typing, as it relates to psy-
chological well-being and behavioral flexibility (BEM 1972 ;
BROVERMAN, 1970 ; MACCOBY 1966). Research on highly
sex-typed individuals has provided evidence which supports
the notion that .a high level of sex role deVelopment is not
conductive to behavioral flexibility and does not necessarily
facilitate geneial social or psychological well-being (BEM,
1974).

MUSSEN'S (1961) study of high and low masc,uline boys
generally concluded that. masculine boys did seem to have
better social adjustment during the teen-age years. However,
his follow-up study with this same group of Males twenty
years later showedthat the high masculine group exhibited
less dominance, less self-acceptance, leis capacity for status

. and more need for abatement (MURREN 1962). While highly
masculine men were found to be moreadapti.ve to stress and
more self-sufficient they were also rated as less self-assured,
less.sociable andiess likely to be leaders (MUSSEN, 1962). In
anothei study by HARFORD (1967), high masculinity was
positively 'correlated with guilt proness, neuroticism, tough
poise and anxiety.

Studies on females have shown that high femininity is
cienerally associated with poop adjustment, locv social accep-
tahce and high anxiety (GRAY, 1957 ; COSENTINO and
HEILBRUN, 1964 ; WEBB, 1963). MACCOBY'S (1966) sum-
may of the effect of sex-typing on intellectual development
concludes that greater intellectual development seems to be
associated with cross-sex typing. As BEM states, "Boys and
girls Who are less sex-typed have been found to have higher
overall intelligence, higher special ability, and highei
creativity... in girls, impulsiveness and aggressiveness are
positive factors, whereas fearfulness -and passivity are
negative factors. In boys, the pattern of correlations is exactly
the reverse." (BEM, 1972, p. 6)

.

Further investigation into the evidence on crost-sex typing
led to the conceptualization of a new psychological rubric i.e.
androgyny. Because typical meastires of masculinity and
femininity tended to polarize male and female attributes,
making it difficult to recognize individuals who possessed
more androgynous psychological frameworks BEM (1974)
constructed a sex role inventory which placed masculinity
and femininity on a single dimension thus allowing for the
identification of the androgynous individual.

Recent research by BEM (1975) on the behavioral flexibility of
Individuals whose psychological frameworks are androgenous,
as opposed tsq- sex-typed, has provided evidence which
supports-the contention that androgeny facilitates behavioral

..
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flexibility and may reflect a more desirable state of psy-
chological and social adjustment.

In accordance with the situation specific theory of behavior
(MISCHEL, 1968) a psychologically androgynous individual is
one who has incorporated within his or her psychological
framework a 'balance of tradition masculine (instrumental)
and feminine (expressive) attributes and is thus able to
respond to situations with the appropriate behavior required
regardless of sex role expectationt. BEM's research (1975) in
this area found that sex-typed individuals tend to exhibit
defensive, tract-like 'consistency in their response to
situations which called for behavior in conflict with their
perceived sex role expectations. Androgynous Individuals
however, were able ;to respond effectively to situations
regardless of 'whether the appropriate behaviors required
were in or out of their sex-role expectations. In summary,
BEM asserts that the concept of psychological androgyny Is a
reliable one, and that highly sex-typed individuals do not
reflect a general tendency to respond in a society desirable
direction (BEM, 1975)

The evidence which supports psychological androgyny as a
preferable alternative to sex-typing, raises ,the issue of
determining what actitaties might facilitate androgynout
deveropment. One possible approach is suggested by self-
perception theorY which states, "Individuals come to 'know'
their own attitudes, emotions and other internal states partial-
ly by inferring them from observations of their own overt
behavior and/or the circumstances in which this behaVior
occurs (BEM, 1972, p. 2)." Attitudep may thus be viewed as
the result, as well as the motivations for individual behavior.

THE PROBLEM

Applying this theory 'of attitudes resulting from behaviors
patterns to a specific-professional issue involved in-
vestigating. the'attitudes of female athletes and non-athletes
toward sport and physical activity. Taken together these two
theories illucidate the psychological effects of the growth of
girls' sport programs on . adolescent females. .Girls who
participate in cross-sex type behavior (in this research sport)
should, acCording to self perception theory display cross-sex
type attitudes toward sport and physical. activity. A female's
overall psychological androgyny would thus be enhanced by
her ability to incorporate cross-sex typed attitudes into her
psychological framework (self-concept). The author
hypothesized that in comparing female athletes and non-
athletes, athletes would entertain significantly more positive
attitudes toward physical activity by reflecting a higher
degree of both sex neutral motivations and masculine
motivations for physical activity.
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PROCEDURES

A questionnaire was devised which assessed the degree of
personal involvement and personal motivation experienced'
by participation in physical activity. (DUQUIN, 1974). The
eight motivations studied included physical activity as:

a social experience ;
maintenance Of health and fitness ;

catharsis ;

an aesthetic experience;

pursuit Of vertigo ;

an ascetic experience ;

a chance to compete and

physical efficacy.

Four of these motivations were considered sex-neutral and
four were considered to be masculine motivations for
'physical activity (I.e. vertigo, ascetic, eompetition, physical
efficacy). KENYAN (1970) found in previous research, that
males rank physical activity as the Pursuit of vertigo and as an
ascetic experience more often than do females. The author
included physical efficacy (feelings of strength and power-
fulness) and sports-as-competition as additional masculine
motivations based on Bem's Sex Rae inventory (BSRI).
(BEM, 1974)

Athletes were- defined, in this study, as those females who
had participated on an interscholastic or community sports
club team during their high school experience. Non-athletes
were defined as those femalei . who had not hod sUdh
preVious experi4nce. (he questionnaire wag given to samples
which included 1000 (one-thousand) non-athletes and 300
athletes from ten suburban (Bay Area, California) schools
and 1004 non-athletes and 620 athletes from 11 city
(Pittsburgh, PA) schools. lf

The statistical procedure used to treat the data, was the
Cochran and Cox method of computing the t for unequal N's
and unequal variances. Significance for this study was set at
the .001 level.

RESULTS

Tab, I illustrates the differences found between city athletes
and non-athletes and suburban athletes and non-athletes. As
hypothesized, significant (.001) differences were found on all
eight motivations. Rank orderings of these differences are
also supp!les in Table I. It is interesting to note that the two
highest significant differences appeared in' two masculine
motivations, (i.e. competition and vertigo).

Table I - Rank order of t values for differences between athletes and.non-athietes in city and suburban environments on eight
motivations for physical activity.

Motivation CRY t values Motivation Suburban t values

Competition 12.58* Competition 13.38*
Vertigo 10.49* Vertigo 9.71

Health/Fitness 8.81 Social 9.53*
Aesthetic 8.42* Health/Fitness 8.97*
Ascetic 8.32 AScetic 7:72*
Physical Efficacy 7.75 Aesthetic 5.63

Social 7.54 Catharsis 4.49*
Catharsis 7.32* Physical Efficacy 3.90*

074
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In corroboration with previous, studies (MALUMPH.Y, 1668 ;

RECTOR, 1971) the results of this research also support the
belief that female athletes do not necessarily see their
participation in sports as being in conflict with what they
perceive .girls ought to do. Additional statements on the
questionnaire inquired.as to whether' the girls believed sport
participation was an important activity lor girls. Athleteswere
significantly' more positive iri their belief in the importance of
physical actiVitY and sport, both for themselves (city t = 10.69,
suburban t = 13.56, p <.001) and for girls in. general (city t =

.. 6.01, suburban t = 0.09, p <.001).

No significant differences were found between city and
suburban athletes over all eight .motivations. However, city
athletes'were found to rank physical efficacy significantly (t =
6.06 p.'< .001) higher than suburban athletes.while suburban'
athletes ranked physical activity as a social experience.highei
(t = 3.88 p < .001) than the city sample. The author suggests
that the more aggressive nature of city life may justify the
sanctioning of strength and powerfulness in city females
more than in suburban females. This notion is supported by
the fact that city non-athletes also ranked physical efficacy
significantly hinher (t = 6.12 p < .001) than suburban non-
athletes.

CONCLUSIONS

. This research tends to support the notion that the'growth and
increased status of girls sport piograms may help to facilitate
androgynous development in adolescent females. Because

.sport participation is culturally viewed as a male sex-typed
.' activity and is associated with such masculine attributes as

competitiveness, aggressiveness, risk-talcing, etc., females .

who participate in sport, come to adapt those attributes (while
not necessarily rejecting the feminine attribUtes,,they perceive
in themselves) thus increasing their potential for an an-
drogynous self-concept.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION DROP OUTS: SOME RELATED FACTORS

J. H. Hyland
D'Arcy McGee High School
Hull, Quebec
T. D. (Mick
University of Ottawa
Ottawa, Ontario

INTRODUC TION

For the past eighty-five years physical education has been a
compulsory subject for high school students in Ontario
(COSENTINO & HOWELL, 1970). However, it becarno a
completely optional subject for the first time in 1972. Since

-that time there has been a decrease in the number of
students participating in physical education even though
there has been a province-wide increase in the total student
populatiOn. Approximately 29 percent of the total population
in Ontario public high schools (175,000 students) were not
enrolled in physical education in 197374 (Ministry of Educa-
tion, Ontario, 1974).

Why do students opt out of physical education when' they
have a choice? ORLICK (1972) imiestigated the participation
and non-participation of eight- and nine-year olds in sport.
He concluded :

1. Participation waa largely dependent upon environmental
factors, particularly family sports environment.

2. Three major factok within the child's environment
appeared to account for his attraction to, or avoidance of
sports participation, (a) the significant sport role models
which were available to the child, (b) the expectancies
the child had regarding sports participation and (c) the
sport-related reinforcement contingencies to which the
child was 'exposed (ORLICK, 1972, p. 151).

.Elsewhere, in a paper on the athletic dropout he found that
young children dropped out of sports because of lack of
exposure (i.e., playing time) and because of a lack ofsuccess
In the eports environment. "For many children competitive
sport operates as a kind of failure factory... For the majority
of the children the goals and rewards in terms of positive
outcomes are consistently out of reach" (ORLICK, 1373).
SCOTT (1973) stated that high school football dropouts, if
they are in a situation where there is no -"cutting" recognize
the coach's devaluation and drop out on their own accord.
The dropouts quite often reported that the cause for dropping
but was lost interest. From the sports related literature it
appears that the main factors related to participation are
available sports role models, the expectanciei the child had
sgarding participation and the sports related reinforcement.
rhe main reasons for sport dropouts were found to be lack of
)layIng time, lack of enjoyment, and lack of success.

;.

PERCEPTION OF SELF AND
PARTICIPATION

bere are several characterisfks of people with low self
steem which might account for their opting out. They are
eighty sensitive to criticism, ridicule, failure and inadequacy.
bey feel threatened by others and 'doubt that. they have
luch 'worthwhile to offer. They feel self conscious about
erforming in front of others and awkward when trying new
mks (ROSENBERG, 1965). Several studies have shown a
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strong relationship between feelings about the body and
feelings about the self (SECORD and JOURAAD, 1953 ;
ROSEN and ROSS, 1968 ; FELKER, 1968, ZION, 1965). It
seems that body image influences the way people thel about
themselves and the way people feel about themselves -in-
fluences their behavior. Consequently, it is probable that the
way a student perceives his physical self and total self will
influence his participation or non-participation in sport
related activities.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this study was to investigate some factors
related to participation and non-participation in high school
physical education by students entering grade nine. The

.subjects were selected from 295 male and female grade eight
students in the Carleton Roman Catholic School Board in the
Province of Ontario. Twenty-four grade eight students in-
dicated that they Would not take physical education in grade
nine. These 24 non-participants were randomly matched by
age, sex and school with a group of participant subjects.
Thus, a sample of 48 students, along with their physical
education teachers was used in the study. _

Questionnaires were used to assess participants and non-
participants in the following areas:
(1) self esteem,

(2) perceived physical ability, and
(3) perceived body.

Reasons grade eight students give for participating or not
participating in grade nine physical education and reasons
teachers give for student participation or nonlaarticipation in
grade nine physical education were also explored.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Self Esteem

The results were analysed non-parametrically by means of
the Kruskal-Waltis Test (KEITH and COOPER, 1974). An
analysis of the data from the Rosenberg Self Esteem Test
showed a significant difference existed in self esteem
between participants and non-participants. (H = 5.85, p. <
.05). When the self esteem results were further analysed by
sex a significant difference was also found between male
participants and male non-participants (H = 5.96, p. < .05)
and between female participants and female non-participants
(H = 4.96, p. < .05). In all cases the participant groups had
higher self esteem scores than the non-participantsgroups.
The results support the findings of ROSENBERG (1965) who
found that the lower an individual's self esteem the less likely
he will be to become involved in activities. The study also
supports SCHENDEL's (1970) study which' found that par-
ticipants in athletics had a highersense of personal worth and
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self acceptance than non-participants at both the grade 9 and
grade 12 level. This difference, in terms of statistical
significance, was greater at the grade 9 level than at the grade.
12 level and in an earlier study SCHENDEL (1965) noted that
this gap was eliminated for college students and in some
cases was reversed.-

However, ORLICK (1972) found so significant difference in
general self concept of eight.and nine-year old participants
and non-participants in organized sports. Perhaps this
relates to the fact that not participating on a community team
is less drastic than not seeing oneself as good enough to
make the grade in physical education class.

. The questien of hoW self esteem is related to participation is
still largely unanswered. Is physical education and sport in its
present form a contributor to high self esteem or low self
esteem ? What happens to the overweight child, the uncoor-
dinated child or the child who lacks confidence when he
enters the environment of the gymnasium ? Generally he or
she receives only negative reinforcement. He is often
ridiculed or embarrassed and when it comes time to select
teams he is often rejected by his peers' or made to fees
unworthy. Could this threatening environment be a factor
which enhances one's self esteeM ? Perhaps for some it is but
for many others it would appear to be a factor contributing to
low self esteem.

Perception of Physical Ability-

To asseas perceived phyalcal ability Orlick's adaptation of the
Thomas Self Concept-Values Test was utilized. ORLICK
(1972) adapted this instrument for sport and found it to be
valid for separating eight- and nine-year old participants and
non-participants in organized sports. The results of the
perceived physical ability evaluation showed that there was a
significant difference in perceived physical ability between
the groups of participants and non-participants (H = 23.12,
p < .05).

This finding supports ORLICK's (1972) study whio-h found that
eight-'end nine-year. old sport participant children had more
positiVe perceptions of their sports ability than-the children
who had elected not to participatg in sports. The implication
is that if a child perceives himself as being good at gym he is
more likely to enroll in physical education than the student
who perceives his ability as. being not very good. This is
supported by SCOTT (1973) who stated that :

The person strives to maintain congruency within his
interpersonal perceptupl matrices. Thus, once a person
establishei a self perception relative to some role, he will
*Ivo to maintain that perception by seeking out others and
activities which will confirm that self description (p. 15).

ROSENBERG (1965) also wrote that adolesCents tend to .
participate in activities in which their self evaluation is

reinforced or confirmed.

Perception of BodY
.

The method used to assess perception of body replicated the
format from the perceived ability instrument (HYLAND, 1975 ;
.ORLICK, 1972). There Was a significant difference in the way
in which the participant students perceived their bodies When
compared with non-participant students (H.= 7.60, p. < .05).
Participants had significantly more positive' images of their
bodies than, did non-participants. However, when broken
down by sex, although the male participants perceived their
bodies in a more positive way than did the non-participants,
(H = 5.5, p < .05) there was no significant difference between
female participants and non-participants ..in terms of body
perception (H = 3.7, n.s.).

From the present study we have seen that the participants
had higher self esteem and higher body perception than,the
non-participants. The literature does support a relationship
between self perception and. body perception. SECORD and
JOURARD (1953) noted a relationship between' feelings about
the self and feelings about the body. In addition, they.
reported people with poor body images to be overconcerned
about bodily injury. ROSEN and ROSS (1968) also found that
satisfaction with self and satisfaction with body are related.
ZION (1965) reported that there was a linear relationship
between self concept and body concept.

°

PERCEIVED REASONS FOR PARTICIPATION
AND NON-PARTICIPATION .
IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION

In response to a request to list the reasons why some grade
eight students will take physical education in grade nine the
results presented in Table I were obtained.

In response to a request to list the reasons why some grade
eight students will not take physical education in grade nine
the results presented in Table II were obtained. 0

. . ,

, Table I - Summary of the perception of the reasons for student participation in grade 9 physicaltducation.

Students
(N=48)

Reason . Percent Reason

Elementary
teachers

(N =4)
Percent Reason

High School
teachers
(N = 10)

Percent

1.

Enjoyment

2.

Ability

63 Enjoyment-

40 Ability

75 Enjoyment

75 Parental
Pressure

50
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Table II - Summary otthe perception of the reasons for student non-participation in grade 9 physical education.

Students
(N=48)

Elementary
teachers
° (N=4)

High School
teachers
(N=10)Reason Percent Reason 'Percent Reason Percent

1.

Inability 54.2 Inadequate 100 Poor 80
Skills Elementary

Program
2.

Dislike 52 Poor Self 75 Parental 50
Concept Influence

or Attitude

CONCLUSIONS

From the results and within the limitations of this study the
following may be concluded :
1. The self esteem of the participants was significantly higher

than that of the non-participants.
.2. The perceived physical ability of the participants was

significantly higher Than that of the non-participants.
3. The perceived body of the participants was significantly

higher (i.e.. More positively perceived) than that of ,the
non-participants.

4. The students' perception of the main reasons for par-
% ticipation were enjoyment and ability. Their main reasons

given for non-participation were inability and a dislike for
the subject.

5. Elementary teachers' perception of the main reasons for
participation Were enjoyment and ability. Their main
reasons given for non-participation were inadequate skills
and poor self concept.

3. High school teachers' perception of the main reasons for
participation were enjoyment and parental pressure. The
main reasons given for non-participation were poor
elementary program arid parental pressure or attitude,

0

To ensure that more children elect to participate in and
benefit from physical education it should above all be
enjoyable. There should .be a variety of activities and goals,
some of which are obtainable and rewarding for all the

saderitK-As far 'as, possible, embarrassment or negative
feedback in the gyM should be minimized. Teams should be
selected in a manner which ensures that no one is left out or
put in an embarrassing situation by being picked last, and
attempts should be made toikeep the teams even in ability.
If the teacher is to act as a significant sport role model, he or
she must understand that physical education can be a
frightening experience for some children. It is important that
programs and ap'proaches be devised to alleviate rather than
add to these children's problems, particularly with reference
to self perceptions.

Studies are needed which focus on the design, assessment
and implementation of programs which are both enjoyable
and beneficial for the students who are opting out.
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BEHAVIOUR INTENTIONS
AND ATTENDANCE OF
AN EXERCISE PROGRAM A FIELD TEST OF FISHBEIN'S MdDEL ' 2

Leonard M. Wankel
Brian D. Beatty
Department of Kinesiology
University of Waterloo

Empirical research has not found-attitudinal measures to be
highly related to degree of primary involvement in physical
activity (e.g. HICKMAN, 1963 ; KEOGH, 1963 ; KENYON,
.1970; BUGGEL, 1970 ; SCOPELITIS, 1971). Similar low and
mostly nonsignificant attitude-behaviour relationships have
characterized 'other areas of attitudinal research (c.f.
WICKER, 1969 ; FISHBEIN, 1973, LISKA, 1974). Fishben (c.f.
FISHBEIN, 1973 ; AJZEN and FISHBEIN, 1973) has suggested
that these low relationships may largely be attributable to the
practice of relating general attitudinal measures to specific
behavioural measures. To overcome this problem FISHBEINhas proposed a model for the prediction of specific
behaviours which utilizes more specific attitudinal variables.

According to FISHBEIN's model the most immediate determi-
nant of behaviour (B) Is the individual's specific behaviour
intention (BI), that is, his intentionto perform a specific act in
the given situation. Thls intention in turmis determined by the
individual's attitude toward performing the act (Aact), his
normatiye beliefs about performing the act (NB), and his
motivations to comply with these perceived norms (Mc). Thus
behaviour intentions are contingent upon both personal
predispositions (Aact) and social influences (NB and Mc). In
operationalizing the model, behaviour intentions, normative
beliefs and motivations to comply are typically assessed by
the use of Likert-type scales. Attitudes toward the act, which
are vieWed within an expectancy-value framework as being a,
function of the act's perceived consequences andtheir values
to.the person, are measured by summing the scores on four
evaluative semantic differential sca4es. The 'model can be
symbolically represented)n the following form :

B 'NJ BI = [Aactjw0 + [ (hic)lcol
i = 1

where .0.10 and 0.1, are empirically derived weights
regression analysis.

The behavioural prediction model has 'gained, strong em-
pirical sUpport in a number of laboratory studies carried out
by Fishbein and associates (AJZEN and FISHBEIN, 1973).
The average multiple correlation of Aact and NB (Mc) with 61
In ten Separate stUdies was .808. In six of these same studies
the average correlation between BI and B was approximately
.70. Recent studies conducted within field settings, however,
have not consistently found such high correlations.'In a study
of employee absenteeism and turnover in a nursing home

situation, NEWMAN (1,974) found.that the multiple correlation
between the attitudinal and normative components of the
model and 61 was .45 for absenteeism and .70 'for intent to
resign. Behaviour intention correlated only .10 with actual

through

I. This research was supported in part by National Health Grant
number 606-1051,3-30 made by the Canadian Department of
National Health and Welfare.

2. Appreciation is expressed to R. Schlegel for his critical comments
on an earlier manuscript

absenteeism and .39 with employee turn-over. BHAGINT et al.(1974) found a multiple correlation of .47 between 61 Concer-
ning buying a new car and the relevant attitudinal and
normative measures. DAVIDSON and JACCARD (1975) on
the other hand, in their study- of family planning intentions,
found 'Multiple R's exceeding 1 when the two predictor
variables were correlated with a number otBI measures. No
behaviour measures were obtained in the latertmo studies so
no 6-61 relationships could be calculated.

The current study was designed to test FISHBEIN's model in
another field situation and more specifically to determine its

, utility for explaining attendance of a voluntary'aduit physical
fitness program.

METHOD

Subjects

The subjects were volunteer male participants in an aitult
physical fitness program. Although questionnaires were
originally administered to 164 subjects, incomplete data
reduced the final sample to 118 for the organized exercise
program aspect of the study and 126 for the independent
exercise aspect. The men were employees from industrial,
service, and academic institutions in a small Canadian city.
Although employees from a full range of occupational levels
were eligible for participation in the study a self-selection
process resulted in a predominantly professional class sam-
ple.
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Instruments

The information pertaining to the BI and predictor variables for the study were obtained from a questionnaire. BI with respect to
attending the exercise program was measured by the following :tem :

I intent to attend the organized exercise program offered by the University of Waterloo at least twibe a week.

extremelj extreniely
Probeble 0

improbable

Aact 'was assessed by summing the scores on four eValuative semantic differential scales :

Attending the organized exercise program is :
>

w.foolish ' ise
good _pH hbaa rd
beneficial
unpleasant . pleasant

Three sepiarate NBs with respect to attending the exercise prograrn were assessed by seven point Liken 'type scales :

(a) 4losf my work colleagues think I should attend the organized exercise program :

extremely.
probable

, .

(b) My best friends think, that I should attend the organized earcise prOgram :

. extremely . -extremely
probable improbable

(c) My spouse (nearesflcin) thinks that I should attend the organized eZercise program :

extremely extremely q.
improbable probable -
Mc measures corresponding to the three NB measures were also assessed on seven point Likert typefscales:

(a) With respect to attending The drganized exercise program : .

I want very I want very .

much to much not to'

: do what my work colleagues think I should.

(b) With respect to attending the organiied exercise Program :
..

.

I Want very_
much to . , yery Much .

not to

extremely
'Improbable

.

1 want very

1

: do whal my best friends think I should.

(c) With respect to attending the organized exercise program : .

I want very I want very
much to much not to \

3

. : do what my spouse (neareet kin) thinks I should. .,
t".

, .
/ .

, .

BI, Aact, NB, and.Mc measures with respect to exercising regularly on ones own, ouiside of the organized Program were also.
measured according to the above formats. "Exercise" for these measurei was- defined as lowing, calisthenics, and-vigoroue
sports" while "regularly" was operationally defined. as "at least twice a week". ..-

. "

Seven point Likert-type scales were also included ,to derive information concerning the subjects' perceptions concerning the
strength of their habits to exercise regularly, and the likelihood that their work demands would interfere with (i) their intentions to
attend the organized exercise program or (ii) to exercise on their own :

How strong do you feel yoUr habit of exercising regularly is ? w
0 ,

extremely I extremely
strong weak

-,
I

How likely Is it that work requirements (e.g. shift work, business trips) will affect your intentions to attend the organized program ?
, e

extremely 1

' e4tremely
likely unlikely

. 342
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c,

How likely Is it that work requirements, (e.g. shift work, business trips) will affect your intentions to exercise regularly on your ownoutside of the organized program ?

. extremely
likely

All scales were scored .from 1 through 7, with 7 repreienting the positiVe end of the continua in all cases except for theprobability of work interference scales, on which "extremely unlikely" was scored high.

_-

extremely
unlikely .

Procedure

. The behavioural prediction questionnaire was administered,
as part of a battery of tests, to the subjects in a group setting
prior to the initiation of the organized exercise program. Due

_to the logistics of administering a large number of tests tà a
large sample and organizing exercise groups when subjecis
were, available, there was approximately a four week time
lapse between obtaining thb questionnaire data and initiating
the exercise program.

The behavioural data, attendance of the organized program
over the eleven week period, were obtained from records kept
by exercise leaders inithe program. The raw data (frequency
of attendance) was reduced to a seven point scale for
purposes of data analysis.

-

*

J

Results

The means and standard deviations for the predictor and
criterion vadables are presented in Table I while the inter-
correlations of the pertinent variables are given in Table-II.
From Table I it can be seen that attitudes toward the act of
attending the organized exorcise °program were strongly
positive (A = 24.92) as were expressed intentions to attend
the exercise sessiOns = 6.15)3., The corresponding
measures for the exercising on one's own condition although
also positive were markedly less so (Vs = 22.95 and 4.24).

Table i - Means and standard deviations tor predictor and
criterion variables.

(a) Organized exercise program (b) Exercising on one's

Measure

Aact
NB,
NB,
NB,
Mc,
Mc2

Mc3

NB, (Mc,)
NB2 (WO
NB, (Mc3)
BI

c, B (raw data)
B (7 point
scale)

N = 118 own N 128

S.D. S.D.

24.92 2.80 22.95 3.68
4.70 1.58 3.80 1.59
5.11 1.52 4.00 1.62
5.34 2.06 5.11 1.64
4.49 1.15 4.05 1.09
4.35 1.19 4.26 1.03
5.14 1.29 5.00 1.22

21.74 10.03 15.89 8.46 .

22.80 10.18 17.65 ,9.31
27.71 14.10 26.19 11.84

6.15 1.27 4.24 2.06
16.30 8.56 16.22 8.64
3.74 1.8 1.87

Job Inter-
ference

4.03 t79

4.37 1.96 5.12 1.81

Note; Aact = attitude toward the behaviour, in a given
situation ;.NB. = rormative beliefs, i.e. perceived expectation
of others ; BI = behavioural intention ; B = behaviour, i.e.
attendance of the eiercise program ; Habit = strength of
habit for exercising ;-Job interference = probability of job
requirements interfering with intentions to exercise.

3. Although all individual scales have a range from 1 to 7, because
attitude scores represent the sum of four separate scales they

., have a possible range from 1 to 28, and as NB (Mc) scores
represent the multiplication of the scores on two Scales they have

3 4 3 a possible range from 1. to 49.
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Normative beliefs concerning attending the organized exer-
cise sessions and the motivations to comply with these beliefs
were moderately positive (Ws =' 5.05 and 4.66). Comparable
measures for the exercising on one's own condition were
marginally smaller (Xs = 4.30 and 4.44). Mean scores of 4.37
and.5.12 respectively were found for the probability of work
demands interfering with intentions to attend the organized
program and to exerdise on one's own. The mean score for
the habit strength for exercising variable was 4.03.

Although for both conditions subjects reported.their wives to
be the reference group most strongly favoring their involve-
ment in exercise and the group whose wishes they were most
Strongly motivated to comply with (Table l), this NB (Mc)
cornbination was not the best predfctor of BI (Table II). The
NB.(Mc) measure pertaining to "best friends" [i.e., NB2 (Mc2)]
was the best normative group predibtor of BI in both con-
ditions (r = .20 and .28"respeatively). Neither NB, (Mc,) or
NB, (Mc) accounted for sutficient variance to be entered into
the multiple regression equations for predicting Bl.

Table II - Intercorrelaticns of predictors and criteria.

(a) Organized Exercise Program

Measure 1 2 3 4 5 6 8

1. 2: Aact
2. NB, (MO
3. NB2(Mc2)
4. NB, (Mc3)
5. Job interference
6. Habit
7. B.I.
8. B.

1.0
.22

.26

.27

.23

.17

.21

- .03

1.0

.64

.26

.15
0.0

.12

.16

1.0

.28

.13

0.0
.20
.01

1.0

.11.;
- .o4

.11

.17

1.0

.07

.11

.22.

1.0

- -.06
.04

1.0

.11 1.0

(b) Exercising On OnelrOwn

3. NB2(Mo2)
4. NB, (Mc,)
5. Job interference
6. Habit
7. B.I.

.18 1.0

.27 .73 1.0

.25 .32 .43 1.0

.15 :12 .18 .09 1.0

.27 .05 .10 .03 .05 1.0

.23 .29 .22 .15 .40 1.0

Note: Aact = attitude toward the behaviour in a given Situation ; NI3s = normative beliefs, i.e. perceived expectation of others ;
Bi = behavioural intention ; B = behaviour, l.e. attendance of the exercise program ; Habit = strength of habit for exercising ;
Job interfercince = probability of job requirements interfering with intentions to exercise.

The multiple correlations between the predictor and criterion
variables are presented In Table III.

With respect to the organized program, the multiple correla-
tion of the sum of the four attitude measures and the NB2
(Mc2) measure with BI was .26. The regression weights for the
attitudinal and normative components were both .17. For the
"intent to exercise on .one's own" condition the multiple R
.between Aact + NB2 (Mc-2) and Bi was .47. The derived
regression weights for the attitudinal and normative com-
ponents were .37 and .12 respectively,

The simple correlation between Bi and attendance frequency
was .11 for the "organized attercise" condition. No measures
of actual amount of exercising outside of the organized
program were obtained so no BI-B relationship could be
derived for "this condition:

Controlling for probability of work requirements interfering
with behavioural intentions did not appreciably al ter any of
the correlations with 61. A Correlation of .06 was found
between self-rated habit strength for exercising and frequen-
cy of attendance of the organized program.
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Table III - Multiple corielations between predictors and criteria.

Predictors Criteria
(a) Organized Exercise

Program Aact -17 NB2 (Mc2)
B1

Aact + NB2 (Mc2)

BI .26*
.11

.04

.07
.01
.002

(b) Exercising On
One's Own Aact + NB2 (Mc2) Bl .47** .22

Note: Aact = attitude toward the behaviour in a given situation ; NB = normative beliefs, i.e. perceived expectations of others ;BI = behavioural intention ; B = behaviour, i.e. attendance.
P < .05
P < .01

DISCUSSION

Th u iple correlation (R = .11) of Aact + NB
(Mc) with BI for the "organized exercise program" aspect ofthe study is in marked contrast to the sUbstantial Ft's
generally reported between these measures. Also, althoUgh
the multiple ,correlation (R = .47) between the predictor
variables and BI for the "exercise on one's own" condition is
comparable to those reported in some field research (e.g.,

-BHAGAT et al., 1974 ; NEWMAN, 1974 absenteeism
Variable) it is smaller than those reported in laboratori
research (dr AZ,IEN and FISHBEIN, 1973) as well as some
other field studies (NEWMAN, 1974 resignation variable ;
DAVIDSON and JACCARD.. 1975). The very .low multiple
correlaticin of Aact + NB with BI for the organized exercise
.program condition may largely be attributed to a lack of
variance in the Aact and B1 measures. From Table I it can be
seen that the lack of variability in these measures is
associated with verY high mean scores indicating the
.probable presence of ceiling effects. Thi3 interpretation is
.supported by the observation that the better prediction Of BI
for the "exercise on one's own" condition was paralleled by
less positive and more variable scores for the Aact and BI
Measures for this condition.

The fact that the subjects for this study were volunteers for an
exercise program can at . least partially account for the
extremely positive Aact and B1 scores. Thus, it might be
expected that the utilizatibn of a more heterogenous sample
(e.g., a random sample) would considerably improve the
prediction of 151 from the attitudinal and normative measures.
It should be noted, however, that previous research has
Indicated that nonparticipants as well as participants general-

positive attitudes toward physical activity (cf.
KENYON, 1971 ; ALBINSON, 1975). This research however
has involved attitudes toward the object "physical activity", or
some type of physical activity, rather than a specific act
concerning physical activity such as is appropriate in
following, FISHBEIN'S 'approach. It might be expected that
attitudes toward a general object such as physical activjty
might be more uniformly positive than toward some specific
act concerning physical activity. This specificity question may
be another problematic issue in the current study. FISHBEIN
has frequently asserted that for best prediction from his
model, very specific measures should be taken. The specified
actions for the various measures In this study may have been
too general. Also there was some inconsistency in the
wording of the measures as the Aact and NB measures just
referred to "attending the organized program" and "exer-
cising regularly on one's own" ; whereas the BI measures
added the specification "at least twice a week". In sum,
several methodological problems hindered this attempt to
test the utility of FISHBEIN's model for predicting BI in a
physical activity setting thus, no firm conclusions can be
drawn.
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The previously discussed lack of variance in the BI measure
may also help to explain the low simple correlation (7 = .11)
between BI aild actual attendance of the organized program
(B). The considerable time lag between the derivation of the
BI and B measures would also tend to attenuate the BI-B
correlation by allowing other sources of information to alter
the Bl's before the actual behaviour occurred.

Also related to this question of available information is the
fact that the data for the predictor variables were obtained
before the subjects had any experience with the exercise
program which may have led to unrealistic Bls concerning the
program. Better predictions may have resulted if theo BI
measures were taken after the subjects had been Involved in .
the program for some time.

In view of the poor relationships between BI and B and
between the predictor variables and both BI and B, no
practical significance can be attach

atkudin.al-antl-norma ive regression weights derived in
t is Study.

In conclusion, although attitudinal and normative variables
did not effectively predict BI and in turn B in this study, the
current results may help to delineate directionS for future
research in this area. It would appear that the simple
substitution of specific measures of attitude and normative
beliefs for traditional attitude measures is not adequate for
improving the predictions of active involvement in physical
activity programs. In fact, it would seem unlikely that the
taking of any particular measure at one point in time would be
a highly effective predictor of behaviour at a later time.
Rather, attempts should be made, as KELMAN (1974) has
emphasized, to' place attitudes within a "context of action': in
order to effectively relate them to behaviour. Although'
FISHBEIN's model is to some extent an attempt to do this by
deriving measures specific to a given act and by incor-
porating a:social inflUence factor, it would appear that for the
model to be effective it must be placed firmly within the
context of the behaviour to be predicted. As AJZEN and
FISHBEIN (1973) suggest, this would involve deriving BI
measures in close temporal proximity to the B measures after
giving subjects sufficient information about the situation so as
to enable them to effectively predict the consequences of
their behaviour. The utilization of more specific BI and
attitudinal measures, together with the provision of more
information to the subject concerning the situation should
help to alleviate the serious problem of. lack of variability in
attitudinal measures pertaining to physical activity.
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STRATEGIES USED
BY WOMEN 'ATHLETES
TO COPE WITH ROLE STRAIN*

Mary L. Dietz
Mary Breen
University of Windsor

The historical choice has been simple: woman or athlete?
To choose the latter meant risking censure... (LOGGIA,
1973)

... the young woman who participates in physical activities
risks her feminine image. (HARRIS, 1971)

We seem to see sport as a field for men and female
homosexuals. (HART, 1971)

.
_

So speak-three prominent writers on women in sports,
acknowledging the social attitudes toward women's sport
participation that place women athletes in a continual state of
role strain. This strain is not only in response to the reactions
of others to them as athletes but also partly created by their
own perceptions of what is properly feminine. Learning and
internalizing feminine role expectations is a central part of the
socialization of female children in our society and women
athletes are no exception.

.
GOODE (1960) has conceptualized role strain as the condi-
tion that reaUlts when an individual finds herself occupying
two significant social roles, each of which requires a different
and opposing set of values and behaviours.
Gender !Cies have long been recognized as a key area in
which 'social differentiation occura in most societies. The
feminine role in dominant North Americanoculturee is a role
associated 'with weakness, softness, passivity and slowness
(McCLELLAND, 1953). The socialization process to females is
based on a conception of a feminine role which requires the
rale Mcubent, ideally, to be submissive, gentle, nurturant,

.deperident, and obedient. The athletic role, however, is very
differenet. Roget's Thesaurus (1961: 29) supplies the following
synonyms for "athletic" "vigorous, strapping, brawny,-

. muscular." Management of the athletic role requires such
qualities as strength, speed, toughness, aggressiveness,
ascendency, leadership, autonomy and emotional control. It
is immediately obvious that these are the very qualities that

0 are associated in Western society with mascNlinity. The
socialization of the Malechild is.not only a preparation for the
masculine role but aiso preparation for the athletic role, a role
that is similar to and not in conflict with masculine role
'requirements. The female athlete, however, is an anomaly.
Our society defines achievement, aggression, strength and
toughness as maseulihe attributes, and considers the
possession of masculine attributes to be unacceptable in
females. It is no wonder, therefore, that women athletes
experience role strain. GERBER, et. a/., (1974) refer to a
survey by FOREMAN (1972) where people were asked to
classify seventy-five sports according to whether they were
masculine or feminine 'sports. Of the' seventy-five, only- two
were classified as exclusively feminine: field hockey and
ballet. Of the rest, fifteen were classified as exclusively
masculine and the remaining fifty-five were classified as
primarily masculine.

The pressures created by the disparity between the conduct
required for successful performance of the dhlatio and
feminine roles have resulted in the development of a number,
of rationalizations and strategies that enable women athletes
to cope wIth _the strain that results fromiheir-cornmitment-to-
the two. conflicting- roles:I-tie-se strategies must enable the
athlete to compete and to win ; to develop strength and
endurance; to spend long hours in practice ; to have goals
that require dedication and perseverance without invalidating
the gender role which has been learned and is accepted as
the basis for personal identity. Women 'in our society have
learned that "competition in traditionally male activities (as
sports) is widely believed to require sacrifice of feminine
attractiveness, and sex appeal that attracts males" (HARRIS,
1972). ROSSI (1965) and KOMAROVSKY (1953) have
documented the same attitude in women who compete in
mental activities and professions that have, like sports, been
defined as areas for men only. BOSLOOPER and HAYES
(1973) outline the rules women learn in order to play what
they call the "femininity game." They say, "The rules are
simple : You win the game by losing all others tennis,
volleyball, chess, you name it ..." GERBER (1974) goes
even further contending that competition itself "violates
ancient taboos against women entering into overtly
aggressive behavioUrs on a large public scale." Although
HALL (Th72) has found that women athletes perceive less
diffelence between their conceptions of the athletic and ideal
woman, GERBER (1973) has shown that women athletes are,
themselves, aware of the stereotypes. As GERBER (1973)
says :

One can't compete in sport and be non-competitive ; one
can't shoot for goals and be non-aggressive; one can't
practice for two physically demanding hours a day and be
physically weak ; one can't put one's skill et; the line against
an opponent and be too afraid to take risks ; ono can't
come out on the court. field or pools against opponents
wt,', nave demonstrated their superiority and be wanting in
courape; one can't give up many hours a week to train fbr
competition and not have self-discipline nttaccept.
the results of tt e.contest as proof 's best for the
moment and be unobjective; one can't strive te win, win,
win and not be achievement oriented.

Indeed, FELSHIN (1974) points out that "it is possible that
,female athletes are, as some evidence suggests, as aggres-
sive, achievement oriented, dominant and committed to
sport as male athletes."

THE CONCEPT. OF INTERACTION
STRATEGIES

A strategy; according to GOFFMAN (1969), is a plan of action
that takes into account "ofie's thoughts about the other's
thou hts about oneself " Strategies are developed in interac-
ton primarily- for the purpose of selectively concealing or

The Strategies described in this paper are drawn from interviews revealing certain information stout oneself in order to modify
and participant observations. or control the way one's Character or actions are perceived by

3 4: 8
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others. A strategy consists of a series of moves or tactics that
are intended to create a particular impression and ei/oke a
certain type of response. Impressions formed by others are
managed by the use of verbal and non-verbal behaviour
which are used tactically in a way that the.strategist considers
will allow her to control the other's impression of her and
lessen the importance of other conflicting information or
cues. Strategies may be developed individually or collective-
ly. For example, most college students learn a number of
strategies that they expect to result in their getting better
marks in their courses. These strategies are usually intended
to create the impression that the student is hard working and
scholarly. They involve such tactics as using non-verbal cues
such as sitting near the front of the class, maintaining eye
contact with the instructor and carrying their-text 'hi class.
They also involve such behaviours as raising questions about
the work in class, references to the professor's research and
making froquent 'office appointments. While the purpose of
the strategy, which is often to conceal the fact :hat the student
is not doing sufficient studying, and the general impression to
be conveyed is often the same for all course, a particular
strategy will be developed for each class based on available
information about a specific professor and information about
her responses to certain tactics that is learned through
observation and interaction.

STRATEGIES USED BY WOMEN ATHLETES

The strategies that are described in this paper are those
which have been observed to be commonly used by women
athletes. Specific tactics that we have associated with one
strategy are sometimes, in real situations, used independent-
ly or in other combinations. The awareness of the female
athlete of her own. use of these strategiesor of their use by
others varies. In some cases the strategic behaviour has been
learned as part of socialization into a sports group. In other
cases the strategies are deliberately developed by the athlete
and are evaluated by her after trying them out as to their
effectiveness, specific situational variations in responses, and
her ability to carry them off successfully. Before we examine
the strategies themselves, we should mention that many
women resolve the problem of role strain by simply aban-
doning the athletic role at adolescence when the pressure to
conform to the feminine role begins to make them uncomfor-
table. Occasionally an athlete will reject the feminine role and
adopt a masculine role that seems more in keeping with the
athletic role. Although the first resolution of the strain is
common, the second is rare and in these cases the athletic
role may have developed as part of a masculine role identity
rather than the reverse. The strategies being focused on in
this paper are those that are used by women athletes who are
'committed to both roles and who need to cope with the
resulting strain if they are to be able to function continue to
play both rolds.

Ostrich

The rationale for the Ostrich strategy is that if conflict
between the roles is not admitted then the individual does not
have to deal with it. It is a "head-in-the-sand" strategy based
on denial of the problem.' The Ostrich strategy involves
creating the impression that involvement in athletics is not a
deviation from the norm for .females. Since negative social

1. Sykes and Matza (1957) have disCussed this type of rationalization
as used by delinquents to neutralize objections to deviance.

attitudes are not acknowledged, any discussion or recogni-
tion of them is impossible.

Tactics used in the Ostrich strategy are :

(1) ignoring or misinterpreting of pejorative remarks, .

(2) responding to questions about inconvenience of practice
schedules, interference with social activities with in-
credulity,

(3) denying any knowledge of suspicions of homosexuality
among female athletes or suggestion of lack of femininity.

These tactics are all designed to convey the impression that
there is no problem, no negative attitudes and-,-thus-,-nd

-strain:-

Just-a-Hobby

The Just-a-Hobby strategy is based on a concealment of the
importance of the athlete role so that, because it is not yiewed
as a major role, it doesn't conflict with the important feminine
role. Just-a-Hobby does not involve a strategy that minimizes
the problem, but rather one that minimizes the importance of
the athletic, role to reduce the threat of it undermining
femininity.

The tactics used with the Just-a-Hobby strategy are similar to
those used by deviants such as the alcoholic or drug addict
who attempts to convey to others that she can quit any time
she wants to. Some tactics used in this strategy are :
(1) implying that participation is a result of doing others a

favour "they couldn't get enough players so they asked
me to play so they could field a team,".

(2) appearing to forget about practice or contests and just
remembering at the last minute,

(3) pretending not to know scores or results of contests,

(4) ridiculing coaches or teammates who take things too
seriously,

(5) implying that she never practices.

We do not mean to suggest that all athletes have the same
motives for engaging in sports activities or the same degree
of involvement, but simply to draw attention to this as a
strategy when it does not realistically reflect actual motives.
LUNDREGREN (1974) examined the motives of women for
participating in Physical activities. Given the low evaluation of
the .role of women athlete even among university students
(GRIFFIN, 1973), the stated motives in the Lundegren study
may have been those that were perceived to be acceptable.

Peter.Pan

The rationale for the Peter Pan strategy is based on the
recognition, by the athlete, that while there is differential
gender socialization that begins immediately after birth, the
real peer and parental pressures to conform to the feminine
role becomes progressively greater as adolescence ad-
vances irito adult status. Prior to adolescence, athletic ac-
tivities of girls are tolerated as "tomboy" behaviour. Girls are
warned and parents are reassured by the frequent repetition
of such statements as "just wait until she discovers boys, then
She'll forget about football." This is particularly true for
middle class girls. Working class girls and boys of all classes
learn and conform to role "appropriate" toy and actiVity
selection earlier than middle class girls. Boys of all social
backgrounds are encouraged to be and are, in fact, more
consistently in conformance to gender r6le expeCtations
(OAKLEY, 1972). This.may account for the preponderance of
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middle dais girls (balck American girls being a special case)
that persist In athletic -roles. Since middle class girls are
allowed to participate in sport activities without much pres-
sure for a longer period, they are likely more reluctant to,
give it up. Boys, on the other hand, from their earliest years
are rarely given an opportunity to sample activities ,design-
ated for females.

Peter Pan is a strategy intended to convince others that the
athlete Is 'still young enough to be allowed to continue
participation. The implication is that she will relinquish these
activities sometime in the not-too-gistant_but-usually-unz---

; specified,-future.- Sorne-Wcinien manage to use this strategy
well into their late teens.

Tactics used in'the Peter Pan strategy invOlve:

(1) continuing juvenile hair and clothing styles,
(2) wearing clothing that conceals rather than accentuates.

(3)

breasts ana hips,
refusing 'to use make-up, perfume or other artifacts Oat
announce readiness to enter into the adult feminine role,

(4) associating with younger children rather than age peers,
(5) focusing on present time Ittivities and not openly in-

dicating plans for next year, or saying each year, "This ismy last season,"

(6) avoiding situations that require or create expectations for
heterosexual courtship behaviours.

The Peter Pan strategy provides an easy bridge into another
strategy we will call "Daddy's Girl."

Daddy's Girl .

The rationale for the Daddy's Girl strategy is that by denial of
or disassociation from the responsibility of decision-making
related to athletic role activities, the strain is reduced, The
individual shrugs off all comments or strain producing .

questions by indicating that "Daddy" (coach-parent) is
reaponsible for her participation. This strategy involves
establishing the impression that the athlete is totally depen-
dent oh 'Daddy" who controls her.life and who will hot let her
do some things and who makes her do others. The Daddy's
Girl strategy serves the double function of denying her ability
to choose for herself and of associating her with a powerful
dominating male figure which conforms to the feminine role
expectations.

Tactics used to accomplish thia strategy are:
(1) constant reference to coach/parent in refusing invitations

as, "No, I have to get to bed early. i-..oach wants me to getlots of sleep,"

(2) complaining about how the coach/parent makes her
swim a mile 'before doing sprints, etc.,

(3) associating all actions that might indicate autonomy,
aggressiveness, etc., with reasons why, the coach/parent
wants it, e.g., "Coach wanted me to learn to drive so I
could get to practice before the others."

fseudo-Nympho

The rationale for the Pseudo-Nympho strategy is based on
the recognition that our societal definition of thefeminine role
Is based on the belief that Worhen are sex objects. "Physical,"
where women are concerned means "sexual" (BOSLOOPER
and HAYES, 1973). The strategy involves establishing a
pattern of heterosexual sexual relations which reduce the
suspicion of lesbianism and allow continued participation in
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athletics without too much strain since femininity has been
affirmed.

A Pseudo-Nympho strategy of using sexual activities to-
validate the feininine rale involves auch tactics as:
(1) indiscriminate sexual relations with a series of male

partners,

(2) passive acquiescence when approached to engage In
sexual relations,

-------A_comincing_partnerethat-thesehitfaTacts ire --pie-asurable,
(4) making known that sexual relations are engaged in and .

enjoyed,

(5) avoiding serious involvement with any partner who would
object to or interfere with the athletic activities,

(6) being undemanding of relationéhips with sexual partners
so that non-exclusive, non-romantic relations with males
can be maintained and these male associations will
balance associations with other female athletes.

One-of-the-Boys

The rationale for this strategy is somewhat'similar to that of
the Pseudo-Nympho. It is based on the society's acceptance
of cross-sex friendships as having sexual connotations and of
heterosexual sex relations as procif of femininity. There is
some basis for this rationale even without sexual relations
since there tend to be few friendships between heterosexual
males and homoaexual females. The explanation by the
female athlete that she "likes boys/men" tends to be equated
with "normal" femininity. The One-of-the-Boys strategy in-
volves maintaining the athletic role by being accePted into a
male group as part of the group. This strategy allows women
to participate in "masculine" activities with the group because
she's "just like one of the guys." She retains .her feminine
identity, however, because
(1), this strategy is open only to those wcir,' perceived as

heterosexual, and
(2) because both the group and the v herself,

recognize that she really isn't one of the. and they
reaffirm this ih a number of ways.

She may be permitted to practice with them, but League
.Rules prevent her from actual team membership. (This is
beginning to change with some teams but not enough yet to
see how this will effect the use of this strategY.) -
The tactics used in the One-of-the-Boys strategy are :
(1) initially establishing a special relationship with the group

usually through a brother, cousin or boyfriend who can
tolerate a physically competent woman,

(2.) ingratiating herself by running errands, e.g., keeping
score, turning in time sheets, providing transportation,

(3) demonstrating atZ,,atic skills in a service situation, e.g.,
warming up the pitcher, filling in for late players in
practice, etc.

Gorgeous Female

The rationale for the GorgeOus Female strategy is based on
the idea that the feminine role requires consciousness of
appearance and interest in clothing (SONTAG, 1972). It has
also been noted that society tends ,to equate beauty with
femininity (HARRIS, 1971). The Gorgeous Female strategy is
the one most often noted by researchers in women's sports
probably because the tactics involved make it the most
visable. One aspect of the Gorgeous Female strategy is
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similar to the Pseudo-Nympho and One-of-the-Boys
strategies. Since men are attracted tci beautiful women and
the presence and admiration of men in potential heterosexual
relationships acts to reduce role strain by reaffirming the
feminine role both for the women athlete and for others, the
Gorgeous Female strategy Is one that creates the impression
that the socially accepted feminine role has been learned and
accepted. It is intended to convince people that the athletic
role does not interfere with or detract from the feminine role.

.

The tactics used in the Gorgeous Female strategy are beth
non-verbal. Some are : .

(1) use of make-up, earrings, feminine hairstyles and hair
ornaments, unnecessary decoration on clothing such as
frills, lace, and embroidery,

(2) expressing non-aggressive, non-competitive reasons for
engaging in the athletic role,
controlling walk and gestures to minimize appearance of
muscular development and freedom of movement,
deferential treatment of male athletes, coaches,

not competing outside of specific contest stituations and
only against Other women.

(3)

(4)

(5)

SChizo

The Schizo strategy is basically the Gorgeous Female
stra,egy but is extended so that it includes the women for
whom the Gorgeous 'Ferriale strategy is not too effective.
While to Gorgeous Female strategy involves bringing the
feminine role behaviours and accoutrements as ler as possi-
ble into the athletic situation, the.Schizo strategy is based on
the separation of the roles completely so that the conflict is
not evident. The Ostrich strategy is designed to convince the
self and others that the problem does not exist. The Schizo
strategy is to compartmentalize the athletic role and the
feminine role and create two discrete kientities. In the Schizo
strategy, the athletic role which requirea competitive,
aggressive behaviour is non-gender related. By. the separa-
tion of the athletic Nile from any gender asiociation, conflict
is reduced. Using the Schizo strategy requires having two
discrete and unrelated sets of behaviours. The individual
Identity is submerged and the feminine role and the athletic
role are played as the situation demands, but never at the
same time. The self is a third aspect or "real me" not
dependent on or related to either role. "It appears the athletic
lemale must assume the role of the chameleon ..." (HARRIS,
197.1).

The tactics used in the Schizo strategy are designed to
prevent 'any overlap or relationship between the two roles.
They involve:

(1) having different sets of associates so that each can be
related to in terms of separate role expectations,

(2) keeping feminine role partners away from sport
situations,

(3) associating aggressiveness, competitiveness with the
sport activity as comparable to a motor skill rather than
as a personal characteristic.

Ball Crusher

The Ball Crusher strategy is basically derived from the
rationale of any oppressed group, that by defeating the
oppressor one can take over their position, be in power, and
control policy. The oppressed group identifies with the
oppressor and identifies behaviours of the dominant group
with the power status.. The Ball Crusher strategy" involves

taking over the Male role and defeating males In contests that
involve masculine Identified pursuits. Women who adopt this
strategy are labeled "Castrators" or "Ball Crushers" as they
are perceived as emasculating their competitors by forcing
them Into a position where they have been beaten by a
woman !

This strategy Involves tactics such as :

(1) bragging about defeating men In contests,

(2) any act that undermines the myth of male superiority,

(3) challenging less skilled males in public situations.

These tactics are effective because the masculine role does
not allow for differentiation Of indiviquals (size or skill) In
cross-sex contests. All men, as such, are expeqted to be
stronger, faster, and better than allwomen.

Liberated Woman

The Liberated Woman strategy2 is one that utilizes the
Women's Liberation Movement provided literature and
polemic to convince the self and others that the activities and
behaviours that have been defined as masculine have no
relationship i. fact to masculinity or femininity. The strategy
involves politiciznig the cultural definitions of "masculine"
and "feminine" and separating them from biologically based
sexual identity. The strategy is intended to demonstrate how '

and why the cultural, definitions originated,and thus quegion
the validity of masculine and feminine roles.

The tactics used are :

(1) mastering the literature and using it to provide enlighten-
ment regarding gender roles,

(2) developing and using dominance tactics and political
action tactics to gain control of the power positions.

Cecil B. Rabbit

The name for this strategy is taken from a TV puppet
character, Cecil B. Rabbit The World's Greatest Anything.
The Ceci B. Rabbit strategy is based on the rationale that the
outstandingindividual is apart from the crowd and, therefore,
does not fiaVe to abide by rules created for ordinary mortals.
The Cecil B. Rabbit strategy involves creating an impression
of overall excellence in a variety of activities, including those
that are designated as masculine. The strategy depends on
associating the athletic role performance with other activities
in which the individual also excels. By embedding the athletic
role in a talent framework, it is less likely to create a great
amount of social and mental pressure since it does not force
the recognition of two conflicting roles.

Tactics used in the Cecil B. Rabbit strategy are :

(1) referring to sports activities coupled with dancing, pain-
ting, writing or other activities not so specifically
associated with the masculine role,

(2) demonstrating the same level of proficiency in feminine
rOle associated activities, such as sewing,

(3) reference to sport activities in terms of physical develop-
ment and associating this with social, mental and total
development.

2. -See Felshin (1973) for an analysis Of the relationship of worhen
athletes to the women's movement and the impact of legislation
on the status of women in sport. Woman Sport (1975) magazine
provides specific discussion of tactici that can be used in this
strategy.
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ELO-ACTUALIZATION AND
HE COLLEGE ATHLETE

Richard A. Magill
Director, Motor Behavior Laboratory
Department ol Health and Physical Education
Texas A & M University
Co//ege Station, Texas

the atudy of personality and athletes has traditionally been
centered on the problem of specifying particular traits. that
distinguish athletes from non-athletes or bther athletes. The
results of these studies have yielded what KROLL (1970)
called an "entangling web of conflicting results." Perhaps
some of this confusion Is related to the use bf a wide range of

04 personality inventories in these studies. A review of per-
sonality of athletes research (e.g., COOPER, 1969 ; MORGAN,

.'1972, 1974) quickly points out this problem. The conflicting
results appear inevitable as this myriad of inventories cannot
and has not been tied.to any substantive theory of personality
(MORGAN, 1972). A basic need then is to first establish a
conceptual base from which to Work for the deyelopment of
personality theory thaerelates lo athletes.

A theoretical view of personality that has merit for the sj,dy of
athletes is one developed by MASLOW (1970 urther
thinking and development of this theory has bee presented
by. ROGERS _(1961) and SHOSTROM (196 . This view
picfures marras striving to become a self-itt lizing person,
or a person who is more fully functioning d lives a more
enriched life. than does the average persjn.. This person,
according to MASLOW (1970) has the full use of his or her
talents: capacities, and potentialities. .

Viewing the athlete in light of the self-actualizing person
--presents an interesting portrayal as many of the traits or
qualities of the self-actualizing person are those traits that are

.. desirable for the athlete.' For instance, the self-actualizing
, Person has a more efficient perception of reality ; is less

characterized by severe anxiety ; is generally problem- rather
than ego-centered ; Is generally self-motivated ind depen-dent on his own potentialities and latent resources for
perional grOwth rather than on 'external forces.. Although
there are other qualities of the self-actualizing or fully-
functioning person described by MASLOW, these few will
suffice as an overview description to provide a basis on which

i.to relate Ahis thebry to the study of athletes.

!he "characteristips of the self-actualizing person must be
considered as relative. Each person, according to MASLOW

11970) is somewhere in the development of the qualities like
those just described. MASLOW stated, however, that few
people achieve the fully-functioning state prior to adulthood.
In fact, in one study MASLOW (1970) screened 3 000 college

'students to find subjects to qualify as self-actualizing persons,
:and only one was determined to be immediately usable.
Thus, In the college student is found an inolvIdual that at best,
Is developihg qualities towards becoming the self-actualizing
person. .7

question that logically follows then, Is related to the rate_of
ffiat' development and'what might affect or be related to it. Of.
Oarticular interest for this study was the possible relationship
between this rate o deyelopment apd the involvement by the
college student in athletics. Are college athletes any different
from the average college student in their development
towards self-actualization 7 One further question was also Of

C
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interest. Is the degree of success attained by the athlete
related to his development toward self-actualization ?
For this study, the college athlete was delimited to baseball
players. Thus, the specific purpose of this study was twofold :

(1) to compare varsity and B-team college baseball players
in their relative .development toward self-actualization ;and

(2) to compare college baseball players and the 'average
college student in their relative development toward self-
actualization.

METHOD

Subjecti

Twenty-three varsity an'd 19 "B" team members of the 1972
baseball team at Florida State' University took and completed
the POI. Mean ages of the teams were 20.4 years for, the
varsity team and 18.5,years for the "B" team.

Personality inventory

The Personal Orientation Inventory (P01) was developed by
SHOSTROM .(1964). It consists of 150 two-choice com-
parative value Judgments. The items were seleoted from
observed value judgments of clinically healthy and clinically
troubled patients as seen' by therapists at the Institute of
Therapeutic 'Psychology in Santa Ane, California.
The POI donsists of 12 scoring categories or scales. Two of
these categories, Time Incompetence/TiMe Competence(1)/Tc) and Other/Inner-directed (0/I) are basid ratios of
personal orientation. Ti/Tc refers to whether the person isliving in the past and future or .in the present, as the, self-
actualizing person would. The OP ratio is a measure of the
degree to which the person is directed by sources outside or
within himself. The self-actualizing person seems .to have
liberated himself trotn responding primarily to social
pressures, goals, and eXpectatIons.

The other 10 sub-scales each measures a conceptually impor-
tant element of self-actualization. These scales and their
meanings can be seen in Table I.

Procedure

The P01 was administered by the investigator' to the varsity
baseball team just prior to a regular afternoon practice one
week before the team's opening game of the season. The test
was, administered to the "B" team on the day that practice.
equipment was issued, two days before their first formal
practice.
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Table I - Sub-Scales tor Personal Orientation Inientory.

Symbol
SAV

Label.
Self-Actualizing Value

Ex Enstentiality

Ft

" S

Sr

8a

Nc

Sy

A

Feeling Reactivity

Spontaneity

Self Regard
Self Acceptance

Nature ofllan

Synergy

Acceptance of Agression

Capacity for Intimate Contact

;

Meaning (SA, vs. Non-SA)
-I olds or rejects valuns of SA

people
Flexible or rigid in application
of valued
Sensitive or Insensitive to own
needs arld feelings
Freely expresses or fearful of

,.expressing feelings behaviorially
High or low self-worth
Accepts or unable to accept self
in spite of or with weakness
Sees man aS eseentially good
or evil
Sees opposites of life as mean-
ingfully related or antagdnistit
Accepts or denies feelings of
anger or aggression .

Has or has no difficulty with
warm interpersonal relations

pt.

SA = Self-Actualizing.

RESULTS

Mean scores were determined for each of the 12 scoririg
categories of the POI for the varsity and "B" learn players.
These data for the teams and for the college norm are
presehted in Table II. The norm is based on data reported by
SHOSTROM (1966) and_ is based ,on 2946 college students.'

Discriminate function analysis of the scores for the varsity
and "B" teams indicated that these teams could not be
distinguished.on the basis of the POI test scores for any of, the
scales (Wilks Lambda = .732, F .883, p = .573). Thus it was
not possible to estaplish from.these results that development .
toward selfzactualizatkin is related to the degree of success
an athlete experiences in c011ege baseball.
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Table. II - Mans, Standard Deviations, and t-Test Psulls for POI Scales.

1101 Varsity El Team Noun Varsity & B Team t - Tests
Scales & SD SO SD ft SD Varsity/B team

vs. Norm
TC 16.0 2.71 16.5 3.13 15,1 2.9 16,19 2.88 2,414 *
I 83.1 11.10 82.0 8.25 75.6 8.9 82,64 9.82 4.647'SAV c 19.7 2.11 20.8 1.98 18.8 2.6 020.24 2.10 4,444Ex 19.9 4.06 19,1 4.21 16.7 4.4 19.52 4.10 4.455 *Fr .16.1 3.46 15.4 2.42 13.8 2.9 15.81 3.04 t 4.286 "12.9, 3.33 12,7 2.36 9.7 2.2 12,76 2.90 6.830Sr 12.2 1.83 , 12.7 1.44 11.5 2.2 12.45 1.67 3.682Sa 14.5 3.96 14.4 4.55 13,7 3.1 14.45 4.19 1.159fklc 11.5 1.68 11.8 1.46 11.6 2.0 11,64 1.57 0.165Sy 6.6 1,24 6.9 1.10 6.3 1.4 6.71 1.17 2.265A 16.2 3.19 16.8 3.22 15.1 3.0 16.50 3.18 2.851C 18.2 3.45 17.6 2.60 15.6 3.4 17.93 3.07 4.916 "

p < .05.

The scores for thavarsity and "B" teams were then combined
and compared against the college-age norms. Since only
means and standard deviations were available for the norms,
independent t-tests Were calculated for each of the 12 scales
to determine differences between therbaseball players and
theaverage college students. The raults of these t-tests are
'presented in Table 2. With alpha = .05 for each test, the
analysis Indicated that the baseball players were more like
the self-actualizing person than the average college student
on 10 of the 12 scales. The only two scales on which no
significant differences were obtained were for the scales of
Sa (self acceptance) and Nc (view of the nature of man).

DISCUSSION

The major findings of this study, relate tci the personality
differences eXisting between the College baseball player and
the average college student. AlthOugh results indiCating
athlete, non-athlete differences are more the rule than the
exception (e.g., SCHENDEL, 1965 ; 1970) 'it must be
remem befell that the cbinparison in this study was not athlete
vs. non-athlete but athlete va. average college student, which
group can ,be assumed to have included athletes and non-
athletes. Also, the present study was not designed to con-
sider unique traits of athletes but rather how the athlete
compared to the average college-student in his development

. towards self-actualization.

The results of this study clearly indicate that the baseball
:players tested' had developed more self-actualizing qualities
than had the average college student. The interesting logical

aiten'sion of these descriptive results is to understand mhat
the implications are of these results as well as why 15etter
attainment of self-actualization was exhibited by the baseball
players on 10 scales and not on 2 scales.

'lie Vat problem one encounters with such an attempt is the
problem of "which came first, the athlete or the personality
characteristics?" This Problem', rriust certainly' be kept in
minci, as the implications of results such, as these are
considered. MORGAN', (1972) developed a theoretically sup-

ported argument that for the most pdrt, personality traits
remain largely unaffected by participation in athletics. Traits
are,enduring in nature and should therefore be expected to
vary little as a result of external influences. However given the
nature of the self-actualizatiOn theory and its development
demand on the organism, it should be expected that in.-
Oividuals would change over time on the qualities or
Characteristies measured by the POI. Thus it appears that
through tAe use of the POI, possible positive, negative, or
neutral psycnologic effects of athletics on the Individual may
be seen. If these are to be seen' with any 'type of supportive
evidence however, that evidence must be longitudinal in
nature. For the present study, then, the implications, of the
results must be considered speculative.

The baseball plaYera were shown to be living more in the
present than ih the past or future, according to the resUlts of
the Time- Competence Ratio (Tc). Perhaps the age-old
expression of coaches "Play one game at a time" has real-life
meaning for the players. In reality, they may live more by that
code than might be suspected.

To develop, and maintain excellence, the athlete must be self-
motivated or inner-directed to ágreat degree. L#PLACE (1954 )
reported that this quality was characteristic of both major and
minor league baseball players and was a distinguishing
quality from the norm. It would appear, then, that the player
who strives for excellence must either have or deVelop the
ability to be Cependent on himself to a large extent for the
development of his own potentialities. Given the results of the
I/0 Support Ratio in this study, the college baseball players
exhibited this quality more than did the ,norm.

The scales SAV and Ex complement each other. SAV
indiaates the degree to which an individu'al holds and lives by

- the values of self-actualizing peciple Ex indicates the degree
of flexibility one has for applying theee values. It is in a sense
a measure of one's judgment-for the application, of a personal
value system. The athletes exhibited qualities for each of
these that were more aligned with the self-actualizing person
than the average college student: The implications of these
results for c011ege athletes or coaches appear to relate to the
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success a coach might expect in attempting to have an
athlete consider or evaluate his own value system in
relationship to what It should be for his own development as
an athlete.

Athletes exhibited a higher sensitivity to theleown needs and
feelings (Fr) than did the norm. They were also more able to
express those feelings behaviorally (S) than the average
college student. Glven the emphasis placed on the individual
by self-actualization theory the results of these tio scales are
encouraging for the coech. The coach cannot know what
every team member feels or needs and must depend on
those members to provide hin1 with that information.

The next two scales, Self-Regard (Sr) and Self-Acceptance
' (Sa), are related in the POI as measures of self-perbeption.

The athlete showed a stronger ability to like himself as a
person because of his strengths but was no diffSrent than the
average college student in.his ability to accept himself as he
Is. The subtle distinction jtkween these two characteristics
have interesting implicati s. Athletes are generally taught
that they should have a good positive attitude toward
themselves as people and athletes. Conversely, they are
usually told not to be complacent about theirpresent perfor-

., mance but to continually strive to be better. Whether the Sr
and Sa qualities results are the result of athletics or not, these
results certainly appear to reflect general practices in spert.

The doncept of awareness.is reflected in the Nature Of Man
(Nc) and Synergy (Sy) scales. The athletes were similar to the
average college students in their view of man as essentially
eviLrether than good. However, the athietei showed a better
ability to see the opposition of life es meaningfully related,
adcording to the Sy scale. An example SHOSTROM (1966)
gave for the Sy scale related seeing work and ,play as not
really. opposites. This may very Well be the result of many
years of herd work at something the genera,,public calls a
game. Although such a statement cannot betUpported on the
basis of these results. the implications in this direction appear
tel be warranted.

398

The flnal two scales, Acceptance of Aggresslon ( 4) and
CapecIty for IntImate Contact (C), tire palred to reflect the
general area of Interpersonal sensItIvIty. The athletes agaln.
showed higher qualities on these scales than dld the average
college student. These qualltles appear to be espeolally
necessary for' the productIon of a successful athlete as well as
.a successful team. The successful athlete must be wIllIng to
accept ariger or egression within hlmself as natural. To deny
those feellngs would obvlously create performance dlf-
flcultles. The ablhty to develop meaningful relktIonshIpet wlth
other People also appears necessary for success. The
concepts of tearn coheslon, esprit de corps, et,c, 'are all
related to thls quality.

When consldered as a whole, the results of thls study provlde
InterestIng Inslghts. Into the personallty structure and
development of the college baseball player. Whether these
results are indicative of' all college athletes Is a problerii,
currently under investigation by thls investigator. The ap-
proach to the study of the personality 'Of athletics based on
self-actualization theory, appears to Pe a fruitful directlori,
especially as a means of determining possible psychological
effects of Amon. However, longitudinal studies are a necesslty
If definitive statements are tb be established concerning this,

; problem. It is apparent that the study of personality and sport
would be greatly enhanced if it were based on a theoretical
model. Self-actualization theory provides a means tb ac-
complish that end.

,
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A SUBJECTIVE STUDY
OF THE ATHLETE* GREATEST
MOMENT IN SPORT

Kenneth Ftav {zee
Department of Physical Education
State University of New York at Brockp Ort

"Everything was soperfect, everything so right, that it couldn't
be any other way,", .stated a skier describing his moat
wonderful moment while skiing. He revealed further, "I used
to think ,of, It as me and the mountain for it was a solitary
encounter. At first it was me and It was as if there werE: two of
us and it was both of us. I did not attempt to master it. beat it,
finesse it or cheat it. The closest thing I can say about it was
that there seemed to be tracks in the snow that.my skis were
made to fit in It was no longer me and.the hill, but both of us,
It was perfect, I :belonged there." At the end of his run he
stated, "I felt like I was radiating, in every direction, not with
presSure but with joy. I felt a tremendous amount of heat. I
was totally filled up with joy like a helium balloon, and it was
fantastic:: He was attempting to describe 'his experiences
while skiing. This parficular.run down the mountain was more
than good, clean exercise, for within it he experienced a

. unique harmony between the mountain and himself.

What this Particular athlete described may be termed a peak-
experience, a phenomenon conceptUarized by psychologist
Abraham MASLQW. A peak-experience is the most intense,
most joyous, most memorable moment in an individual's life.
Its foundation is a personal subjective experience from which
abstract knowledge 'may be built ; these experiences are
often difficult to communicate since our language doesn't
possess the vocabulary to connote the incredible emotional
qualities experienced by the individual involved. MASLOW

-found that at these particular moments,-the individual expe-
: Aeneas total happiness; equally as important, he often loses
all fear, inhibitions and weaknesses. Peak experiences are
'also the .moments of an individual's greatest maturity and
fulfillment ; it is as if man's humanity is reaching s furthest
possible reaches of development. .

MASLOW did considerable research on the peak-experience
and outlined its most common -Characteristics ; however, in .
his writings, he did not specifically discuss the peak-
experience as It relates to sport. I decided to study the reports.
of those peak-experiences which occurred when thd athlete
was actively participating in sport, as distinguished from a
peak-experience.that is a result of participation, i.e., a medal
for one's performance in a race.

Traditionally the emphasis of sport research has been on
training 'the athlete, with the goal of improving performance
which Is objePtively measured in the, actual contest. Indeed,
As a result of this emphasis, much progress has been made in
Understanding the human body and how it functions In
relation to specific sport movements. Researchers have also
developed scientific and effective techniqueslo improve the

.athlete's physical performance. Many of our training pro-
grams for athletic teams and physical education Claises tend
to overlook the fact that we are working with more than just a
physical body. We are actually concerned with a total and
complete individual. Limited research has been conducted
onlhe subjective or personal -feelings that the athlete expe-
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riencet while participating in. sport. I contend that we can
fullher develop new dimensions in the study of sport if we
examine it.from a total perspective.

This study haS shown thal sport possesses a meaning and
purpose that transcends the everyday view of it. One way to
have this new perspective on sport is to explore the subjec-
tive domain of the peak-experience.

The purpose of this study was not to generalize for all people
engaged in sport, but to draw conclusions about the nature of
the peak-experience from the descriptions provided in an
attempt to determine what qualities are to be found in the
peak-experience.

THE INTERVIEW

When one attempts to explore an emotional phenomenon
such as the peak-experience, one must employ techniques
other than the usual ouantitative methods of research.
Therefore, my study focused on the personal experiences of
20 athletes, all of whom I interviewed in depth. The subjects
included 16 men and 4 women, ranging in age from 19 to 40
years ; eleven of the athletes de.-41lbed experiences that
'occurred while participating In team Sports (football, volley-
ball, lacrosse, hockey), and nine described experiences that
occurred In individual sports (cydling, swimming, track and
field, jogging). Twelve of the athletes were playing or had
played on college varsity teams, three participated on the
intramural level In college, two participated in recreational .

activities, specifically, skiing, and three of-the athletes were
members of the 1972 Olympic Team.

Because many of the athletes had never previously shared
this experience with anyone, I began by attempting to move in
the direction of a meaningful rapped with each of the
individuals. The interviews- were conducted In a relaxed'
atmosphere so that the individual interviewed was, more apt
to be comfortable and share his experience with me. During
the first part of the interview (usually about twenty minutes) I
attempted to share my'mutual interests with the subject in an
attempt to "break the ice." The interview proceeded as soon
'as the individual revealed he or she was at ease and willing to
converse -freely with me. I discussed with each athlete his
general spOrts background. Next I asked them to name some
of their great experiences while participating in sport. After
discussing mime of the athlete's great experiences, I focused
on my major questions : "What has been, your single, most
joyous, happiest, blissful, wonderful mornent M your sport
experience while participating ?" From this point, otherques-
tions were asked in no particular order and not necessarily in
every case; to stimulate discussion of the experience. These
included: "How did you feel differently about yourself ?".
"How did the wc..rld look differently ?" "How did you change ?"
The emphasis was on flowing with the experience as it was
being reflected upon. I used questions ag, way applied to the
immediate situation and not because. I heNd previously deter-

.
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mined that 'they needed to be asked. Since the purpose was
to have the subject freely recount his experience, I asked as
few questions as possible so the interview would be ,non-

. manipulative.

Other athletes' accounts were presented, in this study in order
4' to reveal to the, respondent that it was:acceptable to have

these types of experiences and that it was acceptable to
share the experience with another Individual. Sharing another
athlete's experience helped to stimulate the respondent in
expressing himself. In short, expression of the respondent's
experience was encouraged as much as possible by confir-
ming the subject's experience, by miking him feel at ease,
and by reflecting some understanding, of hjs experience.

Since all interviews were composed of -open-ended ques-
tions, each interview was unique. In order to maintain
uniformity between interviews, t devised a checklist of speci-
fic issues that I wanted for comparison. These questions were
not asked until the end of the Interview and only in those
cases where the issues had not been raised during the course
of the Interview.

RESULTS

..I discovered that the sport environment provides ep am-
biance which is conducive to the peak experience. Sport
provides man with a freely chosen opportunity to focus all his
energy upon a specific task within the specific rules and
regulations of that sport. The athlete does not. have to worry
about the usual mundane problems of daily existence, bat
instbari man is free to go all, out, to totally immerse himself in

. the activity, and experience his unique self at the outer limits
of his sport participation.

DISCUSSION
The chief results of this inquiry are surimarized in Table I.
The column at the left lists qualities used by svbjects to
characterize their experience. The column at the richt reflects
the percentage of subjects who shared each of the given
qualities to characterize their "greatest moment". Briefly,
the major finding is that there are general features of this
experience which were shared by at least 80% of the subjects
(qualities 1-16) and other features which were used by less
than 45% of the subjects to characterize this experience
(qualities 20-31):
Eighteen of the twenty athletesdescribed what MASLOW would
consider a peak-experience. Frequently during the peak-
experience, each of the athletes recalled, he was so involved
in the experience that he lost sight of hie "normal" conscious
self. Some athletes went further their involvement caused
them to become one with experience. A woman discus
thrower explained, "I became motion, for all purposes I was
motion." In presenting my findings, I wish to describe what
concluded are the basic characteristics of the peak-
experience in sport. There are eleven qualities that characte-
rize it.
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Table I - Characterization of "Greatest Moment".

Qualities
Percentage of Subjects

1. Loes of fear
2. Ability to execute basic skills
3. No thinking of performance
4.. Individual gives full attention

(total immersion in activity)

.100%
100%
95%
95%

5. Narrow focus of attention .

95%6. The experience is perfect
95%7. Temporary phenomenon
95%a. Feeling of being godlike (in Control) * -
95%9. Self-validating experience
95%10. Non-voluntary experience
90%11. Unique experience
90%e12. Perception of the universe as integrated

and unified 90%

13. Passive perception (Effortless) *
90%14. Tiine-Space disorientation
85%15. Awe and wonder of the experience
80%.16. Transcendence of Ordinary self *
80%17. Fusion of the individual
60%18. Unique being of the individual
55%19. Rich perception during experience
55%20., Unity of the world
45%21. Athlele in good physical condition
45%22. AcCoMplished goal
45°/023. Premonition of experience
450/024. Non-Classifying perception
45%25. Important to have spectators
20%26..Fusion of dichotomies
20%27. Awarenees of the absolute
15%28. Abstract perception
15%29. Nature of the object in itself
15%30. Meaning to life In general
15%31. Discussed experience with others
15%

Ilepresents qualities MASLOW (1968, pp. 74-96) discussed in relation to peak-experiences.

1. Unique Experience for the Athlete

rhe sport peak-experience is always unique - it stands apart
rrom "normal" daily living. This uniqueness may be attributed
o the Intensity of the experience. A sampling of the athletes
:omments shows a wide diversity of experiences, and yett
he same.lime, a remarkable similarity a surfer reporting tlis
eeling of oneness with a wave said, "There is no way t is
iould happen twice." A swimmer noted : "This was a who
ww experience for me. I never did anything to this de e
*fore. There is no way this could happen twice." A football
dayer said, "I haven't been able to duplicate it or even come
lose to it In eight years of football."

It is important to point out that the circumstances or soort
environment need not be out of the ordinary in order for a
peak-experience to occur. The uniqueness lies in the way that
one experiences the phenomenon. For example, winning a
game or achieving a record .(stop watch) time are not
necessasily unique experiences. In fact, they are quite corn-

.2

mon. It is the quality of uniqueness which causes the
participant to regard it as a personal treasure, rstaier man
any trophy.
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2. Non-Voluntary

The athlete cannot control or determine the experience; it is
alays involuntary. One likened It to a sudden breeze on a
calm and sultry day, stirring the garments and refreshing the
spirit, but nothing one consciously does can make it return.
For example, a swimmer revealed how he had attempted to
repeat the experience again, but as he discovered, "I can't
force it, although I wish I COuld." The athlete may be able,
however, to set the stage for the phenomenon to occur by
establishing the necessary physical and mental condition.
This he does by totally immersing himself in the experience,
doing whatever he needs to ,in order to be -open to the
experience. Yet, even this will not guarantee a peak-
experience. An athlete provides this explanation : 1 am a
vehicle for this. I initiate the performance and then the
experience takes over."

3. Temporary

The sport peak-experience is a temporary phenomenon. Like
lhe wind; it comes and it goes. The individual undergoes a
peak-experience, and aft& a period of time his heighteneda
awarenessreturns to normal. If the Experiences were frequent,
'Much of the fascination would disappear. This state, if
permanent, would be what MASLOW calls transcendence, in
which the individual experiences a constant or unchanging
intense state or feeling in contrast to the transient experience
just described.
4. Temporary Transcendence of Self

An essential characteristic of the sport peak-experience is a
temporary transcendence of self. In this sense, transcen-
dence means 'that the athlete experiences himself in a
(manner different from his usual, mundane self, because he
inds a harmony, a oneness, and a totality that is normally

lacking in the sport experience. A characteristic of this
harmony or oneness is the individual's union with an object,
the environment, or the self.

The majority of the athletes I interviewed presented explicit
descriptions of this ego-transcendence, i.e., becoming so
involved with the experience itself or the object of the game
.(bat, ball) that a union is formed with the experience or
object. A cyclist described this harmony : "I am at one with.
everything. There is no distinction between myself, the
bicycle, track, speed or anything. There is a oneness with
everything." Some talked about it in terms of temporal and
spatial changes, while others mentioned feehngs of oneness,

_harmony, and being all together. A football player explained,
"You forget who you are for a while ... Have you ever been so
high while doing something that you forget where you are ?
It's almost like you're someone else." A runner &so mentio-
ned tfiis feeling : "It is like looking at somebody else's body
running, which is really weird ! You think that's:not really me
down there running. Almost hke my head is watching above
my body a calm observer, watching his physical body."

During a peak-experience, the athlete is no longer a separate
self looking at the world. Rather, he merges with the pheno-
menon and forms a oneness with a larger self orexperience.

5. Total Immersion

I discovered that the individual found himself completely
absorbed in the experience during this experience. This total
irnmersion resulted in the truest kind of visual perceiving,.
listening, or feeling. This total attention did not encompass a
vast area or a wide perspeciive ; instead, this attention was
manifest as an intense concentration or feeling of presence in
the situation. This total involvement should be differentiated
from an all-out effort because, the experience itself is often
felt to be effortless. When the athlete is consciously thinking
about how to catch a fooib&I, or the feelings he is having
while catching the ball, he cannot be totally involved with the
experience because part of himself is remaining on the
periphery of the experience, cognizing about what is happe-
ning and thereby distracting him from the experience. -

A football player referred to this centeiing of his attention
'when he said. "I concentrate my whole being on one thing

'this is onp of the few times I have done this... I am just hitting
him (the ball carrier) and nothing else.' Of mqking a key
block, another football player stated, "I get my mind hooked
up with his (the man blocked)... I get my contact. If I get my
concentration on him Nem is no way he will get away." This
example illustrates a kind of prophetic certainty and constitu-
tes a total concentration upon the specific activity as well as
narrowing down of the athlete's view.

Another aspect of -total immersion is the fact that in the peak-
experience the athlete's focus of attention is very narrow;
many of the usual thoughts of the athlete such as, what the

'score is, or how well he is doing, are absent. Thus, the athlete.
narrows his focus upon the sport activity and involves himself
in the experience and is in harmony with it.

The athletes described how they focused their total energy
and awareness on the particular movement experience and
became an integral aspect of the activity. A lacrosse pla'yer
explained, "It is a world within a world focused right there

I am not aware of the external ... My concentration is so
great I don't think of anything else."

6. Perfection of the Experience

A feeling of euphoria, of perfection, contributes to the
temporary transcendence of self. During, the peak-
experience in sport, everything is experienced just as it
stNould be; all 20 of the athletes claimed they would not
change anything. The sport peak-experience is perceived
primarily as memorable, worthwhile and beautiful ; repeat-
edly, it was described as a sacred experience. A football player
explained, "Everything is right, everything is in line, every-
thing is clicking, nOthing is opposing me." As revealed by a
woman javelin thrower, "Nothing Wrong, everything is
right."

7. Control .

During the sport peak-experience, the individual was at his or
her fullest potential and felt in total control of the situation. All
20 athletes reported this quality of being in control of the
situation. The accounts, however, differ in two ways. First,
some of the athletes felt a control of the situation and made
references to its importance. A swimmer stated : "There was
a complete and fluid control of my body. It seemed liKe in the
last part of the race I was in total control. Therewas no pain, I
was in control of the water and my total bodily actions." A
football player revealed "Things were under control.; my
body could do anything . . it was almoSt like my body was not
there. Everything out there could no way affect me. I could do
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anything I wanted." This feeling of being at the height of one's
power, as if invincible, provides the athlete with a feeling of
control over whatever may confront him. Another football
player stated, "Everything rotates around you ; -you don't
rotate around it. You are on top." The player is in the center
and controlhng the situation which is pertinent in the territo-

. rial game of football. Another football player discussed .the
control he had.of the crowd : "I felt completely in controlof the
crowd ; I could push a bUtton and make it go, wild."

The second way that the athlete experiences control was
expla:Ited best by a hockey player : "Since you are in control

ttl, situation, you don't think about it ; it just happens." A
d'ichst explained, "I don't think about it or attempt to control
it." It is pertinent to take note that this cyclist experiences a
total blackness during his peak-experiences. I asked him how
he kept his bike dn the track if all he observed wae blackness
and he explained, "I just can tell where I am ... The situation
is in control, not me. I experience a freedom in theN...do

. nothing bedause it is happening."
-

A skier described this lack of concern to control the situation
in the following statement, "It didn't make sense to control the
situation. The dimensions of control were irrelevant. I didn't
even think about it." A runner revealed : "Things are right ; it
does it on its own. I am not too concerned with controlling it. It
is so enjoyable there is no need for control. I let it be because
it is so great."

Of the athletes interviewed, those athletes who participated in
team sports generally discussed control in regard to a
complete control of the situation. Those athletes who partici-
pated in an individual sport generally exhibited a lack of
concern for control of the situation, perhaps because they
were independent of anyone else.

8. Loss of Fear

Associated .with this perfection and control is a total loss of
fear. Because the "normal'', self is transdended, ail of the
problems, fears and difficulties of one's everyday life are also

*. transcended. All but one of the athletes interviewed revealed
that there was absolutely no fear during their sport peak-
experience. 'A football player Said, "I knew what I was doing ;
there was nothing to be afraid of." A skier described, "Yes,
many times I'm afraid while skiing, but this time I flew through
it without being afraid as usual." The usual fear or preseure
that an athlete experiences is transcended in the peak-
experience. There are many possible explanations for this
phenomenon. It might be because, as all of the athletes
stated, they were In such control of the situation, or so on topof It all," that there was nothing to fear. There was one
exception : a football player who revealed during _his discus-

: sion of making six blocks in one play, that the sport expe-
rience is not necessarily logical. "I wanted to stop ... it was
too perfect ... I was too afraidto let it all go through." In this
instance, the play was going so well that it was too much for
him 'to hendle, probably because blocking six men oh one
play is not supposed to happen.
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9. Effortlessness

Since the individual transcends himself, the movement beco-
mes effortless. He no longer has to consciously move
himself ; he just moves. Every athlete surveyed stated that
there was absolutely no conscious deliberation in executing
the skill. The skier did not think, "Now I do this,'then that, and
finally this." Many of the athletes interviewed referred to this
as reacting or muscle memory. A football player reflected
upon the incredible ease of a particular block : "So many
times I put everything into it but nothing happens. But thistime I hit him just right and everything went perfectly. Justright ... effortless ... I hit him and he just flew. Physically, I
didn't put as much as usual in it ..." A hockey player
explained, "It is just like a dream. You seem to be doing
everything right with no problems. Everything ,is going for
yOu. You have thefl physical under total control." A butterfly
swimmer who usually experienced agonizing pain at the end
of all his previous races revealed that after going.all out, "I
couldn't feel any pain which is really weird, for me take
away the pain and it is effortlesst I had hardly any feeling of .my arms wnd legs ... my whole body was doiog it with. ease.

Pain which may be associated with an all-out effort was not
recalled by the athletes in describing their great experience.
A football player, in recounting a key tackle, states "There is
a feeling of total effortlessness. There is a hit where the
person feels like air and you feel no pain."

10. Self-Validating Experience

All of the athlete's interviewed agreed that the sport peak-
experience is a self-validating phenomenon. The experience
is total, complete, self-validating and independent of the
external circumstances. A woman volleyball player said it
best : "The experience is in the process while participating. It
sometimes happens that the end result may distract from it,
but it is still valid." In all cases, the athlete knew he had a great
experience. Even if the contest or game was lost the particu-
lar experience, all the athletes stressed, had a beauty,
wonder and uniqueness that superceded the final score.

11. Basic Skill.Level

Essential to the sport peak-experience is the ability of the
athlete to execute the basic skill without having to worry
about or contemplate his technique. The athlete must have
complete control of the basic skills ; if he must think of his .

next movement, then it is impossible for him to merge into a
union with the experience.

The athlete does not have to be an ex'pert with years ot
experiencealthough in some sports it might.take that long to
develop the necessary skills. Briefly, the athlete just has to be
comfortable with.an in control of the fundamental techniques.
For example, a beginning skier must be very conscious of
every shift in bodY weight and must constantly be anticipating
his next movement. Only after the individual no longer has to
be thinking and mentally contriving his next movement can
the sport peak-experience occur.
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CONCLUSION
From this study it was discovered that the peak-experience
while participating in sport is a unique, non-voluntary and
transient experience. During the peak-experience the athlete

,experiences a transcendence of his ordinary self and related
to this are the qualities of being totally immersed in the
activity, the movement is perfect and effortless to perform.
The athlete also is in total control of the situation and there is
a loss of the usual fears associated, with the activity. Finally,
the experience is a self-validating phenomenon and a basic
skill level is mandatory for the athlete to have this type of
ecstatic experience.

The relationship between winning and the 'sport peak-
experience remains unclear. Although it is safe to say .that
winning frequently entails a total immersion of the athlete mu,
the activity, I hesitate to advocate that athletes be encouraged
to win in hopes that a peak-experience will be more likely to
occur. In the sport world today, there is already more than
sufficient emphasis on victory as revealed by the popular
axions: "Losing.is worse than death, because you have to live
with it," and "Winning isn't everything, it is the only thing."
Many 'people feel that learning the values of competition, hard
work, discipline and victory are the major reasons why one
should engage in sport. There are other attributes involved in
sport besides winning such as the joy of the participation, the
possibility of a peak experience, and many individual conno-
tations one may derive from sport that may ,Occur even if
one's team loses. Thesport environment can be more than a
competitive battleground on which individuals prove them-
selves or learn She values of our society. It can provide the
athlete with an environment whereby the individual can totally
focus all his energy on one.specific task and totally immerse
himself in the activity to the degree of becoming One with the
experience.

From this study it is apparent that the sport environment may
provide the athlete with more than just exercise, competition,
and a physidel release. At times it provides the athlete with, an
awareness of the further reaches of his or her unique self.

3
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SOCIAL FACILITATION :
MERE PRESENCE
OR EVALUATION APPREHENSION

Glyn C. Roberts
Motor Behavior Laboratory
Institute for Child Behavior and Development
University ol Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Traditionally, one of the central problems of social psy-
chology has been the effect of present others on individual
behavigr. The study of such effects had an equivocal em-
pirical histery until ZAJONC-(1965) elegantly reconciled the
apparently contradictory findings of previous experimenta-
tion. Relying upon Hull-Spence drive theory, Zajonc
proposed that the preience of others, either coactors or
audience members, serves to arouse drive. Since
generalized drive energizes habits, the dominant response
peduliar to that particule social environment is facilitated.
The emission of well learned responses is therefore
facilitated. However, it the responses are novel and un-
learned, the generalized drive energizes all responses which
inhibits the individual acquiring the particular noyel correct
response for that task. In conventional psychological

.language, learning is inhibited, performance is facilitated by
the arousal engendered by the preSent others. ZAJONC and
SALES (1966) confirmed the above in that subjects who were
wen trained in a pseudo-recognition task (dominant
response) .benefited from the preience of audience
members, while subjects who were minimally trained (subor-
dinate response). suffered from the presence of audience
members. Subsequent investigations have confirmed these
results (e.g., MARTENS, 1969; COTTRELL, RITTLE & WACK,
1997 ; COTTRELL 1968 ; GRANZER, 1968 ; MARTENS &
LANDERS, 1969).

C,OTTRELL (1968, 1972), however, profers a greatly
sharpened theoretical analysis of theeffects of preserit others
on performance. Cottrell argued that the physicalpresence of
others is neither a necessary nor sufficient condition to
'produce. the social facilitation effects. To Cottrell, the
presence of others is a learned source of drive in that arousal
is a function of anticipating positive or negative outcomes
from. the present others. The presence of others arouses the
conditioned stimulw of evaluation apprehension on the part
of individuals and wit is this learned source of drive that

:facilitates the response of greater habit strength. COTTRELL
, (1988) supPorted his contention with an elegant extension of

the ZAiONC and SALES (1966) experiment. -Cottrell merely
added a blindfolded audience condition to the alone and
fsitintVvo audience of two. Zajonc's findings were replicated,
butt* blindfolded audience (merely present others) had the

efact as the alone treatment. Cottrell concluded that
, phgfcai presence per se Is insufficient to produce social
facilitation effects. Cottrell's reformulation of Zajonc's original

'hypotheses has. had recent empirical support (e.g.,
COTTRELL, et al., 1968 ; HENCY & GLAtS, 1968 ; KLINGER,
1969 ; MARTENS & LANDERS, 1972 ; PAULUS & MURDOCK,
1971; HAAS & ROBERTS, 1975).

*ZAJONC (1972), however, has disputed Cottrell's modifica-
tion of social facilitation theory. Zajonc maintains that the
evaluative potential possessed by the present others is not
necessary to observe social facilitation effects. This is sup-
ported by COHEN and DAVIS (1973). Cohen and Davis found

-that an audience labelled neutral produced the effects
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associated with social facilitation and that evaluative
audiences merely exacerbated these noted effects. But one
must question the`effect of present others labelled neutral in
Cohen and Davis' .study. The audiences were designated ea
passively watching, .but this is the same condition as some
studies terming the situation evaluative (e.g., COTTRELL, et
at., 1968). Hence, as Cohen and Davis admit, the subjects
may have attributed evaluative Potential to the audience. This
is plausible particularly,Whenthe subjects were informed that
the audience members were PsyChblogy studenta (or psy-
chology .professors) and the students\Were participating in a
psychology experiment. It is easy to see that the subjects may
have imputed evaluative overtones to the audience.

RAJECKI et al. (1974), however) found that merely present
others (blindfolded audience) prOduced the socialJazilitation
effect. Rajecki et al. led either a blindfolded confederate or a
regular confederate into, the presence of the subject and
found that both produced the same facilitative effedt. Rajecki
et al. Interpret this as evidence to support ZAJONC (1965)
and they seriously call into question the contentions of
COTTRELL (1968, 1972). Thus, the issue remains un-
resolved : Is the social facilitation effect a function of the
presence Of others or is the effect atunction of the evaluation
potential inherent in the situation? The present experiment
attempted to determine the effect of presence of others and
evaluation potential on. learning a complex motor task.
Presence and evaluation potential were investigated in a 2
2 (Presence x Evaluation Potential) factorial design. it was
hypothesized that Cottrell would be supported if a main effect
of evaluation potential materialized, and that Zajonc would be
supported if a main effect of presence materialized.

METHOD

Subjects

The subjects were 40 . female university students recruited
from the Department of Physical Education at the Uniyersity
of Illinois. Each was Qosigned at .random to one of four
experlmentu r.ditions with the restriction that an equal
number of stbjects appear in esch condition.

The task was e. mo:or maze. The subjects directed a ball
bearing through 'the maze while altering the angles of the
maze top by means of two control handles. The left hand
altered the side to side slope, the right hand controlled the
front to back slope of the maze. The maze consisted of a
series of pathways with cul-de-sacs which the subject
attempted to avoid in order to optimize performance. The
experimenter electronically recorded the time it took the
subject to complete the task.

The experimental setting consisted of two adjoining rooms.
The subject, and confederates when appropriate, were in one
room while the experimenter was always in .a separate room
visually and auditorially removed 'from the subject.
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Procedure

The subject came to the testing site at a prearranged time.
The experimenter met the subject at the door and escorted
the subject to the experimental room down a small corridor
that opened up .into the testing site. She brought the subject
to face the task' and explained that she, was interested in
testing women on learning motor tasks in order to establish
learning norms for women on such tasks. The experimenter
explained that little work had been done on women in the past
and it was essential to establish norms for females.

The experimenter then sat the sUbject down in front of the
task. The stool was adjusted so that the subject could reach
the handles at ease and felt comfortable. The experimenter
then explained the task to the -subject. The subject was
instructed on the correct procedure to hold the .handles and
given a demonstration how the handles altered the slope of
the maze top in order to propel the ball bearing aiong the
maze. The subject was informed that the essential element of
the task was to get the ball bearing around the maze as
quickly as possible.

The subject was instructed how to shift the ball bearing at the
.completion of each trial. The subject lifted the ball bearing
from the end cul-de-sac and placed it into the begin cul-de-
sac at the completion of each trial. The subjects were told to
begin each trial in their own time. The act of lifting the ball
froM the end cul-de-sac and placing it into the begin cul-de-
sac was sufficientLy long to allow the experimenter to record
the time and to clear the clock before the subject began a
_subsequent trial.

The experimenter thenwent into the next room ostentatiously
to ensure that the equipment was ready. The experimenter
then triggered a switch that lit a signal light outside the
experimental site which informed the confederates that they
were to enter at that particular moment. In all treatments the
experimenter feigned surprise as the confederates entered
the room. Unknown to the experimenter, confederates ran-
dOrnly chose whether the pvesence of others was evaluative
or mere presence.

For the evaluative audience treatment the confederates
asked the experifnenter if they could observe the experiment.
This was the first time the experimenter knew which treat-
ment the confederates were to administer. The experimenter
replied "But I have already started." The confederates looked
at each 'other and remarked that it was of no consequence.
The experimenter thlin brusquely motioned the confederates
to the two chairs and informed them they could watch from
"over there." The experimenter then explained to the.subjects
that the students were from a motor learning class and had
requested to observe a motor learning experiment: The
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experimenter then directed all her comments to the subject.
The confederates took up evaluative postures in the two
chairs by the table and put notebooks en the table in order to
write comments.

In the merely present condition the confederates informed
the experimenter that they were to prepare "themselves for a
perception experiment in another laboratory." The
perimenter then motioned the confederates to the two chairs
and stated that the apparatus was "over there." The ex-
perimenter then explained to the subject that the con-
federates were in a perception experiment and had to
prepare themselves for the experiment.. While the ex-
perimenter was exfilaining this to the subject, the con-
federates feigned switching on the noise from the- noise
maker to the earphones and adjusting the volume while each
holding an earphone to an ear:They nodded satisfaction and
sat down with the earphones and then placed blindfold
goggles on. The experimenter then directed all comments to
the subject.

If the confederates did not enter on cue, this wes a signal to
the experimenter that the treatment was a no-audience con-
dition and the experimenter then randomly selected Whether
the treatment was evaluative or not. If the treatment was
evaluative, the experimenter came in and informed the
subject that she was going to videotape the rest of the
experiment for future reference. The experimenter then
brought out and set up a portable video camera in full view of
the subject. The video camera was directed at the subject
and the top of the maze. The experimenter then feigned
focusing the camera, checking recording apparatus, asking
the subject to move the table top, etc,.in order to convince the
subject that the experimenter was actually recording the
trials. In actuality, no recordings were made. If the treatment
was non-evaluative, then the experimenter did not give any
instructions to the subject but merely continued with the
experiment.

Once the confederates were in place, or the video-camera
was set up, the experimenter then asked the subject to fill in a
questionnaire on "how you feel" right now. The
SPIELBERGER (1970) state anxiety questionnaire was given
to the subject and she filled in the questionnaire.

When the subject had completed the quietionnaire the
subject.then began the' 15 learning trials in one of the four
conditions. This created a 2 X 2 factorial design with 10
subjects in each cell. Immediately upon completing the trials,
the confederates in the presence conditions left. In the video
camera condition, the experimenter "switched off" the _-

camera. The experimenter then completed the next phase of
the _experiment which was to give the subject a post ex- e

perimental questionnaire in whicii- there was a second/
Spielberger state anxiety scale.

All subjects were then fully debriefed and requested not to
discuss the experiment with anyone for the duration of the'
experiment.

RESULTS

Figure 1 presents the time in seconds each of the 4 groups.°
304 took to complete the task overpe 15 trials. The 15 trials have

b,een blocked into 5 blocks of 3 trials for ease of presentation.
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Figure 1 - Learning over trials;_
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The data presented in Figure 1 were submitted to an-analysis
of variance with two levels of .evaluation, two levels of
presence of others, and five levels of blocked trials. The
'analysis of variance revealed that the main effect for trials
was significant which indicated that subjects learned the task
over the 15 trials (F [4, 144] = 14.31, p < .001). There were no
significant interactions.

Figure 2 presents the time in seconds each group...took to
complete the task when the meaTis were averaged over the 15-
trials, Analysis of variance results pertinent to this data;
reiealed rthat the main effect of evaluation was significant,.
(91, 361 = 1503, p. < .001). There was no significant main
effect for presence of others (F p>-.05)7Thig
may beinterprated-as-supportiNTthe hypothesis emanating
from /COTTRELL's (1968, 1972) interpretation of social
facilitation effects. However, a significant interaction of (F [1,
36] = 4.99, p < .05) warranted analysis of the simple main

Figure 2 - Mean performance of groups.
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Individual comparison F. tests were conducted on the data
and revealed the following 'fellable effects : Video group
compared to the alone group (F [1, 18] = 18.73, p < .001);
video group compared to the evaluative audience (F [1, 18] =

4.69, p < .05); video compared to the blindfolded audiencen.
(F[1, 18] = 9.69, p < .01); and the ev,aluative audience group
compared to the alone group (F [1, 18] = 5.63,p < .05).
Failing to achieve significance on the individual comparisons,
were the alone group compared to the blindfolded group (F =1.46), and the eviluative audience group compared to the
blindfolded group (F < 1).

An analysis of within subject variability was also conducted.
The Main effect of evaluation was the only significant effect
(91, 361 = 5.99, p < .01). This revealed that subjects who
were evaluated had reliably, greater within subject wiriability
than the non-evaluated groups.

In terms of the arousal measure, analysis of the Spielberger
State Anxiety Scale revealed that no reliable differences in
arousal occurred. However, the evaluation main effect was
marginally significant (F [1, 36] = 2.88, p = .09). Interestingly,
the pattern of-the arousal measures is very similar to the
performance measures as can readily be seen by comparing
Figure 2 and Figure 3.

Figure 3 - Mean arousal level ofgroups.
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'DISCUSSION.

7 The Present experiment was predicated upon ZAJONC's
(1965) explanation of the social facilitation phenomenon and
COTTRELL's (1968, 1972) learned drive reinterpretation of
Zajonc's original 'formulations. Zajcinc stated that the mere
presence ot others is a source of arousal and sufficient to
reliably interact with task performance. Cottrell, on the other
hand, hypothesized 'that the. mere presence of others is not
the source bf arousal in social facilitation research. Rather,
the source of arousal resides in the anticipation of positive or
negatWoutcomes of performing in the presence of others.

The ordering of the groups in the present experiment
conforms to the predictions of sociapecilitation theory the
greater theerouSal, the greater the inhibition of learning. The
order of arousal of the groups was as 'follows:Nide° taped ;
evaluative audience; blindfolded audience ; and alone groUp.
The order of inhibition of :learning 'followed the identical
pattern. Thus, it May be concluded that the results of the
present experiment support social facilitation theory.

...However, whether the resulti support either ZAJONC (1965)
or COTTRELL (1968, 1972) is somewhat more enigmatic.

.
'Certainly, the results of the present experiment seem to make
clear that those social situatiOns which were labelled
evaluative reliably inhibited learning of the motor mazewhen
campared to the alone group. The blindfolded audience, the
mere, presence,. condition, did not reliably inhibit learning.
However,...the fact that, the blindfolded audience did not
reliably differ from the evaluatiye audience cautions against
premature generalizations supporting either the explanations
of Zajonc or Cottrell.

COHEN and DAVIS (1973) attempted to reconcile the Zajonc
and Cottrel explanations when 'they conclUded from their
study that merepresence does affect task performance in the
way anticipated and .that evaluation apprehension merely
exacerbates the effect. However,other explanations may also
account for the ,social facilitation effect. One possible ex-
planation of the phenomenon may reside in the social
predictability of the present others'. ZAJONC (1972) refined
the definition Of ''Mere presence" of audience members.
Zajonc maintains that in the presence of others some degree
of alertness or préparedneasis expected of subjects because
the.sUbject does. not know what novel or unique responses
will be requyed Of him in-the next few moments. The subject
is' therefore ; aroused es a function of 'the degree of predlc-

; tability of the. aUdience. Blindfolded audiences are more
predictable than sightefi audiences and thus are less
arousing, The above is speculative but support has been
furnished by RAJEtKI et al. (1974).

. . . .

However, .RAJECKI et al. (1974) had another interesting
finding In that blindfolded and unblindfolded mannequins
had the same general effect es blindfolded and sighted
audiences: One would venture to assume that a mannequin
presents a totally predictable audience, yet the subjects
became aroused. Likewise, COHEN' and DAVIS (1973) and
the present study had a video camera present in the worn in-
certain conditions. The .video camera is also predictable in
operation, yet both studies witnessed increased arousal and
social facilitation effects. A second explanation of the social
facilitation effects thus presents itself the degree of
possible distraction Inherent within the social environment.
RAJECKI et al. (1974) and LAUGHLIN (1975) suggest that
such a distraction hypotheile may be viable to explain the
findings of traditional social facilitation research.

An interesting finding in the. present study is the result of the'
video camera group. The video-camera was yery reactive In
that subjects were most aroused and inhibited in their motor
responding compared to the other groups. Why should this
be? In subjectivaterms, the prOduction.of a camera in social
situations, whether family gatherings or, teaching situationa,
certainly changes behavior, sometimes markedly. If we May
accept for the momentathat the presence of the camera is
distracting to the individuals present, for whatever reason,
then it. is plausible to reason that the powerful effect of the
video camera in the present. study, and the COHEN and
DAVIS (1973) study, is due to the distraction engendered by
the camera: The effect of the mannequins in the study by
RAJECKI et at (1974) would also be predicted by such a
distraction hypothesis. Certainly, neither Zajonc nor Cottrell .

could adequately explain both the mannequin and camera
effects.

The above is somewhatepeculativa, but at least,is plausible
given the extant literature. The so-called theory of objective
selfewareness (WICKLUND & DUVAL, 1972) would-also be
.more parsimoniously explained within a distraction hypothesis
framework. It would seem that new procedures and neW
directions are needed in order to° determine more fully the
phenomenon traditionally termed social facilitation.

'36t3
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1
'AONGITUDINAL STUDY OF THE

, SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL
PROFILE OF.FEMALE
BASKETBALL PLAYERS

Vietta E. Wilson
Associate Profess&
York University -

*Research studies on the personality of female sports par-
ticipants "have become numerous in the past . decade ;
however, no definitive personality prOfile has been identified.
Studies show that generally athletes differ from the normative
population and some differ according to sport but the
traits upon which they differ appear inconsistent from study
to study. The apparent conflicting findings May be due to
differences in the tests used, ages of participants, .regionality

of subjects, skill levels, and treatmentof the data. The answer
to.these questions.wilt,hot be forthcorning until longitudinal
studies, psychological theories and comprehensive corn-.
parisons such as..HARDMAN (1973) and BIRD (1971) have
undertaken are completed.

. BELL (1955) used the California Personality Inventory (CPI) to
compare Iowa basketball players with their high school non-
basketball peers. The female players. were found.to be more
impulsive,and dominant, and 'less feminine, but, had higher

. self-acceptance and social presence scores than the non-
- players. A questionnaire revealed that the basketball players
participated in more interscholastic activities, held more
elective offices and were selected more often as friends than
their non-playing counterparts.

A later report on Iowa high school athletes by KELLEY (1970)
showed that female athletes had higher p.PI scores on the
'measures of poise, ascendency and self essPiance than non-
athletes.\ The non-participants were more feminine and
showed higher scores on measures of intellectual and in-
terest.rnodes. Trait scores among the golf, softball, basketball
and track and field groupe showed several -significant
differences with the general finding that golfers scored more
positively on more measures than the other three groups.
Basketball players had the highest femininity score among
the athletic groups.----,r.

4

i(

College modern dancers' CPI traits-Were cornpared to basket-'
ball players' by BIRD (1965). TheAlsketball players scored
higher on the communality scale while'the dancers' scores
were 'higher for flexibility :and femininity:

L'EVY (1970) studied 5 femalesports groups and a non-
Participant group and found no significant differences among
the 5 sports groups on iny of the 18 traits. Only.7 differendes

'Were found when the non-participants were compared With
each of the 5 sports groups across all 18 traits. The only
significant difference for the basketball players was that they
were less feminine than the non-participar)ts.

Another study of college sports participants who qualified for
regional ''or section tournaments was .cond,ucted by
JOHNSON' (1974 Intregroup comparisons of bowlers,

.gelfers, basketball and fieldhockey players revealed 12 of 18
Significant CPI trait differences..The basketball grouP had the
lowiet scores on every dne of the 12 significant traits when
penliared with the other three groups. Johnson summarizes

, the basketball plaYer in this study as "a pelf-centered, socially
aWkward, and intellectually end .socially inhibited person:"

The purpose of this study is to ascertain the personality
characteristics of a group of young basketball enthusiests
and assess their involvement and interests in activities other
than basketball. The group will be studied for 9 years in an
attempt to determine changes over time.

METHOD

In 'June 1970 at the Patsy Neal Basketball School, (PNBB), 66
girls, voluntarily completed a CPI inVeritory and a
demographic questionnaire. The test was administered by
the investigator during the late afternoon in a group setting.
The Ss came from the Southern stifles Of the United States
and had a mean age of 14.8 years. The national norms for
high sChool. girls used as research (GOUGH, 19711 showed
no differences between ,national end regional normefor the .

'Southern states.

The CPI and another demographic questionnaire Were
mailed, to the home address for each of the original par-
ticipants' in Arne 1973. Only 23 Ss, 36.5%, retdrned the
material completed. Over one-third of the original Ss in the
sample had packets returned due to no forwarding address
with the remaining 30% not responding.

RESULTS

The trait scores from the CPI questionnaire for the 63 Ss from
the 1970 PNBB school were compared with the national
norms by utilizing a two-tailed t-test.

The CPI trait scores for the 1973 sample of 23 Ss were
Compared With their own 1970 trait scores. A two-tailed t-test
was used with the :05 level of confidence accepted for both
analyses.

Information tabulated from the 1970 and 1973 demographic
questionnaires, was rePorted in percentages.

The means, standard deviations and t-ratios for the CPI trait
scores for all groups are presented in table I.
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Table I - Means, Standard Deviations, t-tests for PNBB Groups.

Scale 1970 PNBB
N z-- 83

Mean SD

Norms
N = 4085

Mean SD
t-test

1970 PNBB
N = 23

Mean SD

1973 PNBB
N = 23 .

Mean SD
t-test

1. Dominance 28.5 5.3 23.7 6.1 7.00 2 30.5 4.5 31.4 5.1 0.65
2 Capacity for

status 18.2 3.7 16.0 4.9 4.802 19.2 4.1 20.1 3.7 0.72
Clews 3. Sociability 25.7 4.3 21.4 5.7 7.85 2 27.2° 3.8 27.7 2.6 0.59

I ' 4.-. Social Presence 34.4 4.7 31.1 5.8 5.48 2 36.7 3.9 36.7 4.6 0.00
5. Self-acceptance 21.2 3.3 18.9 4.4 5.54 2 21.7 3,2 23.5 3.2 1.85

6. "Sense of well
being 33.3

_
4.9 34.6 5.7 -2.07 ' 34.1 4.0 35.8 3.3 1.57

7. Responsibility 30.4 4.1 30.0 5.6 0.78 29.8 3.8 30.7 4.7 - 0.75
8. Socialization 39.1 5.1 39.4 5.6 0.51 39.1 5.8 39.4 5.9 0.17

Class 9. Self-Control 22.5 7.6 27.6 8.5 5.32 2 22.4 7.5 26.9 8,4 1.91

II1 10. Tolerance 18.3 4.2 18.7 5.5 0.74 18.7 3.7 22.5 3.8 3.462
11. Good Impression 13.6 5.2 15.7 6.2 3.22 2 13.2 5.7 15.7 6.5 1.35

12. Com inunality 25.8 3.9 26.1 1.9 0.63 26.2 2.9 26.2 1.6 0.00-IP--
13. Achievement via

conformance 24.2
0

4.3 24.1 5.3 0.22 25.3 4.0 27.8 4.5 2.03 '
Class 14. Achievement via
III" . independence 15.6 3.8 15f5 .4.2 0.19 15.4 . 3.7 18.7 3.0 3.312

15. Intellectual .

efficiency 35.0 5.4 34.4 6.5 v 0.92 36.4 4.7 39.4 3.8 2.381

_ . ..
16. Psychological

Class mindedness 10.0 2.6 8.7 2.6 4.222 10.6 2.3 11.6 2.7 1.28

IV' 17, Flexibility 9.6 3.6 8.9 3.2 1.54 9.7 2.9 8.9 3.5 0.82

18.- Femininity 21.4 3,9 24.1 3.5 3.85 2 20.2 3.7 20.8 3.q 0.50

1. p < .05 level.
2. p < .01 level.
3. Measures of poise, ascendancy, and self-assurance.
4. Measures of iocialization, maturity, and responsibility.
5. Measures of 'achievement potential and intellectual efficiency.
6. Measures of intellectual and interest modes.

Table I highlights the fact that 10 of 18 traits for the 1970
PNBB School Ss were significantly different from the national
norms. When tfie 23 Ss original CPI trait scores were
coinpared with their 1913 scores four traits showed signifi-
cant differences.

The CPI Profile of the 63 original Ss as 'compared to the
national norms for the same age group is illustrated in figu-e
1.

j14
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Figure 1 - CPI Profiles of 1970 PNBEI Group andNational Norms.
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The PNBB Ss were significantly higher than the norms In the
traits of dominance, capacity for status, sociability, social
presence, self-acceptance and psychological mindedness.
They were significantly lower in the CPI traits of well-being,
socialization, good impression and femininity. ,

Upon retesting three-years later, the 23 Ss CPI profiles were
compared with their original profile and are illustrated In
figure 2. Retesting showed significantly higher scores on the
traits of tolerance, achievement in settings requiring confor-
mancy, achievement in settings requiring independence, and
intellectual efficiency.

Figure 2 - CPI Profiles of 1970 PNBB Group and 1973 PNBB Group.
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A summary of the 1970 demographic questionnaire is
presented in table 2.

Table ll illustrates-that the 1970 PNBB Sswere active in other
sports and notes that male members of the family were
involved in the teaching of basketball skills to the girls.
A summary of the results from the demographic question-
naire returned by the 23 Ss in June 1973 is presented in table
ill. Highlights from the 1973 questionnaire revealed that the Ss
remained very active in interscholastic basketball with ap-
proximately one-half of the Ss playing on a championship
team and/or being selected as an "all-star." They were also
very active in other extramural. activities and reported
numerous honors and awards in scholastt ; endeavours.

.111.

Table II - Summary of the 1970.PNBB School Demographic Questionnaire.

1. Age Range 12-17

2. Number of Siblings in the family :

1 6.3%
2 31.7%
3 28.6%

3. Age when you first started to learn to play basketball :

under 6 6.4%
7- 9 20.6%

1012 46.0%

4. Who first taught you to play basketball ?

Teacher or coach 57.7%
Fathers - 16.5%
Brothers 10.3%
Boyfriends 6.0/0

5. Where 'end you learn to play basketball ?

School 42.3%
° Home 34.6%

Recreation
DePartment 14.1%

6. What other sports do you regularly participate in ? ..

Swimming . 23.0%
21.6%Softball

Tennis . 12.3%
Volleyball 11.8%

Mean 14.5

4 17.5%
5 or more 6.4%
No gAnswer 9.5%

13-15 . 17.5%
No Answer 11.1%

Girl friends 6.2%
Mothers 3.1%
Sisters 0.0%

Church 1.3%
Other 7.7%

Badminton 9.3%
Bowling 6.4%

. Gymnastics 5.4%
Others 10.2%
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Table III - Summary of 1973 PHI3B School Demographic Questionnaire.

1. Did you participate on the following basketball teams during the past three years?

Yes
Intramurals

No No Answer Yes
Interscholastic

No No Answer
Recreation or AAU

Yes No No Answer
1970-71 26.1% 47.8% 26.1% 82.6% 13.1% 4.3% 8.7% 73.9% 17.4%-
1971-72 30.4% 47.8% 21.7% 78.3% 21.7% 0.0% . 26.1% 86.6% 13.0%
1972-73 47.8% 34.8% 17.4% 65.2% 26.1% 8.7% 30.4% 36.5% 13.0%

2: Have yau been selected as an "all-star" in basketball during the past three years?

Yes . 47.8% ' No. i

3. Have you participated on a "chamPlonship" basketball team during the past three years?

Yes .. 56.5% No

4. Have you been selected as an "all-star" I., any other sPorts during the past three 'years?

52.2%

43.5%

Yes 21.7% No 78.3%

5. I, e yosa participated on a "champloaship" team In any other Sports?

Yes 21.7% No 78.3°/9_

6. Wh0.1 other honors, awards or recognitions have you received during the past three years ?-:

Only 2 Serespooded that thes did net receive awards or honors. The remainder of the Ss, reported a varied and impressive list
of awards end honors ranging from who's who in American High Schools, a profestional singer, a student council president, a
drum majorette award and a beauty contest winner.

DISCUSSION

The 19.4) CFI profile for the PNBB Ss showed the group to be
Significanly different in a positive direction 'from the nor-
mative PopulatiOn and confirrns the findings of BELL (1955),
KELLEY (1970) and BIRD (t965) sie.'d.is in slirect Poposition.to
the osults obtained from JONHSON's (1972) somple. The
differenae, may be acCounted for by 'bid that the ONI3B
.Ss.anO those of Bell and .Kelley are hi0 :!,.Prosibi students and
iiwe in vseas 'where Nisketball 'for girls !.: positive &-.1c%-:Ily-
resinforcoosttivity..The differencesin 1.t3e ano skill leyel or the
samples may also account fOr th orofile 'differences.
However, 11 of the PNBB.Ss Were seleo..sd as highly skilled

+. "all-stars" by their peers and coaches arid their profile was
hot significantly different from that of the total sample.

The profiles of the 23 Ss who were.retested changed in those
traits that one would expect to change over time (achieve-
ment potential and intellectual efficiency). The lack of change
on the other traits may be even more important if one
interprets them as being relatively stable measures of per-
sonality. If this remains true on future testing, it suggests that
the personality factors, as measured by the CPI, were
developed and stabilized earlier than age 15. Thus, it would
be interesting to know at what age these Ss first appeared as
being different twin the normative population.
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The 1970 demographic questionnairt. ,aled the expected
finding that most girls learned be: av fl skills from coaches
and teadhers but it may be notev_ ..lat it was fathers and
brothers who also participatea ; teaching skills while
mothers and sisters generally were -riot involved. This is
rather unexpected as one would expect their mothers or
slaters to have participated in basketball due to the long time
span that .basketball for women has remained an important
social function. The popularity of the sport in the Southern
States probably explains the relatively young age of initial
Participation. The PNBB Ss also participated in a number of
other sport activities indicating less "specialization" thari'one
might anticipate for this region.

s _ -
The 1973 follow-up questionnaire further supports the'idea
that these Sswere "activists" in that over one-half played on
championship basketball .teams, over 20% were on cham-
pionship teams or "all-stars" in other sports as well as an
eitremely impressive list of honors in scholastic and non-
sport extramural activities. The diversity ranged from
professional musicians to Who's Who in American High
Schools to cheerleading awards.

The Ss in this sample appear to be a well-adjusied group with
capabilities in many diversified activities.

Ci
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